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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENT 

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (“Air District” or “BAAQMD”) proposes Regulation 11, 

Rule 18, Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11-18, or simply, the 

“Rule”) to ensure that facilities that emit toxic compounds do not pose an unacceptable health risk 

to nearby communities.  This section describes the proposed rule in some detail, largely repeating 

the description found in the Staff Report describing the proposed rule.
1

 

 

This report assesses socioeconomic impacts related to the implementation of proposed new Rule 

11-18.  This Rule would be the next step in the Air District’s efforts to protect public health from toxic 

air pollution.  Rule 11-18 is expected to substantially reduce health risks posed by various facilities 

by requiring the implementation of all technically and economically feasible risk reduction measures 

on significant sources of toxic air contaminants (TACs).  The Rule would potentially affect hundreds 

of facilities, including but not limited to data centers, petroleum refineries, a cement kiln, sewage 

plants, landfills, etc.  These facilities emit a variety of TACs that can adversely impact public health.  

These pollutants include compounds such as diesel particulate matter (DPM), benzene, polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 1,3-butadiene. 

 

For almost 30 years, the Air District has implemented programs designed to identify and reduce the 

public’s exposure to TACs.  A pollutant is considered toxic if it has the potential to cause adverse 

health effects such as cancer, birth defects, respiratory ailments, or other serious illness; Air District 

and state toxic programs have reduced the average Bay Area cancer risk resulting from exposure to 

TACs in our air by 83 percent over the last two decades.  Rule 11-18 is the next step to protect the 

public from TACs.  

 

Rule 11-18 would apply to a wide range of commercial, industrial, and municipal facilities including 

data centers, petroleum refineries, chemical plants, wastewater treatment facilities, foundries, 

forges, landfill operations, hospitals, crematoria, , power plants, colleges and universities, military 

facilities and installations, and airline operations.  These facilities operate a wide variety of sources 

of toxic emissions, including diesel-fueled internal combustion engines, wastewater treatment 

operations, combustion sources, evaporative and fugitive emissions, etc.  The Air District estimates 

that 384 facilities potentially could be impacted by this rule.  Table 1 provides a general summary of 

the types of facilities involved.  All major industrial sectors are represented.  BAE estimates that 266 

of the facilities are private-sector establishments. 
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 From BAAQMD Staff Report, henceforth referred to as the "Staff Report." 
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Table 1:  Impacted Facilities by Industry Sector 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Industry Sector Sites % Total

Agriculture and Forestry 2 0.5%
Mining and Construction 3 0.8%
Manufacturing 75 19.5%
Wholesale Trade 20 5.2%
Retail Trade 3 0.8%
Transportation, Warehousing, and Utilities 35 9.1%
Information 5 1.3%
Financial Activities 20 5.2%
Professional & Business Services 32 8.3%
Educational & Health Services 46 12.0%
Leisure & Hospitality 5 1.3%
Other Services, except Public Administration 20 5.2%
Government (a) 118 30.7%

Total, All Sites 384 100.0%

Notes:
(a) Government includes all publicly owned facilities regardless of sector.

Sources:  BAAQMD, 2017; BAE, 2017. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The analysis begins with an overview of current demographic and economic conditions in the Air District 

region, to provide context for the impact analysis that follows.  Following that overview, BAE provides more 

detail on the specific industries that may be affected by the rule revisions, including data on number of 

establishments as classified by number of employees, estimated revenues per employee, and net profits 

for each affected industry.   

 

This report uses data from a number of sources, including County Business Patterns, the 2012 

Economic Census, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the State of California’s Employment 

Development Department (EDD) Labor Market Information Division and Department of Finance, the 

Internal Revenue Service, Dun & Bradstreet, and the Air District itself.  

 

Using this information, BAE generated an overview of regional demographic and economic trends, 

developed a profile of potentially impacted business establishments, and estimated net income as 

percent of revenues.  Because of the number of facilities affected, much of the analysis was done at 

the individual site level, in the form of a database linking various data about the individual sites, 

including industry sector, private/public sector status, employment, revenues, and net income. 

 

These figures were then compared to the compliance costs associated with the revised Rule, and for 

private enterprises, a determination was made of the potential for these costs to be a significant 

portion of estimated rates of return (using a 10 percent impact threshold).  However, many of the 

potentially impacted facilities are public entities, and thus could not be evaluated based on impacts 

on rates of return.  These facilities are largely public utility districts or departments, and as such 

should be able to pass through any compliance costs to ratepayers, so potential socioeconomic 

impacts on these facilities have not been further assessed.   

 

Next, BAE analyzed the potential for direct and indirect job losses using the IMPLAN input-output 

model.  Finally, the potential for impacts on small businesses is assessed. 
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REGIONAL TRENDS 

Regional Demographic Trends 
Table 2 shows the population and household trends for the nine county Bay Area and California 

between 2000 and 2016.  During this time, the Bay Area’s population increased by 12.8 percent, 

compared to 15.9 percent for California as a whole.  Similarly, the number of Bay Area households 

grew by 9.6 percent, compared to 12.5 percent growth statewide, as average household size 

increased in both geographies. 

 

Table 2:  Population and Household Trends, 2000-2015 

 

 

The Bay Area’s slower growth is tied to its relatively built-out environment, compared to the state 

overall.  While Central Valley locations, such as the Sacramento region, experienced large increases 

in the number of housing units, the Bay Area only experienced moderate increases in housing units. 

Total Change % Change

Bay Area (a) 2000 2016 2000-2016 2000-2016

Population 6,784,348 7,649,565 865,217 12.8%
Households 2,466,020 2,703,486 237,466 9.6%
Average Household Size 2.69 2.77

California

Population 33,873,086 39,255,883 5,382,797 15.9%
Households 11,502,871 12,941,948 1,439,077 12.5%
Average Household Size 2.87 2.97

Notes:
(a)  Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano,
and Sonoma Counties.

Sources:  California State Department of Finance, 2016; US Census, 2000; BAE 2017.
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Regional Economic Trends 
Table 3 shows jobs by sector in 2010 and 2015

2

 for the Bay Area and California.  In the five-year 

period between 2010 and 2015, the Bay Area’s employment base grew by 17.5 percent, increasing 

from 3.2 million jobs to 3.7 million jobs, as the area economy has recovered from the depths of the 

Great Recession and continued to grow.  The state saw somewhat smaller job growth, increasing by 

12.3 percent from 14.7 million jobs in 2010 to 16.5 million jobs in 2015.   

 

The largest non-government sectors in the Bay Area economy are Professional & Business Services; 

Education & Health Services; Leisure & Hospitality; and Retail Trade.  These sectors each constituted 

nine percent or more of the region’s total jobs in 2015.  Overall, the Bay Area’s economic base 

largely reflects the state’s base, sharing a similar distribution of employment across sectors.  One 

noteworthy variation is the high employment in the Professional & Business Services, which makes 

up 19.2 percent of employment in the Bay Area compared to only 15.1 percent statewide. 

 

All industry sectors showed an increase in employment in the Bay Area between 2010 and 2015, 

with increases of greater than 20 percent in Mining, Logging, & Construction; Information; 

Professional & Business Services; and Leisure & Hospitality.  Statewide growth was also over 20 

percent in three of these four sectors; Information only grew by 12.6 percent, compared to 44.4 

percent in the Bay Area, where the tech economy is driving growth.  For both the Bay Area and the 

state, the slowest growth was in the Government sector.   

 

Summary of Regional Trends 

The Bay Area economy is currently strong, with strong growth and recovery from the recession, 

particularly in professional services and technology-related industries.  Population is also growing, 

albeit at a slower rate than jobs. 

 

 

                                                      

 
2

 Most recent year for which full-year employment data were available at the time of analysis. 
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Table 3:  Jobs by Sector, 2010-2015 (a) 

 

 

 

Bay Area California

2010 (b) 2015 (c) % Change 2010 (b) 2015 (c) % Change

Industry Sector Jobs % Total Jobs % Total 2010-2015 Jobs % Total Jobs % Total 2010-2015

Agriculture 20,900 0.7% 21,800 0.6% 4.3% 382,800 2.6% 423,300 2.6% 10.6%
Mining, Logging, and Construction 132,600 4.2% 179,800 4.8% 35.6% 586,700 4.0% 756,400 4.6% 28.9%
Manufacturing 307,500 9.7% 333,600 9.0% 8.5% 1,244,000 8.5% 1,291,900 7.8% 3.9%
Wholesale Trade 113,200 3.6% 127,800 3.4% 12.9% 644,000 4.4% 721,200 4.4% 12.0%
Retail Trade 309,700 9.8% 345,700 9.3% 11.6% 1,517,700 10.3% 1,663,100 10.1% 9.6%
Transportation, Warehousing, and Utilities 89,500 2.8% 106,200 2.9% 18.7% 466,300 3.2% 554,000 3.4% 18.8%
Information 113,500 3.6% 163,900 4.4% 44.4% 429,000 2.9% 483,000 2.9% 12.6%
Financial Activities 168,400 5.3% 180,100 4.8% 6.9% 759,700 5.2% 797,400 4.8% 5.0%
Professional & Business Services 546,500 17.3% 716,100 19.2% 31.0% 2,076,900 14.2% 2,493,800 15.1% 20.1%
Educational & Health Services 474,500 15.0% 552,300 14.8% 16.4% 2,123,400 14.5% 2,456,200 14.9% 15.7%
Leisure & Hospitality 325,900 10.3% 405,100 10.9% 24.3% 1,501,600 10.2% 1,830,000 11.1% 21.9%
Other Services, except Public Administration 108,500 3.4% 123,600 3.3% 13.9% 484,900 3.3% 545,700 3.3% 12.5%
Government (d) 458,200 14.5% 468,100 12.6% 2.2% 2,448,400 16.7% 2,458,800 14.9% 0.4%

Total, All Employment (e) 3,168,000 100.0% 3,723,800 100.0% 17.5% 14,665,300 100.0% 16,474,800 100.0% 12.3%

Notes:
(a) Includes all wage and salary employment.
(b) Represents annual average employment for calendar year 2010.
(c) Represents annual average employment for calendar year 2015.
(d) Government employment includes workers in all local, state and Federal workers, not just those in public administration.  For example, all public school staff are in the Government category.
(e) Totals may not sum from parts due to independent rounding.
(f) Santa Clara County data is for MSA, which includes San Benito County.  As of 2014, San Benito had approximately 16,100 wage and salary jobs, an insignificant number relative to
the Bay Area total.

Sources:  California Employment Development Department, 2016; BAE, 2016. 
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SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS 

This section of the report analyzes socioeconomic impacts stemming from Rule 11-18.  In order to 

estimate the economic impacts of the changes to the Rule, this report compares the affected 

facilities’ annualized compliance costs with their rates of return.  The following analysis uses data 

from the Air District, Dun & Bradstreet, County Business Patterns, IMPLAN, the IRS, and the 2012 US 

Economic Census. 

 

The Air District analyzed its databases and to discern the types of establishments that might be subject 

to the Rule and has identified 384 facilities sites across a broad range of industries and 

establishments that could potentially be impacted by the new Rule.  The list includes both private 

and public sector entities.  Appendix A provides a detailed listing of these facilities.   

 

In addition to direct impacts, any decline in revenues for the directly affected industries may result in 

a “ripple effect” through the regional economy.  These effects are analyzed by utilizing the IMPLAN 

input-output model, as discussed in the section on regional impacts below. 

 

Affected Industries 
The Air District has estimated the number of affected sites by industry as shown in Table 1 above.  

Table 4 below shows potentially impacted facility types by sources of emission and primary risk 

drivers.  Given the large number of sites potentially impacted, BAE developed a database of these 

sites with each site comprising a single record in the database, and entered information as available 

for each of the sites.  This included the base information from the District on business name, site 

location, type of activity, NAICS code, and risk drivers.  As additional information was gathered, it was 

entered into or linked to this database on a per-facility basis. 

 

For example, BAE searched for each establishment in a Dun & Bradstreet’s database, which for 

many sites provided an estimate of employment and branch/headquarters/single location status.  

Economic Census data on revenues per employee by NAICS code was also linked, with the 

combination of Duns and Economic Census data then providing estimates of total revenue by 

location.  IRS data on returns by sector was linked; in combination with the revenue estimates, this 

provided an estimate of the dollar amount of profit per establishment that could then be used in the 

impact analysis. 

 

It should be noted, however, that for a substantial number of locations, one or more data points were 

lacking.  These sites were excluded from the direct analysis, but potential impact levels relative to 

rate of return could be inferred from the range of impacts for those businesses for which data were 

available. 
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Table 4:  Summary of Toxic Air Contaminant Emitting Facilities and Sources 

Facility Sources Primary Risk 

Driver(s) 

Estimated Range of 

Health Risks 

(in a million) 

Refineries Fugitive Emissions 

Stack Emissions 

Diesel Engines 

Cooling Towers 

Waste Water Treatment 

Operations 

Benzene 

Diesel PM 

Formaldehyde 

1,3-Butadiene 

Chromium VI 

Nickel 

13 – 56 

Data Centers Stationary Diesel 

Engines 

Diesel PM 
3 – 24  

Cement Manufacturing Stack Emissions 

Fugitive Emissions  

Chromium VI 

 
9 – 40 

Chemical Plants Stack Emissions 

Fugitive Emissions 

Formaldehyde 

Carbon Tetrachloride 

Sulfuric Acid Mist 

Diesel PM 

12 

Crematoria Stack Emissions Chromium VI 

Mercury 
10 – 14 

Landfills Fugitive Emissions  

Diesel Engines 

Vinyl Chloride 

Hydrogen Sulfide 

Benzene 

Diesel PM 

Acrylonitrile 

11 – 23 

Foundries / Metal 

Melting 

Fugitive Emissions Dioxins 

Manganese 

Lead 

Chromium VI 

Mercury 

Cadmium 

Nickel 

Arsenic 

PAHs 

Copper 

17 – 40 

Sewage Treatment 

Facilities 

Fugitive Emission 

Stack Emissions 

Diesel PM 

Hydrogen Sulfide 

Cadmium 

Mercury 

9 – 40 
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Facility Sources Primary Risk 

Driver(s) 

Estimated Range of 

Health Risks 

(in a million) 

Power Plants Stack Emissions Formaldehyde 

Ammonia 

Benzene 

Diesel PM 

5 – 17  

Gasoline Stations  Fugitive Emissions Benzene 

Ethyl Benzene 

1,3-Butadiene 

10 – 31 

Military Facilities Diesel Engines Diesel PM n/a 

Manufacturing Diesel Engines Diesel PM 7 – 14  

Hospitals / Medical 

Facilities 

Diesel Engines 

EtO Sterilizers 

Stack Emissions 

Diesel PM 

EtO 

Formaldehyde 

2 – 23 

 

 

As shown in Table 3 above, the facilities encompass all major sectors of the economy.  According to 

the estimates derived from the US Census, in 2015 the Bay Area had approximately 200,000 

private-sector establishments with a total of slightly less than 3.4 million jobs, or an average of 17 

jobs per establishment (see Table 5).  Only approximately 0.13 percent of private-sector 

establishments would be impacted by this Rule. 
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Table 5:  Profile of Affected Industries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Average Employment

Major Industry Group NAICS Employment (a) per Establishment 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100+ Total

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting 11 1,869                     8                                   167          27            16            14            6              2              232          
Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction 21 1,075                     14                                  37            10            8              15            5              1              76            
Utilities 22 12,885                   98                                  50            28            18            20            5              11            132          
Construction 23 170,364                 11                                  9,878       2,636       1,644       1,024       365          237          15,784     
Manufacturing 31-33 241,068                 31                                  3,201       1,501       1,246       1,039       431          450          7,868       
Wholesale trade 42 211,848                 21                                  5,231       1,945       1,351       913          321          334          10,095     
Retail trade 44-45 351,371                 16                                  9,445       5,246       3,416       2,259       891          649          21,906     
Transportation and warehousing 48-49 90,434                   24                                  1,915       699          544          385          158          136          3,837       
Information 51 259,694                 46                                  2,808       739          643          622          306          485          5,603       
Finance and insurance 52 151,496                 13                                  6,730       2,095       1,204       775          243          204          11,251     
Real estate and rental and leasing 53 60,836                   6                                   8,009       1,632       727          359          97            54            10,878     
Professional, scientific, and technical services 54 379,594                 12                                  22,497     4,390       2,682       1,903       702          572          32,746     
Management of companies and enterprises 55 122,473                 87                                  448          213          190          240          126          188          1,405       
Administrative & support & waste management & remediation services 56 223,922                 23                                  5,315       1,531       1,110       905          437          404          9,702       
Educational services 61 119,489                 31                                  1,727       662          606          528          202          142          3,867       
Health care and social assistance 62 417,493                 18                                  12,009     5,336       3,001       1,628       588          583          23,145     
Arts, entertainment, and recreation 71 66,834                   22                                  1,544       437          347          348          173          128          2,977       
Accommodation and food services 72 360,394                 18                                  5,973       3,987       4,883       4,052       1,042       319          20,256     
Other services (except public administration) 81 136,963                 8                                   10,448     3,372       1,689       898          253          117          16,777     
Industries not classified 99 1,117                     986          24            4              -           -           -           1,014       

Totals 3,381,219              17                                  108,418   36,510     25,329     17,927     6,351       5,016       199,551   

Notes:

Sources: U.S. Census County Business Patterns, 2015; BAE, 2017.

Number of Establishments (by workforce size)
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Compliance Costs 
The Air District has identified a range of compliance measures for potential impacted projects.  

These include the following: 

 

• Limiting Throughput or Operating Hours 

• Baghouses 

• Carbon Absorption 

• Oxidation Catalysts 

• Diesel Particular Filters 

• New Diesel Internal Combustion Engines 

• Thermal Oxidizers 

• Wet Gas Scrubbers 

• Electrostatic Precipitators 

• Improved Equipment/Enhanced Monitoring/Other Process Improvements 

• Increasing Stack Height 

 

Given the large number of locations that may be impacted and limited knowledge regarding 

compliance measures and associated costs at particular sites, it was not feasible to generate 

precise estimates of the costs for each establishment.  Instead, BAAQMD has provided general 

estimates of the compliance measures and associated costs by major facility type/activity per Table 

6 below.  Low and high costs estimates are provided for applicable measure, to show the range of 

potential impacts. 

 

As indicated in the table, not all facilities are expected to require substantial expenditures on 

compliance measures, with many sites meeting the Rule through operating time restrictions, stack 

height increase or other no- or low-cost measures. 
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Table 6:  Air Pollution Control Equipment Expected to be Installed under Rule 11-18 

Industrial Sector 
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Annualized Control 

Costs per Source: 
 $14k – 

168k 
$500k – 
$1 MM 

$70k – 
$2.1 MM 

$42k – 
480k 

$120k – 
$230k 

$32k – 
$630k 

$1MM – 
$3MM 

$500k –  
$5.6MM 

Cement Mfr.  1   1     1 
Chemical Plants  4    2   4  
Chrome Plating  1   1      
Coating Ops  1         
Concrete Batch Ops  1         
Crematoria  12   5      
Data Centers  3 10 10       
Emergency Engines  37 18 20       
Engines & Other 
Sources  

50 42 42      
 

Hospitals 40 10 4       
Landfills  27     4 4   
Loading / Tank Ops  1    1     
Metal Melting 5   1 2    1 
Metal Recycling 1         
Misc. Mfr. 15 6 8       
Power Plants 18   2      
Refineries 5 4  2    3 3 
Research 1  1       
Sewage Treatment 31    1 3 4 3  
Other 130 10 15   3 2   

Total 384 100 100 12 6 10 10 10 5 
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Impacts on Affected Industries 
 

Given the large number of potentially affected sites, the broad range of industries, the wide 

variability in costs for mitigating the impacts, and the limited information available, the analysis here 

does not “drill down” to the level of individual establishments.  Instead, it provides a measure of the 

number of facilities that might be potentially impacted, with the understanding that many of these 

potentially impacted facilities would not necessarily need to engage in the expenditures as shown 

above in Table 6.   

 

Methodology 

Since it is not possible at this time in the Rule process to determine the compliance measures and 

specific costs associated with particular facilities, BAE has developed a methodology to estimate the 

costs based on available information from BAAQMD on types of measures and a range of costs by 

type of facility.  Also utilized was information on employment and corporate structure from Dun & 

Bradstreet, corporate earnings, establishment counts, and employment from the 2012 Economic 

Census undertaken by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and historic data on corporate earnings and 

rate of return by industry from the Internal Revenue Service.   

 

The analysis here measures impacts based on changes in net income.  In its report on returns of 

active corporations, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) provides annual data on total sales and net 

income for public companies across the broad spectrum of the private sector.  For this analysis, 10-

year averages were used, such that the impacts of any particular year’s performance due to 

economic fluctuations are lessened.  The rates of return were computed as available for each 

industry under consideration and entered into the facilities database based on NAICS code.   

 

The Dun & Bradstreet data provided estimates of employment at individual facilities, along with 

information on corporate structure used to screen for small stand-alone businesses.  Dun & 

Bradstreet data were not available for all of the facilities, limiting analysis of potential impacts to 

187 of the total 266 private-sector facilities.   

 

The Economic Census was utilized to calculate estimates of per-employee revenues by industry; 

these estimates were then multiplied by the employment data from Dun & Bradstreet to generate 

revenue estimates for each facility for which sufficient data were available. 

 

BAAQMD provided annualized cost estimates for compliance measures, as shown above in Table 6, 

in the form of a minimum and maximum cost for each measure.  This table also provides an 

estimate by major industry sector of the number of point sources requiring the listed compliance 

measures.  BAE then used this to generate low, median, and high cost estimates by major industry 

sector, which were then applied to each private-sector facility listed in the database.   

 

Finally, the potential impacts of these costs on rate of return as estimated per IRS data to determine 

whether the cost impacts met the criterion of a greater than 10 percent impact on the rate of return. 
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Affected Industries and Regional Impacts 
 

Table 7 below shows the proportion of facilities in each major industrial sector with potential significant 

impacts due to an over 10 percent impact on the estimated rate of return.  The proportion is calculated for 

low cost, median cost, and high cost scenarios as discussed above. 

 

There is considerable variability by sector and cost level in the proportion of potentially impacted facilities; 

for example, cement manufacturing and chemical plants show no significantly impacted facilities for the 

low-cost scenario, but all facilities could be significantly impacted under the median and high cost 

scenarios.  Other sectors, such as chrome plating, crematories, and power plants show a high proportion 

of potentially impacted facilities even under the low cost scenario.  

 

For a particular business establishment, though, these factors may vary considerably from the 

assumptions here.  In particular, to the extent that mitigation costs are fixed, larger firms would be 

better able to absorb these costs.  It is also likely that larger facilities would face higher costs due to 

more point sources requiring abatement. 

 

Table 7: Percent of Potentially Impacted Facilities by Major Industrial Sector 

 

Low Cost Median Cost High Cost

Industry Sector

Total 

Facilities

Percent 

Impacted

Total 

Facilities

Percent 

Impacted

Total 

Facilities

Percent 

Impacted

Cement Manufacturing 1 0% 1 100% 1 100%
Chemical Plants 4 0% 4 100% 4 100%
Chrome Plating 1 100% na na na na
Coating 1 0% 1 0% 1 0%
Concrete Batch Operations 1 0% 1 0% 1 0%
Crematories 10 90% 7 100% 7 100%
Data Centers 1 0% na na na na
Emergency Engines 12 33% na na na na
Engines and Other Sources 26 19% 21 81% 21 95%
Hospital / Medical 26 0% 22 45% 22 91%
Landfills 14 50% 14 100% 14 100%
Loading/Tanks 1 0% 1 100% 1 100%
Metal Melting 5 20% 3 67% 3 67%
Metal Recycling 2 0% na na na na
Miscellaneous Manufacturing 16 0% 15 80% 15 93%
Power Plants 9 89% 8 100% 8 100%
Refineries 3 0% 3 0% 3 67%
Research 1 100% na na na na
Other 53 28% 44 61% 44 84%

Total 187 27% 145 71% 145 90%

Notes:
The percent impact represents the percent of total facilities that might be impacted if they had to install control equipment at
the cost level estimated. Thus the percent impacted provides an upper threshold indicator of potential impacts. Not all such
facilities will need to implement these control measures, as they might be able to undertake no- or low-cost alternatives
such as increased stack height or reduced operating hours. The actual number and proportion of impacted facilities thus
might be less than indicated here. See text for explanation of cost definitions. A facility is considered impacted if the costs
are greater than 10 percent of estimated profit. Excludes public sector facilities.  See text for explanation. Includes only
facilities for which data on employment, total revenues, and profit margins were available.

Sources:  BAAQMD; Dun & Bradstreet; Internal Revenue Service; U.S. Census Bureau Economic Census; BAE, 2017. 
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However, it is important to note that given the available data, it is not possible to predict precisely 

which of the potentially affected facilities will actually be significantly impacted, since some facilities 

will be able to forgo the improvements and meet the Rule through no- or low-cost solutions.  The 

above table should be used as an indicator of the highest potential impacts; for example, given the 

estimates here, no more than 27 percent of the privately operated facilities should have their profits 

significantly impacted by Rule 11-18; the proportion goes up substantially under the median and 

high cost scenarios.  The actual proportion impacted under each scenario will likely be lower, 

especially to the extent smaller facilities with lower revenues are able to implement no- or low-cost 

solutions. 

 

Regional Impacts 
 

For this analysis, it is assumed that the costs of new control equipment would result in equivalent 

lower total revenues, and that the expenditures for additional air pollution equipment would not 

circulate through the local economy.  It is likely that actual impacts would be lower than shown here, 

since some equipment could be purchased and/or produced locally, and costs would not necessarily 

translate to a decline in gross revenues, e.g., the costs could be expensed to lower taxes.  While the 

particular facilities to be affected are not necessarily known, the overall cost impacts as estimated 

by sector and shown in Table 6 above are assumed to occur somewhere in the local economy and 

thus have a direct effect on jobs and the impact equivalent to a decline in output (total revenues). 

 

In addition to these direct impacts, there would be indirect and induced impacts on the regional 

economy.  Indirect and induced impacts refer to regional multiplier effects of increasing or 

decreasing regional economic activity.  If the Rule were to significantly impact local businesses, any 

closures would result in direct regional economic losses.  Firms would no longer buy goods from local 

suppliers, thereby resulting in reduced indirect impacts, or business-to-business expenditures.  In 

addition, firms would no longer employ regional residents, resulting in induced impacts due to 

decreases in household spending.  Because there is the potential for the proposed Rule to result in 

significant direct impacts for the sectors listed above, the analysis uses the IMPLAN input-output 

model to estimate the indirect or induced impacts. 

 

IMPLAN Input-Output Model 

Regional and national input-output models have been used for years by economists as a tool to 

understand the extremely complex interactions among the various parts of an economy.  The 

economic model used in this analysis, IMPLAN (“IMpact analysis for PLANning”), is a PC-based 

computer software package that automates the process of developing input-output models for 

regions within the United States.  At the heart of the model is an input-output dollar flow table.  For 

the specified region, the input-output table accounts for all of the dollar flows between the different 

sectors within the economy.  Using this information, the IMPLAN software models the way income 

injected into one sector is then spent, and re-spent in other sectors of the economy, generating 

waves of economic activity, or so-called “economic multiplier” effects.   
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Regions studied using the IMPLAN model can be defined at various geographic levels to fit the 

particular analysis.  The developers of the IMPLAN model maintain large databases of economic and 

trade data that are collected and published by the federal government, which they compile and 

format for use in the computer model.  The data regarding input-output relationships between 

sectors used in the model for this analysis are from 2015 (latest currently available), and have been 

adjusted to provide results expressed in 2017 dollar figures.  The data that IMPLAN uses are 

customized to reflect the specific, detailed economic characteristics of each individual county that is 

included within the specified regional study area.  The IMPLAN model in turn is able to summarize 

the economic effects of a given economic “event” that is input into the model, expressing the 

impacts in terms of direct, indirect, and induced jobs and output by industry sector.   

 

• Direct Impacts.  Direct impacts refer to the dollar value of economic activity available to 

circulate through the economy.   

 

• Indirect Impacts.  The indirect impacts refer to the inter-industry impacts of the input-output 

analysis, which would include any payments that the directly impacted industries make to 

other businesses in the region for goods and services.   

 

• Induced Impacts.  The induced impacts refer to the impacts of household expenditures in the 

model.  When households earn income, they spend part of that income on goods and 

services.  The model treats households as an “industry” in determining their local 

expenditure patterns in the model, based on the availability of goods and services within the 

geography.  

 

The IMPLAN model is well respected as the industry standard for projecting economic impacts 

resulting from future “events.”  In this study, the projected loss of sales in the three impacted 

industries makes up the “events” in the IMPLAN model.   

 

Economic Impacts of Increased Costs in Impacted Industries 

Mirroring the methodology above, where potential costs were modelled based on low, median, and 

high costs for various major industry groupings, the IMPLAN analysis looks at the estimated impacts 

based on the same range of costs, for the number of industries and impact types as shown in Table 

6 above.  As noted previously, it is assumed that the costs would result in equivalent lower revenues, 

and that the expenditures would not circulate through the local economy.   

 

Table 8 shows the direct, indirect, and induced regional impacts from annual economic output due 

to the decline in operating revenues flowing through the Air District economy.  The total reduction in 

annual economic output is estimated to range from $90 to $294 million with a related annual loss of 

355 to 1,105 jobs.  It should be noted that this is based on assumptions derived from a variety of 

sources regarding modification/control costs, mix of industries, and typical industries as grouped.   
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As context, the IMPLAN model estimates the gross annual regional product for the nine-county Bay 

Area at approximately $737 billion; the possible reduction is equivalent to 0.04 percent or less of 

total economic output for the region, and 0.02 percent or less of total jobs. 

 

Table 8:  Regional Economic Impacts 

 

 

 

Impacts on Small Businesses 
According to California Government Code 14835, a small business is any business that meets the 

following requirements: 

 

• Must be independently owned and operated; 

• Cannot be dominant in its field of operation; 

• Must have its principal office located in California; 

• Must have its owners (or officers in the case of a corporation) domiciled in California; and 

• Together with its affiliates, be either: 

o A business with 100 or fewer employees, and average annual gross receipts of $10 

million or less over the previous three tax years, or 

o A manufacturer with 100 or fewer employees. 

 

Low Cost Scenario

Employment Output

Direct (a) -191.1 -$59,875,328
Indirect (b) -81.0 -$15,960,258
Induced (c) -82.8 -$14,149,793
Total -354.9 -$89,985,378

Median Cost Scenario

Employment Output

Direct (a) -389.6 -$128,011,418
Indirect (b) -166.4 -$33,972,815
Induced (c) -174.4 -$29,799,658
Total -730.4 -$191,783,890

High Cost Scenario

Employment Output

Direct (a) -588.0 -$196,147,507
Indirect (b) -251.9 -$51,985,372
Induced (c) -266.0 -$45,449,522
Total -1,105.9 -$293,582,402

(a)  Based on the iniital loss of sales and employment, direct impacts measure the reduction
of dollars available to then flow through the local economy.
(b)  Indirect Impacts refer to business-to-business impacts.
(c)  Induced impacts occur when workers spend their household incomes throughout the
local economy.

Sources:  IMPLAN; BAAQMD; BAE.
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BAE has estimated the number of sites/businesses impacted by Rule 11-18 that qualify as small 

business based on employment and ownership information from Dun & Bradstreet, revenues 

calculated as above, and public/private sector status.  This list may be incomplete due to missing 

data for individual records, so the numbers here may under-represent the total.  Based on the 

screening criteria and available data, BAE estimates that there are at least 43 qualifying businesses, 

or slightly less than 10 percent of all potentially impacted locations (or about 14 percent of all 

private sector sites). 

 

As with the overall impact analysis above, the analysis here looks at facilities that could be 

potentially impacted; particular establishments may be impacted, depending on the costs of the 

actual measures taken to be in compliance with Rule 11-18.  The actual number of businesses 

impacted may be smaller. 

 

Small business status was inferred based on information from the Dun & Bradstreet database, 

which has data for employment at a site and whether or not that facility is the branch of a larger 

corporate entity.  Among the 266 private businesses potentially impacted by Rule 11-18, the Dun & 

Bradstreet data indicated that 34 of these were small businesses per BAAQMD’s standard definition 

of a small business.  Since not all 266 records had all the data fields required to determine small 

business status, it is possible that there are other small businesses.   
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Table 9:  Percent of Potentially Impacted Small Business Facilities by Major Industrial Sector 

 

 

Based on the detailed analysis as shown above in Table 9, a substantial percentage of small 

businesses could be significantly impacted by the costs of compliance with Rule 11-18.  For the low 

cost scenario, nearly three-fourths of small business facilities could potentially face annualized costs 

greater than 10 percent of profits, and 100 percent of small business facilities could potentially face 

those levels of costs if median or high annualized costs for compliance were required.   

 

Low Cost Median Cost High Cost

Industry Sector

Total 

Facilities

Percent 

Impacted

Total 

Facilities

Percent 

Impacted

Total 

Facilities

Percent 

Impacted

Cement Manufacturing na na na na na na
Chemical Plants 1 0% 1 100% 1 100%
Chrome Plating 1 100% 1 100% 1 100%
Coating na na na na na na
Concrete Batch Operations na na na na na na
Crematories 7 100% 7 100% 7 100%
Data Centers na na na na na na
Emergency Engines 5 60% 5 100% 5 100%
Engines and Other Sources 4 25% 4 100% 4 100%
Hospital / Medical na na na na na na
Landfills 3 100% 3 100% 3 100%
Loading/Tanks na na na na na na
Metal Melting 1 100% 1 100% 1 100%
Metal Recycling na na na na na na
Miscellaneous Manufacturing na na na na na na
Pow er Plants na na na na na na
Refineries na na na na na na
Research na na na na na na
Other 12 75% 12 100% 12 100%

Total 34 74% 34 100% 34 100%

Total Impacted 25 34 34

Notes:
The percent impact represents the percent of total small business facilities that might be impacted if they had to install
control equipment at the cost level estimated. Thus the percent impacted provides an upper threshold indicator of potential
impacts. Not all such facilities w ill need to implement these control measures, as they might be able to undertake no- or
low -cost alternatives such as increased stack height or reduced operating hours. The actual number and proportion of
impacted facilities thus might be less than indicated here. See text for explanation of cost definitions. A facility is
considered impacted if the costs are greater than 10 percent of estimated profit. Excludes public sector facilities.  See text
for explanation. Includes only facilities for w hich data on employment, total revenues, and profit margins w ere available.

Sources:  BAAQMD; Dun & Bradstreet; Internal Revenue Service; U.S. Census Bureau Economic Census; BAE, 2017. 
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APPENDIX A:  RULE 11-18 POTENTIALLY IMPACTED FACILITIES 

Facility # Facility Name Source Types Location Address Location City Zip Code 

10 Chevron Products Company Refinery 841 Chevron Way Richmond 94802 

11 Shell Martinez Refinery Refinery 3485 Pacheco Blvd Martinez 94553 

12 NRG Delta, LLC Engines and Other Sources 696 W 10th Street Pittsburg 94565 

17 Lehigh Southwest Cement Company Cement Mfg 24001 Stevens Creek Blvd Cupertino 95014 

18 NRG Delta, LLC Emergency Engines 3201 Wilbur Avenue Antioch 94509 

23 Chemtrade West US LLC Chemical Plant 525 Castro Street Richmond 94801 

31 Dow Chemical Company Chemical Plant 901 Loveridge Road Pittsburg 94565 

41 Owens Corning Insulating Systems, LLC Misc. Mfg. 960 Central Expressway Santa Clara 95050 

49 Chevron Products Company Other 1020 Berryessa Road San Jose 95133 

51 United Airlines, Inc Engines and Other Sources 800 So Airport Boulevard San Francisco 94128 

55 Lockheed Martin Corporation Misc. Mfg. 1111 Lockheed Martin Way Sunnyvale 94089 

59 University of California, Berkeley Engines and Other Sources Berkeley Campus Berkeley 94720 

62 A B & I Foundry Metal Melting 7825 San Leandro St Oakland 94621 

64 Equilon Enterprises LLC-San Jose Terminal Petroleum Distribution 2165 O'Toole Avenue San Jose 95131 

72 Chevron Inc     (Americas OE/HES) Other 155 Castro Street Richmond 94802 

83 United States Pipe & Foundry Company, LLC Metal Melting 1295 Whipple Road Union City 94587 

85 HGST, a Western Digital Company Engines and Other Sources 5601 Great Oaks Pkwy San Jose 95119 

91 Chevron Avon Terminal Petroleum Distribution 611 Solano Way Martinez 94553 

148 Ball Metal Beverage Container Corp Misc. Mfg. 2400 Huntington Drive Fairfield 94533 

167 Kraft Heinz Foods Company Misc. Mfg. 100 Halcyon Drive San Leandro 94578 

194 PCC Structurals - San Leandro Metal Melting 414 Hester Street                                                San Leandro              94577 

208 Schnitzer Steel Products Company Metal Recycling 1101 Embarcadero W Oakland  

227 Criterion Catalysts Company LP Misc. Mfg. 2840 Willow Pass Road Pittsburg 94565 

246 HP Inc Other 1501 Page Mill Road Palo Alto 94304 

281 U S Veterans Administration Medical Center Hospital / Medical 4951 Arroyo Road Livermore 94550 

290 DOE-KAO Sandia National Laboratories Other 7011 East Avenue Livermore 94550 

423 Chevron Richmond Technology Center Other 100 Chevron Way Richmond 94802 

450 Veterans Administration Medical Center Hospital / Medical 3801 Miranda Avenue Palo Alto 94304 

453 Good Samaritan Hospital Hospital / Medical 2425 Samaritan Drive San Jose 95124 

459 Veterans Administration Medical Center Hospital / Medical 4150 Clement Street San Francisco 94121 

460 Alta Bates Hospital Hospital / Medical 2450 Ashby Avenue Berkeley 94705 

475 Santa Clara Valley Health & Hospital System Hospital / Medical 751 So Bascom Avenue San Jose 95128 

479 Treasure Island  - US Navy BRAC PMO-W Sewage Treatment Treasure Island San Francisco 94130 

541 Pacific Gas & Electric Co Other 4690 Evora Road Concord 94520 

550 NASA-AMES Research Center Research Moffett Field NS Mountain View 94035 

556 SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory Other 2575 Sand Hill Road Menlo Park 94025 

568 San Francisco South East Treatment Plant Engines and Other Sources 1700 Jerrold Avenue San Francisco 94124 

581 ST Shore Terminals LLC Petroleum Distribution 90 San Pablo Avenue Crockett 94525 

585 Varian Oncology Systems Hospital / Medical 3120 Hansen Way, D 129 Palo Alto 94304 

591 East Bay Municipal Utility District Sewage Treatment 2020 Wake Avenue Oakland 94607 
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595 Mission Valley Rock Co Concrete 7999 Athenour Way Sunol 94586 

598 SRI International Engines and Other Sources 333 Ravenswood Ave, mlstp AE128 Menlo Park 94025 

617 Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant Sewage Treatment 2501 Embarcadero Way Palo Alto 94303 

618 Univar USA Inc Other 2256 Junction Avenue San Jose 95131 

621 City of Santa Clara Power Plant 560 Robert Avenue Santa Clara 95050 

632 Intel Corporation Engines and Other Sources 2150 Mission College Blvd Santa Clara 95054 

633 Intel Corporation Engines and Other Sources 3065 Bowers Avenue Santa Clara 95051 

639 Stanford University Engines and Other Sources ESF-480 Oak Road Palo Alto 94305 

646 Siliconix, Incorporated/Vishay Siliconix Other 2201 Laurelwood Road Santa Clara 95054 

653 Central Marin Sanitation Agency Sewage Treatment Andersen Drive, East end San Rafael 94901 

678 Port of Oakland Engines and Other Sources #1 Airport Drive Oakland 94621 

723 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Other One Cyclotron Road Berkeley 94720 

733 City of Sunnyvale Water Pollution Control Other 1440 Borregas Avenue Sunnyvale 94089 

778 San Jose-Santa Clara Regional Wastewater Facility Sewage Treatment 700 Los Esteros Road San Jose 95134 

792 Washington Hospital Hospital / Medical 2000 Mowry Avenue Fremont 94538 

861 San Mateo Water Quality Control Plant Sewage Treatment 2050 Detroit Drive San Mateo 94404 

907 Central Contra Costa Sanitary District Sewage Treatment 5019 Imhoff Place Martinez 94553 

935 Levin Richmond Terminal Corporation Power Plant 402 Wright Avenue Richmond 94804 

994 Simonsen Laboratories, Inc Laboratory Animals 1180 Day Road, Suite C Gilroy 95020 

1000 Seton Medical Center Hospital / Medical 1900 Sullivan Avenue Daly City 94015 

1009 Hayward Waste Water Treatment Plant Other 3700 Enterprise Ave Hayward 94545 

1067 Oro Loma Sanitary District Sewage Treatment 2600 Grant Avenue San Lorenzo 94580 

1071 City of Petaluma, Dept of Water Resources & Convs Sewage Treatment 3890 Cypress Drive Petaluma 94954 

1179 Redwood Landfill Inc Landfill 8950 Redwood Hwy Novato 94945 

1194 Pinole-Hercules Wastewater Treatment Plant Sewage Treatment 11 Tennent Avenue Pinole 94564 

1209 Union Sanitary District Sewage Treatment 5072 Benson Road Union City 94587 

1228 Sonoma County Water Agency Sewage Treatment 22675 8th St, East Sonoma 95476 

1236 Town of Windsor Other 8400 Windsor Road Windsor 95492 

1244 Silicon Valley Clean Water,San Carlos Pump Stn Emergency Engines 150 Monte Vista San Carlos 94070 

1257 Genentech, Inc Misc. Mfg. and Research 460 Point San Bruno Boulevard 
South San 
Francisco 94080 

1258 Delta Diablo Sanitation District Sewage Treatment 2500 Pittsburg Antioch Hwy Antioch 94509 

1271 West County Wastewater District Sewage Treatment 2377 Garden Tract Rd Richmond 94801 

1275 Novato Sanitary District Sewage Treatment 500 Davidson Street Novato 94947 

1345 Sewerage Agency of South Marin Other 450 Sycamore Avenue Mill Valley 94941 

1351 City of Burlingame, Waste Water Treatment Plant 
Landfill and Sewage 
Treatment 1103 Airport Boulevard Burlingame 94010 

1352 St Helena Hospital Hospital / Medical 10 Woodland Road Saint Helena 94574 

1371 Dublin San Ramon Services District - Wastewater TP Sewage Treatment 7399 Johnson Drive Pleasanton 94588 

1403 City of Santa Rosa Wastewater Treatment Sewage Treatment 4300 Llano Road Santa Rosa 95407 

1404 Fairfield-Suisun Sewer District Sewage Treatment 1010 Chadbourne Road Fairfield 94534 

1427 Applied Materials Misc. Mfg. 3050 Bowers Avenue Santa Clara 95054 

1462 Veterans Administration Medical Center Hospital / Medical 795 Willow Road Menlo Park 94025 

1464 Acme Fill Corporation Landfill 950 Waterbird Way Martinez 94553 

1502 O'Connor Hospital Other 2105 Forest Avenue San Jose 95128 

1507 North San Mateo County Sanitation Dist Other 153 Lake Merced Blvd Daly City 94015 
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1529 Kaiser Permanente Medical Center Hospital / Medical 280 W MacArthur Blvd Oakland 94611 

1533 Sewer Authority Mid-Coastside  1000 N. Cabrillo Highway Half Moon Bay 94019 

1534 Silicon Valley Clean Water Sewage Treatment Radio Road, End of Redwood City 94065 

1535 VIAVI Other 2789 Northpoint Pkwy Santa Rosa 95407 

1567 Sonoma County Water Agency Sewage Treatment 2025 Aviation Boulevard Santa Rosa 95403 

1597 Las Gallinas Valley Sanitary District Sewage Treatment 300 Smith Ranch Road San Rafael 94903 

1634 Napa State Hospital Hospital / Medical 2100 Napa Vallejo Hwy Napa 94558 

1700 California Pacific Med Ctr, Pacific Campus Other 2333 Buchanan Street San Francisco 94115 

1713 Marin General Hospital Hospital / Medical 250 Bonair Road                                                  Greenbrae                94904 

1753 John Muir Health - Concord Campus Hospital / Medical 2540 East Street Concord 94520 

1784 San Francisco International Airport  SF Int'l Airport San Francisco 94128 

1785 Childrens Hospital, Oakland Hospital / Medical 747 52nd Street Oakland 94609 

1791 City of Benicia Sewage Treatment 614 5th Street Benicia 94510 

1794 Teikuro America Company, Ltd Chrome Plating 31499 Hayman Street Hayward 94544 

1812 Kirby Canyon Recycling and Disposal Facility Landfill 910 Coyote Creek, Golf Drive Morgan Hill 95037 

1820 Martinez Cogen Limited Partnership Power Plant 550 Solano Way, Avon Refinery Martinez 94553 

1821 Kaiser Foundation Hospital Other 1425 So Main Street Walnut Creek 94596 

1840 West Contra Costa County Landfill Landfill 1 Parr Boulevard Richmond 94801 

1860 Laguna Honda Hospital Other 375 Laguna Honda Boulevard San Francisco 94116 

1941 Sonoma Developmental Center Engines and Other Sources 15000 Arnold Drive Eldridge 95431 

1982 County of Santa Clara Landfill Hellyer Park San Jose 95111 

2025 University of San Francisco Engines and Other Sources 2130 Fulton Street San Francisco 94117 

2039 Potrero Hills Landfill, Inc Landfill 3675 Potrero Hills Lane Suisun City 94585 

2059 Fujitsu Technology and Business of America, Inc Data Center 1250 E Arques Avenue Sunnyvale 94088 

2066 Waste Management of Alameda County Landfill 10840 Altamont Pass Rd Livermore 94551 

2087 St Francis Memorial Hospital Hospital / Medical 900 Hyde Street San Francisco 94109 

2099 St Rose Hospital Other 27200 Calaroga Ave Hayward 94545 

2168 Jelly Belly Candy Company Other One Jelly Belly Lane Fairfield 94533 

2172 Office of The Sheriff Engines and Other Sources SF County Jail, #5 San Bruno 94066 

2227 Mills Peninsula Medical Center Hospital / Medical 1501 Trousdale Drive Burlingame 94010 

2246 Tri-Cities Recycling Landfill 7010 Auto Mall Pkwy Fremont 94538 

2266 Browning-Ferris Industries of CA, Inc Landfill 12310 San Mateo Road Half Moon Bay 94019 

2320 Oak View Memorial Park Other 2500 E 18th Street Antioch 94509 

2340 San Leandro Water Pollution Control Plant Other 3000 Davis Street San Leandro 94577 

2344 Hilton San Francisco Union Square Engines and Other Sources 333 O'Farrell Street San Francisco 94102 

2371 USS-POSCO Industries Metal Melting 900 Loveridge Road Pittsburg 94565 

2440 Sequoia Hospital / Dignity Health Hospital / Medical 170 Alameda, de las Pulgas Redwood City 94062 

2451 Pleasanton Garbage Service, Inc Landfill 2512 Vineyard Avenue Pleasanton 94566 

2457 Regional Medical Center of San Jose Hospital / Medical 225 N Jackson Avenue San Jose 95116 

2478 UCSF/Parnassus Power Plant 3rd Avenue & Parnassus San Francisco 94122 

2482 City of Richmond Water Pollution Control District Sewage Treatment 601 Canal Boulevard Richmond 94804 

2531 Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital Hospital / Medical 1165 Montgomery Drive Santa Rosa 95402 

2634 StoneMor California Subsidiary, Inc Crematory 2099 Reliez Valley Rd Lafayette 94549 

2721 City of Palo Alto Landfill Landfill Byxbee Park Palo Alto 94301 
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2740 City of Mountain View (Shoreline Landfill) Landfill 2600 Shoreline Boulevard Mountain View 94043 

2836 Pacific Gas & Electric Company Engines and Other Sources 77 Beale Street San Francisco 94105 

2884 Union Sanitary Dist, Irvington PS Engines and Other Sources 46525 Fremont Blvd Fremont 94536 

2957 Super Store Industries/Fairfield Dairy Division Engines and Other Sources 199 Red Top Road Fairfield 94533 

3011 IPT SRI Cogeneration Inc Power Plant 333 Ravenswood Drive Menlo Park 94025 

3152 Lam Research Corporation - Fremont Campus Engines and Other Sources 4650 Cushing Pkwy Fremont 94538 

3166 Pacific Gas and Electric Company/Envr Field Svcs Engines and Other Sources 4801 Oakport Street Oakland 94601 

3194 City of Alameda, Maint Serv Center Landfill Doolittle Drive Alameda 94501 

3256 Turk Island Solid Waste Disposal Site Landfill Union City Boulevard Union City 94587 

3294 Guadalupe Rubbish Disposal Landfill 15999 Guadalupe Mines Rd San Jose 95120 

3312 Zanker Road Resource Management,Ltd Other 705 Los Esteros Road San Jose 95134 

3314 Roselawn Cemetery Crematory 1240 N Livermore Ave Livermore 94550 

3319 Vallejo Sanitation & Flood Control District Sewage Treatment 450 Ryder Street Vallejo 94590 

3329 Saint Louise Regional Hospital Hospital / Medical 9400 N Name Uno Gilroy 95020 

3335 Valley Memorial Hospital Hospital / Medical 1111 E Stanley Blvd Livermore 94550 

3426 San Francisco Public Utilities Commision  2901 Crystal Springs Road San Bruno 94066 

3464 City of Santa Clara Landfill Lafayette Street Santa Clara 95050 

3499 City of Menlo Park Landfill Marsh Road Menlo Park 94025 

3590 City of Berkeley/Engr Div/Public Works Landfill Cesar Chavez Prk Berkeley 94704 

3670 Kaiser Foundation Hospital Hospital / Medical 975 Sereno Drive Vallejo 94589 

3779 Contra Costa County Power Plant 2500 Alhambra Avenue Martinez 94553 

3887 San Mateo Medical Center Hospital / Medical 222 W 39th Avenue                                                San Mateo                94403 

3919 Kaiser Permanente San Jose Medical Center Hospital / Medical 250 Hospital Parkway San Jose 95119 

3926 Kaiser Permanente Medical Center Hospital / Medical 2425 Geary Boulevard San Francisco 94115 

3969 Stanford Health Care Hospital / Medical 300 Pasture Drive Stanford 94305 

3974 San Francisco General Hospital Other 1001 Potrero Ave, Bldg 10, Rm 1118 San Francisco 94110 

4007 Central Contra Costa Sanitary District Emergency Engines 10 Camino Pablo Orinda 94563 

4020 SFPP, LP Other 2150 Kruse Drive San Jose 95131 

4021 SFPP, LP Other 950 Tunnel Avenue Brisbane 94005 

4047 Kaiser Foundation Hospital Other 1200 El Camino Real 
South San 
Francisco 94080 

4116 San Francisco, City & County, PUC Other 3500 Great Highway San Francisco 94132 

4134 Irvington Memorial Cemetery Crematory 41001 Chapel Way Fremont 94538 

4193 AC Transit  2016 MacDonald Avenue Richmond 94801 

4205 Oak Hill Memorial Park & Mortuary Crematory 300 Curtner Avenue San Jose 95125 

4272 El Camino Hospital Other 2500 Grant Road Mountain View 94040 

4408 Mt View Sanitary District Sewage Treatment 3800 Arthur Road Martinez 94553 

4429 NorthBay Medical Center Other 1200 Gale Wilson Blvd Fairfield 94533 

4449 Electro-Coatings of California Inc Other 893 Carleton Street Berkeley 94710 

4618 Keller Canyon Landfill Company Landfill 901 Bailey Road Pittsburg 94565 

4682 UCSF/Laurel Heights Research 3333 California Street San Francisco 94118 

4860 Pet's Rest Cemetery Crematory 1905 Hillside Blvd Colma 94014 

4863 Pleasant Hill Cemetery Crematory 1700 Pleasant Hill Rd Sebastopol 95472 

5095 Republic Services Vasco Road, LLC Landfill 4001 N Vasco Road Livermore 94550 

5148 Castro Valley Crematory Inc Crematory 21228 Redwood Road Castro Valley 94546 
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5178 Kaiser Foundation Hospital Hospital / Medical 401 Bicentennial Way Santa Rosa 95403 

5249 California State University, East Bay Engines and Other Sources 25800 Carlos Bee Blvd Hayward 94542 

5433 Tulocay Cemetery Association Crematory 411 Coombsville Rd                                               Napa                     94558 

5498 Randall-Bold Water Treatment Plant Other 3760 Neroly Road Oakley 94561 

5691 Sunquest Properties Inc Landfill Landfill, Brisbane Brisbane 94005 

5755 UCSF/Mt Zion Other 1600 Divisadero Street San Francisco 94115 

5791 Fairmont Memorial Park Other 1901 Union Avenue Fairfield 94533 

5876 South San Francisco-San Bruno Water Quality Plant Sewage Treatment 195 Belle Air Road 
South San 
Francisco 94080 

6044 O L S Energy-Agnews Power Plant 3530 Zanker Road San Jose 95134 

6054 East Bay Municipal Utility District Sewage Treatment 2755 Isabel Street                                               Richmond                 94804 

6061 Space Systems/Loral, LLC (Bldg 3) Other 3825 Fabian Way Palo Alto 94303 

6127 Central Shops/City & County of San Francisco Engines and Other Sources 1800 Jerrold Avenue San Francisco 94124 

6496 Golden Gate Bridge, Highway & Transportation Distr Engines and Other Sources Golden Gate, Bridge Toll Plaza San Francisco 94129 

6919 Applied Anodize Inc Other 622 Charcot Ave, Unit D San Jose 95131 

7031 City of Richmond /City Managers Office Emergency Engines Castro St, Pumping Station Richmond 94804 

7101 Napa Sanitation District - Soscol Sewage Treatment 1515 Soscol Ferry Rd Napa 94558 

7237 Chevron Business And Real Estate Services Engines and Other Sources 6001 Bollinger Canyon Rd, Bldg J San Ramon 94583 

7243 Central Contra Costa Sanitary District Emergency Engines 1790 School Street Moraga 94556 

7264 California Pacific Medical Center Other 3700 California Street San Francisco 94118 

7265 San Jose State University (Cogen Plant) Power Plant 10th & San Carlos St San Jose 95192 

7297 The Home Depot Emergency Engines 1175 Admiral Callaghan Ln Vallejo 94590 

7441 Flextronics International, USA Inc Misc. Mfg. 847 Gibraltar Drive Milpitas 95035 

7519 Pacific Bell Emergency Engines 2525 N Watney Way Fairfield 94533 

7780 Alta Bates Summit Medical Center Hospital / Medical 3100 Summit Street Oakland 94623 

7781 Alta Bates Summit Medical Center Hospital / Medical 350 Hawthorne Ave Oakland 94609 

7958 Bubbling Well Pet Memorial Park, Inc Crematory 5054 Peabody Road Fairfield 94533 

8017 Alameda County Water District Sewage Treatment 42436 Mission Blvd                                               Fremont                  94539 

8020 Woodlawn Cemetery Crematory 1000 El Camino Real Colma 94014 

8188 Wheeler & Zamaroni Landscape Supplies Other 3500 Petaluma Hill Rd Santa Rosa 95404 

8227 Pacific Interment Service Other 1094 Yerba Buena Ave Emeryville 94608 

8316 USCG Training Center Engines and Other Sources 599 Tomales Road Petaluma 94952 

8399 Chapel of the Chimes Memorial Park Crematory 32992 Mission Blvd Hayward 94544 

8664 Crockett Cogeneration, A Cal Ltd Partnership Power Plant 550 Loring Avenue Crockett 94525 

8679 Kaiser Permanente Other 901 Nevin Avenue Richmond 94801 

8834 Sonoma County Transit Transit 355 W Robles Avenue Santa Rosa 95407 

9010 California Paperboard Corporation Engines and Other Sources 525 Mathew Street Santa Clara 95050 

9013 International Disposal Corp of CA Landfill 1601 W Dixon Landing Rd Milpitas 95035 

9183 Napa-Vallejo Waste Management Authority Landfill End of Eucalyptus Rd                                                Napa                     94558 

9310 San Francisco Marriott Hotel Other 55 4th Street San Francisco 94103 

9339 San Jose State University Other One Washington Square San Jose 95192 

9653 Kaiser Permanente Medical Center Hospital / Medical 39400 Paseo Padre Pkwy Fremont 94538 

9721 Apple Inc Other 2 Infinite Loop Cupertino 95014 

10394 Stevens Creek Quarry Inc Quarry 12100 Stevens Creek Road Cupertino 95014 

10438 Headway Technologies Inc Other 497 So Hillview Dr Milpitas 95035 
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10520 Communications & Power Industries Misc. Mfg. 607 Hansen Way, B 550 Palo Alto 94803 

10649 IMTT Richmond CA Other 100 Cutting Boulevard Richmond 94804 

10742 John Muir Medical Center Hospital / Medical 1601 Ygnacio Valley Road Walnut Creek 94598 

10861 Northrop Grumman Systems Corporation  401 E. Hendy Ave, 62/1 Sunnyvale 94088 

11002 Applied Materials Misc. Mfg. 974 E Arques Avenue Sunnyvale 94085 

11058 San Leandro Surgery Center Hospital / Medical 15035 E. 14th Street San Leandro 94578 

11155 Hull's Walnut Creek Chapel Crematory 1139 Saranap Avenue                                              Walnut Creek             94595 

11180 Calpine Gilroy Cogen,LP & Gilroy Energy Center LLC Power Plant 1400 Pacheco Pass Hwy                                            Gilroy                   95020 

11206 Phillip Burton Federal Bldg & US Courthouse Government 450 Golden Gate Avenue San Francisco 94102 

11247 Clover Flat Resource & Recovery Park  4380 Silverado Trail Calistoga 94515 

11268 Alta Mesa Improvement Company Crematory 695 Arastradero Road Palo Alto 94306 

11282 XKT Engineering Inc, Railroad Ave Bldg 390 Other Mare Island, Naval Shipyard Vallejo 94592 

11308 SRM Alliance Hospital Services Hospital / Medical 400 N McDowell Blvd Petaluma 94954 

11326 PE Berkeley, Inc Other Univ of Calif, Berkeley Campus Berkeley 94720 

11531 Z-Best Composting Facility Composting 980 State Highway 25 Gilroy 95020 

11596 Berkeley Farms Inc Other 25500 Clawiter Road Hayward 94545 

11783 Zanker Road Material Processing Facility Metal Recycling 675 Los Esteros Road San Jose 95134 

11866 Los Medanos Energy Center Power Plant 750 E 3rd Street Pittsburg 94565 

11887 Dynegy Oakland LLC Power Plant 50 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way Oakland 94607 

11924 California Pacific Medical Center Hospital / Medical Castro & Duboce Street                                           San Francisco            94114 

11953 Daniels Chapel of the Roses Other 1225 Sonoma Avenue Santa Rosa 95405 

11956 Equilon Enterprises LLC Other 1801 Marina Vista Martinez 94553 

12071 Bayer US LLC Misc. Mfg. 800 Dwight Way Berkeley 94710 

12095 Delta Energy Center Power Plant Arcy Lane Pittsburg 94565 

12182 City of Pacifica Calera Creek Water Recycling Sewage Treatment 700 Coast Highway Pacifica 94044 

12183 Metcalf Energy Center Power Plant One Blanchard Road Coyote 95013 

12197 United Airlines, Inc Engines and Other Sources SFOPV, Bldg #642, Rd #9 San Francisco 94128 

12417 Linear Technology Corp Other 275 So Hillview Dr Milpitas 95035 

12455 Gilead Sciences Other 333 Lakeside Drive Foster City 94404 

12611 Valero Refining Company Other 3410 E 2nd Street Benicia 94510 

12626 Valero Refining Company - California Refinery 3400 E 2nd Street Benicia 94510 

12728 Waste Management Inc Landfill 2615 Davis Street San Leandro 94577 

12799 The Ritz Carlton San Francisco Engines and Other Sources 600 Stockton Street San Francisco 94108 

12848 David Grant Medical Center Hospital / Medical 101 Bodin Circle Travis AFB 94535 

13012 Romak Iron Works Metal Melting 380 Industrial Court Benicia 94510 

13034 Universal Propulsion Company, Inc Engines and Other Sources 3530 Branscombe Road Fairfield 94533 

13062 Sysco San Francisco, Inc Emergency Engines 5900 Stewart Avenue Fremont 94538 

13074 NVIDIA Engines and Other Sources 2701 San Tomas Expressway Santa Clara 95050 

13108 Vallejo Sanitation & Flood Control Dist Emergency Engines 740 Marine World Pkwy Vallejo 94590 

13160 University of California SF Engines and Other Sources 600 16th Street San Francisco 94107 

13335 San Jose Water Co-3Mile Emergency Engines 1221 So Bascom Ave San Jose 95128 

13335 San Jose Water Co-3Mile Emergency Engines 1221 So Bascom Ave San Jose 95128 

13367 San Jose International Airport Engines and Other Sources 1701 Airport Blvd San Jose 95112 

13399 KLA Tencor Engines and Other Sources 1 Technology Drive Milpitas 95035 
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13528 Pacific Bell Emergency Engines 95 So Almaden Avenue San Jose 95113 

13566 Recology Pacheco Pass Landfill Bloomfield Rd & Highway 152 Gilroy 95021 

13594 Santa Clara Valley Water District - RWTP Sewage Treatment 400 More Avenue                                                  Los Gatos                95032 

13728 East Bay Municipal Utility Dist Engines and Other Sources 375 11th Street Oakland 94607 

13763 Novato Community Hospital Hospital / Medical 180 Rowland Way Novato 94945 

13772 Hills Plaza Complex Engines and Other Sources 345 Spear Street San Francisco 94105 

13958 SAP Labs LLC  3460 Hillview Ave Palo Alto 94304 

14195 State of California Department of Transportation Engines and Other Sources 111 Grand Avenue Oakland 94623 

14240 SFPUC Water Supply and Treatment Division Emergency Engines 609 W Orange Avenue 
South San 
Francisco 94080 

14460 Santa Clara Valley Water District-Almaden Campus Engines and Other Sources 5750 Almaden Expy San Jose 95118 

14536 Santa Clara Valley Water District - PWTP Other 3959 Whitman Way San Jose 95132 

14618 Kleen Blast Other 30028 Industrial Pkwy SW Hayward 94544 

14628 Tesoro Refining & Marketing Company LLC Refinery 150 Solano Way Martinez 94553 

14704 BNSF Railway Company Emergency Engines 980 Hensley Street Richmond 94801 

14747 Advanced Micro Devices Inc Emergency Engines 2030 Fortune Drive San Jose 95131 

14785 City of San Mateo Emergency Engines 2100 Detroit Drive San Mateo 94404 

14991 Donald Von Raesfeld Power Plant Power Plant 850 Duane Avenue Santa Clara 95054 

15169 Adobe Systems, Inc Emergency Engines 151 Almaden Boulevard San Jose 95113 

15278 Wareham Development Engines and Other Sources 5858 Horton Street Emeryville 94608 

15397 Santa Clara University Engines and Other Sources 500 El Camino Real Santa Clara 95053 

15476 Saint Mary's College of California Engines and Other Sources 1928 St. Mary's Road Moraga 94556 

15479 NeoPhotonics Corporation  2911 Zanker Road San Jose 95134 

15544 Kaiser Permanente Other 1150 Veterans Boulevard Redwood City 94063 

15565 Western Digital Corporation Misc. Mfg. 44100 Osgood Road Fremont 94539 

15612 Martin Building Company Emergency Engines 6 Mint Plaza San Francisco 94103 

15868 Exchange Bank Engines and Other Sources 440 Aviation Blvd Santa Rosa 95403 

15885 Kaiser Foundation Hospital Other 700 Lawrence Expressway Santa Clara 95051 

16242 Sonoma-Cutrer Vineyards Engines and Other Sources 4401 Slusser Road Windsor 95492 

16248 Comcast of California IX Inc Engines and Other Sources 395 Mowry Blvd Fremont 94536 

16637 Parc 55 Hotel Emergency Engines 55 Cyril Magnin Street San Francisco 94102 

16640 Mach II 180 Grand LLC Emergency Engines 180 Grand Avenue Oakland 94612 

16795 Westfield San Francisco Center Emergency Engines 835 Market Street San Francisco 94103 

16818 Gradetech Inc Engines and Other Sources 1375 California Ave Pittsburg 94565 

16855 Kaiser Antioch Deer Valley Other 4501 Sand Creek Rd Antioch 94531 

16930 San Mateo County Youth Services Center Other 70 Loop Road San Mateo 94402 

17040 Ameresco Half Moon Bay LLC  12310 San Mateo Road Half Moon Bay 94019 

17052 BioMarin Pharmaceutical Inc Misc. Mfg. 46 Galli Drive Novato 94949 

17090 Northern California Presbyterian Homes & Services Engines and Other Sources 501 Portola Road Portola Valley 94028 

17114 Alameda County Public Works Agency Emergency Engines 3455 Ettie Street Oakland 94608 

17162 City of Milpitas Emergency Engines 1001 N McCarthy Blvd Milpitas 95035 

17315 C & H Sugar Company, Inc Misc. Mfg. 830 Loring Ave Crockett 94525 

17347 College of San Mateo Engines and Other Sources 1700 W Hillsdale Blvd, Bldg 7 San Mateo 94402 

17372 Cal Academy of Sciences 501/C3 Non-Profit Corp Research 55 Music Concourse Drive San Francisco 94118 

17419 Air Liquide Large Industries US LP Misc. Mfg. 1380 San Pablo Ave Rodeo 94572 
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17437 Lumileds LLC Misc. Mfg. 370 W Trimble Road San Jose 95131 

17438 PR 3979 Freedom Circle, LLC  3979 Freedom Circle, Suite 135 Santa Clara 95054 

17456 Peet's Coffee and Tea Inc Other 2001 Harbor Bay Pkwy Alameda 94502 

17461 City of Redwood City Engines and Other Sources 1400 Broadway Redwood City 94063 

17477 City of Redwood City  1400 Broadway Redwood City 94063 

17553 Rohm and Haas Chemicals LLC Other 25500 Whitesell St Hayward 94545 

17667 Ameresco Keller Canyon LLC Power Plant 901 Bailey Road Pittsburg 94565 

17870 Beaulieu Vineyard Emergency Engines 1960 Saint Helena Hwy Rutherford 94573 

18136 Russell City Energy Co, LLC Power Plant 3862 Depot Road Hayward 94545 

18143 Gateway Generating Station Power Plant 3225 Wilbur Avenue Antioch 94509 

18604 Apple, Inc Data Center 19333 Vallco Parkway Cupertino 95014 

18748 L P Enterprises, LLC Other 2635 Cunningham Ave San Jose 95148 

19243 General Service Administration Engines and Other Sources 345 Middlefield Road Menlo Park 94025 

19281 State of California Engines and Other Sources 1515 Clay St, Elihu Harris Bldg Oakland 94612 

19321 Alameda Cremations Crematory 2900 Main St, Suite 116 Alameda 94501 

19432 PPF Paramount One Market Plaza, LP Other One Market Street San Francisco 94105 

19441 Graphic Packaging International, Inc Misc. Mfg. 2600 De La Cruz Blvd Santa Clara 95050 

19495 Alameda County Public Works Agency Emergency Engines Indstrial Flood, Control Pump Station Hayward 94541 

19514 Oakland Center 21 Other 2101 Webster Street Oakland 94612 

19535 Visa, Inc Emergency Engines 900 Metro Center Blvd Foster City 94404 

19546 Santa Rosa Jet Center, LLC  2240 Airport Blvd Santa Rosa 95403 

19730 Mariposa Energy, LLC Power Plant 4887 Bruns Road Byron 94514 

19746 FXI, Inc Misc. Mfg. 2451 Polvorosa Street San Leandro 94577 

19749 Brannan Owners Association Emergency Engines 229 Brannan Street San Francisco 94107 

19929 The Moscone Center Emergency Engines 747 Howard Street San Francisco 94103 

19931 K2 Pure Solutions Nocal, LP Chemical Plant 950 Loveridge Road Pittsburg 94565 

19997 DWFIU 1999 Harrison, LLC  1999 Harison Street Oakland 94612 

20072 Kaiser Permanente Hospital / Medical 5840 Owens Drive Pleasanton 94588 

20077 RREEF America REIT II Corp, RRR Emergency Engines 505 Montgomery Street San Francisco 94111 

20220 KKMI Sausalito LLC Other 420 Harbor Drive Sausalito 94965 

20234 New Sonoma FBO, Inc Other 6000 Flight Line Drive Santa Rosa 95403 

20312 Manheim San Francisco Bay Other 29900 Auction Way Hayward 94544 

20428 Kaiser Hospital Hospital / Medical 2500 Merced Street San Leandro 94577 

20432 Ameresco Vasco Road LLC  4001 N Vasco Road Livermore 94551 

20448 San Francisco Public Utilities Commission Emergency Engines 8653 Calaveras Rd Sunol 94586 

20459 Tesla, Inc Coating  45500 Fremont Blvd Fremont 94538 

20461 The Pyramid Center Emergency Engines 600 Montgomery Street San Francisco 94111 

20637 Boehringer Ingelheim Fremont Inc Other 6701 Kaiser Drive Fremont 94555 

20756 Hudson 1455 Market LLC  1455 Market Street San Francisco 94103 

20907 Brand Energy Services of Cal , Inc  3485 Pacheco Blvd Martinez 94553 

20949 Hayward FBO Services, LLC  19990 Skywest Blvd Hayward 94541 

21200 Tesoro Logistics Operations LLC  150 Solano Way Martinez 94553 

21227 Phillips 66 Company Other 1300 Canal Boulevard Richmond 94804 

21323 State Bar of California  180 Howard Street San Francisco 94105 
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21359 Phillips 66 Company - San Francisco Refinery Refinery 1380 San Pablo Ave Rodeo 94572 

21360 Phillips 66 Carbon Plant Misc. Mfg. 2101 Franklin Canyon Rd Rodeo 94572 

21450 Geary Market Investment Co Emergency Engines 720 Market Street San Francisco 94102 

21454 City of Vallejo Water Division Engines and Other Sources 202 Fleming Hill Rd Vallejo 94589 

21472 Folsom-Hawthorne LLC/Boston Properties LP  680 Folsom Street San Francisco 94105 

21478 San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank Emergency Engines 101 Market Street San Francisco 94105 

21507 CEP Investors X11 LLC  111 Sutter Street San Francisco 94104 

21608 Pacific Place Engines and Other Sources 1800 Washington Street San Francisco 94109 

21656 Bay Area Headquarters Authority Emergency Engines 375 Beale Street San Francisco 94105 

21689 Biorichland LLC Engines and Other Sources 2600 Hilltop Drive Richmond 94806 

21777 Seagate Technology LLC Engines and Other Sources 47488 Kato Road Fremont 94538 

21802 California Resources Production Corp  9600 Ming Ave, Suite #300 Bakersfield 93311 

21906 Prudential Insurance c/o Harvest Properties Emergency Engines 100 Spear Street San Francisco 94105 

22076 City of Fremont  2000 Stevenson Blvd Fremont 94538 

22085 Dolby Laboratories, Inc Engines and Other Sources 1275 Market St, 17th Fl San Francisco 94103 

22102 Southern Wine And Spirits Emergency Engines 1555 Atlantic Street Union City 94587 

22209 Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, Inc Engines and Other Sources 5300 Chiron Way Emeryville 94608 

22268 Nor-Cal Rock Inc  30120 Industrial Pkwy, SW Hayward 94544 

22283 Grifols Diagnostic Solutions, Inc Other 6455 Christie Avenue Emeryville 94608 

22285 Grifols Diagnostic Solutions, Inc Engines and Other Sources 4560 Horton Street Emeryville 94608 

22379 Preferred Freezer Services  400 Polar Way San Leandro 94577 

22566 County of Marin    c/o Sares Regis Engines and Other Sources 1600 Los Gamos Drive San Rafael 94903 

22595 Augustine Bowers LLC c/o The Irvine Company LLC  2795 Augustine Drive Santa Clara 95054 

22605 Pacific Steel Casting Company LLC Metal Melting 1328 2nd Street Berkeley 94710 

22751 Google, Inc Data Center 475 Ellis Street Mountain View 94043 

22789 Eco Services Operations Corp Chemical Plant 100 Mococo Road Martinez 94553 

22951 SFDC 50 Fremont LLC Engines and Other Sources 50 Fremont Street San Francisco 94105 

22987 Republic Services of Sonoma County, Inc Landfill 500 Mecham Road Petaluma 94952 

23038 Baxter Healthcare Inc Hospital / Medical 21026 Alexander Ct. Hayward  

23181 Lumentum Operations, LLC Other 1750 Automation Pkwy San Jose 95131 

23393 
AFCO AvPORTS Management, LLC (Planetary 
Ventures)  158 Cody Road Moffett Field 94035 

23438 Richmond Products Terminal Loading/Tanks 1306 Canal Street Richmond 94804 

23500 Intel Corporation Emergency Engines 2821 Mission College Blvd Santa Clara 95054 

23612 City of San Ramon  7000 Bollinger Canyon Road San Ramon 94583 

23622 Vision Recycling Benicia  1460 Goodyear Road Benicia 94510 

23736 Chinatown Community Development Center  838 Pacific Avenue San Francisco 94133 
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PREFACE  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Air District seeks to adopt new Regulation 11, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from Air 
Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11-18 or “Toxic Risk Reduction Rule”). A 
draft EIR ("original DEIR") addressing this project in combination with another proposed 
project, Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emission Limits, was 
circulated for public review during the period from March 24, 2017, to May 8, 2017 
(State Clearinghouse No. 2016102043). The original DEIR was structured to address the 
impacts of adopting either or both proposed rules. The Air District is now proposing to 
adopt Rule 11-18 alone. Rule 12-16 is not being considered for adoption at this time. To 
address this change in the project description and to address minor changes in proposed 
Rule 11-18 language, the Air District has prepared a this Recirculated Draft 
Environmental Impact Report ("recirculated DEIR or RDEIR") and a Recirculated Final 
Environmental Impact Report (“recirculated FEIR or RFEIR”), which addresses only 
Rule 11-18 and its potential impacts. Although proposed Rule 11-18 language has been 
revised, the revisions do not result in new or different impacts and do not alter the 
conclusions of the original DEIR. The RDEIR was is being recirculated to avoid any 
confusion that might arise from reliance on the original DEIR, to provide an additional 
opportunity for public comment on the project, and to create a more readable document 
for use by the Air District's Board of Directors when they consider adoption of Rule 11-
18. 
 
CEQA RECIRCULATION REQUIREMENTS 
 
CEQA Guidelines §15088.5 require recirculation of an EIR when significant new 
information is added after notice of public review has been given, but prior to 
certification of the EIR. New information "can include changes in the project or 
environmental setting as well as additional data or other information," but the new 
information is not considered significant unless the EIR is "changed in a way that 
deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse 
effect ... or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect...."  
 
Although the changes incorporated into this RFEIR RDEIR do not appear to be 
"significant new information" that would require recirculation under Guidelines 
§150188.5, the Air District wished wishes to provide an additional opportunity for public 
comment. Nothing in CEQA or the CEQA Guidelines describes optional grounds for 
recirculation, but nothing in these laws prohibit recirculation solely to further "the 
purposes of CEQA," at least where, as here, there is no private permit applicant 
concerned with the economic costs of "voluntary" recirculation, and the proposed project 
is not subject to the 1-year deadline for completing EIRs found in Public Resources Code 
§§21100.2(a)(1) and 21151.5(a)(1). 
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CHANGES TO RECIRCULATED FINAL DRAFT EIR 
 
The proposed changes to the project incorporated into this RFEIR RDEIR largely fall 
into two categories: (1) elimination of all language related to proposed Regulation 12, 
Rule 16, and (2) the revision of descriptions of Regulation 11, Rule 18 to reflect 
currently-proposed rule language. Given the extensive deletion of language throughout, 
the this draft EIR was is being recirculated in its entirety. 
 
PUBLIC REVIEW REQUIREMENTS FOR RECIRCULATED 
DRAFT EIR 
 
A recirculated DEIR is subject to the same notice and review requirements that applied to 
the original DEIR. This RDEIR was is being made available for a 45-day public 
comment period, beginning September 1, 2017 and ending on October 16, 2017 at 5:00 
p.m. Members of the public and other interested agencies and individuals were are 
invited to provide comments on the entire RDEIR. In addition, as required by CEQA 
Guidelines §15088.5, the Air District is providing provided separate notice of 
recirculation to those who commented on the original DEIR, inviting comments as 
described below. 
 
COMMENTS ON THE THIS RECIRCULATED DRAFT EIR 
 
Recirculation of a draft EIR usually results in receipt of a second set of comments, some 
of which may duplicate comments on the original DEIR or may no longer be relevant 
because of project revisions. The CEQA Guidelines provide mechanisms to help an 
agency avoid the confusion that can result from responding to two sets of comments. 
Under CEQA Guidelines §15088.5(f)(1), when, as here, an agency recirculates an entire 
draft EIR, the agency may require reviewers to submit new comments and need not 
respond to comments received during the earlier circulation period, provided the agency 
advises reviewers that it will not respond to the earlier comments. The Air District 
advised hereby advises reviewers that new comments must be submitted on the for 
this recirculated DEIR. The Air District will not respond to comments received on 
the original DEIR, except that anyone who previously commented in writing may 
comment on the this RDEIR by writing and identifying prior comments (preferably 
by date of comment and any identifying numbering used) and asking that the 
specified comments be considered as comments on the RDEIR. 
 
FINAL RECIRCULATED EIR 
 
This document constitutes the Final Recirculated Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for 
the Air District Regulation 11-18:  Reduction of Risk from Air Toxics Emissions at 
Existing Facilities.  A total of five comment letters were received on the RDEIR.  The 
comment letters and responses are included in Appendix C of this document.  The 
comments were evaluated and minor modifications have been made to the RDEIR such 
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that it is now a Final EIR.  None of the modifications alter any conclusions reached in the 
RDEIR, nor provide new information of substantial importance relative to the draft 
document that would require recirculation of the RDEIR pursuant to CEQA Guidelines 
§15088.5.  Therefore, this document is now a Final EIR.  Additions to the text of the 
Final EIR are denoted using underline.  Text that has been eliminated is shown using 
strike outs.  To avoid confusion, the Table of Contents have been revised but the 
underline/strike out have not been included.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD or Air District) was established in 
1955 by the California Legislature to control air pollution in the counties around San Francisco 
Bay and to attain federal air quality standards by the dates specified in federal law.  There have 
been significant improvements in air quality in the Bay Area over the last several decades.  The 
BAAQMD is also required to meet state standards by the earliest date achievable. 
 
This EIR addresses the impacts due to implementation of Regulation 11, Rule 18, Toxic Risk 
Reduction Rule.  The development of Rule 11-18 was included as Stationary Source Control 
Measure SS20 in the Air District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan. 
 
The Air District seeks to adopt new Regulation 11, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic 
Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11-18 or “Toxic Risk Reduction Rule”). Rule 11-18 would 
apply to all facilities whose emissions of toxic air contaminants may result in a significant risk to 
nearby residents and workers – this would include numerous industrial and commercial sources. 
The purpose of Rule 11-18 is to focus on those facilities causing the highest health impacts 
across the Bay Area and to require these facilities to reduce their health risk.  The proposed rule 
would potentially affect hundreds of facilities, including data centers, petroleum refineries, a 
cement kiln, chemical plants, etc. These facilities emit a variety of TACs that can adversely 
impact public health. These pollutants include compounds such as diesel particulate matter 
(DPM), benzene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 1,3-butadiene. These toxic 
emissions disproportionately impact vulnerable communities in the Bay Area. Therefore, any 
risk reduction from existing facilities achieved by this proposed Rule is expected to provide 
greater benefit to these communities. 
 
1.2 CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 
 
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources Code Section 21000 et 
seq., requires that the potential environmental impacts of proposed projects be evaluated and that 
feasible methods to reduce or avoid identified significant adverse environmental impacts of these 
projects be identified.  To fulfill the purpose and intent of CEQA, the Air District has prepared 
this Environmental Impact Report (EIR) under the requirements of CEQA Guidelines §15187 to 
address the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed Rule 11-18.  Prior to 
making a decision on the adoption of the proposed Toxic Risk Reduction Rule, the Air District 
Board of Directors must review and certify the EIR as providing adequate information on the 
potential adverse environmental impacts of implementing the proposed new Rule 11-18. 
 
1.2.1 NOTICE OF PREPARATION/INITIAL STUDY  
 
A Notice of Preparation for the Draft EIR for Rule 11-18, the Toxics Risk Reduction Rule, and 
12-16, the Refinery Caps Rule (included as Appendix A of this EIR) was distributed to 
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responsible agencies and interested parties for a 30-day review on October 16, 2016.  A notice of 
the availability of this document was distributed to other agencies and organizations and was 
placed on the Air District’s web site, and was also published in newspapers throughout the area 
of the Air District’s jurisdiction.  Six public comment letters were submitted on the NOP to the 
Air District and are included in Appendix A of this EIR.   
 
The NOP/IS identified the following environmental resources as being potentially significant, 
requiring further analysis in the EIR: air quality, greenhouse gases, hazards and hazardous 
materials, hydrology and water quality, and utilities and service systems.  Please note that the 
hydrology and water quality impacts were determined to be potentially significant due to the 
potential increase in water demand.  The utilities and service systems impacts were also 
determined to be potentially significant due to increased water demand.  To avoid repetition, the 
potential water demand impacts have been consolidated and evaluated under hydrology and 
water impacts only.  The following environmental resources were considered to be less than 
significant in the NOP/IS:  aesthetics, agriculture and forestry resources, biological resources, 
cultural resources, geology/soils, land use/planning, mineral resources, noise, population/ 
housing, public services, recreation, and transportation/traffic (see Appendix A). 
 
Some of the impacts identified in the Initial Study were related to Rule 12-16 which is no longer 
included as part of this project.  Nonetheless, the potential impacts identified in the Initial Study 
prepared for both rules will be evaluated in this EIR.   
 
1.2.2 TYPE OF EIR 
 
In accordance with §15121(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines (California Administrative Code, 
Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3), the purpose of an EIR is to serve as an informational document 
that: “will inform public agency decision-makers and the public generally of the significant 
environmental effect of a project, identify possible ways to minimize the significant effects, and 
describe reasonable alternatives to the project.”  The EIR is an informational document for use 
by decision-makers, public agencies and the general public.  The proposed project requires 
discretionary approval and, therefore, it is subject to the requirements of CEQA (Public 
Resources Code, §21000 et seq.). 
 
The focus of this EIR is to address the environmental impacts of the implementation of 
Regulation 11-18 as identified in the NOP and Initial Study (included as Appendix A of this 
EIR).  The degree of specificity required in an EIR corresponds to the degree of specificity 
involved in the underlying activity described in the EIR (CEQA Guidelines §15146).  Rule 11-18 
would apply to a variety of sources and focus on those facilities causing the highest toxic air 
pollution health impacts across the Bay Area and would require these facilities to reduce those 
health risks.  Since the need for emission reductions has not yet been precisely determined, the 
actual control measures that will be required to reduce emissions, if any, is unknown.  Therefore, 
the EIR evaluates the impacts of potential emissions control measures that could be utilized.   
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1.2.3 INTENDED USES OF THIS DOCUMENT 
 
In general, a CEQA document is an informational document that informs a public agency’s 
decision-makers, and the public generally, of potentially significant adverse environmental 
effects of a project, identifies possible ways to avoid or minimize the significant effects, and 
describes reasonable alternatives to the project (CEQA Guidelines §15121).  A public agency’s 
decision-makers must consider the information in a CEQA document prior to making a decision 
on the project.  Accordingly, this EIR is intended to: (a) provide the Air District’s Board of 
Directors and the public with information on the environmental effects of the proposed project; 
and, (b) be used as a tool by the Air District’s Board to facilitate decision making on the 
proposed project. 

Additionally, CEQA Guidelines §15124(d)(1) requires a public agency to identify the following 
specific types of intended uses of a CEQA document: 

1. A list of the agencies that are expected to use the EIR in their decision-making; 

2. A list of permits and other approvals required to implement the project; and  

3. A list of related environmental review and consultation requirements required by 
federal, state, or local laws, regulations, or policies. 

Local public agencies, such as cities, and counties could be expected to tier off this EIR if local 
approval is required for the installation of air pollution control equipment that may be required 
when implementing Rule 11-18, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15152. There is no State, federal 
or local permits required to adopt the proposed Rule.  However, implementation of Rule 11-18 
could require permits from local governments (e.g., cities and counties with land use approval). 

1.2.4 AREAS OF POTENTIAL CONTROVERSY 
 
In accordance with CEQA Guidelines §15123(b)(2), the areas of controversy known to the lead 
agency including issues raised by agencies and the public shall be identified in the EIR.  As 
noted above, six comment letters were received on the NOP/IS.  Issues and concerns raised in the 
comment letters included:  (1) concerns that the Air District has piecemealed the CEQA refinery 
projects; (2) concerns that refinery expansion projects and trends toward increased exports have 
not been included; (3) concerns about potential legal conflicts and consistency with the Clean Air 
Act, as well as California Air Resources Board’s (CARB’s) Cap and Trade Program; (4) an 
adequate environmental setting should be included; (5) an alternative to use the 25 per million 
(25/M) risk threshold option and other concerns regarding the alternatives analysis; and (6) 
cross-media environmental impacts should be evaluated.  Some of the areas of controversy were 
related to Rule 12-16 which is no longer included as part of the proposed project.  Copies of the 
comment letters on the NOP/IS are provided in Appendix A.   
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1.3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  CHAPTER 2 – PROJECT 
DESCRIPTION 

 
The Air District seeks to adopt new proposed Regulation 11, Rule 18:  Reduction of Risk from 
Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11-18 or “Toxic Risk Reduction Rule”).  Rule 
11-18 would apply to all facilities in the Bay Area whose emissions of toxic air contaminants 
may result in a significant risk to nearby residents and workers.  The purpose of Rule 11-18 is to 
reduce the public’s exposure to health risks associated with the emissions of toxic air 
contaminants (TACs) from stationary sources by reducing those risks to the lowest feasible 
levels. Proposed Rule 11-18 would use the most up-to-date assumptions about the toxic risk of 
compounds and would require an affected facility to take action to reduce its risk below a 
specified risk threshold if the facility exceeds the risk thresholds.  If the facility could not devise 
a means to reduce the risk below the specified risk level, the facility would be required to install 
best available retrofit control technology for toxic pollutants (TBARCT) on every significant 
source of TAC emissions at the facility. 
 
The Air District would screen all facilities that report toxic emissions.  From this screening, the 
Air District would determine each facility’s prioritization score.  The Air District would conduct 
health risk assessments (HRA) for facilities with a cancer risk prioritization score of 10 or 
greater or a non-cancer prioritization score of 1.0 or greater.  The HRAs would incorporate the 
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) new protocols and health risk 
values adopted in March 2015, the Risk Management Guidelines adopted in July 2015 by the 
CARB and the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA), as well as 
revised Air District HRA guidelines.  The Air District would prioritize the development of the 
HRAs according to prioritization score and then according to type of facility.  Until January 1, 
2020, facilities that pose a cancer risk in excess of 25 per million or a chronic or acute hazard 
index in excess of 2.5 must either: 
 

 Reduce the facility cancer risk below 10 per million (10/M) and reduce the chronic and 
acute hazard indices below 1.0 within five years; or 

 
 Install TBARCT on all significant sources of toxic emissions. 

 
On January 1, 2020, the risk action levels drop from 25/M for cancer risk and 2.5 for hazard 
indices to 10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Proposed Rule 11-18 includes an exemption for gasoline 
dispensing facilities (gas stations) and facilities for which the only source of TACs is one or 
more emergency standby engines if that facility has a prioritization score that is less than 250. 
 
1.3.1 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives of Toxic Risk Reduction Rule (Rule 11-18) are to: 
 

 Reduce the public’s exposure to health risks associated with the emissions of TACs from 
stationary sources to the lowest levels achievable; 
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 Incorporate the most up-to-date health risk methodologies and health values into the Air 
District’s risk evaluation process for existing stationary sources of TACs; 

 
 Ensure the facilities that impact the most sensitive and overburdened communities reduce 

their associated health risk in an efficient and expeditious manner; 
 

 Provide the public opportunity to comment on the draft HRAs to provide transparency 
and clarity to the process; and 

 
 Provide the public opportunity to comment on risk reduction plans as they are drafted by 

the affected facilities. 
 
1.3.2 SOURCES AFFECTED BY RULE 11-18 AND APPLICABLE CONTROL 

TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Proposed Rule 11-18 would apply to sources that generate TAC emissions and include a variety 
of emission sources, as identified below. 
 

 Refineries 
 Data Centers 
 Cement Manufacturing 
 Chemical Plants 
 Crematoria 
 Landfills 
 Foundries and Forges 
 Hospitals 
 Sewage Treatment Facilities 
 Power Plants 
 Military Facilities 
 Manufacturing Facilities 

 
Draft Rule 11-18 would apply to existing facilities and would require preparation of a risk 
reduction plan for those facilities that pose a health risk in excess of the proposed risk action 
levels, until January 1, 2020: 25/M cancer risk or 2.5 hazard indices, and 10 per million cancer 
risk level or a 1.0 hazard indices thereafter.   Facilities that exceed the risk action levels must 
either: implement an Air District-approved risk reduction plan that details how the facility would 
reduce its health risk below the risk action level in the specified timeframe or demonstrate to the 
Air District that all significant sources of risk are controlled with best available retrofit control 
technology for toxics (TBARCT). 
 
To comply with the risk action levels for those affected facilities that are required to prepare a 
risk reduction plan, operators could reduce operations or install TBARCT equipment.  Risk 
reduction measures may include the use of emission capture and control technologies that are 
intended to capture and remove a TAC or to convert a TAC into a less toxic material.  However, 
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risk reduction measures may also include use of alternative system designs, products, or 
technologies that reduce or prevent TAC emissions or other measures that reduce the amount of 
TACs that nearby individuals are exposed to.  The most common risk reduction measures that 
are likely to be encountered as a result of the proposed Rule 11-18 are categorized into the 
following groups: 
 

 Enclosures and collection systems for particulate matter TACs; 
 Filtration for toxic aerosols and particulate matter; 
 Carbon adsorption and adsorption-oxidation systems for VOCs; 
 Chemical absorption for VOCs; 
 Thermal and catalytic oxidation for inorganic gases (such as hydrogen sulfide) and 

organic compounds;  
 Replace old equipment with newer, more efficient equipment; 
 Changes in facilities operations;  
 Reduced throughput or operating time for particulate matter TACs and organic 

compound TACs; 
 Alternative technologies; and  
 Product substitution. 

 
1.4 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  CHAPTER 3 – ENVIRONMENTAL 

SETTING, IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 
 
This chapter of the Draft Final EIR describes the existing environmental setting in the Bay Area, 
analyzes the potential environmental impacts of Rule 11-18 and recommends mitigation 
measures (when significant environmental impacts have been identified). The chapter provides 
this analysis for each of the environmental areas identified in the Initial Study (see Appendix A), 
including:  (1) Air Quality; (2) Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Emissions; (3) Hazards and 
Hazardous Materials; and (4) Hydrology and Water Quality.  Included for each impact category 
is a discussion of the environmental setting, significance criteria, whether the proposed rule will 
result in any significant impacts (either individually or cumulatively in conjunction with other 
projects), and feasible project-specific mitigation (if necessary and available).  The Initial Study 
concluded that potential water demand impact on hydrology/water quality and utilities/service 
systems were potentially significant.  Note that the potential water demand impacts have been 
consolidated into one discussion under hydrology and water quality to avoid repetition. 
 
1.4.1 AIR QUALITY 
 
1.4.1.1 Air Quality Setting 
 
It is the responsibility of the Air District to ensure that State and federal ambient air quality 
standards are achieved and maintained in its geographical jurisdiction.  Health-based air quality 
standards have been established by California and the federal government for the following 
criteria air pollutants: ozone, CO, nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), 
sulfur dioxide (SO2), and lead.  These standards were established to protect sensitive receptors 
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with a margin of safety from adverse health impacts due to exposure to air pollution.  California 
has also established standards for sulfate, visibility, hydrogen sulfide, and vinyl chloride. 
 
The Air District is in attainment of the State Ambient Air Quality Standards for CO NO2, and 
SO2.  However, the Bay Area does not comply with the State 24-hour PM10 standard.  The Air 
District is unclassifiable/attainment for the federal NO, NO2, SO2, lead, and PM10 standards.  A 
designation of unclassifiable/attainment means that the U.S. EPA has determined to have 
sufficient evidence to find the area either is attaining or is likely attaining the National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards.  The Bay Area is designated as a non-attainment area for the federal and 
state 8-hour ozone standard and the federal 24-hour PM2.5 standard.  The State 8-hour standard 
was exceeded on 12 days in 2015 in the Air District; most frequently in the Eastern District 
(Livermore, Patterson Pass, and San Ramon).  The federal 8-hour standard was exceeded on 12 
days in 2015.   
 
The Air District monitors and maintains databases that contain information concerning criteria 
pollutant and TAC emissions from sources in the Bay Area.  The criteria pollutant emission 
concentrations and inventory data are used to determine compliance with state and federal 
ambient air quality standards as well as to determine the most appropriate approach to complying 
with ambient air quality standards.  TAC emission inventories are used to plan strategies to 
reduce public exposure to TACs.  The primary health risk of concern due to exposure to TACs is 
the risk of contracting cancer.  The carcinogenic potential of TACs is a particular public health 
concern because many scientists currently believe that there are not "safe" levels of exposure to 
carcinogens without some risk to causing cancer.  Based on ambient air quality monitoring, and 
using OEHHA cancer risk factors, the estimated lifetime cancer risk for Bay Area residents, over 
a 70-year lifespan from all TACs combined, declined from 4,100 cases per million in 1990 to 
690 cases per million people in 2014. 
 
1.4.1.2 Air Quality Impacts  

Based on the evaluation of those air pollution control technologies that would most likely be 
used to reduce TAC emissions from affected facilities if required pursuant to proposed Rule 11-
18, construction and secondary operational air quality impacts from the proposed project could 
generate emissions that exceed the Air District’s construction emission thresholds.  Therefore, 
construction air quality impacts are concluded to be significant for ROG, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 
emissions.  Air quality emissions were determined to be less than significant during the 
operational phases associated with implementation of Rule 11-18. 
 
Mitigation measures were identified for the potentially significant construction emissions impact; 
nonetheless, it is likely that these emissions would remain significant following mitigation.   
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1.4.2 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
 
1.4.2.1 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Setting 

Global climate change refers to changes in average climatic conditions on the earth as a whole, 
including temperature, wind patterns, precipitation and storms.  Global warming, a related 
concept, is the observed increase in the average temperature of the earth’s surface and 
atmosphere.  One identified cause of global warming is an increase of greenhouse gases (GHGs) 
in the atmosphere.  The six major GHGs identified by the Kyoto Protocol are carbon dioxide 
(CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), haloalkanes (HFCs), and 
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), plus black carbon.   

It is the increased accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere that may result in global climate 
change.  Climate change involves complex interactions and changing likelihoods of diverse 
impacts.  Due to the complexity of conditions and interactions affecting global climate change, it 
is not possible to predict the specific impact, if any, attributable to GHG emissions associated 
with a single project, which is why GHG emission impacts are considered to be a cumulative 
impact.   
 
Transportation sources generate approximately 40 percent of the total GHG emissions in the 
District.  The remaining 60 percent of the total District GHG emissions are from stationary and 
area sources.  
 
1.4.2.2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Impacts 
 
Most GHG emissions sources at facilities that would be regulated by proposed Rule 11-18 would 
include equipment or processes, primarily combustion sources that are part of the facilities’ 
operations.  Though the proposed project may include combustion processes that could generate 
GHG emissions such as CO2, CH4, and N2O, the proposed project does not affect equipment or 
operations that have the potential to emit other GHGs such as sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), 
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) or perfluorocarbons (PFCs).  GHGs could be emitted during 
construction activities to install air pollution control equipment from sources such as off-road 
construction equipment, which could be comprised of off-road mobile sources, e.g., bull dozers, 
cranes, forklifts, etc.  GHGs could also be emitted during construction from on-road mobile 
sources such as haul trucks delivering products used in the pollution control process and 
construction worker commute trips.  GHG emissions would also be generated by increased use 
of electricity and increased mobile source emissions associated with material deliveries (e.g., 
sodium hydroxide used in wet gas scrubbers.) 
 
Greenhouse gas impacts associated with the implementation of air pollution control equipment 
for the reduction of TAC emissions under proposed Rule 11-18 were found to potentially exceed 
the Air District’s GHG significance threshold of 10,000 MTCO2e/yr and are, therefore, found to 
be significant.  Additionally, because the analysis of GHG emission impacts is by definition a 
cumulative impact analysis, cumulative operational GHG emission impacts for Rule 11-18 are 
concluded to be significant. 
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1.4.3 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 
1.4.3.1 Hazards and Hazardous Materials Setting 

The potential for hazards exist in the production, use, storage and transportation of hazardous 
materials.  Hazardous materials may be found at industrial production and processing facilities.  
Some facilities produce hazardous materials as their end product, while others use such materials 
as an input to their production process.  Examples of hazardous materials used as consumer 
products include gasoline, solvents, and coatings/paints.  Hazardous materials are stored at 
facilities that produce such materials and at facilities where hazardous materials are a part of the 
production process.  Currently, hazardous materials are transported throughout the Air District in 
great quantities via all modes of transportation including rail, highway, water, air, and pipeline.  
 
The potential hazards associated with industrial activities are a function of the materials being 
processed, processing systems, and procedures used to operate and maintain the facility.  The 
hazards that are likely to exist are identified by the physical and chemical properties of the 
materials being handled and their process conditions and include: (1) toxic gas clouds due to 
releases of volatile chemicals; (2) fires or explosions; (3) thermal radiation from the heat 
generated by a fire; and (4) explosion and overpressure when vessels containing flammable 
explosive vapors and potential ignition sources are combined.   
 
In 2016, there were a total of 1,397 hazardous materials incidents reported in the nine counties 
regulated by the Air District, with the most incidents (321) reported in Alameda County.  
Hazardous materials incidents during transportation, at commercial facilities, and at waterways 
were the most common locations, respectively, for hazardous materials incidents.  About 19 
percent of the hazardous materials incidents that occurred within California occurred within the 
nine counties that comprise the Bay Area, with spills in waterways being the most common (30 
percent), followed by commercial facilities and residential areas (24 percent each). 
 
1.4.3.2 Hazards and Hazardous Materials Impacts 

Proposed Rule 11-18 is designed to reduce health risk associated with emissions of TACs from 
existing stationary sources in the Bay Area.  The proposed rule is not expected to require 
substantial new development.  Any new air pollution control equipment or enclosures would be 
expected to occur within existing commercial or industrial facilities.  Facility modifications 
associated with the proposed rule are largely expected to include limiting throughput or hours of 
operations; increased use of diesel particulate filters; additional enclosures and bag houses, and 
thermal oxidizers or carbon adsorption systems.  The hazards associated with the use of these 
types of air pollution control equipment and systems are minimal. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3.4.4, installation of most air pollution control equipment would not 
generate additional hazard impacts.  The potential hazards associated with the construction and 
operation of baghouses and ESPs under the proposed project were potentially significant (prior 
to mitigation).  Explosions can occur in baghouses when dust concentrations reach explosive 
limits.  Hazards associated with dry ESPs include fire and explosion hazards that can occur at the 
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inlet to ESPs when highly charged dust particles are transported by a gas that can contain the 
mixtures of both incombustible and combustible flue gases.  However, the potentially significant 
adverse hazard impacts associated with the installation of baghouses and ESPs are expected to be 
less than significant after mitigation.  Additionally, because hazards and hazardous materials 
impacts do not exceed the applicable hazards and hazardous materials significance thresholds, 
they are not considered to be cumulatively considerable (CEQA Guidelines §15064 (h)(1)) and, 
therefore, are not expected to generate significant adverse cumulative hazards and hazardous 
materials impacts. 
 
1.4.4 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY  
 
1.4.4.1 Hydrology and Water Quality Setting 

The Air District is within the San Francisco Bay Hydrologic Region (Bay Region) which 
includes all of San Francisco County and portions of Marin, Sonoma, Napa, Solano, San Mateo, 
Santa Clara, Contra Costa, and Alameda counties.  It occupies approximately 4,500 square miles; 
from southern Santa Clara County to Tomales Bay in Marin County; and inland to near the 
confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers at the eastern end of Suisun Bay.  The 
eastern boundary follows the crest of the Coast Ranges, where the highest peaks are more than 
4,000 feet above mean sea level.  
 
The most prominent surface water body in the Bay Region is San Francisco Bay itself.  Other 
surface water bodies include:  Creeks and rivers; ocean bays and lagoons (such as Bolinas Bay 
and Lagoon, Half Moon Bay, and Tomales Bay); urban lakes (such as Lake Merced and Lake 
Merritt); human-made lakes and reservoirs (such as Lafayette Reservoir, Briones Reservoir, 
Calaveras Reservoir, Crystal Springs Reservoir, Kent Lake, Lake Chabot, Lake Hennessey, 
Nicasio Reservoir, San Andreas Lake, San Antonio Reservoir, San Pablo Reservoir, Upper San 
Leandro Reservoir, Anderson Reservoir, and Lake Del Valle). 
 
The Bay Area relies on imported water, local surface water, and groundwater for water supply.  
Local supplies account for about 30 percent of the total, and the remaining supply is imported 
from the State Water Project (SWP), Central Valley Project (CVP), and the Mokelumne and 
Tuolumne watersheds.  In 2010, water demand in the region was 1,278,480 acre-feet per year 
(af/yr)1.  Demand is projected to grow to 1,680,963 af/yr in a normal year, and 1,666,870 af/yr in 
a single dry year by 2035.   
 
Some water agencies in the region have imported water from the Sierra Nevada for nearly a 
century to supply customers.  The East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) and San 
Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) import surface water into the Bay Region from 
the Mokelumne and Tuolumne rivers via the Mokelumne and Hetch Hetchy aqueducts, 
respectively.  Water from these two rivers accounts for approximately 38 percent of the average 
annual water supply in the Bay Area.  Water from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Delta), via 
the federal CVP and the SWP, accounts for another 28 percent.  Approximately 31 percent of the 
average annual water supply in the Bay Area comes from local groundwater and surface water; 
                                                 
1 One acre-foot of water is equal to approximately 325,851 gallons. 
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and three percent is from miscellaneous sources such as harvested rainwater, recycled water, and 
transferred water.   
 
1.4.4.2 Hydrology and Water Quality Impacts 
 
Implementation of proposed Rule 11-18 would reduce health risk associated with emissions of 
TACs from existing stationary sources in the Bay Area.  However, Rule 11-18 could require the 
installation of additional air pollution control equipment that could require additional water use 
and wastewater discharge from devices like wet ESPs and wet gas scrubbers.  The NOP/IS (see 
Appendix A) concluded that wet gas scrubbers were not expected to be used to control TACs; 
therefore, implementation of Rule 11-18 was not expected to result in a substantial increase in 
water use or wastewater discharge.  However, public comments received on the NOP/IS 
indicated that wet gas scrubbers could be used to control TAC emissions from some sources, 
such as large refinery equipment.  Thus, water demand impacts have been evaluated in Chapter 
3.5 of this EIR.  
 
If any stationary sources are shown to exceed threshold limits for toxic air contaminants, it is 
expected that facility operators could install new, or modify their existing air pollution control 
equipment in order to reduce TAC emissions under proposed Rule 11-18.  Most air pollution 
control equipment does not use water or generate wastewater.  However, additional water 
demand and wastewater generation impacts are expected to result from the operation of wet gas 
scrubbers which may be used for control of particulate TAC emissions.   
 
Wet gas scrubbers installed in response to proposed Rule 11-18 were found to be significant for 
potential future water demand impacts.  Thus, mitigation measures are imposed for the 
operational use of wet gas scrubbers.  However, because of the prevalence of drought conditions 
in California, in spite of implementing the mitigation measures described in Chapter 3.5.5, water 
demand impacts during operation of the proposed project remain significant, in part because 
there is currently no guarantee that reclaimed water will be available to all of the affected 
facilities.  Therefore, the proposed project will remain significant after mitigation for water 
demand.  In addition, water demand impacts during operation of the proposed project are also 
considered to be cumulatively considerable (CEQA Guidelines §15064 (h)(1)). 
 
Water quality impacts associated with installing various types of air pollution control equipment 
would not exceed applicable water quality significance thresholds and therefore were found to be 
less than significant.  
 
1.4.5 UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS  
 
The NOP/IS found that utilities and service system impacts relating to water demand and 
wastewater treatment could be potentially significant.  These potential impacts have been 
thoroughly discussed in Chapter 1.4.4 and Chapter 3.5 (hydrology and water quality) of the EIR.  
Water demand impacts were found to be potentially significant following mitigation and water 
quality impacts were found to be less than significant. 
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1.5 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  CHAPTER 4 – ALTERNATIVES 
 
An EIR is required to describe a reasonable range of feasible alternatives to the proposed project 
that could feasibly attain most of the basic project objectives and would avoid or substantially 
lessen any of the significant environmental impacts of the proposed project (CEQA Guidelines 
§15126.6(a)). As discussed in Chapter 3 of this EIR the proposed project could result in 
potentially significant impacts to: (1) air quality during construction; (2) GHG emissions; and (3) 
water demand during implementation of Rule 11-18.  An EIR is required to describe a reasonable 
range of feasible alternatives to the proposed project that could feasibly attain most of the basic 
project objectives and would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant environmental 
impacts of the proposed project (CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(a)). 
 
Alternative 1 is the No Project Alternative.  Under the No Project Alternative, proposed Rule 11-
18 would not be adopted and, thus, the Air District would not establish initial risk actions levels 
of 25/M for cancer health risk and 2.5 for both acute and chronic hazard indices2 and final action 
levels of 10/M for cancer and 1.0 for hazard indices. Although, portions of the rule could be 
implemented under the Air District’s AB 2588 – Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Program, such as 
incorporating the new OEHHA health risk assessment protocols and health risk values and 
conducting health risk screening analyses and health risk assessments. Facilities with a cancer 
health risk greater than 10/M or an acute or chronic hazard index greater than 1.03 would only 
have to notify all exposed persons of their exposure. Facilities with a cancer risk greater than 
100/M or a hazard indices greater than 10 would have to both 1) notify exposed individuals, and 
2) reduce the facility health risk below the risk action level in accordance to the Air District AB 
2588 Program, California Health and Safety Code, §§44300-44394.4 
   
Under Alternative 2, the Air District would establish risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk 
and 2.5 for hazard indices instead of 10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Further, the significant risk 
level for the compliance alternative for the application of TBARCT would be set at 5/M for 
cancer and 0.5 hazard indices or removed.5 All other aspects of the proposed rule would remain 
in place, including the provisions for the two compliance options: developing a risk reduction 
plan or demonstrating that all significant sources of risk are controlled with TBARCT.  Under 
this alternative, the scope of the project would be reduced because the rule would not apply to 
those facilities with health risks that are less than 25/M for cancer or 2.5 for hazard indices. As a 
result, the number of facilities affected by the rule would be reduced by from approximately 362 
to 36-39 – an order of magnitude reduction.  The requirements of the rule would still apply to 
major sources of risk, such as refineries, cement manufacturing, and waste water treatment 
facilities; however, the level to which those facilities must reduce their health risk would be 
                                                 
2  Facilities with risks in excess of 25/M or 2.5 hazard index would be required to reduce those risks below 10/M 

cancer and 1.0 hazard indices. 
3  Health risks of 10/M cancer and 1.0 hazard indices are current action levels for notification under the Air 

District’s AB 2588 Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Program. 
4  Health risks of 100/M cancer and 10.0 hazard indices are the current action levels for risk reduction under AB 

2588.  It should be noted that Air District staff did not identify any facilities with a preliminary health risks greater 
than these action levels.�

5  Without the TBARCT compliance option, the rule would be, in effect, an implementation of the AB 2588 
program with lower risk action levels. 
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25/M instead of 10/M.  Under this alternative, the number of individuals that remain exposed to 
elevated health risk levels posed by these facilities would be much greater than under the 
proposed project. 
 
Alternative 1 – No Project Alternative was determined to result in less than significant 
environmental impacts. The No Project Alternative would not achieve the critical project 
objective of health risk reductions.  It would achieve only Objectives 2 and 4 of the proposed 
project.  Because the current risk action levels established by the Air Toxic “Hot Spots” Program 
would remain unchanged, this alternative would not result in any facilities having to reduce their 
health risk nor having to develop a risk reduction plan because preliminary analyses show that 
there are likely no facilities that would pose a health risk in excess of the current risk action 
levels of 100/M for cancer and 10 for hazard indices.   
 
Alternative 2 was determined to reduce GHGs to less than significant, but would still result in 
significant air quality impacts during construction and water demand impacts during operation.   
Alternative 2 will achieve the critical project objectives of health risk reductions at some of the 
affected facilities (Objective 1) and expeditiously reduce health risk in impacted communities 
(Objective 3).  This alternative would also achieve the remaining three objectives and is 
considered the environmentally superior alternative. 
 
The proposed project has been demonstrated to be the most effective approach that achieves all 
of the project objectives relative to environmental impact generated. Mitigation measures have 
been developed to minimize the potential increase in construction emissions, GHG emissions 
and water demand, while providing the greatest public health benefit by reducing health risk 
from stationary sources to the greatest feasible extent. Therefore, the proposed project is the 
preferred alternative. 
 
1.6 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  CHAPTER 5 
 
Chapter 5 provides the references used in the preparation of the EIR.   
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TABLE 1-1 

Summary of Environmental Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Residual Impacts 

Impact Mitigation Measures Residual Impacts 
Air Quality 

The construction activities that may be required to 
implement Rule 11-18 may result in ROG, NOx, 
PM10, and PM2.5 emissions that would exceed the 
significance thresholds resulting in potentially 
significant air quality impacts.   

Develop a Construction Emission Management 
Plan; to minimize emissions from vehicles and 
trucks; limit truck idling; maintain construction 
equipment to manufacturer’s recommendations; 
identify construction areas served by electricity; 
Use cranes rated 200 hp or greater with Tier 4 
engines or equivalent (if available); and use off-
road equipment rated 50 to 200 hp with Tier 4 or 
equivalent engines (if available).

ROG, NOx, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions during 
construction activities are potentially significant 
under Rule 11-18 following mitigation, but would 
cease when construction activities are complete.   

Operational activities that may be required to 
implement Rule 11-18 are expected to result in 
emissions of ROG, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 that 
would be less than significant.   

None Required Operational emissions of ROG, NOx, PM10 and 
PM2.5 would be less than significant. 

TAC emissions associated with implementation of 
Rule 11-18 are expected to be less than significant.  

None Required Potential TAC emissions under Rule 11-18 are less 
than significant.  

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Air pollution control technologies that would most 
likely be implemented under Rule 11-18 could 
generate GHG emission impacts that would be 
considered significant. 

None identified but some GHG emissions may be 
offset under the California Cap and Trade Program.  
. 

GHG emissions are expected to remain significant 
under Rule 11-18. 
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TABLE 1-1 

Summary of Environmental Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Residual Impacts 

Impact Mitigation Measures Residual Impacts 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

Fire or explosion impacts from the use of 
baghouses under Rule 11-18 are potentially 
significant.   

Mitigation measures include a comprehensive dust 
control program; ground filter elements; install 
explosion rupture panels; remove dusts from filters 
prior to replacing filters; perform hot work away 
from collectors; do not use power tools in areas 
with high dust concentrations; and ensure 
adherence to applicable NFPA standards.

Hazards impacts from the use of baghouses are 
expected to be less than significant following 
mitigation. 

Fire or explosion impacts from the use of dry ESPs 
under Rule 11-18 are potentially significant.   

Mitigation measures include using CO sensors; 
digital electronic controls; covering wires with 
shrouds; and conduct routine inspections.   

Hazards associated with the use of dry ESPs are 
expected to be less than significant following 
mitigation.  

Transportation and use of hazardous materials in 
WGSs are expected to remain less than significant 
under Rule 11-18. 

None Required Transportation and use of hazardous materials 
would remain less than significant.  

Hydrology and Water Quality 
The potential water demand created by the need for 
new air pollution control equipment, particularly 
refinery wet gas scrubbers, would result in a 
significant impact on water demand associated with 
Rule 11-18. 

Mitigation measures include the requirement to use 
recycled water, if available.   

Water demand impacts are expected to remain 
significant as the use of reclaimed water cannot be 
assured under Rule 11-18. 

Wastewater generated from the installation of air 
pollution control equipment to comply with Rule 
11-18 is not expected to exceed any applicable 
water quality significance thresholds.  Therefore, 
no wastewater impacts are expected. 

None required. Wastewater impacts are expected to remain less 
than significant. 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD or Air District) was 
established in 1955 by the California Legislature to control air pollution in the counties 
around San Francisco Bay and to attain federal air quality standards by the dates specified 
in federal law.  There have been significant improvements in air quality in the Bay Area 
over the last several decades.  The BAAQMD is also required to meet state standards by 
the earliest date achievable. 
 
Regulation 11, Rule 18:  Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing 
Facilities (Rule 11-18 or “Toxic Risk Reduction Rule) would ensure that emissions of 
TACs from existing facilities do not pose an unacceptable health risk to people living and 
working nearby.  Rule 11-18 would apply to all facilities in the Bay Area whose 
emissions of toxic air contaminants (TACs) may result in a significant risk to nearby 
residents and workers (with several exceptions).  The rule would use the most up-to-date 
assumptions about the risk of compounds and would require the facility to take action to 
reduce risk below a specified risk threshold if the facility exceeds the risk thresholds.  If 
the facility could not devise a means to reduce the risk below the specified risk level, the 
facility would be required to install best available retrofit control technology for toxic 
pollutants (TBARCT) on every significant source of TAC emissions at the facility. 
 
2.2 PROJECT LOCATION 
 
The BAAQMD has jurisdiction of an area encompassing 5,600 square miles.  The Air 
District includes all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, and Napa Counties, and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma 
counties.  The San Francisco Bay Area is characterized by a large, shallow basin 
surrounded by coastal mountain ranges tapering into sheltered inland valleys.  The 
combined climatic and topographic factors result in increased potential for the 
accumulation of air pollutants in the inland valleys and reduced potential for buildup of 
air pollutants along the coast.  The Basin is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west and 
includes complex terrain consisting of coastal mountain ranges, inland valleys and bays 
(see Figure 2.2-1).  Proposed Rule 11-18 would affect stationary sources of TAC 
emissions within the Bay Area.   
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2.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives of Toxic Risk Reduction Rule (Rule 11-18) are to: 
 

 Reduce the public’s exposure to health risks associated with the emissions of 
TACs from stationary sources; 

 
 Incorporate the most up-to-date health risk methodologies and health values into 

the Air District’s risk evaluation process for existing stationary sources of TACs; 
 

 Ensure the facilities that impact the most sensitive and overburdened communities 
reduce their associated health risk in an efficient and expeditious manner; 

 
 Provide the public opportunity to comment on the draft HRAs to provide 

transparency and clarity to the process; and 
 

 Provide the public opportunity to comment on risk reduction plans as they are 
drafted by the affected facilities. 

 
2.4 BACKGROUND AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
2.4.1  BACKGROUND 
 
Air pollutants are categorized based on their properties, and the programs under which 
they are regulated.  Air pollutants include: (1) criteria pollutants, (2) toxic pollutants, and 
(3) climate pollutants (or GHGs).  Additional categories of air contaminants include 
odorous compounds and visible emissions. 
 
Criteria pollutants are emissions for which Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS) have 
been set and include: (1) carbon monoxide (CO), (2) nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and NOX, 
(3) particulate matter (PM) in two size ranges – aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers 
or less (PM10), and aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less (PM2.5), (4) volatile 
organic compounds (VOC), and (5) sulfur dioxide (SO2).  Other compounds, specifically 
VOCs, can react in the atmosphere to form ozone and are often regulated along with 
criteria pollutants.  These compounds can have both localized and regional impacts.  All 
of these criteria pollutants are emitted by a variety of stationary sources, as well as 
mobile sources (automobiles, trucks, locomotive engines, marine vessels, construction 
equipment, etc.). 
 
TACs are emissions for which AAQS have generally not been established, but may result 
in human health risks.  The State list of TACs currently includes approximately 190 
separate chemical compounds and groups of compounds.  These compounds tend to have 
more localized impacts.  There are many TACs potentially emitted from industrial 
sources, as well as mobile sources (e.g., diesel particulate). 
GHGs are emissions that include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide 
(N2O), and three groups of fluorinated compounds (i.e., hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), 
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perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)), and are the major anthropogenic 
climate pollutants.  The impact of these compounds is global in nature and requires a 
global reduction to result in a beneficial impact on the global climate.  GHGs emitted 
from petroleum refineries include CO2, CH4 and N2O. 
 
Rule 11-18 would affect hundreds of facilities that emit TACs.  The Air District has 
determined that these toxic emissions need to be reduced in order to be more protective 
of public health.  These facilities include data centers, petroleum refineries, a cement 
kiln, etc., and emit a variety of TACs that can adversely impact public health.  TACs 
include compounds such as diesel particulate matter (DPM), benzene, polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 1,3-butadiene. 
 
2.4.1.1  Regulation 11, Rule 18 Approach 
 

 The Air District would screen all facilities that report toxic emissions.  From this 
screening, the Air District would determine each facility’s prioritization score.  
The Air District would conduct health risk assessments (HRA) for facilities with a 
cancer risk prioritization score of 10 or greater or a non-cancer prioritization score 
of 1.0 or greater.  The HRAs would incorporate the Office of Environmental 
Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) new protocol and health risk values 
adopted in March 2015, the Risk Management Guidelines adopted in July 2015 
by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the California Air Pollution 
Control Officers Association (CAPCOA), as well as revised Air District HRA 
guidelines.  The Air District would prioritize the development of the HRAs 
according to priority score and then according to type of facility. 

 
 The implementation of Rule 11-18 would be conducted by tiers.  Until January 1, 

2020, facilities that pose a cancer risk in excess of 25 per million (25/M) or a 
chronic or acute hazard index in excess of 2.5 must either: 

 
o Reduce the facility cancer risk below 10 per million and reduce the chronic 

and acute hazard indices below 1.0 within five years; or 
 

o Install TBARCT on all significant sources of toxic emissions. 
 

 Beginning January 1, 2020, all facilities that pose a cancer risk in excess of 10/M 
or a hazard index in excess of 1.0 must either: 

 
o Reduce the facility cancer risk below 10 per million and reduce the chronic 

and acute hazard indices below 1.0 within five years; or 
 

o Install TBARCT on all significant sources of toxic emissions. 
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Rule 11-18 includes an exemption for retail gasoline dispensing facilities (gas stations) 
and facilities for which the only source of TACs is one or more emergency standby 
engines and if the facility has a priority score that is less than 250. 
  
2.4.2 RULE 11-18 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
Rule 11-18 would require facilities that pose a site-wide health risk in excess of the risk 
action level threshold to reduce that risk below the threshold through the implementation 
of a risk reduction plan approved by the Air District or demonstrate that all significant 
sources of toxic emissions are controlled with TBARCT; a significant source of toxic 
emission is one that poses a cancer health risk of 1.0 per million or 0.2 hazard index.   
 
2.4.2.1  Administrative Procedures 
 
The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would utilize the annual toxic emissions inventories 
reported to the Air District by sources that emit toxic compounds.  From the toxic 
emissions inventory data, Air District would determine each facility’s prioritization score.  
The facility prioritization score or the toxic emissions source type would be used to 
determine which phase a facility would be placed.  In establishing the prioritization level 
for a facility, the Air District would consider: 
 

 The amount of toxic pollutants emitted from the facility; 
 The toxicity of these materials; 
 The proximity of the facility to potential receptors; and 
 Any other factors that the Air District deems to be important. 

 
The rule would be implemented in four phases based on either a facility’s priority score 
or the toxic emissions source type as illustrated in Table 2.4-1. 
 

TABLE 2.4-1 
 

Implementation Phases 
 

Phase Criterion HRAs 
Risk 

Reduction 
Plans 

Plan 
Implementation 

1 Cancer PS(1) > 250 or 
Non-cancer PS > 2.5

2017 – 2018 2018 – 2019 2019 – 2022 

2 Cancer PS > 10 or 
Non-cancer PS > 1.0

2019 – 2021 2021 – 2022 2022 – 2025 

(1) PS = priority score 
 
The Air District would conduct HRAs for facilities in accordance with the OEHHA HRA 
Guidelines and the CARB/CAPCOA Risk Management Guidelines that were updated in 
2015.  These Guidelines were updated pursuant to the Children's Environmental Health 
Protection Act (Senate Bill 25), which required that OEHHA develop health risk 
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assessment procedures that ensure infants and children are protected from the harmful 
effects of air pollution.  Using the results of the HRAs, the Air District would determine 
whether a facility would be affected by Rule 11-18.  The rule would affect facilities with 
health risk impacts that exceeded any of the risk action level thresholds, until January 
2020, of 25/M ten per million cancer risk or 2.5 hazard index for both chronic and acute 
risk and, beginning January 2020, 10/M for cancer risk and 1.0 for each hazard index.  
The Air District would notify facilities of their health risk score.  A facility with a risk 
action level exceeding the threshold(s) would be required to reduce the risk below the 
threshold(s) by implementing a risk reduction plan within five years of plan approval, or 
demonstrate that all significant sources of toxic emissions are controlled by TBARCT 
within the same five-year period; a significant source of toxic emission is one that poses a 
health risk of 1.0 per million cancer or 0.2 hazard index. 
 
Rule 11-18 would exempt retail gas stations and facilities for which the only source of 
toxic emissions is one or more emergency standby engines if the facility has a 
prioritization score that is less than 250. 
 
2.4.2.2  Health Risk Assessments 
 
The Air District uses a variety of tools to determine where air quality health impacts may 
be occurring in the Bay Area, to assess the relative magnitude of these health impacts 
compared to other locations, and to determine how to best focus Air District resources in 
order to reduce these health impacts.  HRAs are one of the tools that can be used to assess 
the relative magnitude of health hazards.  HRAs are designed to quantify the potential 
health impacts that people and communities may be experiencing due to specific sources 
or facilities or that may occur in the future due to proposed projects or proposed changes 
at a facility.  An HRA consists of four basic steps: 1) hazard identification; 2) exposure 
assessment; 3) dose response assessment; and 4) risk characterization.  The Air District 
conducts HRAs using standardized methodologies for each of these steps.  The Air 
District HRAs would be prepared in accordance with the most recent guidelines adopted 
by OEHHA in March 2015. 
 
Air District staff believes that new facility-wide HRAs should be performed including 
improved emission inventories, updated health effects values, and the most recent HRA 
methodologies.  Rule 11-18 would require that the Air District conduct HRAs utilizing 
the most recent OEHHA HRA Guidelines along with more refined emissions inventories. 
 
2.4.2.3  Pollutant Coverage 
 
The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would address TAC emissions from existing stationary 
sources.  TAC emissions from new and modified sources are addressed under Air District 
Regulation 2, Rule 5.  The California Health and Safety Codes §39655 defines a TAC as 
“an air pollutant which may cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or in serious 
illness, or which may pose a present or potential hazard to human health.  A substance 
that is listed as a hazardous air pollutant pursuant to subsection (b) of §112 of the federal 
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act (42 U.S.C. §7412(b)) is a toxic air contaminant.”  For the purposes of this rule, TACs 
consists of the substances listed in Air District Regulation 2, Rule 5:  New Source 
Review of Toxic Air Contaminants (Table 2-5-1.) 
 
Some of the key pollutants to be addressed under the Toxic Risk Reduction Rule include 
the following: 
 
Benzene: 
 
Benzene is carcinogenic and occurs throughout the Bay Area.  Most of the benzene 
emitted in the Bay Area comes from motor vehicles, including evaporative leakage and 
unburned fuel exhaust.  Stationary sources contribute 13 percent of the benzene 
statewide.  The primary stationary sources of benzene emissions include gasoline 
stations, petroleum refining, electricity generation, and cement production. 
 
1,3 Butadiene: 
 
1,3-butadiene is another carcinogen, with similar origins to benzene, namely primarily 
from gasoline evaporation and motor vehicle exhaust, biomass burning, petroleum 
refining and electricity generation. 
 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs): 
 
PAHs are a set of hydrocarbons formed of multiple benzene rings. Several PAHs have 
been shown to be carcinogenic, the best-studied of which is benzo(a)pyrene. Although 
PAHs are emitted during petroleum refining, in the Bay Area the vast majority derive 
from fossil fuel and wood combustion. 
 
Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM): 
 
DPM is the primary source of ambient risk based on risk analysis, followed by benzene 
and 1,3-butadiene. DPM emissions sources mainly include mobile sources, such as 
heavy-duty trucks, buses, construction equipment, locomotives, and ships, but also 
stationary sources such as stationary diesel engines and backup generators. 
 
2.4.2.4  Source Coverage 
 
The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would apply to all sources of TAC emissions from 
“stationary sources” in the Bay Area.  Stationary sources, as opposed to mobile sources 
such as trucks and other vehicles, are the sources over which the Air District has 
regulatory jurisdiction. 
 
The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would apply to a wide variety of sources and facilities 
located throughout the Bay Area, including data centers, petroleum refineries, chemical 
plants, wastewater treatment facilities, foundries, forges, landfill operations, hospitals, 
crematoria, colleges and universities, military facilities and installations and other 
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manufacturing.  The Air District estimates that hundreds of facilities could be impacted 
by this rule.  Rule 11-18 would exempt retail gas stations and facilities for which the only 
source of toxic emissions is one or more emergency standby engines and has a 
prioritization score that is less than 250. 
 
2.5 SOURCES AFFECTED BY RULE 11-18 AND APPLICABLE 

CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES 
 
As indicated in the project description above, to comply with Rule 11-18 existing 
affected facilities that pose a health risk in excess of the risk action level threshold, until 
January 2020, of 25/M ten per million cancer risk or 2.5 hazard index for both chronic 
and acute risk and, beginning January 2020, of ten per million cancer risk or 1.0 hazard 
index for both chronic and acute non-cancer risk must reduce that risk below the 
threshold through the implementation of a risk reduction plan approved by the Air 
District.  To comply with the risk reduction plan requirements, facility operators could 
reduce operations or, to maintain existing operations, change the nature of the toxic 
emissions either through modification of stack emission parameters or through toxic 
emission reductions, or install air pollution control equipment that meets TBARCT 
requirements.   
 
The NOP/IS for the proposed project identified potentially significant adverse secondary 
environmental impacts resulting primarily from installing air pollution control 
technologies.  Therefore, the analysis of potentially significant environmental impacts in 
Chapter 3 is based on secondary impacts from installing air pollution control equipment.  
To analyze environmental impacts from implementation of Rule 11-18, it is necessary to 
identify the emission sources that would be subject to the rule’s requirements and the 
most likely types of control technologies anticipated to be used to ensure compliance 
with Rule 11-18.   
 
It is not specifically known what types of equipment would be affected by Rule 11-18.  
However, based on the Air District’s emissions inventory database, TAC emissions from 
sources likely to be affected by Rule 11-18 can be identified.  The emission sources most 
likely to be affected by Rule 11-18 are identified and briefly described in the following 
sections. 
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2.5.1 SOURCES THAT MAY BE SUBJECT TO REGULATION 11, RULE 18 
 
Proposed Rule 11-18 would apply to a wide range of commercial, industrial, and 
municipal facilities including data centers, petroleum refineries, chemical plants, 
wastewater treatment facilities, foundries, forges, landfill operations, hospitals, 
crematoria, power plants, colleges and universities, military facilities and installations, 
and manufacturing operations.  Table 2.5-1 shows the most likely types of facilities 
anticipated to be affected by proposed Rule 11-18, TAC emission sources at affected 
facilities most likely to be affected by the proposed rule and the primary TAC emissions 
that would be controlled.   
 
Facilities affected by proposed Rule 11-18 operate a wide variety of sources of toxic 
emissions, including diesel-fueled internal combustion engines, wastewater treatment, 
combustion sources, evaporative and fugitive emissions, etc.  The Air District estimates 
that hundreds of facilities could potentially be affected by this draft rule.  The following 
subsections briefly describe the most likely facilities and emissions sources affected by 
proposed Rule 11-18. 
 
2.5.1.1 Refineries 
 
Petroleum refineries convert crude oil into a wide variety of refined products, including 
gasoline, aviation fuel, diesel and other fuel oils, lubricating oils, and feed stocks for the 
petrochemical industry.  Crude oil consists of a complex mixture of hydrocarbon 
compounds with smaller amounts of impurities including sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen and 
metals (e.g., iron, copper, nickel, and vanadium).  Crude oil that originates from different 
geographical locations may vary with respect to its composition, thus, potentially 
generating different types and amounts of TAC emissions. 
 
Fugitive Emissions Sources:  Petroleum refineries include a large number and wide 
variety of fugitive emissions sources.  Fugitive emissions are emissions of gases or 
vapors from pressurized equipment due to leaks and other unintended or irregular 
releases of gases during the crude refining process and do not include pollutants vented to 
an exhaust stack before release to the atmosphere.  Generally, any processes or transfer 
areas where leaks can occur are sources of fugitive emissions.  Fugitive emissions 
sources include, but are not limited to the following: valves, connectors (i.e., flanged, 
screwed, welded or other joined fittings), pumps, compressors, pressure relief devices, 
and diaphragms in VOC service.  Similarly, tanks storing crude oil or petroleum products 
also produce fugitive emissions.  The primary TACs associated with fugitive emissions 
sources are benzene and, in the case of gasoline storage, 1,3-butadiene. 
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TABLE 2.5-1 
 

Summary of Toxic Air Contaminant Emitting Facilities and Sources 
 

Facility Sources Primary Risk 
Driver(s) 

Refineries Fugitive Emissions 
Stack Emissions 
Diesel Engines 
Cooling Towers 

Wastewater Treatment Operations 

Benzene 
Diesel PM 

Formaldehyde 
1,3-Butadiene 
Chromium VI 

Nickel 
Data Centers Stationary Diesel Engines Diesel PM 
Cement Manufacturing Stack Emissions 

Fugitive Emissions
Chromium VI 

 
Chemical Plants Stack Emissions 

Fugitive Emissions 
Formaldehyde 

Carbon Tetrachloride 
Sulfuric Acid Mist 

Diesel PM 
Crematoria Stack Emissions Chromium VI 

Mercury 
Landfills Fugitive Emissions 

Diesel Engines 
Vinyl Chloride 

Hydrogen Sulfide 
Benzene 

Diesel PM 
Acrylonitrile 

Foundries and Forges Fugitive Emissions Dioxin 
Manganese 

Lead 
Chromium VI 

Mercury 
Cadmium 

Nickel 
Arsenic 
PAHs 

Copper 
Sewage Treatment Facilities Fugitive Emission 

Stack Emissions 
Diesel PM 

Hydrogen Sulfide 
Cadmium 
Mercury 

Power Plants Stack Emissions Formaldehyde 
Ammonia 
Benzene 

Diesel PM 
Military Facilities Diesel Engines Diesel PM 
Manufacturing Diesel Engines Diesel PM 
 
 
Stack Emissions:  There are two primary sources of TAC emissions from exhaust stacks 
at petroleum refineries, delayed coking units (DCUs) and petroleum coke calciners 
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(PCCs).  These equipment and processes are briefly described in the following 
paragraphs. 
 
Delayed Coking: Delayed coking is a petroleum refinery process that converts mostly 
heavy residual oils, also known as residuum or “resid” for short, from vacuum distillation 
towers into gasoline, light gas oil and heavy gas oil.  Petroleum coke is a by-product of 
the coking process.  The resid is fed into a fractionation tower and the bottom fraction 
(e.g., the heavy components of the resid), is passed through a heater as it makes its way to 
a coke drum under steam injection.  The purpose of the steam injection is to delay coking 
or the solidification of the hot material until it reaches the drum, hence the name “delayed 
coker.”  When heated to high temperatures, the heavy hydrocarbon chains break into 
smaller, lighter molecules that rise to the top of the coke drum as vapors that are routed 
back to the fractionation tower for more separation into gas, gasoline, and other higher 
value liquid products.  Even after heating, the heavier components remain in the coke 
drum.  Within approximately 30 minutes to one hour, the material left behind in the drum 
turns into, petroleum coke, a coal-like substance.  At the end of the coking process, the 
drum is then vented to the atmosphere until the internal pressure of the drum equals 
ambient pressure.  TAC emissions from the DCU primarily include heavy metals. 
 
At the federal level, in 2008, the USEPA promulgated a regulation in Chapter 40, Part 60, 
Subpart Ja of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja) - Standards of 
Performance for Petroleum Refineries for Which Construction, Reconstruction or 
Modification Commenced after May 14, 2007, specifically applicable to DCU operations 
that establishes a vent limit of five pounds per square inch, gauge (psig) for coke drums 
at new or modified DCUs.  By depressurizing the coke drum beyond the federal 
requirement, to two psig for example, for both new and existing DCUs PM2.5, and sulfur 
as H2S emission reductions can be achieved with the co-benefit of additional VOC and 
GHG (methane) emission reductions. 
 
Petroleum Coke Calciner:  Petroleum coke is processed in a delayed coker unit 
(described above) to generate a carbonaceous solid referred to as “green coke,” a 
commodity.  To improve the quality of the product, if the green coke has a low metals 
content, it will be sent to a calciner to make calcined petroleum coke.  Calcined 
petroleum coke can be used to make anodes for the aluminum, steel, and titanium 
smelting industry.  If the green coke has a high metals content, it is used as a fuel grade 
coke by the fuel, cement, steel, calciner and specialty chemicals industries. 
 
The process of making calcined petroleum coke begins when the green coke feed from 
the delayed coker unit is screened and transported to the calciner unit where it is stored in 
a covered coke storage barn.  The screened and dried green coke is introduced into the 
top end of a rotary kiln and is tumbled by rotation under high temperatures that range 
between 2,000 and 2,500 degrees Fahrenheit (oF).  The rotary kiln relies on gravity to 
move coke through the kiln countercurrent to a hot stream of combustion air produced by 
the combustion of natural gas or fuel oil.  As the green coke flows to the bottom of the 
kiln, it rests in the kiln for approximately one additional hour to eliminate any remaining 
moisture, impurities, and hydrocarbons.  Once discharged from the kiln, the calcined 
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coke is dropped into a cooling chamber, where it is quenched with water, treated with de-
dusting agents to minimize dust, and carried by conveyors to storage tanks.  TAC 
emissions generated when the green coke is processed under high heat conditions in the 
rotary kiln are primarily heavy metals.   
 
Stationary Diesel Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs):  Stationary diesel ICEs are often 
used to provide electricity in areas of a refinery that may not have access to electricity 
power lines from the local electric utility or other onsite sources of electricity, used as a 
backup source of electricity in the event of a power outage, or as a means of pumping 
liquids between different refinery equipment.  Four-stroke cycle ICEs are more 
commonly used than two-stroke ICEs.  Stationary diesel ICEs operate by drawing air into 
a cylinder and then injecting fuel after the air has been compressed.  Stationary diesel 
ICEs rely on high temperature alone for ignition.  Stationary diesel ICEs are often 
referred to as compression ignition engines because the high temperature is the result of 
compressing air above the piston as it travels upward.  The power output of a diesel ICE 
is controlled by varying the amount of fuel injected into the air, thereby, varying the fuel-
air ratio.  The main advantage of using a diesel engine is its high thermal efficiency1, 
which can exceed 50 percent.  However, diesel ICE exhaust tends to be high in NOx and 
particulate emissions, both visible (smoke) and invisible.  Diesel particulates were also 
classified as a TAC by CARB in in 1998.   
 
Cooling Towers:  A cooling tower is a heat rejection device, which extracts waste heat 
from various processes to the atmosphere though the cooling of a water stream to a lower 
temperature.  Cooling towers are open water recirculating devices that use fans or natural 
draft to draw or force air through the device to cool water by evaporation and direct 
contact.  The type of heat rejection in a cooling tower is termed "evaporative" in that it 
allows a small portion of the water being cooled to evaporate into a moving air stream to 
provide significant cooling to the rest of that water stream. The heat from the water 
stream transferred to the air stream raises the air's temperature and its relative humidity to 
100 percent and this air is discharged to the atmosphere.  TAC emissions from cooling 
towers can include hexavalent chromium and fugitive VOCs leaked into the cooling 
water, including benzene and 1,3-butadiene. 
 
Wastewater Treatment Operations:  Wastewater treatment operations provide a means of 
treating water that has come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons.  The first stage of 
a typical wastewater treatment process is the American Institute of Petroleum (API) 
separator, which physically separates the free oil and solids from the water.  Gravity 
allows any oil in the water to rise to the surface of the separator and any solid particles to 
sink to the bottom.  A continually moving scraper system pushes oil to one end and the 
solids to the other. Both are removed and the recovered oil is sent back to the Refinery 
for reprocessing.  Small suspended oil particles are then typically removed in the 
Dissolved Air Flotation unit.  Wastewater is sent to the activated sludge units, where 
                                                 
1 Thermal efficiency is defined as the amount of work produced by the engine divided by the amount of 

chemical energy in the fuel that can be released through combustion. This chemical energy is often 
referred to as net heating value or heat of combustion of the fuel. 
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naturally-occurring microorganisms feed on the dissolved organics in the wastewater, and 
convert them to water, CO2 and nitrogen gas, which can be safely released into the 
atmosphere.  Finally, wastewater enters the clarifying tanks, where the microorganisms 
settle to the bottom while the treated wastewater flows away.  The primary TAC emission 
from wastewater treatment systems is benzene. 
 
2.5.1.2 Data Centers 
 
A data center is a facility used to house computer systems and associated components, 
such as telecommunications and data storage systems. It generally includes redundant or 
backup power supplies, redundant data communications connections, environmental 
controls (e.g., air conditioning, fire suppression) and various security devices.   
 
Stationary Diesel ICEs:  Because a power outage can badly damage computer 
telecommunications and storage systems, backup power supplies are essential.  Backup 
power supplies may include backup stationary diesel ICEs to provide electricity.  See 
discussion 2.5.1.1 regarding stationary diesel ICEs and TAC emissions. 
 
2.5.1.3 Cement Manufacturing 
 
Cement manufactured in a cement kiln using a pyroprocess or high temperature reactor 
that is constructed along a longitudinal axis with segmented rotating cylinders whose 
connected length is anywhere from 50 to 200 yards in length.  The pyroprocess in the kiln 
consists of three phases during which clinker is produced from raw materials undergoing 
physical changes and chemical reactions.  The first phase in the kiln, the drying and pre-
heating zone, operates at a temperature between 1,000 oF and 1,600 oF and evaporates 
any remaining water in the raw mix of materials entering the kiln.  The second phase, the 
calcining zone, operates at a temperature between 1,600 oF and 1,800 oF and converts the 
calcium carbonate from the limestone in the kiln feed into calcium oxide and releases 
CO2.  During the third phase, the burning zone operates on average at 2,200 oF to 2,700 
oF (though the flame temperature can at times exceed 3,400 oF) during which several 
reactions and side reactions occur.  As the materials move towards the discharge end, the 
temperature drops and eventually clinker nodules form and volatile constituents, such as 
sodium, potassium, chlorides, and sulfates, evaporate.  The red-hot clinker exits the kiln, 
is cooled in the clinker cooler, passes through a crusher and is conveyed to storage. 
 
Stack emissions:  As indicated above cement manufacturing occurs at high temperatures 
using several combustion fuels.  Fuels that have been used for primary firing include 
coal, petroleum coke, heavy fuel oil, natural gas, landfill off-gas and oil refinery flare 
gas.  High carbon fuels such as coal are preferred for kiln firing, because they yield a 
luminous flame. The clinker is brought to its peak temperature mainly by radiant heat 
transfer, and a bright (i.e. high emissivity) and hot flame is essential for this.  Combustion 
emissions are exhausted through the kiln’s stack.  The primary TAC emission from 
cement manufacturing is hexavalent chromium, also referred to as chromium VI. 
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Fugitive Dust:  Relative to cement manufacturing, fugitive dust is wind-driven particulate 
matter emissions from any disturbed surface work area that are generated by wind action 
alone. The process of making cement begins with the acquisition of raw materials, 
predominantly limestone rock (calcium carbonate) and clay, which exist naturally in 
rocks and sediment on the earth’s surface.  These and other materials used to manufacture 
cement are typically mined at nearby quarries and comprise “raw mix.”  The raw mix is 
refined by a series of mechanical crushing and grinding operations to segregate and 
eventually reduce the size of each component to 0.75 inch or smaller before being 
conveyed to storage.  If the ground materials are stored in piles onsite, local windy 
conditions may produce fugitive hexavalent chromium emissions. 
 
2.5.1.4 Chemical Plants 
 
A chemical plant is any industrial facility engaged in producing chemicals, and/or 
manufacturing products by chemical processes.  The general objective of a chemical 
plant is to create new material wealth via the chemical or biological transformation and or 
separation of materials.  Chemical plants often use specialized equipment, units, and/or 
technology used in the manufacturing process.  Chemical plants may include, but are not 
limited to the manufacture of industrial inorganic and organic chemicals; plastic and 
synthetic resins, synthetic rubber, synthetic fibers, drugs, soap, detergents and cleaning 
preparations, perfumes, cosmetics and other toilet preparations; paints, varnishes, 
lacquers, enamels and allied products; agricultural chemicals; safflower and sunflower oil 
extracts; and re-refining.  The primary types of equipment used at chemical plants 
include, but are not limited to: crushers, mixing tanks, compactors, heaters, etc.   
 
Stack emissions:  Mixing equipment that combines chemicals to produce inorganic and 
organic chemicals; plastic and synthetic resins, synthetic rubber, synthetic and other man-
made fibers, etc., may be vented to an exhaust stack. Emissions from chemical plants 
may include: formaldehyde (used as a raw material in resin, plastic, leather, paper and 
fiber manufacturing); carbon tetrachloride (used as a cleaner), and sulfuric acid (from 
sulfur recovery plants).  Emissions may also be associated with combustion equipment.   
 
Fugitive Emissions:  Fugitive emissions at chemical plants include particulate emissions 
from chemical handling and uncontrolled product crushing or compressing and emissions 
that are released through windows, doors, vents, and other general building ventilation or 
exhaust systems. 
 
2.5.1.5 Crematoria 
 
Cremation is the combustion, vaporization and oxidation of cadavers to gases, ashes and 
mineral fragments retaining the appearance of dry bone.  Cremation occurs in a 
crematory that is housed within a crematorium and comprises one or more furnaces.  A 
cremator is an industrial furnace that is able to generate temperatures of 1,600 oF to 
1,800 °F to ensure disintegration of the corpse.  The chamber where the body is placed is 
called a retort and is lined with heat-resistant refractory bricks. Refractory bricks are 
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designed in several layers. The outermost layer is usually simply an insulation material, 
e.g., mineral wool.  Inside is typically a layer of insulation brick, mostly calcium silicate 
in nature.  Modern crematoria fuels may include oil, natural gas, and propane.    
 
Stack Emissions:  Combustion emissions from the furnace are vented to an exhaust stack 
and then may be released to the atmosphere.  Mercury from dental amalgam fillings can 
be emitted through the exhaust stack during the cremation process. 
 
2.5.1.6 Landfills 
 
Landfills, also called sanitary landfills, are locations where non-hazardous waste is 
deposited, spread in layers, compacted, and covered with earth at the end of each working 
day.  Modern landfills typically include a bottom liner that separates and prevents the 
buried waste from coming into contact with underlying natural soils and groundwater.  
The bottom of each landfill is typically designed so that the bottom surface of the landfill 
is sloped to a low point, called a sump. This is where any liquids that are trapped inside 
the landfill – known in the waste industry as leachate – are collected and removed from 
the landfill.  The leachate collection system typically consists of a series of perforated 
pipes, gravel packs and a layer of sand or gravel placed in the bottom of the landfill.  
Landfill cells are the area in a landfill that have been constructed and approved for 
disposal of waste each day.  Waste material is prepared by placing it in layers or lifts 
where the waste is then compacted and shredded by heavy landfill compaction 
machinery.  Waste that is placed in a cell is covered daily with either six inches of 
compacted soil or an alternative daily cover, such as foam or a flame-retardant fiber 
material.   
 
Fugitive Emissions:  Bacteria in the landfill waste break down the trash in the absence of 
oxygen. This process produces landfill gas, which is approximately 50 percent methane.  
Landfill gas is collected in a series of pipes that are embedded within the landfill waste 
materials.  This gas, once collected, is typically control-burned.  Fugitive landfill TAC 
emissions may include vinyl chloride, benzene, hydrogen sulfide, and acrylonitrile. 
 
Stationary Diesel ICEs:  Because landfills are often located in remote areas away from 
population centers, they might not be served by electricity power lines from the local 
electric utility.  Stationary diesel ICEs are often used to provide electricity to landfills 
that may not have access to electricity sources.  If electricity is available, they may be 
used as a backup source of electricity in the event of a power outage.  Finally, diesel ICEs 
may be used to pump liquids, such as leachate, to storage or treatment facilities.    See 
discussion 2.5.1.1 regarding stationary diesel ICEs and TAC emissions. 
 
2.5.1.7 Foundries and Forges 
 
Foundries and forges are industrial operations that create metal products by heat treating 
and shaping metals.  Forging operations include operation of an oven in which metal is 
heated until it is malleable; it may then undergo hardening, annealing, tempering 
stamping, pressing, extruding, hammering, and quenching.  Foundries operate using a 
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furnace in which scrap metal, ingots, and/or other forms of metal are charged, melted, 
and tapped.  Metals are melted using a furnace.  Types of furnaces include, but are not 
limited to, cupola, electric arc, pot, induction, blast, crucible, sweat, and reverberatory 
furnaces.  Once a cast metal part has been shaken out and cooled, it undergoes the 
finishing operations, which address imperfections and assembly in preparation of the 
final product for the customer.  Finishing operations includes shot blasting, grinding, and 
welding. 
 
Fugitive Emissions:  Fugitive emissions at foundries include mold vent gases, equipment 
leaks, particulate emissions from metal handling and uncontrolled product finishing, and 
emissions that are released through windows, doors, vents, and other general building 
ventilation or exhaust systems.  TAC emissions from foundries may include dioxins, 
PAHs, and heavy metals. 
 
Stack Emissions:  Combustion emissions from the furnaces are vented to an exhaust stack 
and then may be released to the atmosphere, before or after air pollution control 
equipment.  Combustion emissions can include various TAC emissions that exhaust 
through the stack.   
 
2.5.1.8 Sewage Treatment Facilities 
 
Sewage treatment is the process of removing contaminants from wastewater, primarily 
from household sewage. The process includes physical, chemical, and biological 
processes to remove these contaminants and produce environmentally safe treated 
wastewater (or treated effluent).  A by-product of sewage treatment is usually a semi-
solid waste or slurry, called sewage sludge, that may be required to undergo further 
treatment before being suitable for disposal or land application. 
 
The following bullet points provide brief summaries of the main steps in treating 
wastewater. 
 
 Pretreatment:  Pretreatment is a process that removes all materials that can be easily 

collected from the raw sewage before they damage or clog the pumps and sewage 
lines of primary treatment clarifiers.  During pretreatment, the influent in sewage 
water passes through a bar screen to remove all large objects carried in the sewage 
stream, including, but not limited to: trash, tree limbs, leaves, branches, cans, rags, 
sticks, plastic packets, etc.  This process is most commonly done with an automated 
mechanically raked bar screen in modern plants serving large populations, while in 
smaller or less modern plants, a manually cleaned screen may be used. 

 Primary Treatment:  Primary treatment consists of temporarily holding the sewage in 
a quiescent basin where heavy solids can settle to the bottom while oil, grease, and 
lighter solids float to the surface.  The settled and floating materials are removed and 
the remaining liquid may be discharged or subjected to secondary treatment.  In the 
primary sedimentation stage, sewage flows through large tanks, commonly called 
"pre-settling basins," "primary sedimentation tanks," or "primary clarifiers."  The 
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tanks are used to settle sludge while grease and oils rise to the surface and are 
skimmed off.  Primary settling tanks are usually equipped with mechanically driven 
scrapers that continually drive the collected sludge towards a hopper in the base of 
the tank where it is pumped to sludge treatment facilities.   

 Secondary Treatment: Secondary treatment removes dissolved and suspended 
biological matter. The majority of municipal plants treat the settled sewage liquor 
using aerobic biological processes. To be effective, the bacteria and protozoa require 
both oxygen and food to live. These micro-organisms consume biodegradable soluble 
organic contaminants (e.g. sugars, fats, organic short-chain carbon molecules, etc.) 
and bind much of the less soluble fractions into floc.  Secondary treatment systems 
are classified as fixed film or suspended-film growth systems.  Fixed-film or attached 
growth systems include, but are not limited to: trickling filters, bio-towers, and 
rotating biological contactors where the biomass grows on media and the sewage 
passes over its surface.  Suspended-growth systems include activated sludge, where 
the biomass is mixed with the sewage and can be operated in a smaller space than 
trickling filters that treat the same amount of water.  Secondary treatment may require 
a separation process to remove the micro-organisms from the treated water prior to 
discharge or tertiary treatment. 

 Tertiary Treatment:  Tertiary treatment is sometimes defined as anything more than 
primary and secondary treatment to allow release into a sensitive or fragile ecosystem 
(estuaries, low-flow rivers, etc.).  Treated water is sometimes disinfected chemically 
or physically (for example, by lagoons and microfiltration) prior to discharge into a 
stream, river, bay, lagoon or wetland.  If it is sufficiently clean, it can also be used for 
groundwater recharge or agricultural purposes. 

 Disinfection:  Treated water is sometimes disinfected chemically or physically (for 
example, by lagoons and microfiltration) prior to discharge into a stream, river, bay, 
lagoon or wetland.  If it is sufficiently clean, it can also be used for groundwater 
recharge or agricultural purposes. 

 
Fugitive Emissions:  Wastewater treatment units open to the atmosphere have the 
potential to generate fugitive emissions.  For example, the equalization basin, one of the 
first parts of the wastewater treatment process, regulates the wastewater flow and 
pollutant compositions to the remaining treatment units.  Equalization basins are typically 
used during wet weather when influent flow is large so that the plant can equalize the 
flow to the treatment system.  While the equalization basin also typically provides a large 
area for wastewater contact with ambient air, it more typically holds rain water that is 
generally low in VOC contaminants.  For this reason, fugitive emissions may be 
relatively high from this unit.  Wastewater then is typically sent to the clarifier using a lift 
station, which may also be open to the ambient air but is closed at some treatment 
facilities.  Suspended solids are removed in the clarifier and the wastewater then flows, 
again using a lift station, to the aeration basin where microorganisms act on the organic 
constituents. The lift station, clarifier, and aeration basin may be open to the atmosphere.  
Wastewater leaving the aeration basin normally flows through a secondary clarifier for 
solids removal before it is discharged from the facility (STAPPA/ALAPCO, 1997).  The 
secondary clarifier is also likely to be open to the atmosphere.   Fugitive TAC emissions 
from wastewater treatment include hydrogen sulfide and toxic organic emissions.  
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Stack Emissions:  Sludge that is separated from the wastewater is sent to the sludge 
digesters.  Sludge digesters are used to treat organic sludges produced from various 
treatment operations.  The two main types of sludge digesters are anaerobic and aerobic.  
Anaerobic digesters, more commonly used in Bay Area treatment facilities, are enclosed 
vessels and digester gas is collected from the vessel. aerate the sludge for an extended 
period of time in an open, unheated tank using conventional air diffusers or surface 
aeration equipment.  In aerobic digestion, the sludge is aerated for an extended period of 
time in an open, unheated tank using conventional air diffusers or surface aeration 
equipment.  The digestion process may produce a variety of emissions, including 
methane, which may be sent to an air pollution control unit or combusted.  The sludge is 
then dewatered using belt filter presses, screw presses or centrifuges, while historically 
dryers were used. a dryer.  Stack emissions may occur from the combustion of digester 
gas or from the dryer, if used.  TAC emissions from wastewater treatment systems’ 
exhaust stacks include hydrogen sulfide.  
 
2.5.1.9 Power Plants 
 
Power plants, also referred to as generating stations or generating plants, are industrial 
facilities for the generation of electric power.  Most power plants contain one or more 
pieces of equipment used to generate electrical power.  The most common equipment 
used to generate electricity at power plants are gas turbines and/or boilers. 
 
A gas turbine is an internal-combustion engine consisting of at least a compressor, a 
combustion chamber, and a turbine.  The compressor draws air into the engine, 
pressurizes it, and feeds it to the combustion chamber.  The combustion system is 
typically made up of a ring of fuel injectors that inject a steady stream of fuel into 
combustion chambers where it mixes with the air.  The combustion produces a high 
temperature, producing a high-pressure gas stream that enters and expands through the 
turbine section.  The turbine is an intricate array of alternate stationary and rotating 
aerofoil-section blades. As hot combustion gas expands through the turbine, it spins the 
rotating blades. The rotating blades perform a dual function: they drive the compressor to 
draw more pressurized air into the combustion section, and they spin a generator to 
produce electricity (USDOE, 2014). 
 
A boiler is a piece of combustion equipment fired with liquid and/or gaseous fuel, which 
is primarily used to produce steam.  Boilers used to generate electricity are generally less 
efficient than gas turbines.  All boiler designs share a number of common elements. 
Utility boilers are typically watertube boilers where combustion takes place in an 
enclosed furnace and heat is transferred from the furnace to water in tubes.  In the furnace 
itself, heat is transferred by radiation from the combustion gases to tubes lining the walls. 
As gases cool and leave the furnace, the primary heat transfer mechanism becomes 
convection.  A boiler is designed to have specific fixed temperature zones for optimum 
heat transfer to the watertubes; modification of these designs will affect boiler efficiency. 
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For utility boilers, various types of burners are used to combust the fuel 
(STAPPA/ALAPCO, 1994).  
 
Stack Emissions:  In the case of both gas turbines and boilers, combustion emissions are 
vented to an exhaust stack and then released to the atmosphere.  However, before the 
exhaust is released to the atmosphere, it is vented to a NOx emission control device to 
reduce NOx emissions pursuant to Rule 9-9 for gas turbines and Rule 9-10 for power 
generating boilers.  Depending on the combustion fuel used, gas turbines and utility 
boilers have the potential to emit formaldehyde and benzene if they are not completely 
combusted in the boiler or gas turbine.  In the event of an emergency, Rules 9-9 and 9-11 
allow the use of non-gaseous fuels for gas turbines and electric utility boilers, 
respectively, which has the potential to produce diesel PM emissions.  NOx control using 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) uses a reducing agent, typically ammonia, to reduce 
NOx to nitrogen and water.  Not all of the ammonia reacts with the NOx molecules and 
so is vented to the atmosphere, referred to as ammonia slip. 
 
2.5.1.10 Military Facilities 
 
A military facility is a facility servicing military forces and, in the United States, under 
the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Military Department.  Types of military bases 
include, but are not limited to, the following: arsenal or armory, which is a military site 
were arms, ammunition, and other military equipment are stored; a military post is an 
installation at which a body of troops is stationed; military headquarters is the military 
installation from which a commander performs the functions of command; etc., (U.S. 
Dept. of Defense, 2005). 
 
Stationary Diesel ICEs:  Because military facilities or their operations may be located in 
remote areas away from population centers, they might not be served by electricity power 
lines from the local electric utility.  Stationary diesel ICEs may be used to provide 
electricity to military facilities that may not have access to electricity sources; if 
electricity is available, may be used as a backup source of electricity in the event of a 
power outage  See discussion 2.5.1.1 regarding stationary diesel ICEs and TAC 
emissions. 
 
2.5.1.11 Manufacturing Facilities 
 
Facilities most anticipated to be affected by proposed Rule 11-18 are described in 
Subsections 2.5.1.1 through 2.5.1.10.  However, to ensure that other sources of TAC 
emissions are not overlooked, Air District staff has identified the manufacturing facilities 
category as a catch-all category.  Sources that may be included in this category include, 
but are not limited to: colleges and universities; airline operations; grocery or 
convenience stores that refrigerate fresh or frozen foods; food preparation facilities that 
require chillers or refrigeration, e.g., ice cream manufacturing, breweries, frozen food 
packaging; research laboratories, etc. 
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Stationary Diesel ICEs:  Manufacturing facilities would likely need backup stationary 
diesel ICEs to provide power in the event of electricity blackouts to maintain computers, 
laboratory experiments, refrigeration so foods do not spoil, etc.  See discussion in 
Subsection 2.5.1.1 regarding stationary diesel ICEs and TAC emissions. 
 
2.5.2 TAC EMISSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Proposed Rule 11-18 would apply to existing facilities and would require preparation of a 
risk reduction plan for those facilities that pose a health risk in excess of the proposed 
risk action levels, 10 per million cancer risk level or a 1.0 hazard index.   Facilities that 
exceed the risk action levels must either: implement an Air District-approved risk 
reduction plan that details how the facility would reduce its health risk below the risk 
action level in the specified timeframe or demonstrate to the Air District that all 
significant sources of risk are controlled with TBARCT. 
 
To comply with the risk action levels for those affected facilities that are required to 
prepare a risk reduction plan, operators could reduce operations or install TBARCT 
equipment.  Risk reduction measures may include the use of emission capture and control 
technologies that are intended to capture and remove a TAC or to convert a TAC into a 
less toxic material.  However, risk reduction measures may also include use of alternative 
system designs, products, or technologies that reduce or prevent the emission of the TAC 
or other measures that reduce the amount of TACs that nearby receptors are exposed to.  
Examples of potential risk reduction measures are:   
 

 Emission Capture and Control Technologies 
o Add system enclosures or emission capture systems; 
o Add emission control systems or conversion devices; 

 
 Pollution Prevention Measures 

o Limit throughput rates or operating times; 
o Employ alternate technologies; 
o Reformulate or substitute products; 
o Modify production systems or practices; 

 
 Public Exposure Reduction Measures  

o Modify source locations 
o Modify exhaust point locations or orientation  
o Increase stack height 

 
The most appropriate risk reduction measures for a project are dependent on many factors 
such as: 
 

 project design and operating requirements; 
 the physical characteristics and chemical properties of the TACs that will be 

emitted;  
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 the concentration of TACs in the exhaust stream;  
 exhaust system design parameters such as the exhaust flow rate, temperature, 

pressure, and stack height;  
 the efficiency of the collection and control equipment needed to comply with the 

requirements of the rule;  
 availability of alternative technologies or substitute products; and  
 the distances to and locations of nearby receptors. 

 
After the types of appropriate risk reduction measures have been identified for a project, 
the level of risk reduction needed and the cost of the risk reduction measure are key 
factors for the final risk reduction measure decision.  
 
The type of emission capture and control technology that may be used depends on the 
specific type of TAC.  Generally, TACs may be classified as inorganic aerosols and 
particulate matter, inorganic gases, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and semivolatile 
organic compounds.   Each different type of TAC is likely to need a specific type of 
control technology.  The most common risk reduction measures that are likely to be 
encountered as a result of the proposed Rule 11-18 are categorized into the following 
groups and are summarized in Table 2.5-2: 
 

 Enclosures and collection systems for particulate matter TACs; 
 Filtration for toxic aerosols and particulate matter; 
 Carbon adsorption and adsorption-oxidation systems for VOCs; 
 Chemical absorption for VOCs; 
 Thermal and catalytic oxidation for inorganic gases (such as hydrogen sulfide) 

and organic compounds;  
 Replace old equipment with newer, more efficient equipment; 
 Changes in facilities operations;  
 Reduced throughput or operating time for particulate matter TACs and organic 

compound TACs; 
 Alternative technologies; and  
 Product substitution. 

 
If it is determined that affected facilities exceed the health risk requirements in Rule 11-
18, then engineering would be required to determine the appropriate type and 
specifications of the equipment, acquire financing, purchase the equipment, complete the 
permit process, and undergo any necessary environmental analyses.   
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TABLE 2.5-2 
 

Risk Reduction Measures and Target Substances 
 

Risk Reduction Measure  Substance Group Control Efficiency 

Enclosures Particulates Varied
Capture and Collection Systems VOCs and Particulates Varied
Diesel Particulate Filter Particulates 85%
Replace Old Equipment with 
New Equipment 

All Varied 

Baghouse Particulates 99-99.9% 
HEPA filter and pre-filter Particulates 99.9-99.99% 
Carbon Adsorption VOCs 90-99%
Thermal and Catalytic Oxidizers VOCs and Inorganic 

Gases
98-99.9% 

Reduced Throughput or 
Operating Time 

VOCS and Particulates Varied 

Alternative Technologies Particulates Up to 100% 
Product Substitution VOCs Up to 100% 
Relocate Source or Stack All TAC Types Not Applicable 
Stack Modifications All TAC Types Not Applicable 
Enhanced Monitoring VOCs Varied
 
The following subsections briefly describe the most likely types of control technologies 
that would be used to comply with the risk reduction requirements of proposed Rule 11-
18. 
 
2.5.2.1 Enclosures/Capture Systems 
 
Cement plants and concrete batch plants use raw materials that contain toxic metals and 
crystalline silica.  Particulate matter emissions from the storage, handling, and processing 
of these raw materials contains these TACs and can become airborne or contaminate 
groundwater if not properly contained.  High winds and rain are particular concerns for 
lose materials.  By building an enclosure around these types of materials, the risk of 
release is greatly reduced.  This type of emission control may have minor environmental 
impacts associated with the construction of the enclosure, but will have no lasting 
impacts as a result of operation. 
 
Dust and VOC capture systems consist of hoods, ducting, and a blower to collect TACs 
within a building.  These capture systems are typically used in conjunction with an 
emission control system.  Power needs for the blowers are generally low compared to 
total power use at the facility.  Since capture systems are typically contained within 
existing buildings and used in conjunction with emission control systems, these systems 
are not expected to have any adverse environmental impacts. 
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2.5.2.2 Diesel Particulate Filter 
 
The cancer risk related to diesel PM, which accounts for most of the cancer risk from 
TACs, has declined substantially over the past 15-20 years as a result of ARB regulations 
and Air District programs to reduce emissions from diesel engines.  However, diesel PM 
still accounts for roughly 60 percent of the total cancer risk related to TACs (BAAQMD, 
2017). 
 
To further reduce DPM emissions from stationary diesel ICEs, the ICEs could be 
retrofitted with DPFs.  DPFs allow exhaust gases to pass through the filter medium, but 
trap DPM before it is released to the atmosphere.  Depending on an engine’s baseline 
emissions and emission test method or duty cycle, DPFs can achieve DPM emission 
reduction efficiencies from the exhaust of 70 to 90 percent.  In addition, DPFs can reduce 
HC emissions by 95 percent and CO emissions by 90 percent.  Limited test data indicate 
that DPFs can also reduce NOx emissions by six to ten percent.   
 
Particulates build up in the traps over time and must be removed by burning because they 
are mainly carbon.  Some designs use electrical resistance heaters to raise the temperature 
in the trap high enough to burn off the particulates.  Others have a burner built into the 
trap.  Currently, the most common regeneration scheme employs “post injection,” in 
which a small amount of fuel is injected into the cylinder late in the expansion stroke.  
This fuel then burns in the exhaust system, raising the trap temperature to the point where 
the accumulated particulate matter is readily burned away. 
 
There are both active DPFs and passive DPFs. Active DPFs use heat generated by means 
other than exhaust gases (e.g., electricity, fuel burners, and additional fuel injection to 
increase exhaust gas temperatures) to assist in the regeneration process.  Passive DPFs, 
which do not require an external heat source to regenerate, incorporate a catalytic 
material, typically a platinum group metal, to assist in oxidizing trapped diesel PM. 
 
2.5.2.3 New ICEs 
 
Diesel ICEs are often used to provide electricity in areas with no electricity, used as a 
backup source of electricity in the event of a power outage from numerous types of 
facilities (e.g. hospitals).  Diesel ICEs emit diesel particulate matter that is often 
responsible for the largest toxic air pollution health risk concerns from stationary 
facilities.   
 
Over the past several decades, emission limits for diesel ICEs have been established and 
modified to provide further control of exhaust pollutants.  Initial emission limits for 
diesel ICEs were for engines referred to as Tier 1 ICEs.  Diesel ICEs compliant with 
current emission limits are known as Tier 4 ICEs.  Tier 4 ICEs are more efficient than 
Tier 1 ICEs and emit less pollutants.  Depending on the engine size, replacing older 
existing diesel ICEs with newer diesel ICEs, would result in an estimated reduction of 59 
percent of CO, 86 percent reduction in VOC, 93-96 percent reduction in NOx, and 95-96 
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percent reduction in PM (40 CFR Part 89 and 1039).  Therefore, replacing Tier I ICEs 
with Tier 4 ICEs is expected to be a common way to reduce health risks under the 
proposed amendments to Rule 11-18 scenarios. 
 
2.5.2.4 Baghouses with High Efficiency Filters 
 
A baghouse is an air filtration control device designed to remove particulate matter 
emissions (both PM10 and PM2.5) from an exhaust gas stream using filter bags, cartridge-
type filters, or envelope-type filters.  A baghouse consists of the following components: 
filter medium and support, filter cleaning device, collection hopper, shell, and fan.  Most 
baghouse designs employ long cylindrical tubes (bags) that contain various types of 
fabric as the filtering medium.  When particulate-laden air flows to the inlet of a 
baghouse, particulates are filtered through the filter bags inside the baghouse and filtered 
air flows from the outlet of the baghouse.  Particulate layers (dust cakes) deposited on the 
surface of the bags need to be cleaned periodically to prevent excessive increase of 
pressure drops across the baghouse, which may lead to bag leak resulting in failure of 
proper baghouse function.  Baghouses are generally not used with catalytic cracking units 
because of the space required and because of the pressure drop they cause in the flue gas 
stream (STAPPA/ALAPCO, 2006).   
 
The bag material or fabric media is an important part of baghouse design and selection, as 
it determines the life and effectiveness of the filter bag. Fabric filter media must 
be compatible both physically and chemically with the gas stream and system conditions.  
Baghouse filters with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) (also known by the brand name 
Teflon®) membranes generally have higher control efficiencies than other filter 
constructions in many applications.  Independent testing conducted under the EPA’s 
Environmental Technology Verification (ETV) program has verified that one of the most 
efficient filters is PTFE membrane filters, which is capable of ultra-high control 
efficiencies.  Tests of PTFE filter bags from several different manufacturers showed 
particulate matter control efficiencies of 99 to 99.9 percent for particle sizes down to 1.0 
or 2.0 µm to less than 1.0 µm when properly operated and maintained (U.S. EPA, 1998).  
Among its many useful properties, PTFE is hydrophobic, meaning it repels water. 
Additionally, it has a very low coefficient of friction of 0.05 – 0.10 (meaning substances 
have a hard time sticking to it and are easily removed) and has a high melting point of 
approximately 617 oF (325°C). 
 
Because of the microporous nature of PTFE, air-to-cloth ratios for these applications are 
lower than with conventional fabrics, requiring more collector area for a given volume 
flow rate of gas at a higher relative pressure drop.  The current trend in bag cleaning is 
the pulsejet technology, where tubular bags are supported from the inside by metal wire 
frames.  Gas flows across the fabric from the outside inward, exiting at the top of the 
bags.  Periodically, a blast of compressed air from a fixed nozzle located inside the wire 
frame causes the bag to inflate outward, thus knocking the accumulated dust off the bag 
exterior and into the baghouse hopper, ready for collection and disposal. 
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2.5.2.5 Carbon Adsorption 
 
Adsorption is a process by which VOCs are retained on the surface of granular solids.  
The solid adsorbent particles are highly porous and have very large surface-to-volume 
ratios.  Gas molecules penetrate the pores of the adsorbent and contact the large surface 
area available for adsorption.  Activated carbon is the most common adsorbent for VOC 
removal.  Advantages of carbon adsorption include the recovery of a relatively pure 
product for recycle and reuse and a high removal efficiency with low inlet concentrations.  
In addition, if a process stream is already available onsite additional fuel costs are low, 
the main energy requirement being electrical power to run fan motors.  
 
Fixed, moving, or fluidized-bed regenerative carbon adsorption systems operate in two 
modes, adsorption and desorption.  Adsorption is rapid and removes from 50 to 99 
percent of VOCs in the air stream, depending on their composition, concentration, 
temperature, and bed characteristics.  Well-designed and operated systems, however, can 
usually achieve removal efficiencies in the 90 to 99 percent range.  Eventually, the 
adsorbent becomes saturated with the vapors and system efficiency drops.  At this point 
(called "breakthrough," since the contaminants "break through" the saturated bed), the 
VOC contaminated stream is directed to another bed containing regenerated adsorbent, 
and the saturated bed is then regenerated.   Although it is possible to operate a non-
regenerative adsorption system (i.e., the saturated carbon is disposed of and fresh carbon 
is placed into the bed), most applications, especially those with high VOC loadings, are 
regenerative.  
 
2.5.2.6 Catalytic Oxidation 
 
Catalytic oxidation is similar to thermal oxidation in that heat is used to convert VOC 
contaminants to carbon dioxide and water.  However, a catalyst is used to lower the 
oxidation activation energy, allowing combustion to occur at 600 oF to 800 oF, much 
lower temperatures than those in thermal oxidation.  In catalytic oxidation, a preheated 
gas stream is passed through a catalyst bed, where the catalyst initiates and promotes the 
oxidation of VOC.  Catalyst units have a residence time of at least 0.1 second and a 
destruction efficiency of 90 to 95 percent.  The primary advantage of catalytic oxidation 
over thermal oxidation is lower fuel cost, depending on the efficiency of the air preheater.  
Disadvantages include higher capital costs, periodic catalyst replacement, and the 
inability to handle halogenated organics. 
 
The most common catalyst configuration is the plate-and-frame arrangement, in which 
blocks of catalyst material are held in place within the oxidizer body by a metal frame.  
The catalyst consists of a reactive material (such as platinum, platinum alloys, copper 
chromite, copper oxide, chromium, manganese or nickel) on an inert substrate (such as 
honeycomb-shaped ceramic).  For the catalyst to be effective, the reactive sites upon 
which the VOC gas molecules react must be accessible.  The build-up of polymerized 
material or reaction with certain metal particulates will prevent contact between reactive 
sites and the exhaust gas.  A catalyst can be reactivated by removing such a coating.  
Cleaning methods vary with the type of catalyst and include air blowing, steam blowing, 
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and operating at elevated temperatures in a clean air stream.  As with other catalytic 
processes, oxidation catalyst material can be lost by erosion, attrition, and vaporization at 
high temperatures (SCAQMD, 2015) 
 
2.5.2.7 Thermal Oxidizers 
 
Thermal oxidizers rely on direct contact between toxic gases and high-temperature 
flames to disassociate and destroy toxic substances.  There are three main categories of 
thermal oxidizers that could be used to control volatile TAC emissions: afterburners with 
no heat recovery, thermal oxidizers with recuperative heat recovery, and highly efficient 
regenerative heat recovery oxidizers.  Afterburners with no heat recovery are the most 
likely types of thermal oxidizer anticipated to control TAC emissions.  Thermal 
oxidizers, or thermal incinerators, are combustion devices that control volatile TAC 
emissions by combusting them to CO2 and water.  
 
Three main factors contributing to the effectiveness of thermal oxidizers are temperature, 
residence time, and turbulence. The temperature needs to be high enough to ignite the 
waste gas. Most organic compounds ignite at the temperature between 1,094 oF (590 oC) 
and 1,202 oF (650 oC). To ensure destruction of hazardous gases, most basic oxidizers are 
operated at much higher temperature levels.  Residence time is important for ensuring 
that there is enough time for the combustion reaction to occur.  The turbulence factor is 
the mixture of combustion air with the hazardous gases. 
 
2.5.2.8 Wet Gas Scrubber 
 
In wet scrubbing processes, liquid or solid particles are removed from a gas stream by 
transferring them to a liquid.  This addresses only wet scrubbers for control of particulate 
matter. The liquid most commonly used is water.  A wet scrubber's particulate collection 
efficiency is directly related to the amount of energy expended in contacting the gas 
stream with the scrubber liquid.  Most wet scrubbing systems operate with particulate 
collection efficiencies over 95 percent (U.S. EPA, 2017).   
 
There are three energy usage levels for wet scrubbers. A low energy wet scrubber is 
capable of efficiently removing particles greater than about 5-10 micrometers in 
diameter. A medium energy scrubber is capable of removing micrometer-sized particles, 
but is not very efficient on sub-micrometer particles.  A high-energy scrubber is able to 
remove sub-micrometer particles. 
 
A spray tower scrubber is a low energy scrubber and is the simplest wet scrubber used for 
particulate control. It consists of an open vessel with one or more sets of spray nozzles to 
distribute the scrubbing liquid.  Typically, the gas stream enters at the bottom and passes 
upward through the sprays.  The particles are collected when they impact the droplets. 
This is referred to as counter-current operation.  Spray towers can also be operated in a 
cross-current arrangement.  In cross-current scrubbers, the gas flow is horizontal and the 
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liquid sprays flow downward.  Cross-current spray towers are not usually as efficient as 
counter-current units.  
 
The most common high energy wet scrubber is the venturi, although it can also be 
operated as a medium energy scrubber.  In a fixed-throat venturi, the gas stream enters a 
converging section where it is accelerated toward the throat section.  In the throat section, 
the high-velocity gas stream strikes liquid streams that are injected at right angles to the 
gas flow, shattering the liquid into small drops.  The particles are collected when they 
impact the slower moving drops.  Following the throat section, the gas stream passes 
through a diverging section that reduces the velocity. 
 
All wet scrubber designs incorporate mist eliminators or entrainment separators to 
remove entrained droplets.  The process of contacting the gas and liquid streams results 
in entrained droplets, which contain the contaminants or particulate matter.  The most 
common mist eliminators are chevrons, mesh pads, and cyclones.  Chevrons are simply 
zig-zag baffles that cause the gas stream to turn several times as it passes through the mist 
eliminator.  The liquid droplets are collected on the blades of the chevron and drain back 
into the scrubber.  Mesh pads are made from interlaced fibers that serve as the collection 
area.  A cyclone is typically used for the small droplets generated in a venturi scrubber.  
The gas stream exiting the venturi enters the bottom of a vertical cylinder tangentially. 
The droplets are removed by centrifugal force as the gas stream spirals upward to the 
outlet. 
 
2.5.2.9 Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) 
 
An ESP is a control device designed to remove particulate matter (both PM10 and PM2.5) 
from an exhaust gas stream.  ESPs take advantage of the electrical principle that 
opposites attract.  By imparting a high voltage charge to the particles, a high voltage 
direct current (DC) electrode negatively charges airborne particles in the exhaust stream, 
while simultaneously ionizing the carrier gas, producing an electrified field.  The electric 
field in an ESP is the result of three contributing factors: the electrostatic component 
resulting from the application of a voltage in a dual electrode system, the component 
resulting from the space charge from the ions and free electrons, and the component 
resulting from the charged particulate.  As the exhaust gas passes through this electrified 
field, the particles are charged.  The strength or magnitude of the electric field is an 
indication of the effectiveness of an ESP.  Typically, 20,000 to 70,000 volts are used.  
The particles, either negatively or positively charged, are attracted to the ESP collecting 
electrode of the opposite charge.  When enough particulates have accumulated, the 
collectors are shaken to dislodge the dust, causing it to fall by gravity to hoppers below 
and then removed by a conveyor system for disposal or recycling.  ESPs can handle large 
volumes of exhaust gases and because no filters are used, ESPs can handle hot gases from 
350 oF to 1,300 oF. 
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2.5.2.10 Reduced Throughput or Operating Time 
 
Reducing the amount of materials used in a given process is a straightforward way to 
reduce emissions.  Likewise, reducing the overall time the process operates over a given 
period will lead to similar emission reductions.  Facilities could meet the risk thresholds 
by reducing throughput or operating times.  No equipment will be used to meet emission 
reductions via these methods, thus there will be no adverse environmental impacts. 
 
2.5.2.11 Product Substitution 
 
Another possible risk reduction measure is the use of product substitution.  This is a 
common risk reduction method for coating and solvent projects.  Products that emit a 
TAC that may cause a significant health impact would be replaced by a less toxic product 
or formulation.  The new product would continue to be subject to District requirements, 
which would ensure that air quality and health impacts for the use of the new product 
would be less than significant.  Typically, the products would be commercially available 
alternative that have been approved for use by all appropriate agencies.  In this case, no 
adverse environmental impacts are expected from such product substitutions. 
 
2.5.2.12 Stack Modifications  
 
Stack modifications are another common and generally inexpensive risk reduction 
measure that are often used to reduce risk from back-up generators and soil remediation 
operations.  Changing the direction of a stack (from horizontal to vertical, for example) 
and increasing the height of a stack to just above the height of nearby buildings will 
increase the dispersion of the emissions from that stack and will typically result in lower 
ground level air concentrations at nearby receptors and lower health risks.  The District 
evaluates health risks from a project using the modified stack parameters to ensure that 
risks to all receptors meet acceptable levels.  Stack modifications usually involve 
extensions of about 2-20 feet.  Similarly, a source or stack could be relocated farther 
away from the highest impacted receptor to reduce health risk.  This type of risk 
reduction measure would not involve any new equipment or processes and would have no 
adverse environmental impacts. 
 
2.5.2.13 Enhanced Monitoring/Component Replacement 
 
Enhanced monitoring could be used to minimize ROG emissions from fugitive industrial 
components, such as compressors, pumps, valves, flanges and pressure relief devices. 
More frequent monitoring would detect leaks more quickly, reducing ROG emissions.  If 
leaks were identified, the equipment would be repaired.  If the equipment frequently 
leaked, then the components could be replaced 
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Table 2.5-3 identifies the types of facilities affected by the proposed rule, the primary 
sources of TAC emissions, and the most likely types of control technologies that could be 
used to reduce risk.   
 

TABLE 2.5-3 
 

Summary of Toxic Air Contaminant Control Equipment 
 

Facility Sources  Control Equipment 

Refineries 

Fugitive Emissions 

Establish requirements for more frequent 
inspections, require replacement of non-repairable 
valves, flanges, pressure relief devices, etc.  
(similar to or more stringent than Rule 8-18)

Stack Emissions Baghouse with high efficiency filter, WGS 

Diesel Engines Require emission limits based on the most efficient 
DPF (similar to or more stringent than Rule 11-17)

Cooling Towers 

Tighten requirements in Rule 11-10 for more 
frequent inspections and shorten time-period to 
comply once leak is detected (similar to or more 
stringent than Rule 11-10)

Wastewater 
Treatment 
Operations 

Require high collection efficiency of the organic 
compound recovery system, shorten period 
between inspections of wastewater collection 
systems (similar to or more stringent than Rule 8-
8)

Data Centers Stationary Diesel 
Engines 

Require emission limits based on the most efficient 
DPF, (similar to or more stringent than Rule 11-
17)

Cement Manufacturing 

Stack Emissions Require baghouses with high efficiency filters 
(similar to or more stringent than Rule 9-13)

Fugitive Emissions 

Require enclosed conveyors and storage piles, 
rumble grates, conveyor skirting, dust curtains, 
road paving, reducing traffic speed and volume 
(similar to or more stringent than Rule 9-13)

Chemical Plants 

Stack Emissions Wet gas scrubber 

Fugitive Emissions 

Establish requirements for more frequent 
inspections, require replacement of non-repairable 
valves, flanges, pressure relief devices, etc.  
(similar to or more stringent than Rule 8-22)

Crematoria Stack Emissions Baghouse with high efficiency filter 

Landfills 

Fugitive Emissions 

Gas collection and control systems under 
continuous operation and under negative pressure 
at all times, enclosed thermal oxidizer with a 
destruction efficiency of 99% 

Diesel Engines Require emission limits based on the most efficient 
DPF (similar to or more stringent than Rule 11-17) 

Foundries and Forges Fugitive Emissions Baghouse with high efficiency filter 

Sewage Treatment Facilities Fugitive Emission Enclose piping, process units, settling basins, lift 
stations, etc.
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Facility Sources  Control Equipment 
Stack Emissions Steam stripping and air stripping off-gases vented 

to a control or collection device, such as a 
combustion device (thermal oxidizer) or gas-phase 
carbon adsorber.  Wet gas scrubbers and 
afterburners to control heavy metals, acid gas.  

Power Plants Stack Emissions Baghouse with high efficiency filter, WGS 
Military Facilities Diesel Engines Require emission limits based on the most efficient 

DPF (similar to or more stringent than Rule 11-17)
Manufacturing Diesel Engines Require emission limits based on the most efficient 

DPF (similar to or more stringent than Rule 11-17)
DOC = diesel oxidation catalyst, DPF = diesel particulate filter 
 
 
Table 2.5-4 identifies provides an estimate of the number of facilities that may be 
affected by Rule 11-18 and would need to make modifications to their facility.  The 
impacts associated with these control measures and the potential secondary adverse 
environmental impacts are evaluated in this EIR in Chapter 3.  CEQA recognizes that 
regulatory requirements consisting of monitoring and inspections, do not typically 
generate environmental impacts (see for example, CEQA Guidelines §15309). 
 

TABLE 2.5-4 
 

Air Pollution Control Equipment Potentially Installed Under Rule 11-18 
 

Risk Reduction Measure Number of Facilities Affected 

Enclosures 60 
Diesel Particulate Filters 100 
New ICEs 100 
Baghouse with HEPA Filters 12 
Carbon Adsorption 5 
Catalytic Oxidization  10 
Thermal Oxidizers 10 
Wet Gas Scrubbers 10 
ESPs 5 
Process Improvements(1) 30 
Product Substitution 10 
Enhanced Monitoring/Component Replacement 7 

(1) Includes reduced throughput, reduced operating time, and stack modifications. 
M:\DBS\30503 BAAQMD Rule 11-18\DEIR\3050 DEIR Ch. 2.docx 
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3.0 ENVIROMENTAL SETTING, IMPACTS, MITIGATION 

MEASURES AND CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 
 
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter of the Draft Final EIR describes the existing environmental setting in the Bay 
Area, analyzes the potential environmental impacts of implementing Rule 11-18, and 
recommends mitigation measures (when significant environmental impacts have been 
identified).  The chapter provides this analysis for each of the environmental areas 
identified in the original Initial Study prepared by the Air District for Rule 12-16 and Rule 
11-18 (BAAQMD, 2015) (see Appendix A).  The Initial Study concluded that the approval 
of Rule 12-16 and Rule 11-18 could potentially result in significant environmental impacts 
to the following resources:   

• Air quality;  
• Climate change and greenhouse gas emissions; 
• Hazards and Hazardous Materials; and  
• Hydrology and water quality. 

Some of the impacts identified in the Initial Study were related to Rule 12-16 which is no 
longer included as part of this project.  Nonetheless, the potential impacts identified in the 
Initial Study prepared for both rules will be evaluated in this EIR.  Included for each impact 
category is a discussion of the:  (1) Environmental Setting; (2) Regulatory Setting; (3) 
Significance Criteria; (4) Environmental Impacts; (5) Mitigation Measures (if necessary 
and available); and (6) Cumulative Impacts.  A description of each subsection follows. 
 
3.1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
CEQA Guidelines §15360 (Public Resources Code Section 21060.5) defines 
“environment” as “the physical conditions that exist within the area which will be affected 
by a proposed project including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and 
objects of historical or aesthetic significance.”  CEQA Guidelines §15125(a) requires that 
an EIR include a description of the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the 
project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published from both a local 
and regional perspective.  This environmental setting will normally constitute the baseline 
physical conditions by which a lead agency determines whether an impact is significant.  
The description of the environmental setting is intended to be no longer than is necessary 
to gain an understanding of the significant effects of the proposed project and its 
alternatives. 
 
This Chapter describes the existing environment in the Bay Area as it exists at the time the 
environmental analysis commenced (2015) to the extent that information is available.  The 
analyses included in this chapter focus on those aspects of the environmental resource areas 
that could be adversely affected by the implementation of the proposed revisions to District 
permitting regulations as determined in the original NOP/IS prepared for Rules 12-16 and 
11-18 (see Appendix A), and not those environmental resource areas determined to have 
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no potential adverse impact from the proposed project.  The NOP/IS (see Appendix A) 
determined the air quality, greenhouse gases, hazards and hazardous materials, and 
hydrology and water quality impacts associated with the proposed amendments were 
potentially significant and are evaluated in this EIR, even though some of those impacts 
were associated with Rule 12-16.  The District is no longer considering the implementation 
of Rule 12-16.  Nonetheless, the potential impacts identified in the NOP/IS for both Rules 
12-16 and 11-18 will be evaluated in this EIR for Rule 11-18 only. 
 
3.1.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 
 
This section identifies the criteria used to determine when physical changes to the 
environment created as a result of the proposed project approval would be considered 
significant.  The levels of significance for each environmental resource were established 
by identifying significance criteria.  These criteria are based upon those presented in the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) environmental checklist and the 
BAAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines (BAAQMD, 2017). 
 
The significance determination under each impact analysis is made by comparing the 
proposed project impacts with the conditions in the environmental setting and comparing 
the difference to the significance criteria. 
 
3.1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
 
The CEQA Guidelines also require the EIR to identify significant environmental effects 
that may result from a proposed project (CEQA Guidelines §15126.2(a)).  Direct and 
indirect significant effects of a project on the environment must be identified and described, 
with consideration given to both short- and long-term impacts.  The potential impacts 
associated with each resource are either quantitatively analyzed where possible or 
qualitatively analyzed where data are insufficient to quantify impacts.  The impacts are 
compared to the significance criteria to determine the level of significance. 
 
The impact sections of this chapter focus on those impacts that are considered potentially 
significant per the requirements of CEQA.  An impact is considered significant if it leads 
to a "substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the environment."  Impacts 
from the project fall within one of the following categories: 
 

Beneficial:  Impacts will have a positive effect on the resource. 
 

No Impact:  There would be no impact to the identified resource as a result of 
the project. 

 
Less than Significant:  Some impacts may result from the project; however, 
they are judged to be less than significant.  Impacts are frequently considered 
less than significant when the changes are minor relative to the size of the 
available resource base or would not change an existing resource.  A “less than 
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significant impact” applies where the environmental impact does not exceed the 
significance threshold. 

 
Potentially Significant but Mitigation Measures Can Reduce Impacts to 
Less Than Significant:  Significant adverse impacts may occur; however, with 
proper mitigation, the impacts can be reduced to less than significant. 

 
Potentially Significant or Significant Impacts:  Adverse impacts may occur 
that would be significant even after mitigation measures have been applied to 
minimize their severity.  A “potentially significant or significant impacts” 
applies where the environmental impact exceeds the significance threshold, or 
information was lacking to make a finding of insignificance. 

 
It is important to note that CEQA will also apply to individual projects at the time any 
permits are submitted in the future in response to the regulation or regulations that may be 
approved by the Board and the potential for any control equipment or other design 
modifications to affected facilities to have secondary adverse environmental impacts will 
be evaluated at that time.  Should projects be subject to applicable permitting requirements 
because the updated HRA shows that additional risk reduction measures are required, a 
separate project-specific CEQA analysis will be conducted at the time of permitting to 
ensure that any significant adverse environmental impacts are identified and mitigated, as 
necessary, or avoided. 
 
3.1.4 MITIGATION MEASURES 
 
If significant adverse environmental impacts are identified, the CEQA Guidelines require 
a discussion of measures that could either avoid or substantially reduce any adverse 
environmental impacts to the greatest extent feasible (CEQA Guidelines §15126.4).  The 
analyses in this chapter describe the potential for significant adverse impacts and identify 
mitigation measures where appropriate.  This section describes feasible mitigation 
measures that could minimize potentially significant or significant impacts that may result 
from project approval.  CEQA Guidelines (§15370) defines mitigation to include: 
 
 Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action. 
 
 Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its 

implementation. 
 
 Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating or restoring the impacted 

environment. 
 
 Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance 

operations during the life of the action. 
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 Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or 
environments. 

 
In accordance with CEQA statutes (§21081.6), a mitigation and monitoring program would 
be required to be adopted to demonstrate and monitor compliance with any mitigation 
measures identified in this EIR.  The program would identify specific mitigation measures 
to be undertaken, when the measure would be implemented, and the agency responsible 
for oversight, implementation and enforcement. 
 
3.1.5 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 
 
CEQA Guidelines §15130(a) requires an EIR to discuss cumulative impacts of a project 
when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable.  An EIR evaluating the 
environmental impact of air quality regulations essentially evaluates the cumulative 
impacts associated with a variety of regulatory activities.  As such, this EIR evaluates the 
cumulative environmental impacts associated with implementation of other air quality 
regulations as outlined in the 2017 Clean Air Plan, the most recent air plan for the Bay 
Area (BAAQMD, 2017).  The area evaluated for cumulative impacts in this EIR is the area 
within the jurisdiction of the District, an area encompassing 5,600 square miles, which 
includes all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and 
Napa Counties, and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma counties.   
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3.2 AIR QUALITY 
 
This subchapter of the EIR evaluates the potential air quality impacts associated with 
implementation of Rule 11-18, which would reduce exposure to TAC emissions from a 
number of stationary sources within the Bay Area, including refineries.   
 
As discussed in the Initial Study, implementation of Rule 11-18 would reduce risk from 
facilities that emit toxic air contaminants throughout the Bay Area.  However, certain risk 
reduction measures have the potential to increase emissions of other pollutants, such as 
GHGs and criteria pollutants.  The NOP/IS (see Appendix A) determined that air quality 
impacts of the proposed new rule are potentially significant.  Project-specific and 
cumulative adverse air quality impacts associated with the proposed new rules on air 
contaminants (including criteria air pollutants and TACs) have been evaluated in Chapter 
3.2 of this EIR. 
 
3.2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
  
3.2.1.1  Criteria Pollutants 
 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 
 
It is the responsibility of the Air District to ensure that state and federal ambient air quality 
standards (AAQS) are achieved and maintained in its geographical jurisdiction.  Health-
based air quality standards have been established by California and the federal government 
for the following criteria air pollutants: ozone (O3), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and lead (Pb).  
These standards were established to protect sensitive receptors with a margin of safety from 
adverse health impacts due to exposure to air pollution.  California has also established 
standards for sulfate, visibility-reducing particles, hydrogen sulfide, and vinyl chloride.  
The state and national NAAQS for each of these pollutants and their effects on health are 
summarized in Table 3.2-1. 
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TABLE 3.2-1 

 
Federal and State Ambient Air Quality Standards 

 

 STATE CALIFORNIA STANDARD
FEDERAL NATIONAL 
PRIMARY STANDARD MOST RELEVANT EFFECTS

AIR  
POLLUTANT 

CONCENTRATION/ 
AVERAGING TIME 

CONCENTRATION/ 
AVERAGING TIME

 

Ozone 0.09 ppm, 1-hr. avg. > 

0.070 ppm, 8-hr 

No Federal 1-hr standard 

0.070 ppm, 8-hr avg. > 

(a) Short-term exposures:  (1) Pulmonary function 
decrements and localized lung edema in humans and 
animals (2) Risk to public health implied by alterations 
in pulmonary morphology and host defense in animals; 
(b) Long-term exposures:  Risk to public health implied 
by altered connective tissue metabolism and altered 
pulmonary morphology in animals after long-term 
exposures and pulmonary function decrements in 
chronically exposed humans; (c) Vegetation damage; 
(d) Property damage  

Carbon Monoxide 9.0 ppm, 8-hr avg. > 

6 ppm, 8-hr avg. (Lake Tahoe) 
20 ppm, 1-hr avg. > 

 

9 ppm, 8-hr avg.> 
35 ppm, 1-hr avg.> 

(a) Aggravation of angina pectoris and other aspects of 
coronary heart disease; (b) Decreased exercise 
tolerance in persons with peripheral vascular disease 
and lung disease; (c) Impairment of central nervous 
system functions; (d) Possible increased risk to fetuses

Nitrogen Dioxide 0.030 ppm, annual avg. 

0.18 ppm, 1-hr avg. > 

0.053 ppm, ann. avg.> 

0.100 ppm, 1-hr avg. 

(a) Potential to aggravate chronic respiratory disease 
and respiratory symptoms in sensitive groups; (b) Risk 
to public health implied by pulmonary and extra-
pulmonary biochemical and cellular changes and 
pulmonary structural changes; (c) Contribution to 
atmospheric discoloration 

Sulfur Dioxide 0.04 ppm, 24-hr avg.>  
0.25 ppm, 1-hr. avg. > 

No Federal 24-hr Standard> 
0.075 ppm, 1-hr avg.> 
 

(a) Bronchoconstriction accompanied by symptoms 
which may include wheezing, shortness of breath and 
chest tightness, during exercise or physical activity in 
persons with asthma 

Suspended 
Particulate Matter 
(PM10) 

20 µg/m3, ann. arithmetic mean >  
50 µg/m3, 24-hr average> 

No Federal annual Standard 
150 µg/m3, 24-hr avg.> 
 

(a) Excess deaths from short-term exposures and 
exacerbation of symptoms in sensitive patients with 
respiratory disease; (b) Excess seasonal declines in 
pulmonary function, especially in children 

Suspended 
Particulate Matter 
(PM2.5) 

12 µg/m3, annual arithmetic mean> 
No State 24-hr Standard 

12 µg/m3, annual arithmetic mean> 
35 µg/m3, 24-hour average> 

Decreased lung function from exposures and 
exacerbation of symptoms in sensitive patients with 
respiratory disease; elderly; children. 

Sulfates 25 µg/m3, 24-hr avg. >= No Federal Standard (a) Decrease in ventilatory function; (b) Aggravation of 
asthmatic symptoms; (c) Aggravation of cardio-
pulmonary disease; (d) Vegetation damage; (e) 
Degradation of visibility; (f) Property damage

Lead 1.5 µg/m3, 30-day avg. >= 
No State Calendar Quarter Standard 
No State 3-Month Rolling Avg. 
Standard 

No Federal 30-day  avg. Standard 
1.5 µg/m3, calendar quarter> 
0.15 µg/m3 3-Month Rolling average 

(a) Increased body burden; (b) Impairment of blood 
formation and nerve conduction 

Visibility- 
Reducing 
Particles 

In sufficient amount to give an 
extinction coefficient >0.23 and >0.07 
inverse kilometers for the statewide and 
Lake Tahoe Air Basin standards, 
respectively (visual range to less than 
10 miles) with relative humidity less 
than 70%, 8-hour average (10am – 6pm 
PST) 

No Federal Standard Visibility based standard, not a health based standard.  
Nephelometry and AISI Tape Sampler; instrumental 
measurement on days when relative humidity is less 
than 70 percent 

 
U.S. EPA requires CARB and Air District to measure the ambient levels of air pollution to 
determine compliance with the NAAQS.  To comply with this mandate, the Air District 
monitors levels of various criteria pollutants at 25 monitoring stations within the San 
Francisco Bay Area.  A summary of the 2015 maximum concentration and number of days 
exceeding state and federal ambient air standards at the Air District monitoring stations are 
presented in Table 3.2-2. 
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  TABLE 3.2-2 
  Bay Area Air Pollution Summary – 2015 

 
MONITORING 

STATIONS 
OZONE CARBON 

MONOXIDE 
NITROGEN 

DIOXIDE 
SULFUR DIOXIDE PM 10 PM 2.5 

 Max 
1-hr 

Cal 
1-hr 
Days 

Max 
8-hr 

Nat 
8-Hr 
Days 

Cal 
8-hr 
Days 

3-Yr 
Avg 

Max 
1-hr 

Max 
8-hr 

Nat/ 
Cal 

Days

Max 
1-Hr 

Ann 
Avg 

Nat 8-
hr 

Days

Cal 
8-hr 
Days

Max 
1-hr 

Max 
24-hr 

Nat 1-
Hr 

Days

Cal 
24-hr 
Days

Ann 
Avg 

Max 
24-hr

Nat 
Days 

Cal 
Days 

Max 
24-hr

Nat 
24-hr 
Days

3-Yr 
Avg 

Ann 
Avg 

3-Yr 
Avg 

North Counties (ppb) (ppm) (ppb) (ppb) (μg/m3) (μg/m3)
  Napa* 79 0 69 0 0 61 3.3 1.6 0 43 8 0 0 - - - - 18.6 50 0 0 38.2 1 27 10.6 11.4 
  San Rafael 81 0 70 0 0 61 1.4 0.9 0 44 11 0 0 - - - - 16.1 42 0 0 36.3 2 26 8.6 10.0 
  Sebastopol* 68 0 62 0 0 * 1.3 0.9 0 37 5 0 0 - - - - - - - - 29.9 0 * 6.8 * 
  Vallejo 85 0 70 0 1 61 2.4 1.9 0 44 8 0 0 5 1.7 0 0 - - - - 41.4 3 29 9.6 9.8 
Coast/Central Bay         
  Laney College Fwy* - - - - - - 2.7 1.6 0 106 18 1 0 - - - - - - - - 37.2 1 * 10.0 * 
  Oakland 94 0 74 2 2 52 2.4 1.4 0 48 11 0 0 - - - - - - - - 44.7 1 25 8.3 9.1 
  Oakland-West* 91 0 64 0 0 49 4.7 2.6 0 57 14 0 0 21.6 3.9 0 0 - - - - 38.7 3 29 10.2 10.8 
  Richmond - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 2.8 0 0 - - - - - - - - - 
  San Francisco 85 0 67 0 0 48 1.8 1.3 0 71 12 0 0 - - - - 19.2 47 0 0 35.4 0 25 7.6 8.4 
  San Pablo* 84 0 62 0 0 55 2 1.1 0 46 9 0 0 10.7 2.4 0 0 18.6 43 0 0 33.2 0 27 8.9 10.5 
Eastern District         
  Bethel Island 80 0 72 1 2 66 1.1 0.9 0 29 5 0 0 8.8 1.9 0 0 13.6 33 0 0 - - - - - 
  Concord 88 0 73 2 4 64 1.4 1.3 0 33 7 0 0 6.7 2 0 0 13.1 24 0 0 31 0 23 8.8 7.7 
  Crockett - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.5 3.7 0 0 - - - - - - - - - 
  Fairfield 84 0 72 1 1 63 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  Livermore 105 1 81 7 7 73 - - - 50 10 0 0 - - - - - - - - 31.1 0 28 8.8 8.2 
  Martinez - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14.7 4.8 0 0 - - - - - - - - - 
  Patterson Pass 99 4 82 5 6 * - - - 19 3 0 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  San Ramon 106 1 84 6 6 70 - - - 37 6 0 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
South Central Bay         
  Hayward 103 2 84 2 2 65 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  Redwood City 86 0 71 1 1 59 3.4 1.6 0 48 11 0 0 - - - - - - - - 34.6 0 24 5.7 7.8 
Santa Clara Valley         
  Gilroy 95 1 78 3 3 67 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 42.2 2 18 7.2 7.5 
  Los Gatos 100 1 84 4 5 67 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  San Jose 94 0 81 2 2 63 2.4 1.8 0 49 13 0 0 3.1 1.1 0 0 22 58 0 1 49.4 2 30 10.0 10.2 
  San Jose Freeway* - - - - - - 2.7 2 0 61 18 0 0 - - - - - - - - 46.9 1 * 8.4 * 
  San Martin 98 1 83 4 4 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Total Days over 
Standard 

 7  12 12    0  1 0 
 

 0 0 
 

  0 1  9    

*Air monitoring at Sebastopol began in January 2014. Therefore, 3-year average statistics for ozone and PM2.5 are not available. The Sebastopol site replaced the Santa Rosa site which closed on December 13, 2013.  
Ozone monitoring using the federally accepted method began at Patterson Pass on April 1, 2015. Therefore, 3-year average ozone statistics are not available.  
Near-road air monitoring at Laney College Freeway began in February 2014. Therefore, 3-year average PM2.5 statistics are not available.  
Near-road air monitoring at San Jose Freeway began in September 2014. Therefore, 3-year average PM2.5 statistics are not available. 
(ppb) = parts per billion (ppm) = parts per million, (µg/m3) = micrograms per cubic meter 
. 

3
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Air quality conditions in the San Francisco Bay Area have improved since the Air District 
was created in 1955.  The long-term trend of ambient concentrations of air pollutants and 
the number of days on which the region exceeds (AAQS) have generally declined, although 
some year-to-year variability primarily due to meteorology, causes some short-term 
increases in the number of exceedance days (see Table 3.2-3).  The Air District is in 
attainment of the State AAQS for CO, NO2, sulfates, and SO2.  However, the Air District 
does not comply is not in attainment with the State 24-hour PM10, PM2.5, or ozone 
standards.  The Air District is unclassifiable unclassified/attainment for the federal CO, 
NO2, SO2, Pb, annual PM2.5 and PM10 standards.  A designation of unclassifiable 
unclassified/attainment means that EPA has determined to have sufficient evidence to find 
the area either is attaining or is likely attaining the NAAQS. The Air District is not currently 
in attainment of the federal ozone and 24-hour PM2.5 standards.  
 
The 2015 air quality data from the Air District monitoring stations are presented in Table 
3.2-2.  No monitoring stations measured an exceedance of any of the state or federal AAQS 
for CO, SO2, and Pb.  There was one exceedance of the federal NO2 AAQS at one 
monitoring station in 2015, although the area did not violate the NAAQS.  All monitoring 
stations were in compliance with the federal PM10 standards.  The California 24-hour 
PM10 standard was exceeded on one day in 2015, at the San Jose monitoring station (see 
Table 3.2-2). 
 
The Bay Area is designated as a non-attainment area for the federal and state 8-hour ozone 
standard and the federal 24-hour PM2.5 standard.  The state 8-hour ozone standard was 
exceeded on 12 days in 2015 at one site or more in the Air District; most frequently in the 
Eastern District (Livermore, Patterson Pass, and San Ramon) (see Table 3.2-2).  The 
federal 8-hour ozone standard was exceeded on 12 days in 2015.  The federal 24-hour 
PM2.5 standard was exceeded at one or more Bay Area station on nine days in 2015, most 
frequently at the Vallejo and Oakland-West stations. 
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TABLE 3.2-3 
 

Bay Area Air Quality Summary 
Days over Standards 

 
YEAR OZONE CARBON MONOXIDE NOx 

SULFUR 
DIOXIDE 

PM10 PM2.5 

 8-
Hr 

1-
Hr 

8-
Hr 1-Hr 8-Hr 1-Hr 1-Hr 24-Hr 24-Hr* 24-Hr 

 Nat Cal Cal Nat Cal Nat Cal Nat Cal Nat Cal Nat Cal Nat 

2006 20 18 22 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 15 10
2007 8 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 14
2008 19 9 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 12
2009 11 11 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11
2010 11 8 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6
2011 9 5 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8
2012 8 3 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 3
2013 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 13
2014 9 3 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
2015 12 7 12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 9

NOTE:  Nat = National Ambient Air Quality Standard; Cal = California Ambient Air Quality Standard 
 
 
3.2.1.2 Criteria Pollutant Health Effects 
 
3.2.1.2.1 Ozone 
 
Ozone is not emitted directly from pollution sources.  Instead ozone is formed in the 
atmosphere through complex chemical reactions between hydrocarbons, or reactive 
organic gases (ROG, also commonly referred to as volatile organic compounds or VOC), 
and nitrogen oxides (NOx), in the presence of sunlight.  ROG and NOx are referred to as 
ozone precursors. 
 
Ozone, a colorless gas with a sharp odor, is a highly reactive form of oxygen.  High ozone 
concentrations exist naturally in the stratosphere.  Some mixing of stratospheric ozone 
downward through the troposphere to the earth's surface does occur; however, the extent 
of ozone mixing is limited.  At the earth's surface in sites remote from urban areas ozone 
concentrations are normally very low (0.03-0.05 ppm).  While ozone is beneficial in the 
stratosphere because it filters out skin-cancer-causing ultraviolet radiation, ground level 
ozone is harmful, is a highly reactive oxidant, which accounts for its damaging effects on 
human health, plants and materials at the earth's surface. 
 
Ozone is harmful to public health at high concentrations near ground level.  Ozone can 
damage the tissues of the lungs and respiratory tract.  High concentrations of ozone irritate 
the nose, throat, and respiratory system and constrict the airways.  Ozone also can 
aggravate other respiratory conditions such as asthma, bronchitis, and emphysema, causing 
increased hospital admissions.  Repeated exposure to high ozone levels can make people 
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more susceptible to respiratory infection and lung inflammation and permanently damage 
lung tissue.  Ozone can also have negative cardiovascular impacts, including chronic 
hardening of the arteries and acute triggering of heart attacks.  Children are most at risk as 
they tend to be active and outdoors in the summer when ozone levels are highest.  Seniors 
and people with respiratory illnesses are also especially sensitive to ozone’s effects.  Even 
healthy adults can be affected by working or exercising outdoors during high ozone levels.   
 

The propensity of ozone for reacting with organic materials causes it to be damaging to 
living cells, and ambient ozone concentrations in the Bay Area are occasionally sufficient 
to cause health effects.  Ozone enters the human body primarily through the respiratory 
tract and causes respiratory irritation and discomfort, makes breathing more difficult during 
exercise, reducing the respiratory system's ability to remove inhaled particles and fight 
infection while long-term exposure damages lung tissue.  People with respiratory diseases, 
children, the elderly, and people who exercise heavily are more susceptible to the effects 
of ozone. 
 
Plants are sensitive to ozone at concentrations well below the health-based standards and 
ozone is responsible for significant crop damage.  Ozone is also responsible for damage to 
forests and other ecosystems. 
 
3.2.1.2.2 Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
 
It should be noted that there are no state or national ambient air quality standards for VOCs 
because they are not classified as criteria pollutants.  VOCs are regulated, however, 
because VOC emissions contribute to the formation of ozone.  They are also transformed 
into organic aerosols in the atmosphere, contributing to higher PM10 and lower visibility 
levels. 
 
Although health-based standards have not been established for VOCs, health effects can 
occur from exposures to high concentrations of VOCs because of interference with oxygen 
uptake.  In general, ambient VOC concentrations in the atmosphere are suspected to cause 
coughing, sneezing, headaches, weakness, laryngitis, and bronchitis, even at low 
concentrations.  Some hydrocarbon components classified as VOC emissions are thought 
or known to be hazardous.  Benzene, for example, one hydrocarbon component of VOC 
emissions, is known to be a human carcinogen. 
 
VOC emissions result primarily from incomplete fuel combustion and the evaporation of 
paints, solvents and fuels.  Mobile sources are the largest contributors to VOC emissions.  
Stationary sources include processes that use solvents (such as manufacturing, degreasing, 
and coating operations) and petroleum refining, and marketing.  Area-wide VOC sources 
include consumer products, pesticides, aerosol and architectural coatings, asphalt paving 
and roofing, and other evaporative emissions. 
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3.2.1.2.3 Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
 
CO is a colorless, odorless, relatively inert gas.  It is a trace constituent in the unpolluted 
troposphere, and is produced by both natural processes and human activities.  In remote 
areas far from human habitation, carbon monoxide occurs in the atmosphere at an average 
background concentration of 0.04 ppm, primarily as a result of natural processes such as 
forest fires and the oxidation of methane.  Global atmospheric mixing of CO from urban 
and industrial sources creates higher background concentrations (up to 0.20 ppm) near 
urban areas.  The major source of CO in urban areas is incomplete combustion of carbon-
containing fuels, mainly gasoline used in mobile sources.  Consequently, CO 
concentrations are generally highest near major concentrations of vehicular traffic. 
 
CO is a primary pollutant, meaning that it is directly emitted into the air, not formed in the 
atmosphere by chemical reaction of precursors, as is the case with ozone and other 
secondary pollutants.  Ambient concentrations of CO in the District exhibit large spatial 
and temporal variations, due to variations in the rate at which CO is emitted, and in the 
meteorological conditions that govern transport and dilution.  Unlike ozone, CO tends to 
reach high concentrations in the fall and winter months.  The highest concentrations 
frequently occur on weekdays at times consistent with rush hour traffic and late night 
during the coolest, most stable atmospheric portion of the day. 
 
When CO is inhaled in sufficient concentration, it can displace oxygen and bind with the 
hemoglobin in the blood, reducing the capacity of the blood to carry oxygen.  Individuals 
most at risk from the effects of CO include heart patients, fetuses (unborn babies), smokers, 
and people who exercise heavily.  Normal healthy individuals are affected at higher 
concentrations, which may cause impairment of manual dexterity, vision, learning ability, 
and performance of work.  The results of studies concerning the combined effects of CO 
and other pollutants in animals have shown a synergistic effect after exposure to CO and 
ozone. 
 
3.2.1.2.4 Particulate Matter (PM10 & PM2.5) 
 
Particulate matter, or PM, consists of microscopically small solid particles or liquid 
droplets suspended in the air.  PM can be emitted directly into the air or it can be formed 
from secondary reactions involving gaseous pollutants that combine in the atmosphere.  
Particulate pollution is primarily a problem in winter, accumulating when cold, stagnant 
weather comes into the Bay Area.  PM is usually broken down further into two size 
distributions, PM10 and PM2.5.  Of great concern to public health are the particles small 
enough to be inhaled into the deepest parts of the lung.  Respirable particles (particulate 
matter less than about 10 micrometers in diameter) can accumulate in the respiratory 
system and aggravate health problems such as asthma, bronchitis and other lung diseases.  
Children, the elderly, exercising adults, and those suffering from asthma are especially 
vulnerable to adverse health effects of PM10 and PM2.5. 
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A consistent correlation between elevated ambient particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) 
levels and an increase in mortality rates, respiratory infections, number and severity of 
asthma attacks and the number of hospital admissions has been observed in different parts 
of the United States and various areas around the world.  Studies have reported an 
association between long-term exposure to air pollution dominated by fine particles 
(PM2.5) and increased mortality, reduction in life-span, and an increased mortality from 
lung cancer. 
 
Daily fluctuations in fine particulate matter concentration levels have also been related to 
hospital admissions for acute respiratory conditions, to school and kindergarten absences, 
to a decrease in respiratory function in normal children and to increased medication use in 
children and adults with asthma.  Studies have also shown lung function growth in children 
is reduced with long-term exposure to particulate matter.  The elderly, people with pre-
existing respiratory and/or cardiovascular disease and children appear to be more 
susceptible to the effects of PM10 and PM2.5. 
 
3.2.1.2.5 Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 
 
NO2 is a reddish-brown gas with a bleach-like odor.  Nitric oxide (NO) is a colorless gas, 
formed from the nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) in air under conditions of high temperature 
and pressure which are generally present during combustion of fuels; NO reacts rapidly 
with the oxygen in air to form NO2.  NO2 is responsible for the brownish tinge of polluted 
air.  The two gases, NO and NO2, are referred to collectively as nitrogen oxides or NOx.  
In the presence of sunlight, NO2 reacts to form nitric oxide and an oxygen atom.  The 
oxygen atom can react further to form ozone, via a complex series of chemical reactions 
involving hydrocarbons.  Nitrogen dioxide may also react to form nitric acid (HNO3) which 
reacts further to form nitrates, which are a component of PM10. 
 
NO2 is a respiratory irritant and reduces resistance to respiratory infection.  Children and 
people with respiratory disease are most susceptible to its effects. 
 
3.2.1.2.6 Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 
 
SO2 is a colorless gas with a sharp odor.  It reacts in the air to form sulfuric acid (H2SO4), 
which contributes to acid precipitation, and sulfates, which are a component of PM10 and 
PM2.5.  Most of the SO2 emitted into the atmosphere is produced by the burning of sulfur-
containing fuels. 
 
At sufficiently high concentrations, SO2 affects breathing and the lungs’ defenses, and can 
aggravate respiratory and cardiovascular diseases.  Asthmatics and people with chronic 
lung disease or cardiovascular disease are most sensitive to its effects.  SO2 also causes 
plant damage, damage to materials, and acidification of lakes and streams. 
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3.2.1.3  Current Emissions Inventory 
 
An emission inventory is a detailed estimate of air pollutant emissions from a range of 
sources in a given area, for a specified time period.  Future projected emissions incorporate 
current levels of control on sources, growth in activity in the Air District and 
implementation of future programs that affect emissions of air pollutants.  Table 3.2-4 
shows the inventory of the major sources of particulate matter (including PM10 and PM2.5.  
Note that many of the stationary source combustion emissions in this table are from 
petroleum refining operations. 
 
3.2.1.3.1 Ozone 
 
NOx and VOC emissions are decreasing state-wide and in the San Francisco Bay Area 
since 1975 and are projected to continue to decline.  VOC emissions result primarily from 
incomplete fuel combustion and the evaporation of paints, solvents and fuels.  Mobile 
sources are the largest contributors to VOC emissions.  Stationary sources include 
processes that use solvents (such as manufacturing, degreasing, and coating operations) 
and petroleum refining, and marketing.  Area-wide VOC sources include consumer 
products, pesticides, aerosol and architectural coatings, asphalt paving and roofing, and 
other evaporative emissions.  About 42 percent of anthropogenic ROG emissions in the 
Bay Area are from mobile source emissions, while 26 percent are from petroleum and 
solvent evaporation (BAAQMD, 2017). 
 

TABLE 3.2-4 
 

2011 Air Emission Inventory – Annual Average 
(tons per day) 

 

SOURCE CATEGORY ROG CO NOx SO2 PM10 PM2.5 

Petroleum Refining Processes 4.2 1.8 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.2
Other Industrial/Commercial Processes 9.8 0.9 1.7 6.9 10 6
Organic Compounds Evaporation 67.1 0 0 0 0 0
Combustion – Stationary Sources 11 113.8 48.3 10.2 17.9 17.3
Off-Road Mobile Sources 45.2 394.1 75.7 1.3 5.1 5.1
Aircraft 4.1 27.1 12.3 1.1 0.3 0.2
On-Road Motor Vehicles 80.8 773.9 176.6 0.9 13.2 7.2
Miscellaneous 51.2 15 0.5 0.1 58.5 9.5
Total Emissions 273.4 1326.6 315.6 21.3 105.3 45.5 

Source: Bay Area Emission Inventory Summary Report: Criteria Air Pollutants (BAAQMD, 2014) 
 
 
Approximately 84 percent of NOx emissions in the Bay Area are produced by the 
combustion of fuels.  Mobile sources of NOx include motor vehicles, aircraft, trains, ships, 
recreation boats, industrial and construction equipment, farm equipment, off-road 
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recreational vehicles, and other equipment.  NOx and VOC emissions have been reduced 
for both stationary and mobile sources.  Stationary sources of VOC and NOx have been 
substantially reduced due to stringent District regulations (BAAQMD, 2017). 
 
3.2.1.3.2 Particulate Matter 
 
Particulate matter (both PM10 and PM2.5) is a diverse mixture of suspended particles and 
liquid droplets (aerosols).  PM includes elements such as carbon and metals; compounds 
such as nitrates, organics, and sulfates; and complex mixtures such as diesel exhaust, wood 
smoke, and soil.  Unlike the other criteria pollutants which are individual chemical 
compounds, PM includes all particles that are suspended in the air.  PM is both directly 
emitted (referred to as direct PM or primary PM) and also formed in the atmosphere 
through reactions among different pollutants (this is referred to as indirect or secondary 
PM).   
 
PM is generally characterized on the basis of particle size.  Ultra-fine PM includes particles 
less than 0.1 microns in diameter.  Fine PM (PM2.5) consists of particles 2.5 microns or 
less in diameter. PM10 consists of particles 10 microns or less in diameter.  Total suspended 
particulates (TSP) includes suspended particles of any size.   
 
Combustion of fossil fuels and biomass, primarily wood, from various sources are the 
primary contributors of directly-emitted Bay Area PM2.5 (BAAQMD, 2017).  Biomass 
combustion concentrations are about 3-4 times higher in winter than during the other 
seasons, and its contribution to peak PM2.5 is greater.  The increased winter biomass 
combustion sources reflect increased residential wood-burning during the winter season.   
 
3.2.1.4  Non-Criteria Pollutants Health Effects 
 
Although the primary mandate of the BAAQMD is attaining and maintaining the national 
and state Ambient Air Quality Standards for criteria pollutants within the BAAQMD 
jurisdiction, the BAAQMD also has a general responsibility to control, and where possible, 
reduce public exposure to airborne toxic compounds.  TACs are a defined set of airborne 
pollutants that may pose a present or potential hazard to human health.  TACs can be 
emitted directly and can also be formed in the atmosphere through reactions among 
different pollutants.  The health effects associated with TACs are quite diverse and 
generally are assessed locally, rather than regionally.  TACs can cause long-term health 
effects such as cancer, birth defects, neurological damage, asthma, bronchitis or genetic 
damage; or short-term acute affects such as eye watering, respiratory irritation, running 
nose, throat pain, and headaches.  TACs are separated into carcinogens and non-
carcinogens based on the nature of the pollutant.  Carcinogens are assumed to have no safe 
threshold below which health impacts would not occur.  Non-carcinogenic substances 
differ in that there is generally assumed to be a safe level of exposure below which no 
negative health impact is expected to occur.  These levels are determined on a pollutant-
by-pollutant basis.  The air toxics program was established as a separate and 
complementary program designed to evaluate and reduce adverse health effects resulting 
from exposure to TACs. 
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The major elements of the District’s air toxics program are outlined below. 
 
 Preconstruction review of new and modified sources for potential health impacts, and 

the requirement for new/modified sources with TAC emissions that exceed a specified 
threshold to use BACT. 

 
 The Air Toxics Hot Spots Program, designed to identify industrial and commercial 

facilities that may result in locally elevated ambient concentrations of TACs, to report 
significant emissions to the affected public, and to reduce unacceptable health risks. 
Note that proposed Rule 11-18 is intended to be the next phase of the Air District’s 
Toxic Hot Spots program and would replace some components of that existing 
program.  

 
 Control measures designed to reduce emissions from source categories of TACs, 

including rules originating from the state Toxic Air Contaminant Act and the federal 
Clean Air Act. 

 
 The TAC emissions inventory, a database that contains information concerning routine 

and predictable emissions of TACs from permitted stationary sources. 
 
 Ambient monitoring of TAC concentrations at a number of sites throughout the Bay 

Area. 
 
3.2.1.4.1 TAC Health Effects 
 
TACs can cause or contribute to a wide range of health effects.   Acute (short-term) health 
effects may include eye and throat irritation.  Chronic (long-term) exposure to TACs may 
cause more severe effects such as neurological damage, hormone disruption, 
developmental defects, and cancer.  CARB has identified roughly 200 TACs, including 
diesel particulate matter (diesel PM) and environmental tobacco smoke. 
 
Unlike criteria pollutants which are subject to ambient air quality standards, TACs are 
primarily regulated at the individual emissions source level based on risk assessment.  
Human outdoor exposure risk associated with an individual air toxic species is calculated 
as its ground-level concentration multiplied by an established unit risk factor for that air 
toxic species.  Total risk due to TACs is the sum of the individual risks associated with 
each air toxic species. 
 
Occupational health studies have shown diesel PM to be a lung carcinogen as well as a 
respiratory irritant.  Benzene, present in gasoline vapors and also a byproduct of 
combustion, has been classified as a human carcinogen and is associated with leukemia.  
1,3-butadiene, produced from motor vehicle exhaust and other combustion sources, has 
also been associated with leukemia.  Reducing 1,3-butadiene also has a co-benefit in 
reducing the air toxic acrolein. 
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Acetaldehyde and formaldehyde are emitted from fuel combustion and other sources. They 
are also formed photo-chemically in the atmosphere from other compounds.  Both 
compounds have been found to cause nasal cancers in animal studies and are also 
associated with skin and respiratory irritation.  Human studies for carcinogenic effects of 
acetaldehyde are sparse but, in combination with animal studies, sufficient to support 
classification as a probable human carcinogen.  Formaldehyde has been associated with 
nasal sinus cancer and nasopharyngeal cancer, and possibly with leukemia. 
 
The primary health risk of concern due to exposure to TACs is the risk of contracting 
cancer.  The carcinogenic potential of TACs is a particular public health concern because 
many scientists currently believe that there are not "safe" levels of exposure to carcinogens 
without some risk to causing cancer.  The proportion of cancer deaths attributable to air 
pollution has not been estimated using epidemiological methods.  Based on ambient air 
quality monitoring, and using OEHHA cancer risk factors,1 the estimated lifetime cancer 
risk for Bay Area residents, over a 70-year lifespan from all TACs combined, declined 
from 4,100 cases per million in 1990 to 690 cases per million people in 2014, as shown in 
Figure 3.2-1.  This represents an 80 percent decrease between 1990 and 2014 (BAAQMD, 
2016).  
 
The cancer risk related to diesel PM, which accounts for most of the cancer risk from TACs, 
has declined substantially over the past 15-20 years as a result of ARB regulations and Air 
District programs to reduce emissions from diesel engines.  However, diesel PM still 
accounts for roughly 60 percent of the total cancer risk related to TACs. 
  

                                                 
1 See CARB’s Risk Management Guidance for Stationary Sources of Air Toxics, Discussion Draft, May 
27, 2015, https://www.arb.ca.gov/toxics/rma/rma_guidancedraft052715.pdf  and the Office Environmental 
Health Hazard Assessment's toxicity values at http://oehha.ca.gov/media/CPFs042909.pdf.  The cancer risk 
estimates shown in Figure 3.2-1 are higher than the estimates provided in documents such as the Bay Area 
2010 Clean Air Plan and the April 2014 CARE report entitled Improving Air Quality and Health in Bay 
Area Communities. It should be emphasized that the higher risk estimates shown in Figure 3.2-1 are due 
solely to changes in the methodology used to estimate cancer risk, and not to any actual increase in TAC 
emissions or population exposure to TACs. 
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FIGURE 3.2-1  Cancer-Risk Weighted Toxics Trends 

 

 
Source: BAAQMD, 2016 
 
3.2.1.4.2 Air Toxics Emission Inventory 
 
The BAAQMD maintains a database that contains information concerning emissions of 
TACs from permitted stationary sources in the Bay Area.  This inventory, and a similar 
inventory for mobile and area sources compiled by CARB, is used to plan strategies to 
reduce public exposure to TACs.  The detailed emissions inventory is reported in the 
BAAQMD, Toxic Air Contaminant Control Program, 2010 Annual Report (BAAQMD, 
2015).  The 2010 emissions inventory continues to show decreasing emissions of many 
TACs in the Bay Area. 
 
3.2.1.4.3 Ambient Monitoring Network 
  
Table 3.2-5 contains a summary of average ambient concentrations of TACs measured at 
monitoring stations in the Bay Area by the District in 2015. 
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TABLE 3.2-5 
 

Summary of 2014 BAAQMD Ambient Air Toxics Monitoring Data 
 

Compound 
Max. 
Conc. 

(ppb) (1) 

Min. 
Conc. 

(ppb) (2) 

Mean 
Conc. 

(ppb) (3) 
1,3-Butadiene 0.376 0.000 0.038 
Acetaldehyde(4) 5.71 0.42 1.70 
Acetone 26.54 0.156 3.922 
Acetonitrile 0.314 0.000 0.015 
Acrolein(5) 0.060 0.000 0.077 
Acrylonitrile 0.060 0.000 0.000 
Benzene 1.169 0.000 0.201 
Carbon Tetrachloride 0.130 0.066 0.093 
Chloroform 0.147 0.000 0.218 
Dichloromethane 3.473 0.000 0.076 
Ethyl Alcohol 40.046 0.286 5.570 
Ethylbenzene 0.979 0.000 0.076 
Ethylene Dibromide 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Ethylene Dichloride 0.011 0.000 0.000 
Formaldehyde 8.12 1.16 2.78 
Freon- 113 9.832 0.048 0.147 
Methyl Chloroform 3.776 0.000 0.036 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 0.876 0.000 0.253 
Tetrachloroethylene 0.712 0.000 0.036 
Toluene 4.006 0.000 0.501 
Trichloroethylene 6.370 0.000 0.016 
Trichlorofluoromethane 1.835 0.090 0.283 
Vinyl Chloride 0.000 0.000 0.000 
m/p-Xylene 2.788 0.000 0.264 
o-Xylene 1.198 0.000 0.099 

Source: BAAQMD, 2017 
NOTES:  Table 3.2-5 summarizes the results of the Air District gaseous toxic air contaminant 
monitoring network for the year 2015.  These data represent monitoring results at 19 separate 
sites at which samples were collected. 
(1) "Maximum Conc." is the highest daily concentration measured at any of the 19 

monitoring sites. 
(2)  "Minimum Conc." is the lowest daily concentration measured at any of the 19 monitoring 

sites. 
(3) "Mean Conc." is the arithmetic average of the air samples collected in 2014 at the 25 

monitoring sites.  
(4) Acetaldehyde and formaldehyde concentrations reflect measurements from one monitoring 

site (San Jose-Jackson). 
(5) The Air District discontinued measurements of acrolein after May 6, 2016 due to the instability 

of 2-propenal in cylinders. 
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3.2.2  REGULATORY SETTING 
 
3.2.2.1  Criteria Pollutants 
 
Ambient air quality standards in California are the responsibility of, and have been 
established by, both the U.S. EPA and CARB.  These standards have been set at 
concentrations, which provide margins of safety for the protection of public health and 
welfare.  Federal and state air quality standards are presented in Table 3.2-1.  The federal, 
state, and local air quality regulations are identified below in further detail. 
 
3.2.2.1.1 Federal Regulations 
 
The U.S. EPA is responsible for setting and enforcing the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards for oxidants (ozone), CO, NO2, SO2, PM10, PM2.5, and lead.  The U.S. EPA 
has jurisdiction over emissions sources that are under the authority of the federal 
government including aircraft, locomotives, and emissions sources outside state waters 
(Outer Continental Shelf).  The U.S. EPA also establishes emission standards for vehicles 
sold in states other than California.  Automobiles sold in California must meet the stricter 
emission requirements of the CARB. 
 
The Clean Air Act (CAA) Amendments of 1990 give the U.S. EPA additional authority to 
require states to reduce emissions of ozone precursors and particulate matter in non-
attainment areas.  The amendments set attainment deadlines based on the severity of 
problems.  At the state level, CARB has traditionally established state ambient air quality 
standards, maintained oversight authority in air quality planning, developed programs for 
reducing emissions from motor vehicles, developed air emission inventories, collected air 
quality and meteorological data, and approved state implementation plans.  At a local level, 
California’s air districts, including the Air District, are responsible for overseeing 
stationary source emissions, approving permits, maintaining emission inventories, 
maintaining air quality stations, overseeing agricultural burning permits, and reviewing air 
quality-related sections of environmental documents required by CEQA. 
 
Other federal regulations applicable to the Bay Area include Title III of the Clean Air Act, 
which regulates toxic air contaminants.  Title V of the Act establishes a federal permit 
program for large stationary emission sources.  The U.S. EPA also has authority over the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program.   
 
3.2.2.1.2 California Regulations 
 
CARB, which became part of the California Environmental Protection Agency in 1991, is 
responsible for ensuring implementation of the California Clean Air Act and federal Clean 
Air Act, and for regulating emissions from consumer products and motor vehicles.  CARB 
has established California Ambient Air Quality Standards for all pollutants for which the 
federal government has established National Ambient Air Quality Standards and also has 
standards for sulfates, visibility, hydrogen sulfide and vinyl chloride.  Federal and state air 
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quality standards are presented in Table 3.2-1 under Air Quality Environmental Setting.  
California standards are generally more stringent than the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards.  CARB has established emission standards for vehicles sold in California and 
for various types of combustion equipment.  CARB also sets fuel specifications to reduce 
vehicular emissions.   
 
CARB released the Proposed 2016 State Strategy for the State Implementation Strategy on 
May 17, 2016.  The measures contained in the State SIP Strategy reflect a combination of 
state actions, petitions for federal action, and actions for deployment of cleaner 
technologies in all sectors.  CARB’s proposed state SIP Strategy includes control measures 
for on-road vehicles, locomotives, ocean going vessels, and off-road equipment that are 
aimed at helping all districts in California to comply with federal and state ambient air 
quality standards.   
 
California gasoline specifications are governed by both state and federal agencies.  During 
the past two decades, federal and state agencies have imposed numerous requirements on 
the production and sale of gasoline in California.  CARB adopted the Reformulated 
Gasoline Phase III regulations in 1999, which required, among other things, that California 
phase out the use of MTBE in gasoline.  The CARB Reformulated Gasoline Phase III 
regulations have been amended several times (the most recent amendments were adopted 
in 2013) since the original adoption by CARB. 
 
The California Clean Air Act (AB2595) mandates achievement of the maximum degree of 
emission reductions possible from vehicular and other mobile sources in order to attain the 
state ambient air quality standards by the earliest practical date. 
 
Assembly Bill 617 was passed by the Legislature and approved by the Governor in 2017. 
The bill is designed to achieve additional reductions of criteria pollutants and toxic air 
contaminants at identified significant sources to alleviate health and environmental impacts 
in adjacent communities. Each air district in non-attainment for any criteria pollutant must 
implement best available retrofit control technology (BARCT) at the earliest feasible date, 
but not later than December 31, 2023. This new BARCT requirement applies to each 
industrial source that is currently subject to the Air Resources Board cap and trade 
regulation, unless that source has implemented BARCT since 2007. AB 617 also requires 
emission controls for sources of toxic air contaminants with elevated prioritization scores. 
 
AB 617 also requires the Air Resources Board establish and maintain a statewide 
clearinghouse that identified best available control technology, and best available retrofit 
control technology. AB 617 increases maximum penalties for environmental violations, 
and adjust those maximum penalties with inflation. 
 
In addition, AB 617 requires community air monitoring near sensitive populations, and 
near disadvantaged communities, including fence-line monitoring of significant sources. 
Information from community air monitoring will be used to identify sources that require 
local community emission reduction programs. 
3.2.2.1.3 Air District Regulations 
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The California Legislature created the Air District in 1955.  The Air District is 
responsible for regulating stationary sources of air pollution in the nine counties that 
surround San Francisco Bay: Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, 
San Mateo, Santa Clara, southwestern Solano, and southern Sonoma counties.  The 
District is governed by a 24-member Board of Directors composed of publicly-elected 
officials apportioned according to the population of the represented counties.  The 
Board has the authority to develop and enforce regulations for the control of air 
pollution within its jurisdiction.  The District is responsible for implementing 
emissions standards and other requirements of federal and state laws.  Numerous 
regulations have been developed by the District to control emissions sources within its 
jurisdiction.  It is also responsible for developing air quality planning documents 
required by both federal and state laws.   
 
Bay Area facilities are subject to various air quality regulations that have been adopted by 
the Air District, CARB and U.S. EPA.  These rules contain standards that are expressed in 
a variety of forms to ensure that emissions are effectively controlled including:  
 

 Requiring the use of specific emission control strategies or equipment (e.g., the use 
of floating roof tanks for VOC emissions); 

 Requiring that emissions generated by a source be controlled by at least a specified 
percentage (e.g., 95 percent control of VOC emissions from pressure relief 
devices);  

 Requiring that emissions from a source not exceed specific concentration levels 
(e.g., 100 parts per million (ppm) by volume of VOC for equipment leaks, unless 
those leaks are repaired within a specific timeframe; 250 ppm by volume SO2 in 
exhaust gases from sulfur recovery units; 1,000 ppm by volume SO2 in exhaust 
gases from catalytic cracking units);  

 Requiring that emissions not exceed certain quantities for a given amount of 
material processed or fuel used at a source (e.g., 0.033 pounds NOx per million 
BTU of heat input, on a refinery-wide basis, for boilers, process heaters, and steam 
generators);  

 Requiring that emissions be controlled sufficient to not result in off property air 
concentrations above specified levels (e.g., 0.03 ppm by volume of hydrogen 
sulfide (H2S) in the ambient air);  

 Requiring that emissions from a source not exceed specified opacity levels based 
on visible emissions observations (e.g., no more than 3 minutes in any hour in 
which emissions are as dark or darker than No. 1 on the Ringelmann chart); and  

 Requiring that emissions be minimized by the use of all feasible prevention 
measures (e.g., flaring prohibited unless it is in accordance with an approved Flare 
Minimization Plan). 

 Requiring that emissions of non-methane organic compounds and methane from 
the waste decomposition process at solid waste disposal sites be limited. 

 Requiring emission limits on precursor organic compounds from valves and flanges 
as chemical plants. 
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 Requiring emission limits of nitrogen oxides, particulate matter, and toxic air 
contaminants from the manufacture of Portland cement. 

 Requiring the limitation of emissions of organic compounds from gasoline 
dispensing facilities. 

 Requiring the development of and compliance with Emissions Minimations Plans 
designed to minimize the fugitive emissions of particulate matter and odorous 
substances from foundries and forges. 

 
3.2.2.2  Toxic Air Contaminants 
 
The Air District uses three approaches to reduce TAC emissions and to reduce the health 
impacts resulting from TAC emissions: 1)  Specific rules and regulations; 2)  Pre-
construction review; and, 3)  the Air Toxics Hot Spots Program. 
 
3.2.2.2.1 Rules and Regulations 
 
Many of the TACs emitted by stationary sources are also criteria pollutants.  For example, 
benzene and formaldehyde are precursor organic compounds, while arsenic and cadmium 
can be found in particulate matter.  Thus, many regulations that reduce criteria pollutant 
emissions will also have a co-benefit of reducing toxic air contaminant emissions.  In 
addition, the Air District implements U.S. EPA, CARB, and Air District rules that 
specifically target toxic air contaminant emissions from sources at petroleum refineries. 
 
3.2.2.2.2 Preconstruction Review 
 
The Air District’s Regulation 2, Rule 5 is a preconstruction review requirement for new 
and modified sources of TACs implemented through the Air District’s permitting process.  
This rule includes health impact thresholds, which require the use of the best available 
control technology for TAC emissions (TBACT) for new or modified equipment, and 
health risk limits cannot be exceeded for any proposed project. 
 
3.2.2.2.3 Air Toxics Hot Spots Program 
 
The Air Toxic Hot Spots program, or AB2588 Program, is a statewide program 
implemented by each individual air district pursuant to the Air Toxic Hot Spots Act of 
1987 (Health and Safety Code Section 44300 et. seq.).  The Air District uses standardized 
procedures to identify health impacts resulting from industrial and commercial facilities 
and encourage risk reductions at these facilities.  Health impacts are expressed in terms of 
cancer risk and non-cancer hazard index. Note that proposed Rule 11-18 is intended to be 
the next phase of the Air District’s Toxic Hot Spots program and would replace some 
components of this existing program. 
 
Under this program, the Air District uses a prioritization process to identify facilities that 
warrant further review.  This prioritization process uses toxic emissions data, health effects 
values for TACs, and Air District approved calculation procedures to determine a cancer 
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risk prioritization score and a non-cancer prioritization score for each site.  The District 
updates the prioritization scores annually based on the most recent toxic emissions 
inventory data for the facility.  Facilities that have a cancer risk prioritization score greater 
than 10 or a non-cancer prioritization greater than 1 must undergo further review.  If 
emission inventory refinements and other screening procedures indicate that prioritizations 
scores remain above the thresholds, the Air District will require that the facility perform a 
comprehensive site-wide HRA. 
 
An Air Toxic Hot Spots Act HRA estimates the health impacts from a site due to stationary 
source emissions.  Hot Spots Act HRAs must be conducted in accordance with statewide 
HRA Guidelines adopted by OEHHA that include health effects values for each TAC and 
establish the procedures to follow for modeling TAC transport, calculating public 
exposure, and estimating the resulting health impacts.  OEHHA periodically reviews and 
updates these HRA Guidelines through a scientific review panel and public comment 
process.  The HRA Guidelines were approved in 2003, but OEHHA proposed major 
revisions to these HRA Guidelines in June 2014.  These proposed HRA Guidelines were 
adopted in March 2015.      
 
In 1990, the Air District Board of Directors adopted the current risk management 
thresholds pursuant to the Air Toxic “Hot Spots” Act of 1987.  These risk management 
thresholds, which are summarized in Table 3.2-6 below, set health impact levels that 
require sites to take further action, such as conducting periodic public notifications about 
the site’s health impacts and implementing mandatory risk reduction measures. 
 

TABLE 3.2-6 
 

Summary of Bay Area Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Risk Management Thresholds 
 

Requirement Site Wide Cancer Risk 
Site Wide Non-Cancer 

Hazard Index 

Public Notification Greater than 10 in one 
million Greater than 1 

Mandatory Risk 
Reduction 

Greater than 100 in one 
million Greater than 10 

 
 
A partial list of the air pollution rules and regulations that the Air District implements and 
enforces at Bay Area facilities (e.g. refineries, cement manufacturing plants, power plants, 
chemical plants, landfills, sewer treatment facilities, etc.) follows: 
 

 Air District Regulation 1:  General Provisions and Definitions 
 Air District Regulation 2, Rule 1:  Permits, General Requirements 
 Air District Regulation 2, Rule 2:  New Source Review 
 Air District Regulation 2, Rule 5:  New Source Review of Toxic Air Contaminants 
 Air District Regulation 2, Rule 6:  Major Facility Review (Title V) 
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 Air District Regulation 6, Rule 1:  Particulate Matter, General Requirements 
 Air District Regulation 6, Rule 2:  Miscellaneous Operations 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 5:  Storage of Organic Liquids 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 6:  Terminals and Bulk Plants 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 7:  Gasoline Dispensing Facilities 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 8:  Wastewater (Oil-Water) Separators 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 9:  Vacuum Producing Systems 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 10:  Process Vessel Depressurization 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 18:  Equipment Leaks 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 22: Valves and Flanges at Chemical Plants 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 28:  Episodic Releases from Pressure Relief Devices 

at Petroleum Refineries and Chemical Plants 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 33:  Gasoline Bulk Terminals and Gasoline Delivery 

Vehicles 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 34: Solid Waste Disposal Sites 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 37, Natural Gas and Crude Oil Production Facilities 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 39:  Gasoline Bulk Terminals and Gasoline Delivery 

Vehicles 
 Air District Regulation 8, Rule 44:  Marine Vessel Loading Terminals 
 Air District Regulation 9, Rule 1:  Sulfur Dioxide 
 Air District Regulation 9, Rule 2:  Hydrogen Sulfide 
 Air District Regulation 9, Rule 7:  Nitrogen Oxides and Carbon Monoxide from 

Industrial, Institutional, and Commercial Boilers, Steam Generators, and Process 
HeatersAir District Regulation 9, Rule 8:  Nitrogen Oxides and Carbon Monoxide 
from Stationary Internal Combustion Engines 

 Air District Regulation 9, Rule 9:  Nitrogen Oxides and Carbon Monoxide from 
Stationary Gas Turbines 

 Air District Regulation 9, Rule 10:  Nitrogen Oxides and Carbon Monoxide from 
Boilers, Steam Generators and Process Heaters in Petroleum Refineries  

 Air District Regulation 9, Rule 11: Nitrogen Oxides And Carbon Monoxide from 
Utility Electric Power Generating Boilers  

 Air District Regulation 9, Rule 13: Nitrogen Oxides, Particulate Matter, and Toxic 
Air Contaminants from Portland Cement Manufacturing 

 Air District Regulation 11, Rule 1:  Lead 
 Air District Regulation 11, Rule 8:  Hexavalent Chromium 
 Air District Regulation 12, Rule 11:  Flare Monitoring at Petroleum Refineries 
 Air District Regulation 12, Rule 12:  Flares at Petroleum Refineries 
 Air District Regulation 12, Rule 13: Foundry and Forging Operations 
 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart CC:  Petroleum Refineries (NESHAP) 
 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart UUU:  Petroleum Refineries: Catalytic Cracking, 

Catalytic Reforming, and Sulfur Plant Units (NESHAP) 
 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF:  Benzene Waste Operations (NESHAP) 
 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart J:  Standards of Performance for Petroleum Refineries 

(NSPS) 
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 State Airborne Toxic Control Measure for Stationary Compression Ignition 
(Diesel) Engines (ATCM) 

 
3.2.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 
 
3.2.3.1  Construction Emissions 
 
The Air District published a new version of its 2010 CEQA Guidelines (revised May 2017), 
to include revisions made to address the Supreme Court’s opinion in a case that challenged 
the Guidelines. The Air District's CEQA Guidelines (revised May 2017) will be used in 
the current air quality analysis for construction emissions.  The daily thresholds for 
construction-related emissions below appeared in the 2010 Guidelines and were not 
changed by the May 2017 update. 
 

TABLE 3.2-7 
 

Thresholds of Significance for Construction-Related 
Criteria Air Pollutants and Precursors 

 

Pollutant/Precursor Daily Average Emissions (lbs/day) 

ROG 54
NOx 54
PM10 82*
PM2.5 54*

PM10/ PM2.5 Fugitive Dust Best Management Practices 
*Applies to construction exhaust emissions only. 
Source:  BAAQMD, 2017 
 
3.2.3.2  Operational Emissions 
 
The thresholds below, recommended in the Air District's CEQA Guidelines (revised May 
2017), will be used in the current air quality impacts analysis. These thresholds appeared 
in the 2010 Guidelines and were not changed by the May 2017 update. 
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TABLE 3.2-8 
 

Thresholds of Significance for Operation-Related 
Criteria Air Pollutants and Precursors 

 

Pollutant/Precursor Daily Average 
Emissions (lbs/day) 

Maximum Annual Emissions 
(tons/year) 

ROG 54 10 
NOx 54 10 
PM10 82 15 
PM2.5 54 10 

*Source:  BAAQMD, 2017 
 
3.2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
 
Chapter 2 identifies the main types of industrial facilities and their emission sources that 
would most likely be subject to the risk reduction requirements of Rule 11-18.  Chapter 2 
also identifies air pollution control technologies that would most likely to be installed on 
the equipment at affected facilities subject to Rule 11-18 that may require future emissions 
control (see Table 2.5-4).   
 
It is expected that the direct effects of Rule 11-18 would be reductions in TAC and criteria 
pollutant emissions.  However, construction equipment and activities to install air pollution 
control equipment has the potential to generate secondary air quality impacts, primarily 
from exhaust emissions.  Further, air pollution control equipment that reduces one or more 
regulated pollutants has the potential to generate adverse secondary air quality impacts 
from other sources such as mobile sources or from the air pollution control equipment.  For 
example, some types of air pollution control equipment that use caustic as part of the 
control process, have the potential to generate emissions of the caustic material that may 
be considered a TAC.   
 
Potential secondary air quality impacts from construction activities and equipment that may 
be required under Rule 11-18 are analyzed herein.  The analysis identifies construction air 
quality impacts from air pollution control equipment that could be installed to comply with 
Rule 11-18 requirements (e.g., baghouse, diesel oxidation catalyst, wet gas scrubber, etc.).  
Construction and operation air quality impacts are identified and provided in the following 
subsections. 
 
3.2.4.1  Potential Criteria Pollutant Impacts During Construction 
 
Because there are a wide variety of TACs with different physical or chemical 
characteristics, different types of control technologies may need to be installed, as 
necessary, at affected facilities to reduce risk levels to those proposed in Rule 11-18.  The 
potential secondary adverse air quality construction impacts from control equipment 
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identified in Chapter 2 that may be installed to comply with Rule 11-18 (see Table 2.5-4) 
have been analyzed in the following subsections.   
 
Rule 11-18 has the potential to affect hundreds of facilities, including data centers, 
petroleum refineries, a cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, etc.  Without further 
analysis of the health risks from facilities that would be subject to Rule 11-18, it is unclear 
which facilities would be subject to risk reduction requirements or precisely what types of 
TAC control equipment would be installed.  In spite of the uncertainties, the analysis of 
construction air quality impacts identifies the most likely emissions sources that would 
need to be controlled, along with the most appropriate types of air pollution control 
equipment that would contribute to bringing the affected facility or equipment into 
compliance with the risk reduction requirements of Rule 11-18.  Likely control 
technologies are those that are considered to be BACT or BARCT for the emissions sources 
or are representative air pollution control technologies for the affected industrial sources.  
Once emissions sources and air pollution control technologies have been identified, the 
most likely types of construction equipment that would be used to install air pollution 
control equipment are then identified, construction scenarios are developed, and 
construction emission impacts are calculated.   
 
Construction equipment associated with installing air pollution control technologies would 
result in VOC, NOx, SOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions, although the amount 
generated by specific types of equipment can vary greatly as shown in Table 3.2-9.  As the 
table shows, different types of equipment can generate construction emissions in much 
different quantities depending on the type of equipment.  For example, the estimated 
emissions of NOx range from of 0.1 pound per hour (lb/hr) of NOx for a forklift to 1.81 
lbs/hr for scrapers.  To provide a conservative construction air quality analysis and in the 
absence of information on the specific construction activities necessary to complete a 
construction project, a typical construction analysis assumes that, in the absences of 
specific information, all construction activities would occur for eight hours per day.  This 
is considered a conservative assumption because workers may need to be briefed on daily 
activities, so construction may start later than their arrival times or the actual construction 
activities may not require eight hours to complete.  However, for some construction 
projects, specific types of construction equipment and hours of operation have been 
developed using analyses prepared for other similar types of construction projects or using 
construction estimator guidelines used by construction contractors when bidding on jobs.  
As a result, under some construction scenarios hours of equipment operation may be more 
or less than eight hours. 
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TABLE 3.2-9 
 

Emission Factors Associated with Typical Construction Equipment(1) 

 

Equipment Type 
VOC 

(lb/hr) 
CO 

(lb/hr) 
NOx 

(lb/hr) 
SOx 

(lb/hr) 
PM 

(lb/hr) 

Aerial Lifts- (Man Lifts) 0.00 0.17 0.10 0.00 0.00
Air Compressor 0.06 0.32 0.43 0.00 0.03
Bore/Drill Rig 0.04 0.50 0.57 0.00 0.02
Concrete Pump 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.00
Concrete Saw 0.07 0.40 0.43 0.00 0.03
Crane 0.06 0.41 0.80 0.00 0.04
Crane – Rough Terrain (120 hp) 0.07 0.40 0.42 0.00 0.02
Excavator 0.03 0.52 0.35 0.00 0.01
Forklift 0.02 0.22 0.19 0.00 0.01
Generator 0.05 0.28 0.41 0.00 0.22
Grader 0.07 0.58 0.93 0.00 0.04
Pavers 0.04 0.50 0.46 0.00 0.02
Paving Equipment 0.03 0.41 0.37 0.00 0.02
Plate Compactor 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00
Rollers 0.03 0.39 0.27 0.00 0.02
Rough Terrain Forklifts 0.02 0.45 0.25 0.00 0.01
Rubber Tired Dozers 0.11 0.88 1.45 0.00 0.07
Rubber Tired Loaders 0.05 0.45 0.67 0.00 0.03
Scrapers 0.12 0.84 1.81 0.00 0.07
Skid Steer Loaders 0.01 0.21 0.16 0.00 0.01
Surfacing Equipment 0.03 0.42 0.52 0.00 0.02
Tractors/Loaders/Backhoes 0.03 0.36 0.31 0.00 0.02
Trenchers 0.05 0.44 0.41 0.00 0.03
Forklifts 0.02 0.22 0.19 0.00 0.01
Welders 0.04 0.19 0.21 0.00 0.02

(1) Emission Factors from Off-Road 2011, Model Year 2018.  CO emissions from SCAQMD, 
2006: http://www.aqmd.gov/ceqa/handbook/offroad/offroadEF07_25.xls.  

 
A range of construction scenarios for installing various types of control equipment was 
identified to determine whether or not construction air quality impacts would exceed any 
applicable air quality significance thresholds.  To provide a conservative analysis of 
potential construction air quality impacts, it is assumed that construction of one or more of 
the control technologies evaluated in the following subsections could overlap.  The 
following subsections identify construction scenarios that may occur for several control 
technologies and are considered to be a representative range of construction activities and 
equipment used to install air pollution control equipment.  Construction activities range 
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from installing or retrofitting small-scale air pollution control equipment, which would 
require few pieces of construction equipment or hours of operation, to installing medium 
or large-scale air pollution control technologies requiring larger construction crews and a 
more construction equipment and hours of operation.  As shown in the following 
subsections, construction activities could result in substantial construction air quality 
impacts.   
 
3.2.4.1.1 Air Pollution Control Equipment with Minor Construction Activities 
 
Diesel ICEs can be major contributors to health risks associated with the operation of 
stationary sources as they are commonly used and the health risk associated with diesel 
particulate matter is high.  Therefore, it would be expected that this may be a common 
method to reduce the health risks from facilities affected by Rule 11-18.  Construction 
activities associated with facilities modifications that would involve installing new ICEs 
or retrofitting existing ICEs with particulate filters are not expected to require substantial 
construction activities.   
 
Installing New Diesel ICEs:  Diesel ICEs are often used to provide electricity in areas 
with no electricity, used as a backup source of electricity in the event of a power outage 
from numerous types of facilities (e.g. hospitals).  Over the past several decades, emission 
limits for diesel ICEs have been established and modified to provide further control of 
exhaust pollutants.  Initial emission limits for diesel ICEs were for engines referred to as 
Tier 1 ICEs.  Diesel ICEs compliant with current emission limits are known as Tier 4 ICEs.  
Tier 4 ICEs are more efficient than Tier 1 ICEs and emit less pollutants.   
 
Construction emissions associated with installing new ICEs would be minor and would 
involve the transport of the new ICE to the facility and the removal of the existing ICE 
which is expected to require two one-way truck trips.  In this situation, construction would 
likely require one light-heavy-duty truck trip to deliver new ICEs and one trip to haul away 
the old ICE, a construction crew of five workers, one forklift, one generator set, one welder, 
and hand tools (Table 3.2-10).  It is also expected that replacement would take one day or 
less.  
 

TABLE 3.2-10 
 

Construction Equipment Used to Install a Tier 4 ICE 
 

Off- Road Equipment Type Number Daily Hours of Use 
Forklift 1 2
Generator 1 4
Welder 1 4

Source: Based on SCAQMD, 2008.  Assumptions modified for this analysis 
because it is assumed that one ICE unit would replace the existing ICE, instead 
of constructing the new ICE unit. 
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Table 3.2-11 shows construction emissions from installing one Tier 4 ICE.  It is possible 
that more than one Tier 4 ICE could be installed on the same day resulting in overlapping 
construction emissions, which are also shown in Table 3.2-11.  Based on the numbers of 
facilities subject to Rule 11-18 and the uncertainties regarding the need to reduce health 
risks, the assumptions that 10 Tier 4 ICEs would be installed on the same day under Rule 
11-18 is likely a conservative assumption for the following reasons.  According to the staff 
report for the proposed project, if adopted, Rule 11-18 would require preparation of new, 
or revisions to existing HRAs at affected facilities using OEHHA’s 2015 HRA Guideline 
Revisions.  Depending on the complexity of facility operations and the number of TAC 
emissions sources that would be subject to Rule 11-18, preparation of new or revisions to 
existing HRAs would likely be completed, evaluated, and approved over different time 
periods.  However, because hundreds of facilities could be affected by implementing Rule 
11-18 and many of these sources have ICEs, it is reasonable to assume that up to 10 ICEs 
would be replaced on a single day.   
 

TABLE 3.2-11 
 

Construction Emissions from Installing a Tier 4 ICE 
 

 
Pollutant 

ROG  CO  NOx  SOx  PM10  PM2.5  
ICE Replacement (lbs/day) 

Sub-total Off-road 
Construction Equipment 0.4 2.32 2.86 <0.01 0.98 0.98 

Sub-total On-road (Worker + 
Haul Truck) (1) 0.48 2.41 1.91 <0.01 0.04 0.02 

Total - 1 ICE Replacement 0.88 4.73 4.77 <0.01 1.02 1.00
10 Replacements 8.8 47.3 47.7 0.1 10.2 10.0
 ICE Replacement (tons/day) 
10 Replacements 0.004 0.024 0.024 <0.001 0.005 0.005 

(1)  It is assumed that trucks are diesel light-heavy-duty trucks make two one-way trips of 20 miles.  See 
Appendix B for calculation details. 

 
Retrofitting Diesel ICEs:  A potential alternative to installing a new diesel ICE is to 
retrofit an existing engine with a DPF.  This scenario is potentially a less costly means of 
reducing diesel ICE emissions or may be preferable if only minor emission or risk 
reductions measures are necessary.  Retrofitting an existing ICE with a DPF would require 
one forklift and a crew of four, primarily using hand tools, and would take one day to 
complete.  One two-way truck trip would be necessary to deliver the control equipment to 
the affected facility.  Construction air quality impacts from retrofitting diesel ICEs are 
shown in Table 3.2-12. 
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TABLE 3.2-12 
 

Construction Emissions for Retrofitting Diesel ICEs 
 

 Pollutants 

 ROG  CO  NOx  SOx  PM10  PM2.5 

ICE Retrofits (lbs/day) 

Sub-total Off-road Construction 
Equip 0.08 0.88 0.76 <0.01 0.04 0.04 

Sub-total On-road (Worker + Haul 
Truck) (1) 0.19 0.44 1.60 <0.01 0.04 0.02
Total - 1 ICE Retrofit 0.27 1.32 2.36 <0.01 0.08 0.06
10 Retrofits 2.74 13.17 23.61 0.01 0.80 0.58
 ICE Retrofits (tons/day) 
Both Rules - 10 Retrofits 0.001 0.007 0.012 <0.000 <0.001 <0.001

Reference:  SCAQMD 2008.   
(1) It is assumed that trucks are diesel light-heavy-duty trucks and make two one-way trips of 20 miles and 

idle for 60 minutes.  See Appendix B for calculation details. 
 
 
It is possible that more than one diesel ICE could be retrofitted on the same day, resulting 
in overlapping construction emissions such as those shown in Table 3.2-12.  Based on the 
uncertainties regarding the need to reduce health risks, the same assumptions for installing 
Tier 4 ICEs were used in this analysis of retrofitting diesel ICEs, that is, 10 ICEs would be 
retrofitted on the same day under Rule 11-18.  As indicated above, these assumptions are 
likely conservative assumptions for the following reasons.  According to the staff report, if 
adopted, Rule 11-18 would require preparation of new, or revisions to existing HRAs at 
affected facilities using OEHHA’s 2015 HRA Guideline Revisions.  Depending on the 
complexity of facility operations and the number of TAC emissions sources that would be 
subject to Rule 11-18, preparation of new or revisions to existing HRAs would likely be 
completed, evaluated, and approved over different time periods.  However, because 
hundreds of facilities could be affected by implementing Rule 11-18 and many of these 
sources have ICEs, it is reasonable to assume that up to 10 diesel ICEs would be retrofitted 
on a single day.   
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3.2.4.1.2 Air Pollution Control Equipment with Medium Construction Activities 
 
The construction of new air pollution control equipment may require a moderate amount 
of construction activities.  Wet gas scrubbers, baghouses and ESPs can be used on a variety 
of different sources for the control of particulate emissions (including TAC emissions) 
from chemical plants, sewage treatment facilities, metal plating facilities, power plants, 
and refineries.  Wet gas scrubbers, baghouses and ESPs range in size and are used from 
small sources (e.g., metal plating facilities) to large industrial sources (e.g., fluid catalytic 
cracking units at refineries).  This section evaluates the potential air quality impacts 
associated with construction activities for new air pollution control equipment of moderate 
size including non-refinery wet gas scrubbers, baghouses, and ESPs.  Because the sizes are 
very different, the air quality construction impacts for refinery wet gas scrubbers are 
evaluated in a separate section.   
 
The construction equipment that would most likely be required for the installation of a non-
refinery WGS, baghouse or ESP, during a peak month is provided in Table 3.2-13. 
 

TABLE 3.2-13 
 

Estimated Peak Day Off-Road Construction Emissions from Installing 
One Wet Gas Scrubber, Baghouse or ESP 

 
Off- Road Equipment Type Number Daily Hours of Use 

Backhoe 1 4
Crane 1 8
Air Compressor 1 4
Concrete Pump 1 2
Concrete Saw 1 2
Man Lift  1 2
Forklift 1 3
Generator 1 8
Plate compactor  1 4
Welder 2 8

 
 
Construction of one WGS, baghouse or ESP would be estimated to require about 40 
construction workers and, using worst-case assumptions, it is assumed that construction 
would require the use of one or more of the following types of construction equipment: 
backhoes, cranes, man lifts, forklift, forklifts, generators, and diesel welding machines.  
Other sources of construction emissions could include: equipment delivery, on-site travel 
(would include fugitive dust associated with travel on paved roads, and fugitive dust 
associated with construction activities), and construction worker commute trips.  
Construction estimates associated with constructing one medium sized air pollution control 
device as well as multiple devices are shown in Table 3.2-14. 
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TABLE 3.2-14 
 

Estimated Construction Emissions for New Air Pollution Control Equipment(1)  
 

ACTIVITY ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5

Peak Construction Emissions One Wet Gas Scrubber (lbs/day) 
Subtotal Construction Activities for 1 Unit 2.20 13.94 16.31 0.00 2.61 2.40
Sub-total On-road (Worker + Haul Truck) (2) 0.76 1.29 1.68 0.10 0.08 0.04
Total Construction Emissions 1 Unit 2.96 15.23 17.99 0.10 2.69 2.44
Total Construction Emissions 10 Units 29.6 152.3 179.9 1.0 26.9 24.4

Total Construction Emissions for WGS/Baghouses/ESPs 
(tons emitted during construction period) 

Construction Activities for 1 Unit (3) 0.14 0.74 0.88 0.00 0.13 0.12
Total Construction Emissions for  10 WGSs/Baghouses/ESPs  

(tons emitted during construction period) 
Construction Activities for 10 Units 1.44 7.42 8.77 0.05 1.31 1.20

(1) Assumed to be a non-refinery WGS, baghouse, or ESP. 
(2) Vehicle trip assumptions include average vehicle ridership of 1.0 and a trip length of 11 miles one way 

(CAPCOA, 2016). 
(3) Construction activities are estimated to occur for a total of 6 to 7 months (130 working days total) with 

a 40-person work crew. 
 
3.2.4.1.3 Installing a Carbon Adsorption Unit/Thermal Oxidizer/Catalytic Oxidizer 
 
The most likely TAC emission sources that would be subject to Rule 11-18 and that could 
be controlled using carbon adsorption units are expected to be sewage treatment facilities 
because various stages of the sewage treatment process produce ROG emissions that may 
include TAC components. There are approximately 40 wastewater treatment facilities in 
the Bay Area ranging in size from a facility capacity of over 300 million gallons per day to 
less than two million gallons per day (ABAG, 2014 and 2017).  A survey of wastewater 
treatment facilities in the Bay Area indicated that there are at least 20 facilities ranging in 
size from a discharge rate of 0.1 to greater 30 million gallons per day (Pacific Institute, 
2009)2.   
 
The construction analysis for installing a carbon adsorption unit is based on a construction 
emissions analysis from installing air pollution control equipment similar in size to a 
carbon adsorption unit because no actual carbon adsorption construction scenarios were 
identified.  In addition, it is assumed that the construction of a thermal oxidizer or a 
catalytic oxidizer would require a similar construction scenario.  Construction parameters 
associated with installing a carbon adsorption unit or thermal oxidizer would occur over a 
                                                 
2 This number underestimates the total number of wastewater treatment facilities because it only refers to 

facilities that may be affected a 100-year coastal flood or a 1.4 meter rise in sea level.  It does not 
include, for example, the three wastewater treatment facilities in the City of San Francisco.  This 
information is provided only to show that a relatively large number of carbon adsorption units could be 
installed as a result of adopting Rule 11-18. 
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timeframe of approximately six to seven months, requiring a total of 130 days of 
construction and using a crew of 20 construction workers.  Table 3.2-15 shows the types 
of construction equipment and their hours of operation anticipated to be required to install 
one carbon adsorption unit, one thermal oxidizer, or one catalytic oxidizer. 
 

TABLE 3.2-15 
 

Estimated Peak Day Off-Road Construction Emissions from Installing One Carbon 
Adsorption Unit, One Thermal Oxidizer, or One Catalytic Oxidation Unit 

 
 Construction Equipment 

Off- Road Equipment Type Number Daily Hours of Use 

Backhoe 1 4 
Rough Terrane Crane 1 8 
Welder 2 8 
Air Compressor 1 4 
Plate Compactor 1 4 
Forklift 1 3 
Concrete Pump 1 2 
Concrete Saw 1 2 
Generator 1 8 
Man Lift  1 2 

 
Construction emission estimates for activities associated with installing one carbon 
adsorption unit, thermal oxidizer, or one catalytic oxidizer are provided in Table 3.2-16.  
Major demolition activities are not expected to be necessary to install a carbon adsorption 
unit, thermal oxidizer, or catalytic oxidizer because the units are relatively compact.  It is 
possible that more than a carbon adsorption unit, thermal oxidizer or catalytic oxidizer 
could be constructed at the same time resulting in overlapping construction emissions such 
as those shown in Table 3.2-16.  Therefore, it is conservatively assumed here that Rule 11-
18 has the potential to result in the construction of up to five carbon adsorption, thermal 
oxidizer, or catalytic oxidization units, as shown in Table 3.2-16.   
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TABLE 3.2-16 
 

Construction Emissions for a Carbon Adsorption, Thermal Oxidizer, or Catalytic 
Oxidation Unit 

 

ACTIVITY ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5

Peak Construction Emissions One Carbon Adsorption Unit or Thermal Oxidizer (lbs/day) 
Subtotal Construction Activities for 1 Unit 2.34 9.76 14.85 0.00 2.14 1.97
Sub-total On-road (Worker + Haul Truck) (1) 0.93 1.08 1.68 0.01 0.08 0.04
Total Construction Emissions (lbs/day) 3.27 10.84 16.53 0.01 2.22 2.01
Total Construction Emissions 5 Units 
(lbs/day) 16.35 54.20 82.65 0.05 11.1 10.05 

Total Construction Emissions for One Carbon Adsorption, Thermal Oxidizer, or Catalytic 
Oxidation Unit (tons emitted during construction period) 

Construction Activities for 1 Unit (2) 0.16 0.53 0.81 0.00 0.11 0.10
Total Construction Emissions for 5 Carbon Adsorption, Thermal Oxidizers, or Catalytic 

Oxidation Unit (tons emitted during construction period) 
Construction Activities for 5 Units 0.80 2.64 4.03 0.00 0.54 0.49

(1) Vehicle trip assumptions include average vehicle ridership of 1.0 and a trip length of 11 miles one way 
(CAPCOA, 2016). 

(2) Construction activities are estimated to occur for a total of 6 to 7 months (130 working days total) with 
a 20-person work crew. 

 
The assumption that construction of five carbon adsorption, thermal oxidizer, or catalytic 
oxidation units could occur under Rule 11-18 is likely a conservative for the following 
reasons.  According to the staff report, if adopted, Rule 11-18 would require preparation of 
new, or revisions to existing HRAs at affected facilities using OEHHA’s 2015 HRA 
Guideline Revisions.  Depending on the complexity of facility operations and the number 
of TAC emissions sources, preparation of new, or revisions to existing HRAs would likely 
be completed, evaluated, and approved over different time periods.  If it is determined that 
affected facilities, primarily sewage treatment facilities, exceed the health risk 
requirements in Rule 11-18 and a decision is made to install a carbon adsorption unit or 
thermal oxidizer, then it would likely take months, possibly years, to provide engineering 
specifications, acquire financing, purchase and deliver the necessary equipment, complete 
Air District permit evaluations, and undergo any necessary environmental analyses.   
 
3.2.4.1.4 Enclosures 
 
Cement plants and concrete batch plants use raw materials that contain toxic metals and 
crystalline silica.  Particulate matter emissions from the storage, handling, and processing 
of these raw materials contains these TACs and can become airborne or contaminate 
groundwater if not properly contained.  By building an enclosure around these types of 
materials, the risk of release of particulate matter is greatly reduced.  Table 3.2-17 shows 
the estimated emissions associated with the construction of enclosures to minimize fugitive 
dust emissions.   
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TABLE 3.2-17 

 
Emissions for Construction of Enclosures 

 

ACTIVITY ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5

Peak Construction Emissions One Enclosure (lbs/Project) 
Construction Equipment for 1 Enclosure(1) 328 2,697 3,578 6.5 216 214
On-road Construction Equipment(1) 45 668 630 3.5 152 73
Total Construction Emissions (lbs/project) 373 3,365 4,208 10 368 287
Total Construction Emissions (lbs/day) (2) 1.56 14.08 17.61 0.04 1.54 1.20

Total Construction Emissions for 3 Enclosures  
(lbs/day) 

Construction Activities for 3 Enclosures 4.69 42.23 52.82 0.13 4.62 3.60
Total Construction Emissions for 3 Enclosures 

 (tons emitted during construction period) 
Construction Activities for 3 Enclosures 0.56 5.05 6.31 0.01 0.55 0.43

(1) Reported in pounds per project 
(2) Assumes 239 work days per project 

The assumption that construction of three enclosures could occur concurrently under Rule 
11-18 is likely a conservative for the following reasons.  According to the staff report, if 
adopted, Rule 11-18 would require preparation of new, or revisions to existing HRAs at 
affected facilities using OEHHA’s 2015 HRA Guideline Revisions.  Depending on the 
complexity of facility operations and the number of TAC emissions sources, preparation 
of new, or revisions to existing HRAs would likely be completed, evaluated, and approved 
over different time periods.  If it is determined that affected facilities, exceed the health 
risk requirements in Rule 11-18 and a decision is made to install enclosures, then it would 
likely take months, possibly years, to provide engineering specifications, acquire financing, 
purchase and deliver the necessary materials, complete Air District permit evaluations, and 
undergo any necessary environmental analyses.   
 
3.2.4.1.5 Air Pollution Control Equipment for Large Construction Activities 
 
WGSs have been used on large scale refinery equipment for the control of particulate 
matter.  Installing a WGS would require more demolition and construction equipment and 
activities than installing other types of control technologies and, therefore, would provide 
a “worst-case” construction air quality analysis.  Because of its large size, it is expected 
that installing a WGS would occur over a 17-month period; one month to demolish any 
nearby existing equipment or structures and 16 months to construct the WGS, which would 
include: site preparation, assembly and installation of the unit and ancillary support 
equipment, and tying-in the new WGS to the affected equipment. 
 
The following analysis of the construction impacts associated with installing a WGS is 
based on an EIR prepared for the installation of a WGS on an FCCU in southern California 
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(SCAQMD, 2007).  These construction emission estimates are appropriate for the 
construction air quality analysis for the proposed rules because they are based on the 
construction equipment for the use of one WGS on one refinery FCCU.  Rule 11-18 has 
the potential to require installation of a WGS because it can reduce TAC emissions.  
Regardless of the location of the construction activities, the amount or types of construction 
equipment and hours of operation, these parameters would not be expected to change 
compared to the 2007 analysis.  The analysis uses a conservative assumption that 
equipment would operate for 10 hours per day because the 2007 project was on an 
aggressive installation schedule.  The construction equipment that would most likely be 
required for the installation of a refinery WGS, for example, during a peak month is 
provided in Table 3.2-18. 
 

TABLE 3.2-18 
 

Estimated Peak Day Off-Road Construction Emissions from Installing 
One Refinery Wet Gas Scrubber 

 
Off- Road Equipment Type Number Daily Hours of Use 

Backhoe 1 10
Crane 2 10
Crane 1 10
Front End Loader 1 10
Man Lift  3 10
Forklift 2 10
Generator 1 10
Demolition Hammer 1 10
Welder 3 10

Reference: SCAQMD 2007  
 
Because of its large size, construction of one WGS would likely require as many as 175 
construction workers and, using worst-case assumptions, it is assumed that constructing a 
WGS would require the use of one or more of the following types of construction 
equipment: backhoes, cranes, man lifts, forklift, front end loaders generators, diesel 
welding machines, jack hammers, a medium-duty flatbed truck, a medium-duty dump 
truck, and a cement mixer.  Other sources of construction emissions could include: 
equipment delivery, on-site travel (would include fugitive dust associated with travel on 
paved roads, and fugitive dust associated with construction activities), and construction 
worker commute trips. 
 
Depending on the size and types of equipment or structures that may need to be demolished, 
a worst-case assumption is that up to 50 construction workers would be required.  
Demolition activities are assumed to require the use of: one or more of the following types 
of equipment: crane, front-end loader, forklift, demolition hammer, water truck, and 
medium-duty flatbed truck.  Other sources of demolition emissions could include haul 
truck trips to dispose of demolition debris, on-site travel (would include fugitive dust 
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associated with travel on paved roads, fugitive dust associated with demolition activities), 
and construction worker commute trips. 
 
Construction and demolition emission estimates for activities associated with installing one 
WGS are provided in Table 3.2-19.  It is assumed that Rule 11-18 has the potential to result 
in the construction of up to three refinery WGS units.  Typically, construction activities 
occur sequentially, that is, demolition must be completed before construction activities 
begin.  To provide a conservative analysis, demolition and construction activities are 
assumed to overlap.  Construction estimates associated with constructing one WGS unit 
and three WGS units are shown in Table 3.2-19. 
 

TABLE 3.2-19 
 

Estimated Construction Emissions for Wet Gas Scrubbers 
 

ACTIVITY CO ROG NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5

Construction Emissions from one WGS on Refinery Units(1)  (lbs/day) 
Demolition for 1 WGS at Refinery(1) 36 6 28 <1 3 2
Construction Activities for 1 Refinery WGS(1) 67 17 84 <1 39 23

Total Construction Estimates for one WGS on Refinery Units  
(tons emitted during construction period) 

Demolition for 1 WGS at Refinery(2) 0.36 0.06 0.28 <0.1 0.03 0.02
Construction Activities for 1 WGS at 
Refinery(3) 8.04 2.04 10.08 <0.1 4.68 2.76 

Total Construction Emissions per each 
WGS(3) 8.4 2.1 10.4 <0.1 4.7 2.8 

Construction Emissions for 3 Large WGS on Refinery Units  
(tons emitted during construction period) 

Total Construction Emissions 3 WGS Units 25.2 6.3 31.2 <1 14.1 8.4
(1) Reference:  SCAQMD 2007 
(2) Demolition activities include off-road construction equipment and on-road mobile source emissions and 

are estimated to occur for one month (20 working days) 
(3) Construction activities include off-road construction equipment and on-road mobile source emissions 

and are estimated to occur for a total of 16 months (20 working days per month), with 8 months at peak 
construction activities and 8 months at 50 percent of peak construction activities. 

 
 
The assumption that constructing three refinery WGS units under Rule 11-18 is likely a 
conservative assumption for the following reasons.  According to the staff report, if 
adopted, Rule 11-18 would require preparation of new, or revisions to existing HRAs at 
affected facilities using OEHHA’s 2015 HRA Guideline Revisions.  Depending on the 
complexity of facility operations and the number of TAC emissions sources, preparation 
of new, or revisions to existing HRAs would likely be completed, evaluated, and approved 
over different time periods.  If it is determined that affected facilities exceed the health risk 
requirements in Rule 11-18 and a decision is made to install a WGS, then it would likely 
take months or years to provide engineering specifications, acquire financing, purchase and 
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deliver the necessary equipment, complete Air District permit evaluations, and undergo 
any necessary environmental analyses.   
 
3.2.4.1.4 Summary of Construction Emission Impacts 
 
As demonstrated in the subsections above, construction and installation of some types of 
air pollution control technologies would not necessarily be expected to result in significant 
adverse construction air quality impacts.  For example, replacing existing diesel ICEs with 
Tier 4 ICEs or retrofitting diesel ICEs with DPFs would result in few construction activities 
or related emissions, as construction activities would be limited to a single day.  However, 
the construction of other equipment would require a more substantial amount of 
construction equipment and generate more construction emissions.  Table 3.2-20 
summarizes the potential construction emissions and the potential overlap of construction 
activities.  While the actual construction activities that may occur under Rule 11-18, it is 
reasonable to assume that the construction of a number of facilities would overlap as there 
are hundreds of facilities that would be affected by Rule 11-18.  As shown in Table 3.2-20, 
construction activities are likely expected to result in potentially significant increases in 
NOx.  It should also be noted, that some facility modifications are not expected to generate 
any substantial construction emissions, e.g., enhanced inspection/monitoring activities, 
replacing fugitive components, process improvements, or material substitutions.  
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TABLE 3.2-20 
 

Worst-Case Construction Emissions Under Rule 11-18 
 

ACTIVITY ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5
Construction Emissions Per Unit Under Rule 11-18 (lbs/day) 

Diesel ICE Replacements 1 ICEs 0.88 4.73 4.77 <0.01 1.02 1.00
Diesel ICE Retrofits 1 ICEs 0.27 1.32 2.36 <0.01 0.08 0.06
1 Non-Refinery WGS, Baghouse, or ESP 2.96 15.23 17.99 0.10 2.69 2.44
1 Carbon Adsorption Unit or Thermal Oxidizer 3.27 10.84 16.53 0.01 2.22 2.01
1 Enclosure 1.56 14.08 17.61 0.04 1.54 1.20
Refinery WGS 17 67 84 <1 39 23
Potential Overlapping Emissions 25.94 113.2 143.26 1.15 46.55 29.71
Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54
Significant? No -- Yes -- No No

Potential Overlapping Construction Emissions Under Rule 11-18 
(lbs/day) 

10 Diesel ICE Replacements 8.8 47.3 47.7 0.1 10.02 10.0
10 Diesel ICE Retrofits  2.74 13.2 23.2 0.01 0.80 0.58
10 Non-Refinery WGS, Baghouse, or ESP 29.6 152.3 179.9 1.0 26.9 24.4
5 Carbon Adsorption Unit or Thermal Oxidizer 16.35 54.25 82.65 0.05 11.1 10.05
3 Enclosures 4.68 42.23 52.82 0.13 4.62 3.60
3 Refinery WGSs 51 201 252 1 117 69
Total Potential Overlapping Emissions (lbs/day) 113.71 510.28 638.27 2.29 170.44 117.63
Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54 
Significant? Yes -- Yes -- Yes Yes 

Potential Overlapping Construction Emissions Under Rule 11-18 
(tons per year) 

10 Diesel ICE Replacements 0.004 0.024 0.024 0 0.005 0.005
10 Diesel ICE Retrofits  0.001 0.007 0.012 0 0.001 0.001
10 Non-Refinery WGS, Baghouse or ESP) 1.44 7.42 8.77 0.05 1.31 1.20
5 Carbon Adsorption Units or Thermal Oxidizers 0.8 2.64 4.03 0 0.54 0.49
3 Enclosures 0.56 5.05 6.31 0.01 0.55 0.43
3 Refinery WGS 6.3 25.2 31.2 <1 14.1 8.4
Total Potential Overlapping Emissions (tons/year) 2.81 15.14 19.15 0.06 2.41 2.13

 
 
Conclusion:  Based on the construction emissions in Tables 3.2-20, it is concluded that 
construction air quality impacts associated with ROG, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 would be 
significant.  Construction emissions, however, are temporary as construction emissions 
would cease following completion of construction activities. Mitigation measures for 
construction impacts are addressed in Section 3.2.5 
 
3.2.4.2  Potential Criteria Pollutant Impacts During Operation 
 
The net effect of implementing Rule 11-18 is to reduce cancer and non-cancer health risks 
by reducing TAC emissions from regulated sources.  However, some control technologies 
have the potential to generate secondary or indirect air quality impacts as part of the control 
process.  Table 3.2-21 lists all the identified air pollution control technologies that may be 
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used to comply with future regulatory requirements under Rule 11-18, as well as potential 
secondary or indirect operational air quality impacts associated with some types of air 
pollution control technologies.  Those air pollution control technologies in Table 3.2-21 
where no direct or indirect operational air quality impacts were identified are not discussed 
further.  The remaining air pollution control technologies that have the potential to generate 
secondary or indirect operational air quality impacts will be evaluated further in the 
following subsections.   
 

TABLE 3.2-21 
 

Potential Operational Air Quality Impacts from 
Installing Air Pollution Control Equipment  

 

Potential Control 
Technology 

Air Quality Impacts 
Analyzed 
Further? 

Enclosures None identified No
Diesel Particulate Filter Slight NO2 increase from regenerating filter Yes 
Replace Old Diesel ICEs with 
New Diesel ICEs 

None identified by any sources during technology 
review No 

Baghouse with HEPA Filters None identified 
(IFC, 2007 & STAPPA /ALAPCO, 2000) No 

Carbon Adsorption Combustion emissions from regenerating spent 
carbon Yes 

Catalyst Oxidization None identified by any sources during technology 
review No 

Thermal Oxidizer Potential increase in combustion emissions Yes 

Wet Gas Scrubber Slight increase in TAC, minor indirect mobile 
source emission increases Yes 

Electrostatic Precipitator (Wet 
and Dry ESPs) None identified (STAPPA /ALAPCO, 2000) No 

Process Improvements None identified No
Product Substitution None identified No
Enhanced 
Monitoring/Component 
Replacement 

None identified No 

 
 
The following analyses of potential operational secondary air quality impacts from the 
proposed project include the following assumption; it is assumed that no additional 
employees would be needed to operate any new or modified air pollution control 
equipment, so the existing work force at each affected facility is expected to be sufficient.  
As such, no workers’ commute trip emissions are anticipated for the operation of the new 
or modified air pollution control equipment. 
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3.2.4.2.1 Diesel Particulate Filters  
 
Use of DPFs may result in a slight increase in directly emitted NOx during the regeneration 
of passive DPFs.  In response to this undesirable effect, DPF manufacturers have improved 
their efforts to overcome increased NOx production by using other catalytic formulations 
or lowering the precious metal content of the traps.  One DPF manufacturer has recently 
developed an improved DPF system capable of reducing PM emissions by at least 85 
percent while also limiting NOx emissions to 25 percent compared to NOx emissions 
without a DPF.  Limited test data for newer designs indicate that DPFs can reduce NOx 
emissions by six to ten percent, so overall there may be a small, but less than significant 
increase in NOx emissions and with some models there may be a net reduction in NOx 
emissions from operation of the filter.  The net air quality effect of using DPFs is concluded 
to be neutral. 
 
3.2.4.2.2 New Diesel Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs)  
 
Diesel Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs) are often used to provide electricity in certain 
areas of a facility, used as a backup source of electricity in the event of a power outage, or 
to operate equipment in areas of a facility with no other power source.  Diesel ICE’s can 
be a substantial source of emissions, including diesel particulate matter emissions (which 
are carcinogenic TACs) from a facility depending on its age and frequency of use.  A 
common way to reduce TAC emissions from a facility would be to replace existing diesel 
ICEs with new diesel ICEs.  Over the past several decades, emission limits for diesel ICEs 
have been established and modified.  Initial emission limits for ICEs were for engines 
referred to as Tier 1 ICEs.  ICEs compliant with current emission limits are known as Tier 
4 ICEs.  Tier 4 ICEs are more efficient than Tier 1 ICEs and emit less pollutants.  Facilities 
could comply with Rule 11-18 by replacing older ICEs (e.g., Tier 1) with new Tier 4 ICEs.  
Table 3.2-22 shows the estimated emission reductions associated with the use of Tier 4 
engines as compared to Tier 1 engines.   
 

TABLE 3.2-22 
 

Emission Reductions Associated with New Diesel ICEs 
Pounds per Horsepower-Hour(1) 

 

Engine Tier CO VOC NOx PM 

175-750 Hp Diesel ICE 
Tier 1 8.5 1 6.9 0.4 
Tier 4 2.6 0.14 0.3 0.015 
Reduction 69% 86% 96% 96% 

750+ Hp Diesel ICE 
Tier 1 8.5 1 6.9 0.4 
Tier 4 2.6 0.14 0.5 0.022 
Reduction 69% 86% 93% 95% 

(1) Based on 40 CFR Part 89 and 1039 
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Based on the above information and depending on the engine size, replacing older existing 
diesel ICEs with newer diesel ICEs, would result in an estimated reduction of 69 percent 
of CO, 86 percent reduction in VOC, 93-96 percent reduction in NOx, and 95-96 percent 
reduction in PM.  Therefore, replacing existing diesel ICEs with new diesel ICEs is not 
expected to generate significant adverse operational air quality impacts.   
 
3.2.4.2.3 Carbon Adsorption  
 
Carbon adsorption equipment was identified as one of the control technologies that could 
be used to reduce cancer and non-cancer health risks by reducing TAC emissions at sewage 
treatment facilities.  The initial control efficiency of carbon adsorption equipment is 
extremely high, but as the activated carbon becomes saturated with organic material over 
time, control efficiency drops until breakthrough occurs.  When breakthrough occurs, the 
saturated carbon must be removed and either disposed of or regenerated and the solvent 
recovered, or removed and destroyed. 
 
Carbon Adsorbers (activated carbon) is a form of carbon processed to have small, low-
volume pores that increase the surface area available for adsorption or chemical reactions.  
Adsorption is the attachment or adhesion of atoms, ions and molecules (adsorbates) from 
a gaseous, liquid or solution medium onto the surface of an adsorbent.  Similar to thermal 
oxidizers, carbon adsorption could be used to control ROG emissions and TACs.  Carbon 
adsorption could generate emissions from regeneration of spent carbon.   
 
Regenerating spent carbon typically requires a combustion source using natural gas as the 
combustion fuel to heat the regenerant and/or to heat the carbon beds.  Only 15 percent of 
the carbon bed volume collects toxic ROG emissions and a typical carbon bed is sized to 
reduce ROG emissions by approximately 55 pounds per day.  Based on these two 
characteristics, a typical carbon bed size is assumed to be approximately 400 pounds 
(55/0.15 = 400).  The projected natural gas fuel use is 5.5 standard cubic feet (scf) of natural 
gas per pound of carbon (SCAQMD, 2016).  The carbon bed is assumed to be regenerated 
one time per month for most facilities.  The amount of natural gas required per year is 
estimated to be 0.0264 million standard cubic feet (mmscf) [(400 lbs C) x (5.5 scf/lb C per 
regen) x (12 regen/yr) = 26,400 scf/yr]. 
 
The operational emissions associated with the installation of 5 carbon adsorption units are 
summarized in Table 3.2-23.   
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TABLE 3.2-23 
 

Estimated Operational Emissions Impacts from Carbon Adsorption Regeneration 
 

Pollutant ROG CO NOx SOx  PM10 PM2.5 

Carbon Adsorption Regeneration 

Emission Factor(1)(lb/mmscf) 7.00 35 130 0.83 7.50 7.50
Annual Fuel Use (mmscf) 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264
Peak Daily Emissions (lbs/day)(2) 0.0154 0.0770 0.2860 0.0018 0.0165 0.0165 
Annual Emissions (1 unit) 
(tons/day) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

Daily Emissions 5 Units (lbs/day) 0.77 0.385 1.43 0.009 0.083 0.083 
Annual Emissions 5 units 
(tons/day year) 0.14 0.07 0.26 <0.01 0.02 0.02 

(1) Default SCAQMD AER Emission factors for external natural gas fired source.  No additional 
BAAQMD Rule restriction on CO and NOx emissions since the regeneration could take place out 
of state. 

(2) Assumes 1 regen in the peak day. 
 
 
As shown in Table 3.2-23, regenerating spent carbon used in carbon adsorption units would 
result in a net increase in criteria pollutant emissions.  Since it is expected that carbon 
adsorption units would operate every day, daily and annual emissions from all units would 
be additive.   
 
3.2.4.2.4 Thermal Oxidizers 
 
It is expected that thermal oxidizers could be used to control TAC emissions primarily at 
landfills and sewage treatment facilities.  It is unlikely that landfills, also referred to as 
solid waste disposal sites, would install additional control such as thermal oxidizers 
because they are currently stringently regulated by Rule 8-34.  Similarly, it is unlikely 
refinery operators would have to install additional controls for their wastewater collection 
systems because they are stringently regulated pursuant to Rule 8-8.  Therefore, it is 
assumed that installation of thermal oxidizers would occur at sewage treatment facilities. 
 
To quantify air quality impacts from the operation of thermal oxidizers, it is assumed they 
operate using three million British thermal unit (mmBtu) natural gas burners.  The 
operational emissions associated with operation of one thermal oxidizer are summarized in 
Table 3.2-24.   
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TABLE 3.2-24 
 

Potential Operational Air Quality Impacts from Thermal Oxidizers 
 

Pollutant ROG CO(1) NOx (2) SOx PM10 PM2.5
Emission factor in lb/mmscf (3) 7.00 0.30 0.04 0.60 7.50 7.50
Heater Duty mmbtu/hr 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Heating Value (btu/scf) 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050
Operational time hr/day 8.0 8.0� 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Daily Emissions lb/day 0.16 7.10 0.88 0.01 0.17 0.17
Emissions tons/yr 0.03 1.30 0.16 0.00 0.03 0.03
10 Facilities Emissions lb/day 1.6 71.0 8.80 0.1 1.7 1.7
10 Facilities Emissions tons/yr 0.29 12.96 1.61 0.02 0.31 0.31

Source: Detailed calculations can be found in BAAQMD, 2016, Appendix A. 
(1) Based on 400 ppm 
(2) Based on 30 ppm 
(3) Default emission factors for natural gas combustion for external combustion sources.  SCAQMD Annual 

Emissions Reporting. 
 
As shown in Table 3.2-24, operating thermal oxidizers would create criteria pollutant 
emissions during operation.  Since it is expected that thermal oxidizers would operate every 
day at sewage treatment facilities, daily and annual emissions from all units would be 
additive.   
 
3.2.4.2.5 Wet Gas Scrubbers  
 
Although the main effect of installing air pollution control equipment is reducing 
emissions, some types of control equipment require delivery of materials that are a 
necessary part of the pollution control process.  For example, WGS operations require a 
delivery of fresh catalyst and caustic solution on a daily basis. Therefore, indirect emissions 
occur from trucks delivering supplies (i.e., fresh catalyst and caustic solution to refill the 
storage tanks) on a regular basis is expected.   
 
Depending on the size and configuration of the WGS, the sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
caustic solution used in the WGS would likely need to be delivered one time per week or 
a little over 50 additional delivery truck trips per year per unit.   For example, catalyst and 
caustic solutions are typically used in relatively small amounts per day.  The use of NaOH 
(50 percent solution, by weight) caustic in a WGS unit could occur at facilities that already 
use and store NAOH caustic for other purposes, typically in one 10,000-gallon storage 
tank.  Otherwise, the facility operator would need to construct a new NAOH caustic storage 
tank and ancillary piping and other associated equipment.   
  
Truck trips transporting the catalyst/caustic or ammonia solutions would occur relatively 
infrequently.  Further, a single truck’s emissions while delivering caustic solutions from 
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San Jose to Benicia3, for example, would be very low, a few pounds per day at most.  As 
shown in Table 3.2-25, indirect mobile source emissions from transporting the 
catalyst/caustic would be low.   
 

TABLE 3.2-25 
 

Delivery Truck Emissions 
 

Material 
Number 
of Truck 

Trips 

Estimated 
Trip Length 
(round-trip 

miles) 

Pollutants 

CO ROG NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5

Operational Emissions Per Facility (lbs/day)
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Unit 2 120 0.26 0.06 1.84 0.02 0.04 0.02

Operational Emissions Per Facility (Tons/year)
Caustic/catalyst for WGS Unit 104 120 0.01 0.003 0.10 0.00 0.002 0.001

Peak Operational Emissions Multiple Facilities (lbs/day)
Caustic/catalyst for 13 WGS Units 26 120 3.38 0.78 23.92 0.26 0.52 0.26

Peak Operational Emissions Multiple Facilities (Tons/year) 
Caustic/catalyst for 13 WGS Units 1,352 120 0.13 0.04 1.3 0.01 0.03 0.01

 
 
3.2.4.2.6 Conclusion 
 
As can be seen in Table 3.2-26, adopting Rule 11-18 would not produce operational 
emissions that exceed either the Air District’s daily or annual criteria pollutant significance 
thresholds.  ROG, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions would be less than the applicable 
significance threshold and, therefore, are concluded to be less than significant.   
 
It should be noted that in addition to the estimated emission increases associated with the 
operation of new air pollution control equipment under Rule 11-18, reduction in air 
emissions would also be expected.  Some of those reductions would be large, for example, 
a WGS, baghouse, or ESP would be expected to result in PM10/PM2.5 and TAC emission 
reductions.  However, it is not possible to estimate those emission reductions at this point 
until the sources that will be controlled are known, the type of air pollution control device 
has been identified, appropriate engineering analyses have been completed and so forth.  
Nonetheless the potential emission increases are expected to be either wholly or partially 
offset with emission decreases.   
 
  

                                                 
3  Review of caustic suppliers located a chemical supplier in San Jose.  The haul truck trip from San Jose to 

the Valero Refining Company in Benicia would likely represent a conservative trip length assumption 
because trip lengths to all other affected facilities would be shorter. 
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TABLE 3.2-26 
 

Worst-Case Operational Emissions Under Rule 11-18 
 

ACTIVITY ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5
Peak Operational Emissions Per Facility Under Rule 11-18 (lbs/day) 

Regenerating Spent Carbon  0.02 0.08 0.29 <0.01 0.02 0.02
Thermal Oxidizer 0.16 7.10 0.88 0.01 0.17 0.17
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Unit Truck Trips 0.06 0.26 1.84 0.02 0.04 0.02
Total Potential Overlapping Emissions 0.24 7.44 3.01 0.03 0.23 0.21
Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54
Significant? No -- No -- No No

Peak Operational Emissions for Multiple Facilities Under Rule 11-18 (lbs/day) 
Regenerating Spent Carbon  0.77 0.40 1.43 0.01 0.08 0.08
Thermal Oxidizer 1.6 71.0 8.80 0.1 1.7 1.7
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Unit Truck Trips 0.04 0.13 23.96 0.26 0.52 0.26
Total Potential Overlapping Emissions 2.41 71.23 34.19 0.37 2.3 2.04
Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54
Significant? No -- No -- No No

Annual Operational Emissions for 1 Facility (tons per year) 
Regenerating Spent Carbon <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Thermal Oxidizer 0.03 1.30 0.16 0.00 0.03 0.03
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Unit Truck Trips 0.003 0.01 0.10 0.00 <0.01 <0.01
Total Potential Overlapping Emissions 0.33 1.31 0.26 0 0.03 0.03

Worst-case Annual Operational Emissions for Multiple Facilities (tons per year) 
Regenerating Spent Carbon (5 Units)  0.14 0.07 0.26 <0.01 0.02 0.02
Thermal Oxidizers (10 Units) 0.29 12.96 1.61 0.02 0.31 0.31
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Truck Trips (13 Units) 0.04 0.13 1.3 0.01 0.03 0.01
Total Potential Overlapping Emissions 0.47 13.16 3.17 0.04 0.37 0.34
Significance Thresholds tons/year 10 None 10 None 15 10
Significant? No -- No -- No No

 
 
3.2.4.3  Potential Toxic Air Contaminant Impacts 
 
To comply with the risk or emission reduction requirements of Rule 11-18, WGS may be 
used.  For example, caustic is used in the operation of a WGS.  There are several types of 
caustic solutions that can be used in WGS operations, but NaOH (50 percent solution, by 
weight) is the one most commonly used.  NaOH is a TAC that is a non-cancerous, but an 
acutely hazardous substance (i.e., an acute reference exposure level has been established 
by the OEHHA).  NaOH emissions typically occur as a result of filling loss and the working 
loss of each NaOH tank, resulting in relatively low NaOH emissions.  Vapor balancing is 
expected to be used between the NaOH tank and the delivery truck to reduce filling losses.  
There would likely be a small incremental increase in risk because of the increased 
throughput of caustic through existing storage tanks but no expected change to the acute 1-
hour exposure.  However, if new storage tanks are needed there is a potential for a new 
TAC source at existing facilities. 
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The size of a new NaOH storage tank would vary depending on the size of the wet gas 
scrubber (i.e., the larger the wet gas scrubber the larger the storage tank).  The distance at 
which the groundlevel concentration would equal the acute reference exposure level for 
NaOH was determined to be approximately 33-53 feet from the NaOH tank depending on 
the size of the tank (the evaluation used 500 gallon and 10,000 gallon tanks, see Appendix 
B).  Any NaOH storage tanks would likely be located in the operating portions of facilities.  
Thus, the distance to the nearest sensitive receptor would likely be greater than 53 feet 
away such that substantial dispersion of any NaOH emission would occur and the acute 
reference exposure level would not be exceeded. 
 
Since it is likely that only one tank would be used to store the NaOH solution at each 
affected facility, working loss concentrations would not overlap.  As such, even with 
multiple NaOH storage tanks, it is not expected that working loss emissions would exceed 
the acute hazard indices.   
 
Further, an alternative to using NaOH as the caustic solution is sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) 
which is commonly known as soda ash, a non-toxic, non-cancerous, and nonhazardous 
substance.  This caustic does not have the potential to generate significant adverse TAC 
emission impacts.  For these reasons, it is unlikely that NaOH emissions would create 
significant adverse acute hazard impacts to any nearby sensitive receptors.  
 
It should be noted that in addition to the estimated TAC emission increases associated with 
the operation of new air pollution control equipment under Rule 11-18, a reduction in TAC 
emissions would also be expected.  However, it is not possible to estimate those emission 
reductions at this point until the sources that will be controlled are known, the type of air 
pollution control device has been identified, appropriate engineering analyses have been 
completed and so forth.  Nonetheless, air pollution control equipment installed to control 
TAC emissions as a result of the proposed rules is expected to result in a reduction in TAC 
emissions from affected facilities.   
 
3.2.4.4  Conclusion 
 
Based on the evaluation of those air pollution control technologies that would most likely 
be the used to reduce TAC emissions from affected facilities if required pursuant to Rule 
11-18, construction activities could generate ROG, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions that 
exceed the Air District’s construction significance threshold.  Therefore, construction air 
quality impacts are concluded to be significant.  The operation of air pollution control 
equipment and methodologies to control TAC emissions under Rule 11-18 are expected to 
be less than significant for NOx, ROG, PM10, PM2.5 and TAC emissions. 
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3.2.5 MITIGATION MEASURES 
 
3.2.5.1  Construction Mitigation Measures 
 
The proposed project is expected to have significant adverse air quality impacts during the 
construction phase.  Therefore, the following mitigation measures could be imposed 
through local land use permits for future projects comprised of installing air pollution 
control equipment that require local permits.  
 
A-1 Develop a Construction Emission Management Plan for each affected facility to 

minimize emissions from vehicles including, but not limited to:  consolidating truck 
deliveries; scheduling deliveries to avoid peak hour traffic conditions; describing 
truck routing; describing deliveries including logging delivery times; describing 
entry/exit points; identifying locations of parking; identifying construction 
schedule; and prohibiting truck idling in excess of five consecutive minutes or 
another timeframe as allowed by the California Code of Regulations, Title 13 §2485 
- CARB’s Airborne Toxic Control Measure to Limit Diesel-Fueled Commercial 
Motor Vehicle Idling.  The Construction Emission Management Plan shall be 
submitted to Air District staff for approval prior to the start of construction.  At a 
minimum, the Construction Emission Management Plan would include the 
following types of mitigation measures. 

 
On-Road Mobile Sources: 
 
A-2 The Emission Management Plan shall include measures to minimize emissions 

from vehicles including, but not limited to, consolidating truck deliveries, 
prohibiting truck idling in excess of five minutes as contract conditions with 
carriers and by posting signs onsite, specifying truck routing to minimize 
congestion emissions, specifying hours of delivery to avoid peak rush-hour traffic, 
allowing ingress/egress only at specified entry/exit points to avoid heavily 
congested traffic intersections and streets, and specifying allowable locations of 
onsite parking. 

 
Off-Road Mobile Sources: 
 
A-3 Prohibit construction equipment from idling longer than five minutes at the facility 

under consideration as contract conditions with construction companies and by 
posting signs onsite. 

 
A-4 Maintain construction equipment tuned up and with two- to four-degree retard 

diesel engine timing or tuned to manufacturer's recommended specifications that 
optimize emissions without nullifying engine warranties. 

 
A-5 The facility operator shall survey and document the locations of construction areas 

and identify all construction areas that are served by electricity.  This 
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documentation shall be provided as part of the Construction Emissions 
Management Plan.  Electric welders shall be used in all construction areas that are 
demonstrated to be served by electricity. 

 
A-6 The facility operator shall survey and document the locations of construction areas 

and identify all construction areas that are served by electricity.  This 
documentation shall be provided as part of the Construction Emissions 
Management Plan.  Onsite electricity rather than temporary power generators shall 
be used in all construction areas that are demonstrated to be served by electricity. 

 
A-7 If cranes are required for construction, cranes rated 200 hp or greater equipped with 

Tier 4 or equivalent engines shall be used.  Engines equivalent to Tier 4 may consist 
of Tier 3 engines retrofitted with diesel particulate filters and oxidation catalysts, 
selective catalytic reduction, or other equivalent NOx control equipment.  
Retrofitting cranes rated 200 hp or greater with PM and NOx control devices must 
occur before the start of construction.  If cranes rated 200 hp or greater equipped 
with Tier 4 engines are not available or cannot be retrofitted with PM and NOx 
control devices, the facility operator shall use cranes rated 200 hp or greater 
equipped with Tier 3 or equivalent engines.  The facility operator shall provide 
documentation in the Construction Emissions Management Plan or associated 
subsequent status reports as information becomes available that cranes rated 200 
hp or greater equipped with Tier 4 or equivalent engines are not available. 
 

A-8 For off-road construction equipment rated 50 to 200 hp that will be operating for 
eight hours or more, the facility operator shall use equipment rated 50 to 200 hp 
equipped with Tier 4 or equivalent engines.  Engines equivalent to Tier 4 may 
consist of Tier 3 engines retrofitted with diesel particulate filters and oxidation 
catalysts, selective catalytic reduction, or other equivalent NOx control equipment.  
Retrofitting equipment rated 50 to 200 hp with PM and NOx control devices must 
occur before the start of construction.  If equipment rated 50 to 200 hp equipped 
with Tier 4 engines is not available or cannot be retrofitted with PM and NOx 
control devices, the facility operator shall use equipment rated 50 to 200 hp 
equipped with Tier 3 or equivalent engines.  The facility operator shall provide 
documentation in the Construction Emissions Management Plan or associated 
subsequent status reports as information becomes available that equipment rated 50 
to 200 hp equipped with Tier 4 or equivalent engines are not available. 

 
3.2.5.1.1 Remaining Construction Impacts 
 
In spite of implementing the construction air quality mitigation measures above, it is 
concluded that the installation of two or more types of air pollution control equipment 
concurrently would continue to exceed the applicable construction air quality significance 
thresholds and, therefore, remain significant. 
 
3.2.5.2  Operation Mitigation Measures 
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Air quality impacts during operation are considered to be less than significant, therefore, 
no mitigation measures are required.   
 
3.2.6 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 
 
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15130(a), “An EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a 
project when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable, as defined in 
section 15065 (a)(3). Where a lead agency is examining a project with an incremental effect 
that is not “cumulatively considerable,” a lead agency need not consider that effect 
significant, but shall briefly describe its basis for concluding that the incremental effect is 
not cumulatively considerable.  Further, CEQA Guidelines §15130 requires that an EIR 
reflect the severity of the cumulative impacts from a proposed project and their likelihood 
of occurrence, but the discussion need not provide as great detail as is provided for the 
effects attributable to the project alone. The discussion should be guided by standards of 
practicality and reasonableness.  Cumulative impacts are defined by CEQA as “two or 
more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which 
compound or increase other environmental impacts” (CEQA Guidelines, §15355).   
Cumulative impacts are further described as follows: 
 

 The individual effects may be changes resulting from a single project or a number 
of separate projects. (State CEQA Guidelines §15355(a). 

 
 The cumulative impacts from several projects are the changes in the environment 

which result from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely 
related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects. Cumulative 
impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant projects 
taking place over a period of time (CEQA Guidelines, §15355(b)). 

 
 A “cumulative impact” consists of an impact that is created as a result of the 

combination of the project evaluated in the EIR together with other projects causing 
related impacts.  An EIR should not discuss impacts which do not result in part 
from the project evaluated in the EIR.  (CEQA Guidelines, §15130(a)(1)). 

 
With regard to related projects or projects with related environmental impacts, because the 
proposed project consists of promulgating Rule 11-18, related projects would consist of 
other past, present, and probable future District rules and regulations, as well as 
implementing control measures in the 2017 Clean Air Plan control measures.   
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3.2.6.1  Criteria Air Pollutants 
 
3.2.6.1.1 Construction Air Quality Impacts 
 
In the analysis of construction air quality impacts, it was concluded that air quality impacts 
from construction activities would be significant from implementing the proposed project 
because the potential overlap in construction activities for moderately-sized pieces of air 
pollution control equipment would likely exceed the applicable NOx significance 
thresholds for construction air quality impacts.  Further, it was concluded that, even after 
implementing mitigation measures, construction air quality impacts would continue to 
exceed the applicable significance thresholds for construction.  Thus, the ROG, NOx, 
PM10 and PM2.5 air quality impacts due to construction are considered to be cumulatively 
considerable pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15064 (h)(1) and therefore, generate 
significant adverse cumulative construction air quality impacts.  It should be noted, 
however, that the air quality analysis is a conservative, "worst-case" analysis so the actual 
construction impacts are not expected to be as great as estimated here.  Further, the 
construction activities are temporary and would be terminated once any future construction 
activities are completed. 
 
3.2.6.1.2 Operational Air Quality Impacts 
 
As noted above, implementing Rule 11-18 is not expected to generate significant adverse 
project-specific air quality impacts.  As a result, air quality impacts from Rule 11-18 are 
not considered to be cumulatively considerable pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15064 
(h)(1).  As discussed above, in addition to the estimated emission increases associated with 
the operation of new air pollution control equipment under Rule 11-18, reductions in air 
emissions would also be expected, some of which are potentially large.  However, it is not 
possible to estimate those emission reductions at this point until the sources that will be 
controlled are known, the type of air pollution control device has been identified, 
appropriate engineering analyses have been completed and so forth.  Nonetheless the 
potential emission increases are expected to be either wholly or partially offset with 
emission decreases. 
 
As described in the EIR for the Clean Air Plan (BAAQMD, 2017), air quality within the 
Bay Area has improved since 1955 when the Air District was created and is projected to 
continue to improve. This improvement is mainly due to lower-polluting on-road motor 
vehicles, more stringent regulation of industrial sources, and the implementation of 
emission reduction strategies by the Air District. This trend towards cleaner air has 
occurred in spite of continued population growth.  The Air District is in attainment of the 
State and federal ambient air quality standards for CO, NOx, and SO2. 
 
However, the Bay Area is designated as a non-attainment area for the federal and state 8-
hour ozone standard. The State 8-hour standard was exceeded on 12 days in 2015 in the 
Air District, most frequently in the Eastern District (Livermore, Patterson Pass, and San 
Ramon) (see Table 3.2-2). The federal 8-hour standard was exceeded on 12 days in 2015. 
The Air District is unclassified for the federal 24-hour PM10 standard and is non-
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attainment with the State 24-hour PM10 standard. Since the District is not in attainment 
for the federal and state ozone standard, the state 24-hour PM10 standard, and the federal 
24-hour PM2.5 standard, past projects and activities have contributed to the nonattainment 
air quality impacts that are cumulatively significant.  
 
The 2017 Clean Air Plan contains numerous control measures that the District intends to 
impose to improve overall air quality in the District.  Control measures in the 2017 Clean 
Air Plan included Rule 11-18 as well as a number of other control measures to control 
emissions from stationary sources.  The 2017 Clean Air Plan is expected to result in overall 
reductions in VOC, NOx, SOx, and PM emissions, providing an air quality benefit 
(BAAQMD, 2017).  As reported in the Final EIR for the 2017 Air Plan, large emission 
reductions are expected from implementation of the 2017 Plan including reductions in 
ROG emissions of 1,596 tons/year; NOx emissions of 2,929 tons/year, SOx emissions of 
2,590 tons/year, and PM2.5 emissions of 503 tons/year (see Table 3.2-21 of the Final EIR, 
BAAQMD 2017).  These emission reductions are expected to help the Bay Area come into 
compliance or attainment with the federal and state 8-hour ozone standard, the federal and 
state PM10 standards, the federal 24-hour PM2.5 standards, and the state 24-hour PM2.5 
standard, providing both air quality and public health benefits. The proposed Rule 11-18 is 
not expected to result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to the existing air quality.  
Emission reductions from the 2017 Plan are expected to far outweigh any potential 
secondary emission increases associated with implementation of the control measures in 
the 2017 Plan (including Rule 11-18), providing a beneficial impact on air quality and 
public health. 
 
3.2.6.2  Toxic Air Contaminants 
 
It was concluded for the analysis of TAC air quality impacts, that TAC emissions from 
operation of WGS units would be minor and less than significant.  Because operational 
TAC emissions do not exceed the applicable cancer and non-cancer health risk significance 
thresholds, they are not considered to be cumulatively considerable (CEQA Guidelines 
§15064 (h)(1)) and, therefore are not expected to generate significant adverse cumulative 
cancer and non-cancer health risk impacts.  In addition, reductions in TAC emissions would 
be expected due to implementation of Rule 11-18, but those emission reductions and the 
related health risk benefits cannot be estimated at this time. 
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3.3 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
 
This subchapter of the EIR evaluates the potential greenhouse gas (GHG) impacts associated 
with implementation of Rule 11-18, which would reduce exposure to TAC emissions from a 
number of stationary sources within the Bay Area.   
 
As discussed in the Initial Study, implementation of Rule 11-18 would reduce risk from facilities 
that emit toxic air contaminants throughout the Bay Area.  However, certain risk reduction 
measures have the potential to increase emissions of other pollutants, such as GHGs and criteria 
pollutants.  Adverse impacts include increased GHG emissions associated with construction 
activities and combustion sources from certain types of air pollution control equipment.  The 
NOP/IS (see Appendix A) determined that potential GHG impacts associated with 
implementation of the proposed new rules are potentially significant.  Project-specific and 
cumulative adverse GHG impacts associated with the proposed new rules have been evaluated in 
Chapter 3.3 of this EIR. 
 
Global climate change refers to changes in average climatic conditions on the earth as a whole, 
including: temperature, wind patterns, precipitation and storms.  Global warming, a related 
concept, is the observed increase in the average temperature of the earth’s surface and 
atmosphere.  One identified cause of global warming is an increase of GHGs in the atmosphere.  
The six major GHGs identified by the Kyoto Protocol are CO2, methane (CH4), nitrous oxide 
(N2O), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), haloalkanes (HFCs), and perfluorocarbons (PFCs).  Although 
not included among the Kyoto Six GHGs, black carbon, a key component of fine PM, has been 
identified as a potent agent of climate change.  Black carbon is the third largest GHG in the Bay 
Area on a carbon dioxide equivalence (CO2e) basis.  Diesel engines and wood-burning are key 
sources of black carbon in the Bay Area.   
 
The GHGs absorb longwave radiant energy reflected by the earth, which warms the atmosphere.  
GHGs also radiate longwave radiation both upward to space and back down toward the surface 
of the earth.  The downward part of this longwave radiation absorbed by the atmosphere is 
known as the "greenhouse effect."   
 
While the cumulative impact of GHG emissions is global, the geographic scope of this 
cumulative impact analysis is the State of California.  The analysis of GHG emissions is a 
different analysis than for criteria pollutants for the following reasons.  For criteria pollutants, 
significance thresholds are based on daily emissions because attainment or non-attainment is 
typically based on daily exceedances of applicable ambient air quality standards.  Further, the 
ambient air quality standards for criteria pollutants are based on relatively short-term exposure 
effects to human health, e.g., one-hour and eight-hour.  Using the half-life of CO2, 100 years, for 
example, the effects of GHGs are longer-term, affecting the global climate over a relatively long 
time frame.   
 
It is the increased accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere that may result in global climate 
change.  Climate change involves complex interactions and changing likelihoods of diverse 
impacts.  Due to the complexity of conditions and interactions affecting global climate change, it 
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is not possible to predict the specific impact, if any, attributable to GHG emissions associated 
with a single project, which is why GHG emission impacts are considered to be a cumulative 
impact.   
 
Emissions of GHGs, especially combustion of fossil fuels for energy, transportation, and 
manufacturing, contribute to warming of the atmosphere that may cause rapid changes in the 
way a number different types of ecosystems typically function.  For example, in some regions, 
changing precipitation or acceleration of melting snow and ice are altering hydrological systems, 
affecting water resources in terms of quantity and quality.  Melting glaciers and polar ice sheets 
are expected to contribute to sea level rise.  Rising sea levels are expected to contribute to an 
increase in coastal flooding events. 
 
A warmer atmosphere could also contribute to chemical reactions increasing the formation of 
ground-level ozone.  Ozone is a well-known lung irritant and a major trigger of respiratory 
problems like asthma attacks.  Local changes in temperature and rainfall could alter the 
distribution of some waterborne illnesses and disease vectors.  For example, warmer freshwater 
makes it easier for pathogens to grow and contaminate drinking water. 
 
Potential health effects from global climate change may arise from temperature increases, 
climate-sensitive diseases, extreme events, and air quality.  There may be direct temperature 
effects through increases in average temperature leading to more extreme heat waves and less 
extreme cold spells.  Those living in warmer climates are likely to experience more stress and 
heat-related problems (i.e., heat rash and heat stroke).  In addition, climate sensitive diseases 
may increase, such as those spread by mosquitoes and other disease carrying insects.  Those 
diseases include malaria, dengue fever, yellow fever, and encephalitis.  Extreme events such as 
flooding and hurricanes can displace people and agriculture, which would have negative 
consequences.  Drought in some areas may increase, which would decrease water and food 
availability.  Global climate change may also exacerbate air quality problems from increased 
frequency of exceeding criteria pollutant ambient air quality standards. 
 
This chapter analyzes how implementation of Rule 11-18 may contribute to global climate 
change through increased GHG emissions.   
 
3.3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
There are dozens of GHGs, but a subset of these gases are the primary agents of climate change.  
The six major GHGs identified by the Kyoto Protocol plus black carbon are the GHGs 
considered in this EIR. 
   

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is released to the atmosphere when fossil fuels (oil, gasoline, 
diesel, natural gas, and coal), solid waste, and wood or wood products are burned. 
 
Methane (CH4) is emitted during the production and transport of coal, natural gas, and 
oil.  Methane emissions also result from the decomposition of organic waste in municipal 
solid waste landfills and the raising of livestock. 
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Nitrous oxide (N2O) is emitted during agricultural and industrial activities, as well as 
during combustion of solid waste and fossil fuels. 
 
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride 
(SF6), are generated by a variety of industrial processes.  Emissions of these fluorinated 
gases (F-gases) are small on a mass basis, but they are potent agents of climate change on 
a per unit basis. 
 
Black Carbon: Although not included among the Kyoto Six GHGs, black carbon is a 
key component of fine particulate matter and has been identified as a potent agent of 
climate change.  Black carbon is the third largest GHG in the Bay Area on a CO2-
equivalent basis.  Diesel engines and wood-burning are key sources of black carbon in 
the Bay Area.  Since exposure to fine PM has a wide range of health impacts, reducing 
emissions of black carbon will provide important public health co-benefits. 

 
Table 3.3-1 shows atmospheric lifespan, 20-year and 100-year GWP values, and key emission 
sources for the GHGs.   
 
An emissions inventory is a detailed estimate of the amount of air pollutants discharged into the 
atmosphere of a given area by various emission sources during a specific time period.  The 
emission inventory in Table 3.3-2 focuses on GHG emissions due to human activities in the State 
of California.  In 2015, total GHG emissions were 440.4 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent 
(MMTCO2e), a decrease of 5.7 MMTCO2e compared to 2010.  
 

TABLE 3.3-1 
 

Greenhouse Gases Addressed in the 2016 Plan 
 

Greenhouse Gas 
Atmospheric 

Lifespan 

GWP * 
(20-year 

timeframe) 

GWP * 
(100-year 

timeframe) 
Key Emissions Sources 

Carbon dioxide 
(CO2) 

20-200 years 1 1 Fossil fuel combustion 

Nitrous oxide 
(N2O) 114 years 268 298 Motor vehicles, agriculture, 

water treatment, composting

Methane  (CH4) 12 years 86 34 
Natural gas production & 
distribution, solid waste 
disposal, ranching, dairies 

Hydrofluorocarbons 
(HFCs) 

1.5 to 264 
years 506 to 6,940 138 to 8,060 Refrigeration, air conditioning 

Perfluorocarbons 
(PFCs) 

3,000 years or 
more 6,500 6,500 Semiconductor manufacturing 

Sulfur Hexafluoride 
(SF6) 

3,200 years 17,500 23,500 Electricity grid losses 

Black Carbon** Days to weeks 3,235 900 Diesel engines, wood-burning
* The GWP values in Table 3.3-1 are taken from the IPCC 5th Assessment Report (AR5), with the exception of black carbon. 
** The black carbon values are based on from US EPA report on black carbon: https://www3.epa.gov/blackcarbon/2012report/Chapter2.pdf    
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TABLE 3.3-2 
 

California Greenhouse Gas Emission and Sinks Summary 
(million metric tons CO2e) 

 
Categories Included in the Inventory 2004 2010 2014 
ENERGY 427.7 379.1 365.60
   Fuel Combustion Activities 420.32 371.19 356.88
      Energy Industries 172.76 144.85 132.93
      Manufacturing Industries & Construction 19.52 18.72 19.98
      Transport 181.67 162.07 163.64
      Other Sectors 46.37 45.55 40.33
   Fugitive Emissions from Fuels 7.36 7.87 8.68
      Solid Fuels 0.04 0.02 0.01
      Oil and Natural Gas 6.10 6.68 7.51
      Geothermal Energy Production 1.12 1.10 1.15
      Pollution Control Devices 0.11 0.06 0.00
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES & PRODUCT USE 21.3 23.5 32.5
   Mineral Industry 6.11 3.49 5.23
   Chemical Industry 0.05 0.05 0.03
   Metal Industry 0.07 0.07 0.05
   Non-Energy Products from Fuels & Solvent Use 2.06 1.91 1.90
   Electronics Industry 0.35 0.20 0.26
   Product Uses as Substitutes for Ozone Depleting Substances 7.95 13.20 18.37
   Other Product Manufacture & Use Other 1.39 1.20 1.39
   Other 3.31 3.36 5.26
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, & OTHER LAND USE 30.7 33.2 31.7
   Livestock 20.81 24.00 23.25
   Aggregate Sources & Non-CO2 Emissions Sources on Land 9.84 9.23 8.42
WASTE 9.5 10.3 10.6
   Solid Waste Disposal 7.42 8.11 8.40
   Biological Treatment of Solid Waste 0.18 0.26 0.33
   Wastewater Treatment & Discharge 1.91 1.93 1.90
Included California Emissions 489.1 446.1 440.4

Source:   2017 Edition California GHG Inventory for 2000-2015 by IPCC (CARB, 2017) 
 
 
Table 3.3-3 presents the GHG emission inventory by major source categories in calendar year 
2015, as identified in the Air District’s 2017 Air Plan (BAAQMD, 2017).  Transportation 
sources generate approximately 40 percent of the total GHG emissions in the District.  The 
remaining 60 percent of the total District GHG emissions are from stationary and area sources. 
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TABLE 3.3-3 
 

2015 BAAQMD Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventory 
(metric tons of CO2e) 

 

Source Category 
CO2, CH4, N2O, 
HFC/PFC, SF6 Black Carbon  

Total Emissions 
(CO2e) 

Transportation 35,040,000 770,000 35,810,000
     On-road 30,480,000 310,000 30,790,000
     Off-road 4,560,000 460,000 5,020,000
Electricity/Co-Generation 15,790,000 130,000 15,920,000
     Co-Generation 6,790,000 90,000 6,880,000
     Electricity Generation 6,210,000 40,000 6,250,000
     Electricity Imports 2,790,000 - 2,790,000
Buildings 9,870,000 400,000 10,270,000
     Residential Fuel Usage 6,460,000 220,000 6,680,000
     Commercial Fuel Usage 3,410,000 180,000 3,590,000
Stationary Sources 20,840,000 340,000 21,180,000
     Oil Refineries 14,240,000 210,000 14,450,000
     General Fuel Usage 5,880,000 130,000 6,010,000
     Fugitive/Process Emissions 720,000 4,000 724,000
Waste Management 2,480,000 23,000 2,503,000
     Landfills 2,050,000 22,000 2,072,000
     Composting/POTWs 430,000 1,000 431,000
High-GWP Gases 2,790,000 - 2,790,000
     HFCs and PFCs 2,740,000 - 2,740,000
     SF6 50,000 - 50,000
Agriculture 1,180,000 170,000 1,350,000
     Agricultural Equipment 180,000 43,000 223,000
     Animal Waste 720,000 16,000 736,000
     Soil Management 270,000 1,000 271,000
     Biomass Burning 10,000 110,000 120,000
Total Emissions 87,990,000 1,833,000 89,823,000

Source: BAAQMD, 2017 
 
 
The emission inventory in Table 3.3-3 focuses on GHG emissions projections due to human 
activities only, and compiles emission estimates that result from industrial, commercial, 
transportation, domestic, forestry, and agriculture activities in the San Francisco Bay Area region 
of California.  The GHG emission inventory reports direct emissions generated from sources 
within the District.  The report does not include indirect emissions, for example, a source using 
electricity has no direct emissions because emissions are emitted at the power plants.  Emissions 
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of CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF6 are estimated using the most current activity and 
emission factor data from various sources.  Emission factor data was obtained from the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Energy Information Administration (EIA), the CEC, and 
CARB. 
 
Under “business as usual” conditions, GHG emissions are expected to grow in the future due to 
population growth and economic expansion.  Table 3.3-4 shows emissions trends by major 
sources for the period 1990 to 2020. 
 

TABLE 3.3-4 
 

Bay Area GHG Emission Trends by Major Sources 
(Million metric Tons CO2 - Equivalent) 

 
Category 1990 2008 2011 2014 2017 2020 

 Transportation   28.6 34.8 34.3 33.9 32.5 30.4
 Industry/Commercial   21 28.9 31 32.6 34.3 36
 Electricity/Co-Gen.   8.4 13.9 12.1 12.9 12.6 12.3
 Residential Fuel  7 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9
 Off-Road Equipment   0.9 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3
 Agriculture   1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
 Total   67.1 86.8 86.6 88.7 88.8 88.2

Source: Bay Area Emission Inventory Summary Report: Greenhouse Gases. (BAAQMD, 2015) 
 
 
Greenhouse gas emissions in Table 3.3-4 are projected based on estimated growth in various 
source categories. For example, CARB’s EMFAC2011 and OFFROAD2007 computer models 
were utilized to project GHG emissions from transportation sources. In these models, fuel 
consumption estimates were based on the anticipated change of fleet mix and the growth of 
various types of on-road and off-road vehicles. Growth in vehicle miles traveled is based on the 
MTC’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP2030). For aircraft categories, the fleet mix, activity, 
and growth data are based on information from the Bay Area airports in combination with the 
MTC’s Regional Airport System Planning Analysis: 2011 Update and the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA’s) 2010 Terminal Area Forecast reports (BAAQMD 2015). 
 
The GHG projections from other major sources such as landfills, natural gas fuel distribution, 
and cement manufacturing were estimated by using 2009 Association of Bay Area Government’s 
employment and population data.  California Integrated Waste Management data were also 
considered in the landfill projection process.  This GHG emission inventory will be updated as 
additional information about activity data, emission factors and other inputs becomes available 
(BAAQMD, 2015). 
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3.3.2 REGULATORY SETTING 
 
3.3.2.1 Federal Regulations 
 
Greenhouse Gas Endangerment Findings:  On December 7, 2009, the U.S. EPA 
Administrator signed two distinct findings regarding greenhouse gases under section 202(a) of 
the CAA.  The Endangerment Finding stated that CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF6 taken in 
combination endanger both the public health and the public welfare of current and future 
generations.  The Cause or Contribute Finding stated that the combined emissions from motor 
vehicles and motor vehicle engines contribute to the GHG emissions that endangers public health 
and welfare.  These findings were a prerequisite for implementing GHG standards for vehicles.  
The U.S. EPA and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) finalized 
emission standards for light-duty vehicles in May 2010 and for heavy-duty vehicles in August of 
2011.  
 
Renewable Fuel Standard:  The RFS program was established under the Energy Policy Act 
(EPAct) of 2005, and required 7.5 billion gallons of renewable-fuel to be blended into gasoline 
by 2012.  Under the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007, the RFS program 
was expanded to include diesel, required the volume of renewable fuel blended into 
transportation fuel be increased from nine billion gallons in 2008 to 36 billion gallons by 2022, 
established new categories of renewable fuel and required the U.S. EPA to apply lifecycle GHG 
performance threshold standards so that each category of renewable fuel emits fewer greenhouse 
gases than the petroleum fuel it replaces.  The RFS is expected to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions by 138 million metric tons, about the annual emissions of 27 million passenger 
vehicles, replacing about seven percent of expected annual diesel consumption and decreasing 
oil imports by $41.5 billion. 
 
GHG Tailoring Rule:  On May 13, 2010, U.S. EPA finalized the Tailoring Rule to phase in the 
applicability of the PSD and Title V operating permit programs for GHGs.  The rule was tailored 
to include the largest GHG emitters, while excluding smaller sources (restaurants, commercial 
facilities and small farms).  The first step (January 2, 2011 to June 30, 2011) addressed the 
largest sources that contributed 65 percent of the stationary GHG sources.  Title V GHG 
requirements were triggered only when affected facility owners/operators were applying, 
renewing or revising their permits for non-GHG pollutants.  PSD GHG requirements were 
applicable only if sources were undergoing permitting actions for other non-GHG pollutants and 
the permitted action would increase GHG emission by 75,000 metric tons of CO2e per year or 
more. 
 
On June 23, 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in Utility Air Regulatory Group v. 
EPA, 134 S.Ct. 2427 (2014).  The Court held that U.S. EPA may not treat GHGs as an air 
pollutant for purposes of determining whether a source is a major source required to obtain a 
PSD or Title V permit.  The Court also held that PSD permits that are otherwise required to be 
subject to PSD (based on emissions of other pollutants) may continue to require limitations on 
GHG emissions based on the application of BACT.  In accordance with the Supreme Court 
decision, on April 10, 2015, the D.C. Circuit issued an amended judgment in Coalition for 
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Responsible Regulation, Inc. v. Environmental Protection Agency, Nos. 09-1322, 10-073, 10-
1092 and 10-1167 (D.C. Cir. April 10, 2015), which, among other things, vacated the PSD and 
Title V regulations under review in that case to the extent that they require a stationary source to 
obtain a PSD or Title V permit solely because the source emits or has the potential to emit GHGs 
above the applicable major source thresholds. 
 
GHG Reporting Program:  U.S. EPA issued the Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gases 
Rule (40 CFR Part 98) under the 2008 Consolidated Appropriations Act.  The Mandatory 
Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Rule requires reporting of GHG data from large sources and 
suppliers under the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program.  Suppliers of certain products that 
would result in GHG emissions if released, combusted or oxidized; direct emitting source 
categories; and facilities that inject CO2 underground for geologic sequestration or any purpose 
other than geologic sequestration are included. Facilities that emit 25,000 metric tons or more per 
year of GHGs in CO2 equivalents (CO2e) are required to submit annual reports to U.S. EPA.  For 
the 2014 calendar year, there were over 8,000 entities that reported 3.20 billion metric tons of 
GHG emissions under this program.  CO2 emissions accounted for the largest share of direct 
emissions with 91.5 percent, followed by methane with seven percent, and nitrous oxide and 
fluorinated gases representing the remaining 1.5 percent (U.S. EPA, 2016).   
 
National Program to Improve Fuel Economy:  On September 15, 2009, the NHTSA and U.S. 
EPA announced a proposed joint rule that would explicitly tie fuel economy to GHG emissions 
reductions requirements.  The proposed new corporate average fuel economy (CAFÉ) Standards 
would cover automobiles for model years 2012 through 2016, and would require passenger cars 
and light trucks to meet a combined, per mile, carbon dioxide emissions level.  It was estimated 
that by 2016, this GHG emissions limit could equate to an overall light-duty vehicle fleet average 
fuel economy of as much as 35.5 miles per gallon.  The proposed standards required model year 
2016 vehicles to meet an estimated combined average emission level of 250 grams of carbon 
dioxide per mile under EPA’s GHG program.  On November 16, 2011, EPA and NHTSA issued 
a joint proposal to extend the national program of harmonized GHG and fuel economy standards 
to model year 2017 through 2025 passenger vehicles.  In August 2012, the President of the 
United States finalized standards that will increase fuel economy to the equivalent of 54.5 mpg 
for cars and light-duty trucks by Model Year 2025. 
 
Clean Power Plan:  On August 3, 2015, the President of the United States and the U.S. EPA 
announced the Clean Power Plan.  The Clean Power Plan sets achievable standards to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions by 32 percent from 2005 levels by 2030.  This Plan establishes final 
emissions guidelines for states to follow in developing plans to reduce GHG emissions from 
existing fossil fuel-fired electric generating units (EGUs).  Specifically, the U.S. EPA 
established: (1)  carbon dioxide emission performance rates representing the best system of 
emission reduction (BSER) for two subcategories of existing fossil fuel-fired EGUs, fossil fuel-
fired electric utility steam generating units and stationary combustion turbines; (2)  state-specific 
carbon dioxide goals reflecting the carbon dioxide emission performance rates; and (3)  
guidelines for the development, submittal and implementation of state plans that establish 
emission standards or other measures to implement the carbon dioxide emission performance 
rates, which may be accomplished by meeting the state goals.  This final rule will continue 
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progress already under way to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from the utility power sector in 
the U.S.  In February 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a stay of this rule pending final 
determination on litigation challenging the rule. 
 
Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade:  Published June 10, 2015, Executive 
Order 13693, Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade, revokes multiple prior 
Executive Orders and memorandum.  The Executive Order outlines goals for federal agencies in 
the areas of energy, climate change, water use, vehicle fleets, construction, and acquisition.  The 
goal is to maintain federal leadership in sustainability and GHG emission reductions.  Federal 
agencies shall, where life-cycle cost-effective, beginning in fiscal year 2016: 
 

 Reduce agency building energy intensity as measured in Btu/ft2 by 2.5 percent annually 
through 2025. 

 Improve data center energy efficiency at agency buildings.  
 Ensure a minimum percentage of total building electric and thermal energy shall be from 

clean energy sources. 
 Improve agency water use efficiency and management (including stormwater 

management). 
 Improve agency fleet and vehicle efficiency and management by achieving minimum 

percentage GHG emission reductions. 

3.3.2.2 State Regulations 
 
Executive Order S-3-05:  In June 2005, then Governor Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order 
S-3-05, which established GHG emission reduction targets.  The goals would reduce GHG 
emissions to 2000 levels by 2010, then to 1990 levels by 2020, and to 80 percent below 1990 
levels by 2050. 
 
AB 32: Global Warming Solutions Act:  On September 27, 2006, Governor Schwarzenegger 
signed AB 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006.  AB 32 expanded on 
Executive Order S-3-05.  The legislation stated that “global warming poses a serious threat to the 
economic well-being, public health, natural resources, and the environment of California.”  AB 
32 established a program to limit GHG emissions from major industries that includes penalties 
for non-compliance.  While acknowledging that national and international actions will be 
necessary to fully address the issue of global warming, AB 32 laid the groundwork for a 
comprehensive program to inventory and reduce GHG emissions in California and from power 
generating facilities located outside the state that serve California residents and businesses. 
 
AB 32 also authorized CARB to establish a market-based “Cap and Trade” program as one of 
several strategies that California uses to reduce GHG emissions.  CARB adopted the California 
Cap and Trade program regulations on October 2011, and amended the regulations on September 
2012, and held the first auction for GHG allowances in November 2012.  Funds received from 
the program are deposited into the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund and appropriated by the 
Legislature.  To help achieve the goals in AB32, the Cap and Trade program established a GHG 
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emissions limit that will decrease by two percent each year until 2015, and then three percent 
from 2015 to 2020.  The program initially applied to large electric power plants and large 
industrial plants; fuel distributors were added in 2015.  Sources covered by the program 
encompass 85 percent of all of California’s GHG emissions. 
 
In July 2017, Governor Brown signed AB 398 to renew and amend the Cap and Trade Program, 
as described below.  
 
AB 398: In July 2017, Governor Brown signed AB 398 to reauthorize and extend the Cap and 
Trade program through December 31, 2030.  The legislation also amended the program by 
strengthening Legislative oversight of the program, placing limits on the allocation and use of 
emission offset credits, creating a Compliance Offsets Protocol Task Force to ensure that the 
program provides direct environmental benefits within California, and directing CARB to 
establish parameters for pricing of emission credits.  In addition, AB 398 also prohibits local air 
quality districts from adopting or implementing regulations to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 
from any stationary source of emissions that is subject to the provisions of the Cap and Trade 
program. 
 
SB 97 - CEQA: Greenhouse Gas Emissions:  On August 24, 2007, Governor Schwarzenegger 
signed into law Senate Bill (SB) 97 – CEQA: Greenhouse Gas Emissions stating, “This bill 
advances a coordinated policy for reducing greenhouse gas emissions by directing the Office of 
Planning and Research (OPR) and the Resources Agency to develop CEQA guidelines on how 
state and local agencies should analyze, and when necessary, mitigate greenhouse gas 
emissions.”  OPR’s amendments provided guidance to public agencies regarding the analysis and 
mitigation of the effects of GHG emissions in draft CEQA documents.  The amendments did not 
establish a threshold for significance for GHG emissions. The amendments became effective on 
March 18, 2010.   
 
Office of Planning and Research  Technical Advisory on CEQA and Climate Change: 
Consistent with SB 97, on June 19, 2008, OPR released its “Technical Advisory on CEQA and 
Climate Change,” which was developed in cooperation with the Resources Agency, Cal/EPA, 
and CARB. According to OPR, the “Technical Advisory” offers informal interim guidance 
regarding the steps lead agencies should take to address climate change in their CEQA 
documents, until CEQA guidelines are developed pursuant to SB 97 on how state and local 
agencies should analyze, and when necessary, mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
According to OPR, lead agencies should determine whether greenhouse gases may be generated 
by a proposed project, and if so, quantify or estimate the GHG emissions by type and source.  
Second, the lead agency must assess whether those emissions are individually or cumulatively 
significant.  When assessing whether a project’s effects on climate change are “cumulatively 
considerable” even though the GHG contribution of the project may be individually limited, the 
lead agency must consider the impact of the project when viewed in connection with the effects 
of past, current, and probable future projects.  Finally, if the lead agency determines that the 
GHG emissions from the project as proposed are potentially significant, it must investigate and 
implement ways to avoid, reduce, or otherwise mitigate the impacts of those emissions.   
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AB 1493 Vehicular Emissions: Carbon Dioxide:  Prior to the U.S. EPA and NHTSA joint 
rulemaking, the Governor signed AB 1493 (2002).  AB 1493 requires that CARB develop and 
adopt, by January 1, 2005, regulations that achieve “the maximum feasible reduction of 
greenhouse gases emitted by passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks and other vehicles 
determined by CARB to be vehicles whose primary use is noncommercial personal 
transportation in the state.” 
 
CARB originally approved regulations to reduce GHGs from passenger vehicles in September 
2004, with the regulations that apply to 2009 and later model year vehicles.  California’s first 
request to the U.S. EPA to implement GHG standards for passenger vehicles was made in 
December 2005 and denied in March 2008.  The U.S. EPA then granted California the authority 
to implement GHG emission reduction standards for new passenger cars, pickup trucks and sport 
utility vehicles on June 30, 2009.  
 
On April 1, 2010, CARB filed amended regulations for passenger vehicles as part of California’s 
commitment toward the National Program to reduce new passenger vehicle GHGs from 2012 
through 2016.  The amendments will prepare California to harmonize its rules with the federal 
Light-Duty Vehicle GHG Standards and CAFÉ Standards (discussed above). 
 
Senate Bill 1368 (2006):  SB 1368 is the companion bill of AB 32 and was signed by Governor 
Schwarzenegger in September 2006.  SB 1368 required the California Public Utilities 
Commission (PUC) to establish a greenhouse gas emission performance standard for baseload 
generation from investor owned utilities by February 1, 2007.  The California Energy 
Commission (CEC) was required to establish a similar standard for local publicly owned utilities 
by June 30, 2007.  These standards cannot exceed the greenhouse gas emission rate from a 
baseload combined-cycle natural gas fired plant.  The legislation further requires that all 
electricity provided to California, including imported electricity, must be generated from plants 
that meet the standards set by the PUC and CEC. 
 
Executive Order S-1-07 (2007):  Governor Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-1-07 in 
2007 which finds that the transportation sector is the main source of GHG emissions in 
California.  The executive order proclaims the transportation sector accounts for over 40 percent 
of statewide GHG emissions.  The executive order also establishes a goal to reduce the carbon 
intensity of transportation fuels sold in California by a minimum of 10 percent by 2020. 
 
In particular, the executive order established a Low-Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) and directed 
the Secretary for Environmental Protection to coordinate the actions of the CEC, CARB, 
University of California, and other agencies to develop and propose protocols for measuring the 
“life-cycle carbon intensity” of transportation fuels.  This analysis supporting development of the 
protocols was included in the State Implementation Plan for alternative fuels (State Alternative 
Fuels Plan adopted by CEC on December 24, 2007) and was submitted to CARB for 
consideration as an “early action” item under AB 32. CARB adopted the LCFS on April 23, 
2009. 
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Senate Bill 375 (2008):  SB 375, signed in September 2008, aligns regional transportation 
planning efforts, regional GHG reduction targets, and land use and housing allocation.  SB 375 
requires Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) to adopt a Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (SCS) or Alternative Planning Strategy (APS) which prescribes land use allocation in 
that MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  CARB, in consultation with MPOs, is required 
to provide each affected region with reduction targets for GHGs emitted by passenger cars and 
light trucks in the region for the years 2020 and 2035.  These reduction targets will be updated 
every eight years but can be updated every four years if advancements in emissions technologies 
affect the reduction strategies to achieve the targets.  CARB is also charged with reviewing each 
MPO’s SCS or APS for consistency with its assigned GHG emission reduction targets.  CARB 
set the following reduction targets for ABAG/MTC region: reduce per capita seven percent of 
GHG emissions below 2005 levels by 2020 and 15 percent below 2005 levels by 2035. 
 
Executive Order S-13-08 (2008):  Governor Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-13-08 
on November 14, 2008 which directs California to develop methods for adapting to climate 
change through preparation of a statewide plan.  The executive order directs OPR, in cooperation 
with the Resources Agency, to provide land use planning guidance related to sea level rise and 
other climate change impacts. 
 
Senate Bills 1078 and 107 and Executive Order S-14-08 (2008):  SB 1078 (Chapter 516, 
Statutes of 2002) requires retail sellers of electricity, including investor owned utilities and 
community choice aggregators, to provide at least 20 percent of their supply from renewable 
sources by 2017.  SB 107 (Chapter 464, Statutes of 2006) changed the target date to 2010.  In 
November 2008, then Governor Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-14-08, which 
expands the state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard to 33 percent renewable power by 2020.  
 
SB X-1-2 and the Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015:  SB X-1-2, signed by 
Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. in April 2011, created a new Renewables Portfolio Standard 
(RPS), which preempted CARB’s 33 percent Renewable Electricity Standard.  The new RPS 
applies to all electricity retailers in the state including publicly owned utilities (POUs), investor-
owned utilities, electricity service providers, and community choice aggregators.  These entities 
must adopt the new RPS goals of 20 percent of retail sales from renewables by the end of 2013, 
25 percent by the end of 2016, and the 33 percent requirements by the end of 2020. 
 
Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015, SB 350 (Chapter 547, Statutes of 2015) was 
approved by Governor Brown on October 7, 2015.  SB 350 will:  (1) increase the standards of 
the California RPS program by requiring that the amount of electricity generated and sold to 
retail customers per year from eligible renewable energy resources be increased to 50 percent by 
December 31, 2030; (2) require the State Energy Resources Conservation and Development 
Commission to establish annual targets for statewide energy efficiency savings and demand 
reduction that will achieve a cumulative doubling of statewide energy efficiency savings in 
electricity and natural gas final end uses of retail customers by January 1, 2030; (3)  provide for 
the evolution of the Independent System Operator (ISO) into a regional organization; and (4) 
require the state to reimburse local agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by 
the state through procedures established by statutory provisions.  Among other objectives, the 
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Legislature intends to double the energy efficiency savings in electricity and natural gas final end 
uses of retail customers through energy efficiency and conservation. 
 
SB 862:  In June 2014, SB 862 (Chapter 36, Statutes of 2014) established long-term funding 
programs from the Cap and Trade program for transit, sustainable communities and affordable 
housing, and high speed rail.  SB 862 allocates 60 percent of ongoing Cap and Trade revenues, 
beginning in 2015–2016, to these programs.  The remaining 40 percent is to be determined by 
future legislatures.  A minimum of 25 percent of Cap and Trade dollars must go to projects that 
provide benefits to disadvantaged communities, and a minimum of 10 percent must go to 
projects located within those disadvantaged communities.  In addition, this bill established the 
CalRecycle Greenhouse Gas Reduction Revolving Loan Program and Fund. 
 
In July 2017, Governor Brown signed AB 398 to renew and amend the Cap and Trade Program, 
as described below.  
 
AB 398: In July 2017, Governor Brown signed AB 398 to reauthorize and extend the Cap and 
Trade program through December 31, 2030.  The legislation also amended the program by 
strengthening Legislative oversight of the program, placing limits on the allocation and use of 
emission offset credits, creating a Compliance Offsets Protocol Task Force to ensure that the 
program provides direct environmental benefits within California, and directing CARB to 
establish parameters for pricing of emission credits.  In addition, AB 398 also prohibits local air 
quality districts from adopting or implementing regulations to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 
from any stationary source of emissions that is subject to the provisions of the Cap and Trade 
program. 
 
Senate Bills 32 and 350 and Executive Order B-30-15 (2015):  Governor Brown signed 
Executive Order B-30-15 in 2015 to reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels by 
2030 to ensure California meets its target of reducing GHG emissions to 80 percent of 1990 
levels by 2050.  In particular, the Executive Order commissioned CARB to update the Climate 
Change Scoping Plan and the California Natural Resources Agency to update the state climate 
adaption strategy, Safeguarding California, every three years.  The Safeguarding California Plan 
will identify vulnerabilities to climate change by sector and regions, including, at a minimum, 
the following sectors: water, energy, transportation, public health, agriculture, emergency 
services, forestry, biodiversity and habitat, and ocean and coastal resources; outline primary risks 
to residents, property, communities and natural systems from these vulnerabilities, and identify 
priority actions needed to reduce these risks; and identify a lead agency or group of agencies to 
lead adaptation efforts in each sector. 
 
Assembly Bill 197: State Air Resources Board: Greenhouse Gases:  AB 197 provides 
additional direction to CARB on the following areas related to the adoption of strategies to 
reduce GHG emissions.  Additional direction in AB 197 meant to provide easier public access to 
air emissions data that are collected by CARB was posted in December 2016.  AB 197 requires 
annual posting of GHG, criteria, and toxic air contaminant data throughout the State, organized 
by local and sub-county level for stationary sources and by at least a county level for mobile 
sources.  AB197 also requires that when adopting rules and regulations to achieve emissions 
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reductions to protect the State’s most affected and disadvantaged communities, CARB shall 
consider the social costs of the emissions of GHGs, and prioritize emission reduction rules and 
regulations that result in direct emission reductions at large stationary sources of GHG emissions 
and direct emission reductions from mobile sources.   
 
3.3.2.3 Local Regulations 
 
The Air District established a climate protection program in 2005 to explicitly acknowledge the 
link between climate change and air quality.  In November 2013, the Air District’s Board of 
Directors adopted a resolution outlining greenhouse gas reduction goals of achieving an 80 
percent reduction in GHG below 1990 levels and making a commitment to develop a regional 
climate protection strategy.  The Air District regularly prepares inventories of GHG, criteria 
pollutants and toxic air contaminants to support planning, regulatory and other programs.   
 
The District adopted a 10-point Climate Action Work Program in March 2014.  The work 
program outlines the District’s priorities in reducing GHG emissions that include:  (1) 
establishing the goal of reducing GHG emissions 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050; (2) 
updating the District’s regional GHG emission inventory; (2) implementing GHG emissions 
monitoring; (4) developing a regional climate action strategy to meet the 2050 GHG emission 
reduction goal; (5) supporting and enhancing local actions through enhanced technical assistance 
to local governments in preparing local Climate Action Plans; (6) initiating rule development to 
enhance GHG reductions from sources subject to Air District regulations; (7) expanding 
enforcement of statewide regulations to reduce GHG emissions; (8) launching climate change 
and public health impacts initiative; (9) reporting progress to the public toward the 2050 goals 
and related performance objectives; and (10) exploring the Bay Area’s energy future, including 
trends in fossil fuel demand and productions and exploring opportunities to promote the 
development of clean energy options.   
 
In 2015, the Air District launched a GHG measurement program to provide the scientific basis 
that supports rulemaking and policy development for reducing GHG emissions.  The program 
started monitoring GHGs in 2016 and includes a long-term fixed-site GHG monitoring network 
that measures concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, and carbon monoxide at four sites. A 
dedicated mobile GHG monitoring research van also provides assistance in identifying emission 
hot spots and enhancing the regional emissions inventory. 
 
Finally, the recently release 2017 Air Plan identifies control measures that include potential 
rules, programs, and strategies that the Air District can pursue to reduce GHG emissions in the 
Bay Area in support of the goals of reducing GHG emissions to 90 percent below 1990 levels by 
2050.   
 
3.3.3 THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
 
The project level GHG threshold for stationary source projects is 10,000 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalent (CO2eq) emissions per year under the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (revised 
May 2017).  This threshold is expected to capture approximately 95 percent of all GHG 
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emissions from new permit applications from stationary sources within the jurisdiction of the Air 
District.  The threshold level was calculated as an average of the combined CO2 emissions from 
all stationary source permit applications submitted to the Air District during the three-year 
analysis period (BAAQMD, 2017).  The project-level GHG significance thresholds of 10,000 
MT CO2eq per year will be used to evaluate the cumulative GHG impacts.  
 
3.3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
 
GHG impacts occur as a result of increased accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere that may 
result in global climate change.  Due to the complexity of conditions and interactions affecting 
global climate change, it is not possible to predict the specific impact, if any, attributable to GHG 
emissions associated with a single project.  Although the geographic scope of this GHG 
emissions impact analysis in this EIR is the State of California, it is the cumulative effects of all 
global GHG emissions sources that have the potential result in global climate change.  For this 
reason, GHG emission impacts contributing to global climate change are considered a 
cumulative impact analysis rather than a project-specific analysis. 
 
With regard to potential GHG emission impacts, most GHG emissions sources at facilities that 
would be regulated by Rule 11-18 would include equipment or processes, primarily combustion 
sources that are part of the facilities’ operations.  Though the proposed project may include 
combustion processes that could generate GHG emissions such as CO2, CH4, and N2O, the 
proposed project does not affect equipment or operations that have the potential to emit other 
GHGs such as sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) or perfluorocarbon (PFC).  
GHGs could be emitted during construction activities to install air pollution control equipment 
from sources such as off-road construction equipment, which could be comprised of off-road 
mobile sources, e.g., bull dozers, cranes, forklifts, etc.  GHGs could also be emitted during 
construction from on-road mobile sources such as haul trucks delivering products used in the 
pollution control process and construction worker commute trips.  During operation, GHG 
emission impacts could occur from air pollution control equipment that uses combustion as part 
of the control process.  GHG emissions from existing facilities subject to Rule 11-18 are part of 
the existing setting.  Further, GHG emissions from larger stationary sources are subject to the 
GHG emission reductions as part of the AB 32 Cap and Trade program.  Therefore, existing 
sources of GHG emissions are not included as part of the GHG impacts analyzed in the 
following sections. 
 
3.3.4.1  Potential GHG Emission Impacts During Construction 
 
GHG emissions sources during construction to install air pollution control equipment would 
generally be the same types of sources as described in the construction criteria pollutant emission 
sources discussion in Section 3.2.4.1.  Similar to the construction air quality impacts in Section 
3.2.4.1, the analysis of potential GHG construction air quality impacts focuses on those types of 
air pollution control equipment that would produce the greatest construction emissions.  
Construction activities and equipment to install most other types of air pollution control 
equipment would tend to be substantially less than those identified in the following subsections. 
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Rule 11-18 has the potential to affect hundreds of facilities, including data centers, petroleum 
refineries, a cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, etc.  Without further analysis of the 
health risks from facilities that would be subject to Rule 11-18, it is unclear which facilities 
would be subject to risk reduction requirements or precisely what types of TAC control 
equipment would be installed.  In spite of the uncertainties, the analysis of construction GHG 
impacts identifies the most likely emissions sources that would need to be controlled, along with 
the most appropriate types of air pollution control equipment that would contribute to bringing 
the affected facility or equipment into compliance with the risk reduction requirements of Rule 
11-18.   
 
Construction activities associated with installing air pollution control technologies would result 
in GHG emissions, although the amount generated by specific types of equipment can vary 
greatly as shown in Table 3.3-5. The estimated emissions for construction equipment operating 
on a typical eight-hour day are also provided in Table 3.3-5. 
 
Discussions of GHG emission impacts described in the following subsections generally follow 
the format of construction emission impacts in Section 3.2.4.1, that is, by type of control 
technology.  The following analyses of potential GHG use the same construction assumptions 
and scenarios.  Detailed emission calculations are provided in Appendix B. 
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TABLE 3.3-5 
 

GHG Emission Estimates for Typical Construction Equipment 
Assuming an 8-Hour Operational Day (1) 

 

Equipment Type 
CO2e 

(MT/hr) 
CO2e 

(MT/8-hr day) 
Aerial Lifts (Man Lifts) 0.01 0.09 
Air Compressor 0.02 0.16 
Bore/Drill Rigs 0.06 0.47 
Concrete Pump 0.003 0.02 
Concrete Saw 0.02 0.16 
Crane 0.04 0.028 
Excavator 0.03 0.26 
Forklift 0.01 0.08 
Generator 0.02 0.16 
Grader 0.04 0.33 
Pavers 0.03 0.23 
Paving Equipment 0.02 0.2 
Rollers 0.02 0.13 
Rough Terrain Forklifts 0.02 0.17 
Rubber Tired Dozers 0.05 0.42 
Rubber Tired Loaders 0.04 0.31 
Scrapers 0.09 0.75 
Skid Steer Loaders 0.01 0.10 
Surfacing Equipment 0.04 0.34 
Tractors/Loaders/Backhoes 0.02 0.15 
Trenchers 0.02 0.17 
Welders 0.01 0.08 
(1)  Emission Factors from Off-Road 2011, Model Year 2018.   
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3.3.4.1.1 Air Pollution Control Equipment with Minor Construction Activities  
 
As indicated in Section 3.2.4.1.1, most facilities that would be subject to Rule 11-18 have diesel 
ICEs that are used as a backup source of electricity in the event of a power outage or used in 
areas with no electricity.  Operators generally have two options for reducing diesel ICE 
emissions, replacing a Tier 1 ICE with a new Tier 4 ICE or retrofitting the existing diesel ICE 
with a DPF.  Table 3.3-6 estimates GHG emissions from replacing Tier 1 ICEs with Tier 4 ICEs.  
An estimated 100 Tier 1 diesel engines are expected to be replaced under Rule 11-18.  Table 3.3-
7 estimates GHG emissions from retrofitting diesel ICEs with DPFs.  An estimated 100 diesel 
engines are expected to be retrofitting with DPFs under Rule 11-18.   
 

TABLE 3.3-6 
 

GHG Emissions During Construction Associated with Replacing ICEs 
 

Activity CO2e MT/day (1) 
Sub-total Off-road Construction Equipment 0.14
Sub-total On-road (Worker + Haul Truck) (2) 0.23
Total - 1 ICE Replacement 0.37
Rule 11-18 - 100 Replacements 37
(1)  Results are in metric tons per day because construction is assumed to last one day. 
(2) See Appendix B for calculation details.  Haul trucks are heavy heavy-duty diesel trucks. 

 
 

TABLE 3.3-7 
 

GHG Emissions During Construction Associated with Retrofitting ICEs 
 

Activity CO2e MT/day (1) 
Sub-total Off-road Construction Equipment 1.81E-05 
Sub-total On-road (Worker + Haul Truck) (2) 0.22
Total - 1 ICE Retrofit 0.22
Rule 11-18 - 100 Retrofit 22
(1)  Results are in metric tons per day because construction is assumed to last one day. 
(2) See Appendix B for calculation details.  Haul trucks are heavy heavy-duty diesel trucks. 

 
3.3.4.1.2 Air Pollution Control Equipment with Medium Construction Activities 
 
The construction of new air pollution control equipment may require a moderate amount of 
construction activities.  Wet gas scrubbers, baghouses, and ESPs can be used on a variety of 
different sources for the control of particulate emissions (including TAC emissions) including 
chemical plants, sewage treatment facilities, metal plating facilities, power plants, and refineries.  
Wet gas scrubbers, baghouses, and ESPs range in size and are used from small sources (e.g., 
metal plating facilities) to large industrial sources (e.g., fluid catalytic cracking units at 
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refineries).  This section evaluates the potential GHG impacts associated with construction 
activities for new air pollution control equipment of moderate size including non-refinery wet 
gas scrubbers, baghouses, and ESPs.  Under Rule 11-18, an estimated 10 WGS, 12 baghouses 
and five ESPs could be installed.  Because the sizes are very different the air quality construction 
impacts for refinery wet gas scrubbers are evaluated in a Section 3.3.4.1.5.   
 
Construction of one WGS, baghouse, or ESP would be estimated to require about 40 
construction workers and, using worst-case assumptions, it is assumed that construction would 
require the use of one or more of the following types of construction equipment: backhoes, 
cranes, man lifts, forklift, forklifts, generators, and diesel welding machines.  Other sources of 
construction emissions could include: equipment delivery, on-site travel (would include fugitive 
dust associated with travel on paved roads, and fugitive dust associated with construction 
activities), and construction worker commute trips.  Construction GHG emission estimates 
associated with constructing one WGS, baghouse, or ESP unit, along with the GHG construction 
emissions associated with the construction of up to 27 WGS, baghouses, and ESPs, are shown in 
Table 3.3-8. 
 

TABLE 3.3-8 
 

GHG Emissions During Construction of Medium Sized Air Pollution Control Equipment(1) 
 

Activity CO2e MT(1) 
Sub-total Off-road Construction Equipment 56.55
Sub-total On-road (Worker + Haul Truck) (2) 32.57
Total - 1 WGS/Baghouses/ESPs 89.12
Total for 27 WGS/Baghouses/ESPs 2,406
(1) See Appendix B for calculation details.   
(2) Construction emissions in metric tons (MT) are based on emissions during the entire 

construction period.   
(3) Haul trucks are heavy heavy-duty diesel trucks.   

 
3.3.4.1.3 Installing a Carbon Adsorption Unit/Thermal Oxidizer/Catalytic Oxidization Unit 
 
As indicated in Section 3.2.4.1, the most likely TAC emission sources that would be subject to 
Rule 11-18 and that could be controlled using carbon adsorption units are expected to be sewage 
treatment facilities because various stages of the sewage treatment process produce ROG 
emissions that may include TAC components.  The GHG construction air quality analysis for 
installing a carbon adsorption unit is based on a construction emissions analysis from installing 
air pollution control equipment similar in size to a carbon adsorption unit because no actual 
carbon adsorption construction scenarios were identified.  In addition, it is assumed that the 
construction of a thermal oxidizer or a catalytic oxidization unit would require a similar 
construction scenario.  Construction assumptions and parameters associated with installing a 
carbon adsorption unit, thermal oxidizer, or catalytic oxidization unit are the same as those used 
in Subsection 3.2.4.1.4.  Table 3.3-9 shows the expected construction GHG emissions from 
installing carbon adsorption units, thermal oxidizers or catalytic oxidation unit.   
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TABLE 3.3-9 
 

GHG Emissions During Construction of Carbon Adsorption Units/Thermal 
Oxidizer/Catalytic Oxidation Unit(1) 

 
Activity CO2e MT (2) 

Sub-total Off-road Construction Equipment 72 
Sub-total On-road (Worker + Trucks)(3) 76 
Construction Emissions for 1 Carbon Adsorption 
Unit/Thermal Oxidizer/ Catalytic Oxidization Unit 148 

Construction Emissions for 25 Carbon Adsorption 
Units/Thermal Oxidizer/Catalytic Oxidation Units 3,700 

(1) See Appendix B for calculation details. 
(2) MT values include construction and demolition emissions and are based on emissions during the entire 

construction period. 
(3) Haul trucks are heavy heavy-duty diesel trucks. 

 
3.3.4.1.4 Installing Enclosures 
 
The GHG construction air quality analysis for installing enclosures is based on a construction 
emissions analysis are the same as those used in Subsection 3.2.4.1.4.  Table 3.3-10 shows the 
expected construction GHG emissions from the construction of enclosures under Rule 11-18.  An 
estimated 60 enclosures may be required to control TACs under Rule 11-18. 
 

TABLE 3.3-10 
 

GHG Emissions During Construction of Enclosures(1) 
 

Activity CO2e MT (2) 
Sub-total Off-road Construction Equipment 157 
Sub-total On-road (Worker + Trucks) 162 
Construction Emissions for 1 Enclosure 319 
Construction Emissions for 60 Enclosures 19,140 

(1) See Appendix B for calculation details. 
�

3.3.4.1.5  Air Pollution Control Equipment for Large Construction Activities  
 
As described in Section 3.2.4, construction GHG emissions to install a WGS on a refinery unit, 
one of the largest types of air pollution control equipment that could be installed to comply with 
Rule 11-18, would occur over an 18-month period; one month to demolish any nearby existing 
equipment or structures and 17 months to construct the WGS.  Demolition activities were 
assumed to require a construction crew of 50 workers and the use of one or more of the 
following types of equipment: crane, front-end loader, forklift, demolition hammer, water truck, 
medium-duty flatbed truck, etc.  Constructing a WGS was assumed to require a construction 
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crew of 175 workers and the use of one or more of the following types of construction 
equipment: backhoes, cranes, man lifts, forklift, front end loaders generators, diesel welding 
machines, jack hammers, a medium-duty flatbed truck, a medium-duty dump truck, a cement 
mixer, etc.  GHG emissions from installing a WGS are shown in Table 3.3-11. 

 
TABLE 3.3-11 

 
GHG Emissions from Installing Refinery Wet Gas Scrubbers(1)  

 
Activity CO2e MT(2)

Sub-total Off-road Construction Equipment Emissions 880 
Sub-total On-road Construction Emissions (Worker + Haul 
Truck)(3) 382 
Total Construction Emissions for 1 Refinery WGS 1,262 
Total Construction Emissions for 3 Refinery WGS 3,786 

(1) See Appendix B for calculation details.   
(2) Construction emissions in metric tons (MT) are based on emissions during the entire 

construction period.   
(3) Haul trucks are heavy heavy-duty diesel trucks.   

 
3.3.4.1.6 Summary of Construction GHG Emission Impacts 
 
As demonstrated in the subsections above, construction and installation of some types of air 
pollution control technologies would not necessarily be expected to result in substantial GHG air 
quality impacts during construction.  For example, replacing existing diesel ICEs with Tier 4 
ICEs or retrofitting diesel ICEs with DPFs could occur if Rule 11-18 is adopted.  GHG emissions 
for the installation of new ICEs or the retrofit of existing diesel ICEs with DPFs would be 
relatively low and would only be expected to occur on a single day (see Table 3.3-6 and 3.3-7).   
 
Construction activities for medium-sized air pollution control equipment such as WGS, 
baghouses, and ESPs that may be installed under Rule 11-18, would generate moderate levels of 
GHG emissions.  Construction activities for air pollution control equipment such as carbon 
adsorption units, thermal oxidizers and catalytic oxidation units would be low on an individual 
basis.  As summarized in Table 3.2-12, Rule 11-18 could produce GHGs during construction 
activities.   

 
The Air District does not have an adopted threshold of significance for construction-related GHG 
emissions. However, since GHG emissions are cumulative and construction emission are short-
lived, the total construction GHG emissions are amortized over 30 years to create an annual 
emission rate that is combined with the operational GHG emissions for determining significance.  
The operational GHG emission analysis and significance determination are presented in the 
following sections. 
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TABLE 3.3-12 
 

Worst-Case Construction GHG Emissions Under Rule 11-18 
 

Activity CO2e MT  
Peak Construction GHG Emissions Under Rule 11-18 

Total Construction Emissions for 100 Diesel ICE Replacement 37
Total Construction Emissions for 100 Diesel ICE Retrofit 22
Total Construction Emissions for 27 Non-Refinery WGS, Baghouses, 
ESPs 2,406 

Total Construction Emissions for 25 Carbon Adsorption Units, Thermal 
Oxidizers or Catalytic Oxidization Units 3,700 

Total Construction Emissions for 60 Enclosures 19,140
Construction Emissions for 3 Refinery WGS 3,786
Total Potential GHG Emissions 29,091
Total Potential GHG Emissions (Amortized)(1) 970

(1) Amortized over 30 years. MT/yr 

 
3.3.4.2  Potential GHG Emission Impacts During Operation 
 
The analysis of operational GHG emission impacts from the proposed project would include 
direct GHG emissions from air pollution control equipment and indirect emissions, e.g., haul 
truck emissions from transporting fresh supplies of caustic.  Table 3.3-13 shows air pollution 
control technologies that would be the most likely technologies installed at affected facilities to 
reduce TAC emissions under Rule 11-18 that may have the potential to generate direct or 
indirect GHG emission impacts during operation.  The subsections below evaluate those air 
pollution control technologies identified in Table 3.3-13 that have the potential to generate 
adverse direct or indirect operational GHG emission impacts.  Air pollution control technologies 
where no direct or indirect operational GHG emission impacts were identified will not be 
discussed further. 
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TABLE 3.3-13 
 

Potential Operational GHG Impacts from Installing Air Pollution Control Equipment 
Under Rule 11-18 

 

Potential Control 
Technology 

GHG Impacts 
Analyzed 
Further? 

Enclosures None Identified No
Diesel Particulate Filter None identified No
New Diesel ICEs None identified No
Baghouse with HEPA Filters None identified No

Carbon Adsorption Combustion emissions from regenerating spent 
carbon Yes 

Catalytic Oxidation  None identified No
Thermal Oxidizers Potential increase in combustion emissions Yes 

Wet Gas Scrubber Indirect mobile source emission increases. 
Increased electricity. Yes 

ESPs Increased electricity Yes 
Process Improvements None Identified No
Product Substitution None Identified No 
Enhanced 
Monitoring/Component 
Replacement 

None Identified No 

 
3.3.4.2.1 GHG Emissions from Regenerating Spent Carbon 
 
As indicated in Table 3.3-13, a carbon adsorption unit is one type of control technology that has 
the potential to generate GHG emissions.  Chapter 3, Subsection 3.2.4.2.1 describes the 
operation of carbon adsorption units and notes that, once the bed of activated carbon becomes 
saturated, it is typically regenerated by raising the temperature of the carbon, evacuating the bed, 
or both.  Regenerating spent carbon typically requires a combustion source using natural gas as 
the combustion fuel to heat the regenerant and/or to heat the carbon beds.  This process of 
regenerating spent carbon is the point where GHG emissions would be generated.   
 
Only 15 percent of the carbon bed volume collects toxic ROG emissions and a typical carbon 
bed is sized to reduce ROG emissions by approximately 55 pounds per day.  Based on these two 
characteristics, a typical carbon bed size is assumed to be approximately 400 pounds (55/0.15 = 
400).  The projected natural gas fuel use is 5.5 standard cubic feet (scf) of natural gas per pound 
of carbon (SCAQMD, 2016).  The carbon bed is assumed to be regenerated one time per month 
for most facilities.  The amount of natural gas required per year is estimated to be 0.0264 million 
standard cubic feet (mmscf) [(400 lbs C) x (5.5 scf/lb C per regen) x (12 regen/yr) = 26,400 
scf/yr]. 
 
The direct operational GHG emissions associated with the installation of one carbon adsorber is 
1.44 metric tons per year.  The direct operational GHG emission associated with the installation 
of 80 carbon adsorbers is approximately 115 metric tons per year.  The emissions are based on 
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emission factors for natural gas combustion for an external fired source in U.S. EPA AP-42 
Table 1.4-2 as follows:  1.44 metric tons per year = 0.0264 mmsfc per year x 120,246.7 lb of 
CO2e per mmscf / 2204.6 metric tons per lb.  Where 120246.7 lb of CO2e per mmscf = 120000 
lb of CO2 per mmscf + 21 x 2.3 lb of CH4 per mmscf + 310 x 0.64 lb of N2O per mmscf.  Table 
3.3-14 summarizes the annual GHG emission impacts from regenerating spent carbon. 
 

TABLE 3.3-14 
 

Potential Direct GHG Emission Impacts Associated with 
Carbon Adsorption Units 

 

Control Equipment 
CO2e 

(MT/year) 
Carbon Adsorption Unit 1.44 
Carbon Adsorption (5 units) 7.2 

 
 
3.3.4.2.2 GHG Emissions from Thermal Oxidizers 
 
As indicated in Chapter 3.2, Subsection 3.2.4.2.3, it is expected that thermal oxidizers would be 
used to control TAC emissions primarily at landfills and sewage treatment facilities.  The direct 
operational GHG emissions associated with the installation of one 3 mmBtu/hr thermal oxidizer 
is 455 metric tons per year.  The direct operational GHG emission associated with the installation 
of 80, 3 mmBtu/hr thermal oxidizers is approximately 36,404 metric tons per year (see Table 
3.3-15).  The emissions are based on emission factors for natural gas combustion for the thermal 
oxidizer in U.S. EPA AP-42 Table 1.4-2 as follows:  455 metric tons per year = 3 mmbtu/hr x 8 
hours per day x 365 days per year / 1050 mmbtu/mmscf x 120246.7 lb of CO2e per mmscf / 
2204.6 metric tons per lb.  Where 120246.7 lb of CO2e per mmscf = 120000 lb of CO2 per 
mmscf + 21 x 2.3 lb of CH4 per mmscf + 310 x 0.64 lb of N2O per mmscf.  Table 3.3-15 
summarizes the annual GHG emission impacts associated with the use of thermal oxidizers. 
 

TABLE 3.3-15 
 

Potential Direct GHG Emission Impacts Associated with 
Thermal Oxidizers 

 

Control Equipment 
CO2e 

(MT/year) 
Thermal Oxidizer 455 
Thermal Oxidizer (10 units) 4,550 
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3.3.4.2.3 Indirect Mobile Source Emissions 
 
Several types of air pollution control devices identified in Table 3.3-13 use specific substances to 
assist with the emission reduction process.  WGS units use NaOH as a caustic solution to reduce 
emissions.  Caustic solutions are typically used in relatively small amounts per day.  Indirect 
emission impacts could also occur from haul trucks associated with delivering supplies (i.e., 
caustic solution to refill the storage tanks) on a regular basis.  Depending on the size and 
configuration of the WGS, the NaOH caustic solution used in the WGS would likely need to be 
delivered one time per week or a little over 50 additional delivery truck trips per year.    
  
Haul truck trips transporting NaOH caustic would occur relatively infrequently and it is not 
likely that all affected facilities would transport materials on the same day.  However, GHG 
emissions are quantified on an annual basis so all truck trips would contribute to GHG emission 
impacts.  GHG emission impacts from truck transport trips carrying materials for 10 non-refinery 
and 3 refinery WGS units are shown in Table 3.3-16. 

 
TABLE 3.3-16 

 
Annual GHG Emissions from Delivery Truck Trips 

 

Material 
Number of 

Truck Trips  
Trip Length 

(Roundtrip miles 
CO2e  

Peak Operational Emissions One Facility (Metric Tons/Day) 
Caustic/Catalyst for 1 Unit 2 120 0.23

Peak Operational Emissions One Facility (Metric Tons/year) 
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Unit 104 120 24

Peak Operational Emissions Multiple Facilities (Metric Tons/year) 
Caustic/Catalyst for 13 Units 1,352 120 314

See Appendix B for detailed emission calculations. 
 
3.3.4.2.4 Indirect Emissions from Electricity Generation  
 
Electricity is often used as the power source to operate various components of add-on control 
equipment, such as ventilation systems, fan motors, vapor recovery systems, etc.   Increased 
demand for electrical energy may require generation of additional electricity, which in turn could 
result in increased GHG emissions in the Bay Area and in other portions of California.  For 
example, installing WGS may increase pressure drop in the flue gas system.  Similarly, installing 
ESPs also requires additional electricity.  The production of electricity to operate the WGS units 
and ESPs would generate GHG emissions.  The estimated GHG emission increase associated 
with increased electricity use for WGS units and ESPs is shown in Table 3.3-17.  
 
The estimated energy use for a refinery WGS is based on an estimated 715 kilowatts (kw) per 
hour of electricity for the WGS installed at the ConocoPhillips Wilmington Plant (SCAQMD, 
2007).  A non-refinery WGS is estimated to be about half the size and would use about 358 kw.  
An ESP is estimated to use about 35 kw per hour of electricity (SCAQMD, 2014). 
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TABLE 3.3-17 
 

GHG Emissions from Electricity Use at Wet Gas Scrubbers 
 

Control 
Equipment 

Number 
of Units 

Potential Increased 
Electricity Demand 

(MWhr/day) 

Emission 
Factor 

(lb/MWhr)(1) 

Emissions 
(CO2e 

MT/yr) 

Refinery WGS(2) 3 51.48 644 5,500
Non-Refinery WGS 10 85.8 644 9,148
ESPs(3) 5 4.2 644 447

Total: 15,095
(1) CAPCOA, 2016.  Based on PG&E emission factors from CalEEMod. 
(2) SCAQMD, 2007. 
(3) SCAQMD, 2014. 

 
3.3.4.2.5 Summary of Operational GHG Emissions 
 
Based on the evaluation of those air pollution control technologies that would most likely be the 
used to reduce TAC emissions from affected facilities if required pursuant to Rule 11-18, 
potential operational GHG impacts from the proposed project could occur, driven primarily by 
installation of WGS units, carbon adsorption units, and thermal oxidizers.  Some indirect mobile 
sources from delivering materials necessary for the pollution control process would also occur.  
Table 3.3-18 summarizes the GHG emission impacts expected under Rule 11-18. 
 

TABLE 3.3-18 
 

Predicted Operational GHG Emissions Rule 11-18 
 

Activity CO2e MT/Year
Total Amortized Construction Emissions 970 
Total Operational Emissions for 5 Carbon Adsorption Units 7 
Total Operational Emissions 10 Thermal Oxidizers 4,550 
Total Haul Truck Emissions for 13 WGS Units 314 
Total Electrical Emissions for 13 WGS Units and 5 ESPs 15,095 
Total Potential Overlapping GHG Emissions 20,936 
Significance Threshold 10,000 MT/yr
Significant? Yes 

 
3.3.4.3  Potential Conflicts With State GHG Compliance Plans 
 
The NOP/IS for the proposed project noted that CARB’s Cap and Trade program allows covered 
facilities to buy and sell GHG emissions credits, while formerly proposed Rule 12-16 would not 
have allowed Bay Area refineries to purchase GHG credits to demonstrate compliance with the 
refinery-wide GHG limit.  Rule 11-18 would not regulate GHG emissions and is not expected to 
generate substantial GHG emissions at any one facility that would interfere with the facility’s 
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ability to comply with CARB’s Cap and Trade requirements.  Since there is no specific 
information as to where control equipment would be required, it would be speculative to assume 
that GHG emissions would be offset under Cap and Trade.  However, GHG emission increases 
at facilities that are covered under CARB’s Cap and Trade program (e.g., refineries, power 
plants, manufacturing facilities, etc.) would be required to offset under the Cap and Trade 
Program.  Therefore, a portion of the GHG emission increases under Rule 11-18 are expected to 
be offset.   
 
3.3.4.4  Conclusion 
 
Evaluation of those air pollution control technologies that would most likely be used to reduce 
TAC emissions from affected facilities pursuant to Rule 11-18, indicates that Rule 11-18 could 
generate direct and indirect GHG emission impacts that exceed the Air District’s operational 
GHG emissions significance threshold of 10,000 MTCO2e/yr.  Therefore, because the analysis of 
GHG emission impacts is by definition a cumulative impact analysis, cumulative operational 
GHG emission impacts for Rule 11-18 are concluded to be significant.   
 
3.3.5 MITIGATION MEASURES 
 
Measures to mitigate operational GHG emission impacts typically rely on energy efficiency 
measures at this time.  Improving energy efficiency is equipment- and operation-specific, so each 
affected facility operator would have to perform a facility-wide evaluation to determine 
appropriate energy efficiency measures.  Such an analysis is outside the scope of the 
environmental analysis for the proposed project.  However, there are programs in California 
designed to reduce GHG emissions statewide.  For example, CARB has designed a California 
Cap and Trade program that is enforceable and meets the requirements of AB 32.  The program 
began on January 1, 2012, with an enforceable compliance obligation beginning with the 2013 
GHG emissions inventory.  The facilities subject to the requirements of the AB32 Cap and Trade 
Program and have a GHG allocation based on current GHG emissions levels.  The AB32 Cap 
and Trade Program has divided allocations into sectors.  Sectors that are subject to the Cap and 
Trade program include large industrial facilities emitting 25,000 MTCO2e in the following 
sectors: petroleum refining, petroleum and natural gas systems, hydrogen production iron and 
steel production, in-state electricity generators, etc. 
 
Under the Cap and Trade program, individual facilities do not receive individual facility-wide 
caps, but industrial sectors receive allowances.  An allowance is a tradable permit to emit one 
metric ton of a carbon dioxide equivalent GHG emissions.  Allowances are distributed among 
facilities based on their complexity and energy efficiency.  The more energy efficient a facility 
is, the greater the allocation it receives.  Further, the AB32 Cap and Trade Program requires that 
the facilities subject to the program to offset any GHG emissions in excess of the total allowance 
obtained through the program. As the emissions cap is gradually reduced over time, and as 
additional sources are brought under the cap to include the vast majority of GHG emissions in 
the State, the program will ensure that California remains on track to continually reduce GHG 
emissions and meet the 2020 limit, as well as the recently adopted 2030 limit.  Operational GHG 
emission increases would be offset if they occurred at facilities that are included in the Cap and 
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Trade Program.  However, since there is no specific information as to where the air pollution 
control equipment would occur it would be speculative to assume that GHG emissions would be 
offset under the AB 32 Cap and Trade Program at this time.  Nonetheless, some or all of the 
GHG emissions that may be generated to comply with Regulations 11-18 would be offset under 
the Cap and Trade Program.   
 
3.3.5.2  Remaining Operational Impacts 
 
Since the GHG emissions reductions expected from implementing AB 32 are speculative, 
cumulative GHG emission impacts are expected to remain significant for implementing Rule 11-
18.   
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3.4 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 
This subchapter of the EIR evaluates the potential hazards and hazardous material impacts 
associated with implementation of proposed Rule 11-18.  Rule 11-18 would reduce exposure to 
TAC emissions from many stationary sources within the Bay Area, including refineries.   
 
As discussed in the Initial Study, implementation of Rule 11-18 would reduce risk from facilities 
that emit toxic air contaminants throughout the Bay Area.  Risk reduction measures are expected 
to be limited to new air pollution control equipment and construction of enclosures.  The NOP/IS 
concluded that wet gas scrubbers were not expected to be used to control TACs; therefore, 
implementation of Rule 11-18 was not expected to result in a substantial hazard and hazardous 
material impacts.  However, public comments received on the NOP/IS indicated that wet gas 
scrubbers could be used to control TAC emissions for certain facilities and refineries.  Thus, 
potential hazards and hazardous material impacts are included in this EIR for proposed Rule 11-
18. 
 
3.4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
The potential for hazards exist in the production, use, storage and transportation of hazardous 
materials.  Hazardous materials may be found at industrial production and processing facilities.  
Some facilities produce hazardous materials as their end product, while others use such materials 
as an input to their production process.  Examples of hazardous materials used as consumer 
products include gasoline, solvents, and coatings/paints.  Hazardous materials are stored at 
facilities that produce such materials and at facilities where hazardous materials are a part of the 
production process.  Specifically, storage refers to the bulk handling of hazardous materials 
before and after they are transported to the general geographical area of use.  Currently, 
hazardous materials are transported throughout the Air District in great quantities via all modes 
of transportation including rail, highway, water, air, and pipeline.  
 
The potential hazards associated with industrial activities are a function of the materials being 
processed, processing systems, and procedures used to operate and maintain the facility.  The 
hazards that are likely to exist are identified by the physical and chemical properties of the 
materials being handled and their process conditions, including the following events: 
 
 Toxic gas clouds:  Toxic gas clouds are releases of volatile chemicals (e.g., anhydrous 

ammonia, chlorine, and hydrogen sulfide) that could form a cloud and migrate off-site, thus 
exposing individuals.  “Worst-case” conditions tend to arise when very low wind speeds 
coincide with an accidental release, which can allow the chemicals to accumulate rather than 
disperse. 

 
 Torch fires (gas and liquefied gas releases), flash fires (liquefied gas releases), pool fires, 

and vapor cloud explosions (gas and liquefied gas releases):  The rupture of a storage tank 
or vessel containing a flammable gaseous material (like propane or gasoline), without 
immediate ignition, can result in a vapor cloud explosion.  The “worst-case” upset would be 
a release that produces a large aerosol cloud with flammable properties.  If the flammable 
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cloud does not ignite after dispersion, the cloud would simply dissipate.  If the flammable 
cloud were to ignite during the release, a flash fire or vapor cloud explosion could occur.  If 
the flammable cloud were to ignite immediately upon release, a torch fire would ensue. 

 
 Thermal Radiation:  Thermal radiation is the heat generated by a fire and the potential 

impacts associated with exposure.  Exposure to thermal radiation would result in burns, the 
severity of which would depend on the intensity of the fire, the duration of exposure, and the 
distance of an individual to the fire. 

 
 Explosion/Overpressure:  Process vessels containing flammable explosive vapors and 

potential ignition sources are present at industrial facilities, e.g., refineries and chemical 
plants.  Explosions may occur if the flammable/explosive vapors came into contact with an 
ignition source.  An explosion could cause impacts to individuals and structures in the area 
due to overpressure. 

 
3.4.1.1 Hazardous Materials Incidents 
 
The Department of Transportation, Office of Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA) utilizes a post incident reporting system that collects data on incidents 
involving accidents.  Information on accidental releases of hazardous materials are reported to 
PHMSA.  PHMSA provides access to retrieve data from the Incident Reports Database, which 
also includes non-pipeline incidents, e.g., truck and rail events.  Incident data and summary 
statistics, e.g., release date geographical location (state and county) and type of material released, 
are available online from the Hazmat Incident Database and are summarized in yearly incident 
summary reports (PHMSA, 2017).   
 
The California Hazardous Materials Incident Reporting System (CHMIRS) is a post incident 
reporting system to collect data on incidents involving the accidental release of hazardous 
materials.  Information on accidental releases of hazardous materials are reported to and 
maintained by the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services (Cal OES).  While 
information on accidental releases is reported to Cal OES, Cal OES no longer conducts statistical 
evaluations of the releases.   
 
Table 3.4-1 provides a summary of the reported hazardous materials incidents in the nine 
counties within the Bay Area.  In 2016, there were a total of 1,397 incidents reported in the nine 
counties regulated by the BAAQMD (see Table 3.4-1), with the most incidents (321) reported in 
Alameda County, followed by Contra Costa County (274).   
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TABLE 3.4-1 
 

Hazardous Materials Incidents 2016 by County 
 

COUNTY REPORTED INCIDENTS 
Alameda 321

Contra Costa 274
Marin 87
Napa 47

San Francisco 88
San Mateo 128
Santa Clara 191

Solano* 109
Sonoma* 152

Total No. of Reported Incidents 1397 
Source: OES, 2017 
* Not all of Solano or Sonoma Counties are within the jurisdiction of BAAQMD 
 
 
The location of the spills varies (see Table 3.4-2).  In the nine counties that comprise the Air 
District, hazardous materials incidents during transportation, at commercial facilities, and at 
waterways were the most common locations, respectively, for hazardous materials incidents.  
About 19 percent of the hazardous materials incidents that occurred within California occurred 
within the nine counties that comprise the Bay Area, with spills in waterways being the most 
common (30 percent), followed by commercial facilities and residential areas (24 percent each). 
 

TABLE 3.4-2 
 

Hazardous Materials Incidents 2016 
 

Spill Site BAAQMD Statewide 
Percent of State 

Total 
Waterways 222 742 30% 

Transportation 440 2899 15% 
Industrial 11 135 8% 

Commercial 328 1372 24% 
Residential 208 879 24% 

Utilities 32 183 17% 
Military 2 66 3% 
Other 154 1182 13% 
Total 1397 7458 19% 

Source: OES, 2017 
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3.4.1.2  Potential Hazards Associated with Air Pollution Control Equipment  
 
The BAAQMD has evaluated the hazards associated with previous air plans (2017 Clean Air 
Plan) and proposed BAAQMD rules.  The analyses covered a range of potential air pollution 
control technologies and equipment.  EIRs prepared for the previous rules and air plans have 
specifically evaluated hazard impacts from add-on pollution control equipment.  Add on 
pollution control technologies include carbon adsorption, incineration, post-combustion flue-gas 
treatment, scrubbers, bag filters and electrostatic precipitators.  The use of add-on pollution 
control equipment may concentrate or utilize hazardous materials.  A malfunction or accident 
when using add-on pollution control equipment could potentially expose people to hazardous 
materials, explosions, or fires.  The transport, use, and storage of hazardous materials are 
evaluated herein. 
 
3.4.2 REGULATORY SETTING 
 
There are many federal and state rules and regulations for handling hazardous materials, which 
serve to minimize the potential impacts associated with hazards. 
 
3.4.2.1 Federal Regulations 
 
The U.S. EPA is the primary federal agency charged with protecting human health and with 
safeguarding the natural environment from pollution into air, water, and land.  The U.S. EPA 
works to develop and enforce regulations that implement environmental laws enacted by 
Congress.  The U.S. EPA is responsible for researching and setting national standards for a 
variety of environmental programs, and delegates to states and Indian tribes the responsibility for 
issuing permits and for monitoring and enforcing compliance.  Since 1970, Congress has enacted 
numerous environmental laws that pertain to hazardous materials, for the U.S. EPA to implement 
as well as to other agencies at the federal, state and local level, as described in the following 
subsections. 
 
3.4.2.1.1  Hazardous Materials and Waste Regulations 
 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act:  The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA) of 1976 authorizes the U.S. EPA to control the generation, transportation, treatment, 
storage, and disposal of hazardous waste.  RCRA considers materials and waste to be hazardous 
based on four characteristics:  ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, and toxicity.  Under RCRA 
regulations, hazardous wastes must be tracked from the time of generation to the point of 
disposal.  In 1984, RCRA was amended with the addition of the Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Amendments, which authorized increased enforcement by the U.S. EPA, stricter hazardous 
waste standards, and a comprehensive underground storage tank program.  Likewise, the 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments focused on waste reduction and corrective action for 
hazardous releases.  The use of certain techniques for the disposal of some hazardous wastes was 
specifically prohibited by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments.  Individual states may 
implement their own hazardous waste programs under RCRA, with approval by the U.S. EPA.  
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California has been delegated authority to operate its own hazardous waste management 
program. 
 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act:  The 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), which is 
often commonly referred to as Superfund, is a federal statute that was enacted in 1980 to address 
abandoned sites containing hazardous waste and/or contamination.  CERCLA was amended in 
1986 by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act, and by the Small Business 
Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act of 2002. 
 
CERCLA contains prohibitions and requirements concerning closed and abandoned hazardous 
waste sites; establishes liability of persons responsible for releases of hazardous waste at these 
sites; and establishes a trust fund to provide for cleanup when no responsible party can be 
identified.  The trust fund is funded largely by a tax on the chemical and petroleum industries.  
CERCLA also provides federal jurisdiction to respond directly to releases or impending releases 
of hazardous substances that may endanger public health or the environment. 
 
CERCLA also enabled the revision of the National Contingency Plan (NCP) which provided the 
guidelines and procedures needed to respond to releases and threatened releases of hazardous 
substances, pollutants, or contaminants. The NCP also established the National Priorities List, 
which identifies hazardous waste sites eligible for long-term remedial action financed under the 
federal Superfund program. 
 
Prevention of Accidental Releases and Risk Management Programs: Requirements 
pertaining to the prevention of accidental releases are promulgated in §112 (r) of the CAA 
Amendments of 1990 [42 U.S.C. §7401 et. seq.]. The objective of these requirements was to 
prevent the accidental release and to minimize the consequences of any such release of a 
hazardous substances. Under these provisions, facilities that produce, process, handle or store 
hazardous substances have a duty to: 1) identify hazards which may result from releases using 
hazard assessment techniques; 2) design and maintain a safe facility and take steps necessary to 
prevent releases; and, 3) minimize the consequence of accidental releases that occur.  
 
In accordance with the requirements in §112 (r), U.S. EPA adopted implementing guidelines in 
40 CFR Part 68. Under this part, stationary sources with more than a threshold quantity of a 
regulated substance shall be evaluated to determine the potential for and impacts of accidental 
releases from any processes subject to the federal risk management requirements. Under certain 
conditions, the owner or operator of a stationary source may be required to develop and submit a 
Risk Management Plan (RMP).  RMPs consist of three main elements: a hazard assessment that 
includes off-site consequences analyses and a five-year accident history, a prevention program, 
and an emergency response program.  At the local level, RMPs are implemented by the local fire 
departments.   
 
3.4.2.1.2  Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act 
 
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) is a federal law adopted 
by Congress in 1986 that is designed to help communities plan for emergencies involving 
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hazardous substances.  EPCRA establishes requirements for federal, state and local governments, 
Indian tribes, and industry regarding emergency planning and "Community Right-to-Know" 
reporting on hazardous and toxic chemicals.  The Community Right-to-Know provisions help 
increase the public's knowledge and access to information on chemicals at individual facilities, 
their uses, and releases into the environment.  States and communities, working with facilities, 
can use the information to improve chemical safety and protect public health and the 
environment.  There are four major provisions of EPCRA:  
 

1. Emergency Planning (§§301 – 303) requires local governments to prepare chemical 
emergency response plans, and to review plans at least annually.  These sections also 
require state governments to oversee and coordinate local planning efforts.  Facilities that 
maintain Extremely Hazardous Substances (EHS) onsite (see 40 CFR Part 355 for the list 
of EHS chemicals) in quantities greater than corresponding “Threshold Planning 
Quantities” must cooperate in the preparation of the emergency plan.  

 
2. Emergency Release Notification (§304) requires facilities to immediately report 

accidental releases of EHS chemicals and hazardous substances in quantities greater than 
corresponding Reportable Quantities (RQs) as defined under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) to state and local 
officials.  Information about accidental chemical releases must be made available to the 
public. 

 
3. Hazardous Chemical Storage Reporting (§§311 – 312) requires facilities that 

manufacture, process, or store designated hazardous chemicals to make Safety Data 
Sheets (SDSs, formerly referred to as material safety data sheets or MSDSs) describing 
the properties and health effects of these chemicals available to state and local officials 
and local fire departments.  These sections also require facilities to report to state and 
local officials and local fire departments, inventories of all onsite chemicals for which 
SDSs exist.  Lastly, information about chemical inventories at facilities and SDSs must 
be available to the public.  
 

4. Toxic Chemical Release Inventory (§313) requires facilities to annually complete and 
submit a Toxic Chemical Release Inventory Form for each Toxic Release Inventory 
(TRI) chemical that are manufactured or otherwise used above the applicable threshold 
quantities.  

 
Implementation of EPCRA has been delegated to the State of California.  The California 
Emergency Management Agency requires facilities to develop a Hazardous Materials Business 
Plan if they handle hazardous materials in quantities equal to or greater than 55 gallons, 500 
pounds, or 200 cubic feet of gas or extremely hazardous substances above the threshold planning 
quantity.  The Hazardous Materials Business Plan is provided to state and local emergency 
response agencies and includes inventories of hazardous materials, an emergency plan, and 
implements a training program for employees. 
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3.4.2.1.3  Hazardous Materials Transportation Act 
 
The Hazardous Material Transportation Act (HMTA), adopted in 1975 (see 49 U.S.C. §§5101 – 
5127), gave the Secretary of Transportation the regulatory and enforcement authority to provide 
adequate protection against the risks to life and property inherent in the transportation of 
hazardous materials in commerce.  The U.S. DOT (see 49 CFR Parts 171-180) oversees the 
movement of hazardous materials at the federal level. The HMTA requires that carriers report 
accidental releases of hazardous materials to U.S. DOT at the earliest practical moment.  Other 
incidents that must be reported include deaths, injuries requiring hospitalization, and property 
damage exceeding $50,000.  The hazardous material regulations also contain emergency 
response provisions which include incident reporting requirements.  Reports of major incidents 
go to the National Response Center, which in turn is linked with CHEMTREC, a public service 
hotline established by the chemical manufacturing industry for emergency responders to obtain 
information and assistance for emergency incidents involving chemicals and hazardous 
materials.  
 
Hazardous materials regulations are implemented by the Research and Special Programs 
Administration (RSPA) branch of the U.S. DOT.  The regulations cover the definition and 
classification of hazardous materials, communication of hazards to workers and the public, 
packaging and labeling requirements, operational rules for shippers, and training.  These 
regulations apply to interstate, intrastate, and foreign commerce by air, rail, ships, and motor 
vehicles, and also cover hazardous waste shipments.  The Federal Aviation Administration 
Office of Hazardous Materials Safety is responsible for overseeing the safe handling of 
hazardous materials aboard aircraft.  The Federal Railroad Administration oversees the 
transportation of hazardous materials by rail.  The U.S. Coast Guard regulates the bulk transport 
of hazardous materials by sea.  The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is responsible for 
highway routing of hazardous materials and issuing highway safety permits. 
 
3.4.2.1.4  Toxic Substances Control Act 
 
The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) was enacted by Congress in 1976 (see 15 U.S.C. 
§2601 et seq.) and gave the U.S. EPA the authority to protect the public from unreasonable risk 
of injury to health or the environment by regulating the manufacture, sale, and use of chemicals 
currently produced or imported into the United States.  The TSCA, however, does not address 
wastes produced as byproducts of manufacturing.  The types of chemicals regulated by the act 
fall into two categories: existing and new.  New chemicals are defined as “any chemical 
substance which is not included in the chemical substance list compiled and published under 
[TSCA] section 8(b).”  This list included all of chemical substances manufactured or imported 
into the U.S. prior to December 1979.  Existing chemicals include any chemical currently listed 
under section 8 (b).  The distinction between existing and new chemicals is necessary as the act 
regulates each category of chemicals in different ways.  The U.S. EPA repeatedly screens both 
new and existing chemicals and can require reporting or testing of those that may pose an 
environmental or human-health hazard.  The U.S. EPA can ban the manufacture and import of 
those chemicals that pose an unreasonable risk. 
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3.4.2.1.5  Hazardous Material Worker and Public Safety Requirements 
 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration Regulations:  The federal Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is an agency of the United States Department of 
Labor that was created by Congress under the Occupational Safety and Health Act in 1970. 
OSHA is the agency responsible for assuring worker safety in the handling and use of chemicals 
in the workplace. Under the authority of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, OSHA 
has adopted numerous regulations pertaining to worker safety (see 29 CFR Part 1910). These 
regulations set standards for safe workplaces and work practices, including the reporting of 
accidents and occupational injuries. Some OSHA regulations contain standards relating to 
hazardous materials handling to protect workers who handle toxic, flammable, reactive, or 
explosive materials, including workplace conditions, employee protection requirements, first aid, 
and fire protection, as well as material handling and storage. For example, facilities which use, 
store, manufacture, handle, process, or move hazardous materials are required to conduct 
employee safety training, have available and know how to use safety equipment, prepare illness 
prevention programs, provide hazardous substance exposure warnings, prepare emergency 
response plans, and prepare a fire prevention plan.  
 
Procedures and standards for safe handling, storage, operation, remediation, and emergency 
response activities involving hazardous materials and waste are promulgated in 29 CFR Part 
1910, Subpart H. Some key subsections in 29 CFR Part 1910, Subpart H are §1910.106 -
Flammable Liquids and §1910.120 - Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response. In 
particular, the Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response regulations contain 
requirements for worker training programs, medical surveillance for workers engaging in the 
handling of hazardous materials or wastes, and waste site emergency and remediation planning, 
for those who are engaged in specific clean-up, corrective action, hazardous material handling, 
and emergency response activities (see 29 CFR Part 1910 Subpart H, §1910.120 (a)(1)(i-v) and 
§1926.65 (a)(1)(i-v)). 
 
Process Safety Management: As part of the numerous regulations pertaining to worker safety 
adopted by OSHA, specific requirements that pertain to Process Safety Management (PSM) of 
Highly Hazardous Chemicals were adopted in 29 CFR Part 1910 Subpart H, §1910.119 and 8 
CCR §5189 to protect workers at facilities that have toxic, flammable, reactive or explosive 
materials. PSM program elements are aimed at preventing or minimizing the consequences of 
catastrophic releases of chemicals and include process hazard analyses, formal training programs 
for employees and contractors, investigation of equipment mechanical integrity, and an 
emergency response plan. Specifically, the PSM program requires facilities that use, store, 
manufacture, handle, process, or move hazardous materials to conduct employee safety training; 
have an inventory of safety equipment relevant to potential hazards; have knowledge on use of 
the safety equipment; prepare an illness prevention program; provide hazardous substance 
exposure warnings; prepare an emergency response plan; and prepare a fire prevention plan.  
 
Emergency Action Plan: An Emergency Action Plan (EAP) is a written document required by 
OSHA standards promulgated in 29 CFR Part 1910, Subpart E, §1910.38 (a) to facilitate and 
organize a safe employer and employee response during workplace emergencies. An EAP is 
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required by all that are required to have fire extinguishers. At a minimum, an EAP must include 
the following:  1) a means of reporting fires and other emergencies;  2) evacuation procedures 
and emergency escape route assignments;  3) procedures to be followed by employees who 
remain to operate critical plant operations before they evacuate; 4)  procedures to account for all 
employees after an emergency evacuation has been completed; 5)  rescue and medical duties for 
those employees who are to perform them; and, 6)  names or job titles of persons who can be 
contacted for further information or explanation of duties under the plan. 
 
National Fire Regulations:  The National Fire Codes (NFC), Title 45, published by the National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) contains standards for laboratories using chemicals, which 
are not requirements, but are generally employed by organizations in order to protect workers.  
These standards provide basic protection of life and property in laboratory work areas through 
prevention and control of fires and explosions, and also serve to protect personnel from exposure 
to non-fire health hazards.  
 
In addition to the NFC, the NFPA adopted a hazard rating system which is promulgated in NFPA 
704 - Standard System for the Identification of the Hazards of Materials for Emergency 
Response.  NFPA 704 is a “standard (that) provides a readily recognized, easily understood 
system for identifying specific hazards and their severity using spatial, visual, and numerical 
methods to describe in simple terms the relative hazards of a material.  It addresses the health, 
flammability, instability, and related hazards that may be presented as short-term, acute 
exposures that are most likely to occur as a result of fire, spill, or similar emergency.”  In 
addition, the hazard ratings per NFPA 704 are used by emergency personnel to quickly and 
easily identify the risks posed by nearby hazardous materials in order to help determine what, if 
any, specialty equipment should be used, procedures followed, or precautions taken during the 
first moments of an emergency response.  The scale is divided into four color-coded categories, 
with blue indicating level of health hazard, red indicating the flammability hazard, yellow 
indicating the chemical reactivity, and white containing special codes for unique hazards such as 
corrosivity and radioactivity.  Each hazard category is rated on a scale from 0 (no hazard; normal 
substance) to 4 (extreme risk).  Table 3.4-3 summarizes what the codes mean for each hazards 
category. 
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TABLE 3.4-3 
 

NFPA 704 Hazards Rating Code 
 

Hazard 
Rating Code 

Health 
(Blue) 

Flammability 
(Red) 

Reactivity 
(Yellow) 

Special 
(White) 

4 = Extreme Very short 
exposure could 
cause death or 
major residual 
injury (extreme 
hazard). 

Will rapidly or 
completely vaporize at 
normal atmospheric 
pressure and temperature, 
or is readily dispersed in 
air and will burn readily. 
Flash point below 73°F.

Readily capable of 
detonation or explosive 
decomposition at normal 
temperatures and 
pressures. 

W = Reacts with 
water in an 
unusual or 
dangerous 
manner. 

3 = High 

Short exposure 
could cause serious 
temporary or 
moderate residual 
injury. 

Liquids and solids that 
can be ignited under 
almost all ambient 
temperature conditions. 
Flash point between 73°F 
and 100°F. 

Capable of detonation or 
explosive decomposition 
but requires a strong 
initiating source, must be 
heated under confinement 
before initiation, reacts 
explosively with water, or 
will detonate if severely 
shocked.

OXY = Oxidizer 

2 = Moderate Intense or 
continued but not 
chronic exposure 
could cause 
temporary 
incapacitation or 
possible residual 
injury. 

Must be moderately 
heated or exposed to 
relatively high ambient 
temperature before 
ignition can occur. Flash 
point between 100°F and 
200°F. 

Undergoes violent 
chemical change at 
elevated temperatures and 
pressures, reacts violently 
with water, or may form 
explosive mixtures with 
water. 

SA = Simple 
asphyxiant gas 
(includes 
nitrogen, helium, 
neon, argon, 
krypton, and 
xenon). 

1 = Slight Exposure would 
cause irritation 
with only minor 
residual injury. 

Must be heated before 
ignition can occur. Flash 
point over 200°F. 

Normally stable, but can 
become unstable at 
elevated temperatures and 
pressures.

Not applicable 

0 = 
Insignificant 

Poses no health 
hazard, no 
precautions 
necessary. 

Will not burn. 

Normally stable, even 
under fire exposure 
conditions, and is not 
reactive with water. 

Not applicable 

 
In addition to the information in Table 3.4-3, many other physical or chemical properties may 
cause a substance to be a fire hazard.  With respect to determining whether any substance is 
classified as a fire hazard, SDS lists the NFPA 704 flammability hazard ratings (e.g., NFPA 
704).   
 
Although substances can have the same NFPA 704 Flammability Ratings Code, other factors can 
make each substance’s fire hazard very different from each other.  For this reason, additional 
chemical characteristics, such as auto-ignition temperature, boiling point, evaporation rate, flash 
point, lower explosive limit (LEL), upper explosive limit (UEL), and vapor pressure, are also 
considered when determining whether a substance is fire hazard.  The following is a brief 
description of each of these chemical characteristics.  
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Auto-ignition Temperature:  The auto-ignition temperature of a substance is the lowest 
temperature at which it will spontaneously ignite in a normal atmosphere without an 
external source of ignition, such as a flame or spark. 

 
Boiling Point:  The boiling point of a substance is the temperature at which the vapor 
pressure of the liquid equals the environmental pressure surrounding the liquid.  Boiling 
is a process in which molecules anywhere in the liquid escape, resulting in the formation 
of vapor bubbles within the liquid.  
 
Evaporation Rate:  Evaporation rate is the rate at which a material will vaporize 
(evaporate, change from liquid to a vapor) compared to the rate of vaporization of a 
specific known material.  This quantity is a represented as a unit less ratio.  For example, 
a substance with a high evaporation rate will readily form a vapor which can be inhaled 
or explode, and thus have a higher hazard risk.  Evaporation rates generally have an 
inverse relationship to boiling points (i.e., the higher the boiling point, the lower the rate 
of evaporation). 
 
Flash Point:  Flash point is the lowest temperature at which a volatile liquid can vaporize 
to form an ignitable mixture in air.  Measuring a liquid's flash point requires an ignition 
source.  At the flash point, the vapor may cease to burn when the source of ignition is 
removed.  There are different methods that can be used to determine the flashpoint of a 
solvent but the most frequently used method is the Tagliabue Closed Cup standard 
(ASTM D56), also known as the TCC.  The flashpoint is determined by a TCC laboratory 
device which is used to determine the flash point of mobile petroleum liquids with flash 
point temperatures below 175 degrees Fahrenheit (79.4 degrees Centigrade). 

 
Flash point is a particularly important measure of the fire hazard of a substance.  For 
example, the Consumer Products Safety Commission (CPSC) promulgated Labeling and 
Banning Requirements for Chemicals and Other Hazardous Substances in 15 U.S.C. 
§1261 and 16 CFR Part 1500. Per the CPSC, the flammability of a product is defined in 
16 CFR Part 1500.3 (c)(6) and is based on flash point.  For example, a liquid needs to be 
labeled as: 1) “Extremely Flammable” if the flash point is below 20 degrees Fahrenheit; 
2) “Flammable” if the flash point is above 20 degrees Fahrenheit but less than 100 
degrees Fahrenheit; or, 3) “Combustible” if the flash point is above 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit up to and including 150 degrees Fahrenheit. 
 
Lower Explosive Limit (LEL):  The lower explosive limit of a gas or a vapor is the 
limiting concentration (in air) that is needed for the gas to ignite and explode or the 
lowest concentration (percentage) of a gas or a vapor in air capable of producing a flash 
of fire in presence of an ignition source (e.g., arc, flame, or heat).  If the concentration of 
a substance in air is below the LEL, there is not enough fuel to continue an explosion.  In 
other words, concentrations lower than the LEL are "too lean" to burn.  For example, 
methane gas has a LEL of 4.4 percent (at 138 degrees Centigrade) by volume, meaning 
4.4 percent of the total volume of the air consists of methane.  At 20 degrees Centigrade, 
the LEL for methane is 5.1 percent by volume. If the atmosphere has less that 5.1 percent 
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methane, an explosion cannot occur even if a source of ignition is present.  When the 
concentration of methane reaches 5.1 percent, an explosion can occur if there is an 
ignition source. 
 
Upper Explosive Limit (UEL):  The upper explosive limit of a gas or a vapor is the 
highest concentration (percentage) of a gas or a vapor in air capable of producing a flash 
of fire in presence of an ignition source (e.g., arc, flame, or heat).  Concentrations of a 
substance in air above the UEL are "too rich" to burn.  
 
Vapor Pressure:  Vapor pressure is an indicator of a chemical’s tendency to evaporate 
into gaseous form. 

 
Health Hazards Guidance:  In addition to fire impacts, health hazards can also be generated 
due to exposure of chemicals present in both conventional as well as reformulated products.  
Using available toxicological information to evaluate potential human health impacts associated 
with conventional solvents and potential replacement solvents, the toxicity of the conventional 
solvents can be compared to solvents expected to be used in reformulated products.  As a 
measure of a chemical’s potential health hazards, the following values need to be considered:  
the Threshold Limit Values established by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial 
Hygiene, OSHA’s Permissible Exposure Limits, the Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health 
levels recommended by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), and 
health hazards developed by the National Safety Council.  The following is a brief description of 
each of these values. 
 

Threshold Limit Values (TLVs):  The TLV of a chemical substance is a level to which it 
is believed a worker can be exposed day after day for a working lifetime without adverse 
health effects.  The TLV is an estimate based on the known toxicity in humans or animals 
of a given chemical substance, and the reliability and accuracy of the latest sampling and 
analytical methods.  The TLV for chemical substances is defined as a concentration in 
air, typically for inhalation or skin exposure.  Its units are in parts per million (ppm) for 
gases and in milligrams per cubic meter (mg/m³) for particulates.  The TLV is a 
recommended guideline by ACGIH.  

 
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL):  The PEL is a legal limit, usually expressed in ppm, 
established by OSHA to protect workers against the health effects of exposure to 
hazardous substances. PELs are regulatory limits on the amount or concentration of a 
substance in the air.  A PEL is usually given as a time-weighted average (TWA), 
although some are short-term exposure limits (STEL) or ceiling limits.  A TWA is the 
average exposure over a specified period of time, usually eight hours.  This means that, 
for limited periods, a worker may be exposed to concentrations higher than the PEL, so 
long as the average concentration over eight hours remains lower.  A short-term exposure 
limit is one that addresses the average exposure over a 15 to 30 minute period of 
maximum exposure during a single work shift.  A ceiling limit is one that may not be 
exceeded for any period of time, and is applied to irritants and other materials that have 
immediate effects.  The OSHA PELs are published in 29 CFR 1910.1000, Table Z1.  
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Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH):  IDLH is an acronym defined by 
NIOSH as exposure to airborne contaminants that is "likely to cause death or immediate 
or delayed permanent adverse health effects or prevent escape from such an 
environment."  IDLH values are often used to guide the selection of breathing apparatus 
that are made available to workers or firefighters in specific situations. 

 
3.4.2.1.6  Oil and Pipeline Regulations and Oversight 
 
Oil Pollution Act:  The Oil Pollution Act was signed into law in 1990 to give the federal 
government authority to better respond to oil spills.  The Oil Pollution Act improved the federal 
government's ability to prevent and respond to oil spills, including provision of money and 
resources.  The Oil Pollution Act establishes polluter liability, gives states enforcement rights in 
navigable waters of the state, mandates the development of spill control and response plans for 
all vessels and facilities, increases fines and enforcement mechanisms, and establishes a federal 
trust fund for financing clean-up. 
 
The Oil Pollution Act also establishes the National Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund to provide 
financing for cases in which the responsible party is either not readily identifiable, or refuses to 
pay the cleanup/damage costs.  In addition, the Oil Pollution Act expands provisions of the 
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan, more commonly called the 
National Contingency Plan, requiring the federal government to direct all public and private oil 
spill response efforts.  It also requires area committees, composed of federal, state, and local 
government officials, to develop detailed, location-specific area contingency plans.  In addition, 
the Oil Pollution Act directs owners and operators of vessels, and certain facilities that pose a 
serious threat to the environment, to prepare their own specific facility response plans.  The Oil 
Pollution Act increases penalties for regulatory non-compliance by responsible parties; gives the 
federal government broad enforcement authority; and provides individual states the authority to 
establish their own laws governing oil spills, prevention measures, and response methods. 
 
Oil Pollution Prevention Regulation: In 1973, the USEPA issued the Oil Pollution Prevention 
regulation (see 40 CFR 112), to address the oil spill prevention provisions contained in the Clean 
Water Act of 1972. The Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Rule is part of 
the Oil Pollution Prevention regulations (see 40 CFR Part 112, Subparts A - C). Specifically, the 
SPCC rule includes requirements for oil spill prevention, preparedness, and response to prevent 
oil discharges to navigable waters and adjoining shorelines. The rule requires specific facilities to 
prepare, amend, and implement SPCC Plans. SPCC Plans require applicable facilities to take 
steps to prevent oil spills including: 1) using suitable storage containers/tanks; 2) providing 
overfill prevention (e.g., high-level alarms); 3) providing secondary containment for bulk storage 
tanks; 4) providing secondary containment to catch oil spills during transfer activities; and, 5) 
periodically inspecting and testing pipes and containers.   
 
U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of Pipeline Safety:  The Office of Pipeline Safety, 
within the U.S. DOT, Pipeline and Hazards Material Safety Administration, has jurisdictional 
responsibility for developing regulations and standards to ensure the safe and secure movement 
of hazardous liquid and gas pipelines under its jurisdiction in the United States. The Office of 
Pipeline Safety has the following key responsibilities:  
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 Support the operation of, and coordinate with the United States Coast Guard on the 
National Response Center and serve as a liaison with the Department of Homeland 
Security and the Federal Emergency Management Agency on matters involving pipeline 
safety;  

 
 Develop and maintain partnerships with other federal, state, and local agencies, public 

interest groups, tribal governments, and the regulated industry and other underground 
utilities to address threats to pipeline integrity, service, and reliability and to share 
responsibility for the safety of communities;  

 
 Administer pipeline safety regulatory programs and develops regulatory policy involving 

pipeline safety;  
 

 Oversee pipeline operator implementation of risk management and risk-based programs 
and administer a national pipeline inspection and enforcement program;  

 
 Provide technical and resource assistance for state pipeline safety programs to ensure 

oversight of intrastate pipeline systems and educational programs at the local level; and,  
 

 Support the development and conduct of pipeline safety training programs for federal and 
state regulatory and compliance staff and the pipeline industry.  

 
49 CFR Parts 178 – 185 relates to the role of transportation, including pipelines, in the United 
States. 49 CFR Parts 186-199 establishes minimum pipeline safety standards. The Office of the 
State Fire Marshal works in partnership with the Federal Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 
Safety Administration to assure pipeline operators are meeting requirements for safe, reliable, 
and environmentally sound operation of their facilities for intrastate pipelines within California. 
 
Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards:  The Federal Department of Homeland Security 
established the chemical facility anti-terrorism standards in 2007 (see 6 CFR Part 27).  These 
regulations established risk-based performance standards for the security of chemical facilities 
and require covered chemical facilities to prepare Security Vulnerability Assessments, which 
identify facility security vulnerabilities, and to develop and implement security plans. 
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3.4.2.2 State Regulations 

California Hazardous Waste Control Law:  The California Hazardous Waste Control Law is 
administered by the California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) to regulate 
hazardous wastes within the State of California.  While the California Hazardous Waste Control 
Law is generally more stringent than RCRA, both the state and federal laws apply in California.  
The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) is the primary agency in charge 
of enforcing both the federal and state hazardous materials laws in California.  The DTSC 
regulates hazardous waste, oversees the cleanup of existing contamination, and pursues methods 
to reduce hazardous waste produced in California.  The DTSC regulates hazardous waste in 
California under the authority of RCRA, the California Hazardous Waste Control Law, and the 
California Health and Safety Code.  Under the direction of the CalEPA, the DTSC maintains the 
Cortese List and Envirostor databases of hazardous materials and waste sites as specified under 
Government Code §65962.5.   

The Hazardous Waste Control Law (22 CCR Chapter 11, Appendix X) also lists 791 chemicals 
and approximately 300 common materials which may be hazardous; establishes criteria for 
identifying, packaging, and labeling hazardous wastes; prescribes management controls; 
establishes permit requirements for treatment, storage, disposal, and transportation; and identifies 
some wastes that cannot be disposed of in landfills. 
 
California Occupational Safety and Health Administration:  The California Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (CalOSHA) is the primary agency responsible for worker 
safety in the handling and use of chemicals in the workplace.  CalOSHA requires the employer 
to monitor worker exposure to listed hazardous substances and notify workers of exposure (8 
CCR Sections 337-340).  The regulations specify requirements for employee training, 
availability of safety equipment, accident-prevention programs, and hazardous substance 
exposure warnings.  CalOSHA standards are generally more stringent than federal regulations. 
 
Hazardous Materials Release Notification:  Many state statutes require emergency notification 
of a hazardous chemical release, including: 
 

 California Health and Safety Code §25270.7, §25270.8, and §25507; 
 

 California Vehicle Code §23112.5; 
 

 California Public Utilities Code §7673 (General Orders #22-B, 161); 
 

 California Government Code §51018 and §8670.25.5(a); 
 

 California Water Code §13271 and §13272; and, 
 

 California Labor Code §6409.1(b)10.  
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California Accidental Release Prevention (CalARP) Program:  The California Accidental 
Release Prevention Program (19 CCR Division 2, Chapter 4.5) requires the preparation of RMPs.  
CalARP requires stationary sources with more than a threshold quantity of a regulated substance 
to be evaluated to determine the potential for and impacts of accidental releases from any 
processes onsite (not transport) subject to state risk management requirements.  RMPs are 
documents prepared by the owner or operator of a stationary source containing detailed 
information including:  (1) regulated substances held onsite at the stationary source; (2) offsite 
consequences of an accidental release of a regulated substance; (3) the accident history at the 
stationary source; (4) the emergency response program for the stationary source; (5) coordination 
with local emergency responders; (6) hazard review or process hazard analysis; (7) operating 
procedures at the stationary source; (8) training of the stationary source's personnel; (9) 
maintenance and mechanical integrity of the stationary source's physical plant; and (10) incident 
investigation.  The CalARP program is implemented at the local government level by Certified 
Unified Program Agencies (CUPAs) also known as Administering Agencies (AAs). Typically, 
local fire departments are the administering agencies of the CalARP program because they 
frequently are the first responders in the event of a release.  California modified  the CalARP 
Program along with the state’s PSM program in response to an accident at the Chevron 
Richmond Refinery.  The proposed regulations were released for public comment on July 15, 
2016 and the public comment period closes on September 15, 2016.  After the close of the 
comment period a modified version of the proposed regulations was released in February 2017 
and the public comment period for comments on the modifications closed on March 3, 2017. The 
final regulations were approved in August 2017 and will become effective on October 1, 2017. 
 
Hazardous Materials Disclosure Program:  The Unified Hazardous Waste and Hazardous 
Materials Management Regulatory Program (Unified Program) as promulgated by CalEPA in 
CCR, Title 27, Chapter 6.11 requires the administrative consolidation of six hazardous materials 
and waste programs (program elements) under one agency, a CUPA. The Unified Program 
administered by the State of California consolidates, coordinates, and makes consistent the 
administrative requirements, permits, inspections, and enforcement activities for the state's 
environmental and emergency management programs, which include Hazardous Waste 
Generator and Onsite Hazardous Waste Treatment Programs (“Tiered Permitting”); Above 
ground SPCC Program; Hazardous Materials Release Response Plans and Inventories (business 
plans); the CalARP Program; the UST Program; and the Uniform Fire Code Plans and Inventory 
Requirements. The Unified Program is implemented at the local government level by CUPAs. 
 
Hazardous Materials Management Act:  The State of California (California Health and Safety 
Code Division 20, Chapter 6.95) requires any business that handles more than a specified amount 
of hazardous or extremely hazardous materials, termed a "reportable quantity," to submit a 
Hazardous Materials Business Plan to its Certified Unified Program Agency.  Business plans 
must include an inventory of the types, quantities, and locations of hazardous materials at the 
facility.  Businesses are required to update their business plans at least once every three years 
and the chemical portion of their plans every year.  Also, business plans must include emergency 
response plans and procedures to be used in the event of a significant or threatened significant 
release of a hazardous material.  These plans need to identify the procedures to follow for 
immediate notification to all appropriate agencies and personnel of a release, identification of 
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local emergency medical assistance appropriate for potential accident scenarios, contact 
information for all company emergency coordinators, a listing and location of emergency 
equipment at the business, an evacuation plan, and a training program for business personnel.  
The requirements for hazardous materials business plans are specified in the California Health 
and Safety Code and 19 CCR. 
 
Hazardous Materials Transportation in California:  California regulates the transportation of 
hazardous waste originating or passing through the State in Title 13, CCR.  The California 
Highway Patrol (CHP) and Caltrans have primary responsibility for enforcing federal and state 
regulations and responding to hazardous materials transportation emergencies.  The CHP 
enforces materials and hazardous waste labeling and packing regulations that prevent leakage 
and spills of material in transit and provide detailed information to cleanup crews in the event of 
an incident.  Vehicle and equipment inspection, shipment preparation, container identification, 
and shipping documentation are all part of the responsibility of the CHP.  Caltrans has 
emergency chemical spill identification teams at locations throughout the State. 
 
California Fire Code:  While NFC Standard 45 and NFPA 704 are regarded as nationally 
recognized standards, the California Fire Code (24 CCR) also contains state standards for the use 
and storage of hazardous materials and special standards for buildings where hazardous materials 
are found. Some of these regulations consist of amendments to NFC Standard 45. State Fire 
Code regulations require emergency pre-fire plans to include training programs in first aid, the 
use of fire equipment, and methods of evacuation. 
 
3.4.2.3 Local Regulations 
 
Most counties in California have prepared Hazardous Waste Management Plans (HWMPs) that 
outlines how hazardous waste generated in the county is managed.  The HWMP identifies the 
types and amounts of wastes generated; establishes programs for managing these wastes; 
identifies an application review process for the siting of specified hazardous waste facilities; 
identifies mechanisms for reducing the amount of waste generated; and identifies goals, policies, 
and actions for achieving effective hazardous waste management 
 
Contra Costa County has adopted an industrial safety ordinance that addresses the human factors 
that lead to accidents.  The ordinance requires stationary sources to develop a written human 
factors program that considers human factors as part of process hazards analyses, incident 
investigations, training, operating procedures, among others. 
 
3.4.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 
 
The impacts associated with hazards will be considered significant if any of the following occur: 

 Non-compliance with any applicable design code or regulation. 
 Non-conformance to National Fire Protection Association standards. 
 Non-conformance to regulations or generally accepted industry practices related to 

operating policy and procedures concerning the design, construction, security, leak 
detection, spill containment or fire protection. 
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 Exposure to hazardous chemicals in concentrations equal to or greater than the 
Emergency Response Planning Guideline (ERPG) 2 levels. 

 
3.4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
 
The proposed rule is designed to reduce health risk associated with emissions of TACs from 
existing stationary sources in the Bay Area.  The proposed rule is not expected to require 
substantial new development.  Any new air pollution control equipment or enclosures would be 
expected to occur within existing commercial or industrial facilities.  Facility modifications 
associated with the proposed rule are largely expected to include limiting throughput or hours of 
operations; increased use of diesel particulate filters; additional enclosures and bag houses, and 
thermal oxidizers or carbon adsorption systems.  The hazards associated with the use of these 
types of air pollution control equipment and systems are minimal.  Table 3.4-4 summarizes the 
expected air pollution control equipment and the impacts of those with potential hazard impacts 
are discussed further in the subsections below. 
 

TABLE 3.4-4 
 

Potential Hazards Impacts from Installing Air Pollution  
Control Equipment under Rules 11-18 

 

Potential Control 
Technology Hazard Impacts Analyzed 

Further?
Significant?

Enclosures None Identified No No 
Diesel Particulate Filter None identified No No 
Replace Old Diesel ICEs 
with New Diesel ICEs None Identified No No 

Baghouse with HEPA 
Filters Potential for fire explosion  Yes No1 

Carbon Adsorption None Identified No No 
Catalytic Oxidation None identified No No 
Thermal Oxidizer None Identified No No 

Wet Gas Scrubber Potential hazards associated 
with increased use of caustic Yes No 

Electrostatic Precipitator 
(Wet and Dry) Potential for explosion Yes No1 

Process Improvements None Identified No No 
Product Substitution None Identified No No 
Enhanced Monitoring or 
Component Replacement None Identified No No 

(1)  Implementing mitigation measures in Section 3.4.5 reduces impacts to less than significant. 
(2)  Includes reduced throughput, reduced operating time, and stack modifications. 
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3.4.4.1  Baghouse 
 
Dusts have a very large surface area compared to their mass.  Since burning can only occur at the 
surface of a solid or liquid, where it can react with oxygen, this causes dusts to be much more 
flammable than bulk materials.  Explosions are another operating hazard.  For an explosion to 
occur, the concentration of dust in the baghouse housing or duct must be between the lower and 
upper explosive concentrations and a spark must be present.  In mechanical cleaning (shaker) 
collectors, the flow is stopped in the filter compartment and the filter elements are agitated all at 
the same time.  A potential for an explosion occurs since the concentration will likely pass 
through the explosive limits during this action. 
 
Although the type of facilities where these accidents occurred were not identified, at least 281 
combustible dust fires and explosions from baghouses occurred in general industries between 
1980 and 2005 in the United States, which caused at least 119 fatalities and 718 injuries 
(Dalsanto, 2011).  However, based on the chemical and physical characteristics of the dusts 
involved, e.g., organic, sulfur, coke, etc., it is assumed that at least some of these accidents 
occurred at industrial facilities. Therefore, in light of the fact that there is a potential for 
explosion or fire hazards, to be conservative it is concluded here that baghouses may cause or 
contribute to significant adverse hazard and hazardous materials impacts.  Therefore, mitigation 
measures have been identified in Section 3.4.5. 
 
3.4.4.2  Electrostatic Precipitator 
 
Electrostatic precipitators have several advantages compared with other air pollution control 
devices, in part, because they are very efficient collectors, even for small particles.  Further, 
because the collection forces act only on the particles, ESPs can treat large volumes of gas with 
low pressure drops.  They can collect dry materials, fumes, or mists.  Electrostatic precipitators 
can also operate over a wide range of temperatures and generally have low operating costs.  
There are two broad types of ESPs, dry and wet. 
 
3.4.4.2.1 Dry ESPs 
 
Dry ESPs remove dust from the collection electrodes by vibrating the electrodes through the use 
of rappers.  Wire-plate dry ESPs are by far the most common design of an ESP and are used in a 
number of industries, including petroleum refining.  Dry ESPs remove dust from the collection 
electrodes by vibrating the electrodes through the use of rappers.  Common types of rappers are 
gravity impact hammers and electric vibrators. For a given ESP, the rapping intensity and 
frequency must be adjusted to optimize performance. Sonic energy is also used to assist dust 
removal in some dry ESPs.  The main components of dry ESPs are an outside shell to house the 
unit, high voltage discharge electrodes, grounded collection electrodes, a high voltage source, a 
rapping system, and hoppers. 
 
Hazards associated with dry ESPs include fire and explosion hazards that can occur at the inlet to 
ESPs when highly charged dust particles are transported by a gas carrier that can contain the 
mixtures of both incombustible and combustible flue gases.  The risk of ignition and even 
explosion is especially high in the presence of an explosive mixture of oxygen, hydrocarbons, 
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carbon monoxide, etc.  The ignition source is typically caused by the breakdown between the 
corona electrode and the collecting electrode, but in some cases electrostatic discharge (typically 
back corona) can also act as an ignition source.   
 
Other problems that may contribute to fire or explosion hazards include the following.  
Minimum clearance between electrodes may result in repeated “sparkover” causing local heating 
and vaporization of wires causing the wires to break.  Broken wires may swing freely and cause 
shorting between discharge and collector electrodes.  Excessive rapping may also break wires.  
Poor electrical alignment may cause the wire frame to oscillate fatiguing wires and increasing 
sparking.  If high levels of carbon are known to exist on the collecting surface or in the hoppers, 
opening the precipitator access doors may result in spontaneous combustion of the hot dust 
caused by the inrush of air. 
 
Electrostatic Precipitators or ESPs have been used in industry for over 60 years.  Review of the 
safety record of dry ESPs over the last 20 years did not identify any explosion or fire hazards.  
However, in light of the fact that there is a potential for explosion or fire hazards, to be 
conservative it is concluded here that dry ESPs may cause or contribute to significant adverse 
hazard and hazardous materials impacts.  Therefore, mitigation measures have been identified in 
Section 3.4.5. 
 
3.4.4.2.2 Wet ESPs 
 
The basic components of a wet ESP are the same as those of a dry ESP with the exception that a 
wet ESP requires a water spray system rather than a system of rappers.  The gas stream is either 
saturated before entering the collection area or the collecting surface is continually wetted to 
prevent agglomerations from forming.  Because the dust is removed from a wet ESP in the form 
of a slurry, hoppers are typically replaced with a drainage system.  Wet ESPs have the following 
advantages over dry ESPs.  Wet ESPs can adsorb gases, cause some pollutants to condense, are 
easily integrated with scrubbers, and eliminate re-entrainment of captured particles.   
 
Particulates collected from wet ESPs are washed from the collection electrodes with water or 
another suitable liquid.  Some wet ESP applications require that liquid is sprayed continuously 
into the gas stream; in other cases, the liquid may be sprayed intermittently. Since the liquid 
spray saturates the gas stream in a wet ESP, it also provides gas cooling and conditioning.  
Because particulates are removed from a wet ESP as a slurry, explosion hazards are unlikely 
(Dorman, 1974).  Therefore, hazards and hazardous materials impacts from wet ESPs are 
concluded to be less than significant.  Therefore, mitigation measures are not required. 
 
3.4.4.3  Wet Gas Scrubber 
 
3.4.4.3.1 Caustic 
 
For any operators at potentially affected facilities who choose to install a WGS, hazardous 
materials may be needed to operate the WGSs depending on the source category.  Caustic is a 
key ingredient needed for the operation of a WGS; it is the most widely used substance for 
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several pollutant control applications spanning multiple equipment/source categories.  While 
there are several types of caustic solutions that can be used in WGS operations, caustic made 
from sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is most commonly used for WGSs for FCCUs and coke 
calciners. 
 
NAOH:  NaOH, used as caustic in a WGS, is a toxic air contaminant; it is also a noncancerous 
but acutely hazardous substance.  Located on the MSDS for NaOH (50 percent by weight), the 
hazards ratings are as follows:  health is rated 3 (highly hazardous, flammability is rated 0 
(none), and reactivity is rated 1 (slightly hazardous).  Use of NaOH caustic in a WGS would 
most likely occur at refineries that already use and store NAOH caustic for other purposes.  
Otherwise, the facility would need to construct a new NAOH caustic storage tank and ancillary 
piping and other associated equipment.   
 
Soda Ash:  For WGSs that may be installed to control emissions from SRU/TGUs, the caustic 
used in the WGS is made from soda ash, instead of NaOH.  Soda ash is the common name for 
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), a non-toxic, non-cancerous, and non-hazardous substance.  
Located on the MSDS for Na2CO3, the hazards ratings are as follows: health is rated 2 
(moderate), flammability is rated 0 (none) and reactivity is rated 0 (none). 
 
Based on the above information, additional use of caustic in a WGS would not cause or 
contribute to exceedances of any applicable hazards and hazardous materials significance 
thresholds.   
 
3.4.4.4  Releases During Transport 
 
3.4.4.4.1 Oxidation Catalyst 
 
A typical oxidation catalyst system is not expected to require more than several hundred pounds 
of catalyst modules per year.  As a result, delivery of catalyst modules can be accomplished in 
one truck trip.  Based on their chemical properties, oxidation catalysts are not expected to pose 
significant adverse health or physical hazard impacts during use.  Similarly, significant adverse 
hazards and hazardous materials impacts during use or transport of new catalysts to a facility or 
transport of spent catalysts for recycling are expected to be less than significant because of they 
do not pose adverse health or physical hazard impacts and, in the event of an accidental release, 
the modules would be easily contained and cleaned up.   
 
3.4.4.4.2 Wet Gas Scrubber 
 
Installation of a WGS would require deliveries of fresh caustic, either NaOH or soda ash.  If an 
accidental release of caustic during transport occurs, potentially significant adverse hazards or 
hazardous materials impacts may be generated. 
 
NaOH:  Deliveries of NaOH (50 percent by weight) are typically made by tanker truck via 
public roads.  The maximum capacity of one NaOH tanker truck is approximately 6,000 gallons.  
The projected consumption rates of NaOH are assumed to range from approximately 160 tons 
per year (T/Y) (0.44 tons per day (T/D)) to 1,228 T/Y (3.37 T/D) based on an analysis of WGS 
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for refineries in southern California (SCAQMD, 2008).  Based on worst-case assumptions, an 
affected refinery would need up to an additional 32 truck trips of NaOH caustic per year1.  
Although some of the affected refineries currently receive NaOH caustic, it is likely that they 
receive shipments periodically throughout the year rather than on a daily basis.  Therefore, it is 
unlikely that an affected refinery would require one delivery per day in addition to any existing 
deliveries of NaOH caustic, instead it is likely that NaOH deliveries would occur on more days 
per year.  Operators of trucks that transport hazardous materials by public highway are required 
to comply with requirements described in 49 CFR §§ 173 and 177.  Hazardous materials impacts 
during the transport of NaOH caustic are considered to be less than significant.  Facilities 
affected by Rule 11-18 may also use WGS; the associated hazardous materials impacts are 
expected to be less than the worst case scenario analyzed above for petroleum refineries and are 
thus found to be less than significant. 
 
Soda Ash:  Additional soda ash and catalyst could be delivered to some of the affected facilities 
in the future, but no increase in transportation hazards is expected as none of these materials are 
considered to be hazardous.   
 
Based on the above information, accidental releases of caustic during transport would not cause 
or contribute to exceedances of any applicable hazards and hazardous materials significance 
thresholds.   
 
3.4.5 MITIGATION MEASURES 
 
3.4.5.1  Baghouses 
 
To reduce potential fire or explosion impacts from baghouses, the following mitigation measures 
are normally required by Air District permit conditions that typically specify that abatement 
equipment be properly installed, maintained, and operated in accordance with manufacturer's 
instructions. 
 
HHM-1 Maintain a comprehensive dust control program, with hazard dust inspections, 

testing, housekeeping, and control initiatives. 
 
HHM-2 Ground the filter elements using grounding wires, rods, etc., to prevent sparks that 

could be generated during cleaning. 
 
HHM-3 Install additional explosion rupture panels and vent outdoors  
 
HHM-4 If the collector filters are to be replaced the first procedure is to remove as much 

flammable or explosive dusts from the filters as possible.  Reverse the exhaust fan’s 
direction to maintain a low flow and prevent dust from returning to the hood.  Clean 
the collector one section at a time allowing time for the dust to settle into the 

                                                 
1 Annual NaOH deliveries are calculated based on one delivery truck holding 6,000 gallons per truck load. For 
example, 1,228 T/Y NaOH x 2,000 lbs/ ton = 2,465.000 lbs/yr x 1 gal NaOH @ 50%/12.77 lbs = 192,000 gal/year 
x 1 truck/6,000 gallons = 32 trucks/year 
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collection hopper.  After several complete cleaning cycles a large portion of the dust 
will be ejected, which is expected to lower the exposure of the worker in handling the 
filter elements. 

 
HHM-5 Perform all hot work (welding, acetylene cutting, grinding, etc.) away from the 

collector, if possible. 
 
HHM-6 Ensure that power tools and impact hand tools (such as hammers, chippers, etc.) used 

by maintenance personnel that could present a sparking hazard are not used in high 
dust concentrations.  When such work is being performed on the structure itself, make 
certain the dust concentrations within the enclosure are well below combustible 
levels.  

 
HHM-7 Ensure adherence to National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA) standards including, 

but not limited to, NFPA 499, Recommended Practice for the Classification of 
Combustible Dusts and of Hazardous (classified) Locations for Electrical Installations 
in Chemical Process Areas 

 
Implementing the above mitigation measures is expected to ensure that hazard and hazardous 
materials impacts would not exceed any applicable hazards and hazardous materials significance 
thresholds, therefore, hazards and hazardous materials impacts from baghouses are concluded to 
be less than significant. 
 
3.4.5.2  Dry Electrostatic Precipitators 
 
Research of dry ESPs over the last 20 years has shown that this type of air pollution control 
equipment is generally safe to use.  However, to ensure that potential fire and explosion risks are 
less than significant, permit conditions may specify the following safety mitigation measures. 
 
HHM-8 Fire and explosion risks can be reduced by equipping dry ESPs with CO sensors that 

send a signal to a safety system to stop the process when CO concentrations exceed 
the critical limit.  This solution reduces the risk dramatically. 

 
HHM-9 Modern digital electronic controls shall be used to automate this process to assure the 

dry ESP operates at peak performance levels at all times. 
 
HHM-10 The bottom and top of each wire should be covered with shrouds to help minimize 

sparking and metal erosion at these points. 
 
HHM-11 To further reduce fire and explosion hazards, affected refinery operators shall 

establish the inspection frequency of all dry ESP components through a formal in-
house maintenance procedure.  Vendors' recommendations for an inspection schedule 
shall be followed and shall include at a minimum, the following procedures.   

 
Daily:  On a daily basis operation of hoppers and ash removal system should be 
checked; the control room ventilation system should be examined; any abnormal 
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arcing in the ESP enclosure and ducts (typically caused by broken wires, which may 
swing freely causing shorting between discharge and collector electrodes) should be 
investigated; and electrodes should be checked. 
 
Weekly:  Air filters should be checked and cleaned on a weekly or more frequently. 
 
Semianually:  On a semiannual basis the operator should check the exterior for 
visual signs of deterioration, and abnormal vibration, noise, or leaks. 

 
Implementing the above mitigation measures is expected to ensure that hazard and hazardous 
materials impacts would not exceed any applicable hazards and hazardous materials significance 
thresholds, therefore, hazards and hazardous materials impacts from dry ESPs are concluded to 
be less than significant. 
 
3.4.5.3  Remaining Impacts 
 
With the exception of baghouses and dry ESPs, the hazard impacts associated with the 
installation of air pollution control equipment under Rule 11-18 are expected to be less than 
significant without mitigation.  For baghouses and dry ESPs, feasible mitigation measures 
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15126.4 have been identified and are described in Chapter 
3.4.5.1 and 3.4.5.2.  The hazard impacts under implementation of Rule 11-18 are expected to be 
less than significant following mitigation.   
 
3.4.6 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 
 
As concluded in the above hazards and hazardous materials analysis, installation of most types of 
air pollution control equipment, if required in the future, is not expected to cause or contribute to 
significant adverse hazard impacts, with the exception of baghouses or dry ESPs.  As a result, 
feasible mitigation measures pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15126.4 have been identified and 
were described.  Implementing the mitigation measures identified in Sections 3.4.5.1 and 3.4.5.2 
is expected to reduce significant adverse hazards and hazardous materials impacts to less than the 
applicable hazards and hazardous materials significance thresholds.  Therefore, overall hazards 
and hazardous materials impacts, including accidental releases of hazardous materials during 
transport, were concluded to be less than significant.  Because hazards and hazardous materials 
impacts do not exceed the applicable hazards and hazardous materials significance thresholds, they 
are not considered to be cumulatively considerable (CEQA Guidelines §15064 (h)(1)) and, therefore 
are not expected to generate significant adverse cumulative hazards and hazardous materials impacts. 
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3.5 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY 
 
This subchapter of the EIR evaluates the potential hydrology and water quality impacts 
associated with implementation of proposed Rule11-18.  Rule 11-18 would reduce exposure to 
TAC emissions from a number of stationary sources within the Bay Area, including refineries.   
 
As discussed in the Initial Study, implementation of proposed Rule 11-18 would reduce risk 
from facilities that emit toxic air contaminants throughout the Bay Area.  Risk reduction 
measures are expected to be limited to new air pollution control equipment and construction of 
enclosures.  The NOP/IS concluded that wet gas scrubbers were not expected to be used to 
control TACs; therefore, implementation of Rule 11-18 was not expected to result in a 
substantial increase in water use or wastewater discharge.  However, public comments received 
on the NOP/IS indicated that wet gas scrubbers could be used to control TAC emissions from 
some sources, such as refinery FCCUs.   
 
The NOP/IS determined that the potential flooding, flood hazards and increased stormwater 
runoff was less than significant as modifications would occur at existing facilities that have been 
graded and developed.  Therefore, project-specific and cumulative adverse water demand and 
water quality impacts associated with implementation of proposed Rules 11-18 have been 
evaluated in Chapter 3.5 of this EIR.  It should be noted that the NOP/IS concluded that the 
potential utilities and service system impacts were potentially significant due to an increase in 
water demand.  The EIR consolidated the potential water demand impacts on both hydrology and 
water quality and utilities and service systems in this Subchapter 3.5 
 
3.5.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
3.5.1.1  Regional Hydrology 
 
The state of California is divided into ten hydrologic regions corresponding to the state‘s major 
water drainage basins.  The hydrologic regions define a river basin drainage area and are used as 
planning boundaries, which allows consistent tracking of water runoff, and the accounting of 
surface water and groundwater supplies.  The Air District is within the San Francisco Bay 
Hydrologic Region (Bay Region) which includes all of San Francisco County and portions of 
Marin, Sonoma, Napa, Solano, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Contra Costa, and Alameda counties.  It 
occupies approximately 4,500 square miles; from southern Santa Clara County to Tomales Bay 
in Marin County; and inland to near the confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers at 
the eastern end of Suisun Bay.  The eastern boundary follows the crest of the Coast Ranges, 
where the highest peaks are more than 4,000 feet above mean sea level (DWR, 2013).   
 
Some water agencies in the region have imported water from the Sierra Nevada for nearly a 
century to supply their customers.  Water from the Mokelumne and Tuolumne rivers accounts 
for about 38 percent of the region’s average annual water supply.  Water from the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Delta (Delta), via the federal Central Valley Project (CVP) and the State Water 
Project (SWP), accounts for another 28 percent.  Approximately 31 percent of the average annual 
water supply is from local groundwater and surface water, and 3 percent is from miscellaneous 
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sources such as harvested rainwater, recycled water, and transferred water.  Population growth 
and diminishing water supply and water quality have led to the development of local surface 
water supplies, recharge of groundwater basins, and incorporation of conservation guidelines to 
sustain water supply and water quality for future generations (DWR, 2013). 
 
The San Francisco Bay estuary system is one of the largest in the country and drains 
approximately 40 percent of the state’s surface water from the Sierra Nevada and the Central 
Valley.  The two major drainages, the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, receive more than 90 
percent of runoff during the winter and spring months from rainstorms and snow melt.  Water 
from these drainages flows into what is known as the Delta region, then into the sub-bays, Suisun 
Bay and San Pablo Bay, and finally into the Central Bay and out the Golden Gate.  Nearly half of 
the surface water in California starts as rain or snow that falls within the watershed and flows 
downstream toward the Bay.  Much of the water flowing toward the Bay is diverted for 
agricultural, residential, and industrial purposes as well as delivery to distant cities of southern 
California as part of state and federal water projects (ABAG, 2017). 
 
San Francisco Bay encompasses approximately 1,600 square miles and is surrounded by the nine 
Bay Area counties, of which seven border the Bay. San Francisco Bay is partially enclosed and is 
relatively shallow, with a median depth of approximately 12 feet (USGS, 2007). Based on mean 
sea level; median depth varies from roughly 8 feet in San Pablo Bay to 36 feet in the central area 
of the Bay near the Golden Gate. Much of the perimeter of the Bay is shallow tidal mud flats, 
tidal marshes, diked or leveed agricultural areas, and salt ponds. The north lobe of San Francisco 
Bay is brackish and is known as San Pablo Bay. It is surrounded by Marin, Sonoma, Napa, and 
Solano counties. Suisun Marsh is between San Pablo Bay and the Delta and is the largest 
contiguous brackish marsh on the West Coast of North America, providing more than 10 percent 
of California’s remaining natural wetlands. The south and central lobes of San Francisco Bay are 
saltier than San Pablo Bay, as the marine influence dominates (DWR, 2013, ABAG 2017). 
 
3.5.1.2  Surface Water Hydrology 
 
The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) has grouped the watersheds in the Bay 
Region into six principal watersheds. These watersheds drain into Suisun Bay, San Pablo Bay, 
North San Francisco Bay, South San Francisco Bay, or directly into the Pacific Ocean.  Large 
streams such as the Guadalupe River and Coyote and Alameda creeks, drain from the Coast 
Ranges and generally flow northwest into San Francisco Bay.  The Alameda Creek watershed is 
the largest in the region at nearly 700 square miles.  The Napa River originates in the 
Mayacamas Mountains at the northern end of Napa Valley and flows south into San Pablo Bay.  
Sonoma Creek begins in mountains within Sugarloaf State Park, then flows south through 
Sonoma Valley into San Pablo Bay.  The major watersheds of the San Francisco Bay hydrologic 
region are summarized in Table 3.5-1. 
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TABLE 3.5-1 
 

Watersheds of the San Francisco Bay Hydrologic Region 
 

LOCATION WATERSHED 
North Bay Corte Madera Creek Watershed
 Novato Creek Watershed
 Petaluma River Watershed
 Sonoma Creek Watershed
 Napa River Watershed
 Marin and North Bay Coastal Drainages(1)

Suisun Bay GreenValley/Suisun Creeks watersheds
 Walnut Creek Watershed
 San Pablo/Wildcat Creeks Watersheds
 Suisun Bay Drainages(2)

East Bay San Leandro Creek Watershed
 San Lorenzo Creek Watershed
 Alameda Creek Watershed
 East Bay Drainages(3)

South Bay Coyote Creek Watershed
 Guadalupe River Watershed
 West Santa Clara Valley Drainages(4)

Peninsula San Francisquito Creek Watershed
 San Mateo Creek Watershed
 San Mateo and Peninsula Coastal Drainages(5)

Source:  ABAG, 2017 
(1) Including Lagunitas Creek, Arroyo Corte Madera Creek, Miller Creek, etc. 
(2) Including Sulphur Springs Creek, Laurel Creek, Mt. Diablo Creek, etc. 
(3) Including Rodeo Creek, Cordonices Creek, Claremont Creek, Peralta Creek, Lake Merritt, etc. 
(4) Including Stevens Creek, Permanente Creek, Saratoga Creek, etc. 
(5) Including Cordilleras Creek, Colma Creek, Pilarcitos Creek, Pescadero Creek, San Gregorio Creek, etc. 

 
 
The most prominent surface water body in the Bay Region is San Francisco Bay itself.  Other 
surface water bodies include:  creeks and rivers; ocean bays and lagoons (such as Bolinas Bay 
and Lagoon, Half Moon Bay, and Tomales Bay); urban lakes (such as Lake Merced and Lake 
Merritt); and human-made lakes and reservoirs (such as Lafayette Reservoir, Briones Reservoir, 
Calaveras Reservoir, Crystal Springs Reservoir, Kent Lake, Lake Chabot, Lake Hennessey, 
Nicasio Reservoir, San Andreas Lake, San Antonio Reservoir, San Pablo Reservoir, Upper San 
Leandro Reservoir, Anderson Reservoir, and Lake Del Valle). 
 
3.5.1.2 Groundwater 
 
A groundwater basin is an area underlain by permeable materials capable of storing a significant 
amount of water.  Groundwater basins are closely linked to local surface waters.  As water flows 
from the hills toward the Bay, it percolates through permeable soils into the groundwater basins.  
The nine-county Bay Area contains a total of 28 groundwater basins.  The ten primary 
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groundwater basins are the Petaluma Valley, Sonoma Valley, Suisun-Fairfield Valley, San 
Joaquin Valley, Clayton Valley, Diablo Valley, San Ramon Valley, Livermore Valley, and Santa 
Clara Valley basins. Groundwater in the Bay Area is used for numerous purposes, including 
municipal and industrial water supply; however, groundwater use accounts for only about five 
percent of the total water usage. 
 
3.5.1.3 Water Quality 
 
The San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (SFBRWQCB) is the lead agency 
charged with protecting and enhancing surface water and groundwater quality in the Bay Area.  
SFBRWQCB implements the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Program, which involves 
determining a safe level of loading for each problem pollutant, determining the pollutant sources, 
allocating loads to all of the sources, and implementing the load allocations.  SFBRWQCB is 
taking a watershed management approach to runoff source issues, including TMDL 
implementation, by engaging all affected stakeholders in designing and implementing goals on a 
watershed basis to protect water quality.   
 
The SFBRWQCB monitors pollutants through its Regional Monitoring Program; develops 
management strategies; and implements actions, including pollution prevention.  San Francisco 
Bay and a number of the streams, lakes, and reservoirs in the Bay Region have elevated mercury 
levels, as indicated by elevated mercury levels in fish tissue.  The major source of the mercury is 
local mercury mining and mining activities in the Sierra Nevada and coastal mountains.  Large 
amounts of contaminated sediments were discharged into the Bay from Central Valley streams 
and local mines in the region.  Significant impaired water bodies include the Bay, the Guadalupe 
River in Santa Clara County (from New Almaden Mine), and Walker Creek in Marin County 
(from Gambonini Mine).  Consequently, the SFBRWQCB has adopted TMDLs for mercury in 
the Bay, Guadalupe River, and Walker Creek.  Wastewater treatment plants and urban runoff 
also are a source of mercury, and some wetlands may contain significant amounts of 
methylmercury (the bioavailable form of mercury in the aquatic environment) from 
contaminated sediments (DWR, 2013). 
 
San Francisco Bay is a nutrient-enriched (nitrogen and phosphorus) estuary, but has not suffered 
from some of the problems found in other similar estuaries with high nutrient concentrations.  
Dissolved oxygen concentrations in the Bay’s subtidal habitats are much higher, and 
phytoplankton levels are substantially lower than expected in an estuary with such high nutrient 
enrichment.  The phytoplankton growth is limited by strong tidal mixing, reduced sunlight due to 
high turbidity, and grazing clams (DWR, 2013). 
 
Since the late 1990s, the Bay has experienced significant increases in phytoplankton biomass 
from Suisun Bay to the South Bay (30 to 105 percent) and significant declines in dissolved 
oxygen concentrations (2 to 4 percent).  Also, cyanobacteria and dinoflagellate (red tide) blooms 
are occurring in portions of the Bay.  The SFBRWQCB is working collaboratively with 
stakeholders to evaluate the impacts of nutrients on water quality and to develop a regional 
nutrient management strategy (DWR, 2013). 
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The rate and timing of freshwater inflows are among the most important factors influencing the 
physical, chemical, and biological conditions in San Francisco Bay.  Retaining adequate 
freshwater inflows to the Bay is critical to protect migrating fish and estuarine habitat.  Adequate 
inflows are necessary to control salinity, to maintain proper water temperature, and to flush out 
residual pollutants that cannot be eliminated by treatment or source management. 
 
The Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers flow into the eastern end of Suisun Bay, contributing 
most of the freshwater inflows to the bay.  Many small rivers and streams also contribute fresh 
water.  Much of the fresh water is impounded by upstream dams and is diverted to various water 
projects, which provide vital water to industries, farms, homes, and businesses throughout the 
state.  The SFBRWQCB, the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board, the 
SWRCB, and other stakeholders are working to improve Bay water quality by finding solutions 
to complex diversion issues.  These agencies have formed the Bay-Delta Team to implement a 
long-term program that addresses impacts to beneficial uses of water in the bay and the Delta 
(DWR, 2013). 
 
Another water quality issue in the Bay Region is from stream channel erosion.  An excess of 
sediment can be conveyed downstream, which leads to loss of riparian habitat and loss of 
spawning habitat for native salmonids.  Stream erosion is accelerated by urbanization and 
additional impervious surfaces, land use conversion, rural development, and grazing.  Many 
watersheds in the region are impaired by excessive sedimentation, a lack of large woody debris, 
and a lack of spawning gravels.  The SFBRWQCB addresses these issues through its stormwater 
program, which regulates construction activities and controls erosion from developments; 
through working with flood control agencies on stream maintenance; and through its TMDL 
program, which sets load limits for discharge from sources such as roads, confined animal 
facilities, vineyards, and grazing lands.  The SFBRWQCB also directs technical assistance and 
grant funding to locally managed watershed programs working on restoration projects and 
education and outreach efforts (DWR, 2013). 
 
3.5.1.4  Water Supply and Demand 
 
The following water agencies serve the majority of the water demands in the Bay Area Region: 

 Alameda County Water District (ACWD) 
 Bay Area Water Supply and Conservation Agency (BAWSCA) 
 Contra Costa Water District (CCWD) 
 East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) 
 Marin Municipal Water District (MMWD) 
 City of Napa Water Department 
 San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) 
 Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD) 
 Solano County Water Agency (Solano CWA) 
 Sonoma County Water Agency (Sonoma CW) 
 Zone 7 Water Agency (Zone 7) 
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The Bay Area relies on imported water, local surface water, and groundwater for water supply.  
Local supplies account for about 30 percent of the total, and the remaining supply is imported 
from the State Water Project (SWP), Central Valley Project (CVP), and the Mokelumne and 
Tuolumne watersheds.  In 2010, demand in the region was 1,278,480 acre-feet per year (af/yr)1.  
Demand is projected to grow to 1,680,963 af/yr in a normal year, and 1,666,870 af/yr in a single 
dry year by 2035 (see Table 3.5-2) (DWR, 2013). 
 

TABLE 3.5-2 
 

Summary of Bay Area Region Water Supply and Demand 
 

 

 Projected 

Current Normal Year Single Dry Year 
Multiple 
Dry Year 

2010 2020 2035 2020 2035 Worst Case
Population(1) 7,331,716 8,231,905 9,186,676 8,231,905 9,186,676 
Supply (AFY) 1,475,595 1,719,535 1,793,699 1,522,959 1,563,757 1,073,975
Demand (AFY) 1,278,480 1,534,534 1,680,963 1,517,778 1,666,870 1,197,143
Difference (AFY) 197,115 185,001 112,736 5,181 -103,113 -123,168
Source: IRWMP, 2013 
Note: (1)  Does not include Sonoma CWA 
 
 
Some water agencies in the region have imported water from the Sierra Nevada for nearly a 
century to supply customers.  EBMUD and SFPUC import surface water into the Bay Region 
from the Mokelumne and Tuolumne rivers via the Mokelumne and Hetch Hetchy aqueducts, 
respectively.  Water from these two rivers accounts for approximately 38 percent of the average 
annual water supply in the Bay Area.  Water from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Delta), via 
the federal CVP and the SWP, accounts for another 28 percent.  Approximately 31 percent of the 
average annual water supply in the Bay Area comes from local groundwater and surface water; 
and three percent is from miscellaneous sources such as harvested rainwater, recycled water, and 
transferred water.  Reservoirs in the region capture runoff to augment local water supplies and to 
recharge aquifers.  Some reservoirs store water at the terminus of constructed aqueducts, such as 
the Santa Clara Terminal Reservoir at the terminus of the South Bay Aqueduct.   
 
Many Bay Region residents get their water from local streams.  In the South Bay, local streams 
supply water to the SFPUC, San Jose and other cities in Santa Clara County, cities in Alameda 
County, and to small developments in the surrounding mountains.  The Alameda County Water 
District, Zone 7 Water Agency (Zone 7) and SCVWD recharge their groundwater basins with 
local streams, as well as with deliveries from the SWP and the CVP.  Local streams also play a 
large role in the North Bay, providing a majority of the water supply for Marin and Napa 
counties.  Population growth and diminishing water supply and water quality have led to the 
development of local surface water supplies, recharge of groundwater basins, and incorporation 
                                                 
1 One acre-foot of water is equal to approximately 325,851 gallons. 
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of conservation guidelines to sustain water supply and water quality for future generations 
(DWR, 2013). 
 
Bay Area water agencies manage a diverse portfolio of water supplies, including groundwater, 
local surface water, Sierra Nevada water from the Mokelumne and Tuolumne rivers, Delta water 
from the SWP and the CVP, and recycled water.  San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 
(SFPUC), East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD), and Santa Clara Valley Water District 
(SCVWD) have critical water interties to deliver water between water systems during 
emergencies such as earthquakes and wildfires.  SWP contractors and DWR established the 
Monterey Agreement in 1994 to improve water management flexibility and increase the 
reliability of SWP deliveries during periods of water shortage (DWR, 2013). 
 
Historically, the Bay Area has experienced a significant increase in population with a minimal 
associated change in total water use.  The Water Conservation Bill of 2009, or SBX7-7, provides 
the regulatory framework to support the statewide reduction in urban per capita water use.  Each 
water retailer was required to determine and report its existing baseline water consumption and 
establish an interim target in their 2015 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) and a 2020 
water use target.  Although water wholesalers are not required to meet the targets outlined in 
SBX7-7, many Bay Area wholesalers implement conservation programs and policies both to 
ensure compliance with SBX7-7 and to ensure that long-term water supply reliability goals are 
met (San Francisco Bay Area IRWMP, 2013). 
 
These demand management measures, combined with alternative resources and strategies, and 
regulatory requirements, are expected to allow Bay Area water agencies to continue to meet 
projected demand through 2035 in average years.  However, in dry years all but four major 
agencies (Marin Municipal Water District, City of Napa, SFPUC and Zone 7) project a shortfall.  
Without strong local and regional planning, most Bay Area Region water agencies could 
experience future supply shortfalls in severe droughts.  Supplies and demands of the Bay Area 
Region are summarized in Table 3.5-2 and show that supplies are adequate through 2035 except 
in dry year scenarios, in which a shortfall is projected (San Francisco Bay Area IRWMP, 2013). 
 
3.5.1.5  Drinking Water Quality  
 
Drinking water in the Bay Region ranges from high-quality Mokelumne and Tuolumne River 
water to variable-quality Delta water, which constitutes about one-third of the domestic water 
supply.  Purveyors that depend on the Delta for all or part of their domestic water supply can 
meet drinking water standards, but still need to be concerned about microbial contamination, 
salinity, and organic carbon. 
 
In 2013, the SWRCB completed a statewide report titled, “Communities that Rely on a 
Contaminated Groundwater Source for Drinking Water.”  The report identified contaminated 
wells statewide that exceed a primary drinking water standard prior to any treatment or blending.  
In the Bay Region, 28 contaminated wells were identified that are used by 18 water systems.  
Most of the affected drinking water systems are small and often need financial assistance to 
construct a water treatment plant or another facility to meet drinking water standards.  The most 
prevalent contaminants in the region are arsenic, nitrate, and aluminum (DWR, 2013). 
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3.5.1.6  Recycled Water 
 
In the 1990s, a number of local agencies joined with the DWR and the United States Bureau of 
Water Reclamation to study the feasibility of using high-quality recycled water to augment water 
supplies and help the Bay-Delta ecosystem.  This cooperative effort, known as the Bay Area 
Regional Water Recycling Program (BARWRP), produced a Master Plan for regional water 
recycling in 1999 for the five South Bay counties.  Since then, local water agencies have built a 
number of projects consistent with BARWRP, and recycled water has come to be widely used in 
the Bay Area for a number of applications, including landscape irrigation, agricultural needs, 
commercial and industrial purposes, and as a supply to the area’s wetlands.  The 2006 Bay Area 
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (IRWMP) identified 43 potential recycled water 
projects that could be implemented by the year 2020 (ABAG, 2017).  The potential market for 
recycled water is estimated to be 240,000 acre-feet per year by 2025.  The region increased its 
recycled water use over 36 percent, from 29,500 af in 2001 to 40,300 af in 2009 (DWR, 2013).  
The largest use of recycled water is for landscape irrigation, including golf courses, wetlands, 
industrial uses, and agricultural irrigation.   
 
3.5.1.7 Wastewater Treatment 
 
Wastewater is generated by residential, commercial and industrial sources throughout the Bay 
Area.  The Clean Water Act requires treatment of wastewater for the protection of human health 
and receiving water bodies and preservation of the health of aquatic and riparian species.  
Wastewater treatment facilities consist of staged processes with the specific treatment systems 
authorized through NPDES permits.  Primary treatment generally consists of initial screening 
and clarifying.  Primary clarifiers are large pools where solids in wastewater are allowed to settle 
out.  The clarified water is pumped into secondary clarifiers and the screenings and solids are 
collected, processed through large digesters to break down organic contents, dried and pressed, 
and either disposed of in landfills or used for beneficial agricultural applications.  Secondary 
clarifiers repeat the process of the primary clarifiers further, refining the effluent. 
 
Other means of secondary treatment include flocculation (adding chemicals to precipitate solids 
removal) and aeration (adding oxygen to accelerate breakdown of dissolved constituents).  
Tertiary treatment involves the removal of nutrients and nearly all suspended organic matter 
from wastewater, and may consist of filtration, disinfection, and reverse osmosis technologies.  
Chemicals are added to the wastewater during the primary and secondary treatment processes to 
accelerate the removal of solids and to reduce odors.  Chlorine is often added to eliminate 
pathogens during final treatment, and sulfur dioxide is often added to remove the residual 
chlorine.  Methane produced by the treatment processes can be used as fuel for the plant's 
engines and electricity needs.  Recycled water must receive a minimum of tertiary treatment in 
compliance with DHS regulations.  Water used to recharge potable groundwater supplies 
generally receives reverse osmosis and microfiltration prior to reuse.   
 
Wastewater treatment in the Bay Area is provided by various agencies as well as individual city 
and town wastewater treatments.  Treated wastewater is generally discharged into a water body, 
evaporation pond or percolation basin, or used recycled for agriculture, irrigation or landscaping.  
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The U.S. EPA’s NPDES permit program affects how a municipality handles its sanitary 
wastewater.  Tertiary treatment is now commonly required for discharges to bodies of water, 
particularly where there is potential for human contact.  Properly managed wastewater treatment 
systems play an important role in protecting community health and local water quality 
 
3.5.2  REGULATORY SETTING 
 
There are a variety of overlapping federal, state and local regulations that regulate water 
resources and water quality.  A number of federal regulations (e.g., the Clean Water Act) are 
primarily implemented by state agencies with oversight from the U.S. EPA.  This section 
summarizes the more pertinent federal, state and local regulations on water resources. 
 
3.5.2.1  Federal Regulations 
 
3.5.2.1.1 Clean Water Act 
 
The Clean Water Act (CWA) establishes the basic structure for regulating discharges of 
pollutants into “waters of the United States.”  The Act specifies a variety of regulatory and non-
regulatory tools to sharply reduce direct pollutant discharges into waterways, finance municipal 
wastewater treatment facilities, and manage polluted runoff.  Some of these tools include: 
 

 Section 303(d) – Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs); 
 

 Section 401 – Water Quality Certification; 
 

 Section 402 – National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Program; and. 
 

 Section 404 – Discharge of Dredge or Fill Material. 
 
Section 303(d) – Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs):  The CWA §303(d) requires the 
SWRCB to prepare a list of impaired water bodies in the state and determine total maximum 
daily loads (TMDLs) for pollutants or other stressors impacting water quality of these impaired 
water bodies.  A TMDL is a quantitative assessment of water quality conditions, contributing 
sources, and the load reductions or control actions needed to restore and protect bodies of water 
in order to meet their beneficial uses.  All sources of the pollutants that caused each body of 
water to be included on the list, including point sources and non-point sources, must be 
identified.  The California §303 (d) list was completed in March 1999.  On July 25, 2003, U.S. 
EPA gave final approval to California's 2002 revision of §303 (d) List of Water Quality Limited 
Segments.  A priority schedule has been developed to determine TMDLs for impaired 
waterways.  TMDL projects are in various stages throughout the Air District for most of the 
identified impaired water bodies.  The Regional Water Quality Control Boards are responsible 
for ensuring that total discharges do not exceed TMDLs for individual water bodies as well as for 
entire watersheds. 
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Section 401 – Water Quality Certification:  The RWQCBs coordinate the State Water Quality 
Certification program, or CWA §401.  Under CWA §401, states have the authority to review any 
federal permit or license that will result in a discharge or disruption to wetlands and other waters 
under state jurisdiction to ensure that the actions will be consistent with the state‘s water quality 
requirements.  This program is most often associated with CWA §404 which obligates the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers to issue permits for the movement of dredge and fill material into and 
from “waters of the United States.” 
 
Section 402 – National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Program:  Section 
402:  Section 402 regulates point-source discharges to surface waters through the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. In California, the State Water 
Resources Control Board (State Water Board or SWRCB) oversees the NPDES program, which 
is administered by the RWQCBs. The NPDES program provides for both general permits (those 
that cover a number of similar or related activities) and individual permits.  The NPDES program 
covers municipalities, industrial activities, and construction activities. The NPDES program 
includes an industrial stormwater permitting component that covers ten categories of industrial 
activity that require authorization under an NPDES industrial stormwater permit for stormwater 
discharges.  The NPDES permit establishes discharge pollutant thresholds and operational 
conditions for industrial facilities and wastewater treatment plants.  For point source discharges 
(e.g., wastewater treatment facilities), the RWQCBs prepare specific effluent limitations for 
constituents of concern such as toxic substances, total suspended solids (TSS), bio-chemical 
oxygen demand (BOD), and organic compounds.   
 
Construction activities, also administered by the State Water Board, are discussed below under 
state regulations. Section 402(p) of the federal Clean Water Act, as amended by the Water 
Quality Act of 1987, requires NPDES permits for stormwater discharges from municipal 
separate storm sewer systems (MS4s), stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity 
(including construction activities), and designated stormwater discharges, which are considered 
significant contributors of pollutants to waters of the United States. On November 16, 1990, U.S. 
EPA published regulations (40 CFR Part 122), which prescribe permit application requirements 
for MS4s pursuant to CWA 402(p). On May 17, 1996, U.S. EPA published an Interpretive Policy 
Memorandum on Reapplication Requirements for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems, 
which provided guidance on permit application requirements for regulated MS4s. MS4 permits 
include requirements for post-construction control of stormwater runoff in what is known as 
Provision C.3. The goal of Provision C.3 is for the Permittees to use their planning authorities to 
include appropriate source control, site design, and stormwater treatment measures in new 
development and redevelopment projects to address both soluble and insoluble stormwater 
runoff pollutant discharges and prevent increases in runoff flows from new development and 
redevelopment projects. This goal is to be accomplished primarily through the implementation of 
low impact development (LID) techniques. 
 
Part 503:  The Clean Water Act, Title 40 CFR Part 503 establishes requirements for the final use 
or disposal of sewage sludge (biosolids) when biosolids are:  applied to land to condition the soil 
or fertilize crops other vegetation grown in the soil; placed on a surface disposal site for final 
disposal; or fired in a biosolids incinerator.  The Part 503 Rule is designed to protect public 
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health and the environment from any reasonably anticipated adverse effects of certain pollutants 
and contaminants that may be present in biosolids.   
 
3.5.2.1.2 Safe Water Drinking Act (SDWA) 
 
Passed in 1974 and amended in 1986 and 1996, the SDWA gives the U.S. EPA the authority to 
set drinking water standards.  Drinking water standards apply to public water systems, which 
provide water for human consumption through at least 15 service connections, or regularly serve 
at least 25 individuals.  There are two categories of drinking water standards, the National 
Primary Drinking Water Regulations (NPDWR) and the National Secondary Drinking Water 
Regulations (NSDWR).  The NPDWR are legally enforceable standards that apply to public 
water systems. NPDWR standards protect drinking water quality by limiting the levels of 
specific contaminants that can adversely affect public health and are known or anticipated to 
occur in water. 
 
3.5.2.1.2 Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act 
 
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, administered by United States Army Corp of 
Engineers (U.S. ACE), requires permits for all structures (such as riprap) and activities (such as 
dredging) in navigable waters of the U.S. 
 
3.5.2.1.3 Executive Order 11990 – Protection of Wetlands 
 
Executive Order 11990 is an overall wetlands policy for all agencies managing federal lands, 
sponsoring federal projects, or providing federal funds to state or local projects.  Executive Order 
11990 requires that when a construction project involves wetlands, a finding must be made by 
the federal agency that there is no practicable alternative to such construction, and that the 
proposed action includes all practicable measures to minimize impacts to wetlands resulting from 
such use. 
 
3.5.2.1.4 Executive Order 11988 – Floodplain Management 
 
Executive Order 11988 directs federal agencies to avoid to the extent practicable and feasible 
short- and long-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of 
floodplains and to avoid direct and indirect support of floodplain development wherever there is 
a practicable alternative.  Further, Executive Order 11988 requires the prevention of 
uneconomic, hazardous, or incompatible use of floodplains; protection and preservation of the 
natural and beneficial floodplain values; and consistency with the standards and criteria of the 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). 
 
3.5.2.1.5 National Flood Insurance Act 
 
The U.S. Congress passed the National Flood Insurance Act (NFIA) in 1968 and the Flood 
Disaster Protection Act in 1973 to restrict certain types of development on floodplains and to 
provide for a national flood insurance program (NFIP).  The purpose of these acts is to reduce 
the need for large, publicly funded flood control structures and disaster relief.  The NFIP is a 
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federal program administered by the Flood Insurance Administration of FEMA.  It enables 
individuals who have property (a building or its contents) within the 100-year floodplain to 
purchase insurance against flood losses.  Community participation and eligibility, flood hazard 
identification, mapping, and floodplain management aspects are administered by state and local 
programs and support directorate within FEMA.  FEMA works with the states and local 
communities to identify flood hazard areas and publishes a flood hazard boundary map of those 
areas.  Floodplain mapping is an ongoing process in the Bay Area and flood maps must be 
regularly updated for both major rivers and tributaries as land uses and development patterns 
change. 
 
3.5.2.2  State Regulations 
 
3.5.2.2.1 Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act 
 
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act established the State Water Resources Control 
Board and divided the state into nine regions, each overseen by a RWQCB.  The nine regional 
boards have the primary responsibility for the coordination and control of water quality within 
their respective jurisdictional boundaries.  Under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, 
water quality objectives are limits or levels of water quality constituents or characteristics 
established for the purpose of protecting beneficial uses.  The Act requires the RWQCBs to 
establish water quality objectives while acknowledging that water quality may be changed to 
some degree without unreasonably affecting beneficial uses.  Designated beneficial uses, 
together with the corresponding water quality objectives, also constitute water quality standards 
under the federal Clean Water Act.  Therefore, the water quality objectives form the regulatory 
references for meeting state and federal requirements for water quality control. 
 
Each RWQCB is required to prepare and update a Basin Plan for their jurisdictional area.  
Pursuant to the CWA NPDES program, the RWQCB also issues permits for point source 
discharges that must meet the water quality objectives and must protect the beneficial uses 
defined in the Basin Plan. 
 
3.5.2.2.2 Construction General Permit 
 
The California Construction Stormwater Permit (Construction General Permit), adopted by the 
State Water Resources Control Board, regulates construction activities that include clearing, 
grading, and excavation resulting in soil disturbance of at least one acre of total land area.  
Individual storm water NPDES permits are required for specific industrial activities and for 
construction sites greater than five acres.  Statewide general storm water NPDES permits have 
been developed to expedite discharge applications.  They include the statewide industrial permit 
and the statewide construction permit.  A prospective applicant may apply for coverage under 
one of these permits and receive Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) from the appropriate 
RWQCB. WDRs establish the permit conditions for individual dischargers. The Stormwater 
Rule automatically designates, as small construction activity under the NPDES stormwater 
permitting program, all operators of construction site activities that result in a land disturbance of 
equal to or greater than one and less than five acres. Site activities that disturb less than one acre 
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are also regulated as small construction activity if they are part of a larger common plan of 
development or sale with a planned disturbance of equal to or greater than one acre and less than 
five acres, or if they are designated by the NPDES permitting authority.  The NPDES permitting 
authority or U.S. EPA Region may designate construction activities disturbing less than one acre 
based on the potential for contribution to a violation of a water quality standard or for significant 
contribution of pollutants to waters of the United States. 
 
The Construction General Permit authorizes the discharge of stormwater to surface waters from 
construction activities.  The Construction General Permit requires that all developers of land 
where construction activities will occur over more than one acre to develop and implement a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), which specifies Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) that will reduce pollution in stormwater discharges to the Best Available Technology 
Economically Achievable/Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology standards; and, 
perform inspections and maintenance of all BMPs.  Typical BMPs contained in SWPPPs are 
designed to minimize erosion during construction, stabilize construction areas, control sediment, 
control pollutants from construction materials, and address post construction runoff quantity 
(volume) and quality (treatment).  The SWPPP must also include a discussion of the program to 
inspect and maintain all BMPs. 
 
3.5.2.2.4 Drinking Water Standards 
 
The California Safe Drinking Water Act, enacted in 1976, is codified in Title 22 of the CCR.  
The California Safe Drinking Water Act provides for the operation of public water systems and 
imposes various duties and responsibilities for the regulation and control of drinking water in the 
State of California including enforcing provisions of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act.  The 
California Safe Drinking Water Program was originally implemented by the California 
Department of Public Health until July 1, 2014 when the program was transferred to the SWRCB 
via an act of legislation, SB 861.  This transfer of authority means that the SWRCB has 
regulatory and enforcement authority over drinking water standards and water systems under 
Health and Safety Code §116271. 
 
Potable water supply is managed through the following agencies and water districts: the 
California Department of Water Resources (DWR), the California Department of Health 
Services (DHS), the SWRCB, the U.S. EPA, and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.  Water right 
applications are processed through the SWRCB for properties claiming riparian rights.  The 
DWR manages the State Water Project (SWP) and compiles planning information on water 
supply and water demand within the state.  Primary drinking water standards are promulgated in 
the CWA §304 and these standards require states to ensure that potable water retailed to the 
public meets these standards.  Standards for a total of 88 individual constituents, referred to as 
Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), have been established under the Safe Drinking Water 
Act as amended in 1986 and 1996.  The U.S. EPA may add additional constituents in the future.  
The MCL is the concentration that is not anticipated to produce adverse health effects after a 
lifetime of exposure.  State primary and secondary drinking water standards are codified in CCR 
Title 22 §§64431 - 64501.  Secondary drinking water standards incorporate non-health risk 
factors including taste, odor, and appearance.  The 1991 Water Recycling Act established water 
recycling as a priority in California.  The Water Recycling Act encourages municipal wastewater 
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treatment districts to implement recycling programs to reduce local water demands.  The DHS 
enforces drinking water standards in California. 
 
3.5.2.2.4 California Department of Fish and Wildlife 
 
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife is responsible for conserving, protecting, and 
managing California's fish, wildlife, and native plant resources.  To meet this responsibility, the 
Fish and Game Code (Section 1602) requires an entity to notify the Department of any proposed 
activity that may substantially modify a river, stream, or lake.  The notification requirement 
applies to any work undertaken in or near a river, stream, or lake that flows at least intermittently 
through a bed or channel.  This includes ephemeral streams, desert washes, and watercourses 
with a subsurface flow.  It may also apply to work undertaken within the flood plain of a body of 
water. 
 
3.5.2.2.5 Wastewater Treatment Regulations 
 
The federal government enacted the CWA to regulate point source water pollutants, particularly 
municipal sewage and industrial discharges, to waters of the United States through the NPDES 
permitting program.  In addition to establishing a framework for regulating water quality, the 
CWA authorized a multibillion dollar Clean Water Grant Program, which together with the 
California Clean Water Bond funding, assisted communities in constructing municipal 
wastewater treatment facilities.  These financing measures made higher levels of wastewater 
treatment possible for both large and small communities throughout California, significantly 
improving the quality of receiving waters statewide.  Wastewater treatment and water pollution 
control laws in California are codified in the CWC and CCR, Titles 22 and 23.  In addition to 
federal and state restrictions on wastewater discharges, most incorporated cities in California 
have adopted local ordinances for wastewater treatment facilities.  Local ordinances generally 
require treatment system designs to be reviewed and approved by the local agency prior to 
construction.  Larger urban areas with elaborate infrastructure in place would generally prefer 
new developments to hook into the existing system rather than construct new wastewater 
treatment facilities.  Other communities promote individual septic systems to avoid construction 
of potentially growth accommodating treatment facilities.  The RWQCBs generally delegate 
management responsibilities of septic systems to local jurisdictions.  Regulation of wastewater 
treatment includes the disposal and reuse of biosolids. 
 
3.5.2.3  Local Regulations 
 
3.5.2.3.1 McAteer-Petris Act/San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development 

Commission 
 
The McAteer-Petris Act is a provision under California law that preserves San Francisco Bay 
from indiscriminate filling.  The Act established the San Francisco Bay Conservation and 
Development Commission (BCDC) as the agency charged with preparing a plan for the long-
term use of the Bay and regulating development in and around the Bay while the plan was being 
prepared.  The San Francisco Bay Plan, completed in January 1969, includes policies on 18 
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issues critical to the wise use of the bay, ranging from ports and public access to design 
considerations and weather.  The McAteer-Petris Act authorizes BCDC to incorporate the 
policies of the Bay Plan into state law.  The Bay Plan has two features:  policies to guide future 
uses of the Bay and shoreline, and maps that apply these policies to the bay and shoreline.  
BCDC conducts the regulatory process in accordance with the Bay Plan policies and maps, 
which guide the protection and development of the bay and its tributary waterways, marshes, 
managed wetlands, salt ponds, and shoreline. 
 
3.5.2.3.2 General Plan Safety Elements 
 
Government Code §65302, as amended (2007 Cal. Stat. 369) requires that on or after January 1, 
2009, the updated safety elements of general plans must incorporate significantly enhanced 
geographic data, goals, and policies related to flood hazards.  This enhanced assessment of flood 
hazards will include, but is not limited to:  flood mapping information from multiple agencies 
including FEMA, the Army Corps of Engineers, the Office of Emergency Services, the 
Department of Water Resources, and any applicable regional dam, levee, or flood protection 
agencies; historical data on flooding; an inventory of existing and planned development 
(including transportation infrastructure) in flood zones; and new policies that comprehensively 
address existing and future flood risk in the planning area. 
 
3.5.2.3.3 Other Local Regulations 
 
In addition to federal and state regulations, cities, counties and water districts may also provide 
regulatory advisement regarding water resources.  Many jurisdictions incorporate policies related 
to water resources in their municipal codes, development standards, storm water pollution 
prevention requirements, and other regulations. 
 
3.5.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 
 
The proposed project impacts on hydrology and water quality would be considered significant if 
the following occurs: 
 
Water Demand: 
 

 The existing water supply does not have the capacity to meet the increased demands of 
the project, or the project would use more than 263,000 gallons per day of potable water. 

 
Water Quality: 
 

 The project will cause degradation or depletion of ground water resources substantially 
affecting current or future uses. 

 
 The project will cause the degradation of surface water substantially affecting current or 

future uses. 
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 The project will result in a violation of NPDES permit requirements. 
 

 The capacities of existing or proposed wastewater treatment facilities and the sanitary 
sewer system are not sufficient to meet the needs of the project. 

 
3.5.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
 
As discussed previously, the NOP/IS (see Appendix A) found that implementation of Rule 11-18 
could require more facilities to install new or modify their existing air pollution control 
equipment.  Under Rule 11-18, if facilities exceed certain health risk limits, they would be 
required to make modifications to reduce the health risk associated with the facility which could 
include facility modifications, changes in operation, and/or modifications to existing or 
installation of new air pollution control equipment.  Additional water demand and wastewater 
generation impacts are expected to result from the operation of several of the possible control 
technologies that would most likely be used (see Table 3.5-3).   
 
3.5.4.1  Potential Water Demand Impacts 
 
If any stationary sources are shown to exceed threshold limits for toxic air contaminants, it is 
expected that facility operators could install new, or modify their existing air pollution control 
equipment in order to reduce TAC emissions under Rule 11-18.  Most air pollution control 
equipment does not use water or generate wastewater (see Table 3.5-3).  However, additional 
water demand and wastewater generation impacts are expected to result from the operation of 
wet gas scrubbers which may be used for control of particulate TAC emissions (see Table 3.5-3).   
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TABLE 3.5-3 
 

Potential Control Technologies and Potential  
Water Use and Wastewater Generation During Equipment Operations 

 

Potential Control 
Technology 

Uses 
Water? 

Exceeds 
Threshold? 

Generates 
Wastewater? 

Exceeds 
Threshold? 

Enclosures No No No No 
Diesel Particulate 
Filters No No No No 

Replace Old Diesel 
ICEs with New Diesel 
ICEs 

No No No No 

Baghouse with HEPA 
Filters No No No No 

Carbon Adsorption No No No No 
Catalytic Oxidation  No No No No 
Thermal Oxidizer No No No No 
Wet Gas Scrubber Yes No Yes Yes 
Electrostatic 
Precipitator (Dry) No No No No 

Electrostatic 
Precipitator (Wet) Yes No Yes No 

Process 
Improvements(1) No No No No 

Product Substitution No No No No 
Enhanced Monitoring 
or Component 
Replacement 

No No No No 

 (1)  Includes reduced throughput, reduced operating time, and stack modifications. 
 
 
It is difficult to project water demand impacts from TAC control equipment for the following 
reasons.  It is necessary to know the desired level of control to sufficiently reduce concentrations 
as appropriate.  This in turn will determine the number of industrial facilities or refinery units 
that would need to be retrofitted with air pollution control equipment.  It also necessary to know 
the size of the facilities/refinery unit, which affects exhaust flow rate calculated as dry cubic feet 
per minute at standard conditions, another necessary parameter used to calculate water demand.  
To maintain fresh solution, fresh water must be added periodically using either sump overflow or 
blowdown.  In the sump overflow method fresh water is added through an adjustable flow meter 
at a continuous rate while the sump liquid overflows into the scrubber drain at a predetermined 
location.  In the blowdown method, liquid is forced to drain by the recirculation pump.  
Regardless of the replenishing method used, it is necessary to know the flow rate necessary to 
maintain fresh solution.  The rate of evaporation from the system must also be factored into the 
calculation of water demand impacts, which, at a minimum, requires knowing the operating 
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temperature and humidity.  All of these factors require precise data from each facility operator 
for each piece of equipment, which is currently not available.   
 
Demolition and construction activities to install air pollution control equipment have the 
potential to generate potential water demand and water quality impacts. For example, water is 
used during construction to reduce fugitive dust from any site preparation or grading activities.  
Potential water demand and water quality impacts during potential future construction activities 
will be evaluated in the subsections below. 
 
Table 3.5-3 shows air pollution control equipment that would provide the best opportunities for 
obtaining further reductions of TAC emissions from stationary sources that would be regulated 
by Rule 11-18.  As shown in Table 3.5-3, not all control technologies use water as part of the 
emission control process and, therefore, would not be expected to contribute to water demand or 
water quality impacts.  These control technologies will not be considered further in this analysis.  
Analyses of water demand and water quality impacts from control equipment that do use water 
as part of the control process are provided in the following subsections. 
 
3.5.4.1.1 Dust Suppression Associated with Construction Activities 
 
Installation of some types of relatively small air pollution control equipment, e.g., new diesel 
ICE’s and diesel particulate filters, are not expected to require site preparation activities because 
the equipment is generally not very large and could often be constructed onto existing 
foundations.  In the event that some site preparation is necessary for these types of control 
technologies, plots would be small in area, thus, requiring little water for fugitive dust control.  
Therefore, little or no water for dust suppression purposes is expected to be needed for 
construction of diesel particulate filters, or the replacement of diesel ICEs with new diesel ICEs. 
 
For large air pollution control equipment, e.g., ESPs, WGSs, etc., site preparation activities 
requiring water for dust control would likely be necessary for relatively larger areas.  For 
example, it is assumed that one water truck per affected facility may be needed for dust 
suppression activities during the initial site preparation/earth moving to install large air pollution 
control equipment.  One water truck used for dust control can hold approximately 6,000 gallons 
and it can be refilled over the course of the day if more than 6,000 gallons is needed.  If one 
WGS (one of the largest types of potential air pollution control equipment that could be installed 
in response to future Regulation 11-18), a typical system could require an area of approximately 
6,000 square feet.  By applying one gallon of water per square foot of disturbed area, at a 
minimum of two times per day to minimize fugitive dust, the total amount of water expected to 
be used for dust suppression is approximately 12,000 gallons per day for each affected facility.  
This analysis assumes that all water used for dust suppression activities is potable water.  It is 
likely that some affected facilities have access to reclaimed water supplies, which could be used 
instead of potable water for dust suppression activities.  Finally, once construction is complete, 
water demand for fugitive dust control activities would cease.  Construction activities for 
medium sized APCE would be expected to require about half the space (3,000 square feet) and 
about half the water use.  The anticipated areas and water use requirements are summarized in 
Table 3.5-4. 
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TABLE 3.5-4 
 

Estimated Water Use during Construction of Medium and Large Control Equipment 
 

Air Pollution Control 
Equipment 

Estimated Size of 
Grading (sq ft) 

Estimated Water Needed for 
Dust Suppression (gal/day) 

Refinery WGS 6,000 12,000 
Non-Refinery WGS, 
Baghouses, ESPs 3,000 6,000 

Enclosures 6,000 12,000 
Overlapping Construction Activities 

Refinery WGS (3 Units) 18,000 36,000 
Non-Refinery WGS, 
Baghouses, ESPs (10 Units) 30,000 120,000 

Enclosures (3 Units) 18,000 36,000 
Total - 192,000 
Significance Threshold - 263,000 
Significant? - No 

 
 
3.5.4.1.2 Operation 
 
Wet Electrostatic Precipitator 
 
Installation of wet ESPs may occur under Rule 11-18 and would require additional water, which 
is used as part of the emission control process.  Instead of clean water, it is likely that each 
affected facility operator would utilize strip sour water or similar existing treated waste process 
water from elsewhere within each facility.  Because existing sources of wastewater, e.g., strip 
sour water or similar existing treated wastewater, could be used to operate a wet ESP, demand 
from installing new add-on control equipment would be minimal.  In addition, as discussed in 
Subsection 3.5.4.2.2 below, wastewater from the wet ESP can be treated and recycled back to the 
wet ESP, further minimizing water demand impacts.  Thus, the impacts of installing a wet ESP 
to comply with TAC emission reduction requirements pursuant to Regulation 11-18 on future 
water demand at an affected facility are not expected to exceed any applicable water demand 
significance thresholds and, therefore, are concluded to be less than significant. 
 
Wet Gas Scrubber – Operation 
 
A WGS removes particulates from the flue by using a liquid solution that can be regenerated.  As 
a result, installation of a WGS would result in an increased demand for water at an affected 
facility.  Water use for WGS was estimated by the SCAQMD for their amendments to rules 
1401, 1401.1, and 1402 (SCAQMD, 2015a).  Depending on the size of the WGS, water use was 
estimated to be between 2,786 gal/day and 15,286 gal/day.  It is conservatively estimated that a 
maximum of 10 WGS of this size will be installed to comply with Rule 11-18.  Thus, the 
maximum amount of water use is estimated to be 152,860 gal/day.  
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WGS could also be used to reduce TAC emissions at refineries, which would result in an 
increased demand for water.  One wet ESP and one WGS were installed on the FCCU at the 
Phillips 66 Los Angeles Refinery to control sulfur oxide emissions, as well as PM10 and PM2.5 
emissions.  The environmental analysis for this project indicated that the expected water demand 
associated with the WGS was about 300 gallons per minute (432,000 gallons per day) 
(SCAQMD, 2007).  WGS of this size are primarily designed for large emission sources (e.g., 
refineries and other large manufacturing facilities), but this technology can also be scaled down 
for use on smaller sources.  The water demand from one new WGS of this size would exceed the 
CEQA significance threshold for water demand of 263,000 gallons per day.  Air District staff has 
estimated that up to three WGS of this size may be installed to comply with Rule 11-18.  If 10 
smaller WGS and three large WGS were installed the total water usage could total a maximum of 
1,448,860 gal/day, as summarized in Table 3.5-4. Therefore, operational impacts to water 
demand are considered to be significant. 
 

TABLE 3.5-5 
 

Estimated Operational Water Use of Wet Gas Scrubbers 
 

Size of WGS 
Estimated Operational 

Water Use (gal/day) 

Refinery WGS (1 Unit) 432,000
Non-Refinery WGS (1 Unit) 2,786 - 15,286
Refinery WGS (3 Units) 1,296,000
Non-Refinery WGS (10 Units) 27,860 - 152,860 
Maximum Daily Water Usage 1,323,860 - 1,448,860 
Significance Threshold 263,000 
Significant? Yes 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
Based upon the above considerations, water demand impacts from installing most types of air 
pollution control equipment that use water as part of the control process would not create water 
demand impacts that exceed the applicable water demand significance thresholds.  However, it is 
likely that water demand impacts from installing WGS, especially on large refinery equipment, 
would exceed applicable water demand significance thresholds and, therefore, water demand 
impacts are concluded to be significant. 
 
3.5.4.2  Potential Water Quality Impacts 
 
Increased demand for water from the various control technologies is limited to control 
technologies that use water (i.e., wet ESPs and WGS) and will be directly proportional to any 
increases in wastewater from affected facilities.  However, as with quantifying water demand, 
there is insufficient information available to calculate the volumes of wastewater from control 
equipment for the following reasons.  First, not all of the additional water demand generated by 
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installing air pollution control equipment would ultimately be discharged as wastewater.  In 
addition, some proportion of the increased water demand would be emitted as steam or would 
evaporate during the control process.  To determine the evaporation rate it is necessary to know 
the operating temperature and humidity in the vicinity of the equipment, which are currently 
unknown.  In addition, wastewater discharge requirements under a facility’s Industrial 
Wastewater Discharge Permit (IWDP) and current wastewater discharge rates need to be known.  
To the extent possible and based on available information, water quality impacts from air 
pollution control technologies that use water as part of the control process are evaluated in the 
following subsections 
 
3.5.4.2.1 Construction Activities 
 
Dust Suppression 
 
Water used for dust suppression activities typically wets the top one to two inches of soil, 
evaporates and then forms a soil crust.  As a result, this water does not flow into storm drains, 
sewers or other water collection systems and, therefore, water runoff from dust suppression 
activities would not be expected to occur and water quality impacts from dust suppression 
activities are concluded to be less than significant. 
 
3.5.4.2.2 Operation 
 
Wet ESPs 
 
As noted above, an IWDP entitles affected facilities to discharge wastewater.  Since additional 
water would be needed as part of the wet ESP’s pollution control process to comply with 
potential future requirements, the proposed project could increase the wastewater generated by 
each affected facility.  However, instead of clean water, it is likely that each affected facility 
operator would utilize strip sour water or similar existing treated waste process water from 
elsewhere within each facility. 
 
Wastewater from the wet ESP is collected and flows into a sump where it is typically treated and 
recycled to minimize water demand and wastewater generated from the equipment.  Once 
recycled, wastewater generated by the wet ESP can also be returned to the wet ESP, which 
further reduces the total amount of water required for air pollution control, as well as the amount 
of wastewater discharged into the sewer system.  For some types of wet ESPs recirculation of 
treated water to the ESP may approach 100 percent (U.S. EPA, 2016a). 
 
If wastewater from the wet ESP is recycled before being discharged, depending on the volume of 
the potential wastewater discharged, if it is not within the percent variation allowed by the local 
sanitation districts, each affected facility may need to apply for a revision to its IWDP or other 
wastewater discharge permits to accommodate any additional discharges to the sanitary sewer 
system.  However, because existing sources of facility wastewater, e.g., strip sour water or 
similar existing treated waste process water, could be used to operate a wet ESP, additional 
wastewater generated from installing new add-on control equipment would be minimal.  Using 
existing sources of wastewater could actually result in a net decrease in the amount of 
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wastewater discharged from the affected refinery.  Thus, the impacts of installing a wet ESP to 
comply with potential future emission reduction requirements pursuant to Rule 11-18 on each 
affected facility’s wastewater discharge volumes and their IWDPs are not expected to exceed 
any applicable water quality significance thresholds and, therefore, are concluded to be less than 
significant. 
 
Wet Gas Scrubber 
 
Water from a WGS can be treated and then recirculated back to the wet gas scrubber to be used 
again.  Depending on a facility’s wastewater treatment system, the rest of the effluent may be 
further treated and discharged to the sanitary sewer system.  WGS are most likely to be used on 
large emission sources such as refinery units, gas turbines or other large industrial facilities that 
currently have wastewater discharges or wastewater treatment systems.   Depending on the type 
of WGS, some water may be lost as steam.  For these reasons, it is not expected that WGS 
wastewater would exceed a facility’s current wastewater discharge limits, require changes to 
existing wastewater permit conditions, or require new wastewater permits.  Refineries are large 
users of water, have large wastewater discharges, and have large wastewater treatment facilities.  
Other industrial facilities that would install WGSs would also be expected to be large facilities 
with existing IWDPs and existing wastewater treatment facilities.  Changes to existing permit 
conditions would not likely be required and no violations of existing IWDPs, NPDES permits, or 
other wastewater permit limits are expected.  Regardless of the facility, wastewater discharges 
from an industrial facility would be required to be discharged in compliance with applicable 
wastewater discharge permits.  Therefore, water quality impacts from a WGS are not expected to 
exceed any applicable water quality significance thresholds, so water quality impacts during 
operation are concluded to be less than significant. 
 
3.5.4.3  Conclusion 
 
Based upon the above considerations, water quality impacts from installing most types of air 
pollution control equipment that use water as part of the control process would not exceed 
applicable water quality significance thresholds and, therefore, are concluded to be less than 
significant. 
 
3.5.5 MITIGATION MEASURES 
 
Because it was concluded that if large wet gas scrubber(s) are installed as a response to Rule 11-
18, potential future water demand impacts from the proposed systems during operation would be 
significant, mitigation measures for water demand are required.  Therefore, for any affected 
refinery that installs an air pollution control technology that increases demand for water, the 
following water demand mitigation measures will apply. 
 
HWQ-1 When air pollution control equipment is installed and water is required for its 

operation, the facility is required to use recycled water, if available, to satisfy the 
water demand for the air pollution control equipment. 
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HWQ-2 In the event that recycled water cannot be delivered to the affected facility, the facility 
is required to submit a written declaration with the application for a Permit to 
Construct for the air pollution control equipment, to be signed by an official of the 
water purveyor indicating the reason(s) why recycled water cannot be supplied to the 
project. 

 
3.5.5.2  Remaining Impacts 
 
Because of the prevalence of drought conditions in Northern California, in spite of implementing 
the mitigation measures identified above, water demand impacts during operation of the 
proposed project remain significant, in part because there is currently no guarantee that 
reclaimed water will be available to all of the affected facilities.  Therefore, the proposed project 
will remain significant after mitigation for water demand. 
 
With regard to water quality, it was concluded that impacts would be less than significant, so no 
mitigation measures are required. 
 
3.5.6 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 
 
In the above analyses of construction water demand and water quality it was concluded that 
impacts would be less than significant.  Similarly, it was concluded that water quality impacts 
from the proposed project during operation would be less than significant.  Therefore, because 
construction water quality and water demand impacts and operational water quality impacts were 
concluded to be less than significant, they are not considered to be cumulatively considerable 
(CEQA Guidelines §15064 (h)(1)) and, therefore are not expected to generate significant adverse 
cumulative impacts for these environmental topic areas. 
 
In the above analysis of water demand impacts from the proposed project during operation it was 
concluded that installing WGS have the potential to generate significant adverse operational 
water demand impacts.  Therefore, operational water demand impacts during operation of the 
proposed project are considered to be cumulatively considerable for implementation of Rule 11-
18 (CEQA Guidelines §15064 (h)(1)). 
 
In addition, the 2017 Clean Air Plan contains a total of 85 control measures that the District 
intends to impose to improve overall air quality in the District.  Control measures in the 2017 
Clean Air Plan included Rule 11-18 as well as a number of other control measures to control 
emissions from refineries as well as other stationary sources and transportation control measures.  
The 2017 Clean Air Plan is expected to result in overall reductions in VOC, NOx, SOx, and PM 
emissions, providing an air quality benefit (BAAQMD, 2017).  The Final EIR for the 2017 Air 
Plan evaluated the potential hydrology and water quality impacts associated with implementation 
of the 85 control measures (including Control Measure SS20 Air Toxics Risk Cap and Reduction 
from Existing Facilities, which is proposed Rule 11-18) and concluded that the 2017 Plan could 
result in the installation of control equipment that would utilize water in excess of the water 
demand significance thresholds.  Accordingly, stationary source control measures in the 2017 
Plan may result in a cumulative considerable contribution to water demand.  The impacts on 
wastewater treatment and water quality associated with the 2017 Plan does not include any 
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specifically identified actions that would result in any cumulatively considerable contributions to 
water treatment and water quality impacts.   
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3.6 OTHER CEQA SECTIONS 
 
3.6.1 GROWTH INDUCING IMPACTS 
�

3.6.1.1  Introduction 

CEQA defines growth-inducing impacts as those impacts of a proposed project that “could foster 
economic or population growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly or 
indirectly, in the surrounding environment.  Included in this are projects, which would remove 
obstacles to population growth” (CEQA Guidelines §15126.2(d)). 
 
To address this issue, potential growth-inducing effects are examined through the following 
considerations: 
 

 Facilitation of economic effects that could result in other activities that could 
significantly affect the environment;  

 
 Expansion requirements for one or more public services to maintain desired levels of 

service as a result of the proposed Project modifications;  
 

 Removal of obstacles to growth, e.g., through the construction or extension of major 
infrastructure facilities that do not presently exist in the project area or through changes 
in existing regulations pertaining to land development; 

 
 Adding development or encroachment into open space; and/or 

 
 Setting a precedent that could encourage and facilitate other activities that could 

significantly affect the environment. 
 
3.6.1.2  Economic and Population Growth, and Related Public Services 
 
The proposed rule would not directly foster economic or population growth or the construction 
of new housing in the Bay area.  The proposed rule may require construction of air pollution 
control equipment or operational measures/modifications within the confines of the existing 
industrial facilities but would not be expected to involve new development outside of existing 
facilities.  Therefore, it would not stimulate significant population growth, remove obstacles to 
population growth, or necessitate the construction of new community facilities that would lead to 
additional growth.   
 
A project would directly induce growth if it would directly foster economic or population growth 
or the construction of new housing in the surrounding environment (e.g., if it would remove an 
obstacle to growth by expanding existing infrastructure).  The proposed new rule would not 
remove barriers to population growth, as it involves no changes to General Plan, zoning 
ordinance, or related land use policy.  The proposed new rule does not include the development 
of new housing or population-generating uses or infrastructure that would directly encourage 
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such uses.  Therefore, proposed Rule 11-18 would not directly or indirectly trigger new 
residential development in the Air District.   
 
Further, the proposed rule would not result in an increase in local population, housing, or 
associated public services (e.g. fire, police, schools, recreation, and library facilities) since the 
proposed rule would not result in an increase in workers or residents.  Likewise, the proposed 
rule would not create new demand for secondary services, including regional or specialty retail, 
restaurant or food delivery, recreation, or entertainment uses. As such, the proposed rule would 
not foster economic or population growth in the surrounding area in a manner that would be 
growth-inducing.  
 
3.6.1.3  Removal of Obstacles to Growth 
 
The proposed new rule would not employ activities or uses that would result in growth 
inducement, such as the development of new infrastructure (i.e., new roadway access or utilities, 
such as wastewater treatment facilities) that would directly or indirectly cause the growth of new 
populations, communities, or currently undeveloped areas.  Likewise, the proposed rules would 
not result in an expansion of existing public service facilities (e.g., police, fire, libraries, and 
schools) or the development of public service facilities that do not already exist.  
 
3.6.1.4  Development of Encroachment Into Open Space 
 
Development can be considered growth-inducing when it is not contiguous to existing urban 
development and introduces development into open space areas. The proposed rule may require 
additional air pollution control equipment and measures within the confines of existing facilities 
and existing industrial areas.  New development outside of the boundaries of industrial facilities 
is not expected to occur.  Therefore, the proposed rule would not result in development within or 
encroachment into an open space area.  
 
3.6.1.5  Precedent Setting Action 
 
Proposed Rule 11-18 would lead to further control of TAC emissions.  Similar types of activities 
are currently required of refineries and other industrial facilities to comply with various 
regulatory requirements.  Emissions of TACs are currently required to be reported and HRAs are 
required to be prepared under AB2588 for various industrial facilities.  Proposed Rule 11-18 
would reduce the acceptable health risk limits for stationary sources of emissions.  However, the 
requirement for the preparation of emission inventories and HRAs already exists under state law.  
Establishing thresholds, reporting emission inventories, conducting HRAs, additional monitoring 
requirements, and installing air pollution control equipment to reduce health risks would not 
result in precedent-setting actions that might cause significant environmental impacts. 
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3.6.1.6  Conclusion 
 
The proposed new rule would not be considered growth-inducing, because it would not result in 
an increase in production of resources or cause a progression of growth that could significantly 
affect the environment either individually or cumulatively. 
 
3.6.2 SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED 

AND SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES  
 
Section 15126.2(b) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR describe significant 
environmental impacts that cannot be avoided, including those effects that can be mitigated but 
not reduced to a less than significant level.  As evaluated in the preceding portions of Chapter 3 
of this EIR, proposed Rule 11-18 would result in potentially significant unavoidable impacts as 
identified in Table 3.6-1.   
 

TABLE 3.6-1 
 

IMPACTS IDENTIFIED AS POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT IN THIS EIR FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION OF RULE 11-18 

 

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS  

Air Emission Impacts During Construction
GHG Impacts 

Water Demand Impacts
 
3.6.3 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS FOUND NOT TO BE 

SIGNIFICANT 
 
The environmental effects of proposed Rule 11-18 that may have potentially significant adverse 
effects on the environment are identified, evaluated, and discussed in detail in the preceding 
portions of Chapter 3 of this EIR and in the Initial Study (see Appendix A) per the requirements 
of the CEQA Guidelines (§§15126(a) and 15126.2).  The potentially significant adverse 
environmental impacts as determined by the Initial Study (see Appendix A) include:  air quality; 
greenhouse gas emissions; hazards and hazardous materials; hydrology and water quality; and 
water demand under utilities and service systems.  The water demand impacts were determined 
to be significant under hydrology/water quality and utilities and services.  To avoid repetition, 
the water demand impacts have been included under the hydrology and water quality impacts 
only.  The analysis provided in the Initial Study has concluded that the following environmental 
topics would be less than significant:  aesthetics; agriculture and forestry resources; biological 
resources; cultural resources; geology and soils; land use and planning; mineral resources; noise, 
population and housing; public services, recreation, transportation and traffic, and utilities and 
service systems (impacts other than water demand).  The reasons for finding the environmental 
resources to be less than significant are explained below.   
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3.6.3.1  Aesthetics 
 
Proposed Rule 11-18 would affect hundreds of facilities that cover a wide variety of industries 
and operations that emit toxic pollutants located throughout the Air District, including data 
centers, petroleum refineries, a cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, hospitals, crematoria, 
etc.  The proposed rule would require affected facilities to reduce the health risk they pose using 
various risk reduction measure and controls.  The methods of control expected to be used to 
comply with Rule 11-18 are not expected to result in any aesthetic alterations of the facilities.  
Scenic highways or corridors are generally not located in the vicinity of these facilities. 
 
The facilities affected by proposed Rule 11-18, including petroleum refineries, may need to 
install or modify air pollution control equipment or modify operations to implement risk 
reduction measures.  However, it is unlikely that any of the changes would result in additional 
night-time operation that would require extra lighting.  New light sources, if any, are not 
expected to be noticeable in residential areas.  Most local land use agencies have ordinances that 
limit the intensity of lighting and its effects on adjacent property owners.  Therefore, Rule 11-18 
is not expected to have significant adverse aesthetic impacts to the surrounding community.   
 
3.6.3.2  Agriculture and Forestry Resources 
 
Proposed Rule 11-18 would affect hundreds of facilities that cover a wide variety of industries 
and operations located throughout the Air District, including data centers, petroleum refineries, a 
cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, hospitals, crematoria, etc.   
 
The facilities affected by Rule 11-18 are primarily located in industrial and commercial areas 
where agricultural or forest resources are generally not located.  All construction associated with 
compliance with the Rule 11-18 is expected to occur on the premises of the affected facilities and 
would not result in the conversion of agricultural or forest lands, or involve land under 
Williamson Act contracts. 
 
3.6.3.3  Biological Resources 
 
The facilities affected by proposed Rule 11-18 are located in the Bay Area-Delta Bioregion (as 
defined by the State’s Natural Communities Conservation Program).  This Bioregion is 
comprised of a variety of natural communities, which range from salt marshes to chaparral to oak 
woodland.   
 
Hundreds of facilities located throughout the Bioregion would be affected by proposed Rule 11-
18.  The facilities that would be affected by proposed rule are expected to be located in the 
commercial and industrial areas within the Bay Area.  These commercial/industrial areas have 
been graded to develop various structures, and are typically surrounded by other commercial and 
industrial facilities.  Native vegetation, other than landscape vegetation, has usually been 
removed from industrial facilities.  
 
Similarly, modifications at existing facilities would not interfere substantially with the movement 
of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with native or resident or migratory 
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wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.  Further, since proposed 
Rule 11-18 would primarily regulate stationary emission sources at commercial or industrial 
facilities, it does not directly or indirectly affect land use policy that may adversely affect 
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities identified in local or regional plans, 
policies, or regulations, or identified by the CDFW or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  Improving 
air quality is expected to provide health benefits to plant and animal species in the Air District, as 
well as humans. 
 
3.6.3.4  Cultural Resources 
 
Implementing proposed Rule 11-18 is primarily expected to result in controlling stationary 
source emissions at commercial or industrial facilities.  Affected facilities are typically located in 
appropriately zoned commercial or industrial areas that have previously been graded and 
developed.  Construction activities would be limited to areas within existing facilities 
boundaries, i.e., within areas that have already been graded and developed.  Therefore, the 
proposed project is not expected to impact cultural resources, including historical and 
archaeological resources, either directly or indirectly, or disturb human remains. 
 
3.6.3.5  Geology and Soils 
 
The San Francisco Bay Area is a seismically active region, which is situated on a plate 
boundary marked by the San Andreas Fault System.  Several northwest trending active and 
potentially active faults are included with this fault system.  Under the Alquist-Priolo 
Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, Earthquake Fault Zones were established by the California 
Division of Mines and Geology along “active” faults, or faults along which surface rupture 
occurred in Holocene time (the last 11,000 years).  In the Bay Area, these faults include the 
San Andreas, Hayward, Rodgers Creek-Healdsburg, Concord-Green Valley, Greenville-
Marsh Creek, Seal Cove/San Gregorio and West Napa faults.  Other smaller faults in the 
region classified as potentially active include the Southampton and Franklin faults. 
 
The facilities affected by any Air District control equipment requirements are typically located in 
industrial or commercial areas, which are not typically located near known geological hazards.  
Implementation of Rule 11-18 will not directly expose people or structures to earthquake faults, 
seismic shaking, seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, landslides, mudslides, or 
substantial soil erosion.  New structures must be designed to comply with the California Building 
Code requirements since the Air District is located in a seismically active area.  Construction 
activities would be limited to the confines of existing industrial facilities and will not require 
substantial grading. Therefore, significant adverse impacts to geology and soil are not expected 
to occur due to implementation of proposed Rule 11-18.  
 
3.6.3.6  Land Use and Planning 
 
The proposed Rule 11-18 is not expected to require any new substantial construction or 
development.  New or modified pollution control equipment would be located within existing 
commercial or industrial facilities.  Construction activities would be limited to the confines of 
existing facilities which are usually zoned for commercial or industrial land use. Modifications 
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are not expected to affect adjacent land uses, divide an established community, conflict with any 
applicable land use plan or policy or conflict with any habitat conservation plan.  Therefore, 
significant adverse project-specific impacts to land use and planning are not expected to occur 
due to implementation of proposed Rule 11-18. 
 
3.6.3.7  Mineral Resources 
 
Rule 11-18 does not contain provisions that would directly result in the loss of availability of a 
known mineral resource of value to the region and the residents of the state, or of a locally-
important mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other 
land use plan.  The proposed rule is not expected to deplete non-renewable mineral resources, 
such as aggregate materials, metal ores, etc., at an accelerated rate or in a wasteful manner 
because the risk reduction measures and related air pollution control equipment are typically not 
mineral resource intensive measures. Therefore, significant adverse impacts to mineral resources 
are not anticipated.   
 
3.6.3.8  Noise 
 
The existing noise environment at each of the affected facilities is typically dominated by noise 
from existing equipment onsite, vehicular traffic around the facilities, and trucks entering and 
exiting facility premises. No new major industrial equipment is expected to be required to be 
installed due to the proposed rule so that no noise impacts associated with the implementation of 
the proposed rule are expected.  Air pollution control equipment is not generally a major noise 
source.  Further, all noise producing equipment must comply with local noise ordnances and 
applicable OSHA and Cal/OSHA noise requirements.  Therefore, industrial operations affected 
by the proposed new rule are not expected to have a significant adverse effect on local noise 
control laws or ordinances. 
 
Construction activities associated with the proposed rule may generate some noise associated 
with temporary construction equipment and construction-related traffic. Construction would 
likely require truck trips to deliver equipment, a construction crew of workers, and construction 
equipment (e.g., forklift, welders, backhoes, cranes, and generators).  All construction activities 
would be temporary are expected to occur within the confines of existing commercial or 
industrial facilities so that no significant increase in noise during construction activities is 
expected. 
 
3.6.3.9  Population and Housing 
 
The current population of the Bay Area is about seven million people and is expected to grow to 
about nine million people by 2035 according to the Association of Bay Area Governments 
(ABAG, 2007).  The proposed rule is not anticipated to generate any significant effect, either 
directly or indirectly, on the Bay Area’s population or population distribution as Rule 11-18 
affect existing facilities located in predominantly industrial or commercial urbanized areas.  It is 
expected that the existing labor pool will be sufficient to accommodate any requirements for 
modifications or increased demand for workers that might occur as a result of implementing the 
proposed rule.  Furthermore, the proposed rule is not expected to require construction activities 
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that would displace people or existing housing as construction activities are expected to occur 
exclusively within the confines of existing industrial and commercial facilities.  Thus, adopting 
Rule 11-18, would not induce substantial population growth. 
 
3.6.3.10 Public Services 
 
There is no potential for adverse public service impacts as a result of adopting proposed Rule 11-
18 as it would not result in the need for new or physically altered government facilities to 
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives.  Many of the 
affected industrial facilities have onsite security and fire protection personnel, so no increase in 
police or fire protection services is expected.  Implementing the proposed rule would not cause a 
future population increase, thus it is not expected to affect land use plans, future development, or 
the demand for public facilities such as schools and parks.  
 
3.6.3.11 Recreation 
 
As discussed under “Land Use and Planning” and “Population and Housing,” there are no 
provisions in the proposed rule that would affect land use plans, policies, ordinances, or 
regulations as land use and other planning considerations are determined by local governments.  
No land use or planning requirements, including those relating to recreational facilities, will be 
altered by Rule 11-18.  The proposed rule does not have the potential to directly or indirectly 
induce population growth or redistribution.  As a result, the proposed rule would not increase the 
use of, or demand for, existing neighborhood or regional parks or other recreational facilities nor 
require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities that might have an adverse 
physical effect on the environment.  
 
3.6.3.12 Transportation and Traffic 
 
Any new or modified air pollution control equipment is expected to be located in commercial or 
industrial facilities and may require construction activities.  Construction activities would be 
expected at existing commercial or industrial land uses and would be temporary.  The proposed 
rule is not expected to require modification to circulation for temporary construction activities. 
Waste products may be generated from the use of several types of control technologies. Wastes 
could include: spent carbon generated from the carbon adsorption process; spent metal catalysts 
from the catalytic oxidation process; and dry solids from filtration controls. The majority of 
wastes will likely need to be transported to disposal or recycling facilities. The catalysts in 
catalytic oxidizers need to be replaced every few years so this potential waste product was 
considered to contribute to the waste transport impacts.  
 
These facilities on any given day would generate an additional one-two truck trips per day in the 
entire Air District for delivery and disposal.  This volume of additional daily truck traffic is 
negligible over the entire area of the Air District.  The number of waste disposal transport trips 
substantially overestimates the number of anticipated trips because owners/operators at affected 
facilities may use other types of add-on control equipment and most are expected to limit 
throughput rates or operating times which would have no impact on traffic.  No increase in 
worker traffic is expected as the operation of air pollution control equipment of the type expected 
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under the proposed rule is not expected to require any additional employees.  Therefore, 
operational traffic under Proposed Rule 11-18 is expected to be less than significant.   
 
Additionally, Rule 11-18 is not expected to result in any changes to air traffic patterns, the 
creation of hazardous intersections, result in inadequate emergency access, or conflict with 
adopted policies involving mass transit or non-motorized travel. 
 
3.6.3.13 Utilities and Service Systems 
 
The NOP/IS found that there were potentially significant impacts for utilities and service systems 
for water use and wastewater treatment.  However, because these issues are specific to water, the 
associated potential impacts are discussed in Chapter 3.5 of the DEIR (hydrology and water 
quality).   
 
No significant impacts are expected on solid waste disposal.  Baghouses will generate solid 
waste, but they are not expected to require annual replacement events.  The baghouses are only 
expected to generate a few tons of waste per change out.  It is assumed that any hazardous 
material will be taken to the U.S. Ecology Beatty Nevada hazardous waste facility for treatment 
and disposal.  U.S. Ecology, Inc. is currently receiving waste, and is in the process of extending 
the operational capacity for an additional 35 years (U.S. Ecology, 2015).  Clean Harbors in 
Grassy Mountain, Utah is also available to receive hazardous waste and is expected to continue 
to receive waste for an additional 70 years (Clean Harbors, 2015).  Additionally, the air pollution 
control equipment would be installed at already existing facilities and refineries, which have 
systems in place for processing and disposing solid and hazardous waste.  Therefore, the 
proposed project impacts on solid waste and hazardous waste landfills are less than significant.   
 
3.6.3.14 Tribal Cultural Resources 
 
Tribal cultural resources were evaluated as part of the cultural resources in the NOP/IS for Rule 
11-18.  Some affected industrial and commercial facilities may have equipment older than 50 
years.  However, such equipment does not typically meet the criteria identified in CEQA 
Guidelines §15064.5(a)(3), are not listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of 
Historic Resources or a local register of historical resources (Public Resources Code Section 
5020.1(k), and are not considered to have cultural value to a California Native American Tribe.  
Construction activities are expected to be limited to industrial and commercial facilities.  For this 
reason, proposed Rule 11-18 is not expected to require physical changes to a site, feature, place, 
cultural landscape, sacred place or object with cultural value to a California Native American 
Tribe. Furthermore, the proposed rule would not be expected to result in a physical change to a 
resource determined to be eligible for inclusion or listed in the California Register of Historical 
Resources or included in a local register of historical resources.  Any new development 
potentially affecting tribal resources would not be as a result of the proposed rule and approval of 
those projects including evaluation of their impacts on tribal resources would occur regardless of 
the adoption of proposed Rule 11-18.   
 
As part of releasing this CEQA document for public review and comment, the document is 
circulated to the State Clearinghouse that provides notice of the proposed project to all California 
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Native American Tribes that requested to be on the Native American Heritage Commission’s 
(NAHC) notification list per Public Resources Code § 21080.3.1(b)(1). The NAHC notification 
list provides a 30-day period during which a Native American Tribes may respond to the notice, 
in writing, requesting consultation on the proposed Rule amendments. 
 
Since construction activities are expected to be limited to existing industrial and commercial 
facilities, the proposed rule would not adversely affect historical or tribal resources as defined in 
Public Resources Section 5020.1(k), or 5024.1.  Therefore, no impacts to tribal resources are 
anticipated to occur as a result of proposed Rule 11-18.   
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES 
 
An EIR is required to describe a reasonable range of feasible alternatives to the proposed project 
that could feasibly attain most of the basic project objectives and would avoid or substantially 
lessen any of the significant environmental impacts of the proposed project (CEQA Guidelines 
§15126.6(a)). As discussed in Chapter 3 of this EIR the proposed project could result in 
potentially significant impacts to air quality during construction activities, GHG emissions, and 
hydrology (water demand) during project operation.  Therefore, alternatives analysis should 
focus on alternatives that avoid or minimize these potentially significant impacts. 
 
The objectives of proposed Rule 11-18: Toxic Risk Reduction are as follows: 

1) Reduce the public’s exposure to health risks associated with the emissions of TACs from 
stationary sources to the lowest levels achievable; 

2) Incorporate the most up-to-date health risk methodologies and health values into the Air 
District’s risk evaluation process for existing stationary sources of TACs; 

3) Ensure the facilities that impact the most sensitive and overburdened communities reduce 
their associated health risk in an efficient and expeditious manner; 

4) Provide the public opportunity to comment on the draft HRAs to provide transparency 
and clarity to the process; and 

5) Provide the public opportunity to comment on risk reduction plans as they are drafted by 
the affected facilities. 

 
Chapter 4 provides a discussion of alternatives to the proposed project as required by CEQA. 
According to the CEQA guidelines, alternatives should include feasible measures to attain the 
basic objectives of the proposed project and provide means for evaluating the comparative merits 
of each alternative. In addition, though the range of alternatives must be sufficient to permit a 
reasoned choice, they need not include every conceivable project alternative (CEQA Guidelines, 
§15126.6(a)). The key issue is whether the selection and discussion of alternatives fosters 
informed decision making and public participation. 
 
In accordance with CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(c), a CEQA document should identify any 
alternatives that were considered by the lead agency, but were rejected as infeasible during the 
scoping process and briefly explain the reason underlying the lead agency’s determination. 
Section 15126.6(c) also states that among the factors that may be used to eliminate alternatives 
from detailed consideration in an EIR are: (1) failure to meet most of the basic project objectives; 
(2) infeasibility; or (3) inability to avoid significant environmental impacts. 
 
The possible alternatives to the proposed rule are limited by the nature of the project. The 
proposed Risk Reduction Rule is designed to minimize health risks associated with facilities that 
emit TAC emissions through the approval and implementation of risk reduction plans or the 
application of the best available retrofit control technology for toxics (TBARCT) to significant 
sources of toxic emissions.  
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This Draft Final EIR will evaluate Project Alternatives for Rule 11-18, including the “No Project 
Alternative” and additional alternatives deemed appropriate by Air District staff. 
 
4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT ALTERNATIVES:  
 
4.2.1 ALTERNATIVE 1 – NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 
 
CEQA Guidelines §151216.6 (e) requires evaluation of a “No Project Alternative.”  Under the 
No Project Alternative, the proposed rule would not be adopted and, thus, the Air District would 
not establish risk actions levels of 10/M for cancer health risk and 1.0 for both acute and chronic 
hazard indices. Although, portions of the rule could be implemented under the Air District’s AB 
2588 – Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Program, such as incorporating the new OEHHA health risk 
assessment protocols and health risk values and conducting health risk screening analyses and 
health risk assessments. Facilities with a cancer health risk greater than 10/M or an acute or 
chronic hazard index greater than 1.01 would only have to notify all exposed persons of their 
exposure. Facilities with a cancer risk greater than 100/M or a hazard indices greater than 10 
would have to both 1) notify exposed individuals, and 2) reduce the facility health risk below the 
risk action level in accordance to the Air District AB 2588 Program, California Health and 
Safety Code, §§44300-44394.2 
 
4.2.2 ALTERNATIVE 2 – SET RISK ACTION LEVEL AT 25/M CANCER AND 

2.5 HAZARD INDICES 
 
Under Alternative 2, the Air District would establish risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk 
and 2.5 for hazard indices instead of 10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Further, the significant risk 
level for the compliance alternative for the application of TBARCT would be set at 5/M for 
cancer and 0.5 hazard indices or removed.3 All other aspects of the proposed rule would remain 
in place, including the provisions for the two compliance options: developing a risk reduction 
plan or demonstrating that all significant sources of risk are controlled with TBARCT.  Under 
this alternative, the scope of the project would be significantly reduced because the rule would 
not apply to those facilities with health risks that are less than 25/M for cancer or 2.5 for hazard 
indices. As a result, the number of facilities affected by the rule would be reduced by from 
approximately 386 to 36-39 – an order of magnitude reduction. Table 4-1 illustrates the 
estimated change in the air pollution control equipment requirements under Alternative 2.   
 
  

                                                           
1  Health risks of 10/M cancer and 1.0 hazard indices are current action levels for notification under the Air 

District’s AB 2588 Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Program. 
2  Health risks of 100/M cancer and 10.0 hazard indices are the current action levels for risk reduction under AB 

2588.  It should be noted that Air District staff did not identify any facilities with a preliminary health risks greater 
than these action levels. 

3  Without the TBARCT compliance option, the rule would be, in effect, an implementation of the AB 2588 
program with lower risk action levels. 
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TABLE 4-1 
 

Comparison of Air Pollution Control Equipment 
under Proposed Rule 11-18 and Alternative 2 

 
Facility Type Proposed Rule 

11-18 
Alternative 2 

Rule 11-18 
Enclosures 60 6 
Diesel Particulate Filters 100 10 
New ICEs 100 10 
Baghouse with HEPA Filters 12 1-2 
Carbon Adsorption 5 0 
Catalytic Oxidization  10 1 
Thermal Oxidizers 10 1 
Non-Refinery Wet Gas Scrubbers 10 1 
Refinery Wet Gas Scrubbers 3 1-3 
ESPs 5 0 
Process Improvements(1) 30 3 
Product Substitution 10 1 
Enhanced Monitoring/Component Replacement 7 1 

TOTALS 362 36-39 
 
The requirements of the rule under Alternative 2 would still apply to major sources of risk, such 
as refineries, cement manufacturing, and waste water treatment facilities; however, the level to 
which those facilities must reduce their health risk would be 25/M instead of 10/M.  Under 
Alternative 2, the number of individuals that remain exposed to elevated health risk levels posed 
by these facilities would be much greater than that under the proposed project. 
 
4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES TO 

RULE 11-18 
 
4.3.1 ALTERNATIVE 1 – NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 
 
4.3.1.1  Air Quality 
 
Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed rule would not be adopted and, thus, the Air 
District would not establish risk actions levels of 10/M for cancer health risk and 1.0 for both 
acute and chronic hazard indices.  Therefore, construction activities associated with installation 
of additional air pollution control equipment would be avoided.  The construction activities 
associated with large air pollution control equipment, e.g., WGS, are potentially significant and 
this impact would not occur under the No Project Alternative. The potential beneficial impacts of 
the proposed project associated with additional risk and toxic emission reductions would not be 
realized under the No Alternative. Since the risk impacts of the affected facilities have not yet 
been determined, the amounts of risk and toxic emissions reductions that would not be realized 
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under the No Project Alternative are unknown. However, because there would be no construction 
emissions associated with the No Project Alternative, these impacts would be less than 
significant. 
 
4.3.1.2  GHG Emissions 
 
Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed rule would not be adopted and, thus, the Air 
District would not establish risk actions levels of 10/M for cancer health risk and 1.0 for both 
acute and chronic hazard indices. As a result, construction and operational activities associated 
with installation of additional air pollution control equipment would be avoided.  Therefore, the 
GHG emissions associated with the No Project Alternative would be less than significant. 
 
4.3.1.3  Hazards and Hazardous Materials  
 
Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed rule would not be adopted and, thus, the Air 
District would not establish risk actions levels of 10/M for cancer health risk and 1.0 for both 
acute and chronic hazard indices.  As a result, construction and operational activities associated 
with installation of additional air pollution control equipment would be eliminated. The hazards 
associated with the proposed project were determined to be potentially significant for the 
operations of baghouses and ESPs. Hazards impacts associated with the potential installation of 
this equipment were determined to be less than significant after mitigation.   
 
Under the No Project Alternative, there would be no additional construction and operational 
activities and hazards and the additional use of hazardous materials associated with 
implementation of Rule 11-18 would be avoided. Therefore, hazards and hazardous materials 
impacts associated with the No Project Alternative would be less than significant.  
 
4.3.1.4  Hydrology and Water Quality  
 
Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed rule would not be adopted and, thus, the Air 
District would not establish risk actions levels of 10/M for cancer health risk and 1.0 for both 
acute and chronic hazard indices.  As a result, construction and operational activities associated 
with installation of additional air pollution control equipment would be eliminated.  Therefore, 
hydrology and water quality impacts associated with the No Project Alternative would be less 
than significant. 
 
Under the No Project Alternative, there would be no additional construction and operational 
activities and the additional water use and wastewater discharged associated with 
implementation of Rule 11-18 would be avoided. Therefore, hydrology and water quality 
impacts associated with No Project Alternative would be less than significant.  
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4.3.2 ALTERNATIVE 2 – RISK ACTION LEVEL SET AT 25/M CANCER AND 
2.5 HAZARD INDICES 

 
4.3.2.1  Air Quality 
 
Under Alternative 2, the Air District would establish risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk 
and 2.5 for hazard indices instead of 10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Further, the significant risk 
level for the compliance alternative for the application of TBARCT would be set at 5/M and 0.5 
for hazard indices.  Thus, there would be far fewer facilities that would be required to reduce 
their risk through the implementation of risk reduction measures and also fewer sources of risk 
that would have to be reduced.  Therefore, construction activities associated with the installation 
of additional air pollution control equipment or implementation of risk reduction measures (such 
as increasing a stack’s height or relocating equipment) would be less under Alternative 2.  The 
estimated construction emissions under Alternative 2 are provided in Table 4-2.   
 

TABLE 4-2 
 

Estimated Construction Emissions Under Alternative 2 to Rule 11-18 
 

ACTIVITY ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 
Construction Emissions Per Unit Under Rule 11-18 (lbs/day) 

Diesel ICE Replacements 1 ICEs 0.88 4.73 4.77 <0.01 1.02 1.00 
Diesel ICE Retrofits 1 ICEs 0.27 1.32 2.36 <0.01 0.08 0.06 
1 Non-Refinery WGS, Baghouse, or 
ESP 2.96 15.23 17.99 0.10 2.69 2.44 

1 Carbon Adsorption Unit or 
Thermal Oxidizer  3.27 10.84 16.53 0.01 2.22 2.01 

1 Enclosure 1.56 14.08 17.61 0.04 1.54 1.20 
Refinery WGS 17 67 84 <1 39 23 
Potential Overlapping Emissions 25.94 113.2 143.26 1.15 46.55 29.71 
Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54 
Significant? No -- Yes -- No No 

Potential Overlapping Construction Emissions Under Rule 11-18 
(lbs/day) 

2 Diesel ICE Replacements  1.76 9.46 9.54 <0.01 2.04 2.00 
2 Diesel ICE Retrofits  0.54 2.64 4.72 <0.01 0.16 0.12 
3 Non-Refinery WGS, Baghouse, or 
ESP 8.88 45.69 53.97 0.3 8.07 7.32 

1 Carbon Adsorption Unit or 
Thermal Oxidizer  3.27 10.84 16.53 0.01 2.22 2.01 

2 Enclosures 3.12 28.16 35.22 0.08 3.08 2.40 
3 Refinery WGSs 51 201 252 1 117 69 
Alternative 2 Total Potential 
Overlapping Emissions (lbs/day) 68.6 297.8 372.0 1.41 132.6 82.9 

Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54 
Significant? Yes - - Yes -- Yes Yes 
Proposed Project Estimated 
Construction Emissions  

113.71 510.28 638.27 2.29 170.44 117.63 

See Table 3.2-20 and Appendix B for further information. 
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As shown in Table 4-2, the construction activities under Alternative 2 would be less than the 
proposed project since less air pollution control equipment would be installed under Alternative 
2.  However, since the installation of large air pollution control equipment, e.g., refinery wet gas 
scrubbers may still be required, the construction emissions remain significant for ROG, NOx, 
PM10 and PM2.5 under Alternative 2.   
 
The operational air quality impacts associated with the proposed rule were determined to be less 
than significant and the operational emissions under Alternative 2 would be less than under the 
proposed project (see Table 4-3).  The potential beneficial impacts of the proposed rule 
associated with additional risk and emission reductions of TACs would also be less under 
Alternative 2. Since the precise need for risk and emission reductions has yet to be determined, 
the amounts of risk and emissions reductions that would not occur under Alternative 2 are 
unknown. However, the operational air quality impacts associated with Alternative 2 would 
remain less than significant. 

 
TABLE 4-3 

 
Estimated Criteria Pollutant  

Operational Emissions Under Alternative 2 to Rule 11-18 
 

ACTIVITY ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 
Operational Emissions Per Unit Under Rule 11-18 (lbs/day) 

Regenerating Spent Carbon  0.02 0.08 0.29 <0.01 0.02 0.02 
Thermal Oxidizer 0.16 7.10 0.88 0.01 0.17 0.17 
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Unit 
Truck Trips 0.06 0.26 1.84 0.02 0.04 0.02 

Alternative 2 Total Potential 
Overlapping Emissions 0.24 7.44 3.01 0.03 0.23 0.21 
Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54 
Significant? No -- No -- No No 

Potential Overlapping Construction Emissions Under Alternative 2 
(lbs/day) 

Regenerating Spent Carbon 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Thermal Oxidizer (1)  0.16 7.10 0.88 0.01 0.17 0.17 
Caustic/Catalyst for WGS Unit 
Truck Trips (4) 0.24 1.04 7.36 0.08 0.16 0.08 

Total Potential Overlapping 
Emissions 0.40 8.1 8.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 

Significance Thresholds 54 None 54 None 82 54 
Significant? No -- No -- No No 
Proposed Project Estimated 
Operational Emissions 

2.41 71.23 34.19 0.37 2.3 2.04 

See Table 3.2-24 and Appendix B for further details. 
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4.3.2.2  GHG Emissions 
 
Under Alternative 2, the Air District would establish risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk 
and 2.5 for hazard indices instead of 10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Further, the significant risk 
level for the compliance alternative for the application of TBARCT would be set at 5 or 2.5.  
Thus, there would be far fewer facilities that would be required to reduce their risk through the 
implementation of risk reduction measures and also few sources of risk that would have to be 
reduced. As a result, construction activities associated with installation of additional air pollution 
control equipment or implementation of risk reduction measures (such as increasing a stack’s 
height or relocating equipment) would be less.  As shown in Table 4-4 the GHG construction 
emissions under Alternative 2 would also expected to be less than the proposed project.   
 

TABLE 4-4 
 

Estimated Construction GHG Emissions Under Alternative 2 to Rule 11-18 
 

ACTIVITY CO2e MT 
Total Construction Emissions for 10 Diesel ICE Replacement 4 
Total Construction Emissions for 10 Diesel ICE Retrofit 2 
Total Construction Emissions for 3 Non-Refinery WGS, Baghouses, ESPs 267 
Total Construction Emissions for 2 Carbon Adsorption Units, Thermal Oxidizers 
or Catalytic Oxidization Units 296 

Total Construction Emissions for 6 Enclosures 1,914 
Construction Emissions for 3 Refinery WGS 3,786 
Alternative 2 Total Potential GHG Emissions 6,269 
Alternative 2 Total Potential GHG Emissions (Amortized)(1) 209 
Proposed Project Total Potential GHG Emissions (Amortized) 970 
See Table 3.3-12 and Appendix B for further details.   

 
 
Since less air pollution control equipment would be installed under Alternative 2, the operations’ 
GHG emissions are expected to be less than that of the proposed rule (see Table 4-5) and are 
expected to be less than significant.  The GHG emissions associated with the proposed rule were 
determined to be significant.  Therefore, Alternative 2 would eliminate potentially significant 
GHG impacts associated with proposed Rule 11-18. 
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TABLE 4-5 
 

Estimated Operational GHG Emissions Under Alternative 2 to Rule 11-18 
 

ACTIVITY CO2e MT 
Total Amortized Construction Emissions 209 
Total Operational Emissions for 0 Carbon Adsorption Units 0 
Total Operational Emissions 1 Thermal Oxidizers 455 
Total Haul Truck Emissions for 4 WGS Units 96 
Total Electrical Emissions for 4 WGS Units  6,415 
Alternative 2 Total Potential Overlapping GHG Emissions 7,175 
Significance Threshold 10,000 
Significant? No 
Proposed Project GHG Emissions 20,936 
See Table 3.3-18 and Appendix B for further details.   

 
 
4.3.2.3  Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
 
Under Alternative 2, the Air District would establish risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk 
and 2.5 for hazard indices instead of 10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Further, the significant risk 
level for the compliance alternative for the application of TBARCT would be set at 5 or 2.5.  
Thus, there would be fewer facilities that would be required to reduce their risk through the 
implementation of risk reduction measures and also fewer sources of risk that would have to be 
reduced.  As a result, under Alternative 2, less air pollution control equipment would be 
installed.   
 
The potential hazards associated with the construction and operation of baghouses and ESPs 
under the proposed project were potentially significant (prior to mitigation).  Explosions can 
occur in baghouses when dust concentrations reach explosive limits.  Hazards associated with 
dry ESPs include fire and explosion hazards that can occur at the inlet to ESPs when highly 
charged dust particles are transported by a gas that can contain the mixtures of both 
incombustible and combustible flue gases.  Fewer baghouses (1-2 instead of 12) would be 
constructed and no ESPs are expected to be construction under Alternative 2.  The hazard 
impacts associated with the use of baghouses would be less than significant with the proposed 
mitigation.  Therefore, hazards impacts under Alternative 2 are expected to be less than the 
proposed project and less than significant after mitigation.   
 
4.3.2.3  Hydrology and Water Quality 
 
Under Alternative 2, the Air District would establish risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk 
and 2.5 for hazard indices instead of 10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Further, the significant risk 
level for the compliance alternative for the application of TBARCT would be set at 5 or 2.5.  
This would result in there being far fewer facilities that would be required to reduce their risk 
through the implementation of risk reduction measures and also fewer sources of risk that would 
have to be reduced.  Under Alternative 2, water demand impacts under construction activities are 
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estimated to be about 63,000 gpd for the overlapping construction of three refinery WGSs, one 
non-refinery WGS, and two enclosures.   
 
Under Alternative 2, less air pollution equipment would be operated.  The estimated water use 
associated with equipment operation is provided in Table 4-6.  The water use still would include 
the use of up to three refinery WGSs; therefore, water demand would remain significant under 
Alternative 2.  Wastewater discharge would also be less under Alternative 2 as compared to the 
proposed project.  Water quality impacts under the proposed project were considered to be less 
than significant.  Therefore, water quality impacts associated with Alternative 2 would be 
expected to remain less than significant.  

 
TABLE 4-6 

 
Estimated Operational Water Use Under Alternative 2 

 

Size of WGS 
Estimated Operational 

Water Use (gal/day) 

Non-Refinery WGS (1 Unit) 2,786 - 15,286 
Refinery WGS (3 Units) 1,296,000 
Alternative 2 Maximum Daily Water Use 1,298,786 – 1,311,286 
Significance Threshold 263,000 
Significant? Yes 
Proposed Project Maximum Daily Water Use 1,323,860 - 1,448,860 

 
 
4.4 ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE 
 
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(e)(2), if the environmentally superior alternative is the 
“no project” alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative 
among the other alternatives.  
 
4.4.1 ALTERNATIVE 1 – THE NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 
 
Alternative 1 – the No Project Alternative would eliminate the potentially significant impacts 
associated with construction criteria pollutant and GHG emissions and water demand associated 
with the potential installation of additional air pollution control equipment to less than 
significant. The potential beneficial impacts of the proposed project associated with risk and 
emission reductions of TACs would also be eliminated under the No Project Alternative. Since 
the precise needs for risk and emission reductions have yet to be determined, the amount of 
emissions reductions that would not occur under Alternative 1 is unknown. Further, the No 
Project Alternative would achieve only two of the project objectives: 
 

1) Incorporate the most up-to-date health risk methodologies and health values into the Air 
District’s risk evaluation process for existing stationary sources of TACs; and 
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2) Provide the public opportunity to comment on the draft HRAs to provide transparency 
and clarity to the process.   

 
4.4.2 ALTERNATIVE 2 – SET RISK ACTION LEVEL AT 25/M CANCER AND 

2.5 HAZARD INDICES 
 
The environmentally superior alternative is Alternative 2. Under Alternative 2, the Air District 
would establish risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk and 2.5 for hazard indices instead of 
10/M and 1.0 respectively.  Further, the significant risk level for the compliance alternative for 
the application of TBARCT would be set at 5/M for cancer and 0.5 for hazard indices or 
removed. Under Alternative 2, the scope of the project would be reduced because Rule 11-18 
would not apply to those facilities with health risks that lie between either 10/M and 25/M for 
cancer or 1.0 and 2.5 for hazard indices. Thus, the number of facilities affected by the rule would 
be reduced by from approximately 362 to 29-36 – an order of magnitude reduction.  Alternative 
2 would reduce the air quality, water demand, and GHG emission impacts associated with the 
proposed project.  However, air quality impacts during construction and water demand impacts 
during operation would remain significant under Alternative 2.  Alternative 2 would achieve 
most of the project objectives, including: 
 

1) Incorporate the most up-to-date health risk methodologies and health values into the Air 
District’s risk evaluation process for existing stationary sources of TACs; 

2) Ensure the facilities that impact the most sensitive and overburdened communities reduce 
their associated health risk in an efficient and expeditious manner; 

3) Provide the public opportunity to comment on the draft HRAs to provide transparency 
and clarity to the process; and 

4) Provide the public opportunity to comment on risk reduction plans as they are drafted by 
the affected facilities. 

 
4.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 
 
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(d), an EIR should include sufficient information about 
each alternative to allow meaningful comparison with the proposed project. Section 15126.6(d) 
also recommends the use of a matrix to summarize the comparison. Table 4-7 below provides 
these matrix comparisons. The CEQA document shall include sufficient information about each 
alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed project 
(CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(d)). A matrix displaying the major characteristics and significant 
environmental effects of each alternative may be used to summarize the comparison. Table 4-7 
lists the alternatives considered in this EIR and how they compare to proposed Rule 11-18 
(proposed project).  Table 4-7 presents a matrix that lists the significant adverse impacts 
associated with the proposed project and the project alternatives for all environmental topics 
analyzed. Table 4-7 also ranks each section as to whether the proposed project or a project 
alternative would result in greater or lesser impacts relative to one another. 
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TABLE 4-7 
 

Comparison of Alternatives to Proposed Rule 11-18 

Notes:  
S  =  Significant  
NS =  Not Significant  
MNS =  Mitigated Not Significant  
B =  Beneficial impacts 
(-)  =  Potential impacts are less than the proposed project.  
(+)  =  Potential impacts are greater than the proposed project.  
(=)  =  Potential impacts are approximately the same as the proposed project. 

 
4.5.1 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES TO RULE 11-18 
 
Alternative 1 – No Project Alternative was determined to result in less than significant 
environmental impacts. Compared to the other project alternative, the No Project Alternative 
would not achieve the critical project objective of health risk reductions.  It would achieve only 
two of the objectives of the proposed project (Rule 11-18): Objectives 2 and 4.  Because the 
current risk action levels established by the Air Toxic “Hot Spots” Program would remain 
unchanged, this alternative would not result in any facilities having to reduce their health risk nor 
having to develop a risk reduction plan because preliminary analyses show that there are likely 
no facilities that would pose a health risk in excess of the current risk action levels of 100/M for 
cancer and 10 for hazard indices.   
 
Alternative 2 was determined to reduce GHG emissions to less than significant, but would still 
result in significant air quality impacts during construction and water demand impacts during 
operation.   Alternative 2 will achieve the critical project objectives of health risk reductions at 
some of the affected facilities (Objective 1) and expeditiously reduce health risk in impacted 
communities (Objective 3).  This alternative would also achieve the remaining three objectives 
and is considered to be the environmentally superior alternative to the proposed project.   
 

Environmental Topic Proposed 
Project 

No Project 
Alternative 

Alternative 2 

Air Quality 
Air Quality Benefits 
Air Quality Construction Impacts 
Air Quality Operational Impacts 
Toxic Air Contaminants 

 
B 
S 

NS 
NS/B 

 
B(-) 

NS(-) 
NS(-) 
None 

 
B(-) 
S(-) 
S(-) 

NS/B(-) 
GHG 

GHG Impacts 
 

S 
 

NS(-) 
 

NS(-) 
Hazards & Hazardous Materials 

Hazard Impacts 
 

MNS 
 

NS(-) 
 

MNS(-) 
Hydrology / Water Quality 

Water Demand Impacts 
Water Quality Impacts 

 
S 

NS 

 
NS(-) 
NS(-) 

 
S(-) 

NS(-) 
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The proposed project has been demonstrated to be the most effective approach that achieves all 
of the project objectives relative to environmental impact generated. Mitigation measures have 
been developed to minimize the potential increase in construction emission, GHG emissions, and 
water demand, while providing the greatest public health benefit by reducing health risk from 
stationary sources to the greatest feasible extent. Therefore, the proposed project is the preferred 
alternative. 
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5.2 ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS CONSULTED 
 
The CEQA statues and Guidelines require that organizations and persons consulted be provided 
in the EIR.  The following organizations and persons have provided input into this document. 
 
Alexander Crockett 
Victor Douglas 
William Guy 
Karen Kristiansson 
Greg Nudd 
Josh Pollak 
Eric Stevenson 
Dave Vintz 
Josh Pollak 
 
5.3 LIST OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT PREPARERS 
 
 Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
 San Francisco, California 
 
 Environmental Audit, Inc. 
 Placentia, California 
 
 CalEnviro Metrics, LLC 
 Bellingham, Washington 
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BAY AREA 

AIR Q.!dALITY 

MANAGEMENT 

DISTRICT 

California Environmental Quality Act 

Notice of Preparation of Draft Environmental Impact Report for 

Regulation 11: Hazardous Pollutants, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from 

Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11-18) and Regulation 

12: Miscellaneous Standards of Performance, Rule 16: Petroleum 

Refining Facility-Wide Emissions Limits (Rule 12-16). 

Lead Agency: Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
Contact: Greg Nudd Phone: (415) 749-4786 

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 

Notice is hereby given pursuant to California Public Resources Code §21091, 21092, 21092.2, 
and 21092.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15085 and 15087 that the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District ("Air District"), as lead agency, will prepare a Draft Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) in connection with the projects described below. 

Project Title: Air District Regulation 11: Hazardous Pollutants, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from 
Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11-18) and Regulation 12: Miscellaneous 
Standards of Performance, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emissions Limits (Rule 12- 
16). 

Project Location: The rules would apply within the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
("District"), which includes all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, 
and Santa Clara counties, and the southern portions of Solano and Sonoma counties. 

Project Description: Rule 11-18 would ensure that emissions of toxic air contaminants (TACs) 
from existing facilities do not pose an unacceptable health risk to people living and working nearby. 
The rule would use the most up-to-date assumptions about the risk of compounds and would 
require affected facilities to take action to reduce risk to a low level. 

Rule 12-16 would limit the emissions of climate pollutants: greenhouse gases (GHGs); and three 
criteria pollutants: particulate matter (PM), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and sulfur dioxide (S02) 
from the five Bay Area petroleum refineries and three associated facilities. The rule would 
establish facility-wide emissions limits for the covered pollutants at each of the affected facilities 
to ensure there is no emissions increase due to changes in operation, crude or product slates, or 
increases in production. 

Scoping Meetings: Notice is also given pursuant to California Public Resource Code, Sections 
15206 and 15082 (c) that the Air District will conduct California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
scoping meetings at the Air District Headquarters' Yerba Buena Room, 375 Beale Street, San 
Francisco, California, on November 14, 2016 at 2:00 p.m. and at the Martinez City Hall, 525 
Henrietta Street, Martinez, California, on November 16, 2016 at 2:00 p.m. to discuss and accept 
oral comments on the scope and content described in a Notice of Preparation and an Initial Study 
(NOP/IS) prepared in anticipation of a draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) that would be 
prepared for two new proposed rules. 

Reviewing the Notice of Preparation/Initial Study (NOP/IS): The NOP/IS are available at the 
District headquarters or on the Air District's website at http://www.baaqmd.gov/rules-and 
compliance/rule-development/regulatory-workshops or by request. Requests for copies of the 
NOP/IS should be directed to Jocelyn Orpia (jorpia@baagmd.gov) at (415) 749-4763. 

Comment Procedure: Comments relating to the environmental analysis in the NOP/IS should be 
addressed to Victor Douglas, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 375 Beale Street, Suite 
600, San Francisco, CA 94105. Comments may also be sent by e-mail to 
vdouglas@baaqmd.gov. Comments on the NOP/IS will be accepted from October 14, 2016 until 
December 2, 2016 at 5:00 p.m. 

375 BEALE STREET, SUITE 600 • SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94105 • www.baaqmd.gov 
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BAY AREA 

AIR GlIALITY 

MANAGEMENT 

DISTRICT 

CEQA NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF A 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 

October 14, 2016 

To: Interested Parties 

From: Executive Officer/APCO 

Subject: Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Project Title: Air District Regulation 11: Hazardous Pollutants, Rule 18: 
Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11- 
18) and Regulation 12: Miscellaneous Standards of Performance, Rule 16: 
Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emissions Limits (Rule 12-16). 

In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (California Code of 
Regulations, Title 14, Sections 15082(a)), the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (District) 
will be the Lead Agency for the project identified above and described in the attached Initial 
Study. Through this Notice of Preparation (NOP), the District is soliciting information and your 
views on the scope of the environmental analysis for the project. As detailed in the attached 
Initial Study, District staff has made a preliminary determination that the potential air quality, 
greenhouse gas, hazard, and hydrology/water quality impacts of the rules require more detailed 
analyses in an Environmental Impact Report {EIR). 

Due to the time limits mandated by State law, your response must be sent at the earliest possible 
date but not later than 30 days after receipt of this notice. Comments focusing on your area of 
expertise, your agency's area of jurisdiction, or issues relative to the environmental analysis 
should be addressed to Mr. Victor Douglas at the address shown below, or by e-mail to 
vdouglas@baagmd.gov. Comments must be received no later than 5:00 PM on December 2, 
2016. Please include the name and phone number of the contact person for your agency. 
Questions relative to the proposed Rule amendments should be directed to Mr. Victor Douglas 
(415) 749-4752, or by email to vdouglas@baagmd.gov. 

The following CEQA scoping meetings are scheduled for the rules: 

Air District Headquarters 
Yerba Buena Room 
375 Beale Street 
San Francisco, California 
November 14, 2016 at 2:00 p.m. 

Martinez City Hall 
525 Henrietta Street 
Martinez, California 
November 16, 2016 at 2:00 p.m 

Date: October 14, 2016 Signature: ~ 
/Greg Nudd 

Rule Development Manager 

375 BEALE STREET, SUITE 600 • SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94105 • www.baaqmd.gov 
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BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600, San Francisco, California 94105 

 
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

REPORT 
 
Project Title: 
Air District Regulation 11: Hazardous Pollutants, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic 
Emissions at Existing Facilities (Rule 11-18) and Regulation 12: Miscellaneous Standards of 
Performance, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emissions Limits (Rule 12-16). 
 
Project Location: 

 The rules would apply within the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (“District”), which 
includes all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara 
counties, and the southern portions of Solano and Sonoma counties. 
 
Description of Nature, Purpose, and Beneficiaries of Project: 
Rule 11-18 would ensure that emissions of toxic air contaminants (TACs) from existing facilities 
do not pose an unacceptable health risk to people living and working nearby. The rule would use 
the most up-to-date assumptions about the risk of compounds and would require affected facilities 
to take action to reduce risk to a low level.  
 
Rule 12-16 would limit the emissions of climate pollutants: greenhouse gases (GHGs); and three 
criteria pollutants:  particulate matter (PM), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and sulfur dioxide (SO2) 
from the five Bay Area petroleum refineries and three associated facilities. The rule would establish 
facility-wide emissions limits for the covered pollutants at each of the affected facilities to ensure 
there is no emissions increase due to changes in operation, crude or product slates, or increases in 
production.  
 
Lead Agency:  
Bay Area Air Quality Management District   
 
Initial Study and all Supporting Documentation are Available at: 
BAAQMD Headquarters Or by Calling: 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 (415) 749-4763 
San Francisco, CA  94105 
 
Attn: Jocelyn Orpia (jorpia@baaqmd.gov) at (415) 749-4763 
Or by accessing: http://www.baaqmd.gov/rules-and-compliance/rule-development/regulatory-workshops 

 
Scheduled Scoping Meeting Dates:  
 

Air District Headquarters 
Yerba Buena Room 
375 Beale Street 
San Francisco, California 
November 14, 2016 at 2:00 p.m. 

Martinez City Hall 
525 Henrietta Street 
Martinez, California 
November 16, 2016 at 2:00 p.m 
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The Notice of Preparation is provided through the following: 

  Office of Planning & Research, State Clearinghouse 
  Newspaper 

 BAAQMD Website 

 Interested Parties  BAAQMD Mailing List 

Review Period: 
October 14, 2016 through December 2, 2016 
 
 
Contact Person: Phone Number: E-Mail Address 
Victor Douglas (415) 749-4752                    vdouglas@baaqmd.gov 
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BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Initial Study for 
 

Regulation 11, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic 
Emissions at Existing Facilities 

& 
Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide 

Emissions Limits  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepared by: 
 

Staff of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 

San Francisco, California 94105 
 

Contact:  Victor Douglas 
415-749-4752 

 
 
 
 

October 2016 
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1.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Petroleum refineries are significant sources of harmful pollutants on both the global (greenhouse gases) 
and local scale (toxic air contaminants and criteria pollutants). Many Bay Area residents have expressed 
concern about the impact of this pollution on the environment and public health, particularly those that 
may disproportionately impact communities near refineries. Though refinery emissions have declined 
over time, it is possible that as refinery operations change in the future, emissions of these pollutants 
could increase.  
 
In response to these concerns, the Board of Directors of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
(Air District) has directed staff to bring forward two rules for their consideration, one that reflects policy 
recommended by some environmental advocacy organizations, and an approach recommended by Air 
District staff.  
 
Communities for a Better Environment (CBE) and several associated organizations (CBE) have 
recommended that the Air District adopt new Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide 
Emissions Limits (Rule 12-16 or “Refining Caps Rule”). This rule would set numeric limits on specific 
refinery emissions. Rule 12-16 would apply only to the Bay Area’s five petroleum refineries and three 
facilities associated with the refineries.  
 
The staff of the Air District has developed a different approach that directly addresses concerns about 
health risks to communities exposed to air pollution. The staff recommendation is that the Air District 
adopt a new Regulation 11, Rule 18:  Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities 
(Rule 11-18 or “Toxic Risk Reduction Rule”). Rule 11-18 would apply to all facilities whose emissions 
of toxic air contaminants may result in a significant risk to nearby residents and workers – this would 
include petroleum refineries. The purpose of Rule 11-18 is to reduce the public’s exposure to health 
risks associated with the emissions of toxic air contaminants (TACs) from stationary sources by 
reducing those risks to the lowest feasible levels 
 
Because the Board of Directors of the Air District intends to consider these rules within the same 
timeframe, staff is preparing one Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to cover both rules. The intent of 
the single EIR is to ensure that all of the potential environmental impacts for both rules are considered 
and comprehensively addressed. Although they are being considered at the same time and both would 
affect refineries, the two rules are functionally independent. Adoption of one does not depend on 
adoption of the other. The Board of Directors could adopt either rule, both rules or neither rule.  
 
1.1.1 Rule 12-16 – Refinery Emissions Caps Rule 
 
Rule 12-16 reflects a policy recommendation from CBE and their associated organizations (henceforth 
called “CBE”). The rule, as proposed by CBE, would limit the emissions of climate pollutants and three 
criteria pollutants:  greenhouse gases (GHGs), particulate matter (PM), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and 
sulfur dioxide (SO2) from petroleum refineries and three associated facilities. The rule would establish 
facility-wide emissions limits for the covered pollutants at each of the affected facilities to ensure that 
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each facility does not increase emissions due to changes in operation, crude or product slates, or 
increases in production. Each facility emissions limit would be set at the maximum-annual emissions 
reported for that facility in the period from 2011 through 20151 with an additional allowance or 
“threshold factor” of seven percent over the maximum annual emission rate for each pollutant.  
 
1.1.2 Rule 11-18 – Toxic Risk Reduction Rule 
 
Rule 11-18, as drafted by Air District staff, would ensure that emissions of toxic air contaminants 
(TACs) from existing facilities do not pose an unacceptable health risk to people living and working 
nearby. The rule would use the most up-to-date assumptions about the risk of compounds and would 
require the facility to take action to reduce risk below a specified risk threshold, if the facility exceeds 
the risk thresholds. If the facility could not devise a means to reduce the risk below the specified risk 
level, the facility would be required to install best available retrofit control technology for toxic 
pollutants (TBARCT) on every significant source of TAC emissions at the facility. 
 
1.2 AGENCY AUTHORITY 
 
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources Code §21000 et seq., requires 
that the environmental impacts of proposed projects be evaluated and that feasible methods to reduce, 
avoid or eliminate significant adverse impacts of these projects be identified and implemented. To fulfill 
the purpose and intent of CEQA, the Air District is the lead agency for Regulation 12, Rule 16 and 
Regulation 11, Rule 18 and has prepared this Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) and Initial Study (NOP/IS) to address the potential environmental impacts associated with 
the rules.  
 
1.3 PROJECT LOCATION 
 
The Air District has jurisdiction over an area encompassing 5,600 square miles. The Air District 
includes all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Napa 
Counties, and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma counties. The San Francisco Bay 
Area is characterized by a large, shallow basin surrounded by coastal mountain ranges tapering into 
sheltered inland valleys. The combined climatic and topographic factors result in increased potential for 
the accumulation of air pollutants in the inland valleys and reduced potential for buildup of air 
pollutants along the coast. The Basin is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west and includes complex 
terrain consisting of coastal mountain ranges, inland valleys and bays (see Figure 1-1). 
 

                                                                 
1 GHG emissions are based on the 2011-2014 time period, since 2015 data is not available from the Air Resources Board yet. 
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Figure 1-1 

Geographic Jurisdictional Boundaries of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
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1.4 BACKGROUND 
 
Rule 12-16 would affect the five petroleum refineries currently located in the Bay Area within the 
jurisdiction of the Air District: 

 Chevron Products Company (Richmond), 
 Phillips 66 Company – San Francisco Refinery (Rodeo), 
 Shell Martinez Refinery (Martinez), 
 Tesoro Refining and Marketing Company (Martinez), and 
 Valero Refining Company – California (Benicia).  

 
The rule would also affect three refinery-related facilities:  

 Air Liquide (Richmond), 
 Air Products (Martinez), and 
 Martinez Cogen LP (Martinez). 

 
Rule 11-18 would affect hundreds of facilities that emit TACs. The Air District has determined that 
these toxic emissions need to be reduced in order to be more protective of public health. These facilities 
include data centers, petroleum refineries, a cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, etc., and emit a 
variety of TACs that can adversely impact public health. TACs include compounds such as diesel 
particulate matter (DPM), benzene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and 1,3-butadiene. 
 
The primary focus of CBE’s concern has been petroleum refineries. Petroleum refineries convert crude 
oil into a wide variety of refined products, including gasoline, aviation fuel, diesel and other fuel oils, 
lubricating oils, and feed stocks for the petrochemical industry. Crude oil consists of a complex mixture 
of hydrocarbon compounds with smaller amounts of impurities including sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen and 
metals (e.g., iron, copper, nickel, and vanadium).  
 
Air pollutants are categorized based on their properties, and the programs under which they are 
regulated. Air pollutants include: (1) criteria pollutants, (2) toxic pollutants (or TACs), and (3) climate 
pollutants (or GHGs). Additional categories of air contaminants include odorous compounds and visible 
emissions. 
 
Criteria pollutants are emissions for which Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS) have been set and 
include: (1) carbon monoxide (CO), (2) nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and NOX, (3) PM in two size ranges – 
aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less (PM10), and aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 micrometers 
or less (PM2.5), (4) volatile organic compounds (VOC), and (5) sulfur dioxide (SO2). Other compounds, 
specifically volatile organic compounds (VOC), can react in the atmosphere to form ozone and are often 
regulated along with criteria pollutants. These compounds can have both localized and regional impacts. 
Each of these criteria pollutants are emitted by petroleum refineries, as well as numerous other 
stationary sources and mobile sources (automobiles, trucks, locomotive engines, marine vessels, 
construction equipment, etc.). 
 
TACs are emissions for which AAQS have generally not been established, but may result in human 
health risks. The state list of TACs currently includes approximately 190 separate chemical compounds 
and groups of compounds. These compounds tend to have more localized impacts. There are many 
TACs potentially emitted from industrial sources, including refineries. 
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GHGs are emissions that include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and three 
groups of fluorinated compounds (i.e., hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur 
hexafluoride (SF6)), and are the major anthropogenic GHGs. These compounds are global in nature and 
require a global reduction to a beneficial benefit on the global climate. GHGs emitted from petroleum 
refineries include CO2, CH4 and N2O. 
 
The regulatory approaches for Rules 11-18 and 12-16 are summarized below and include the following 
basic elements. 
 
Regulation 11, Rule 18 

 The Air District would screen all facilities that report toxic emissions. From this screening, the 
Air District would determine each facility’s priority score (PS).  The Air District would conduct 
health risk assessments (HRA) for facilities with a cancer risk prioritization score of 10 or 
greater or a non-cancer prioritization score of 1.0 or greater. The HRAs would incorporate the 
new Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) protocol and health risk 
values adopted in March 2015, the Risk Management Guidelines adopted in July 2015 by the 
California Air Resources Board (ARB) and the California Air Pollution Control Officers 
Association (CAPCOA) and revised Air District HRA guidelines. The Air District will prioritize 
the development of the HRAs according to priority score and then according to type of facility. 
This is described in more detail later in this document. 

 Facilities that pose a cancer risk in excess of 10 per million or a chronic or acute hazard index in 
excess of 1.0 must either: 

o Reduce the facility cancer risk below 10/M and reduce the chronic and acute hazard 
indices below 1.0; or  

o Install TBARCT on all significant sources of toxic emissions.  
 
Regulation 12, Rule 16 

 Would apply to each of the Bay Area petroleum refineries and three support facilities. 
 Would establish facility-wide emissions limits for GHGs, PM2.5 and PM10, NOx, and SO2 at each 

of the affected facilities based on the following method:  
o Each facility emissions limit would be set at the maximum-annual emissions reported for 

that facility in the period from 2011 through 2015,2 and  
o Include an additional allowance or “threshold factor” that would equal seven percent 

over the maximum for GHGs, PM2.5 and PM10, NOx, and SO2.  
 Emissions from start-up, shut-down, maintenance and malfunction would be subject to the cap.  
 Compliance with the emissions limits would be based on comparing the annual emissions 

inventory with the facility-wide emissions limit for each covered pollutant. Any annual 
emissions inventory that exceeds the established pollutant emissions limit for the affected 
facility would be a violation of the rule. 
 

                                                                 
2 Except GHGs, which are based on 2011 through 2014 emissions due to the current unavailability of 2015 data. 
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1.5 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The description of Regulation 11, Rule 18 and Regulation 12, Rule 16 are provided below. 
 
1.5.1 REGULATION 11, RULE 18 
 
The rule would require facilities that pose a site-wide health risk in excess of the risk action level 
threshold of ten per million (10/M) cancer risk or 1.0 hazard index for both chronic and acute risk to 
reduce that risk below the threshold through the implementation of a risk reduction plan approved by the 
Air District or demonstrate that all significant sources of toxic emissions are controlled TBARCT; a 
significant source of toxic emission is one that poses a health risk of 1.0/M cancer or 0.2 hazard index.  
The rule would be implemented in four phases based on either a facility’s priority score (PS) or the toxic 
emissions source.  
 
1.5.1.1  Objectives 
 
The objectives of Toxic Risk Reduction Rule are to: 

1) Reduce the public’s exposure to health risks associated with the emissions of TACs from 
stationary sources; 

2) Incorporate the most up-to-date health risk methodologies and health values into the Air 
District’s risk evaluation process for existing stationary sources of TACs; 

3) Ensure the facilities that impact the most sensitive and overburdened communities reduce their 
associated health risk in an efficient and expeditious manner; 

4) Provide the public opportunity to comment on the draft HRAs to provide transparency and 
clarity to the process; and 

5) Provide the public opportunity to comment on risk reduction plans as they are drafted by the 
affected facilities. 

 
1.5.1.2  Administrative Procedures 
 
The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would utilize the annual toxic emissions inventories reported to the Air 
District by sources that emit toxic compounds. From the toxic emissions inventory data, Air District3 
would conduct a site-specific Health Risk Screening Analysis (HRSA). The HRSA assesses the 
potential for adverse health effects from public exposure to routine and predictable emissions of TACs. 
Procedures used for completing HRSAs are based on guidelines adopted by CARB/CAPCOA. From 
these HRSAs, the Air District would determine each facility’s priority score (PS).  The facility PS or the 
toxic emissions source type would be used to determine which phase a facility would be placed. In 
establishing the priority level for a facility, the Air District would consider: 

(1) The amount of toxic pollutants emitted from the facility; 
(2) The toxicity of these materials; 
(3) The proximity of the facility to potential receptors; and  
(4) Any other factors that the Air District deems to be important. 

 

                                                                 
3 In order to complete the analyses in a timely manner. Some of the work may be completed by independent contractors 
working for the Air District under direction of Air District staff. 
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The rule would be implemented in four phases based on either a facility’s PS or the toxic emissions 
source type as illustrated in Table 1.1.  (Priority scores for all potentially affected facilities are expected 
to be completed by the end of 2017). 
 

Table 1.1 
Implementation Phases 

Phase Criterion HRAs Risk Reduction 
Plans 

Plan 
Implementation 

1 Cancer PS > 250 or 
Non-cancer PS >2.5 

2017 – 2018 2018 – 2019 2019 – 2022 

2 Cancer PS > 10 or 
Non-cancer PS >1.0 

2019 – 2021 2021 – 2022 2022 – 2025 

3 Diesel IC Engines 2021 – 2023 2023 – 2024 2024 – 2027 
4 Retail Gas Stations 2023 – 2024 2024 – 2025 2025 – 2028  

 
The Air District would conduct HRAs for facilities in accordance with the OEHHA HRA Guidelines 
and the CARB/CAPCOA Risk Management Guidelines that were updated in 2015. These Guidelines 
were updated pursuant to the Children's Environmental Health Protection Act (Senate Bill 25), which 
required that OEHHA develop health risk assessment procedures that ensure infants and children are 
protected from the harmful effects of air pollution. Using the results of the HRAs, the Air District would 
determine whether a facility would be affected by Rule 11-18. The rule would affect facilities with 
health risk impacts that exceeded any of the risk action level thresholds of ten per million (10/M) cancer 
risk or 1.0 hazard index for both chronic and acute risk.  The Air District would notify facilities of their 
health risk score.  A facility with a risk action level exceeding the threshold(s) will be required to reduce 
the risk below the threshold(s) by implementing a risk reduction plan within three years of plan 
approval, or demonstrate that all significant sources of toxic emissions are controlled by TBARCT 
within the same three-year period; a significant source of toxic emission is one that poses a health risk 
of 1.0/M cancer or 0.2 hazard index. 
 
1.5.1.3  Health Risk Assessments 
 
The Air District uses a variety of tools to determine where air quality health impacts may be occurring 
in the Bay Area, to assess the relative magnitude of these health impacts compared to other locations, 
and to determine how to best focus Air District resources in order to reduce these health impacts. HRAs 
are one of the tools that can be used to assess the relative magnitude of health hazards. HRAs are 
designed to quantify the potential health impacts that people and communities may be experiencing due 
to specific sources or facilities or that may occur in the future due to proposed projects or proposed 
changes at a facility. An HRA consists of four basic steps: 1) hazard identification; 2) exposure 
assessment; 3) dose response assessment; and 4) risk characterization. The Air District conducts HRAs 
using standardized methodologies for each of these steps. The Air District HRAs would be prepared in 
accordance with the most recent guidelines adopted by OEHHA in March 2015.  
 
Air District staff believes that new facility-wide HRAs should be performed including improved 
emission inventories, updated health effects values, and the most recent HRA methodologies. rule 11-18 
would require that the Air District conduct HRAs utilizing the most recent OEHHA HRA Guidelines 
along with more refined emissions inventories.  
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1.5.1.4  Pollutant Coverage 
 
The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would address TAC emissions from existing stationary sources. TAC 
emissions from new and modified sources are addressed under Air District Regulation 2, Rule 5. The 
California Health and Safety Code section 39655 defines a TAC as “an air pollutant which may cause or 
contribute to an increase in mortality or in serious illness, or which may pose a present or potential 
hazard to human health. A substance that is listed as a hazardous air pollutant pursuant to subsection (b) 
of Section 112 of the federal act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 7412(b)) is a toxic air contaminant.”  For the purposes 
of this rule, TACs consists of the substances listed in Air District Regulation 2, Rule 5:  New Source 
Review of Toxic Air Contaminants, Table 2-5-1.  
 
Some of the key pollutants to be addressed under the Toxic Risk Reduction Rule include the following: 
 
Benzene:  Benzene is highly carcinogenic and occurs throughout the Bay Area. Most of the benzene 
emitted in the Bay Area comes from motor vehicles, including evaporative leakage and unburned fuel 
exhaust. Stationary sources contribute 13 percent of the benzene statewide. The primary stationary 
sources of benzene emissions include gasoline stations, petroleum refining, electricity generation, and 
cement production. 
 
1,3-Butadiene:  1,3-butadiene is another carcinogen, with similar origins to benzene, namely mainly 
from gasoline evaporation and motor vehicle exhaust, biomass burning, petroleum refining and 
electricity generation.  
 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs):  PAHs are a set of hydrocarbons formed of multiple 
benzene rings. Several PAHs have been shown to be carcinogenic, the best-studied of which is 
Benzo(a)pyrene. Although PAHs are emitted during petroleum refining, in the Bay Area the vast 
majority derive from fossil fuel and wood combustion. 
 
Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM):  DPM is the primary source of ambient risk based on risk analysis, 
followed by benzene and 1,3-butadiene. DPM emissions sources mainly include mobile sources, such as 
heavy-duty trucks, buses, construction equipment, locomotives, and ships, but also stationary sources 
such as stationary diesel engines and backup generators.  
  
1.5.1.5  Source Coverage 

The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would apply to all sources of TAC emissions from “stationary sources” 
in the Bay Area. Stationary sources, as opposed to mobile sources such as trucks and other vehicles, are 
the sources over which the Air District has regulatory jurisdiction.  
 
The Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would apply to a wide variety of sources and facilities located 
throughout the Bay Area, including data centers, petroleum refineries, chemical plants, waste water 
treatment facilities, foundries, forges, landfill operations, hospitals, crematoria, gasoline dispensing 
facilities (GDF) (i.e., gasoline stations), colleges and universities, military facilities and installations and 
airline operations. The Air District estimates that hundreds of facilities could be impacted by this rule.  
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1.5.2 REGULATION 12, RULE 16 
 
1.5.2.1 Objectives 
 
The objectives of the Refining Emission Caps are to:  

1) Protect air quality, public health, and the climate from increases in annual facility-wide mass 
emissions of GHGs, PM, NOx, and SOx caused by changes in refinery oil feed quality or 
quantity, refinery or support equipment or operation, or combinations of these causes, by 
preventing any significant increase in these emissions;  

2) Protect the climate and public health by preventing any significant increase in these emissions at 
refineries and associated facilities from increasing the emission intensity of the production of 
transportation fuels; 

3) Protect community and public health by preventing any significant increase in these emissions 
from worsening hazards for which HRA methods may not account, including but not limited to 
acute and chronic ambient PM, NOx, SOx, and PM exposure hazards;  

4) Complement other air quality, public health, and climate measures by discouraging investment 
in new refinery equipment that would lead to increased emissions of GHG, PM, NOx, or SOx 
from Bay Area refineries. 

 
1.5.2.2  Pollutant Coverage 
 
The Refining Cap Rule would limit the emissions of climate pollutants (GHGs) and three criteria 
pollutants (PM – both PM10 and PM2.5, NOx, and SO2) from refineries and other refining related 
facilities to a specific baseline plus an allowance; thereby establishing a “cap” for each of these 
emissions that the facility could not exceed. 
 
Greenhouse Gases (GHGs):  GHGs refer to gases that contribute to global warming. In addition to 
negative impacts on air quality as higher temperatures contribute to increased levels of ozone and PM, 
climate change may cause a wide range of ecological, social, economic, and demographic impacts. 
GHGs include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and fluorinated hydrocarbons.  CO2 is released to 
the atmosphere when fossil fuels (oil, gasoline, diesel, natural gas, and coal), solid waste, and wood or 
wood products are burned. CH4 is emitted during the production and transport of coal, natural gas, and 
oil.  Methane emissions also result from the decomposition of organic waste in municipal solid waste 
landfills and the raising of livestock. N2O is emitted during agricultural and industrial activities, as well 
as during combustion of solid waste and fossil fuels. Fluorinated hydrocarbons: HFCs, PFCs, and SF6, 
are generated in a variety of industrial processes.  Although these gases are small in terms of their 
absolute mass, they are potent agents of climate change as expressed by their global warming potential. 
 
Particulate Matter (PM):  PM is a complex pollutant composed of an assortment of tiny airborne 
particles that vary in size and mass (ultrafine, fine, and coarse), physical state (solid or liquid), chemical 
composition, toxicity, and how they behave in the atmosphere. These particles originate from a variety 
of man-made and natural sources, including fossil fuel combustion, residential wood burning and 
cooking, wildfires, volcanoes, sea salt, and dust. Fine and ultrafine particles are so small, they can 
bypass the body’s natural defenses and penetrate deep into the lungs, bloodstream, brain and other vital 
organs, and individual cells. Health studies have shown that exposure to PM can have a wide range of 
negative health effects, including triggering asthma attacks, chronic bronchitis, impaired lung 
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development in children, heart attack, stroke, and premature death.  Residential wood burning is the 
largest source of PM in the Bay Area during winter days. On an annual basis, mobile sources such as 
cars, trucks, ships and trains are the largest source of PM in the Bay Area.  
 
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx):  Nitrogen oxides are a group of gases that form when nitrogen reacts with 
oxygen during combustion, especially at high temperatures. These compounds (including nitric oxide 
and nitrogen dioxide), can contribute significantly to air pollution, especially in cities and areas with 
high motor vehicle traffic.  In the Bay Area, nitrogen dioxide appears as a brown haze. At higher 
concentrations, nitrogen dioxide can damage sensitive crops, such as beans and tomatoes, and aggravate 
respiratory problems.  
 
Sulfur Oxides (SOx):  Heating and burning fossil fuels (such as coal and oil) release the sulfur present 
in these materials. In areas where large quantities of fossil fuels are used, sulfur oxides can be a major 
air pollution problem.  The most common kind of sulfur oxide is SO2. This substance can react with 
oxygen to form sulfur trioxide, which can form sulfuric acid mist in the presence of moisture. These 
contaminants can damage vegetation and negatively impact the health of both humans and animals. 
 
1.5.2.3  Affected Facilities 
 
The Refining Caps Rule would apply to each of the Bay Area’s five petroleum refineries and to three 
additional support facilities. The five refineries are Chevron Refinery in Richmond, Shell Refinery in 
Martinez, Phillips 66 Refinery in Rodeo, Tesoro Refinery in Martinez, and Valero Refinery in Benicia. 
The three affected support facilities are Air Liquide in Richmond, Air Products in Martinez, and 
Martinez Cogen LP in Martinez.   
 
1.5.2.4  The Emissions Limits   
 
The draft emissions limit for each covered pollutant and each affected facility are shown in Table 1.2. A 
numeric limit on the annual mass emission rate of each air pollutant specified would be applied to each 
facility specified in the table. The limit is equal to the maximum-year actual emissions reported in 
2011–20154 plus the additional allowance, or threshold factor, of seven percent that is intended to 
account for normal year-to-year variations in emissions.  
 

                                                                 
4 Except GHGs, which are based on 2011 through 2014 emissions due to the current unavailability of 2015 data. 
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Table 1.2 
The Enforceable Emissions Limits on Refinery-Wide Emissions a 

 
Facility Name & Number Pollutants 

 GHGb 

(thousands of 
metric tons) 

PM2.5
c 

(tons) 
PM10

c 

(tons) 
NOxc 

(tons) 
SO2

c 

(tons) 

Chevrond:  A-0010 4,774 502 526 971 394 
Shell:  A-0011 4,560 495 589 1,068 1,455 
Phillips 66:  A-0016 1,608 75 83 334 443 
Tesoro:  B-2758 / B-2759 2,615 77.7 97 1,015 644 
Valero:  B-2626 / B-3193 3,145 133 133 1,300 69.6 
Martinez Cogen LP:  A-1820 451 18.8 18.8 119 2.3 
Air Liquide:  B-7419 947 16.1 17.3 13.8 2.5 
Air Products:  B-0295 290 9.7 10.4 3.4 2.3 
a.  Annual facility-wide emission limits.  
b.  GHG: greenhouse gas emissions (CO2e) as reported under Air Resources Board Mandatory Reporting. PM: filterable and 

condensable particulate matter.  
c.  PM2.5 (“fine” particulate matter), PM10 (“respirable” particulate matter), NOx: oxides of nitrogen; SO2: sulfur dioxide as 

reported in the Facility’s annual emission inventory. 
d. Facility owners or operators, as of August 2016, shown for information and context. 
  
1.5.2.5  Changes in Monitoring Methods   
 
CBE intends that these limits would change if the quantity of reported emissions changed solely due to a 
change in the method of monitoring or estimating emissions. Air District staff will work with CBE to 
capture this intent either in the rule language or in the plan for implementing the rule.  
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Chapter 2 

Environmental Checklist 

INTRODUCTION 

The environmental checklist provides a standard evaluation tool to identify a project's adverse 
environmental impacts.  This checklist identifies and evaluates potential adverse environmental impacts 
that may be created by the proposed project. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Project Title: Regulation 11, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing 
Facilities and Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emissions 
Limits  

Lead Agency Name and 
Address: 

Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, California 94105 

Contact Person: Victor Douglas 

Contact Phone Number: 415-749-4752 

Project Location: The rules would apply to a multitude of facilities within the jurisdiction of the Bay Area 
Air Quality Management District, which encompasses all of Alameda, Contra Costa, 
Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Napa Counties and portions of 
southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties. 

Project Sponsor's Name and 
Address: 

Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, California 94105 

General Plan Designation: Rule 11-18 would apply to facilities that emit toxic pollutants and Rule 12-16 would 
affect the five petroleum refineries and three refinery-related facilities currently located in 
the Bay Area within the jurisdiction of the Air District: 

 Chevron Products Company (Richmond), 
 Phillips 66 Company – San Francisco Refinery (Rodeo), 
 Shell Martinez Refinery (Martinez), 
 Tesoro Refining and Marketing Company (Martinez), and 
 Valero Refining Company – California (Benicia).  

Rule 12-16 would also affect:  
 Air Liquide (Richmond), 
 Air Products (Martinez), and 
 Martinez Cogen LP (Martinez). 

Zoning: See “General Plan Designation” above   

Description of Project: See “Background” in Chapter 1. 

Surrounding Land Uses and      
Setting: 

See “Affected Area” in Chapter 1. 

Other Public Agencies Whose 
Approval Is Required: 

None 
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED: 

The following environmental impact areas have been assessed to determine their potential to be affected 
by the proposed project.  As indicated by the checklist on the following pages, environmental topics 
marked with an "" may be adversely affected by the proposed project.  An explanation relative to the 
determination of impacts can be found following the checklist for each area. 

 Rule 
11-18 

Rule 
12-16 

 
Rule 
11-18 

Rule 
12-16 

 
Rule 
11-18 

Rule 
12-16 

Aesthetics   
Agriculture and 
Forestry Resources    Air Quality    

Biological Resources   Cultural Resources   Geology / Soils   

Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions 

  
Hazards & 
Hazardous Materials   

Hydrology / Water 
Quality 

  

Land Use / Planning   Mineral Resources   Noise   

Population / Housing   Public Services   Recreation   

Transportation / Traffic   
Utilities / Service 
Systems   

Mandatory 
Findings of 
Significance 
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DETERMINATION 

On the basis of this initial evaluation: 

 I find the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and 

that a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared. 

 I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, 

there will not be significant effects in this case because revisions in the project have been 

made by or agreed to by the project proponent.  A MITIGATED NEGATIVE 

DECLARATION will be prepared. 

 I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required. 

 I find that the proposed project MAY have a "potentially significant impact" or “potentially 

significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been 

adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) 

has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as described on 

attached sheets.  An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must 

analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed.  

 I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, 

because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier 

EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been 

avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION, 

including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, 

nothing further is required. 
 
 
 
 
Signature:        Date: 
 
 
 
Printed Name:        Date: 
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EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: 

1) A brief explanation is required for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are 
adequately supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses 
following each question.  A “No Impact” answer is adequately supported if the referenced 
information sources show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one 
involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone).  A “No Impact” answer should 
be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., 
the project will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific 
screening analysis. 

 
2) All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-

site, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as 
operational impacts. 

 
3) Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, the 

checklist answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than 
significant with mitigation, or less than significant.  “Potentially Significant Impact” is 
appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant.  If there are one 
or more “Potentially Significant Impact” entries when the determination is made, an EIR is 
required. 

 
4) “Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated” applies where 

the incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from “Potentially Significant 
Impact” to a “Less Than Significant Impact.”  The lead agency must describe the mitigation 
measures, and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level 
(mitigation measures from “Earlier Analyses,” as described in (5) below, may be cross-
referenced). 

 
5) Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, Program EIR, or other CEQA 

process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration.  
Section 15063 (c)(3)(D).  In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following: 

 
a) Earlier Analysis Used.  Identify and state where they are available for review. 

 
b) Impacts Adequately Addressed.  Identify which effects from the above checklist were 

within the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to 
applicable legal standards, and state whether such effects were addressed by mitigation 
measures based on the earlier analysis. 

 
c) Mitigation Measures.  For effects that are “Less than Significant with Mitigation 

Measures Incorporated,” describe the mitigation measures which were incorporated or 
refined from the earlier document and the extent to which they address site-specific 
conditions for the project. 
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6) Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information 

sources for potential impacts (e.g., general plans, zoning ordinances).  Reference to a 
previously prepared or outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference to 
the page or pages where the statement is substantiated. 

 
7) Supporting Information Sources:  A source list should be attached, and other sources used or 

individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion. 
 

8) This checklist is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; 
however, lead agencies should normally address the questions from this checklist that are 
relevant to a project’s environmental effects in whatever format is selected. 

 
9) The explanation of each issue should identify: 

 
a) the significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and 
 
b) the mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST AND DISCUSSION 

I. AESTHETICS. 

 
 

Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic 
vista? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Substantially damage to scenic resources, 
including, but not limited to, trees, rock 
outcroppings, and historic buildings along a 
scenic highway? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c)  Substantially degrade the existing visual character 
or quality of the site and its surroundings 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d)  Create a new source of substantial light or glare 
that would adversely affect daytime or nighttime 
views in the area? 

 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The Air District covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles), so that land uses vary greatly and include commercial, 
industrial, residential, agricultural, and open space uses.  Rule 11-18 would affect hundreds of facilities 
that cover a wide variety of industries and operations that emit toxic pollutants located throughout the 
Air District, including data centers, petroleum refineries, a cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, 
hospitals, crematoria, etc.  The rule would require affected facilities to reduce the health risk they pose 
using various risk reduction measure and controls.  Rule 12-16 would affect the four petroleum 
refineries that are located in Contra Costa County and one that is located in Solano County (Valero) and 
also three refinery-related facilities located in Contra Costa County, all of which are in areas designated 
for industrial facilities. 
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The methods of control expected to be used to comply with Rule 11-18 are not expected to result in any 
aesthetic alterations of the facilities.  Refineries and other facilities affected by Rule 12-16 are generally 
located in industrial areas and compliance is not expected to result in any aesthetic changes to the 
facilities. Scenic highways or corridors are generally not located in the vicinity of these facilities. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Visual resources are generally protected by the City and/or County General Plans through land use and 
zoning requirements. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
I. a, b, and c).   

Rule 11-18: Rule 11-18 would require facilities whose health risk is determined to exceed a specific 
action level to either reduce the facility risk below the action level or to install best available retrofit 
control technology on all significant sources of risk.  Some control options include stack modifications.  
Stack modifications are another common and generally inexpensive risk reduction measure that are 
often used to reduce risk from back-up generators and soil remediation operations.  Changing the 
direction of a stack (from horizontal to vertical, for example) and increasing the height of a stack to just 
above the height of nearby buildings will increase the dispersion of the emissions from that stack and 
will typically result in lower ground level air concentrations at nearby receptors and lower health risks.  
Stack modifications may change the existing visual character or quality of a facility but are not expected 
to have significant adverse aesthetic impacts to the surrounding community as they would be expected 
to occur in industrial or commercial areas.  Regulation 11-18 could also result in the installation of new 
air pollution control equipment to mitigate TAC emissions.  While these control devices may be visible 
to surrounding areas, they would be installed within existing industrial or commercial areas, would be 
subject to local height limits, and are not expected to block any scenic vista, degrade the visual character 
or quality of the area, or result in significant adverse aesthetic impacts. 
 
Rule 12-16: Rule 12-16 would limit air emissions of GHGs and certain criteria pollutants (PM2.5, PM10, 
NOx, and SO2) from Bay Area petroleum refineries and three refinery-related facilities to the historic 
highest emission rate over a recent multi-year period, with an additional seven-percent margin to 
account for operational variations.  Rule 12-16 is not expected to require the construction of any 
substantial new structures that would impact the views of the refineries or areas outside of existing 
refinery boundaries, provided existing crude and product slates remain relatively constant.  However, 
because crude and product slates vary over time and these changes may result in changes in the 
emissions profile of a refinery, there is the potential that Rule 12-16 could result in the need for better 
controls on various refinery sources, (e.g. boilers and heaters) to mitigate any potential emissions 
increase.  These emission controls could lead to changes in operations or installation of new air pollution 
control devices.  While these control devices may be visible to surrounding areas, they would be 
installed within existing industrialized areas and are not expected to be taller than existing refinery 
structures.  Any new equipment would be located within the refineries, would be compatible with the 
urban/developed nature of the refineries, are not expected to block any scenic vista, degrade the visual 
character or quality of the area, or result in any adverse aesthetic impacts.  Once implemented, 
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equipment associated with the rule is not expected to be noticeably visible within the refineries.  
Therefore, the rule is not expected to have adverse aesthetic impacts to the surrounding community. 
 
I. d).   

Rule 11-18:  The facilities affected by Rule 11-18, including petroleum refineries, may need to install or 
modify air pollution control equipment or modify operations as to implement risk reduction measures.  
However, it is unlikely that any of the changes would result in additional night-time operation that 
would require extra lighting.  New light sources, if any, are not expected to be noticeable in residential 
areas.  Most local land use agencies have ordinances that limit the intensity of lighting and its effects on 
adjacent property owners.  Therefore, the rule is not expected to have significant adverse aesthetic 
impacts to the surrounding community. 
 
Rule 12-16: The facilities affected by the Regulation 12-16 may be required to install additional air 
pollution control equipment or modify operations.  Further, refinery modifications could require 
additional lighting.  However, refineries are already lighted for night-time operations and safety 
measures, and are located in appropriately zoned areas that are not usually located next to residential 
areas.  New light sources, if any, are not expected to be noticeable in residential areas.  Most local land 
use agencies have ordinances that limit the intensity of lighting and its effects on adjacent property 
owners.  Therefore, the rule is not expected to have significant adverse aesthetic impacts to the 
surrounding community. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to aesthetics are not 
expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, therefore, will not be 
further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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II.  AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY RESOURCES. 

In determining whether impacts on agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer 
to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by the California 
Department of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland.  In 
determining whether impacts to forest resources, including timberland, are significant environmental effects, lead 
agencies may refer to information compiled by the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the 
state’s inventory of forest land, including the Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment 
project; and forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by the California Air 
Resources Board.   

 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or 
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland), as 
shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the 
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of 
the California Resources Agency, to non-
agricultural use? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use 
or conflict with a Williamson Act contract?   

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause 
rezoning of, forest land as defined in Public 
Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as 
defined by Public Resources Code section 4526), 
or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as 
defined by Government Code section 51104(g))? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of 
forest land to non-forest use? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) Involve other changes in the existing environment 
which, due to their location or nature, could result 
in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use 
or conversion of forest land to non-forest use? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 
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Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses vary greatly and include commercial, 
industrial, residential, agricultural, and open space uses.  Some of these agricultural lands are under 
Williamson Act contracts. 
 
Rule 11-18 would affect hundreds of facilities that cover a wide variety of industries and operations that 
emit toxic pollutants located throughout the Air District, including data centers, petroleum refineries, a 
cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, hospitals, crematoria, etc.  The rule would require affected 
facilities to reduce the health risk they pose using various risk reduction measure and controls.  Rule 12-
16 would affect the four petroleum refineries that are located in Contra Costa County and one that is 
located in Solano County (Valero) and also three refinery-related facilities located in Contra Costa 
County. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Agricultural and forest resources are generally protected by the City and/or County General Plans, 
Community Plans through land use and zoning requirements, as well as any applicable specific plans, 
ordinances, local coastal plans, and redevelopment plans. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
II. a, b, c, d, and e).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The facilities and operation that would be affected by Rule 11-18 are located primarily in 
industrial and commercial areas where agricultural or forest resources are generally not located.  Some 
construction activity is expected to result from compliance with Rule 11-18; but such activities are 
expected to occur on the premises of the affected facilities and, therefore, would not impact agricultural 
and forestry resources. 
 
Rule 12-16:  The affected refineries and refinery-related facilities are located in industrial areas where 
agricultural or forest resources are generally not located.  Rule 12-16 could require air pollution control 
equipment on various refinery sources or changes in operations at any or all of the Bay Area refineries to 
ensure compliance with the emissions limits.  Construction activities may be associated with compliance 
with Rule 12-16.  Such construction activities are expected to be limited to the existing refineries.  No 
agricultural or forest resources are located within the boundaries of the existing refineries, and 
construction activities would not convert any agricultural or forest land into non-agricultural or non-
forest use, or involve Williamson Act contracts. 
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Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to agriculture and 
forest resources are not expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, 
therefore, will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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III.    AIR QUALITY. 

Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management or air pollution 
control district may be relied upon to make the following determinations. 
 

  
 

Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the 
applicable air quality plan? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute to 
an existing or projected air quality violation?   

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase 
of any criteria pollutant for which the project 
region is a nonattainment area for an applicable 
federal or state ambient air quality standard 
(including releasing emissions that exceed 
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant 
concentrations? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial 
number of people? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
It is the responsibility of the BAAQMD to ensure that state and federal ambient air quality standards are 
achieved and maintained in its geographical jurisdiction.  Health-based air quality standards have been 
established by California and the federal government for the following criteria air pollutants: ozone, 
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter 
(PM10), particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter (PM2.5), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and lead.   
 
Air quality conditions in the San Francisco Bay Area have improved since the Air District was created 
in 1955.  Ambient concentrations of air pollutants and the number of days on which the region exceeds 
air quality standards have fallen.  The Air District is in attainment of the State and federal ambient air 
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quality standards for CO, nitrogen oxides (NOx), and SO2 and the federal 24-hour standard for PM2.5.  
The Air District is not considered to be in attainment with the State PM10 and PM2.5 standards.  The Bay 
Area is designated as non-attainment for the federal 8-hour and California 1- and 8-hour ozone 
standards.  
 

Regulatory Background  

Criteria Pollutants 
 
At the federal level, the Clean Air Act (CAA) Amendments of 1990 give the U.S. EPA additional 
authority to require states to reduce emissions of ozone precursors and particulate matter in non-
attainment areas.  The amendments set attainment deadlines based on the severity of problems.  At the 
state level, CARB has traditionally established state ambient air quality standards, maintained oversight 
authority in air quality planning, developed programs for reducing emissions from motor vehicles, 
developed air emission inventories, collected air quality and meteorological data, and approved state 
implementation plans.  At a local level, California’s air districts, including the BAAQMD, are 
responsible for overseeing stationary source emissions, approving permits, maintaining emission 
inventories, maintaining air quality monitoring stations, overseeing agricultural burning permits, and 
reviewing air quality-related sections of environmental documents required by CEQA. 
 
The BAAQMD is governed by a 24-member Board of Directors composed of publicly-elected officials 
apportioned according to the population of the represented counties.  The Board has the authority to 
develop and enforce regulations for the control of air pollution within its jurisdiction.  The BAAQMD is 
responsible for implementing emissions standards and other requirements of federal and state laws.  It is 
also responsible for developing air quality planning documents required by both federal and state laws. 
 
Toxic Air Contaminants 
 
TACs are regulated in the District through federal, state, and local programs.  At the federal level, TACs 
are regulated primarily under the authority of the CAA.  Prior to the amendment of the CAA in 1990, 
source-specific NESHAPs were promulgated under Section 112 of the CAA for certain sources of 
radionuclides and Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs). 
 
Title III of the 1990 CAA amendments requires U.S. EPA to promulgate NESHAPs on a specified 
schedule for certain categories of sources identified by U.S. EPA as emitting one or more of the 189 
listed HAPs.  Emission standards for major sources must require the maximum achievable control 
technology (MACT).  MACT is defined as the maximum degree of emission reduction achievable 
considering cost and non-air quality health and environmental impacts and energy requirements.  All 
NESHAPs were to be promulgated by the year 2000.  Specific incremental progress in establishing 
standards were to be made by the years 1992 (at least 40 source categories), 1994 (25 percent of the 
listed categories), 1997 (50 percent of remaining listed categories), and 2000 (remaining balance).  The 
1992 requirement was met; however, many of the four-year standards were not promulgated as 
scheduled.  Promulgation of those standards has been rescheduled based on court ordered deadlines, or 
the aim to satisfy all Section 112 requirements in a timely manner. 
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Many of the sources of TACs that have been identified under the CAA are also subject to the California 
TAC regulatory programs.  CARB developed three regulatory programs for the control of TACs.  Each 
of the programs is discussed in the following subsections. 
 
Control of TACs Under the TAC Identification and Control Program: California's TAC 
identification and control program, adopted in 1983 as Assembly Bill 1807 (AB 1807) (California 
Health and Safety Code §39662), is a two-step program in which substances are identified as TACs and 
airborne toxic control measures (ATCMs) are adopted to control emissions from specific sources.  Since 
adoption of the program, CARB has identified 18 TACs, and CARB adopted a regulation designating all 
189 federal HAPs as TACs. 
 
Control of TACs Under the Air Toxics "Hot Spots" Act:  The Air Toxics Hot Spot Information and 
Assessment Act of 1987 (AB 2588) (California Health and Safety Code §39656) established a state-
wide program to inventory and assess the risks from facilities that emit TACs and to notify the public 
about significant health risks associated with those emissions.  Inventory reports must be updated every 
four years under current state law.  In its implementation of that program, the BAAQMD used a 
maximum individual cancer risk of 10 in one million (10/M), or an ambient concentration above a non-
cancer reference exposure level, as the threshold for notification. Using the best science available at the 
time, only a relatively small number of facilities exceeded that threshold. 
 
Senate Bill (SB) 1731, enacted in 1992 (California Health and Safety Code §44390 et seq.), amended 
AB 2588 to include a requirement for facilities with significant risks to prepare and implement a risk 
reduction plan to reduce the risk below a defined significant risk level within specified time limits.  At a 
minimum, such facilities must, as quickly as feasible, reduce cancer risk levels that exceed 100 per one 
million (100/M).  The BAAQMD adopted risk reduction requirements for perchloroethylene dry 
cleaners to fulfill the requirements of SB 1731. No facilities within the Bay Area currently exceed the 
100/M threshold that would require risk reductions.  
 
Targeted Control of TACs Under the Community Air Risk Evaluation Program:  In 2004, 
BAAQMD initiated the Community Air Risk Evaluation (CARE) program to identify areas with 
relatively high concentrations of air pollution, including toxic air contaminants (TACs) and fine 
particulate matter, and populations most vulnerable to air pollution’s health impacts. Maps of 
communities most impacted by air pollution, generated through the CARE program, have been 
integrated into many BAAQMD programs. For example, BAAQMD uses information derived from the 
CARE program to develop and implement targeted risk reduction programs, including grant and 
incentive programs, community outreach efforts, collaboration with other governmental agencies, model 
ordinances, new regulations for stationary sources and indirect sources, and advocacy for additional 
legislation.  
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
III. a).   
 
Neither Rule 11-18 nor Rule 12-16 is expected to conflict with or obstruct implementation of the 
applicable air quality plan.  The 2010 Bay Area Clean Air Plan (CAP) was approved by the Air 
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District’s Board of Directors on September 15, 2010 and is the approved air quality plan that the Air 
District operates under.   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 would require facilities that pose a health risk in excess of the risk action level 
threshold of ten per million (10/M) cancer risk or 1.0 hazard index for both chronic and acute risk to 
reduce that risk below the threshold through the implementation of a risk reduction plan approved by the 
Air District or demonstrate that all significant sources of toxic emissions are control by TBARCT; a 
significant source of toxic emission would be one that poses a health risk of 1.0/M cancer or 0.2 hazard 
index.  The rule would be implemented in four phases based on either a facility’s priority score (PS) or 
the toxic emissions source type as illustrated in Table 2.1.  (Priority scores for all potentially affected 
facilities are expected to be completed by the end of 2017).  Reducing TAC emissions from these 
facilities would be in harmony with the aims of the 2010 CAP and, therefore, Rule 11-18 would not 
conflict with or obstruct implementation of the 2010 CAP as it is not expected to interfere with any other 
District rules and regulations. 
 

Table 2.1 – Rule 11-18 Implementation Phases 
 

Phase Criterion HRAs Risk Reduction 
Plans 

Plan 
Implementation 

1 Cancer PS > 250 or 
Non-cancer PS >2.5 

2017 – 2018 2018 – 2019 2019 – 2022 

2 Cancer PS > 10 or 
Non-cancer PS >1.0 

2019 – 2021 2021 – 2022 2022 – 2025 

3 Diesel Engines 2021 – 2023 2023 – 2024 2024 – 2027 
4 Retail Gas Stations 2023 – 2024 2024 – 2025 2025 – 2028  

 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 would establish facility-wide emissions limits for GHGs, PM2.5 and PM10, 
NOx, and SO2 at each of the five Bay Area refineries and three refinery-related facilities.  Any affected 
facility that exceeds an emission limit would be a violation of the rule.  Limiting emissions from these 
facilities would be in harmony with the aims of the 2010 CAP and, therefore, Rule 12-16 would not 
conflict with or obstruct implementation of the 2010 CAP.   
 
III. b, c, and d).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 would reduce the health risk level at which facilities must reduce their risk.  
There are a large variety of control technologies and measures that could be used to reduce the health 
risk posed by a facility.  A limited listing of such measures is presented in Table 2.2 below. 
 

Table 2.2 – Risk Reduction Measures and Target Substances 
 

Risk Reduction Measure  Substance Group 
Control 

Efficiency 
Enclosures Particulates Varied 
Capture and Collection Systems VOCs and Particulates Varied 
Diesel Particulate Filter Particulates 85% 
Baghouse Particulates 99-99.9% 
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Risk Reduction Measure  Substance Group 
Control 

Efficiency 
HEPA filter and pre-filter Particulates 99.9-99.99% 
Carbon Adsorption VOCs 90-99% 
Thermal and Catalytic Oxidizers VOCs and Inorganic Gases 98-99.9% 
Reduced Throughput or Operating Time VOCS and Particulates Varied 
Alternative Technologies Particulates Up to 100% 
Product Substitution VOCs Up to 100% 
Relocate Source or Stack All TAC Types Not Applicable 
Stack Modifications All TAC Types Not Applicable 

 
While the primary purpose of implementing risk reduction measures such as installing air pollution 
control equipment or making operational changes is to reduce health risks, some types of control 
equipment have the potential to create secondary adverse air quality impacts. For example, increased 
NOx emissions could result if VOC emissions are controlled through a combustion process (e.g., 
afterburner) or require additional energy to operate.   
 
Because of the potential for secondary emissions from air pollution control equipment, there is a 
potential that sensitive receptors could be exposed to increased pollutant concentrations, which could be 
significant.  As a result, these potential air quality impacts will be evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
 
Rule 12-16: A number of air quality rules and regulations that apply to refineries are enforced by the 
BAAQMD.  These existing rules and regulations require:  (1) air permits; (2) the use of best available 
control technology (BACT); (3) new source review for new emission sources and offsets for new 
emissions; (4) control of toxic air contaminants; (5) control of fugitive emission sources including 
storage tanks, equipment leaks, bulk loading, and wastewater separators; and (6) control of emissions 
from combustion sources, including process heaters, boilers, internal combustion engines, gas turbines, 
catalytic cracking and reforming units, and flares.   Rule 12-16 could require modifications to refineries 
to ensure changes in operations do not result in emissions increases either through the installation of air 
pollution control equipment or changes in operations.     
 
Although the primary effect of installing air pollution control equipment is to reduce emissions of a 
particular pollutant, e.g., VOCs, some types of control equipment have the potential to create secondary 
adverse air quality impacts, e.g., increased NOx emissions if VOC emissions are controlled through a 
combustion process (e.g., afterburner) or require additional energy to operate.  Control measures aimed 
at reducing NOx from stationary sources may use ammonia for control (e.g., selective catalytic 
reduction).  Ammonia use could result in increased ammonia emissions and, since ammonia is a 
precursor to particulate formation, increased particulate formation in the atmosphere. Because of the 
potential for secondary emissions from air pollution control equipment, there is a potential that sensitive 
receptors could be exposed to increased pollutant concentrations, which could be significant.  As a 
result, these potential air quality impacts of Rule 12-16 will be evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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III. e).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 would require facilities that pose significant health risks to develop a plan to 
reduce that risk or apply TBARCT to all significant sources of risk at the facility.  The measures that a 
facility could potentially implement to reduce its risk are listed above in Table 2.2 and generally would 
not result in the creation of objectionable odors that could affect a substantial number of people. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 would establish facility-wide emissions limits for GHGs, PM2.5 and PM10, 
NOx, and SO2 at each of the five Bay Area refineries and three refinery-related facilities.  The rule is not 
expected to result in an increase in odorous emissions at the refineries.  Odorous emissions are not 
specifically covered by Rule 12-16 and while not specifically aimed at reducing emissions of 
compounds that are considered odorous, e.g., hydrogen sulfide (H2S), which is the primary odorous 
compound emitted from the refineries, the rule would not result in an increase in H2S or other odorous 
sulfur-containing compounds.  Therefore, the rule is not expected to result in an increase in the 
generation of emissions that could generate odors.   
 

Conclusions 
 
Implementation of Rule 11-18 would reduce risk from facilities that emit toxic air contaminants 
throughout the Bay Area. However, certain risk reduction measures have the potential to increase 
emissions of other pollutants, such as GHGs and criteria pollutants. Implementation of Rule 12-16 
would prevent refinery emissions of GHGs and some criteria pollutants from increasing.  Similarly, 
secondary adverse air quality impacts could occur from installing control equipment at individual 
refineries in response to changes that could increase emissions of criteria pollutants.  Adverse impacts 
include increased criteria pollutant and TAC emissions from certain types of air pollution control 
equipment.  Therefore, potential adverse secondary air quality impacts which could result from 
implementing either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 will be evaluated in the Draft EIR.  No significant 
impacts were identified on air quality plans or the generation of odors and these topics will not be 
addressed further in the Draft EIR. 
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IV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly 
or through habitat modifications, on any species 
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special 
status species in local or regional plans, policies, 
or regulations, or by the California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian 
habitat or other sensitive natural community 
identified in local or regional plans, policies, or 
regulations, or by the California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally 
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of 
the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, 
marsh, vernal pool, coastal wetlands, etc.) through 
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, 
or other means? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any 
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife 
species or with established native resident or 
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of 
native wildlife nursery sites? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) Conflicting with any local policies or ordinances 
protecting biological resources, such as a tree 
preservation policy or ordinance? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 
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Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat 
conservation plan, natural community 
conservation plan, or other approved local, 
regional, or state habitat conservation plan? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses vary greatly and include commercial, 
industrial, residential, agricultural, and open space uses.  A wide variety of biological resources are 
located within the Bay Area. 
 
The areas affected by the rules are located in the Bay Area-Delta Bioregion (as defined by the State’s 
Natural Communities Conservation Program).  This Bioregion is comprised of a variety of natural 
communities, which range from salt marshes to chaparral to oak woodland.   
 
Rule 11-18:  Hundreds of facilities located throughout the Bioregion would be affected by Rule 11-18.  
The facilities that would be affected by Rule 11-18 are expected to be located in developed commercial 
and industrial areas within the Bay Area.  These commercial/industrial areas have been graded to 
develop the various structures, and are typically surrounded by other commercial and industrial 
facilities.  Native vegetation, other than landscape vegetation, has usually been removed from these 
facilities. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Four of the refineries affected by the Rule 12-16 are located in Contra Costa County and 
one is located in Solano County (Valero).  The refineries affected by Rule 12-16 have been developed 
with various permanent refinery structures, buildings, operating units and storage tanks.  Native 
vegetation, other than landscape vegetation, has generally been removed from the refineries to minimize 
safety and fire hazards. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Biological resources are protected by the City and/or County General Plans through land use and zoning 
requirements which minimize or prohibit development in biologically sensitive areas.  Biological 
resources are also protected by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service.  The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service oversee the 
federal Endangered Species Act.  Development permits may be required from one or both of these 
agencies if development would impact rare or endangered species.  The California Department of Fish 
and Wildlife administers the California Endangered Species Act which prohibits impacting endangered 
and threatened species.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Environmental Protection 
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Agency (U.S. EPA) regulate the discharge of dredge or fill material into waters of the United States, 
including wetlands. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
IV. a), b), and d).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The facilities affected by Rule 11-18 are expected to be located in the commercial and 
industrial areas within the Bay Area.  These commercial/industrial areas have been graded to develop 
the various structures, and are typically surrounded by other commercial and industrial facilities.  Native 
vegetation, other than landscape vegetation, has usually been removed from these facilities.   
 
Similarly, modifications at existing facilities would not interfere substantially with the movement of any 
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with native or resident or migratory wildlife 
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.  Further, since the Rule 11-18 would 
primarily regulate stationary emission sources at commercial or industrial facilities, it would not directly 
or indirectly affect riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities identified in local or regional 
plans, policies, or regulations, or identified by the CDFG or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  Improved 
air quality resulting from Rule 11-18 would be expected to provide health benefits to plant and animal 
species in the District. 
 
Rule 12-16:  No impacts on biological resources are anticipated from the Rule 12-16 which would apply 
to existing refineries.  The refinery facilities have been graded and developed, and biological resources, 
with the exception of landscape species, have been removed.  Construction of any air pollution control 
equipment would take place within the operating portions of existing refineries which are void of 
biological resources.  As a result, there would be no direct or indirect impact on sensitive biological 
resources riparian habitats, or protected wetlands.  The installation of air pollution control equipment 
would also not interfere with the movement of any migratory fish or wildlife species or affect migratory 
corridors; would not conflict with local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources; and 
would not conflict with an adopted habitat conservation plan. 
 
IV. c).   
Rule 11-18:  No direct or indirect impacts from implementing the Rule 11-18 were identified which 
could adversely affect plant and/or animal species in the District.  Implementing the Rule 11-18 would 
result in installation of new or modifications of existing equipment at commercial or industrial facilities 
to control or further control toxic emissions.  Existing commercial or industrial facilities are generally 
located in appropriately zoned commercial or industrial areas, this work would not impact marshes, 
vernal pools, wetlands, etc.  For these reasons the rule is not expected to adversely affect protected 
wetlands as defined by §404 of the Clean Water Act, including, but not limited to marshes, vernal pools, 
coastal wetlands, etc., through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption or other means. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Compliance with the Rule 12-16 could result in the installation of additional air pollution 
control equipment at existing refineries.  The installation of air pollution control equipment at these 
facilities would be consistent with industrial land uses.  The operating portions of the existing refineries 
do not contain marshes, vernal pools, wetlands, etc.  Therefore, construction would not impact these 
biological resources.  For these reasons the rule is not expected to adversely affect protected wetlands as 
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defined by §404 of the Clean Water Act, including, but not limited to marshes, vernal pools, coastal 
wetlands, etc., through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption or other means. 
 
IV. e and f).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 may require modifications at existing industrial or commercial facilities to 
control or further control emissions at these affected facilities.  As a result, the rule will not conflict with 
any land use policies or ordinances protecting biological resources.  Similarly, the rule will not conflict 
with any habitat conservation or natural community conservation plans, agricultural resources or 
operations, and would not create divisions in any existing communities. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 wills not conflict with any land use plans, local policies or ordinances, or 
regulations protecting biological resources for the reasons already given.  Similarly, the rule is not 
expected to conflict with any habitat conservation or natural community conservation plans, agricultural 
resources or operations, and would not create divisions in any existing communities. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to biological resources 
are not expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, therefore, will 
not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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V. CULTURAL RESOURCES.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of a historical resource as defined in 
§15064.5? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of an archaeological resource 
pursuant to §15064.5? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique 
paleontological resource or site or unique 
geologic feature? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Disturb any human remains, including those 
interred outside of formal cemeteries? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses vary greatly and include commercial, 
industrial, residential, agricultural and open space uses.  Cultural resources are defined as buildings, 
sites, structures, or objects which might have historical architectural, archaeological, cultural, or 
scientific importance. 
 
The Carquinez Strait represents the entry point for the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers into the San 
Francisco Bay.  This locality lies within the San Francisco Bay and the west end of the Central Valley 
archaeological regions, both of which contain a rich array of prehistoric and historical cultural 
resources.  The areas surrounding the Carquinez Strait and Suisun Bay have been occupied for 
millennia. 
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Regulatory Background 
 
The State CEQA Guidelines define a significant cultural resource as a “resource listed or eligible for 
listing on the California Register of Historical Resources” (Public Resources Code §5024.1).  A project 
would have a significant impact if it would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a 
historical resource (State CEQA Guidelines §15064.5(b)).  A substantial adverse change in the 
significance of a historical resource would result from an action that would demolish or adversely alter 
the physical characteristics of the historical resource that convey its historical significance and that 
qualify the resource for inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources or a local register or 
survey that meets the requirements of Public Resources Code §§50020.1(k) and 5024.1(g). 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
V. a, b, c and d).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Implementing Rule 11-18 is primarily expected to result in controlling stationary source 
emissions at commercial or industrial facilities.  Affected facilities are typically located in appropriately 
zoned commercial or industrial areas that have previously been graded and developed.  Because 
stationary source emissions from existing facilities does not typically require extensive cut-and-fill 
activities, or excavation, it is unlikely that additional stationary source control measures that may result 
from Rule 11-18 will: (1) adversely affect historical or archaeological resources as defined in CEQA 
Guidelines §15064.5; (2) destroy unique paleontological resources or unique geologic features; or (3) 
disturb human remains interred outside formal cemeteries. 
 
In a small number of cases, the Rule 11-18 may require minor site preparation and grading at an affected 
facility to install new or modify existing equipment.  Under this circumstance, it is possible that 
archaeological or paleontological resources could be uncovered.  Even if this circumstance were to 
occur, significant adverse cultural resource impacts are not anticipated because there are existing laws in 
place that are designed to protect and mitigate potential adverse impacts to cultural resources.  As with 
any construction activity, should archaeological resources be found during construction that results from 
implementing the rule, the activity would cease until a thorough archaeological assessment is conducted.  
 
Rule 12-16:  No impacts on cultural resources are anticipated from the Rule 12-16 that would apply to 
existing refineries.  Historic resources are typically not located within refineries and no demolition 
activities are expected to be required. As a result, no impacts on historic resources are expected.  
Construction activities would be limited to areas within existing refineries boundaries, i.e., within areas 
that have already been graded and developed.  Therefore, construction activities are not expected to 
impact cultural resources, including historical and archaeological resources, either directly or indirectly, 
or disturb human remains. 
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Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to cultural resources 
are not expected to occur due to implementation of Rule 11-18 and 12-16 and, therefore, will not be 
further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Expose people or structures to potential 
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of 
loss, injury, or death involving: 
 

    

i)  Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as 
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo 
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the 
State Geologist for the area or based on other 
substantial evidence of a known fault?  Refer 
to Division of Mines and Geology Special 
Publication 42. 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

ii)  Strong seismic ground shaking?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including 
liquefaction? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

iv)  Landslides?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of 
topsoil? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is 
unstable or that would become unstable as a result 
of the project, and potentially result in onsite or 
offsite landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, 
liquefaction or collapse? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 
18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994), 
creating substantial risks to life or property? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 
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Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the 
use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater 
disposal systems in areas where sewers are not 
available for the disposal of wastewater? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  
The area of coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses vary greatly and include 
commercial, industrial, residential, agricultural, and open space uses.  The facilities affected by the 
rules are located primarily in commercial and industrial areas within the Bay Area. 
 
The affected facilities are located in the natural region of California known as the Coast Ranges 
geomorphic province.  The province is characterized by a series of northwest trending ridges and 
valleys controlled by tectonic folding and faulting, examples of which include the Suisun Bay, East 
Bay Hills, Briones Hills, Vaca Mountains, Napa Valley, and Diablo Ranges. 
 
Regional basement rocks consist of the highly deformed Great Valley Sequence, which include 
massive beds of sandstone inter-fingered with siltstone and shale.  Unconsolidated alluvial deposits, 
artificial fill, and estuarine deposits, (including Bay Mud) underlie the low-lying region along the 
margins of the Carquinez Straight and Suisun Bay.  The estuarine sediments found along the 
shorelines of Solano County are soft, water-saturated mud, peat and loose sands.  The organic, soft, 
clay-rich sediments along the San Francisco and San Pablo Bays are referred to locally as Bay Mud 
and can present a variety of engineering challenges due to inherent low strength, compressibility 
and saturated conditions.  Landslides in the region occur in weak, easily weathered bedrock on 
relatively steep slopes. 
 
The San Francisco Bay Area is a seismically active region, which is situated on a plate boundary 
marked by the San Andreas Fault System.  Several northwest trending active and potentially active 
faults are included with this fault system.  Under the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, 
Earthquake Fault Zones were established by the California Division of Mines and Geology along 
“active” faults, or faults along which surface rupture occurred in Holocene time (the last 11,000 
years).  In the Bay area, these faults include the San Andreas, Hayward, Rodgers Creek-Healdsburg, 
Concord-Green Valley, Greenville-Marsh Creek, Seal Cove/San Gregorio and West Napa faults.  
Other smaller faults in the region classified as potentially active include the Southampton and 
Franklin faults. 
 
Ground movement intensity during an earthquake can vary depending on the overall magnitude, 
distance to the fault, focus of earthquake energy, and type of geological material.  Areas that are 
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underlain by bedrock tend to experience less ground shaking than those underlain by 
unconsolidated sediments such as artificial fill.  Earthquake ground shaking may have secondary 
effects on certain foundation materials, including liquefaction, seismically induced settlement, and 
lateral spreading. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Construction is regulated by local City or County building codes and ordinances that regulate 
construction, grading, excavations, use of fill, and foundation work including type of materials, 
design, procedures, etc. which are intended to limit the probability of occurrence and the severity of 
consequences from geological hazards.  Necessary permits, plan checks, and inspections are 
generally required. 
 
All City or County General Plans include a Safety Element.  The Element identifies seismic hazards 
and their location in order that they may be taken into account in the planning of future 
development.  The California Building Code is the principle mechanism for protection against and 
relief from the danger of earthquakes and related events. 
 
In addition, the Seismic Hazard Zone Mapping Act (Public Resources Code §§2690 – 2699.6) was 
passed by the California legislature in 1990 following the Loma Prieta earthquake.  The act required 
that the California Division of Mines and Geology (DMG) develop maps that identify the areas of 
the state that require site specific investigation for earthquake-triggered landslides and/or potential 
liquefaction prior to permitting most urban developments.  The act directs cities, counties, and state 
agencies to use the maps in their land use planning and permitting processes. 
 
Local governments are responsible for implementing the requirements of the Seismic Hazards 
Mapping Act.  The maps and guidelines are tools for local governments to use in establishing their 
land use management policies and in developing ordinances and review procedures that will reduce 
losses from ground failure during future earthquakes. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
VI. a, c, and d).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule will not directly expose people or structures to earthquake faults, seismic shaking, 
seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, landslides, mudslides or substantial soil erosion, 
as BAAQMD rules or regulations do not directly or indirectly result in construction of new structures.  
Some new structures, or structural modifications at existing affected facilities may occur as a result of 
installing control equipment or making process modifications.  In any event, existing affected facilities 
or modifications to existing facilities would be required to comply with relevant California Building 
Code requirements in effect at the time of initial construction or modification of a structure. 

New structures must be designed to comply with the California Building Code Zone 4 requirements 
since the Air District is located in a seismically active area.  The local cities or counties are responsible 
for assuring that projects comply with the Uniform Building Code and can conduct inspections to ensure 
compliance.  The California Building Code is considered to be a standard safeguard against major 
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structural failures and loss of life.  The goal of the Code is to provide structures that will:  (1) resist 
minor earthquakes without damage; (2) resist moderate earthquakes without structural damage but with 
some non-structural damage; and (3) resist major earthquakes without collapse but with some structural 
and non-structural damage.  The California Building Code bases seismic design on minimum lateral 
seismic forces ("ground shaking") and operates on the principle that providing appropriate foundations, 
among other aspects, helps to protect buildings from failure during earthquakes.  The basic formulas 
used for the California Building Code seismic design require determination of the seismic zone and site 
coefficient, which represents the foundation conditions at the site. 

Any potentially affected facilities that are located in areas where there has been historic occurrence of 
liquefaction, e.g., coastal zones, or existing conditions indicate a potential for liquefaction, including 
expansive or unconsolidated granular soils and a high water table, may have the potential for 
liquefaction induced impacts at the project sites.  The California Building Code requirements consider 
liquefaction potential and establish more stringent requirements for building foundations in areas 
potentially subject to liquefaction.  Therefore, compliance with the California Building Code 
requirements is expected to minimize the potential impacts associated with liquefaction.  The issuance 
of building permits from the local cities or counties will assure compliance with the California Building 
Code requirements.  Therefore, no significant impacts from liquefaction are expected. 

Because facilities affected by any Air District control equipment requirements are typically located in 
industrial or commercial areas, which are not usually located near known geological hazards (e.g., 
landslide, mudflow, seiche, or volcanic hazards), no significant adverse geological impacts are expected.  
In addition, although refineries and possibly other facilities are located along the shoreline and may be 
affected by flooding from tsunamis, modifying existing equipment or installing new equipment to 
further control emissions from an existing facility will not expose people to new risks from tsunamis. 

Rule 12-16:  The petroleum refineries affected by Rule 12-16 already exist and operate within the 
confines of existing industrial facilities in the Bay Area.  Construction activities could be required to 
install air pollution control equipment associated with complying with the refinery-wide emissions 
limits.  Any substantial construction activities associated with new refinery equipment would occur 
within the confines of existing refineries and would be required to comply with the California Building 
Code.  The California Building Code is considered to be a standard safeguard against major structural 
failures and loss of life.  Any construction at industrial facilities regulated by the rule will be constructed 
in compliance with the California Building Code.  The goal of the code is to provide structures that will: 
(1) resist minor earthquakes without damage; (2) resist moderate earthquakes without structural damage, 
but with some non-structural damage; and (3) resist major earthquakes without collapse, but with some 
structural and non-structural damage.  The California Building Code bases seismic design on minimum 
lateral seismic forces ("ground shaking").  The California Building Code requirements operate on the 
principle that providing appropriate foundations, among other aspects, helps to protect buildings from 
failure during earthquakes.  The basic formulas used for the California Building Code seismic design 
require determination of the seismic zone and site coefficient, which represent the foundation conditions 
at the site. Compliance with the California Building Code would minimize the impacts associated with 
existing geological hazards.   
 
Any new development at the petroleum refineries affected by the rule would be required to obtain 
building permits, as applicable, for new foundations and structures at any site.  The issuance of building 
permits from the local agency will assure compliance with the California Building Code, which include 
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requirements for building within seismic hazard zones.  No significant impacts from seismic hazards are 
expected since the construction of any new structures would be required to comply with the California 
Building Code. 
 
Because facilities affected by any Air District control equipment requirements are typically located in 
industrial or commercial areas, which are not usually located near known geological hazards (e.g., 
landslide, mudflow, seiche, or volcanic hazards), no significant adverse geological impacts are expected.  
In addition, although refineries and possibly other facilities are located along the shoreline and may be 
affected by flooding from tsunamis, modifying existing equipment or installing new equipment to 
further control emissions from an existing facility will not expose people to new risks from tsunamis. 
 
VI. b).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Although Rule 11-18 may require modifications at existing industrial or commercial 
facilities, such modifications are not expected to require substantial grading or construction activities.  
Any new air pollution control equipment is not expected to substantially increase the area subject to 
compaction since the subject areas would be limited in size and, typically, have already been graded or 
displaced in some way.  Therefore, significant adverse soil erosion impacts are not anticipated from 
implementing Rule 11-18. 

Rule 12-16:  Any construction activities would be limited to the confines of existing refineries which are 
already graded and developed. Rule 12-16 is not expected to result in substantial soil erosion or the loss 
of topsoil as construction activities would be limited to areas that have been already been graded and 
developed, and adjacent to other existing refinery operations. 
 
VI. e).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The CEQA environmental checklist includes a discussion of septic tanks and alternative 
wastewater disposal systems within the discussion of Geology and Soils.  Therefore, a discussion of 
septic tanks and alternative septic systems is included herein for completeness.  Septic tanks or other 
similar alternative wastewater disposal systems are typically associated with small residential projects in 
remote areas.  The rule does not contain any requirements which generate construction of residential 
projects in remote areas.  Rule 11-18 would only affect existing industrial or commercial facilities, 
which already are hooked up to appropriate sewerage facilities, and therefore no impacts on septic tanks 
or alternative wastewater disposal systems are expected. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Septic tanks or other similar alternative wastewater disposal systems are typically 
associated with small residential projects in remote areas.  Rule 12-16 would only affect existing 
refineries that are already connected to appropriate wastewater facilities.  Based on these considerations, 
septic tanks or other alternative wastewater disposal systems are not expected to be impacted by Rule 
12-16. 
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Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to geology and soils 
are not expected to occur due to implementation of Rule 11-18 and 12-16 and, therefore, will not be 
further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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VII. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS. 

 
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either 
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant 
impact on the environment? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or 
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the 
emissions of greenhouse gases? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
Global climate change refers to changes in average climatic conditions on the earth as a whole, 
including temperature, wind patterns, precipitation and storms.  Global warming, a related concept, is 
the observed increase in the average temperature of the earth’s surface and atmosphere.  One identified 
cause of global warming is an increase of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere.  The six major 
GHGs identified by the Kyoto Protocol are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), 
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), haloalkanes (HFCs), and perfluorocarbons (PFCs).  The GHGs absorb 
longwave radiant energy reflected by the earth, which warms the atmosphere.  GHGs also radiate 
longwave radiation both upward to space and back down toward the surface of the earth.  The 
downward part of this longwave radiation absorbed by the atmosphere is known as the "greenhouse 
effect."  Some studies indicate that the potential effects of global climate change may include rising 
surface temperatures, loss in snow pack, sea level rise, more extreme heat days per year, and more 
drought years. 
 
Events and activities, such as the industrial revolution and the increased combustion of fossil fuels (e.g., 
gasoline, diesel, coal, etc.), have heavily contributed to the increase in atmospheric levels of GHGs.  
Approximately 80 percent of GHG emissions in California are from fossil fuel combustion and over 70 
percent of GHG emissions are carbon dioxide emissions (BAAQMD, 2010). 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
In response to growing scientific and political concern regarding global climate change, California has 
taken the initiative to address the state’s greenhouse gas emissions.  California has adopted the Global 
Warming Solutions Act of 2006, also known as AB 32, which requires the state to reduce its GHG 
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.  In addition, in 2005 Governor Schwarzenegger adopted Executive 
Order S-3-05, which commits to achieving an 80 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2050.  The 
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California Air Resources Board (CARB) has begun implementation of these mandates through adoption 
of regulatory requirements to reduce GHG emissions (among other agency implementation actions).  
Major sources of GHG emissions are under CARB's AB32 cap and trade program, which established a 
limit on GHG emissions for each source.  GHG emissions over the limit require additional GHG 
emission reductions or purchase of GHG emission credits from sources that had excess emission credits.   

 
Senate Bills 1078 and 107 and Executive Order S-14-08 (2008):  SB 1078 (Chapter 516, Statutes of 
2002) required retail sellers of electricity to provide at least 20 percent of their supply from renewable 
sources by 2017.  SB 107 (Chapter 464, Statutes of 2006) changed the target date to 2010.  In November 
2008, then Governor Schwarzenegger signed EO S-14-08, which expands the state’s Renewable 
Portfolio Standard to 33 percent renewable power by 2020.  Governor Brown signed EO B-30-15 in 
2015 in order to reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 to ensure California 
meets its target of reducing GHG emissions to 80 percent of 1990 levels by 2050.  
 
The Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015, SB 350 (Chapter 547, Statutes of 2015) was 
approved by Governor Brown on October 7, 2015.  SB 350 will (1)  increase the standards of the 
California RPS program by requiring that the amount of electricity generated and sold to retail 
customers per year from eligible renewable energy resources be increased to 50 percent by December 
31, 2030; (2)  require the State Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission to 
establish annual targets for statewide energy efficiency savings and demand reduction that will achieve 
a cumulative doubling of statewide energy efficiency savings in electricity and natural gas final end uses 
of retail customers by January 1, 2030; (3)  provide for the evolution of the Independent System 
Operator (ISO) into a regional organization; and (4)  require the state to reimburse local agencies and 
school districts for certain costs mandated by the state through procedures established by statutory 
provisions.   
 
SB 862:  In June 2014, SB 862 (Chapter 36, Statutes of 2014) established long-term funding programs 
from the Cap and Trade program for transit, sustainable communities and affordable housing, and high 
speed rail.  SB 862 allocates 60 percent of ongoing Cap and Trade revenues, beginning in 2015–2016, to 
these programs.  The remaining 40 percent is to be determined by future legislatures.  A minimum of 25 
percent of Cap and Trade dollars must go to projects that provide benefits to disadvantaged 
communities, and a minimum of 10 percent must go to projects located within those disadvantaged 
communities.  In addition, this bill established the CalRecycle Greenhouse Gas Reduction Revolving 
Loan Program and Fund. 
 
Most recently, SB 32 was signed into law in September 2016 and requires the California Air Resources 
Board (ARB) to ensure that statewide greenhouse gas emissions are reduced to 40% below the 1990 
level by 2030.  ARB is developing a 2030 Target Scoping Plan to implement this charge and expects to 
release a draft of the plan around the end of the year. 
 
At the federal level, the U.S. EPA has adopted GHG emissions limits for new light-duty cars and trucks.  
This regulation of mobile sources has in turn triggered New Source Review and Title V permitting 
requirements for stationary sources.  These requirements include using Best Available Control 
Technology to control emissions from major facilities.  In addition, the U.S. EPA is also in the process 
of adopting New Source Performance Standards for major GHG source categories (currently limited to 
electric utility generating units).    
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The U.S. Congress passed “The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008” (HR 2764) in December 
2007, which requires reporting of GHG data and other relevant information from large emission sources 
and suppliers in the United States.  The Rule is referred to as 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 4 
Part 98 - Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP).  Facilities that emit 25,000 metric tonnes or 
more per year of GHGs are required to submit annual reports to U.S. EPA.   
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
VII. a).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 is designed to reduce the health risk associated with facilities that emit toxic air 
contaminants.  There are several ways the risk associated with a facility can be reduced, which are 
outline in Table 2. 2.  Included under this listing are:  

 Enclosures and collection systems for particulate matter TACs; 

 Filtration for toxic aerosols and particulate matter; 

 Carbon adsorption and adsorption-oxidation systems for VOCs; 

 Chemical absorption for VOCs; 

 Thermal and catalytic oxidation for inorganic gases (such as hydrogen sulfide) and organic 
compounds; and 

 Combination systems for the control of halogenated VOCs; 
 
Each of the control options listed above has associated with it the potential to increase use of fuels, for 
combustion sources (e.g., electricity, natural gas, or refinery fuel gas), potentially generating additional 
greenhouse gas emission impacts. Construction activities for new and modified control devices may also 
result in GHG emissions. Therefore, GHG impacts from Rule 11-18 will be evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 is designed to limit facility-wide emissions of GHGs and three criteria 
pollutants from the five petroleum refineries located within the jurisdiction of the BAAQMD.  Rule 12-
16 sets limits on the amount of these pollutants each refinery could emit annually and could require the 
installation of additional air pollution control equipment or modification of refinery operations to ensure 
each refinery stays within those limits.  The rule could require new construction activities and the 
operation of new/modified refinery equipment.  While, the goal of Rule 12-16 is to minimize overall 
refinery emissions, however, refinery modifications could result in the increased use of fuel for 
combustions sources (e.g., electricity, natural gas, or refinery fuel gas), potentially generating additional 
greenhouse gas emission impacts.  As a result, the impacts of this rule on greenhouse gases will be 
further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
VII. b).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 would require facilities that pose a health risk in excess of a risk action level 
either reduce risks below the thresholds  or apply TBARCT.  However, these requirements would not 
conflict with any efforts by the state or the Air District to reduce GHG emissions.  Because no potential 
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conflicts on GHG plans, policies or regulations were identified, this topic will not be evaluated in the 
Draft EIR for Rule 11-18.  
 
Rule 12-16:  As written, Rule 12-16 would have a direct impact on GHG emissions from all Bay Area 
refineries by setting an upper limit on the amount of GHGs each refinery can emit.  The AB 32 Cap and 
Trade program allows covered facilities to buy and sell GHG emissions credits.  Under Rule 12-16, Bay 
Area refineries would not be allowed to purchase GHG credits that would allow an increase in excess of 
the refinery-wide GHG limit.  So, theoretically, under the Cap and Trade program, the GHG emissions 
of an individual refinery could increase while the overall goals of the program are being met.  Because 
the GHG limits of Rule 12-16 could conflict with this aspect of the ARB’s AB32 cap and trade program, 
the potential impacts of this conflict will be evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, the potential GHG emissions associated with Rules 11-18 and 12-
16 will be evaluated in the Draft EIR.  No significant impacts on GHG plans, policies, or regulations 
were identified for Rule 11-18, so this topic will not be addressed further in the Draft EIR for Rule 11-
18.  However, potentially significant impacts were identified for Rule 12-16, and therefore this topic 
will be addressed in the Draft EIR. 
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VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS. 

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the 
environment through the routine transport, use, or 
disposal of hazardous materials? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the 
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset 
and accident conditions involving the release of 
hazardous materials into the environment? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Emit hazardous emissions or involve handling 
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, 
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an 
existing or proposed school? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Be located on a site that is included on a list of 
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to 
Government Code § 65962.5 and, as a result, 
would it create a significant hazard to the public 
or the environment? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) For a project located within an airport land use 
plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted, 
within two miles of a public airport or public use 
airport, and result in a safety hazard for people 
residing or working in the project area? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private 
airstrip, would the project result in a safety hazard 
for people residing or working in the project area? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere 
with an adopted emergency response plan or 
emergency evacuation plan? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16     
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Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

 
h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of 

loss, injury or death involving wildland fires, 
including where wildlands are adjacent to 
urbanized areas or where residences are 
intermixed with wildlands? 

 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, and 
Santa Clara Counties, and potions of western Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  Because the area 
of coverage is vast (approximately 5,600 square miles), land uses vary greatly and include commercial, 
industrial, residential, and agricultural uses.   
 
Facilities and operations within the Air District handle and process substantial quantities of flammable 
materials and acutely toxic substances.  Accidents involving these substances can result in worker or 
public exposure to fire, heat, blast from an explosion, or airborne exposure to hazardous substances. 
 
Fires can expose the public or workers to heat.  The heat decreases rapidly with distance from the flame 
and therefore poses a greater risk to workers at specific facilities where flammable materials and toxic 
substances are handled than to the public.  Explosions can generate a shock wave, but the risks from 
explosion also decrease with distance.  Airborne releases of hazardous materials may affect workers or 
the public, and the risks depend upon the location of the release, the hazards associated with the 
material, the winds at the time of the release, and the proximity of receptors. 
 
For all facilities and operations handling flammable materials and toxic substances, risks to the public 
are reduced if there is a buffer zone between process units and residences or if prevailing winds blow 
away from residences.  Thus, the risks posed by operations at a given facility or operation are unique 
and determined by a variety of factors. 
 
Rule 11-18 has the potential to affect a large variety of facilities that emit toxic pollutants, including 
petroleum refineries, chemical plants, foundries, a cement kiln, gasoline dispensing facilities, data 
centers, hospitals, crematoria, residential buildings, fire stations, schools and universities, military 
installations, etc.  Rule 12-16 would affect petroleum refineries that handle and process large quantities 
of flammable, hazardous, and acutely hazardous materials.  Accidents involving these substances can 
result in worker or public exposure to fire, heat, blast from an explosion, or airborne exposure to 
hazardous substances. 
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The potential hazards associated with handling such materials are a function of the materials being 
processed, processing systems, and procedures used to operate and maintain the facilities where they 
exist.  The hazards that are likely to exist are identified by the physical and chemical properties of the 
materials being handled and their process conditions, including the following events. 

 
 Toxic gas clouds:  Toxic gas clouds are releases of volatile chemicals (e.g., anhydrous ammonia, 

chlorine, and hydrogen sulfide) that could form a cloud and migrate off-site, thus exposing the 
public.  “Worst-case” conditions tend to arise when very low wind speeds coincide with an 
accidental release, which can allow the chemicals to accumulate rather than disperse. 

  
 Torch fires (gas and liquefied gas releases), flash fires (liquefied gas releases), pool fires, and 

vapor cloud explosions (gas and liquefied gas releases):  The rupture of a storage tank or vessel 
containing a flammable gaseous material (like propane), without immediate ignition, can result in a 
vapor cloud explosion.  The “worst-case” upset would be a release that produces a large aerosol 
cloud with flammable properties.  If the flammable cloud does not ignite after dispersion, the cloud 
would simply dissipate.  If the flammable cloud were to ignite during the release, a flash fire or 
vapor cloud explosion could occur.  If the flammable cloud were to ignite immediately upon release, 
a torch fire would ensue. 

 
 Thermal Radiation:  Thermal radiation is the heat generated by a fire and the potential impacts 

associated with exposure.  Exposure to thermal radiation would result in burns, the severity of which 
would depend on the intensity of the fire, the duration of exposure, and the distance of an individual 
to the fire. 

 
 Explosion/Overpressure:  Process vessels containing flammable explosive vapors and potential 

ignition sources are present at many types of industrial facilities.  Explosions may occur if the 
flammable/explosive vapors came into contact with an ignition source.  An explosion could cause 
impacts to individuals and structures in the area due to overpressure. 

 
For all affected facilities, risks to the public are reduced if there is a buffer zone between industrial 
processes and residences or other sensitive land uses, or the prevailing wind blows away from residential 
areas and other sensitive land uses.  The risks posed by operations at each facility are unique and 
determined by a variety of factors.  The areas affected by the rules are typically located in industrial 
areas. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
There are many federal and state rules and regulations that facilities handling hazardous materials must 
comply with which serve to minimize the potential impacts associated with hazards at these facilities. 
 
Under the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations [29 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Part 1910], facilities which use, store, manufacture, handle, process, or move highly 
hazardous materials must prepare a fire prevention plan.  In addition, 29 CFR Part 1910.119, Process 
Safety Management (PSM) of Highly Hazardous Chemicals, and Title 8 of the California Code of 
Regulations, General Industry Safety Order §5189, specify required prevention program elements to 
protect workers at facilities that handle toxic, flammable, reactive, or explosive materials. 
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Section 112 (r) of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [42 U.S.C. 7401 et. Seq.] and Article 2, 
Chapter 6.95 of the California Health and Safety Code require facilities that handle listed regulated 
substances to develop Risk Management Programs (RMPs) to prevent accidental releases of these 
substances, U.S. EPA regulations are set forth in 40 CFR Part 68.  In California, the California 
Accidental Release Prevention (CalARP) Program regulation (CCR Title 19, Division 2, Chapter 4.5) 
was issued by the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services (OES).  RMPs consist of three main 
elements:  a hazard assessment that includes off-site consequences analyses and a five-year accident 
history, a prevention program, and an emergency response program.  California is proposing 
modifications to the CalARP Program along with the state’s PSM program in response to an accident at 
the Chevron Richmond Refinery.  The regulations were released for public comment on July 15, 2016 
and the public comment period closes on September 15, 2016.   
 
Affected facilities that store materials are required to have a Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan per the requirements of 40 Code of Federal Regulations, §112.  The 
SPCC is designed to prevent spills from on-site facilities (e.g., storage tanks) and includes requirements 
for secondary containment, provides emergency response procedures, establishes training requirements, 
and so forth. 
 
The Hazardous Materials Transportation (HMT) Act is the federal legislation that regulates 
transportation of hazardous materials.  The primary regulatory authorities are the U.S. Department of 
Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, and the Federal Railroad Administration.  The 
HMT Act requires that carriers report accidental releases of hazardous materials to the Department of 
Transportation at the earliest practical moment (49 CFR Subchapter C).  The California Department of 
Transportation (Caltrans) sets standards for trucks in California.  The regulations are enforced by the 
California Highway Patrol. 
 
California Assembly Bill 2185 requires local agencies to regulate the storage and handling of hazardous 
materials and requires development of a business plan to mitigate the release of hazardous materials.  
Businesses that handle any of the specified hazardous materials must submit to government agencies 
(i.e., fire departments), an inventory of the hazardous materials, an emergency response plan, and an 
employee training program.  The information in the business plan can then be used in the event of an 
emergency to determine the appropriate response action, the need for public notification, and the need 
for evacuation. 
 
Contra Costa County has adopted an industrial safety ordinance that addresses the human factors that 
lead to accidents.  The ordinance requires stationary sources to develop a written human factors program 
that considers human factors as part of process hazards analyses, incident investigations, training, 
operating procedures, among others. 

 
Discussion of Impacts 
 
VIII.  a, b, and c).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 has the potential to create direct or indirect hazard impacts associated with 
affected facility modifications employed to reduce risks.  The rule is designed to reduce health risk 
associated with the emissions of TACs from existing stationary sources in the Bay Area.  The rule is not 
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expected to require substantial new development.  Any new air pollution control equipment or 
enclosures would be expected to occur within existing commercial or industrial facilities.  The rule is 
expected to increase the control and capture of TACs, thus limiting TAC emissions and exposure to 
TACs and ultimately, reduce health risks.   
 
Facility modifications associated with the rule are largely expected to include limiting throughput or 
hours of operations; increased use of diesel particulate filters; additional enclosures and bag houses, and 
thermal oxidizers or carbon adsorption systems.  The hazards associated with the use of these types of 
air pollution control equipment and systems are minimal.   

 Limiting throughput or hours of operations would not result in increased hazards as no new 
equipment, hazardous materials uses, or hazards would be generated. 

 Diesel particulate filters and baghouses are not expected to result in additional hazards as they 
would simply filter exhaust. 

 
Operation of carbon adsorption systems has potential hazards associated with the desorption cycle when 
there is minor risk for explosion or release of VOC into the atmosphere.  Carbon adsorption systems 
may also represent a fire risk during operation when carbon particles are saturated with volatile organic 
compounds.  The potential hazard impacts would depend on the flammability of the material, 
concentration of VOC adsorbed into the activated carbon, ambient oxygen levels, characteristics of the 
carbon adsorption system, and the operating conditions.  Carbon adsorption units would concentrate 
hazardous organic compound into the spent carbon, requiring recycling or disposal.   
 
The risk of explosion or release of VOC from carbon adsorption systems is not expected to be 
significant. The engineering specifications for a carbon adsorption unit are typically designed to operate 
within an acceptable range of temperatures for the carbon bed. Good engineering practice means this 
range of temperatures should not exceed the lower explosive limit (LEL) of the compound(s) being 
adsorbed. There is little risk of fire if the LEL is not exceeded. 
 
Oxidation systems can be susceptible to compressor failure and flame flashbacks, particularly during 
startup and shutdown. As a result, oxidation systems could pose potential hazard risks primarily to 
workers or to a lesser extent the public in the event of explosions or fires. Oxidation systems historically 
have a good safety record when operated properly according to the manufacturers’ instruction. Proper 
tune-up and maintenance is also important and necessary to avoid failures or explosions. When 
installed, operated, and maintained properly, oxidation systems are not expected to create fire or 
explosion hazards to workers or the public in general. 
 
In addition to following good engineering practice for both oxidization systems, thermal oxidizers and 
carbon adsorption systems, Health and Safety Code §25506 specifically requires all businesses handling 
hazardous materials to submit a business emergency response plan to assist local administering agencies 
in the event of an emergency release or threatened release of a hazardous material. Business emergency 
response plans generally require the following: 

 Types and quantities of hazardous materials used and their locations;  

 Training programs for employees including safe handling of hazardous materials and emergency 
response procedures and resources.   
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 Procedures for emergency response notification; 

 Proper use of emergency equipment; 

 Procedures to mitigate a release or threatened release of hazardous materials and measures to 
minimize potential harm or damage to individuals, property, or the environment; and  

 Evacuation plans and procedures.   
 
Hazardous materials are expected to be used in compliance with established OSHA or Cal/OSHA 
regulations and procedures, including providing adequate ventilation, using recommended personal 
protective equipment and clothing, posting appropriate signs and warnings, and providing adequate 
worker health and safety training.  The exposure of employees is regulated by Cal-OSHA in Title 8 of 
the CCR.  Specifically, 8 CCR 5155 establishes permissible exposure levels (PELs) and short-term 
exposure levels (STELs) for various chemicals.  These requirements apply to all employees.  The PELs 
and STELs establish levels below which no adverse health effects are expected.  These requirements 
protect the health and safety of the workers, as well as the nearby population including sensitive 
receptors. 
 
In general, all local jurisdictions and all facilities using a minimum amount of hazardous materials are 
required to formulate detailed contingency plans to eliminate, or at least minimize, the possibility and 
effect of fires, explosion, or spills. In conjunction with the California Office of Emergency Services, 
local jurisdictions have enacted ordinances that set standards for area and business emergency response 
plans. These requirements include immediate notification, mitigation of an actual or threatened release 
of a hazardous material, and evacuation of the emergency area. 
 
The above regulations provide comprehensive measures to reduce hazards of explosive or otherwise 
hazardous materials. Compliance with these and other federal, state and local regulations and proper 
operation and maintenance of equipment should ensure the potential for explosions or accidental 
releases of hazardous materials is not significant.  Therefore, the rule is not expected to create a 
significant hazard to the public or environment. 
 
Schools may be located within a quarter mile of commercial, industrial or institutional facilities affected 
by Rule 11-18.  It would be expected that these facilities are taking the appropriate and required actions 
to ensure proper handling or hazardous materials, substances or wastes near school sites.  The rule 
would not generate hazardous emissions, handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, 
substances or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.  Rather, the rule would 
be more likely to control TACs from existing facilities near school sites.  Therefore, no increase in 
hazardous emissions from implementation of Rule 11-18 would be expected.   
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 has the potential to create direct or indirect hazard impacts associated with 
refinery modifications.  The requirement to limit refinery emissions of certain pollutants could result in 
additional construction activities at the refineries, refinery modifications, and/or changes in refinery 
operations.  Some refinery modifications and changes in operations could generate additional hazard 
impacts.  In particular, NOx emission reduction measures could result in the increased use of ammonia, 
which is a hazardous material, in selective catalytic reduction (SCR) units.  These potential hazard 
impacts will be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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VIII. d).  Government Code §65962.5 requires creation of lists of facilities that may be subject to 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permits or site cleanup activities.   
 
Rule 11-18:  It is not known if the affected commercial or industrial facilities are located on the 
hazardous materials sites list pursuant to Government Code §65962.5.  However, the rule is expected to 
increase the control of TAC emissions and would not interfere with site cleanup activities or create 
additional site contamination, and would not create a significant hazard to the public or environment. 
 
Rule 12-16:  The refineries affected by the rule may be located on the hazardous materials sites list 
pursuant to Government Code §65962.5.  The refineries would be required to manage any and all 
hazardous materials in accordance with federal, state and local regulations.  Rule 12-16 is not expected 
to interfere with site cleanup activities or create additional site contamination.  Therefore, this topic is 
less than significant and will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
 
VIII. e and f).   
 
Rules 11-18 and 12-16:  Neither rule is expected to result in a safety hazard for people residing or 
working within two miles or a public airport or air strip.  No impacts on airports or airport land use 
plans are anticipated from the rules, which are expected to increase the control of criteria and toxic 
pollutant emissions. Modifications are expected to be confined to the existing commercial or industrial 
land uses.  Therefore, no significant adverse impacts on an airport land use plan or on a private air strip 
are expected. 
 
VIII. g).  Rules 11-18 and 12-16:  No impacts on emergency response plans are anticipated from Rule 
11-18 and Rule 12-16 that would apply to existing facilities (including refineries, etc.).  The facilities 
affected by the rules already exist and operate within the confines of existing industrial facilities.  The 
rules neither require, nor are likely to result in, activities that would impact any emergency response 
plan.  The existing facilities affected by the rules already store and transport hazards materials, so 
emergency response plans already include hazards associated with existing refinery operations.  The 
rules are not expected to require any changes in emergency response planning.  Therefore, no significant 
adverse impacts on emergency response plans are expected. 
 
VIII. h).  Rules 11-18 and 12-16:  No increase in hazards associated with wildfires is anticipated from 
Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16.  The existing facilities (including petroleum refineries, etc.) affected by the 
rules already exist and operate within the confines of existing commercial or industrial facilities.  Native 
vegetation has been removed from the operating portions of the affected facilities to minimize fire 
hazards.  Neither Rule 11-18 nor Rule 12-16 is expected to increase the risk of hazards associated with 
wildland fires in general and specifically in areas with flammable materials.  Therefore, neither Rule 11-
18 nor Rule 12-16 would expose people or structures to significant risk of loss, injury or death involving 
wildland fires. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Rule 11-18:  Based upon these considerations, no significant adverse hazards and hazardous materials 
impacts are expected from the implementation of Rule 11-18. 
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Rule 12-16:  Based upon the above considerations, the potential refinery hazards that may be introduced 
due to compliance with Rule 12-16 will be evaluated in the Draft EIR (VIII.  a, b, and c).  No significant 
hazard impacts on sites listed pursuant to Government Code §65962.5, public airports or airstrips, 
emergency response plans or hazards associated with wildfires are expected, and these topics will not be 
addressed further in the Draft EIR. 
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IX.  HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY. 

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Violate any water quality standards or waste 
discharge requirements? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or 
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge 
such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer 
volume or a lowering of the local groundwater 
table level (e.g. the production rate of pre-existing 
nearby wells would drop to a level that would not 
support existing land uses or planned uses for 
which permits have been granted)? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of 
the site or area, including through alteration of the 
course of a stream or river, in a manner that 
would result in substantial erosion or siltation 
onsite or offsite? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of 
the site or area, including through the alteration of 
the course of a stream or river, or substantially 
increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a 
manner that would result in flooding onsite or 
offsite? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) Create or contribute runoff water that would 
exceed the capacity of existing or planned 
stormwater drainage systems or provide 
substantial additional sources of polluted runoff? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 
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Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard 
area, as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard 
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other 
flood hazard delineation map? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area 
structures that would impede or redirect flood 
flows  

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

i) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of 
loss, injury or death involving flooding, including 
flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or 
dam? 

    

     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles), so that land uses and affected environment vary 
substantially throughout the area and include commercial, industrial, residential, agricultural, and open 
space uses. 
 
The facilities affected by the rule are located within all counties under the jurisdiction of the BAAQMD.  
Affected areas are generally surrounded by other industrial or commercial facilities.  Reservoirs and 
drainage streams are located throughout the area and discharge into the Bays.  Marshlands incised with 
numerous winding tidal channels containing brackish water are located throughout the Bay Area. 
 
The affected areas are located within the San Francisco Bay Area Hydrologic Basin.  The primary 
regional groundwater water-bearing formations include the recent and Pleistocene (up to two million 
years old) alluvial deposits and the Pleistocene Huichica formation.  Salinity within the unconfined 
alluvium appears to increase with depth to at least 300 feet.  Water of the Huichica formation tends to be 
soft and relatively high in bicarbonate, although usable for domestic and irrigation needs. 
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Regulatory Background 
 
The Federal Clean Water Act of 1972 primarily establishes regulations for pollutant discharges into 
surface waters in order to protect and maintain the quality and integrity of the nation’s waters.  This Act 
requires industries that discharge wastewater to municipal sewer systems to meet pretreatment 
standards.  The regulations authorize the U.S. EPA to set the pretreatment standards.  The regulations 
also allow the local treatment plants to set more stringent wastewater discharge requirements, if 
necessary, to meet local conditions. 
 
The 1987 amendments to the Clean Water Act enabled the U.S. EPA to regulate, under the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program, discharges from industries and large 
municipal sewer systems.  The U.S. EPA set initial permit application requirements in 1990.  The State 
of California, through the State Water Resources Control Board, has authority to issue NPDES permits, 
which meet U.S. EPA requirements, to specified industries. 
 
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Act is California's primary water quality control law.  It implements 
the state's responsibilities under the Federal Clean Water Act but also establishes state wastewater 
discharge requirements.  The Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCB) administer the state 
requirements as specified under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Act, which include storm water 
discharge permits.  The water quality in the Bay Area is under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Bay 
Regional Water Quality Control Board. 
 
In response to the Federal Act, the State Water Resources Control Board adopted the State Water 
Resources Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary in 2006. San 
Francisco Bay and its constituent parts, including Carquinez Strait and Suisun Bay, are considered to be 
enclosed bays (indentations along the coast that enclose an area of oceanic water within distinct 
headlands or harbors).   The Plan consists of: (1) beneficial uses to be protected; (2) water quality 
objectives for the reasonable protection of beneficial uses; and (3) a program of implementation for 
achieving the water quality objectives. Together, the beneficial uses and the water quality objectives 
established to reasonably protect the beneficial uses are called water quality standards under the 
terminology of the federal Clean Water Act.  The beneficial uses of the Carquinez Strait that must be 
protected include:  municipal and domestic water supply systems, industrial service supply systems, 
agricultural supply systems, ground water recharge, navigation, water contact and non-contact 
recreation, shell fish harvesting, commercial and sport fishing, cold freshwater habitat, migration of 
aquatic organisms, spawning reproduction and early development, wildlife habitat, estuarine habitat, and 
preservation of rare, threatened. and endangered species.   
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
IX. a, b, and f).    
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule is designed to reduce risk from existing stationary sources located throughout the 
Bay Area.  Potential risk reduction measures include measures that would limit emissions of TACs. The 
rule is not expected to require any new development.  Modifications are expected to be limited to 
existing commercial or industrial facilities.  Physical changes are expected to be limited to new air 
pollution control equipment and construction of enclosures.  No significant increase in wastewater 
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discharge is expected from the project, and therefore no impacts on water quality resources are 
anticipated from the rule.   
 
Minor construction may be necessary to install control systems.  Construction would likely require a 
couple of pieces of off-road equipment, medium-duty truck trips to deliver equipment, and a small 
construction crew.  The construction of enclosures may require some grading and foundations work.  
Grading and foundation work is not expected to last more than one week per project, therefore, minimal 
water will be required for dust mitigation.  No wet gas scrubbers are expected as a result of the rule.  All 
existing and new facilities will still be required to have applicable wastewater discharge permits and 
storm water pollution prevention plans (SWPPP). 
 
No significant increase in water use is expected as a result of the rule.  The Air District anticipates that 
facilities will implement various control measures, but no wet gas scrubbers are expected.  Thus, water 
concerns will be limited to construction, which is expected to involve minor construction activities 
within existing facilities or buildings.  Minor water use for construction purposes will not substantially 
increase water demand or interfere with groundwater recharge or cause any notable change in the 
groundwater table level. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 could require the installation of additional air pollution control equipment or 
modify refinery operations.  The rule could require new construction activities and the operation of 
new/modified refinery equipment.  The goal of Rule 12-16 is to limit overall refinery emissions of 
certain pollutants, however, refinery modifications could result in the increased use of water.  For 
example, control measures for particulate matter and/or SOx emissions could require additional water 
use and wastewater discharge from devices like wet gas scrubbers.  The potential increase and water use 
and the potential to deplete groundwater supplies will be evaluated in the Draft EIR.   
 
IX. c, d, and e).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule does not have the potential to substantially increase the area subject to runoff 
since the construction activities are expected to be limited in size and would be located primarily within 
existing facilities that have already been graded.  Additionally, facilities are typically expected to 
develop a SWPPP to address storm water impacts. Rule 11-18 is also not expected to substantially alter 
the existing drainage or drainage patterns, result in erosion or siltation, alter the course of a stream or 
river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner that would result in 
flooding onsite or offsite as there will be no major construction or significant water use.  Therefore, no 
significant adverse impacts to storm water runoff or existing drainage patterns are expected as a result of 
the rule. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 would limit the emissions of certain air pollutant and could require the 
installation of additional air pollution control equipment or modify refinery operations if those 
thresholds are exceeded.  The rule does not have the potential to substantially increase the area subject 
to runoff since the construction activities are expected to be limited in size and would be located within 
existing refineries that have already been graded and developed.  In addition, storm water drainage 
within refineries has been controlled and construction activities are not expected to alter the storm water 
drainage within the refineries.  Therefore, the rule is not expected to substantially alter the existing 
drainage or drainage patterns, result in erosion or siltation, alter the course of a stream or river, or 
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substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner that would result in flooding 
onsite or offsite.  Additionally, the rule is not expected to create or contribute to runoff water that would 
exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional 
sources of contaminated runoff.  Therefore, no significant adverse impacts to storm water runoff are 
expected, and it will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
 
IX. g, h, i, and j):  Rules 11-18 and 12-16:  Neither of the rules include the construction of new or 
relocation of existing housing or other types of facilities and, as such, would not require the placement 
of housing or other structures within a 100-year flood hazard area.  (See also XIII “Population and 
Housing”).  As a result, the rules would not be expected to create or substantially increase risks from 
flooding; expose people or structures to significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding; or 
increase existing risks, if any, of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.  Consequently, this topic 
will not be evaluated further in the Draft EIR. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Rule 11-18:  Based upon these considerations, no significant adverse impacts to hydrology and water 
quality are expected from the adoption of the rule. 
 
Rule 12-16:  The potential increase in water use and the potential to deplete groundwater supplies will 
be evaluated in the Draft EIR.  No significant adverse water quality impacts were identified for 
stormwater runoff, flood hazards, or inundation hazards and these topics will not be addressed in the 
Draft EIR.   
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X. LAND USE AND PLANNING.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Physically divide an established community?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, 
or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over 
the project (including, but not limited to a general 
plan, specific plan, local coastal program or 
zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of 
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation 
plan or natural community conservation plan? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  
The area of coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles), so that land uses vary greatly and include 
commercial, industrial, residential, agricultural, and open space uses.  The facilities affected by the 
rules are primarily located in commercial and industrial areas throughout the Bay Area. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Land uses are generally protected and regulated by the City and/or County General Plans through 
land use and zoning requirements. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 

X. a, b, and c)   
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule is designed to reduce risk from existing stationary sources located throughout the 
Bay Area.  Potential risk reduction measures include measures that would limit emissions of TACs. The 
rule does not include any components that would require major modifications to existing commercial or 
industrial facilities and therefore the rule would not result in impacts that would physically divide an 
established community or generate additional development. 
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The rule is not expected to require any new substantial construction or development.  New or modified 
pollution control equipment or enclosures would be located within existing commercial or industrial 
facilities.  Construction activities would be limited to the confines of existing facilities which are zoned 
for commercial or industrial land use. Modifications to equipment would be limited to the confines of 
existing facilities and are not expected to affect adjacent land uses, divide an established community, 
conflict with any applicable land use plan or policy or conflict with any habitat conservation plan. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Construction activities could also be required to install air pollution control equipment 
associated with compliance with Rule 12-16.  Any substantial construction activities associated with 
new refinery equipment would occur within the confines of existing refineries.  The land use within the 
refineries is typically zoned for heavy industrial uses.  Land uses surrounding the refineries can vary 
considerably and include industrial areas, commercial areas, open space, and residential areas.  
Construction activities would be limited to the confines of the refineries.  The installation of air monitors 
or air pollution control equipment would not change or impact existing land uses. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to land use and 
planning are not expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, 
therefore, will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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XI. MINERAL RESOURCES.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Result in the loss of availability of a known 
mineral resource that would be of value to the 
region and the residents of the state? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally 
important mineral resource recovery site 
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, 
or other land use plan? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  
The area of coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses and the affected 
environment vary greatly throughout the area.  The facilities affected by the Rules 11-18 and 12-16 
are primarily located in commercial and industrial areas within the Bay Area. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Mineral resources are generally protected and regulated by the City and/or County General Plans 
through land use and zoning requirements. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 

XI. a, and b).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 is designed to reduce risk from existing stationary sources located 
throughout the Bay Area.  Potential risk reduction measures include measures that would limit 
emissions of TACs.  The rule is not associated with any action that would result in the loss of 
availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the region and the residents of 
the state, or of a locally important mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local general plan, 
specific plan or other land use plan.  Therefore, no impacts on mineral resources are expected. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 would limit the emissions of certain air pollutant and could require the 
installation of additional air pollution control equipment or modify refinery operations if those 
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thresholds are exceeded.  The rule is not associated with any action that would result in the loss of 
availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the region and the residents of 
the state, or of a locally important mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local general plan, 
specific plan or other land use plan.  Therefore, no impacts on mineral resources are expected. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to mineral 
resources are not expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, 
therefore, will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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XII. NOISE.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Exposure of persons to or generate noise levels in 
excess of standards established in the local 
general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable 
standards of other agencies? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive 
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise 
levels? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise 
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing 
without the project? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in 
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above 
levels existing without the project? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) For a project located within an airport land use 
plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted, 
within two miles of a public airport or public use 
airport would the project expose people residing 
or working in the project area to excessive noise 
levels? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

f) For a project within the vicinity of a private 
airstrip would the project expose people residing 
or working in the project area to excessive noise 
levels? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 
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Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses and the affected environment vary greatly 
throughout the area.  The facilities affected by the rules are located in commercial and industrial areas of 
the Bay Area. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Noise issues related to construction and operation activities are addressed in local General Plan policies 
and local noise ordinance standards.  The General Plans and noise ordinances generally establish 
allowable noise limits within different land uses including residential areas, other sensitive use areas 
(e.g., schools, churches, hospitals, and libraries), commercial areas, and industrial areas. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
XII. a, b, c, and d).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 is designed to reduce risk from existing stationary sources located throughout 
the Bay Area.  Potential risk reduction measures include measures that would limit emissions of TACs.  
New modifications are expected to be limited to the commercial and industrial facilities.  The existing 
noise environment at each of the affected facilities is typically dominated by noise from existing 
equipment onsite, vehicular traffic around the facilities, and trucks entering and exiting facility 
premises. No new major industrial equipment is expected to be required to be installed due to the rule so 
that no noise impacts associated with the operation of the rule are expected.  Air pollution control 
equipment is not generally a major noise source.  Further, all noise producing equipment must comply 
with local noise ordnances and applicable OSHA and Cal/OSHA noise requirements.  Therefore, 
industrial operations affected by the rule are not expected to have a result in noise exposure that would 
exceed levels established by local noise control laws or ordinances. 
 
Construction activities associated with the rule may generate some noise associated with temporary 
construction equipment and construction-related traffic. Construction would likely require truck trips to 
deliver equipment, a construction crew of up to about 15 workers, and a few pieces of construction 
equipment (e.g., forklift, welders, backhoes, cranes, and generators).  All construction activities would 
be temporary and are expected to occur within the confines of existing commercial or industrial 
facilities so that no significant increase in noise is expected. 
 
Rule 11-18 is not expected to generate or expose people to excessive groundborne vibration or 
groundborne noise.  No major construction equipment that would generate vibration (e.g., backhoes, 
graders, jackhammers, etc.) is expected to be required.  Therefore, the rule is not expected to generate 
excessive groundborne vibration or noise.   
 
Rule 12-16:  The petroleum refineries affected by Rule 12-16 already exist and operate within the 
confines of existing industrial facilities in the Bay Area.  Any substantial construction activities 
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associated with new refinery equipment would occur within the confines of existing refineries, located 
within industrial areas.  However, those construction activities would be required to comply with local 
noise ordinances, which generally prohibit construction during the nighttime, in order to minimize noise 
impacts.  Compliance with the local noise ordinances is expected to minimize noise impacts associated 
with construction activities to less than significant.  
  
Ambient noise levels in industrial areas are typically driven primarily by freeway and/or highway traffic 
in the area and any heavy-duty equipment used for materials manufacturing or processing.   It is not 
expected that any modifications to install air pollution control equipment would substantially increase 
ambient (operational) noise levels in the area, either permanently or intermittently, or expose people to 
excessive noise levels that would be noticeable above and beyond existing ambient levels.  It is not 
expected that affected facilities would exceed noise standards established in local general plans, noise 
elements, or noise ordinances currently in effect.   Affected refineries would be required to comply with 
local noise ordinances and elements, which may require construction of noise barriers or other noise 
control devices. 
 
It is also not anticipated that the rule will cause an increase in groundborne vibration levels because air 
pollution control equipment is not typically vibration intensive equipment.  Consequently, Rule 12-16 is 
not expected to directly or indirectly cause substantial noise or excessive ground borne vibration 
impacts.  These impacts, therefore, will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
 
XII. e and f).    
 
Rule 11-18:  It is not known if the existing commercial or industrial facilities affected by the rule are 
located within existing airport land use plans.  The addition of new or modification of existing air 
pollution control equipment or enclosures would not expose people residing or working in the project 
area to excessive noise levels associated with airports, as air pollution control equipment are not 
typically noise generating equipment.  Rule 11-18 would not locate residents or commercial buildings or 
other sensitive noise sources closer to airport operations.  As noted in the previous item, there are no 
components of the rule that would substantially increase ambient noise levels, either intermittently or 
permanently. 
 
Rule 12-16:  If applicable, the petroleum refineries affected by Rule 12-16 would still be expected to 
comply, and not interfere, with any applicable airport land use plans.  The existing refineries are not 
located within existing airport land use plans.  Rule 12-16 would not locate residents or commercial 
buildings or other sensitive noise sources closer to airport operations. As noted in the previous item, 
there are no components of the rule that would substantially increase ambient noise levels, either 
intermittently or permanently.   
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, no significant adverse project-specific noise impacts are expected 
due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16; therefore, noise impacts will not be further 
evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING.  

   
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Induce substantial population growth in an area 
either directly (e.g., by proposing new homes and 
businesses) or indirectly (e.g. through extension 
of roads or other infrastructure)? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Displace a substantial number of existing housing 
units, necessitating the construction of 
replacement housing elsewhere? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Displace a substantial number of people, 
necessitating the construction of replacement 
housing elsewhere? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses and the affected environment vary greatly 
throughout the area.  The facilities affected by the Rules 11-18 and 12-16 are generally industrial and 
commercial facilities within the jurisdiction of the BAAQMD. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Population and housing growth and resources are generally protected and regulated by the City and/or 
County General Plans through land use and zoning requirements. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 

XIII. a).   According to the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), population in the Bay Area 
is currently about seven million people and is expected to grow to about nine million people by 2035 
(ABAG, 2006).    
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 is not anticipated to generate any significant effects, either directly or 
indirectly, on the Bay Area’s population or population distribution.  The rule would affect commercial 
and industrial facilities.  It is expected that the existing labor pool would accommodate the labor 
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requirements for any new or modified equipment at the facilities.  In addition, it is not expected that the 
affected facilities would need to hire additional personnel to implement the rule.  In the event that new 
employees are hired, it is expected that the existing local labor pool in the Bay Area can accommodate 
any increase in demand for workers that might occur as a result of adopting the rule.  As such, adopting 
propose Rule 11-18 is not expected to induce substantial population growth. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 is not anticipated to generate any significant effects, either directly or 
indirectly, on the Bay Area’s population or population distribution.  The rule would affect five refineries 
and three associated facilities located in Contra Costa and Solano counties.    It is expected that the 
existing labor pool would accommodate the labor requirements for any modifications at the affect 
refineries.  In addition, it is not expected that the affected refineries would need to hire additional 
personnel to operate and maintain new control equipment on site because air pollution control 
equipment is typically not labor intensive equipment.  In the event that new employees are hired, it is 
expected that the existing local labor pool in the Bay Area can accommodate any increase in demand for 
workers that might occur as a result of adopting the rule.  As such, adopting Rule 12-16 is not expected 
to induce substantial population growth. 
 
XIII.  b and c).  Rules 11-18 and 12-16:  Both of the rules could result in the installation of air pollution 
control equipment operated in commercial and industrial settings.  However, Rules 11-18 and 12-16 are 
not expected to result in the creation of any industry that would affect population growth, directly or 
indirectly induce the construction of single- or multiple-family units, or require the displacement of 
people or housing elsewhere in the Bay Area.  Based upon these considerations, significant population 
and housing impacts are not expected from the implementation of the rules. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to population and 
housing are not expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, 
therefore, will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Result in substantial adverse physical impacts 
associated with the provision of new or physically 
altered governmental facilities or a need for new 
or physically altered governmental facilities, the 
construction of which could cause significant 
environmental impacts, in order to maintain 
acceptable service ratios, response times, or other 
performance objectives for any of the following 
public services: 
 

    

Fire protection?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

Police protection?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 Schools?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 Parks?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

Other public facilities?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that land uses and the affected environment vary greatly 
throughout the area.  The facilities affected by the rules are primarily located in commercial and 
industrial areas within the Bay Area. 
 
Given the large area covered by the BAAQMD, public services are provided by a wide variety of local 
agencies.  Fire protection and police protection/law enforcement services within the BAAQMD are 
provided by various districts, organizations, and agencies.  There are several school districts, private 
schools, and park departments within the BAAQMD.  Public facilities within the BAAQMD are 
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managed by different county, city, and special-use districts.  All refineries affected by the rules maintain 
fire-fighting equipment and trained personnel with fire-fighting and emergency response experience.  In 
addition, all affected refineries operated on-site security systems. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
City and/or County General Plans usually contain goals and policies to assure adequate public services 
are maintained within the local jurisdiction. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 

XIV. a).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule is designed to reduce toxic health risks from stationary sources in the Bay Area.  
Rule 11-18 could require minor construction activities and modifications at existing facilities.  The 
modifications are not expected to require additional service from local fire or police departments above 
current levels. 
 
As noted in the “Population and Housing” discussion above, the rule is not expected to induce 
population growth because the local labor pool (e.g., workforce) is expected to be sufficient to 
accommodate any activities that may be necessary at affected facilities.  Additionally, modifications to 
existing facilities are not expected to require an increase in employees.  Therefore, there will be no 
increase in local population and thus no impacts are expected to local schools or parks. 
 
The rule would not result in the need for new or physically altered government facilities in order to 
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives.  There will be no 
increase in population as a result of the adoption of the rule, therefore, no need for physically altered 
government facilities. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 would limit the emissions of certain air pollutant and could require the 
installation of additional air pollution control equipment or modify refinery operations if those 
thresholds are exceeded.  As stated above, all refineries affected by the rule, maintain on-site fire-
fighting equipment and trained personnel with fire-fighting and emergency response experience.  While 
Rule 12-16 could require new construction activities and the operation of new/modified refinery 
equipment, the additional equipment is not expected to require additional service from local fire 
departments above current levels.   
 
Refineries maintain their own security systems.  Refineries are fenced and access is controlled at 
manned gates.  Modification associated with the rule would occur within the confines of the existing 
refineries.  Therefore, the rule is not expected to increase the need or demand for additional police 
services above current levels. 
 
As noted in the “Population and Housing” discussion above, the rule is not expected to induce 
population growth because the local labor pool (e.g., workforce) is expected to be sufficient to 
accommodate any activities that may be necessary at affected facilities.  Additionally, operation of new 
air monitoring and air pollution control equipment is not expected to require a substantial increase in 
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employees.  Therefore, there will be no increase in local population and thus no impacts are expected to 
local schools or parks. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to public services are 
not expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, therefore, will not 
be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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XV. RECREATION.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Would the project increase the use of existing 
neighborhood and regional parks or other 
recreational facilities such that substantial 
physical deterioration of the facility would occur 
or be accelerated? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Does the project include recreational facilities or 
require the construction or expansion of 
recreational facilities that might have an adverse 
physical effect on the environment? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles) so that there are numerous areas for recreational activities.  
The refineries affected by the Rules 11-18 and 12-16 are located in industrial areas within the Bay Area.  
Public recreational land can be located adjacent to, or in reasonable proximity to, these areas. 
 
As noted in the “Population and Housing” discussion above, the rules are not expected to induce 
population growth because the local labor pool (e.g., workforce) is expected to be sufficient to 
accommodate any activities that may be necessary at affected facilities.  Additionally, operation of new 
air pollution control equipment is not expected to require additional employees.  Therefore, there will be 
no increase in local population and thus no impacts are expected to local schools or parks. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Recreational areas are generally protected and regulated by the City and/or County General Plans at the 
local level through land use and zoning requirements.  Some parks and recreation areas are designated 
and protected by state and federal regulations. 
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Discussion of Impacts 
 
XV. a and b).  Rules 11-18 and 12-16:  As discussed under “Land Use” above, there are no provisions 
of the rules that would affect land use plans, policies, or regulations.  Land use and other planning 
considerations are determined by local governments; no land use or planning requirements will be 
altered by either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16.  Air pollution control equipment, if necessary, would be 
installed within the confines of existing facilities, including refineries, and would not impact existing 
recreational facilities.   
 
As noted in the “Population and Housing” discussion above, the rules are not expected to induce 
population growth because the local labor pool (e.g., workforce) is expected to be sufficient to 
accommodate any activities that may be necessary at affected facilities.  Additionally, operation of new 
air pollution control equipment is not expected to require a substantial increase in employees.  
Therefore, there will be no increase in local population and thus no impacts are expected to local 
recreational facilities. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to recreation are not 
expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 and, therefore, will not be 
further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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XVI. TRANSPORTATION / TRAFFIC.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or 
policy establishing measures of effectiveness for 
the performance of the circulation system, taking 
into account all modes of transportation including 
mass transit and non-motorized travel and 
relevant components of the circulation system, 
including but not limited to intersections, streets, 
highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle 
paths, and mass transit? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Conflict with an applicable congestion 
management program, including, but not limited 
to level of service standards and travel demand 
measures, or other standards established by the 
county congestion management agency for 
designated roads or highways? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including 
either an increase in traffic levels or a change in 
location that results in substantial safety risks? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Substantially increase hazards because of a design 
feature (e.g. sharp curves or dangerous 
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g. farm 
equipment)? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) Result in inadequate emergency access?     
Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs 
regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian 
facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance 
or safety of such facilities? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 
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Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  The area of 
coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles).  Transportation systems located within the Bay Area 
include railroads, airports, waterways, and highways.  The Port of Oakland and three international 
airports in the area serve as hubs for commerce and transportation.  The transportation infrastructure for 
vehicles and trucks in the Bay Area ranges from single lane roadways to multilane interstate highways.  
The Bay Area currently contains over 1,300 directional miles of limited-access highways, which include 
both interstates and state highways.  In addition, the Bay Area has over 33,000 directional miles of 
arterials and local streets, providing more localized access to individual communities.  Together, these 
roadway facilities accommodate nearly 17 million vehicle trips a day.  There are over 11,500 transit 
route miles of service including heavy rail (BART), light rail (Muni Metro and VTA Light Rail), 
commuter rail (Caltrain and ACE), diesel and electric buses, cable cars, and ferries.  The Bay Area also 
has an extensive local system of bicycle routes and pedestrian paths and sidewalks.  At a regional level, 
the share of workers driving alone was about 68 percent in 2010.  The portion of commuters that carpool 
was about 11 percent in 2010, while an additional 10 percent utilize public transit.  About 3 percent of 
commuters walked to work in 2010.  In addition, other modes of travel (bicycle, motorcycle, etc.), 
account for three percent of commuters in 2010 (MTC, 2013).  Cars, buses, and commercial vehicles 
travel about 149 million miles a day (2010) on the Bay Area Freeways and local roads.  Transit serves 
about 1.6 million riders on the average weekday (MTC, 2013). 
 
The region is served by numerous interstate and U.S. freeways.  On the west side of San Francisco Bay, 
Interstate 280 and U.S. 101 run north-south.  U.S. 101 continues north of San Francisco into Marin 
County.  Interstates 880 and 660 run north-south on the east side of the Bay.  Interstate 80 starts in San 
Francisco, crosses the Bay Bridge, and runs northeast toward Sacramento.  Interstate 80 is a six-lane 
north-south freeway which connects Contra Costa County to Solano County via the Carquinez Bridge.  
State Routes 29 and 84, both highways that allow at-grade crossings in certain parts of the region, 
become freeways that run east-west and cross the Bay.  Interstate 580 starts in San Rafael, crosses the 
Richmond-San Rafael Bridge, joins with Interstate 80, runs through Oakland, and then runs eastward 
toward Livermore.  From the Benicia-Martinez Bridge, Interstate 680 extends north to Interstate 80 in 
Cordelia.  Interstate 780 is a four lane, east-west freeway extending from the Benicia-Martinez Bridge 
west to I-80 in Vallejo.   
 

Regulatory Background 
 
Transportation planning is usually conducted at the state and county level.  Planning for interstate 
highways is generally done by Caltrans.   
 
Most local counties maintain a transportation agency that has the duties of transportation planning and 
administration of improvement projects within the county and implements the Transportation 
Improvement and Growth Management Program, and the congestion management plans (CMPs).  The 
CMP identifies a system of state highways and regionally significant principal arterials and specifies 
level of service standards for those roadways. 
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Discussion of Impacts 
 

XVI. a and b).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Construction:  The rule is designed to reduce health risks from stationary sources in the 
Bay Area.  Any new or modified pollution control equipment is expected to be located in commercial, 
industrial, or institutional facilities and may require construction activities.  Construction impacts were 
considered for the control measures found in Table 2-1.  Control measures that do not require 
equipment, such as reducing operating time, are not expected to generate any additional traffic.  The 
BAAQMD estimates that approximately 30 facilities per year are expected to meet reductions by 
implementing either a baghouse or an enclosure.  The construction of enclosures is expected to require 
the most construction equipment and workers.  This could require up to 34 delivery and/or disposal 
trucks and up to about 45 construction worker trips on a peak construction day (during the building 
construction phase for enclosures). Given the size of the Bay Area, this amount of construction traffic 
would not be noticeable, particularly since construction activities would be expected at existing 
commercial, industrial and institutional land uses and would be temporary.  The rule is not expected to 
require modification to circulation for temporary construction activities.  As a result, construction traffic 
from Rule 11-18 would not have significant impacts on the performance of the circulation system or on 
standards established for congestion management.  
 
Operational:  Waste products may be generated from the use of several types of control technologies. 
Wastes could include: spent carbon generated from the carbon adsorption process; spent metal catalysts 
from the catalytic oxidation process; and dry solids from filtration controls. The majority of wastes will 
likely need to be transported to disposal or recycling facilities. The catalysts in catalytic oxidizers need 
to be replaced every few years so this potential waste product was considered to contribute to the waste 
transport impacts.  
 
For a “worst case” analysis, it was assumed that about 180 facilities per year would be required to install 
a control device to comply with the rule.  These facilities at any given day would generate an additional 
one-two truck trips per day in the entire Air District for delivery and disposal. These potential truck trips 
are not expected to significantly adversely affect circulation patterns on local roadways near affected 
facilities. In addition, this volume of additional daily truck traffic is negligible over the entire area of the 
Air District. Finally, the number of waste disposal transport trips substantially overestimates the number 
of anticipated trips because owners/operators at affected facilities may use other types of add-on control 
equipment and most are expected to limit throughput rates or operating times which would have no 
impact on traffic.  No increase in worker traffic is expected as the operation of air pollution control 
equipment of the type expected under the rule is not expected to require any additional employees.  
Therefore, operational traffic under the Rule 11-18 is expected to be less than significant.   
 
Rule 12-16:  The petroleum refineries affected by the rule already exist and operate within the confines 
of existing industrial facilities in the Bay Area.  Construction activities could be required to install air 
pollution control equipment associated with compliance with the emissions limits contained in the rule.  
Any substantial construction activities associated with new refinery equipment would occur within the 
confines of existing refineries.  Construction activities are temporary and the related construction worker 
traffic and delivery trucks would cease following completion of construction.  No substantial increase in 
workers or average daily vehicle or truck trips is anticipated as a result of Rule 12-16.  Therefore, the 
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rule is not expected to result in traffic that would exceed, either individually or cumulatively, the current 
level of service at intersections in the vicinity of the refineries.  The work force at each affected facility 
is not expected to substantially change as a result of the rule and any permanent increase in operation-
related traffic is expected to be minimal.  Thus, the traffic impacts associated with Rule 12-16 are 
expected to be less than significant. 
 
XVI. c).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule is not expected to involve the delivery of materials via air, so no increase in air 
traffic is expected.  The addition of new or modified air pollution control equipment is not expected to 
change air traffic patterns or result in a change in location that results in substantial safety risks. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 would not result in a change in air traffic patterns or increase air traffic.  
Actions that would be taken to comply with the rule, such as installing new air pollution control 
equipment, would not influence or affect air traffic patterns.  Further, air pollution control equipment is 
expected to be lower in height than other existing structures at the refinery and would not impact 
navigable air space.  Thus, Proposed Rule 12-16 would not result in a change in air traffic patterns 
including an increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks. 
 
XVI. d and e).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 is not expected to increase traffic hazards or create incompatible uses.  The rule 
does not involve construction of any roadways or other transportation design features, so no changes to 
current roadway designs that would increase traffic hazards are expected.  Emergency access at the 
commercial and industrial facilities affect by the Proposed Rule 11-18 is not expected to be impacted by 
the rule.   Each affected facility is expected to continue to maintain their existing emergency access.  
The rule is not expected to increase vehicle trips or to alter the existing long-term circulation patterns. 
The rule is not expected to require a modification to circulation, thus, no long-term impacts on the 
traffic circulation system are expected to occur.  
 
Rule 12-16: Rule 12-16 would not alter traffic patterns or existing roadways, as it is not expected to 
generate any substantial increase in traffic.  The rule would not create any traffic hazards or create 
incompatible uses at or adjacent to refineries.  Any construction activities associated with the rule would 
be temporary and located within the confines of the existing refineries.  The rule is not expected to 
require circulation modifications, thus, no long-term impacts on the traffic circulation system are 
expected to occur.  The rule does not involve construction of any roadways, so there would be no 
increase in any roadway design feature that could increase traffic hazards.  Emergency access at each 
refinery would not be impacted by implementation of Rule 12-16.  Further, each affected refinery would 
continue to maintain their existing emergency access gates and installation of new refinery equipment is 
not expected to impact emergency access. 
 
XVI. f).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule is not expected to affect the performance of mass transit or non-motorized travel 
to street, highways and freeways, pedestrian or bicycle paths.  No conflicts with any congestion 
management programs, to include level of service and travel demand measures, or other standards 
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established by county congestion management agencies for designated roads or highways, are expected.  
No changes are expected to parking capacity at or in the vicinity of affected facilities as the rule only 
pertains to equipment located within existing commercial and industrial facilities.  Therefore, no 
significant adverse impacts resulting in changes to traffic patterns or levels of service at local 
intersections are expected. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Activities resulting from Rule 12-16 would not conflict with policies supporting alternative 
transportation since the rule does not involve or affect alternative transportation modes (e.g. bicycles or 
buses).  Any construction activities associated with Proposed Rule 12-16 would be conducted at existing 
refineries and would be temporary so once completed, transportation, including alternative 
transportation modes, would not be effected. 
 

Conclusions 
 
Based upon the above considerations, significant adverse project-specific impacts to 
transportation/traffic are not expected to occur due to implementation of either Rule 11-18 or Rule 12-16 
and, therefore, will not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR. 
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XVII. UTILITIES / SERVICE SYSTEMS.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the 
applicable Regional Water Quality Control 
Board? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Require or result in the construction of new water 
or wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of 
existing facilities, the construction of which could 
cause significant environmental effects? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Require or result in the construction of new storm 
water drainage facilities or expansion of existing 
facilities, the construction of which could cause 
significant environmental effects? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve 
the project from existing entitlements and 
resources, or would new or expanded entitlements 
needed? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

e) Result in a determination by the wastewater 
treatment provider which serves or may serve the 
project that it has adequate capacity to serve the 
project's projected demand in addition to the 
provider's existing commitments? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted 
capacity to accommodate the project’s solid waste 
disposal needs? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and 
regulations related to solid waste? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 
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Setting 
 
The BAAQMD covers all of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, and Napa Counties and portions of southwestern Solano and southern Sonoma Counties.  
The area of coverage is vast (about 5,600 square miles), so that land uses and the affected 
environment vary greatly throughout the area.   
 
Given the large area covered by the BAAQMD, public utilities are provided by a wide variety of 
local agencies.  The affected facilities have wastewater and storm water treatment facilities and 
discharge treated wastewater under the requirements of NPDES permits. 
 
Water is supplied to affected facilities by several water purveyors in the Bay Area.  Solid waste is 
handled through a variety of municipalities, through recycling activities, and at disposal sites. 
 
There are no hazardous waste disposal sites within the jurisdiction of the BAAQMD.  Hazardous 
waste generated at area facilities, which is not reused on-site or recycled off-site, is disposed of at a 
licensed in-state hazardous waste disposal facility.  Two hazardous waste disposal facilities are 
located in California: (1) The Clean Harbors facility in Buttonwillow (Kern County); and (2) the 
Waste Management facility in Kettleman Hills.  Hazardous waste also can be transported to 
permitted facilities outside of California.  The nearest out-of-state landfills are U.S. Ecology, Inc., 
located in Beatty, Nevada and USPCI, Inc., in Murray, Utah. 
 

Regulatory Background 
 
City and/or County General Plans usually contain goals and policies to assure adequate utilities and 
service systems are maintained within the local jurisdiction. 
 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
XVII. a, b, d and e).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 is designed to reduce health risks from stationary sources in the Bay Area.  The 
facilities affected by the rule already exist and already use water, generate wastewater, treat wastewater, 
and discharges wastewater under existing wastewater discharge permits.  The potential water use and 
wastewater impacts associated with implementation of Rule 11-18 are addressed under Hydrology and 
Water Quality (see Section IX a.) and have been determined to be less than significant. 
 
Rule 12-16:  The refineries affected by Rule 12-16 already exist and already use water, generate 
wastewater, treat wastewater, and discharge wastewater under existing wastewater discharge permits.  
The rule may potentially require additional air pollution control equipment.  The potential water use and 
wastewater impacts associated with implementation of Rule 12-16 are addressed under Hydrology and 
Water Quality (see Section IX a.).   
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XVII. c).

Rule 11-18:  Implementation of Rule 11-18 may require new or modified pollution control equipment 
within the confines of existing facilities.  These modifications would not alter the existing drainage 
system or require the construction of new storm water drainage facilities.  Nor would the changes 
required by the rule create or contribute runoff water that would exceed the capacity of existing or 
planned storm water drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff.  
Therefore, no significant adverse impacts on storm drainage facilities are expected. 

Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 may result in the installation of air pollution control equipment, but would not 
alter the existing drainage system or require the construction of new storm water drainage facilities.  Nor 
would the rule create or contribute runoff water that would exceed the capacity of existing or planned 
storm water drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff.  Therefore, no 
significant adverse impacts on storm drainage facilities are expected. 

XVII. f and g).

Rule 11-18:  The rule would reduce health risk posed by existing commercial or industrial facilities.  
The primary method for reducing these health impacts would be to reduce emissions of TACs, including 
the use of control technology like baghouses and catalytic oxidizers.  Baghouses and catalytic oxidizers 
will generate solid waste, but they are not expected to require annual replacement events.  The 
baghouses and spent catalyst are only expected to generate a few tons of waste per change out.  It is 
assumed that any hazardous material will be taken to the U.S. Ecology Beatty Nevada hazardous waste 
facility for treatment and disposal.  U.S. Ecology, Inc. is currently receiving waste, and is in the process 
of extending the operational capacity for an additional 35 years (U.S. Ecology, 2015).  Clean Harbors in 
Grassy Mountain, Utah is also available to receive hazardous waste and is expected to continue to 
receive waste for an additional 70 years (Clean Harbors, 2015).  Therefore, the rule impacts on 
hazardous waste landfills are less than significant.   

The rule is not expected to generate any significant increase in solid waste.  Therefore, no significant 
adverse impacts are expected to solid waste as a result of the rule. 

Rule 12-16:  No significant impacts on waste generation are expected from the implementation of 
Proposed Rule 12-16 because the rule would potentially result in the installation of additional air 
pollution control equipment which is not expected to create substantial quantities of solid or hazardous 
waste.  Waste streams from refineries would be processed similarly as current methods, so no significant 
impact to land disposal facilities would be expected.  Therefore, no significant impacts to hazardous 
waste disposal facilities are expected due to the rule.  Facilities are expected to continue to comply with 
all applicable federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid and hazardous wastes. 

Conclusions 

Rule 11-18:  Based upon these considerations, no significant adverse impacts to utilities/service systems 
are expected from the adoption of the rule. 
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Rule 12-16:  The potential water and wastewater impacts associated with implementation of Rule 12-16 
are addressed under Hydrology and Water Quality (see Section IX above).  Based upon the above 
considerations, no additional significant adverse impacts are expected to storm water drainage, solid 
waste disposal or landfills due to implementation of Rule 12-16.  Therefore, the impacts on utilities will 
not be further evaluated in the Draft EIR (except for the water and wastewater impacts that will be 
addressed under Hydrology and Water Quality).   
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XVIII.  MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE.   

  
 
Would the project: 
 

Potentially 
Significant 

Impact 

Less Than 
Significant 
Impact with 
Mitigation 

Incorporated 

Less-than-
Significant 

Impact 

No Impact 

a) Does the project have the potential to degrade the 
quality of the environment, substantially reduce 
the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a 
fish or wildlife population to drop below self-
sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or 
animal community, reduce the number or restrict 
the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, 
or eliminate important examples of the major 
periods of California history or prehistory? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

b) Does the project have impacts that are 
individually limited, but cumulatively 
considerable?  ("Cumulatively considerable" 
means that the incremental effects of a project are 
considerable when viewed in connection with the 
effects of past projects, the effects of other current 
projects, and the effects of probable future 
projects)? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

c) Does the project have environmental effects that 
will cause substantial adverse effects on human 
beings, either directly or indirectly? 

    

Rule 11-18     
Rule 12-16 

 
    

 

Discussion of Impacts 
 
XVIII. a).   
 
Rule 11-18:  Rule 11-18 does not have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, 
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to 
drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the 
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate important 
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory, as discussed in the previous 
sections of the CEQA checklist.  The rule is designed to reduce health risks from commercial or 
industrial facilities in the Bay Area, thus providing a beneficial air quality impact and improvement 
in air quality.  As discussed in Section IV, Biological Resources and Section V, Cultural Resources, 
no significant adverse impacts are expected to biological or cultural resources. 
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Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 does not have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, 
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to 
drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the 
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate important 
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory, as discussed in the previous 
sections of the CEQA checklist.  Rule 12-16 may require the installation of emission control 
equipment.  As discussed in Section IV, Biological Resources and Section V, Cultural Resources, 
no significant adverse impacts are expected to biological or cultural resources, as any construction 
activities are expected to remain within the confines of existing refineries which have already been 
graded and developed. 
 
XVIII. b and c).   
 
Rule 11-18:  The rule is designed to reduce health risks from commercial, industrial and 
institutional facilities in the Bay Area, thus providing a beneficial air quality impact and 
improvement in air quality.  However, construction and operation of air pollution control equipment 
has the potential to increase emissions of other emissions, including GHGs and criteria pollutants.  
The potential secondary adverse air quality impacts associated with implementing Rule 11-18, 
including any cumulative air quality impacts will be evaluated in the EIR.  The rule is expected to 
reduce TAC emissions, thus reducing the potential health impacts. 
 
Rule 12-16:  Rule 12-16 may require the installation of emission control equipment, if the 
emissions limits are exceeded.  The rule could require construction and installation of new air 
pollution control equipment which could result in secondary air emissions as well as additional 
GHG emissions.  Therefore, the air quality and cumulative impacts associated with implementation 
of Rule 12-16 will be evaluated in the Draft EIR.   
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APPENDIX A 
 

BAAQMD REGULATION 11, RULE 18: REDUCTION OF RISK FROM AIR TOXIC 
EMISSIONS 

& 
BAAQMD REGULATION 12, RULE 16: PETROLEUM REFINING FACILITY-WIDE 

EMISSIONS LIMITS 
 

COMMENT LETTERS RECEIVED ON THE NOP/IS 
 

COMMENTS: 
 
The following comments were received on the NOP/IS for the BAAQMD Regulation 11, Rule 
18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions and BAAQMD Regulation 12, Rule 16: 
Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emissions Limits Project.  The names of the commenters are 
provided in Table A-1. 
 
 

TABLE A-1  
 

List of Commenters 
 
CASA Greg Kester, California Association of Sanitation Agencies 
CAP Cathy Helgerson, Citizens Against Pollution 
CBE et al. Devorah Ancel, Sierra Club;  

Kevin Bundy, Center for Biological Diversity;  
Laurence G. Chaset, Sustainable Energy Futures for 350 Bay Area; 
Roger Lin, Communities for a Better Environment; 
David Pettit, Natural Resource Defense Council 

CCEEB Bill Quinn, California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance 
Phillips 66 Don Bristol, Phillips 66 
WSPA Catherine Reheis-Boyd, Western States Petroleum Association 
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CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION of SANITATION AGENCIES 
 
    1225 8th Street, Suite 595• Sacramento, CA 95814 • TEL: (916) 446-0388 • www.casaweb.org 
	  

 

	  

 
 
December 2, 2016  
 
SUBMITTAL VIA EMAIL TO: vdouglas@baaqmd.gov 
 
Mr. Victor Douglas  
Principal Air Quality Specialist 
Technical Services 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 
SUBJECT: COMMENT LETTER ON PROPOSED BAAQMD  

REGULATION 11, RULE 18: REDUCTION OF RISK FROM AIR TOXIC EMISSIONS 
AT EXISTING FACILITIES 

 
Dear Mr. Douglas: 

 
The California Association of Sanitation Agencies (CASA) appreciates the opportunity to 
comment on the Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s (BAAQMD) proposed 
Regulation 11, Rule 18 (Rule 11-18). CASA is an association of local agencies, engaged in 
advancing the recycling of wastewater into usable water, generation of renewable energy, 
biosolids and other valuable resources. Through these efforts we help create a clean and 
sustainable environment for millions of Californians. 
 
It appears that the proposed Rule 11-18 has been developed in reaction to community 
concern about only a few existing facilities, and the BAAQMD’s proposed regulatory 
response impacts more agencies than necessary to reach its air quality goals.  BAAQMD 
staff estimate that hundreds of facilities could be affected by this rule (Notice of 
Preparation/Initial Study; Regulation 11, Rule 18 and Regulation 12, Rule 16; Page 1-9 
October 2016). While CASA appreciates the outreach that BAAQMD staff has done, there are 
dozens of POTWs that have not been engaged on this issue, and have only very recently 
become somewhat aware of this significant regulatory initiative. Based on this sector, it 
seems likely that there are far more, perhaps hundreds, of potentially impacted facilities who 
are not aware nor have considered the impact and cost of this Regulation, and have thus not 
had the opportunity to provide meaningful comments for your consideration. Therefore, we 
ask that the BAAQMD consider a more robust effort to meet in workshop formats with all 
affected facilities to review the basis for the Regulation, describe the proposed compliance 
routes, and collectively understand its potential impacts. CASA has further concerns that the 
action taken by the BAAQMD may be mimicked in other Air Districts and thus believes it is 
critical that any action be fully vetted and supported by science. 
 
CASA’s specific comments on the proposed Rule 11-18 are as follows: 
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1)  Public notification by BAAQMD for Rule 11-18 should clarify that 
emissions have not increased 

 
Despite there being no change in a POTW's emissions levels, incorporating the 
updated California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) risk factors 
and guidelines may result in the first notification the public receives about an existing 
facility within its vicinity. This notification could result in greater public anxiety about 
health risks from existing stationary sources. Providing a clear explanation that the 
changes in facility risk estimates are due exclusively to changes in risk assessment 
methodology, not actual increases in emissions (and health risk), should be 
incorporated in the public notification.  CASA, along with many other public and 
private entities raised this issue in a letter to CAPCOA on October 27, 2016. Please let 
me know if you would like a copy of that letter.  
 
CASA recommends the public notification of risk include language 
providing context to the risk values to improve public understanding 
and reduce potential anxiety. 
 

2)  Proposed rule should not inadvertently discourage renewable energy 
production 

 
While the purpose of the proposed Rule 11-18 is to reduce toxic air contaminants and 
protect public health, it may discourage the production and beneficial use of biogas 
for the generation of renewable energy or fuel, resulting in a wasted (flared) resource. 
Most CASA members already beneficially use biogas generated from anaerobic 
digestion of sewage sludge to generate renewable electricity. Not only does this 
practice offset the treatment plant’s dependence on fossil fuel based energy, it 
reduces the resulting anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions.  
 
The production of biogas, production of renewable energy, and the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions support statewide greenhouse gas reduction goals set 
under Assembly Bill 32 and Senate Bill 32. Furthermore, the State Air Resources 
Board would like to see POTWs accept additional organic waste streams (specifically, 
diverted food waste and fats, oils, and grease from landfills) for co-digestion with 
sewage sludge to increase generation of biogas, in turn increasing renewable 
energy/fuel production in support newly adopted mandates under Senate Bill 1383 
(reducing methane emissions across the state). However, the proposed Rule 11-18 
may restrict use of biogas since its combustion may contribute to a slight increase in 
some toxic air contaminants, potentially forcing POTWs to purchase fossil fuel based 
electricity or natural gas. This would result in an increasing in fossil fuel based 
greenhouse gas emissions statewide and is in direct contradiction with the 
Governor's goals for 2020, 2030, and beyond. The practice of diverting this organic 
waste from landfills for co-digestion at wastewater treatment plants is increasing 
across the state making Rule 11-18 a significant factor in achieving these goals 
moving forward. 
 
CASA recommends BAAQMD consider providing exceptions in Rule 11-
18 for projects that contribute toward achieving state goals for 
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reductions in greenhouse gas emissions through the diversion of 
organic waste from landfil ls,  and increased production of biogas for the 
generation of renewable energy or fuel. 
 

3)  BAAQMD should consider cross-media environmental impacts 
 

POTWs are regulated by a number of different governmental agencies whose goals 
can result in contradictory impacts to the municipal wastewater treatment sector.  
While regulatory actions may be seen as effective when each media (air, water, land) 
is addressed separately, the deficiencies become evident when the regulations are 
viewed holistically for protecting the overall environment and public health. CASA 
hosted a cross-media roundtable with state regulatory agencies including the Air 
Resources Board in 2008 highlighting these issues. A regulatory checklist was 
developed as an outcome of that meeting which was intended to highlight cross-
media issues during regulatory development. CASA would be pleased to provide a 
copy of the checklist to the BAAQMD. There are increasing concerns about cross-
media impacts and the potential operational and financial effects they will have on 
POTWs that are trying to provide an essential public service while maintaining 
compliance with regulations supporting contradictory goals. 

 
CASA recommends a holistic approach and asks BAAQMD to address the 
cross-media environmental impacts of the proposed Rule 11-18 and in 
future proposed regulations. 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Rule 11-18. CASA supports 
BAAQMD’s intent to protect the Bay Area’s air quality, but asks BAAQMD to carefully 
address our concerns. CASA also strongly supports the comments provided to you by the 
Bay Area Clean Water Agencies (BACWA).  Please feel free to contact me with any questions 
at gkester@casaweb.org or at 916-844-5262.  

Sincerely, 

 
Greg Kester 
Director of Renewable Resource Programs 
 
cc:  Roberta Larson, Executive Director, California Association of Sanitation Agencies 
 Dave Williams, Executive Director, Bay Area Clean Water Agencies 
 Debbie Webster, Executive Officer, Central Valley Clean Water Association 
 Steve Jepsen, Executive Director, Southern California Alliance of POTWs 
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To:     Bay Area Air Quality Management District – Victor Douglas  

From:    Cathy Helgerson – CAP – Citizens Against Pollution 

Regarding   Draft Comments – Regulation 12, Rule 16 Petroleum Refining Facility – Wide Emissions 

Limits and Regulation 11 Rule 18 

Project Description  

1.0 Project Description – 1.1 Introduction Paragraph 1 – States that Petroleum refineries are significant 

sources of harmful pollutants. Comment: This is very true and people are getting sick and dying.  

Paragraph 3 ‐ Mentions Communities for a Better Environment (CBE) and several associated operations 

have recommended that the Air District adapt new Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility 

Wide Emissions Limits (Rule 12‐16 or “Refining Caps Rule”) This rule would set numeric limits on specific 

refinery emissions, Rule 12‐16 would apply only to the Bay Area five petroleum refineries and three 

facilities associated with the refineries.  

Paragraph 4 ‐ Air District Recommends Regulation 11 Rule 18 would apply to all facilities whose 

emissions of Toxic Air Contaminants (TAC) may result in a significant risk to nearby residents and 

workers‐ this would include petroleum refineries. It goes on to state – The purpose of 1118 is to set 

Toxic Air Contaminant Caps for those facilities causing the highest health impacts across the bay area 

and to require these facilities to reduce that health risk.  

Paragraph 5 – EIR – Environmental Impact Report it is said will cover both Rules. The Board of Directors 

could adopt either rule, both rules, or neither rule it would be up to them.  

1.1.1 Draft Rule 12‐16 – Reflects a policy recommendation from CBE and their associated organizations. 

The rule as proposed by CBE, would limit the emissions of climate pollutants and three criteria 

pollutants greenhouse gases (GHG’s) particulate matter (PM), oxides of nitrogen (NOX), and sulfur 

dioxide (SO2) from petroleum refineries and three associate facilities. The Draft Rule would establish 

facility – wide emissions limits for the covered pollutants at each of the affected to ensure that each 

facility does not increase emissions due to changes in operation, crude or product slates, or increases in 

product production. Each facility emission limit would be set at maximum – annual emissions reported 

for that facility in the period from 2011 through 2015 with an additional allowance or “threshold factor” 

of seven percent over the maximum annual emission rate for each pollutant.  

Comment; It mentions that each facility emissions limit would be set at the maximum – annual 

emissions reported for that facility in the period from 2011‐2015 with an additional allowance or 

“threshold factor” of seven percent over the maximum annual emission rate for each pollutant. The 

facilities do their own reporting and submit reports how can we be sure that their reports are honest 

and accurate? The TAC – Toxic Air Contaminants Reporting Systems is not an enforcement agency it just 

states what the pollution levels of each pollutant that is not enough. The EPA TRI System if reporting is 

also a reporting system nothing else we need an enforcement agency system. If the EPA does not 

investigate the facility and its records to make sure the facility has sent in their reports the matter goes 
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unnoticed. This happened to Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry they failed to report the emissions 

with the TRI System requirements and they were fined. The EPA Region 9 just happened to see if Lehigh 

had reported to the TRI Department their emissions levels and they had not. I asked the EPA if they 

were going to check each year to see if Lehigh sent in their reports and I was told that they could not. I 

believe because I was asking about Lehigh that the EPA decided to check into this and I am glad they did.  

The emissions ae high overall and then to add an additional allowance or “threshold Factor” of seven 

percent over the maximum annual emissions rate for each pollutant is very wrong.  

Question: How do these Regulations and Rules effect the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry 

operation?  

1.1.2 Draft Rule 11‐18, as proposed by the Air District staff, would ensure that emissions of Toxic Air 

Contaminates (TACs) from existing facilities do not pose an unacceptable health risk to people living and 

working nearby. It states that the rule would require facilities with a cancer risk in excess of 25 in a 

million (25/M) to reduce that risk below (10/M). It mentions further reductions. 

Comment: It states if the facility could not devise a means to reduce the risk below 10/M, the facility 

would be required to install best available retrofit control technology for toxic pollutants (TBARCT) on 

every significant source of TAC’s at the facility. Who can determine the cancer risks? There is no 

mention of any cumulative effects from all the pollutants this seems to be continually overlooked. The 

Best Available Technology determination on equipment is left up to the facility to explore. I would like to 

know can the Air District actually determine that Lehigh for instance has found the Best Available 

Technology. Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry is also operating under a grandfathered protection 

rule and the plant is old and has not been retrofitted and upgraded as it should be so the public suffers 

continually. They are also using Petroleum Coke to fire up and operate the kiln this product Petroleum 

Coke is a waste material of Petroleum and is also radioactive. I have been told that it is worse than coal 

there needs to be a better way. The public is suffering cancer it is at epidemic stages everyone is getting 

it and other health problems. The public must be protected from this ongoing pollution.  There needs to 

be a 24/7 surveillance cameras set up at each facility to make sure that the polluters are not out of 

serious compliance. The film and reports off of the surveillance cameras and monitor reports should be 

relayed to the Air District and the EPA immediately. Lehigh Southwest Cement is spewing pollution they 

must be sited and or closed down by the inspector.  

1.2 Agency Authority – California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) mentioned. The Air District is the 

lead agency they will prepare a Draft Notice of Preparation (NOP), and Environmental Impact Report 

(EIR) and Initial Study (NOP/IS) to address the potential environmental impacts associated with the draft 

rules. Comment: It seems that a great deal of information has been left out of this draft. The problem of 

enforcement from the agencies is evident stronger rules must be administered along with real 

enforcement and that is just not happening.  

1.3 Project Location – Santa Clara County is included so we must of course look at all for toxic pollutants 

(TBARCT) on every significant source of TAC’s at the facility.  
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Comment: Question – Who can determines the cancer risks and how is it really accurate? There is no 

mention of any cumulative effect from all the pollutants this seems to be always overlooked. The Best 

Available Technologies available seem to be not enough people are still sick and dying.  

Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry is also operating under a grandfathered protection rule and the 

plant is old and has not been retrofitted and upgraded so that it can be considered under the New Plant 

Rules and Regulations. There needs to be methods to require a facility that is outdated with its facility to 

be required to upgrade otherwise the public is continually subjected to a lower standard which is 

dangerous. They are also using Petroleum Coke to heat the kiln which is a waste material of Petroleum 

and is also radioactive and a serious pollutant. The Question is how will this be monitored no mention of 

the serious effects of this waste material and the emissions coming from the kiln that is causing serious 

health problems. I have even heard that this Pet Coke is worse than coal someone needs to look into 

this matter.  

The pollution from these polluters is creating serious climate change issues and things are getting worse 

and worse we the public must demand action from the agencies this matter cannot wait.  

I live in Cupertino near the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry, and the Stevens Creek Quarry both of 

these companies with their pollution is destroying the Silicon Valley, the SF Bay Area and my home. 

There is dust and pollution in the Air, Water and on and in the Soil causing horrible health problems and 

even death this must stop. This pollution cumulates in our bodies and is the cause of so many health 

issues and problems. Human life, aquatic life, animal life and even plant life are threatened by this 

pollution we must all take responsibility in this matter, and ask the agencies to enforce stronger 

restrictions on these polluters. The paying of fines due to their pollution is not enough closing down the 

facilities and putting the polluters in jail seems to be necessary in order to really protect the public. The 

companies write off the fines they pay as a way of doing business this is just outrageous and cannot 

continue.  

This pollution in California and the world is causing the great drought we are experiencing and even 

thou we are having some rain it will not be enough. I also suspect the US Government and the State of 

California is seeding the clouds and I have viewed jet stream myself to that effect. The chemicals that 

the jets are emitting to the clouds to make rain are just that chemicals and they are harming the public 

with these chemicals this should not continue.  

The Air District needs to look at what the dust and water pollution is doing to the Stevens Creek 

Reservoir, creeks and the aquifer below our valley and homes. This pollution has polluted our 

groundwater and the wells that bring our water to our homes.  

The Air District should not just consider the air pollution issues going out into the air, but they must 

consider pollution in water and soil that is coming from the air. They must also work together with the 

other agencies to make sure that this pollution does not continue to destroy communities and our 

world.  

1.4 Back Round – Draft Rule 12‐16 would affect the five petroleum refineries.  
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Comment: First I would like to say that I feel so sorry for the poor people that are living right next door 

to these polluters it is just horrible. I do not know how they can breath and how they have survived. 

There needs to be a compensation made for their loss maybe paying for their hospital bills but of course 

once the agencies make them provide compensation then they would also be in line of large law suites. 

There is proof out there that pollution causes cancer and other health problems and even death but it 

seems no one wants to explicitly attach that proof or information to the polluters. They are allowed to 

keep polluting because as in Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry we need cement and so it seems that 

cement production is more important than people’s lives. I would also suppose that we need Petroleum 

Refineries for oil so again we are faced with a very difficult situation how do we mine for resources 

without polluting the public?  

There needs to be new technologies provided out there and these new technologies must be 

implemented immediately in order to save lives. These Petroleum and Cement companies are very 

wealthy and rich and could pay for the Best Available Technology but how can we leave the decision up 

to them? They may not be willing to retrofit a plant as is the case with the Lehigh Southwest Cement 

and Quarry instead they do the least amount of changes hoping that no one will tell them they have to 

retrofit completely or build a new plant. They do not want to be under the Rules pertaining to new 

plants because with their old equipment they cannot meet the new standards.  

I believe that a special Division or Department with the agencies should look at and really find out what 

is the very best equipment and technology available. The facilities must upgrade their facilities 

accordingly and if they cannot they must close their doors. If we can send a man to the moon then we 

should be able to stop pollution and climate change.  

I was reading the letter from Don Bristol with the Phillips 66 Company commenting on the Regulations 

and Rules he mentioned that Refinery owners and operators including Phillips 66 have vested rights in 

currently held enforceable permit limits. The vested rights issues are killing us there needs to be a 

change in Government with the Rules and Regulations, so as to protect the public from this dangerous 

pollution. There must be stop to contamination of our Cities from the heartless polluters who care only 

about the profits and revenue gained by the production of their products.  

Draft Rule 11‐18 would affect up to 1,000 facilities that emit TAC’s. The Draft States that the Air District 

has determined that these emissions need to be reduced in order to be more protective of public 

health. These facilities include data centers, petroleum refineries, a cement kiln, gasoline dispensing 

facilities act.  These facilities emit a variety of TAC’s that can adversely impact public health. TAC’s 

include compounds such as diesel particulate matter (DPM), benzene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAH’s) and, 1.3‐butadiene.  

Comment: The Drafted Rule 12‐16 and 11‐18 cover many dangerous pollutants but there is nothing in 

the Draft that mentions how the Air District will specifically implement these new Rules and Regulations. 

I would like to see a more involved description of the overall implementation strategy. Putting 

generalizations on paper is not enough I want expressive details. The TAC’s list has been around for a 

long time and the pollutants and the levels of pollution has not been addressed the way it should be.  
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The people are sick and dying a great more needs to be done if humanity is to survive we need strong 

enforcement tactics and technology needs to catch up in order to protect the public. There is no real 

enforcement if polluters do nothing but pay a fine. The Government makes out financially from these 

fines, but pays later for the hospitalization of persons who are left to suffer from this pollution.  

Trying to set caps on these polluters is not enough because it leaves out the cumulative effect. How do 

we know that these caps actually are set honestly?  People are sick and dying things are getting worse 

and worse climate change is real what are we to do? 

Page 6 States the regulatory approach for Draft Rule 12‐16 and 11‐18 are summarized below and include 

the following basic elements.  

Regulation 12, Rule 16 part of the basic element states that each facility emissions limit would be set at 

the maximum‐annual emissions reported for that facility in the period from 2011 through 2015, and 

include an additional allowance or “threshold factor” that would equal seven percent over the 

maximum for GHGS, PM2, PM10, NOx, and SO2. 

Comment: The Annual Emissions Inventory with the facility‐wide emissions limits for each covered 

pollutant are set at what they are why would we want to start there? The facilities report their own 

emission levels like the fox watching he chickens how do we know what they are reporting is honest? 

There needs to be standards that actually stop the pollution and these standards actually protect the 

public. It seems that the maximum‐annual emissions are set to allow the facilities to continue to 

produce their products because if the levels were lower the facility may not be able to operate. The real 

goal is to develop technology that will eliminate pollution overall with zero emissions wishful thinking 

yes but necessary. It seems the Regulations and Rules sure look good on paper can are they do the job.  

1.5 Proposed Project Description – the description of Draft Regulation 11, Rule 18 and regulation 12, 

Rule 16 are provided below.  

1.51 Regulations 12 rule 16  

1.5.1.1 Pollution Coverage – The Draft Refining Cap Rule would limit the emissions of climate pollutants 

(GHG’s) and three criteria pollutants (PM‐both PM10 and PM2.5, NOx, and SO2) from refineries and 

other refining related facilities to a specific baseline plus and allowance; there by establishing a “CAP” 

for each of these emissions facility could not exceed.  

Comment: Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) is real Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry contributes to this 

problem especially with the burning of Petroleum Coke how will this problem be solved? It would take 

the development of new technology and new thinking coming into place.  

The agencies are not working together to stop this ongoing pollution and they seem to think that just 

lowering the pollution levels in their eyes is enough how can that be when so many people are sick. I will 

continue to mention the cumulative effect and how this plays into the serious health issues. There is 

also the Chemical Cocktail mixing of pollutants combining these pollutants makes them even more 

hazardous and dangerous.  
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Particulate Matter PM is also a complex issue there is an assortment of Tiny Airborne Particles that vary 

in size and mass (ultrafine, fine and course, physical state (solid or liquid), chemical compositions, 

toxicity, and how they behave in the atmosphere.  

Comment: These Airborne Particles are destroying our lungs, bloodstream, brain and other vital organs, 

and individual cells. They trigger asthma attacks, chronic bronchitis, impaired lung development in 

children and adults, heart attack, stroke, and premature death. If the agencies know all this than why is 

it that the pollution still is allowed to flow into our cities and homes.  

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) – States these contaminants can damage vegetation and negatively impact the 

health of humans and animals.  

Comment: Cancer in humans and animals is on the rise it is at epidemic stages, two out of three people 

are getting cancer. We must stop this pollution, or all of us will have health problems and will die as a 

result of this pollution. It mentions how this pollution can harm vegetation trees that are so valuable to 

our existence and our vegetable gardens what we eat is also becoming contaminated.   

The dust from Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and the Steven Creek Quarry is every place 

contaminating the Air, Water and Soil where we live. The dust is even eating the paint off of my car can 

you imagine what it is doing to our bodies.  

Sulfur Oxides (SOx) – Heating and burning fossil fuels (such as coal and oil) release the sulfur present in 

these materials causing major air pollution problems the most common sulfur oxide is SO2.  

Comment: This heating and burning of fossil fuels which can form Sulfur Oxide and in turn cause sulfuric 

acid in the presents of moisture. This process causes acid rain which causes all kinds of problems to our 

environment and to human existence.  

1.5.1.2 Affected Facilities – Lets no limit it to just those. 

1.5.1.3 The Emissions Units – Comments: Do not use old data maximus – year actual emissions reported 

in 2011‐2015 plus additional allowances or threshold factor, of seven percent that is intended to 

account for normal year – to – year variations in emissions. There needs to be real life saving levels 

taken from monitors used for this purpose to record actuals to date emissions levels. The facilities 

report the levels themselves and submit them to the Air District so how can we be sure that the levels 

they report are accurate or honest? The problem with the Air District is they have to lower emissions to 

the point of allowing Lehigh and other polluters to continue to operate, so if the levels are to low and 

they cannot operate the Air District must allow higher levels of pollution to be emitted. I am sorry but 

my solution to the problem is to close down the Lehigh Cement and Quarry and the Steven Creek Quarry 

and clean up with a Super Fund Site once cleaned turning the properties into State and or Federal Parks.  

Table 1 – The Enforceable Emission Limits on Refinery – Wide Emissions – Comments: This table reflects 

the information tables sent to the Air District by the Facilities themselves. Regulation 11, Rule 18 States 

that the Air District would screen all facilities that report toxic emissions and conduct health risk 

assessments (HRA) for facilities with a cancer risk prioritization score of 10 or greater or a non cancer 
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prioritization score of 1.0 or greater. The HRA’s would incorporate the New Office of Environmental 

Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) protocol and health risk value adopted in March 2015, the Risk 

Management Guidelines adapted in July 2015 by the California Air Resource Board (ARB) and the 

California Air Pollution Control Officers Association CAPCOA) and the revised Air District HRA guidelines. 

It talks about the first phase of the rule, facilities that pose a cancer risk in excess of 25/M or a chronic or 

acute hazard index in excess of 2.5 must either reduce the facility cancer risk below 10/M and reduce 

the chronic and acute hazard below 1.0; or install TBARCT on all significant sources of toxic emissions. In 

the second phase, facilities not already addressed in the first phase that pose a health risk in excess of 

10/M or a chronic or acute hazard index in excess of 1.0 must either except GHGs, which are based on 

2011 through 2014 emissions due to the current unavailability of 2015 data reduce the facility cancer 

health risk below 10/M and reduce the chronic and acute hazard indexes below 1.0; Install TBARCT on 

all significant sources of toxic emissions.  

Comment: The Air District is not clear on a TBARCT Installation this should be explained in the draft 

clearly. The question is with regards to enforcement how will all of this be enforced this definitely needs 

to be spelled out in order to make sure that the public is truly protected. It seems to be extremely 

evident that no one really knows if this will really work or not and seems to be impossible. If this was 

ever possible why had the agencies not implemented it before? I believe with the present technologies 

that there is no way a polluter like Lehigh can reduce emissions to accommodate these rules. The public 

is also asked to wait till 2020, 2030 or even longer to finally complete the requirements. The public’s 

health is in grave danger and we keep pushing the years further out till a person really wonders if it will 

ever really happen. How can we also think that the information compiled from the facilities and the Air 

District is honest and correct? The facilities may lie about the emission reports they turn in in order to 

save themselves. We cannot use these levels to determine CAPS there needs to be a health and safety 

real limits set. I think that until we can stop or control the emissions completely that the public will 

always be at risk of serious health issues and even to the point of death.  

1.5.14 – Changes in Monitoring Methods – The proposed rule would incorporate a means to address 

potential changes in the quantities of emissions reported due solely to changes in monitoring 

methodologies to ensure constant compliance with the emissions limits.  

Comment: The changes in the monitoring Methods should be again spelled out in the report and they 

are not my question is why not? There would need to be new and advanced technologies implemented 

because what is in place is not working. The TRI reporting system is flawed and really without merit. It is 

susceptible to very incorrect information submitted by Lehigh and other polluters. I was informed by the 

Air District that the facilities even add to the pollution levels they say they are emitting so as not to be 

called by the EPA. I find this hard to believe, but who knows what is really taking place if Lehigh and 

other polluters are sending in their own information and the EPA is taking this information and putting it 

in the TRI System. Note: The TRI System is hard to access and very difficult to read this needs to change.  

The public needs to see that the information coming from the facilities is real. The monitors put in place 

at the facilities need to report directly to the Air District and the EPA. The information must be reported 

truly and honestly and there should be no way that the facilities can lie about their pollution. Once this 
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information is registered off of the monitors at the facilities and there is a violation the Air District 

inspectors need to go out and write up the polluters right away. There should be fines imposed and also 

a possibility that the facility can be shut down until they are in compliance. If the facility cannot control 

their emissions and they are always out of compliance then they should be shut down.  

1.5.2 Regulation 11, Rule 18  

1.5.21 Administrative Procedures – It states that the Draft Toxic Risk Reduction Rule would utilize the 

annual toxic emissions inventories reported to the Air District by sources that emit toxic compounds. 

From the Toxic Emissions Inventory date, Air District would conduct a site‐specific Health Risk Screening 

Analysis (HRSA) in order to assess the potential for adverse health effects. From these HRSA; the Air 

District would categorize each facility to determine cancer risks  

Comment: There seems to be again no mention of the cumulative effect levels that should determine 

the cancer risk from ongoing pollution exposures. Number scores do not reflect the real danger. 

1) Basing the amount of toxic pollution emitted from based on reports submitted by the facility is 

endangering the public. How do we know based on the TAC and TRI reports if in fact they are reporting 

honestly? The need for installing surveillance equipment is evident and should be put on each facility’s 

recording equipment. The emissions information should be relayed from each monitor to the Air District 

and the EPA directly without delay. The inspector is available 24/7 and is able to go right away to stop 

the emissions that are causing the violation. The inspectors are not available after 5:00 PM Monday 

through Friday and also not available Saturday and Sunday this is leaving the public subjected to 

dangerous pollution. The inspector may have to shut down the facility completely until the violation can 

be corrected and if it cannot the facility should be closed for good.  

2) There is another serious matter that needs to be taken into consideration and that is the cocktail 

effect mixing all these pollutants together is forming an even further danger to the public and it must 

stop. There needs to be more research done on this effects and it needs to take place soon, again to 

protect the public who are not aware of the dangers and leave their lives in the hands of the agencies.  

3) Proximity of the facility the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and the Steven Creek Quarry are 

very near a large populous The City of Cupertino especially is subject to thousands and thousands of 

pounds of pollution coming from the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and the Steven Creek 

Quarry. The Air, Water and Soil is completely contaminated with this pollution and it is a grave danger to 

the public, this matter goes completely unnoticed by the Agencies, Cities, County and the General 

Public. I attended a meeting in Cupertino at the Cupertino City Hall sponsored by Santa Clara County. 

Joe Simitian a Board member was hosting this meeting. This meeting was only a tip of the iceberg a 

great deal of information was never brought up and discussed. The meeting is not an open forum and 

the public pretty much has a gag order not to speak at the meeting. The public is allowed to submit 

cards and then the SCC Staff and Joe Simitian decide what cards are to be considered for discussion and 

how. This in my opinion this is not what our Democracy was based on and I am appalled, dismayed, 

disheartened and disappointed with all the agencies that will not stop the pollution and continue to let 

the polluters go on polluting our cities. The playing down by the agencies of the seriousness of this 
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pollution is more than a person or persons can take and it needs to stop. The hiring of police and strong 

arm men to guard the agencies personnel and Santa Clara County representatives from anyone who 

would speak up and tell the truth at meetings is a disgrace. I must say that something needs to be done 

about the lingering complacency that the agencies keep presenting to the public Lehigh Southwest 

Cement and Quarry and the Steven Creek Quarry are not in compliance.  

The analysis it is stated in order to complete the work in a timely manner that an independent 

contractor must be hired. I am concerned how do we know the work will be conducted accurately and 

honestly?  

4) It states that any other factors that the Air District deems to be important. 

Comment: Well than I would like to include the Ammonia emissions coming from the Lehigh Southwest 

Cement and Quarry which should be considered a serious pollutant and the Air District seems to think it 

is not. The Ammonia is added to control the NOX this is a danger to the public and it is not properly 

regulated. The TAC listing of pollutants and their acceptable levels does not really reflect the serious 

damaging pollution that is going out into the public again taking into cumulative effect is left out and the 

public suffers.   

It states the Air District would compile two lists of facilities and determine the cancer risks to children 

and infants,  

Comment: It does not mention and what is seriously left out is the damage these pollutants cause to the 

fetus. The pollution causes many birth defects and even death to the fetus and young children. I know 

the damage done to my unborn fetus first hand my daughter was born with brain damage and only had 

brain stem functioning, she suffered greatly, was hospitalized 28 times, for weeks at a time and finally 

died at 3‐1/2 years old. They said she died from toxic shock syndrome and I believe that the pollution 

coming from Lehigh Southwest Cement caused this problem. There is gray dust all over my home and 

property, and I am subjected to breathing it into my lungs and eating this dust. This dust is also taking 

the paint off of my car which acts like sand paper. The pollution is affecting the Air, Water and Soil and 

the Air District can no longer play down the terrible health issues that this pollution is causing the public. 

When my daughter was born they had to perform an emergency C‐section on me and I could have also 

died and I have the scar to remind me of this time. I have had cancer twice and have lost both breasts 

after three surgeries. I have asthma, diabetes, planters’ foot and must also take a pill that kills the 

estrogen in my body to keep the cancer from coming back.  

My husband had cancer and suffered from serious depression he died 3 years ago from Coronary Arrest, 

Liver Disease, and Alcohol abuse. My dog also died of cancer to the liver years ago and I believe that this 

was also caused by the Lehigh Southwest Cement and the Stevens Creek Quarry that are polluting the 

Air, Water and Soil in the Silicon Valley and the SF Bay Area. My son was diagnosed with Dyslexia and 

Add I call him my miracle son because I had infertility problems and suffered two miscarriages all of this 

I attribute to the pollution with the above polluters.  
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1.5.222 Health Risk Assessments – It states that a HRA (Health Risk Assessment consists of four basic 

steps: 1) Hazard identification; 2) Exposure Assessment, 3) Dose Response Assessment; and 4) Risk 

Characterization. The Air District conducts HRAs using standardized mythologies for each of these steps.  

Comment: The question is how can these four basic steps be determined if the polluters monitor 

themselves? The polluters turn in their own reports and also calibrate their own machines and monitors 

so how can we be sure they are telling anyone the truth? The determination of all four basic steps that 

would consist of a Health Risk Assessment would have to include doctors and scientists that would be 

able to add their statistics. There would need to be an intense honest investigation that would show all 

functions of testing that would include the cumulative effect in order to keep the public from harm. 

There are many things left out of the investigation processes and it is very important that the public is 

informed of the true levels of pollution that is seriously affecting them.    

1.5.2.3 Pollutant Coverage – The Toxic Risk Reduction rule would address TAC emissions from existing 

stationary sources.  

Comment: I believe until the Air District and the other agencies really do their own testing with their 

own monitors that cannot be tampered with that it is impossible to really know what is really being 

emitted from the polluter facilities. The pollutants mentioned are very carcinogenic – Benzene, 1,3‐

Butadiene, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) and Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM) but there are 

many more. The cocktail and the cumulative effect is a serious matter and again nothing is mentioned in 

the Draft this should not be overlooked.  

1.5.2.4 Source Coverage  

Comment: Let us not forget the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry in Cupertino that is polluting the 

Silicon Valley and the SF Bay area. The Toxic Health Reduction Rule will need to be fine‐ tuned and 

specializing in the elimination of the pollution as a whole. Reducing emissions in anyway will not solve 

the serious problem of the cumulative effect. The pollution is harming humans, animals and aquatic life 

we the people need to request that our Government invest in new technologies that will eliminate 

pollution completely. Is this wishful thinking I suppose so but after all we sent a man to the moon we 

should be able to resolve this problem. The economic issues should not be holding back the saving of 

people’s lives and the planet from pollution, climate change and the drought here in California.  

The 6,000 facilities out there should all be considered for regulating but the Air District as only 

mentioned 1,000 facilities. The Rule and Regulation looks good on paper but what will it really mean to 

the public especially if it is many years down the line. The public suffers health issues while the Air 

District try to figure out what to do and how to do it this should be the highest priority and it is not. The 

reason given is due to the lack of funding and manpower we just can’t do the job faster. What is wrong 

with our Government why are not seeing that everyone is getting cancer other health issues and even 

death? 

The problem has been that there really is no real enforcement the facility in violation just pays a fine 

and then go right back to polluting again writing off the fine as a cost of doing business. It seems no one 
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will stop the crimes that are being committed against the people no one ever goes to jail. The future of 

humanity is at risk and all the agencies seem to do is try and postpone, delay and refuse to really impose 

penalties against the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and the Stevens Creek Quarry. When there 

is any kind of fine most of the money goes back to the Government. Santa Clara County even refuses to 

impose a fine on Lehigh because of the tax revenue and the property tax revenue they receive each 

year. The public is not so blind that we do not see what is really taken place.  

The biggest problem we face here in the Silicon Valley is that Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry run 

out of limestone and decide to put in a new quarry pit which will destroy 30 thousand trees and 600 

acres of land. This will also destroy the homes for many animals who live in th 

Please remember there is no one who is immune to cancer and the other health problems we are or will 

be all suffering. Cancer cases are at epidemic levels everyone will be getting it and the other serious 

illnesses. The human race will be lost if we do not change the way we do business and save the planet it 

is our home the only one we have and everyone needs to be involved. The planet will be here in 50 

years but will the human race I suppose that is up to each and every one of use to start to SAVE THE 

PLANET NOW! 

I hope that the Air District will really take the time to not only read my comments but that they will also 

ask the same questions and use the information to change the way that they think about pollution. I also 

hope anyone reading my comments will get even more involved and also that you will be telling and 

helping others to do the same.  

Please save the Silicon Valley and the SF Bay area from the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and 

the Stevens Creek Quarry by creating a movement to shut them down. My dream is to have the State or 

Federal Government buy the properties via eminent domain, issue a Super Fund Cleanup, and then turn 

the properties into State and Federal Parks. I would like to address the public if you are reading my 

comments and feel the same way I do please contact your State and Federal Representatives.  

Thank you,   
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Re: Initial Study (IS) Released 14 October 2016 and Draft Staff Report (DSR) 
Released 27 October 2016 for Proposed Rules 12-16 and 11-18, and Request for 
Comment on Scope of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Review 

Dear Chair Mar, Committee Chair Gioia, and Board members,

Communities for a Better Environment (CBE), the Sierra Club, 350 Bay Area, the Asian 
Pacific Environmental Network (APEN), the Richmond Progressive Alliance (RPA), the 
Sunflower Alliance, Crockett-Rodeo United to Defend the Environment (C.R.U.D.E.), 
Benicians for a Safe and Healthy Community,  the Rodeo Citizens Association (RCA), 
the Interfaith Climate Action Network of Contra Costa County, the Community Science 
Institute—CSI for Health and Justice!, Greenaction for Health and Environmental Justice,  
and the California Nurses Association (CNA) comment on the Initial Study, Draft Staff 
Report, and request for scoping comment cited above in support of proposed Rule 12-16.

11 November 2016

Eric Mar, Chair of the Board
John Gioia, Stationary Source Committee Chair
Members of the Board of Directors
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
375 Beale Street, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA  94105

Communities for a Better Environment
Sierra Club San Francisco Bay  
Chapter
350 Bay Area
Asian Pacific Environmental Network
Sunflower Alliance
Richmond Progressive Alliance
Crockett-Rodeo United to Defend the 
Environment
Benicians for a Safe and Healthy  
Community
Rodeo Citizens Association
Interfaith Climate Action Network of 
Contra Costa County
Community Science Institute—CSI for 
Health and Justice!
Greenaction for Health and   
Environmental Justice
California Nurses Association

   Attention: Jack Broadbent, Air Pollution Control Officer
  Gregory Nudd, Air District staff
  Eric Stevenson, Air District staff
  Victor Douglas, Air District staff
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Introduction

Oil refining is the largest industrial emitter in the Air District’s jurisdiction of the most 
harmful types of air pollution known—fine particulate matter and greenhouse gases.  
Four years ago the Air District admitted there is no limit on refinery-wide emissions, 
found refining lower quality oil could increase refinery emissions, and planned to set up, 
by June 2013, a backstop to prevent that foreseeable emissions increase.  The enforceable 
emission limits in proposed Rule 12-16 would “cap” these emissions to set that backstop.  
Setting these limits is urgent as the oil industry’s push to build long-lasting infrastructure 
for inherently higher-emitting grades of oil threatens imminent and irreversible harm.  

We appreciate the District staff’s recent work to develop the specific numeric limits now 
proposed in Rule 12-16, and the Board’s direction to its management to complete a full 
analysis of this measure.  Rule 12-16 is reasonable, effective, a necessary complement to 
other air quality and climate protection measures, and urgently needed.  It would close a 
gaping loophole that has left facility-wide emissions from oil refineries unlimited.  It is 
needed to prevent the biggest industrial emitters of the most harmful air pollutants known 
from causing severe and irreversible climate and health impacts by locking in bottom-of-
the-barrel oil infrastructure that could increase those emissions for another generation. 

However, the Initial Study and Draft Staff Report released by District staff management 
present grossly inaccurate, biased, and misleading analysis that must be corrected.  They 
assert conclusions regarding the need for Rule 12-16, its effectiveness, and your authority 
to adopt it that are proven false by factual information they fail to disclose or analyze.  
Worse, as we document herein, this crucial information that is omitted and ignored 
includes facts the District already knew, and even its own previous findings. 

Oil industry pressure has affected the timing and transparency of this rule development 
process.  Air District staff management has long delayed this urgent measure to keep 
refinery emissions from increasing, telling the public only that it was explaining secretly, 
in closed sessions with its Board, why it agreed with the oil industry’s claim that refinery 
emissions must be allowed to increase.  Now the excuse for that delay appears to be only 
the false conclusion of analysis biased by systematic nondisclosure of relevant facts.  

As you know, the Air District Board has directed its staff to complete a full analysis and 
rule development package for Rule 12-16 that the Board can properly consider for 
adoption as expeditiously as possible.  We hope to stand with the Air District Board in 
continuing to demand disclosure and consideration of all information that is relevant to a 
full analysis of this measure, as required by scientific principles and the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

PUBLIC COMMENT ON RULE 12-16 CEQA REVIEW

2
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The Air District developed Rule 12-16. 
Finding that a switch to lower quality grades of oil could increase refinery emissions 
significantly, the Air District initiated rulemaking to set a “backstop” against increasing 
refinery emissions in 20121 and resolved to develop Rule 12-16 for this purpose in 2014.2  
After considering extensive public comment on many options for this backstop, the Air 
District decided to consider setting the performance-based emission limits now proposed.  
Meanwhile, this air district and others had already been managing and updating their 
criteria for the facility health risk assessment and risk reduction program contemplated by 
proposed Rule 11-18, for decades, pursuant to the state law that established this program, 
and without the need for rules like Rule 11-18.3   

Concealing these facts,4 the Initial Study (IS) and Draft Staff Report (DSR) label Rule 
12-16 as a recommendation by “CBE and associated organizations” only, and Rule 11-18 
as the District staff’s new idea.  This error presents an incomplete, inaccurate, and biased 
description of the rules that hides information about the need for them, the Air District’s 
role in developing them, and its multi-year rulemaking record for Rule 12-16 that must be 
known to complete accurate analysis under CEQA.   

Rule 12-16 addresses extremely harmful air pollution. 

Particulate matter (PM) and greenhouse gas (GHG) air pollution cause the worst current 
and potential local, regional, and global harm of all the air pollutants known.  A strong 
scientific consensus holds that failure to curb GHG emissions quickly could lead to 
climate impacts so extreme that human societies as we know them might become 
untenable,5 and the Air District itself has reported elsewhere that: 

Exposure to PM2.5 is by far the leading public health risk from air pollution in the 
Bay Area, accounting for more than 90 percent of premature mortality related to air 
pollution. Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 2016.6 

Incredibly, the IS and DSR fail to disclose the full extent of known and potential PM and 
GHG impacts, even though Rule 12-16 would limit GHG and PM air pollution. These 
extremely severe existing and potential effects must be disclosed in CEQA review.  
Moreover, this error inserts a further bias into the IS and DSR analyses because the 
approach they inappropriately portray as an alternative to Rule 12-16, proposed in Rule 
11-18, does not control GHG or PM2.5.7  The DSR simply cannot credibly conclude, as it 
purports to conclude in this inappropriate comparison, that preventing increases in the 
most harmful emissions is less protective than allowing those emissions to increase.  
                                                
1 Regulatory Concept Paper, Petroleum Refining Emissions Tracking Rule. Draft: May 30, 2012. 
2 Resolution 2014-07, adopted unanimously by the BAAQMD Board 15 October 2014. 
3 See BAAQMD, 2013. Toxic Air Contaminant Control Program Annual Report 2013.  
4 Such errors were not corrected despite prior comment: See CBE’s 11 Sep. 2016 comments. 
5 See Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2014. 
6 Draft Control Measure SS1: Fluid Catalytic Cracking in Refineries, 2016 Clean Air Plan and 
Regional Climate Protection Strategy (quoting the Air District’s 2010 Clean Air Plan). 
7 Nearly thirty years after the State Toxic Hot Spots Program began there is still no defined 
method for Rule 11-18 health risk assessments to include PM2.5, as the DSR admits at 39. 
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Rule 12-16 limits exceptionally harmful polluters. 
Oil refining emits more GHG and PM than any other industrial sector in the Bay Area.8 
Indeed, the summary figures in the DSR, indicating that the five major refineries here 
collectively emit 45% of PM2.5, 34% of NOx, 51% of SO2, and 38–67% of the GHGs9 
emitted by all industrial sources in the region combined, are consistent with this finding.  
But omitting this comparison of industrial sectors despite the fact that different sectors 
require different technologies and control measures, the IS and DSR obscure this finding. 

The portrayal in the IS and DSR of refinery emissions as smaller than mobile source 
emissions presents an inaccurate and misleading comparison because it conflates source 
categories in two important ways.  From a District rulemaking perspective, it ignores the 
fact that the District has authority to control refinery emissions, not tailpipe emissions.  
Equally important for environmental health and climate protection, it ignores the link 
between emissions from refiners’ production and their products.   

Accounting for the polluting products refiners profit from in competition with cleaner 
alternative fuels, even the DSR’s partial estimates link Bay Area refineries to 46% of 
PM2.5, 87% of NOx, 57% of SO2, and 56% of the GHGs10 emitted by all sources in the 
region.  From the perspective of preventing unsustainable and irreversible climate 
impacts, these figures indicate that achieving the 40% emissions cut required by 2030 and 
the 80% cut required by 2050 could become impossible in the Bay Area if long-term 
increases in refinery emissions are allowed to become locked into place now.  The need 
for refinery emissions control analysis to address this environmental effect context is 
beyond reasonable dispute, but the IS and DSR omit and ignore this context. 

By protecting frontline communities Rule 12-16 protects everyone. 
Abundant evidence in the District’s rule development record demonstrates that refinery 
emissions disparately impact nearby low-income communities of color. Some examples: 
• At a distance of 2.5 miles away the average areal emission intensity (e.g., tons/mile2) 

of Bay Area refinery PM2.5, NOx, and SO2 emissions is 3–30 times that for all 
emission sources within the Bay Area, averaged over the region as a whole.11 

• Peer reviewed measurements show that refinery emissions contribute significantly to 
locally elevated outdoor and indoor PM2.5 air pollution concentrations outside and 
inside the homes of low-income residents of color in Richmond.12 

• Analyses of Air District data link locally elevated hourly air concentrations of SO2 
and H2S to episodic emissions from Bay Area refineries.13 

                                                
8 Based on District and ARB data: See CBE et al. 9/21/15 comments in rules 12-15/12-16 record. 
9 GHG range accounts for GHG from electricity generation elsewhere to supply the Bay Area.   
10 GHG estimate accounts for GHG from electricity generation elsewhere to supply Bay Area. 
11 Based on District emissions data: See CBE 11/23/15 comments in rules 12-15/12-16 record. 
12 See CBE 11/23/15 comments in rules 12-15/12-16 record, and Attachment 44 thereto. 
13 See CBE 11/23/15 comments in rules 12-15/12-16 record, and attachments 45 and 46 thereto. 
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• Refineries are strong sources of ultra-fine PM that, compared with coarser PM, has a 
more toxic composition, penetrates deeper into the lungs, bloodstream and cells, and 
is more abundant and concentrated in ambient air near its sources.14 

• Fallout from large, visibly unmistakable “black smoke” PM plumes caused by 
Chevron’s Richmond Refinery Crude Unit fire of 6 August 2012 forced ≈ 15,000 
people to seek emergency room care in Richmond and surrounding communities.15 

Ignoring all this evidence, however, the IS and DSR argue against significant localized 
impacts of refinery emissions, asserting a grossly incomplete and inaccurate analysis that 
insists on misleading “facts” based on assumptions the District knows to be false.  The 
District knows that accurate analysis of the dispersion of emitted pollutants in the 
ambient air must account for the amounts of those pollutants emitted, but the IS omits 
and ignores this source-strength factor despite prior comment4 pointing out the error.  
Correcting this error would reverse its false conclusion that the emissions accumulate 
only in the ambient air of the region’s inland valleys instead of accumulating in those 
locations and near the bayside refineries, in nearby residents’ ambient and indoor air. 

Worse, the District knows its regional ambient air monitoring network was not designed 
to measure, and does not measure, air hot spots near refineries and other strong emission 
sources reliably and accurately—but the DSR asserts that these regional monitors do just 
that in its false argument against significant localized refinery emission impacts.  This is 
the same error that led Air District management to assert that Chevron’s August 2012 fire 
caused no significant air quality impact while thousands rushed to hospitals choking on 
Chevron’s air pollution. The regional monitors were not set up to measure the local air 
impacts of that incident and did not measure those impacts.16  In fact, the District decided 
to make the refiners pay for new monitoring of nearby ambient air based on its own 
findings17 that its regional monitors do not say what the DSR now claims they say.  

Rule 12-16 prevents clearly foreseeable harm. 

The Air District has ample evidence to support its finding2 that a switch to lower quality 
oil threatens to increase refinery emissions significantly.  Peer reviewed science shows 
that the severe processing needed to maintain engine fuels production from lower quality 
oil increases refinery energy intensity, thereby increasing refinery emissions of 
combustion products including GHG, PM, NOx, and SO2.18  Refining greater amounts of 
bitumen-derived “tar sands” oil would further lower the quality of the average Bay Area 
refinery crude feed.18  The oil industry reports plans to refine more tar sands oil here,18 
and multiple projects for new or modified infrastructure enabling those plans have been 
proposed for imminent construction across the regional oil industry.19  
                                                
14 See CBE 10/21/15 and 11/23/15 comments in the rules 12-15/12-16 record, including 
attachments 6, 42 and 43 and esp. 4 (Air District corroboration of these findings). 
15 See CBE 11/23/15 comments in the rules 12-15/12-16 record, esp. Attachment 47 thereto. 
16 See San Pablo–Rumril Station data (https://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/weekly/weeklydisplay.php). 
17 See Rule 12-15 rulemaking record. 
18 See CBE 10/21/15 comments in the rules 12-15/12-16 record, including attachments thereto. 
19 See CBE et al. 6/10/16 comments in the rule 12-16 record, and BAAQMD permit files. 
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Further wounding the Air District’s credibility, however, the IS and DSR dispute the 
District’s own finding that an oil switch now threatens to increase refinery emissions 
significantly2 by dismissing the likelihood, severity, and timing of this threat while 
omitting and ignoring the evidence the District possesses that supports this finding.  The 
IS only mentions the objective of Rule 12-16 to prevent potential increases in refinery 
emissions due to changes in refinery oil feed quality (twice: see IS at 1-3, 1-10), omitting 
and ignoring evidence in the District’s record and even this finding.  The DSR’s cursory 
discussion of this potential toxic and climate threat goes further, labeling the threat only 
theoretical and small (DSR at 6, 8), and omitting the potential emission impacts and 
benefits from preventing these impacts from its analysis, then falsely concluding that 
Rule 12-16 would have little or no benefit.  (DSR at 20, 24, 39, 40).   

Again, the IS and DSR improperly omit and ignore evidence the District already has that, 
when properly reported and analyzed, reverses their false conclusions about Rule 12-16. 

Rule 12-16 prevents irreversible harm. 

Allowing refinery emissions to continue at current rates or to increase through 2030–
2050 could foreclose the opportunity to meet critical climate and health protection targets 
in the Bay Area. (See page 4 above.)  Crucially, the “infrastructure inertia” created by 
major capital projects for new fossil fuel plants represents a commitment to new and 
continuing emissions for 30–50 years,20 a dead-end in the path to a sustainable climate,21 
and a fundamental threat to future generations’ environment and economy.22  The District 
has acknowledged that Bay Area refineries are likely to switch crude slates,23 that a 
switch to higher-emitting oil could be inextricably linked to new infrastructure projects24 
like those they now plan,25 and that this new refinery infrastructure can be expected to 
have the capacity to operate for several decades.26   

Thus, enabling the industry’s planned switch to higher emitting oil feedstock and the 
long-lasting new infrastructure to refine it by allowing refiners’ emissions to increase 
now could result in irreversible climate and health impacts.  Therefore, one of the key 
objectives of proposed Rule 12-16 is to: 

                                                
20 See Davis et al., 2010. Future CO2 emissions and Climate Change from Existing Energy 
Infrastructure. Science 329: 1330–1333. DOI: 10.1126/science.1188566. 
21 See Williams et al., 2015. Pathways to Deep Decarbonization in the United States; Energy+ 
Environmental Economics (E3). California ARB Chair’s Presentation Series, 13 May 2015. 
22 Professor Lord Stern’s 28 October 2016 speech to the Royal Society entitled The Criticality of 
the Next 10Years: Delivering the Global Agenda and Building Infrastructure for the 21st Century. 
23 2016 CAP Draft Measure SS9 (“crude slates being refining by Bay Area refineries have been 
changing recently, and they are expected to continue to change in the future as California’s crude 
oil resources start to become depleted and refineries look to other sources of crude oil.”) 
24 See DSR at 8 (“The refineries would likely need to make changes to their facilities in order to 
accommodate different sources of crude oil with different compositions while maintaining current 
production levels.”) 
25 See CBE et al. 6/10/16 comments in the rule 12-16 record, and BAAQMD permit files. 
26 Id. (esp. project descriptions in EIRs that BAAQMD permits are based upon). 
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Compliment other climate, health, and safety measures, by ensuring that new 
commitments to long-lasting infrastructure for refining higher-emitting and more 
hazardous oils, which could foreclose the long-term emission reduction and safety 
potential of these other measures, will not be encouraged or enabled by allowing Bay 
Area refinery GHG, PM, NOx, or SO2 emissions to increase.27  

Despite purporting to compare Rule 12-16 with other policies which would not close the 
loophole allowing refinery-wide emissions to increase, and would thereby allow this 
infrastructure inertia impact, the IS and DSR ignore this irreversible impact, omit any 
analysis of infrastructure inertia, and fail even to mention4 the objective quoted above. 

Rule 12-16 is a necessary complement to other policies. 

Rule 12-16 would set numeric limits on facility-wide emissions of GHGs, PM2.5, PM10, 
NOx, and SO2 from refinery energy use at levels that prevent any significant increase in 
those emissions, thereby supporting the ability of other policy measures to cut harmful air 
pollution.  The IS and DSR, however, present a false comparison of this rule with those 
other policies that is based on incomplete, inaccurate, and misleading analysis. 

First, the IS and DSR omit a key fact that the District knows: no other policy sets any 
limit on facility-wide mass emissions from any Bay Area refinery.1  Thus, no other policy 
addresses the irreversible refinery infrastructure emissions impacts described above,20–27 
which the IS and DSR also fail to disclose.  These omissions obscure a unique and 
critical role of Rule 12-16 among air quality, environmental health and climate policies. 

Second, the IS and DSR assert potential impacts of Rule 12-16 based on incomplete, 
misleading, and false comparisons with New Source Review (NSR) and cap-and-trade.  
NSR may not detect emissions increases from refining lower quality oil28 and exempts 
too many refinery sources to prevent the significant increases in facility-wide emissions 
switching to lower quality oil could cause, necessitating a backstop against increasing 
refinery emissions,1 District staff has found.  Rule 12-16 would set such a backstop. 
California’s cap-and-trade policy allows refineries to increase emissions using credits, 
gives them credits free, and is not authorized beyond 2020,29 so it cannot address the 
irreversible infrastructure impacts Rule 12-16 addresses. Further, unlike Rule 12-16, cap-
and-trade does not provide multi-pollutant combustion emissions control, which District 
staff has found to be more effective and efficient than pollutant-by-pollutant measures.30  
Finally, AB 197 requires prioritizing efficient direct control measures—like Rule 12-16.  

                                                
27 See CBE’s 11 Sep. 2016 comments on the draft Rule 12-16 project description at page A-8. 
28 2016 CAP Draft Measure SS9 at 2 (modifications to change crude slates “may be difficult or 
impossible for the Air District [and the public] to discover …  Refineries are complex operations, 
and any modifications associated with crude slate changes may be relatively subtle and not 
immediately obvious. ... Air District staff is investigating potential amendments to … include any 
significant crude slate change” among the triggers for NSR review of such modifications.) 
29 See ARB’s Preliminary Draft Proposed Regulation Order and Staff Report dated 1 July 2016. 
30 See 2016 CAP Draft Measure SS11 at 2. 
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The IS and DSR omit and ignore all of this information which, when considered, reverses 
their inaccurate conclusion that Rule 12-16 could conflict with NSR and cap-and-trade. 

Third, the IS and DSR present a false comparison of the proposed rules’ effectiveness.  
Proposed Rule 11-18 would not address emissions of PM or GHGs that Rule 12-16 
would address.  Equally important, Rule 11-18 could not prevent the imminent and 
potentially severe emission impacts that Rule 12-16 could prevent, because Rule 11-18 
would use a reactive approach that waits for further health assessments before beginning, 
well after 2020, to consider applying emissions control. The IS and DSR omit and ignore 
this information that shows Rule 11-18 cannot substitute for Rule 12-16—a fact that 
reveals their analysis assuming the opposite to be a false comparison. 

Finally, the IS and DSR omit the District’s own findings indicating that the refinery-wide 
emissions backstop now proposed as Rule 12-16 is a necessary complement to other rules 
that seek to reduce emissions from selected refinery sources.2  Simply put, preventing 
increases in refinery-wide emissions complements the other measures by allowing them 
to reduce refinery emissions incrementally over time and enhancing their ability to do so.  
Indeed, the District Staff’s projection that these other measures will reduce refinery-wide 
criteria pollutant emissions by approximately 15 % that is reported in the DSR31 relies on 
this backstop—another fact that the IS and DSR obscure by omitting District findings.  

Rule 12-16 is reasonable. 
Rule 12-16 would allow each refining facility to emit up to 107 % of its actual maximum 
annual emissions over the most recent five-year period when its emissions were reported.  
Reported production by Bay Area refineries reached 97.7 % of their maximum crude 
capacity during this period,32 they produced more gasoline and diesel than needed here 
and exported significant amounts of these fuels to foreign countries in this period,33 and 
other adopted measures are expected to reduce emissions from these refineries.31  Thus, 
Rule 12-16 itself would not be expected to require any change in refinery equipment, 
operation, workforce, production rate, or fuel supply. But despite these facts, and failing 
to disclose many of them, the IS and DSR paint this measure as unreasonably risky. 

                                                
31 DSR at 9 (recently adopted measures projected to cut refinery-wide criteria emissions by 15%). 
32 The California Energy Commission reports gross crude oil receipts for processing by the five 
Bay Area refineries of 292.347 million barrels in 2014 and 285.412 MM b in 2015 (Per. comm., 
G. Schremp, CEC to G. Karras, CBE, 3 Aug 2016: forwarded to BAAQMD on 8 Sep 2016); the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration (a source the DSR relies upon) reports total operable 
capacity of atmospheric crude distillation units (b/cd) at these five refineries was 299.253 MM b 
in 2014. (EIA Refinery Capacity Report as of 1 Jan 2015.)  Their operable crude utilization rate, 
defined by EIA as this gross input divided by this operable capacity, was thus 97.7 % in 2014.  
33 Bay Area refineries exported an average of 74,500 b/d of gasoline and diesel in 2013 (EIA data 
reported to BAAQMD by CBE on 25 Apr 2016) and produced these fuels at total rates averaging  
611,880 b/d in 2014 and 2015 (CEC data reported to BAAQMD on 25 Apr and 19 Oct 2016), 
suggesting they currently export roughly 12 % of their combined gasoline and diesel production.  
Excess Bay Area refinery production accounted for 96 % of all gasoline exports from California 
refineries during the first 8 months of 2016 (CEC data reported to BAAQMD on 19 Oct 2016). 
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The DSR states that Bay Area-specific refinery production data are not available, that 
Rule 12-16 “may constrain” the domestic fuel supply market, and that this constraint 
would have worsened a “dramatic” gas price spike during the Torrance refinery outage in 
2015.  (DSR at 22, 23.)  All of these statements appear inaccurate and misleading.  The 
District had these specific data.32–33 These data show that Rule 12-16 would allow Bay 
Area refineries to process more crude than they processed during the 2015 outage,32 use 
more of their production capacity than they can reliably use for long periods,34 and 
collectively produce roughly 12 % more gasoline and diesel than the domestic fuel 
market demands from them.33  Instead of falsely blaming gas price spikes on air quality 
rules, the IS and DSR should have evaluated the local and global emission impacts from 
this excess refinery production for export—impacts Rule 12-16 would help to curb.4    

Even though Rule 12-16 allows emissions at current rates, the IS and DSR also link it to 
“potentially significant” environmental impacts from the side effects of new equipment 
that they say it could require to reduce criteria pollutant emissions.35 They do not explain 
why their analysis ignores the District staff’s own finding that other recently adopted 
measures are projected to cut refinery-wide criteria pollutant emissions by ≈ 15 %,31 or 
how Rule 12-16 itself would require new equipment to reduce emissions that already 
would be 15–22 % below36 its applicable emission limits.  

A major switch to refining lower quality oil or to increasing production for export would 
have to overwhelm the already-required emission reductions before Rule 12-16’s PM, 
NOx, or SO2 limits might be exceeded—and these scenarios, while clearly foreseeable, 
would require major infrastructure projects.18–26 Rule 12-16 would prevent severe and 
irreversible emission impacts in these scenarios.  Further, because it would prevent 
increased emissions it would discourage such harmful projects and encourage projects 
using lower-emitting production systems, thereby encouraging the prevention of the types 
of emission mitigation side-effects the IS asserts.  Finally, and also ignored by the IS and 
DSR,4 these emission impact prevention, irreversible impact prevention, and new 
emission mitigation impact prevention effects are among the objectives and intended 
results of Rule 12-16.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
34 Compare note 32 above (2014 Bay Area refinery capacity utilization of 97.7 %) with the DSR 
at 23 (“Peak refining utilization [on a weekly basis at West Coast refineries from 2010–June 
2016] appears to be about 93.5 percent. Given the few times when that peak was achieved, it’s 
unlikely to be sustained over a long period due to unplanned outages and planned maintenance.”). 
35 See IS at 2-40 (SCR equipment assumption) and 2-46 (wet scrubbing equipment assumption). 
36 Low end of 15–22% range based on other rules’ reduction; high end (22%) also includes the 
7% “operating variation” included in calculation of Rule 12-16 limits (see § 12-16-302).  
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Conclusion 

Rule 12-16 is reasonable, effective, a necessary complement to other air quality and 
climate protection measures, and urgently needed.  It would close a gaping loophole that 
has left facility-wide emissions from oil refineries unlimited.  It is needed to prevent the 
biggest industrial emitters of the most harmful air pollutants known from causing severe 
and irreversible climate and health impacts by locking in bottom-of-the-barrel oil 
infrastructure that could increase those emissions for another generation.  

However, the Initial Study and Draft Staff Report released by District staff management 
assert conclusions regarding the need for Rule 12-16, its effectiveness, and your authority 
to adopt it that are proven false by factual information they fail to disclose or analyze.  
Worse, as we document herein, this crucial information that is omitted and ignored 
includes facts the District already knew, and even its own previous findings.  

Oil industry pressure has affected the timing and transparency of this rule development 
process.  Air District staff management has long delayed this urgent measure to keep 
refinery emissions from increasing, telling the public only that it was explaining secretly, 
in closed sessions with its Board, why it agreed with the oil industry’s claim that refinery 
emissions must be allowed to increase.  Now the excuse for that delay appears to be only 
the false conclusion of analysis biased by systematic nondisclosure of relevant facts.   

As you know, the Air District Board has directed its staff to complete a full analysis and 
rule development package for Rule 12-16 that the Board can properly consider for 
adoption as expeditiously as possible.  We hope to stand with the Air District Board in 
continuing to demand disclosure and consideration of all information that is relevant to a 
full analysis of this measure, as required by scientific principles and the California 
Environmental Quality Act.  

Respectfully, 
 
Andrés Soto and Greg Karras 
Communities for a Better Environment (CBE)  
 
Luis Amezcua 
Sierra Club San Francisco Bay Chapter  
 
Richard Gray 
350 Bay Area 
 
Ratha Lai 
Asian Pacific Environmental Network (APEN)  
 
Janet Scoll Johnson 
Richmond Progressive Alliance (RPA)         continued 
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Steve Nadel, Charles Davidson, and Earl Koteen 
Sunflower Alliance 
 
Nancy Reiser 
Crockett-Rodeo United to Defend the Environment (C.R.U.D.E.) 
 
Katherine Black 
Benicians for a Safe and Healthy Community 
 
Janet PyGeorge 
Rodeo Citizens Association (RCA) 
 
Rev. Will McGarvey 
Interfaith Climate Action Network of Contra Costa County 
 
Denny Larson 
Community Science Institute—CSI for Health and Justice! 
 
Bradley Angel 
Greenaction for Health and Environmental Justice  
 
California Nurses Association (CNA) 
 

 

  

 Copy: Clifford Rechtschaffen, Office of Governor Edmund G. Brown 
  Richard Corey, California Air Resources Board 
  Refinery Action Collaborative of Northern California 
  Interested organizations and individuals 
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December	  2,	  2016	  
	  
Mr.	  Victor	  Douglas	  
BAAQMD	  
375	  Beale	  Street,	  Suite	  600	  
San	  Francisco,	  CA	  94105	  
	  
RE:	   Proposed	  Regulation	  11,	  Rule	  18	  and	  Regulation	  12,	  Rule	  16	  
	  
Dear	  Mr.	  Douglas,	  
	  
We	  appreciate	  the	  opportunity	  to	  submit	  these	  comments	  on	  behalf	  of	  the	  California	  
Council	  for	  Environmental	  and	  Economic	  Balance.	  CCEEB	  is	  a	  non-‐profit	  and	  non-‐partisan	  
coalition	  of	  business,	  labor,	  and	  public	  leaders	  that	  advances	  strategies	  for	  a	  sound	  
economy	  and	  a	  healthy	  environment.	  We	  have	  many	  members	  that	  operate	  facilities	  in	  the	  
air	  basin	  and	  are	  subject	  to	  proposed	  Regulation	  11,	  Rule	  18	  (Reg.	  11-‐18).	  CCEEB	  has	  been	  
active	  in	  this	  rulemaking	  since	  July,	  and	  we	  thank	  staff	  for	  expanding	  its	  outreach	  to	  
stakeholders	  over	  the	  past	  couple	  of	  months.	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  is	  a	  significant	  new	  rule	  and	  will	  
likely	  have	  significant	  compliance	  costs	  for	  many	  businesses.	  We	  offer	  a	  number	  of	  initial	  
questions	  and	  suggestions	  on	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  below,	  and	  look	  forward	  to	  working	  with	  staff	  to	  
further	  refine	  this	  rule.	  
	  
In	  terms	  of	  proposed	  Regulation	  12,	  Rule	  16	  (Reg.	  12-‐16),	  CCEEB	  must	  repeat	  our	  concerns	  
as	  stated	  in	  our	  letter	  to	  you	  from	  September	  9,	  2016,	  and	  we	  include	  by	  reference	  those	  
comments	  here.	  Additionally,	  CCEEB	  agrees	  with	  analysis	  in	  the	  draft	  staff	  report	  that	  calls	  
into	  question	  the	  District’s	  authority	  to	  implement	  Reg.	  12-‐16.	  We	  include	  in	  our	  
comments	  here	  more	  details	  about	  our	  reasoning	  for	  this	  position.	  
	  
	  

Comments	  on	  Regulation	  11,	  Rule	  18	  
	  
Clarify	  Authority	  in	  Staff	  Report	  
In	  meetings	  with	  stakeholders,	  staff	  has	  explained	  that	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  is	  not	  based	  on	  District	  
authority	  under	  AB	  2588,	  the	  Air	  Toxics	  “Hot	  Spots”	  Information	  and	  Assessment	  Act	  
(1987),	  and	  as	  such,	  it	  differs	  from	  the	  statewide	  program	  codified	  in	  Sections	  44300-‐44394	  
of	  the	  California	  Health	  and	  Safety	  Code.	  CCEEB	  asks	  that	  staff	  clarify	  its	  authority	  for	  Reg.	  
11-‐18	  and	  identify	  the	  relevant	  state	  and	  federal	  codes,	  particularly	  those	  sections	  related	  
to	  establishing	  Best	  Available	  Retrofit	  Control	  Technology	  for	  Toxics	  (TBARCT).	  We	  note	  
that	  other	  air	  districts	  in	  California	  continue	  to	  regulate	  existing	  facilities	  under	  AB	  2588,	  
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based	  on	  regularly	  updated	  emission	  inventories	  and	  health	  risk	  assessments	  (HRAs),	  in	  
addition	  to	  review	  of	  new	  and	  modified	  sources	  under	  New	  Source	  Review.1	  
	  
Provide	  Opportunity	  for	  Facilities	  to	  Conduct	  HRAs	  and	  Enhance	  Review	  Process	  
The	  October	  14,	  2016	  Initial	  Study	  for	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  indicates	  the	  District	  will	  use	  independent	  
contractors	  to	  conduct	  HRAs	  due	  to	  a	  lack	  of	  staff	  resources	  necessary	  to	  carry	  out	  this	  
work.	  CCEEB	  recommends	  that	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  be	  revised	  to	  provide	  an	  opportunity	  for	  facility	  
operators	  to	  voluntarily	  conduct	  and	  submit	  HRAs	  for	  the	  purposes	  of	  complying	  with	  the	  
rule.	  Any	  facility-‐submitted	  HRA	  would	  follow	  District	  HRA	  guidelines	  and	  be	  subject	  to	  
review	  and	  approval	  by	  District	  staff.	  The	  advantages	  of	  facility-‐submitted	  HRAs	  are	  
efficiency	  and	  accuracy;	  facility	  operators	  will	  have	  detailed	  knowledge	  of	  and	  data	  on	  
equipment,	  operations,	  emissions	  monitoring	  and	  modeling,	  inventory	  reporting,	  emission	  
factors,	  proximity	  of	  workers	  and	  nearby	  residents	  (“receptors”),	  and	  local	  meteorology.	  
Such	  facility-‐specific	  information	  would	  help	  facilitate	  the	  efficient	  and	  accurate	  
preparation	  of	  HRAs.	  Should	  staff	  find	  it	  necessary	  to	  reject	  a	  submitted	  HRA,	  the	  District	  
could	  require	  the	  facility	  to	  resubmit	  the	  HRA	  with	  amendments.	  	  
	  
Allowing	  facilities	  to	  conduct	  and	  submit	  HRAs	  is	  a	  standard	  practice.	  For	  example,	  
Regulation	  2-‐5-‐401	  requires	  a	  permit	  applicant	  to	  submit	  an	  HRA,	  following	  the	  District’s	  
HRA	  guidelines.	  Similarly,	  under	  AB	  2588,	  the	  state	  Legislature	  requires	  facilities	  to	  submit	  
HRAs	  (H.&S.C.	  Section	  44360(b)(1)).	  CCEEB	  believes	  that	  facility-‐submitted	  HRAs	  would	  in	  
no	  way	  diminish	  the	  stringency	  or	  transparency	  of	  Reg.	  11-‐18;	  rather,	  it	  would	  increase	  
transparency,	  streamline	  the	  review	  process,	  and	  focus	  staff	  resources	  on	  reviewing	  HRAs	  
or	  preparing	  HRAs	  for	  only	  those	  that	  choose	  to	  have	  the	  District	  do	  this	  analysis.	  
Additionally,	  the	  BAAQMD	  could	  submit	  HRAs	  to	  the	  Office	  of	  Environmental	  Health	  Hazard	  
Assessment	  (OEHHA)	  for	  review	  and	  comment,	  as	  is	  done	  under	  AB	  2588	  and	  H.&S.C.	  
Section	  44361.	  
	  
Need	  Process	  to	  Reconcile	  Potential	  Disputes	  over	  Risk	  Reduction	  Plan	  Disapprovals	  
CCEEB	  wishes	  to	  work	  with	  staff	  to	  develop	  a	  dispute	  resolution	  process	  in	  cases	  when	  a	  
facility	  needs	  to	  challenge	  or	  question	  a	  final	  action	  to	  disapprove	  a	  risk	  reduction	  plan.	  
While	  we	  hope	  such	  instances	  would	  be	  rare	  in	  occurrence,	  CCEEB	  believes	  a	  dispute	  
resolution	  mechanism	  is	  warranted	  given	  the	  unclear	  process	  to	  be	  used	  to	  make	  TBARCT	  
determinations	  and	  the	  current	  lack	  of	  guidance	  available	  on	  what	  would	  be	  considered	  
TBARCT	  for	  new	  and	  modified	  sources.	  	  
	  
Explain	  Interaction	  of	  New	  Source	  Review	  Rules	  with	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  
The	  District’s	  New	  Source	  Review	  rules	  (Regs.	  2-‐1,	  2-‐2	  and	  2-‐5)	  require	  new	  or	  modified	  
sources	  to	  apply	  for	  a	  project	  permit.	  Under	  Regulation	  2,	  Rule	  5	  (Reg.	  2-‐5),	  any	  source	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 From the October 2016 Draft Staff Report (page 28): “The Air District adopted its Air Toxics New Source Review program 
at about the same time it started its activities to assess existing facilities under the Hot Spots Act. As a result, sources that 
existed in the late 1980's have been reviewed under the Hot Sports program and sources that were constructed or 
modified after the late 1980s have been reviewed under the Toxics NSR program.” 
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with	  an	  estimated	  risk	  greater	  than	  1-‐in-‐a-‐million	  and/or	  a	  chronic	  hazard	  index	  greater	  
than	  2.0	  would	  be	  required	  to	  apply	  Best	  Available	  Control	  Technology	  for	  Toxics	  (TBACT).	  
	  
Proposed	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  would	  require	  an	  existing	  facility	  to	  reduce	  risks	  below	  10-‐in-‐a-‐million.	  
To	  do	  so,	  a	  facility	  would	  likely	  need	  to	  apply	  for	  an	  NSR	  permit	  for	  a	  new	  or	  modified	  
source,	  which	  in	  turn	  could	  trigger	  TBACT	  requirements.	  If	  a	  facility	  could	  not	  reduce	  below	  
the	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  risk	  action	  levels,	  it	  would	  be	  required	  to	  install	  Best	  Available	  Retrofit	  
Control	  Technology	  for	  Toxics	  (TBARCT)	  on	  all	  “significant	  sources,”	  which,	  by	  definition,	  
would	  also	  trigger	  TBACT	  under	  Reg.	  2-‐5.	  We	  ask	  staff	  to	  explain	  how	  this	  process	  would	  
work	  in	  practice,	  and	  to	  clarify	  whether	  a	  significant	  source	  would	  need	  to	  apply	  TBARCT,	  
TBACT,	  or	  both.	  
	  
Establish	  a	  Technical	  Working	  Group	  and	  Define	  TBARCT	  as	  Part	  of	  Rulemaking	  
CCEEB	  reiterates	  our	  request	  that	  the	  District	  establish	  a	  technical	  working	  group	  to	  help	  
advise	  staff	  in	  developing	  a	  process	  to	  make	  TBARCT	  determinations	  and	  in	  defining	  
TBARCT	  for	  specific	  sources.	  We	  believe	  such	  an	  effort	  is	  being	  planned,	  and	  thank	  staff	  for	  
considering	  our	  past	  comments.	  
	  
We	  also	  repeat	  our	  request	  that	  TBARCT	  be	  defined	  as	  part	  of	  the	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  rulemaking,	  
as	  we	  see	  this	  as	  necessary	  for	  preparing	  the	  socioeconomic	  analysis	  as	  required	  by	  state	  
H.&S.C.	  Section	  40728.5,	  including	  analyses	  to	  determine	  the	  range	  of	  probable	  costs,	  the	  
impact	  of	  the	  rule	  on	  regional	  employment	  and	  the	  economy,	  the	  availability	  of	  cost-‐
effective	  alternatives,	  and	  the	  emission	  or	  risk	  reduction	  potential	  of	  the	  rule.	  Moreover,	  
understanding	  what	  would	  be	  considered	  TBARCT	  helps	  inform	  regulated	  businesses	  as	  to	  
what	  would	  be	  required	  under	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  and	  what	  compliance	  options	  would	  available	  to	  
them,	  which	  in	  turn	  could	  prompt	  useful	  public	  participation	  and	  comments	  on	  the	  draft	  
rule.	  This	  is	  especially	  important	  given	  that	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  is	  remarkable	  both	  in	  terms	  of	  the	  
total	  number	  of	  facilities	  affected	  as	  well	  as	  the	  many	  different	  facility	  types	  that	  will	  
become	  subject	  to	  the	  rule.	  	  
	  
In	  addition,	  we	  note	  that	  the	  current	  unavailability	  of	  TBARCT	  guidelines	  discourages	  early	  
actions	  to	  reduce	  risk.	  Facilities	  that	  take	  early	  action	  and	  install	  risk	  reduction	  technologies	  
voluntarily	  in	  attempt	  to	  decrease	  risk	  below	  the	  notification	  thresholds	  could	  be	  burdened	  
with	  additional	  cost	  if	  these	  reductions	  turn	  out	  later	  not	  to	  meet	  the	  TBARCT	  standard.	  	  	  
	  
More	  generally,	  CCEEB	  believes	  that	  the	  District	  should	  allow	  adequate	  time	  to	  develop	  
sound,	  scientifically	  based	  rules,	  and	  to	  conduct	  a	  fair	  and	  transparent	  public	  participation	  
process.	  Conversely,	  we	  are	  concerned	  if	  rules	  are	  rushed	  to	  hearings	  before	  staff	  has	  fully	  
developed	  implementation	  details	  and	  compliance	  pathways.	  
	  
Modify	  Reference	  to	  MACT	  in	  Definition	  of	  TBARCT	  
Reg.	  11-‐18	  defines	  TBARCT	  as	  the	  most	  stringent	  of	  certain	  retrofit	  emission	  controls,	  
including,	  	  “[t]he	  most	  stringent	  emission	  control	  for	  a	  source	  type	  or	  category	  specified	  as	  
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MACT	  by	  U.S.	  EPA…”	  	  Reg.	  11-‐18-‐204.4.	  “MACT”	  is	  simply	  defined	  as	  “[a]n	  emission	  
standard	  promulgated	  by	  U.S.	  EPA	  pursuant	  to	  Section	  112(d)	  of	  the	  Clean	  Air	  Act.”	  	  [Reg.	  
11-‐18-‐212.]	  However,	  for	  many	  source	  categories	  that	  could	  be	  subject	  to	  Reg.	  11-‐18,	  EPA	  
has	  promulgated	  both	  new	  source	  and	  existing	  source	  MACT	  standards	  under	  Section	  
112(d)	  of	  the	  Clean	  Air	  Act.	  Clearly,	  the	  District’s	  intent	  is	  that	  TBARCT	  can	  be	  no	  less	  
stringent	  than	  an	  existing	  source	  MACT	  standard.	  However,	  TBARCT	  cannot	  and	  should	  not	  
be	  defined	  in	  reference	  to	  new	  source	  MACT	  standards,	  which	  may	  be	  unachievable,	  
infeasible,	  or	  prohibitively	  costly	  for	  existing	  sources	  subject	  to	  TBACT.	  CCEEB	  would	  ask	  
that	  the	  District	  revise	  the	  definition	  to	  clarify	  that,	  for	  existing	  sources	  that	  have	  not	  
previously	  been	  subject	  to	  the	  new	  source	  MACT	  standard	  promulgated	  by	  EPA	  for	  that	  
source	  type	  or	  category,	  TBARCT	  shall	  be	  no	  less	  stringent	  than	  any	  relevant	  existing	  source	  
MACT	  standard.	  	  	  
	  
Provide	  Public	  Information	  Templates	  as	  Part	  of	  Staff	  Report	  
The	  draft	  staff	  report	  indicates	  that	  the	  District	  will	  provide	  facility	  information	  to	  the	  
public	  via	  email	  notices,	  social	  media,	  the	  District’s	  website,	  opt-‐in	  mailings,	  and	  
community	  meetings.	  However,	  the	  draft	  report	  does	  not	  describe	  how	  these	  
communications	  will	  be	  managed	  or	  what	  content	  will	  be	  provided.	  Risk	  communication	  is	  
an	  important	  but	  too	  often	  contentious	  subject;	  context	  is	  key.	  	  
	  
Facilities	  have	  a	  direct	  and	  significant	  interest	  in	  how	  their	  operations	  are	  viewed	  by	  their	  
neighbors,	  and	  many	  have	  ongoing	  community	  outreach	  and	  public	  relations	  efforts.	  The	  
District	  should	  be	  sensitive	  to	  this	  dynamic,	  and	  avoid	  risk	  communication	  that	  is	  confusing	  
or	  unduly	  politicizes	  toxic	  risks.	  It	  is	  also	  critical	  that	  the	  District	  put	  risks	  from	  air	  toxics	  into	  
context	  so	  that	  it	  is	  readily	  and	  clearly	  understood.	  
	  
CCEEB	  requests	  that	  staff	  provide	  templates	  for	  how	  toxic	  risks	  from	  facilities	  will	  be	  
described	  and	  communicated,	  such	  as	  through	  an	  appendix	  to	  the	  staff	  report.	  We	  also	  
request	  that	  staff	  include	  in	  this	  simple	  background	  information,	  including	  but	  not	  limited	  
to	  the	  degree	  to	  which	  risks	  from	  air	  toxics	  have	  been	  steadily	  decreasing	  in	  the	  air	  basin,	  
the	  proportionate	  contribution	  of	  different	  source	  types	  (mobile,	  stationary,	  and	  area)	  to	  
ambient	  risks,	  as	  well	  as	  an	  explanation	  of	  the	  difference	  between	  background	  or	  ambient	  
risk	  and	  risk	  from	  a	  single,	  local	  source.	  
	  
Finally,	  CCEEB	  recommends	  that	  facility	  information	  be	  limited	  to	  only	  those	  facilities	  
above	  risk	  action	  levels,	  and	  that	  only	  final,	  District-‐approved	  documents	  be	  released.	  This	  
helps	  interested	  public	  focus	  on	  facilities	  with	  the	  highest	  risks,	  rather	  than	  having	  to	  sort	  
through	  documents	  for	  a	  1000+	  facilities,	  many	  of	  which	  may	  not	  pose	  real	  public	  health	  
concerns.	  At	  a	  minimum,	  we	  ask	  staff	  to	  remove	  reference	  to	  draft	  HRAs	  since	  the	  
preparation,	  review,	  and	  approval	  of	  HRAs	  follow	  strict,	  objective	  scientific	  guidelines	  and	  
are	  not	  meant	  to	  be	  changeable	  or	  subjective	  based	  on	  public	  comments.	  
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How	  Would	  APCO	  Shorten	  Risk	  Reduction	  Plan	  Time	  Periods?	  
Reg.	  11-‐18-‐402.2	  states	  that	  the	  APCO	  may	  shorten	  the	  three-‐year	  time	  period	  allowed	  to	  
implement	  risk	  reduction	  plans	  if	  (a)	  the	  APCO	  finds	  that	  it	  is	  “technically	  feasible	  and	  
economically	  practicable,”	  or	  (b)	  the	  facility	  is	  in	  a	  CARE	  designated	  area	  and	  exceeds	  a	  
significant	  risk	  threshold	  (i.e.,	  either	  a	  cancer	  risk	  threshold	  of	  1-‐in-‐a-‐million,	  a	  chronic	  HI	  of	  
0.20,	  or	  a	  acute	  HI	  of	  0.20).	  CCEEB	  asks	  staff	  to	  clarify	  how	  the	  APCO	  would	  determine	  
what	  is	  “technically	  feasible	  and	  economically	  practicable,”	  and	  how	  or	  on	  what	  basis	  the	  
APCO	  would	  determine	  the	  appropriate	  time	  period.	  	  
	  
For	  facilities	  in	  CARE	  communities,	  how	  short	  would	  the	  time	  period	  be,	  and	  would	  it	  be	  
the	  same	  for	  all	  facilities	  in	  those	  areas?	  Would	  the	  APCO	  use	  discretion,	  shortening	  the	  
time	  period	  for	  some	  facilities	  but	  not	  others,	  or	  in	  some	  communities	  but	  not	  others,	  and	  
if	  so,	  what	  criteria	  would	  these	  decisions	  be	  based	  on?	  What	  if	  a	  facility	  in	  a	  CARE	  
community	  could	  not	  reduce	  risks	  in	  the	  shortened	  time	  period?	  Would	  an	  extension	  be	  
needed?	  We	  note	  that	  CARE	  designations	  closely	  follow	  transportation	  corridors,	  
congestion,	  and	  emissions	  of	  air	  toxics	  and	  other	  pollutants	  from	  mobile	  sources,	  
particularly	  diesel	  particulate	  matter.	  In	  many	  cases,	  the	  incremental	  contribution	  of	  a	  
stationary	  source	  facility	  could	  be	  de	  minimis.	  
	  
What	  Would	  Prompt	  an	  Updated	  Risk	  Reduction	  Plan?	  
Reg.	  11-‐18-‐405	  gives	  the	  APCO	  the	  authority	  to	  require	  the	  facility	  to	  update	  its	  risk	  
reduction	  plan	  “if	  information	  becomes	  available…regarding	  the	  health	  risks	  posed	  by	  a	  
facility	  or	  emissions	  reduction	  technologies	  that	  may	  be	  used	  by	  a	  facility	  that	  would	  
significantly	  impact	  health	  risks…”	  We	  ask	  staff	  to	  clarify	  this	  section	  in	  the	  rule	  and	  in	  the	  
staff	  report.	  Specifically,	  we	  ask	  staff	  to	  explain	  what	  new	  information	  it	  is	  anticipating	  in	  
regards	  to	  health	  risks.	  For	  example,	  is	  the	  concern	  that	  actual	  health	  risks	  are	  above	  what	  
was	  estimated	  in	  the	  emissions	  inventory	  and	  HRA?	  And	  if	  so,	  what	  level	  of	  an	  increase	  
would	  prompt	  the	  APCO	  to	  act?	  What	  happens	  if	  the	  increase	  was	  due	  to	  an	  increase	  in	  
production	  but	  still	  within	  permit	  limits	  and	  the	  facility	  was	  on	  track	  to	  meet	  all	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  
requirements?	  
	  
In	  terms	  of	  “emission	  reduction	  technologies,”	  does	  this	  mean	  that	  the	  APCO	  could	  force	  a	  
facility	  to	  change	  its	  plan	  whenever	  a	  new	  control	  technology	  or	  risk	  reduction	  measure	  
becomes	  available?	  What	  if	  risk	  reduction	  projects	  were	  already	  underway?	  What	  time	  
period	  would	  be	  given	  to	  the	  facility,	  or	  would	  the	  clock	  restart	  after	  the	  updated	  plan	  was	  
approved?	  Would	  the	  District	  determine	  economic	  impacts	  based	  just	  on	  the	  updated	  plan,	  
or	  would	  it	  calculate	  total	  costs	  for	  the	  initial	  approved	  plan	  plus	  added	  costs	  for	  updating	  
the	  plan?	  Could	  the	  APCO	  apply	  Reg.	  11-‐18-‐405	  multiple	  times,	  so	  that	  a	  facility	  was	  caught	  
continuously	  updating	  a	  plan	  (and	  investing	  in	  risk	  reduction	  projects)	  whenever	  new	  
technologies	  became	  available?	  What	  if	  the	  facility	  demonstrates	  that	  it	  will	  get	  below	  the	  
risk	  reduction	  threshold	  in	  the	  time	  provided	  –	  could	  it	  then	  dispute	  the	  requirement	  to	  
update	  its	  plan	  or	  seek	  a	  variance	  from	  the	  Hearing	  Board?	  CCEEB	  has	  serious	  concerns	  
with	  this	  language	  as	  written	  and	  would	  like	  to	  better	  understand	  what	  is	  intended.	  	  
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CEQA	  Analysis	  Should	  Include	  the	  Original	  25-‐in-‐a-‐million	  Alternative	  
In	  July,	  staff	  presented	  a	  proposal	  for	  Board	  approval	  that	  set	  a	  first	  phase	  of	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  
with	  a	  risk	  reduction	  threshold	  of	  25-‐in-‐a-‐million.	  While	  we	  recognize	  that	  staff	  has	  revised	  
its	  proposal	  and	  is	  no	  longer	  recommending	  the	  phased	  approach	  in	  the	  draft	  rule,	  we	  ask	  
again	  that	  the	  25-‐in-‐a-‐million	  option	  be	  included	  in	  the	  CEQA	  analysis	  as	  an	  alternative	  and	  
that	  it	  be	  used	  to	  compare	  compliance	  costs	  and	  incremental	  health	  benefits,	  and	  to	  
establish	  reasonable	  cost	  ranges	  in	  the	  socioeconomic	  report.	  	  
	  
	  

Comments	  on	  Regulation	  12,	  Rule	  16	  
	  
District	  Staff	  Are	  Correct	  that	  Reg.	  12-‐16	  Would	  Be	  Inconsistent	  with	  District’s	  Authority	  
The	  draft	  staff	  report	  provides	  staff’s	  analysis	  that	  the	  fixed	  numeric	  caps	  on	  refinery	  
emissions	  proposed	  by	  draft	  Regulation	  12,	  Rule	  16	  are	  inconsistent	  with	  the	  requirements	  
of	  the	  federal	  Clean	  Air	  Act	  (CAA)	  and	  California	  law.	  [Draft	  Staff	  Report,	  Draft	  Regulation	  
12,	  Rule	  16:	  Petroleum	  Refining	  Facility-‐Wide	  Emissions	  Limits	  and	  Draft	  Regulation	  11,	  
Rule	  18:	  Reduction	  of	  Risks	  from	  Air	  Toxic	  Emissions	  at	  Existing	  Facilities,	  Oct.	  2016	  (“draft	  
staff	  report”),	  pages	  17-‐20.]	  
	  	  
In	  particular,	  staff	  notes	  that	  both	  the	  CAA	  and	  California	  law	  require	  permitting	  programs	  
that	  allow	  for	  criteria	  pollutant	  emissions	  to	  increase	  at	  one	  location	  so	  long	  as	  those	  
emissions	  are	  offset	  by	  reductions	  elsewhere.	  Id.	  at	  17.	  CCEEB	  agrees	  with	  staff’s	  analysis	  
of	  this	  inconsistency.	  Additionally,	  by	  essentially	  imposing	  a	  construction	  moratorium	  upon	  
refinery	  expansion	  when	  none	  is	  authorized	  or	  warranted	  under	  the	  CAA,	  Reg.	  12-‐16	  would	  
stand	  as	  an	  obstacle	  to	  the	  accomplishment	  and	  execution	  of	  the	  full	  purposes	  of	  the	  
objectives	  of	  Congress	  in	  enacting	  the	  CAA	  and	  designing	  a	  program	  for	  controlling	  
emissions	  from	  new	  and	  modified	  sources.	  See	  Hines	  v.	  Davidowitz,	  312	  U.S.	  52,	  67	  (1941).	  
	  	  
As	  the	  draft	  staff	  report	  indicates,	  proposed	  Reg.	  12-‐16	  would	  address	  pollutants	  of	  
primarily	  regional	  or	  global	  concern	  by	  limiting	  those	  pollutants	  from	  one	  particular	  sector,	  
even	  though	  the	  concentrations	  of	  criteria	  pollutants	  are	  roughly	  the	  same	  in	  refinery	  
communities	  as	  in	  other	  urbanized	  areas	  of	  the	  region.	  See	  draft	  staff	  report	  at	  page	  18.	  
California	  law	  imposes	  several	  requirements	  for	  new	  rules,	  including	  that	  the	  air	  district	  
demonstrate	  the	  rule’s	  “necessity”	  (Cal.	  Health	  &	  Saf.	  Code	  §	  40727(b)(1)).	  The	  District	  
would	  be	  challenged	  to	  demonstrate	  the	  necessity	  of	  a	  rule	  targeting	  an	  individual	  sector	  
and	  its	  emissions,	  when	  the	  impacts	  from	  that	  sector	  are,	  as	  staff	  acknowledges,	  
indistinguishable	  on	  a	  regional	  scale	  from	  those	  of	  other	  sectors.	  In	  light	  of	  the	  regional	  and	  
global	  impacts	  associated	  with	  the	  emissions	  targeted	  by	  Reg.	  12-‐16,	  CCEEB	  also	  agrees	  
that	  the	  theoretical	  co-‐benefits	  associated	  with	  regulating	  criteria	  and	  greenhouse	  gas	  
(GHG)	  emissions,	  so	  as	  to	  limit	  localized	  refinery	  communities’	  exposure	  to	  pollution	  (see	  
draft	  staff	  report	  at	  page	  20),	  cannot	  provide	  legal	  justification	  for	  such	  a	  rule.	  	  
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CCEEB	  also	  agrees	  with	  staff	  that	  the	  Reg.	  12-‐16	  caps	  on	  GHG	  emissions	  would	  fail	  to	  
satisfy	  state	  law	  because	  facility-‐specific	  caps	  are	  fundamentally	  inconsistent	  with	  the	  Air	  
Resources	  Board	  Cap-‐and-‐Trade	  Program.	  See	  draft	  staff	  report	  at	  page	  19.	  The	  State’s	  
Cap-‐and-‐Trade	  Program	  has	  been	  carefully	  designed	  to	  achieve	  the	  maximum	  
technologically	  feasible	  and	  cost-‐effective	  reductions	  in	  GHG	  emissions	  through	  use	  of	  
market	  forces,	  while	  also	  minimizing	  emissions	  leakage.	  See	  Cal.	  Health	  &	  Saf.	  Code	  §§	  
38562(a),	  (b)(8).	  Placing	  caps	  on	  facilities	  in	  the	  Bay	  Area	  would	  frustrate	  the	  efficiency	  
goals	  of	  the	  Cap-‐and-‐Trade	  Program,	  as	  recognized	  by	  District	  staff.	  See	  draft	  staff	  report	  at	  
page	  19	  (“There	  is	  a	  fundamental	  inconsistency	  between	  a	  ‘cap	  and	  trade’	  program	  that	  by	  
its	  nature	  contemplates	  changeable	  caps	  versus	  one	  that	  fixes	  caps	  at	  one	  level,	  in	  that	  the	  
latter	  has	  the	  potential	  to	  frustrate	  the	  efficiency	  goals	  of	  the	  former.”).	  It	  would	  also	  
potentially	  result	  in	  emissions	  leakage	  to	  sources	  elsewhere	  in	  the	  state	  or	  out-‐of-‐state,	  
thus	  achieving	  no	  net	  reduction	  in	  GHG	  emissions.	  Even	  assuming	  the	  District	  were	  
legislatively	  delegated	  the	  authority	  to	  promulgate	  such	  a	  rule,	  doing	  so	  would	  run	  afoul	  of	  
the	  requirement	  that	  district	  rules	  must	  be	  consistent	  and	  in	  harmony	  with	  existing	  State	  
law	  (see	  id.	  §	  40727(b)(4)),	  and	  not	  be	  arbitrary,	  capricious,	  or	  without	  a	  reasonable	  or	  
rational	  basis.	  See	  S.	  Cal.	  Gas	  Co.	  v.	  S.	  Coast	  Air	  Quality	  Mgmt.	  Dist.,	  200	  Cal.	  App.	  4th	  251,	  
267-‐68	  (2011).	  	  	  
	  
	  
CCEEB	  thanks	  staff	  for	  considering	  our	  comments	  on	  proposed	  Regulations	  11-‐18	  and	  12-‐
16	  and	  we	  look	  forward	  to	  seeing	  your	  response.	  We	  also	  appreciate	  recent	  staff	  efforts	  to	  
notify	  and	  engage	  potentially	  affected	  industry	  on	  Reg.	  11-‐18,	  and	  we	  continue	  to	  support	  
a	  full	  public	  participation	  process	  for	  rule	  development.	  CCEEB	  is	  committed	  to	  working	  
with	  the	  staff	  and	  the	  Board	  of	  the	  District	  in	  refining	  Reg.	  11-‐18	  and	  addressing	  the	  
questions	  and	  concerns	  we	  outline	  in	  this	  letter.	  Please	  contact	  me	  or	  Janet	  Whittick	  of	  
CCEEB	  at	  any	  time	  should	  you	  have	  questions	  or	  wish	  to	  discuss	  our	  comments	  further.	  I	  
can	  be	  reached	  at	  (415)	  512-‐7890	  ext.	  115	  or	  billq@cceeb.org;	  Ms.	  Whittick	  is	  available	  at	  
ext.	  111	  or	  janetw@cceeb.org.	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
	  
	  
	  
Bill	  Quinn	  
CCEEB	  Chief	  Operating	  Officer	  and	  Bay	  Area	  Partnership	  Project	  Manager	  
	  
cc:	   Mr.	  Jaime	  Williams,	  BAAQMD	  
	   Mr.	  Eric	  Stevenson,	  BAAQMD	  
	   Mr.	  Gerald	  D.	  Secundy,	  BAAQMD	  
	   Ms.	  Janet	  Whittick,	  CCEEB	  
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December 2, 2016 

VIA Email 

Mr. Victor Douglas (VDouglas@baaqmd.gov) 
Manager, Rule Development Section 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Phillips 66 
San Francisco Refinery 
1380 San Pablo Avenue 
Rodeo, CA 94572 
phone 510.799.4411 
fax 510.245.4476 

ESDR-364-16 
05-C-03-G 

RE: Phillips 66 Company: Comments on BAAQMD's Notice of Preparation for DEIR Draft 
Regulation 12, Rule 16 and Draft Regulation 11, Rule 18 

Mr. Douglas: 

Phillips 66 Company (Phillips 66) is providing comments in this letter related to the Notice of 
Preparation (NOP) for two new Bay Area Air Quality Management District (District) rules currently 
being developed - Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emission Limits (Reg. 12-
16) and Regulation 11, Rule 18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities (Reg. 
11-18). 

In addition, Phillips 66 supports and adopts the comments of the Western States Petroleum Association 
(WSP A) and the California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance (CCEEB) on the above
referenced Regulations submitted on December 2,2016. 

Due to the complicated nature of the proposed Regulations referenced above, Phillips 66 requests that 
additional time be allowed to provide comments and work with District staff. 

Regulation 12, Rule 16 

The California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") requires that the District's Environmental Impact 
Report for the project consider the entire project. As you are aware, the CEQA Guidelines define a 
"project" to be the whole of an action, which in this case includes all regulations associated with Board 
Resolution 2014-07 targeting emissions reductions from refineries. . 

Proposed Regulation 12, Rule 16 will likely curtail refinery production below levels already achievable 
in practice and currently pennitted, which infringes on Phillips 66's vested rights. The proposed rule 
severely inhibits (or may altogether prevent) the ability of Bay Area refineries to build new equipment or 
process units that may be required to meet future Federal and/or California Air Resource Board (CARB) 
fuel standards or to respond to increases in demand. This may make one or more refineries obsolete and 

. potentially force their closure~ 
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The proposed rule is not necessary, and, in fact, District Staff itself recognizes the difficulty that the 
Board will have in making the finding of "necessity" required by California Health and Safety Code 
section 40727(a): "[a]t the very least, it would be difficult to legally justifY the necessity for the 
[proposed rule] ... " (BAA QMD Draft Staff Report, Draft Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining 
Facility-Wide Emissions Limits (October 2016), p. 17). Phillips 66 also believes that the Board will not 
be able to make the required finding of "consistency," which is a view shared by District Staff in the 
BAAQMD Draft Staff Report ("Staff is concerned that a fixed numeric cap on refinelY emissions may not 
be consistent with requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) and the California Health and Safety 
Code (H&SC)"). Further, the proposed rule is arbitrary and capricious in that it imposes a specific 
regulatory regime on one particular sector of the regulated community - i. e., refining without any 
support whatsoever that such disparate treatment is either necessary or appropriate. Again, this view is 
echoed by District Staff at pages 17 and 18 of the BAAQMD Draft Staff Report ("Staff is also concerned 
that there is no support for imposing a particular regulatory approach on one sector of the regulated 
community without factual support for such selective treatment"). 

Adoption of the proposed Regulation 12, Rule 16 would be beyond the Board's legal authority. District 
Staff has arrived at this same conclusion (BAAQMD Draft Staff Report, pages 3, 19, and 20). If the 
Board adopted this proposed rule, it would be a transparent attempt to utilize legislative authority that the 
Board does not rightfully have, which will have been hijacked by the Board solely to impose the Board's 
own purported policy choices on a discreet sector of the economy and regulated community. 

The District needs to evaluate the environmental, socioeconomic and other factors associated with 
restricting refinery operations. The potential to affect fuel supply in the Bay Area must be thoroughly 
evaluated. For instance, the District must evaluate the GHG impacts of importing gasoline from outside 
the State or from foreign countries should a fuel shortage be caused or exacerbated by proposed Reg 12-
16. 

Regulation 11, Rule 18 

The District must provide a thorough scientific justification for why a risk threshold of 10 in a million 
(lO/M) was arbitrarily chosen. The District's own Community Air Risk Evaluation (CARE) study 
estimated that average background air quality in the Bay Area is roughly 50 times greater than the 
proposed risk threshold of 101M. The District must determine if the Rule is implemented whether or not 
all reducing risk from all facilities to below 101M would even have a significant effect on the overall risk 
from background air quality. 

District staff had previously reported a 251M risk threshold to the Board, but this threshold has been 
removed and replaced with the 101M threshold without any explanation. Phillips 66 requests that District 
staff provide an analysis of the number of facilities with a risk greater than 251M compared to the 
estimate of over 1,100 facilities with a risk of greater than 101M reported in the BAA QMD Draft Staff 
Report. This information must be presented as part of the project alternatives and the EIR and staff 
report must analyze any additional benefits and costs associated with reducing the risk threshold from 
251M to 101M. The District must show that these thresholds are necessary and cost effective. 

The BAAQMD Draft Staff Report explains that the District will use the annual toxic emissions 
inventories reported to the District to conduct site-specific HRAs for sources that emit toxic compounds. 
Section 11-18-403.3, in turn, requires the Risk Reduction Plan to include a source characterization that 
includes "summmy data from the applicable APCO-approved air toxic emission inventory." However, 
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proposed Rule 11-18 provides no further clarity with respect to the emissions inventory component. To 
help ensure consistency in emission inventory and health risk assessment methods across facilities, 
Phillips 66 requests that Rule 11-18 clarify that the emission inventory is based on actual emissions. 

The BAAQMD should provide guidance and a more thorough review of proposed Regulation 11, Rule 18 
(Reg 11-18) in relation to the changes proposed to Regulation 2-5 and the recent changes to Regulation 2 
Rules 1 and 2 (Regs 2-1& 2). These regulations will all potentially have effects on the other regulations 
and should be thoroughly reviewed to determine if there are any inconsistencies or other potential issues. 

• For instance, potential risk reductions required by Reg 11-18 may require permits and review via 
Regs 2-1 & 2 and Reg 2-5. What are the effects if Reg 2-5 required TBACT on a project being 
conducted for Reg 11-18 compliance, when currently Reg 11-18 only requires TBARCT? 

• What if a project is required by proposed Reg 11-18 risk reduction requirements but is not issued 
a permit pursuant to proposed Reg 2-5 because the potential to emit only for the project is 
included in the Reg 2-5 analysis? Is the facility then out of compliance with Reg 11-18? 

TBARCT should be better defined as part of the Reg 11-18 rulemaking. Defining TBARCT is necessary 
to prepare the socioeconomic analysis and determine the range of probable costs, define the impact of the 
rule on regional employment and economy, determine the availability of cost-effective alternatives and 
quantify the emission or risk reduction potential of the rule. Moreover, this would help inform regulated 
businesses about what would be required and what compliance options are available, which in tum could 
prompt useful public participation and comments on the draft rule. The current definition of TBARCT in 
11-18-204 does not adequately consider cost-effectiveness, as it requires installation of the most stringent 
retrofit emissions controls available. 

As Sections 11-18-301 and 11-18-403.6 are currently written, they could be interpreted to mean that all 
sources of risk anywhere in the facility must be below the significant risk thresholds or have TBARCT. 
Based on conversations with District staff, Phillips 66 believes the intent of the Reg was to control only 
those sources of risk that affect the receptors with impacts above risk action levels in Section 11-18-214, 
not all sources at the facility. Accordingly, Philips 66 suggests the following edits to clarify the proposed 
text in Sections 11-18-301.2 and 11-18-403.6.1: 

• 11-18-301.2 "Demonstrate to the satisfaction of the APCO that all facility sources of risk aHfle 
facility that impact any receptor where the health risk from the facility exceeds one or more of 
the risk action levels in Section 11-18-214 either: 

o 2.1 Are controlled with current TBARCT, or 
o 2.2 Do not pose a health risk that equals or exceeds of one or more of the significant risk 

thresholds set forth in Section 11-18-217." 

• 11-18-403.6.1 "A demonstration that all facility sources of risk at the facility that impact any 
receptor where the health risk from the facility exceeds one or more of the risk action levels in 
Section 11-18-214 are either controlled with TBARCT, or do not pose a health risk in excess of 
the significant risk threshold, or" 

Lastly, the District's choice of facility prioritization for implementation of the proposed Rule appears 
arbitrary. Multiple times in the BAAQMD Draft Staff Report, CARE communities are noted as the areas 
with the highest risk; however, the District did not consider the CARE communities when determining 
the prioritization. Further, diesel PM is the largest contributor to Bay Area risk as illustrated in Figure 5 
of the BAAQMD Draft Staff Report, however, the primary stationary source of diesel PM emissions, 
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diesel engines, are not proposed to be addressed by the rule until the third implementation phase, and 
reductions from these sources won't be implemented until 2024 at the earliest. The District should 
prioritize implementation of facilities that are located in CARE communities because they are the areas 
with the highest overall risk. 

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact me at (510) 245-5825. 

Sincerely, 

Don Bristol 
Environmental Superintendent 

Attachment 

cc: Eric Stevenson, BAAQMD (via e-mail: EStevenson@baaqmd.gov) 
Greg Nudd, BAAQMD (via e-mail: GNudd@baaqmd.gov) 
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Western States Petroleum Association 

Credible Solutions • Responsive Service • Since 1907 
 
Catherine Reheis-Boyd 
President 
 
December 4, 2016  

Mr. Victor Douglas     via email (vdouglas@baaqmd.gov)  
Principal Air Quality Specialist 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) 
939 Ellis Street 
San Francisco, CA  94109 
 
Re: WSPA Comments on Draft Proposed Rules for Regulation 11, Rule 18 and Regulation 12, Rule 16 
 
Dear Mr. Douglas: 
 
The Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) is a non-profit trade association representing twenty-
six companies that explore for, produce, refine, transport and market petroleum, petroleum products, 
natural gas and other energy supplies in California, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.  Our 
members in the Bay Area have operations and facilities regulated by the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District (District). 
 
WSPA has significant concerns with regard to the District’s proposed Regulation 11, Rule 18 (Rule 11-
18) and Regulation 12, Rule 16 (Rule 12-16), as described more fully in Attachments A and B.  In 
addition, it is unclear whether the District intends to develop and propose both draft Rules to the Board 
for consideration, such that both Rules could presumably be adopted by the District, or whether the 
District intends to propose Rules 11-18 and Rules 12-16 as alternative suggestions for reducing emissions 
from petroleum refineries, such that only one of the two Rules would be adopted.  To the extent that both 
rules may be adopted by the Board, the District needs to assess the impacts, feasibility, and costs of 
complying with both sets of requirements before proposing the draft Rules to the Board for adoption. In 
addition, WSPA requests that more time be allowed to provide comments on these proposals due to their 
complex nature and wide scope. 
 
WSPA appreciates the BAAQMD’s consideration of our comments and we look forward to your 
responses. If you have any questions, please contact me at this office, or Bob Brown of my staff at (925) 
708-8679 or email bbrown@wspa.org. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
Attachments:   
 
Attachment A: WSPA Comments on Proposed Regulation 11, Rule 18 
Attachment B: WSPA Comments on Proposed Regulation 12, Rule 16 
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Attachment A 
WSPA Comments on Proposed Regulation 11, Rule 18 
 
 
CALIFORNIA HEALTH & SAFETY CODE REQUIREMENTS 
 
The California Health & Safety Code requires the District to make six statutory findings before amending 
a rule: necessity; authority; clarity; consistency; nonduplication; and reference Cal. Health & Safety Code 
§ 40727.  As Rule 11-18 is currently drafted and structured, the District will not be able to meet these 
statutory requirements, particularly with respect to the elements of necessity, consistency, and clarity.   
 
The Stringency of Draft Rule 11-18 is Not Necessary 
 
Draft Rule 11-18 will require all facilities, including non-refinery entities, with a calculated risk level of 
10 per million (10/M) to develop a Risk Reduction Plan to implement controls that will reduce the 
facility’s risk level.  The stated purpose of draft Rule 11-18 is to “ensure that facilities that emit toxic air 
contaminants do not pose an unacceptable health risk to nearby residents, workers, or students.”  § 11-18-
101.  However, the District has not explained why a risk of 10/M is the appropriate threshold for 
acceptable versus unacceptable risk.  The District recognizes that Rule 11-18 is “more stringent than 
most” other air programs being implemented in California to address toxic emissions from existing 
facilities, but fails to explain the basis for regulating so much more stringently.  
 
The District must provide a more reasoned and scientific explanation for its proposal to decrease the risk 
level of 10/M from the current risk level of 100/M for existing facilities.  While Cal. Health & Safety 
Code §§ 39002 and 39013 provide the District with authority to control air pollution from stationary 
sources, the District must nevertheless balance that authority with the necessity of a rule.  The District’s 
Staff Report states that the risk action levels in § 11-18-214, which are based on the OEHHA’s 2015 
Health Risk Guidelines, “reflect the most health protective levels achievable and correspond to the health 
risk levels that the Air District uses for the existing ‘Hot Spots’ program.” At the outset, the OEHHA 
itself has identified the  risk levels proposed in the 2015 Health Risk Assessments Guidelines as 
conservatively high estimates of risk (because they take the most sensitive populations into 
consideration).1   
 
More to the point, this reasoning does not explain why such conservative risk thresholds are necessary in 
light of the Bay Area’s air quality, which the District itself has acknowledged has improved dramatically.  
As the Staff Report notes, over the last few decades TAC emissions from stationary sources in the Bay 
Area have decreased by 87%, and the average Bay Area risk from exposure to TACs has been reduced by 
83%.  Staff Report, at 25-26.    Furthermore, these figures do not account for the additional reductions 
that will occur as WSPA’s members implement the additional controls imposed over the past year 
through the District’s Refinery Strategy, which the District has calculated will further reduce refinery 
emissions by 15%. 
 
The District proposes to calculate a facility’s health risk in accordance with OEHHA’s 2015 Health Risk 
Assessment (HRA) Guidelines, which lower the risk screen trigger levels for carcinogenic TACs as 
compared to OEHHA’s prior guidelines, and thereby result in higher risk calculations for the same level 

1 OEHHA’s Guidance Manual for Preparation of HRAs identifies that “...there is a great deal of uncertainty associated with the 
process of risk assessment....The assumptions used in these guidelines are designed to err on the side of health protection in order 
to avoid underestimation of risk to the public....Risk estimates generated by an HRA should not be interpreted as the expected 
rates of disease in the exposed population but rather as estimate of potential for disease, based on current knowledge and a 
number of assumptions....” 
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of TAC emissions from regulated sources.  At the same time, as discussed above, actual health risks 
associated with TAC emissions are lower than they have ever been within the District.  Staff Report, at 
25-26.  This significant progress calls for a balanced approach to regulation. Indeed, other air districts 
with worse air quality (e.g., more criteria pollutants in non-attainment), including the South Coast and 
San Joaquin Valley Air Districts, have determined that a higher  risk threshold is protective of human 
health given the recent changes in the OEHHA guidelines.  The District should avoid inciting unnecessary 
confusion and fear among the public based on dramatically overstated risks or require installation of 
unnecessary controls for operations that do not pose actual significant risks to the public,, or if the added 
controls do not make a perceivable improvement in the overall risk of the area around the source.  
Analysis should also be completed on the effects of all the regulated facilities dropping to a risk less than 
<10/M to determine if these estimated reductions at stationary sources make any perceivable difference to 
the receptors. 
 
WSPA believes that it is especially appropriate to reconsider the  risk threshold in § 11-18-214.1, 
because, unlike the hazard indices which are based upon conservative estimates of the level of air 
pollution concentrations that might cause a health effect, the  risk limit does not have a scientific basis.  
Past risk thresholds (including the District’s existing 100/M threshold under AB2588) have been based on 
what regulators believed was possible for facilities to achieve.  Along the same lines, the District claims 
that the 10/M level was chosen because it reflects “the most health protective levels achievable” (Staff 
Report page 30).  However, the Staff Report does not provide any data or analysis to support this claim.  
Rather, the District here seems to simply assume that a 10/M will be “achievable” by existing facilities.  
 
The District assumes too much.  The achievability of reducing an existing facility’s TAC emissions to 
below the 10/M risk level will depend on several factors, such as the District’s definition of “source,” its 
emission calculation methods, its dispersion models, its risk calculation models, and changes in acute and 
chronic reference exposure levels.  If the District chooses to adopt hazard indices and risk thresholds that 
were derived based on what levels are “achievable,” it must provide a thorough assessment documenting 
that those levels are in fact scientifically, technologically, and economically achievable under the 
proposed rule as written.  
 
WSPA suggests that the District consider a risk reduction threshold for risk of 25/M.  This value was 
reported to the Board initially on July 20, 2016 and later removed from consideration without any written 
analysis or justification. The District should further assess the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of a 25/M 
threshold, along with the incremental costs and benefits of going from 25/M to 10/M. 
 
Draft Rule 11-18 is Not Consistent with the Proposed Amendments to Rule 2-5  
 
WSPA requests revisions to Rule 11-18 for consistency with the proposed amendments to Regulation 2, 
Rule 5 (Rule 2-5).  Rule 2-5 exempts new and modified internal combustion engines smaller than 50 hp 
and treats retail gasoline facilities differently; however these same sources either by themselves or in 
conjunction with other sources at the same facility could trigger the need for a Risk Reduction Plan under 
Rule 11-18.  WSPA suggests that the District consider exempting sources from Rule 11-18 that were 
already subject to or listed as exempt from Rule 2-5.  WSPA also requests revision to Rule 11-18 to allow 
similar treatment of gasoline dispensing facilities as under the proposed amendments to Rule 2-5.    
 
In addition, draft Rule 11-18 is unlikely to provide any emissions reductions for certain existing source 
types that are already implementing analogous TBARCT controls for toxics.  These source types would 
include retail gasoline dispensing facilities subject to BAAQMD Rule 8-7, and gasoline bulk terminals 
subject to BAAQMD Rules 8-5, 8-18, and 8-33.  WSPA therefore suggests that the District consider 
exempting any facilities from draft Rule 11-18 that are already subject to requirements that reflect 
TBARCT.    
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Draft Rule 11-18 is Not Sufficiently Clear  
 
Several of the provisions of proposed Rule 11-18 are not sufficiently clear to be understood, as required 
by Cal. Health & Safety Code § 40727(a) and (b)(3).   
 
Applicability.  The applicability of draft Rule 11-18 depends entirely on the District’s calculation of a 
facility’s health risk. With the exception of the requirement in § 11-18-401 for facilities to submit “any 
information necessary to complete an HRA of the facility” at the District’s request, the draft rule does not 
describe the procedures, or limits, to the District’s determination of applicability.  The Staff Report 
explains that the District will use emissions inventory data to screen for facilities with a priority score of 
ten or greater or a non-cancer priority score of one or greater, and then conduct health risk assessments 
(HRAs) for those facilities in accordance with the most recent versions of OEHHA’s HRA Guidelines, 
CARB AB2588, and the CARB/CAPCOA Risk Management Guidelines.  In addition, the Staff Report 
suggests that facilities will be consulted to validate the HRA model and site-specific factors.  None of this 
is apparent from the language of the draft rule.   WSPA therefore requests that the District incorporate 
provisions in proposed Rule 11-18 that address the District’s responsibilities and procedures for 
determining rule applicability. This would include clarifying that (i) the HRAs to be prepared by the 
District will be done consistently with the OEHHA 2015 Health Risk Assessment Guidelines, and (ii) 
facilities will be provided with an opportunity to review and comment on both the inputs to and results of 
HRAs prior to being required to submit Risk Reduction Plans. WSPA also requests that data in Table 2-5-
1 of Rule 2-5 be referenced in Rule 11-18. 
 
In addition, WSPA requests that the draft rule incorporate an HRA review process that provides sufficient 
time for source testing and ambient air testing, and that a Hearing Board appeal process be added to the 
rule’s provisions, much like with permit determinations.   
 
Absent input from facilities, the District may incorrectly characterize facility emissions and/or health risk, 
which could lead to the District requiring facilities to install control equipment on sources that testing 
may show do not pose a health risk.   
 
Cargo Carrier Emissions.  The District should clarify that emissions from cargo carriers (e.g., ships and 
trains) are excluded from draft Rule 11-18.  As discussed in prior WSPA comments on the District’s 
Refinery Strategy rules, most cargo carriers are owned and operated by other companies. Attempting to 
require facilities to incorporate emissions from cargo carriers into nearby refinery emissions inventories 
will likely produce inaccurate data.  Furthermore, as currently drafted, § 11-18-204 specifically exempts 
cargo carriers from TBARCT requirements.  As a result, including cargo carrier emissions in the 
emissions inventories of adjacent facilities may potentially trigger HRA and TBARCT requirements for 
the adjacent facility. and even though those sources themselves are in fact exempt from the control 
requirements.   If the District is concerned about diesel particulate emissions from cargo carriers, please 
take into consideration that CARB is in the process of writing an ATCM that will reduce diesel 
particulate matter from cargo carriers.     
 
Toxic Emissions Inventories.  The Staff Report explains that the District will use the annual toxic 
emissions inventories reported to the District to conduct site-specific HRAs for sources that emit toxic 
compounds.  Section 11-18-403.3, in turn, requires the Risk Reduction Plan to include a source 
characterization that includes “summary data from the applicable APCO-approved air toxic emission 
inventory.” However, proposed Rule 11-18 provides no further clarity with respect to the emissions 
inventory component.  To help ensure consistency in emission inventory and health risk assessment 
methods across facilities, WSPA requests that Rule 11-18 state explicitly that the HRA will be completed 
with the most recent available facility reported actual site stationary source emission inventory.   WSPA 
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requests clarification that for refineries, the emission inventories will be done consistently with the 
District’s refinery emission inventory guidelines, and that the same methods will be used across industries 
where applicable, such as emergency diesel engines.   
 
Risk Action Levels/Risk Reduction Plan.  During Rule 11-18 workshops, District Staff indicated that 
facilities would not be required to install TBARCT on all sources if controls could be installed to reduce 
health risks below the risk action levels in § 11-18-214.  WSPA requests clarification that the Risk 
Reduction Plan may explain how a facility will reduce risk below the risk action level, rather than install 
TBARCT on all sources above the significant risk threshold.  
 
Significant Risk Thresholds.  The significant risk thresholds in § 11-18-217 are far below the risk action 
levels in § 11-18-214.  As a result, it is likely that a source with risk above the § 11-18-217 thresholds 
nevertheless may not contribute to risk at a receptor above the § 11-18-214 facility-wide action level. 
WSPA requests clarification that TBARCT would only be required on sources that contribute risk greater 
than the thresholds in § 11-18-217 at receptors having risk above the action levels in Section 11-18-214.   
 
WSPA’s understanding of the language in §§ 11-18-301.2 and 11-18-403.6.1 is that the District’s intent 
was that “each permitted source at the facility that contributes to the risk at any receptors where the 
facility wide risk is above the risk action levels, is either controlled with TBARCT or does not pose a 
health risk in excess of any of the significant risk thresholds.”  As the draft rule is currently written, 
however, sources which have risk impacts below the significance thresholds in § 11-18-217 at the 
receptors with facility-wide risks above the risk action levels would require some type of emission 
control, even if they do not meet the significant risk thresholds.  WSPA requests that the District modify 
the language of the draft Rule to clarify that TBARCT is not required on a source if the health risk from 
the source remains below the significant risk thresholds.   
 
Summary Data.  WSPA suggests removing from 11-18-403.3.2 the requirement to include summary 
data for data from the HRA in the Risk Reduction Plan.  As the HRA is to be prepared by the District, a 
facility would need to request the information from the District (the source of the HRA), and then submit 
the information back to the District in the Plan.  
 
Risk Reduction Plan v. TBARCT.  Section 11-18-403.6 has subsections that are confusing and should 
be clarified.  Sections 11-18-403.6.1 and -403.6.2 are linked with an “or” conjunction, however 
subsections -403.6.2 and -403.6.3 are linked with an “and” conjunction.  It is unclear whether TBARCT is 
required by the due date of the Risk Reduction Plan or by three years from the date of Plan submittal if 
health risk cannot be reduced below the risk action levels; and if the District intends the former, it is very 
likely not possible to install TBARCT on all sources by the date of Plan submittal.  Also, it is unclear how 
a facility would “develop risk reduction measures…to comply by the specified date” in § 11-18-403.6.3 
when a facility demonstrates that compliance is technically infeasible or would result in an unreasonable 
economic burden. See § 11-18- 403.6.2.  WSPA requests the District modify these subsections of the Rule 
to clarify its intent. 
 
Definitions.  The definitions in Rule 11-18 reference sources in other rules.  If a definition changes in a 
source rule, it is unclear whether the definition in Rule 11-18 would change automatically. A source rule 
could potentially change without thorough consideration of effects on Rule 11-18.  Thus, WSPA requests 
that the definitions in Rule 11-18 stand alone and the source citations be deleted from Rule 11-18.   
 
TBARCT.  WSPA requests that the District revise the definition of TBARCT to ensure that costs, non-
air-quality impacts, and energy requirements are considered.  As currently written, the definition of 
TBARCT outlines four methods by which TBARCT may be determined.  One option (§ 204.3) expressly 
requires the consideration of costs, non-air-quality health and environmental impacts, and energy 
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requirements.  The other three do not.  Thus, for example, § 204.1 would require use of the most effective 
technology that has ever been used successfully on that type of equipment, even if site-specific 
considerations make that technology economically infeasible, and even if the technology would have 
potentially damaging non-air impacts in an ecologically sensitive area.  The District should revise the 
definition of TBARCT to ensure that all appropriate factors are considered in making the determination. 
 
Section 11-18-204.4 should also be revised to clarify that the District is referring to the controls identified 
in a MACT standard or an ATCM are those for existing sources, not new sources.  EPA’s MACT 
standards for new and existing sources are based on entirely different data sets and impose different levels 
of control; the fact that EPA has concluded that a specific emissions limit is achievable for a new source 
that is designed to use a specific technology does not prove that an existing source can be retrofitted to 
achieve that same level of control (indeed, the persistence of less-stringent MACT limits for existing 
sources demonstrates that such retrofits are typically not possible).   
 
At a broader level, the breadth and vagueness of the definition of TBARCT, and the lack of clarity 
regarding the District’s ability to consider costs in this determination, makes it nearly impossible for the 
District to properly evaluate the costs associated with Rule 11-18, as currently drafted.  Further, there is 
no indication of what the District may consider to be “technically infeasible” or pose an “unreasonable 
economic burden.” Without much more clear explanation of the parameters of the proposed requirements, 
WSPA and its members will not be provided a reasonable opportunity to submit data and analysis 
supporting or opposing the economic and technical feasibility of the draft rule.  
 
Exemptions.  The proposed regulation is unlikely to provide any emissions reductions for certain existing 
source types that are already implementing analogous TBARCT controls for toxics.  These source types 
would include retail gasoline dispensing facilities subject to BAAQMD Rule 8-7, gasoline bulk terminals 
subject to BAAQMD Rules 8-5, 8-18, and 8-33.  WSPA therefore suggests that BAAQMD consider 
exempting any facilities from Reg. 11-18 that are already subject to requirements that reflect TBARCT.     
 
Prioritization.  The District’s choice of priorities appears arbitrary.  For example, the District specifically 
notes that diesel particulate matter is the largest contributor to risks in the Bay Area, as illustrated in 
Figure 5.  However, diesel engines are not addressed by the rule until the third implementation phase, and 
reductions from these sources will not be implemented until 2024, at the earliest. 
 
Section 11-18-405.  Section 11-18-405 requires that Risk Reduction Plans be updated if “health risk 
posed by a facility...would significantly impact health risks to exposed persons.”  It is unclear whether 
“significantly impact” is a subjective term, or whether the District is referring to the “significant risk 
thresholds” that are 10-20% of the risk action levels in § 11-18-214.  The District should revise this 
language to clarify that the obligation to update the Risk Reduction plan is triggered only if new 
information (i) causes a facility to exceed the threshold for preparing such a plan for the first time, or (ii) 
increases the risk associated with the site by more than the significant risk threshold.  The District should 
also consider in its cost-effectiveness calculations the costs to update these plans and implement new 
emission reduction technologies pursuant to this requirement. 
 
TIMING ISSUES 
 
Draft Rule 11-18 Should Provide Longer Compliance Timeframes 
 
Several of the provisions proposed in Rule 11-18 require compliance with very tight compliance windows 
that do not appear to be achievable.  The Rule 11-18 Staff Report Table 5 also indicates that the 
compliance plan implementation due dates will depend upon the industry type or prioritization score. 
WSPA requests the same plan implementation due date for all Bay Area facilities.  A large, complex 
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facility needs more time to plan and install control equipment than a facility that operates one diesel 
engine. Yet the District plans to require some of the most complex facilities to achieve plan 
implementation by the year 2019 while a facility that may pose the same health risk to a nearby receptor 
operating a single diesel engine will not reduce health risk until the year 2027. 
 
Section 11-18-401 requires facilities to submit to the District “any information necessary to complete an 
HRA of the facility” within 30 days of a request.  This is an overly ambitious time schedule, given the 
level of effort needed to obtain the latest emissions information, building dimensions, and other similar 
information.  Facilities may also need to conduct source tests or ambient air sampling to provide accurate 
data to feed into the HRA.  WSPA requests that this timeframe be extended to 180 days. At a minimum, 
this provision should be amended to allow additional time for extensive requests. Additionally, this 
requirement is unbound, providing no maximum frequency or criteria for the APCO to request 
information from a facility to conduct an HRA. This can lead to inequitable or unwarranted regulation of 
a facility. 
 
Section 11-18-402 sets a deadline to submit a draft Risk Reduction Plan within 180 days of notification 
from the District that a plan is required.  This compliance window does not provide facilities with 
sufficient time to review the accuracy of the District’s HRA, or sufficient time to prepare a Risk 
Reduction Plan meeting the requirements of § 11-18-403.  The time needed to evaluate all potential risk 
reduction measures for a large, complex facility, including the need to re-run HRAs, analyze impacts, and 
conduct feasibility analyses for engineering requirements, will require considerably more time than 180 
days.  WSPA is requesting that this timeframe be extended to three years.      
 
Section 11-18-402 requires implementation of a Risk Reduction Plan “as soon as feasible, but by no later 
than three years” from the date the draft Plan was submitted for review.  The deadline for implementation 
should be tied to the date the plan is approved by the District, not the date the draft plan was submitted to 
the District.  Given the extremely tight deadlines imposed by the draft Rule, facilities will need to act 
quickly to design, order, install, and otherwise implement the required control measures.  If the District 
does not give notice that it disagrees with the facility’s Risk Reduction Plan or determination of TBARCT 
until several months after the Plan is submitted, the facility will likely have already made irreversible 
financial commitments (e.g., ordering new controls) for equipment that the District has rejected.  If 
regulated facilities are to be able to comply with these requirements effectively and in a timely manner, 
they require certainty of the requirements that will apply and sufficient time to plan, order, and install 
equipment. Additionally, multiple process unit shutdowns may be needed to install control devices.  
Indeed, given the scope of the review and planning required (conducting the necessary engineering 
studies, evaluating various installation scenarios, obtaining permits, getting CEQA approval, 
procurement, turnaround planning, construction, start-up optimization, and other requirements), WSPA 
requests that the three-year timeframe be extended to at least five years from when the Plan is approved, 
and no earlier than the implementation due date of less complex facilities with only diesel engines.   
 
In addition, the baseline requirement of § 11-18-402 is to implement the Risk Reduction Plan “as soon as 
feasible” but in no event later than three years from the date of the draft Plan’s submittal.  However, § 11-
18-402.2provides the District with the discretion to “shorten the time period proposed by the facility 
owner/operator for Plan implementation” to less than three years if the District considers that a shorter 
timeframe is technically feasible or economically practicable or, alternatively, if the facility impacts a 
CARE designated area.  This provision is unnecessary.  Facilities will already be under an obligation to 
prepare Risk Reduction Plans geared to reducing the facility health risk in as short a timetable as possible, 
which will require an assessment of the technical and economic feasibility of reducing health risk as 
quickly as possible.  The District will have ample opportunity to discuss questions or suggestions District 
staff may have with respect to the Plan during the review and comment process.  The requirement to 
implement the Risk Reduction Plan “as soon as feasible” renders the provision in § 11-18-402.2.1 
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allowing the District to require implementation of the Plan “more quickly” nonsensical.  WSPA suggests 
that § 11-18-402.2 be removed.  Again, WSPA is concerned the Section 402.2 language gives the District 
unilateral authority to reject the plans of facility project teams in the case of a disagreement. 
 
Assuming § 11-18-402.2 is removed, the definition of “Community Air Risk Evaluation (CARE) 
Designated Area” in § 11-18-208 should also be removed as the term only applies to § 11-18-402.2.2.  If 
the District chooses to reject WSPA’s requests, § 11-18-208 should be revised to be more specific.  The 
first sentence of the definition is ambiguous due to the phrases “other areas” and “may.” 
 
California Environmental Quality Act 
 
The California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) requires the District to consider the whole of the 
action; both direct and indirect environmental impacts from the entire project.  Public 
Resources Code, § 21000 et seq. CEQA is further implemented by the CEQA Guidelines, Title 14, 
California Code of Regulations, § 15000 et seq.  Rule 11-18 is being considered for review in an EIR that 
will also review Rule 12-16, which is part of a suite of regulations identified by the District as the 
Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy.  The combined suite of regulations is part of a larger 
plan to reduce purported refinery emissions in the Bay Area by at least 20% within just a few years.  
 
CEQA prohibits “segmenting” projects to create the appearance of a lesser degree of impact.  The District 
however consistently limits its analyses to individual rules, excluding consideration of the rules it has 
recently adopted as part of this “strategy” (Rules 6-5, 8-18, 11-10, 12-15 and 9-14) and the future rules 
that it is currently developing pursuant to this same strategy.  In fact, the District’s October 14, 2016 
Notice of Preparation does not even mention that Rule 12-16 is part of the suite of regulations that make 
up the Refinery Project.  Rule 11-18 is clearly a component of the Petroleum Refinery Emissions 
Reduction Strategy, notwithstanding that the rule applies to other stationary sources.  The Rule’s origin is 
rooted in the District Board’s 2014 resolution to reduce emissions from refineries by 20%, and it is being 
advanced as an alternative suggestion to draft Rule 12-16, which is squarely directed at refineries. 
Therefore, the impacts of Rule 11-18 on refineries should be analyzed together with the suite of 
regulations that make up the Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy.  Without a true analysis 
of the whole project, it is impossible to quantify and understand the magnitude of the impact the adopted 
and proposed changes will have on the regulated industry.  
 
The District cannot piecemeal the analysis of environmental impacts from the Petroleum Refinery 
Emissions Reduction project that are clearly derived to work toward the common goal of a 20% reduction 
target.  Furthermore, the District must ensure that its analysis and findings are based upon creditable 
substantive evidence, that a reasonable range of alternatives are considered, that the project decisions 
meet the purpose and need, significant impacts are avoided or mitigated and that the whole of the actions 
is identified and analyzed.    
 
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMENT 
 
Section 11-18-402 refers to “risk action levels set forth in Section 11-18-213.”  The reference should be to 
Section 11-18-214, not -213.  WSPA would ask the District to review this for amendment. 
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Attachment B 
WSPA Comments on Proposed Regulation 12, Rule 16 
 
As the District is aware, WSPA submitted comments on the District’s Project Description for Rule 12-16 
on September 9, 2016.  The draft Rule language now being workshopped does not address the many 
issues that WSPA raised in our September comment letter. WSPA continues to have significant concerns 
with the conceptual goal of draft Rule 12-16 and with the practical implementation of the rule’s 
provisions. WSPA hereby incorporates by reference the various comments it has previously made to the 
District on the conceptual basis of draft Rule 12-16. 
 
While WSPA has a number of specific concerns with the District’s analysis (discussed in more below), 
WSPA strongly supports the concerns voiced in the Staff Report that the proposed rule conflicts with the 
District’s authority under the federal Clean Air Act (“CAA”) and the California Health & Safety Code 
(“H&SC”), will interfere with the State’s cap and trade program for GHGs, is not necessary, and will not 
provide significant real benefits.  Staff Report at 17-20, 38-40.   
 
LEGALITY 
 
WSPA’s concerns over the legality of emissions caps have already been transmitted to the District 
separately.  WPSA incorporates by reference the comments it submitted in July 2016 and September 
2016.2   
 
In general, WSPA agrees with District Staff’s assessment that draft Rule 12-16 would not withstand 
judicial scrutiny.  As the District acknowledges in the Staff Report, draft Rule 12-16 is inconsistent with 
existing federal and state air programs, selectively targets petroleum refineries without a showing of 
necessity, would not be in harmony with the state cap and trade program for greenhouse gas emissions, 
arbitrarily limits specific refinery emissions to levels that are not necessary to protect local communities, 
and is beyond the District’s statutory authority. 
 
The Staff Report suggests that the District is continuing to develop draft Rule 12-16 with the goal of 
proposing the rule to the Board for adoption.  It is unclear why draft Rule 12-16 is continuing to be 
developed when District Staff believe that the rule “would likely be found to be beyond the Air District’s 
authority and/or arbitrary and capricious by a Court.”  Staff Report, at page 3.  The structure of the draft 
rule and its underlying policy objectives are unquestionably unjustified, for the reasons set forth in 
WSPA’s prior comment letters and the District’s own Staff Report.  Given the significant concerns 
District staff and the Bay Area refineries have expressed over the legality of the draft rule’s provisions, 
the District should not continue planning to propose Rule 12-16 to the Board for adoption.  To the extent 
that the District must report to the Board on the development of CBE’s idea, District staff should simply 
prepare a report describing the rulemaking, staff’s analysis of the draft language that was developed, 
staff’s conclusion that the rule would be illegal if adopted, and an explanation why the draft Rule is not 
being proposed to the Board. 
 

2 Marne S. Sussman (Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP), letter to Honorable Chair Mar, and Members of the Board of 
Directors, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, “Re:  Legal Issues Pertaining to Refinery Emission Cap Option for 
Proposed Regulation 12-16”, July 19, 2016; Kevin Buchan (WSPA), letter to Mr. Gregory Nudd, “Subject: WSPA Comments on 
BAAQMD’s Draft Project Description for Regulation 12, Rule 16 and Regulation 11, Rule 18,” September 9, 2016. 
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GHG Caps are Ineffective and Counterproductive  
 
Greenhouse gas emissions are a global issue, not a local community-based issue.   Local greenhouse gas 
(GHG) caps for refineries in the Bay Area Air Quality District are likely to simply shift GHG emissions 
elsewhere.  This has been recognized by District staff, the District’s Advisory Council, the California Air 
Resources Board (ARB), and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).  WSPA 
summarized comments by District Staff, the District Advisory Council, ARB and the IPCC previously.3  
The October 2016 Staff Report for Rule 12-16 provides additional support that caps may result in 
increased GHG emissions from shipping imported fuels to California.4 
 
Moreover, Bay Area refineries are very energy efficient.  ARB published a summary report in mid-2013 
showing that the 5 Bay Area refineries subject to ARB’s “Regulation for Energy Efficiency and Co-
Benefits Assessment of Large Industrial Facilities” have implemented hundreds of projects to reduce 
GHG emissions.  The ARB report states that approximately 78% of the estimated 2.8 million metric 
tonnes per year of GHG reductions associated with these projects have already been achieved.5  A third 
party review by San Francisco State University concluded that the refinery project reports demonstrated 
“a thorough effort.”6  The results of ARB’s refinery energy efficiency audits strongly suggest that 
opportunities for significant energy efficiency gains in this sector are limited at best.   
To the extent that the District wants to set caps that curtail fuel production at Bay Area refineries, this will 
simply result in more fuels being produced at other refineries.  For refineries outside the state, there is a 
very real possibility those refineries may be less energy efficient; this would be counterproductive to the 
District’s objective. 
 
Additionally, the application of the localized GHG caps under the jurisdiction of the BAAQMD would 
result in severely disadvantaging the local refineries relative to refineries located elsewhere in the event 
new CARB or EPA fuel standards are enacted that would require new process units.  EPA and CARB 
periodically update the motor fuel specifications to ensure that the cleanest fuels possible are available.  
The application of a facility GHG Cap at historic levels may lead to the shutdown of one or more of the 
regional refineries because Reg. 12-16 will not allow any increases in GHG emissions regardless of any 
net environmental benefit.  The EIR for this rule should carefully consider this aspect of the rule and 
estimate the global GHG emission impacts.       
 
Caps Based on Historical Emissions are Technically Problematic  
 
Not only are the proposed emissions caps in §§ 12-16-301 to -305 duplicative of existing federal and state 
programs targeted at reducing toxic emissions, they are also technically problematic and could potentially 
require refineries to cut production altogether or risk non-compliance.  
 
As WSPA has previously described, facilities purchase capital equipment today based on what may 
happen in the future.  The District, and every other air permitting jurisdiction in the United States, issues 
air permits based on the impacts of a facility’s potential emissions. In California, refineries pay to offset 
the potential emissions at the time the equipment is permitted.  For the District to now propose capping 
emissions based on actual emissions levels from 2010-2014 raises significant Takings concerns and 

3 See WSPA Comment Letter, September 9, 2016. 
4 Draft Regulation 12, Rule 16: Petroleum Refining Facility-Wide Emissions Limits AND Draft Regulation 11, Rule 18: 
Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities, Draft Staff Report, October 2016, p.23. 
5 Energy Efficiency and Co-Benefits Assessment of Large Industrial Sources; Refinery Sector Public Report; California Air 
Resources Board Stationary Source Division; June 6, 2013: http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/energyaudits/eeareports/refinery.pdf  
6 Air Resources Board staff presentation, Energy Efficiency and Co-Benefits Assessment Public Reports Workshop, June 30, 
2015, slide 30: https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/energyaudits/meetings/063015/presentation.pdf. 
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conflicts with these other District regulatory programs (which continue to exist).  Further, the proposed 
emissions caps in §§ 12-16-301 to -305 would be inconsistent with refineries’ existing permit limits, 
which in most cases were specifically designed (and paid for) by the refineries to ensure necessary 
operational flexibility. 

The specific historical emissions baselines chosen are similarly problematic. First, refineries have found 
that the values in the proposed regulation that are supposedly based in reported emissions do not match 
the official records of reported emissions.   Second, as the District’s own Staff Report makes clear, the 
selected baseline period encompasses a period of artificially low demand, coming out of the last 
Recession.  Staff Report at page 21, Figure 3.  As a result, Rule 12-16, as currently drafted, would “lock 
in” this temporary drop in demand as a permanent, facility-wide cap.  At a minimum, the District’s 
economic analysis must evaluate the significant impacts of imposing the cap at such an artificially low 
level that does not reflect current or anticipated future demand.   

The methodology by which this cap is calculated and revised also raises significant concerns.  As 
currently drafted, Rule 12-16 would require ongoing revisions to these caps (each of which would require 
Board approval) whenever the methods used to calculate emissions changed.   Yet the proposed baselines 
in §§ 12-16-301 to -305 are themselves based on annual emissions calculations from years 2010-2014 that 
were developed using different emissions calculation methodologies than are being used today.  In other 
words, the current rule is comparing apples and oranges:  the District calculated historic actual emissions 
(the values that the proposed caps are based on) differently than it currently requires actual emissions to 
be calculated, and differently than it will require the caps be recalculated in the future when the 
methodologies change once again; yet these changes are never evaluated for consistency against the 
original methodology that was used to calculate the initial cap.  As a result, the caps under which the 
Refineries will be required to operate will routinely fluctuate based solely on methodology changes, 
which may not accurately reflect the “real” emissions that the caps purportedly reflect.  For most sources, 
the District’s current emissions inventory guidelines (Guidelines) significantly deviate from the methods 
that the District has used in previous years.  The Guidelines require reporting emission sources, including 
cargo carriers, road dust, and equipment maintenance emissions, which the District has not included in 
previous emission inventories.  The Guidelines specify emission factors that may not have been used in 
previous emission inventories. Similarly, in the case of California’s GHG reporting rule, there have been 
changes with respect to which sources are reported and how they had to go through a regulatory approval 
process.   

The nature of the Guidelines themselves further exacerbates this concern.  The District’s current 
Guidelines are not yet finalized, meaning that WSPA and its members cannot fully and fairly evaluate 
how the final Guidelines may change the calculation methodologies as compared to the prior reported 
emissions inventories on which the caps are based.  Furthermore, these Guidelines can be changed at any 
point in the future without a public Board action – and frequently, as the District’s own practice has made 
clear, without involving or informing stakeholders.  Thus, the refineries may not have sufficient time to 
respond or even be informed of changes to the Guidelines that affect compliance with the limits.  Board 
approval of changes to the limits that incorporate changes to the Guidelines may never occur, or may 
occur at a date too late for refineries to comply with the annual limit.   

Similarly, the “Determination of Compliance Procedure” in § 12-16-601 refers to an as-yet unwritten part 
of the District’s Manual Of Procedures.  If the compliance procedure is not finalized by rule adoption, it 
may not be possible for the refineries to comply.  Sufficient time is needed to implement compliance.  

Finally, the January 1, 2018 compliance deadline does not provide enough time for refineries to comply 
with Rule 12-16.  The refinery emissions estimates using the Guidelines may not even be finalized by 
January 1, 2018 due to the iterative review, corrective action, APCO Action and public inspection process 
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provided in § 12-15-402.  Once the emission calculation methods and estimates are finalized, baseline 
emissions would need to be updated in order to obtain Board approval of changes to the limits.  The 
emission estimation method must be finalized for a refinery to implement a compliance program.  The 
refineries cannot reasonably plan to comply with Rule 12-16 by January 1, 2018, when the actual 
emissions limits – or, indeed, even the methodology by which those limits will be determined – may well 
be unknown as of that date. 

California Environmental Quality Act 

The California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) requires the District to consider the whole of a 
Project; both direct and indirect environmental impacts from the entire project.  Public Resources Code § 
21000 et seq. CEQA is further implemented by the CEQA Guidelines, Title 14, California Code of 
Regulations, § 15000 et seq.  Rule 12-16 is part of a suite of regulations identified by the District as the 
Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy.  The combined suite of regulations is part of a larger 
plan to reduce purported refinery emissions in the Bay Area by at least 20% within just a few years.  

CEQA prohibits “segmenting” projects to create the appearance of a lesser degree of impact. However, 
the District consistently limits its analyses to individual rules, excluding consideration of rules it has 
recently adopted as part of the Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy (Rules 6-5, 8-18, 11-10, 
12-15 and 9-14) and the future rules that it is currently developing pursuant to this same strategy.  In fact, 
the District’s October 14, 2016 Notice of Preparation does not even mention that Rule 12-16 has been part 
of the suite of regulations that make up the Refinery Project since the initial inception of that Project. 
Without a comprehensive analysis of the whole project, it is impossible to quantify and understand the 
magnitude of the impact the adopted and proposed rules will have on the regulated industry.  

The District cannot piecemeal the analysis of environmental impacts from the Petroleum Refinery 
Emissions Reduction Project that are clearly derived to work toward the common goal of a 20% reduction 
target.  Furthermore, the District must ensure that its analysis and findings are based upon creditable 
substantive evidence, that a reasonable range of alternatives are considered, that the project decisions 
meet the purpose and need, significant impacts are avoided or mitigated and that the whole of the actions 
is identified and analyzed.    
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APPENDIX B
EMISSION CALCULATONS
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Equipment VOC CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2e(2)

Construction Equipment(1) 328.22 2696.81 3578.44 6.50 215.89 213.73 156.69
On-Road Equpment(1) 45.20 667.84 629.56 3.48 151.99 73.22 162.39
Total (lbs/project period) 373.42 3364.65 4208.00 9.98 367.87 286.95 319.08
Total (lbs/day)(3) 1.56 14.08 17.61 0.04 1.54 1.20 1.34
Total for 3 Enclosures 
(lbs/day) 4.69 42.23 52.82 0.13 4.62 3.60 4.01
Total for 3 Enclosures 
(tons/yr) 0.56 5.05 6.31 0.01 0.55 0.43 0.73
BAAQMD Threshold 10.00 NE 10.00 NE 15.00 10.00 10000.00
(1) Reported in pounds per project.

(2) Reported in tonnes per year.

(3) Assumes 239 days per project

Appendix A
Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Regulation 11, Rule 18
Air Quality Analysis

Enclosure Construction Summary
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NAOH3R. RPT
+

08/14/17
16 : 43 2 31

SCREEN3 MODEL RUN
VERSION DATED 95250

NaOH Release from Tank Vent - Urban Conditions - 1-inch vent re

SIMPLE TERRAIN INPUTS:
SOURCE TYPE = POINT
EMISSION RATE (G/S) = .280000E-03
STACK HEIGHT CM) = 3.0000
STK INSIDE DIAM (M) = .0254
STK EXIT VELOCITY (M/S)= .1100
STK GAS EXIT TEMP (K) = 293.0000
AMBIENT AIR TEMP (K) = 293.8000
RECEPTOR HEIGHT CM) .0088
URBAN/RURAL OPTION = URBAN
BUILDING HEIGHT (M) = .0000
MIN HORIZ BLDG DIM CM) = .0000
MAX HORIZ BLDG DIM (M) = .0000

***************************************

‘“‘ SUMMARY OF SCREEN MODEL RESULTS
**** ** * * * ** * *** ****** *** * ** ***** *******

CALCULATION MAX CONC MAX CONC DIST TO TERRAIN
PROCEDURE (UG/M**3) (PPM) MAX (M) HT (M)

SIMPLE TERRAIN 6.901 0.804227 10.

* ** * ***** ** *** ** ****** **** ** * ** ********** ****** * ** *

** REMEMBER TO INCLUDE BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS **

* *** * *** ******* * ****** **** *************** ****** * ** *

BUOY. FLUX = .000 M**4/S**3 MOM. FLUX = .080 M**4/S**2.

FULL METEOROLOGY

**********************************

‘‘ SCREEN AUTOMATED DISTANCES ‘‘

**********************************

TERRAIN HEIGHT OF 0. M ABOVE STACK BASE USED FOR FOLLOWING DISTANCES

DIST CONC U1OM USTK MIX HT PLUME SIGMA SIGMA

Page 1
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NAOH3R. RPT
(M) (UG/M**3) STAB (M/S) (M/S) (M) HI (M) Y (M) Z (M) DWASH

5. 2.35e 1 1.0 i.e 320.0 2.94 1.60 1.20 NO
188. 1.025 5 1.0 1.0 i0000.0 2.94 le.79 7.46 NO
200. .2935 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 2.94 21.17 14.03 NO
300. .1419 5 1.0 i.e i0000.0 2.94 31.18 19.93 NO
400. .8566E-ei 5 i.e i.e ieoeo.e 2.94 40.85 25.30 NO
588. .5843E-81 s i.ø i.e ieeee.e 2.94 58.21 38.24 NO
600. .43e3E-el 5 1.0 i.e 10000.8 2.94 59.27 34.82 NO
700. .3339E-01 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 2.94 68.e6 39.11 NO
880. .269iE-el 5 i.e i.e ieeoe.e 2.94 76.59 43.15 NO
900. .2231E-el 5 1.0 i.e ieeee.e 2.94 84.89 46.97 NO

1880. .1892E-01 5 1.8 1.0 10080.0 2.94 92.97 50.60 NO
1180. .1633E-01 S 1.0 1.0 18880.0 2.94 180.83 54.06 NO
1280. .143eE-Oi 5 1.8 1.0 10080.0 2.94 108.50 57.37 NO
1300. .1268E-01 5 i.e i.e 10008.0 2.94 115.99 60.55 NO
1480. .1135E-01 S 1.8 1.0 10000.0 2.94 123.30 63.61 NO
1588. .1025E-Oi 5 1.8 1.0 10000.0 2.94 138.44 66.56 NO
1688. .9334E-02 5 i.e i.o 10000.0 2.94 137.43 69.42 NO
1708. .855iE-e2 5 1.0 1.0 10000.0 2.94 144.27 72.i8 NO
1808. .788eE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieoee.e 2.94 150.97 74.86 NO
1980. .7298E-e2 5 1.0 i.e 10000.0 2.94 157.54 77.47 NO
2088. .6790E-82 5 i.e i.e ioeee.e 2.94 163.98 80.08 NO
2108. .6342E-02 5 1.8 1.0 10000.8 2.94 170.30 82.47 NO
2280. .5946E-02 5 1.8 1.0 18000.8 2.94 176.58 84.87 NO
2300. .5593E-02 5 1.8 1.0 ieeee.e 2.94 182.59 87.22 NO
2400. .5277E-02 5 1.0 i.e 10000.8 2.94 188.57 89.52 NO
2580. .4992E-02 5 1.8 1.8 ieeeo.o 2.94 i94.45 91.77 NO
2680. .4735E-02 5 1.8 1.0 ;eeoe.e 2.94 200.24 93.96 NO
2788. .458iE-e2 5 1.8 1.0 10888.0 2.94 205.93 96.12 NO
2880. .4287E-02 5 1.8 1.0 ioeee.e 2.94 211.54 98.23 NO
2980. .4092E-02 5 1.8 1.0 10080.0 2.94 217.05 180.30 NO
3088. .3913E-02 5 1.8 1.0 10880.0 2.94 222.49 102.34 NO
3580. .3281E-02 5 1.8 1.0 18000.0 2.94 248.52 112.08 NO
4008. .2700E-82 5 1.8 1.0 18080.8 2.94 272.88 128.95 NO
4500. .2329E-02 5 1.0 1.0 10000.8 2.94 295.82 129.32 NO
5000. .2045E-02 5 1.8 1.0 10008.8 2.94 317.54 137.20 NO
5580. .1821E-82 5 1.8 1.8 18000.0 2.94 338.21 144.67 NO
6808. .1640E-82 5 1.8 1.8 18888.0 2.94 357.94 151.79 NO
6580. .i491E-02 5 1.8 1.0 18000.0 2.94 376.84 158.68 NO
7080. .1366E-e2 5 1.8 1.0 10000.8 2.94 395.88 165.13 NO
7580. .1260E-82 5 1.8 i.e ioeoe.e 2.94 412.58 171.43 NO
8000. .1i69E-02 5 1.8 1.8 10008.0 2.94 429.48 177.50 NO
8580. .1090E-02 S 1.8 1.0 18008.8 2.94 445.74 183.38 NO
9080. . 182iE-02 5 1.8 1.0 10880.0 2.94 461.59 189.08 NO
9500. .9680E-03 5 1.8 1.0 18000.0 2.94 476.98 194.62 NO

10880. .9esBE-e3 5 1.0 1.0 18000.0 2.94 491.93 208.80 NO
15800. .5773E-e3 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 2.94 623.64 247.54 NO
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NAOH3R. RPT

= DISTANCE FROM THE SOURCE
= MAXIMUM GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATION
= ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY CLASS (1=A, 2=B,
= WIND SPEED AT THE 10-M LEVEL

WIND SPEED AT STACK HEIGHT
MIXING HEIGHT
PLUME CENTERLINE HEIGHT
LATERAL DISPERSION PARAMETER
VERTICAL DISPERSION PARAMETER
BUILDING DOWNWASH:
DWASH= MEANS
DWASH=NO MEANS
DWASH=HS MEANS
DWASH=SS MEANS
DWASH=NA MEANS

*********************************

SCREEN DISCRETE DISTANCES
**** * *** **************** ** ** * * * * *

DWASH= MEANS NO CALC MADE (CONC = 0.0)
DWASH=NO MEANS NO BUILDING DOWNWASH USED
DWASH=HS MEANS HUBER-SNYDER DOWNWASH USED

20000. .4229E-03 5 1.0 1.0 10000.0 2.94 733.33 287.37 NO
25000. .3335E-03 5 1.0 1.0 10000.0 2.94 829.16 322.33 NO
30000. .2752E-03 5 1.0 1.0 10000.0 2.94 915.26 353.86 NO
40000. .2249E-03 4 1.0 1.0 320.0 2.94 1552.23 1553.16 NO
50000. .2000E-03 4 1.0 1.0 320.0 2.94 1745.74 1750.00 NO

MAXIMUM 1-HR CONCENTRATION AT OR BEYOND 5. M:
10. 6.901 3 1.0 1.0 320.0 2.94 2.41 2.20 NO

DIST
CONC
STAB
U1OM
USTK
MIX HT
PLUME
SIGMA
SIGMA
DWASH

HT=
Y=
z=

3=C, 4=D, 5=E, 6=F)

NO CALC MADE (CONC = 0.0)
NO BUILDING DOWNWASH USED
HUBER-SNYDER DOWNWASH USED
SCHULMAN-SCIRE DOWNWASH USED
DOWNWASH NOT APPLICABLE, X<3*LB

TERRAIN HEIGHT OF

DIST
(M)

CONC
(UG/M**3)

U10M
STAB (MIS)

0. M ABOVE STACK BASE USED FOR FOLLOWING DISTANCES

5. 2.350
10. 6.901

USTK
(MIS)

MIX HT
(M)

PLUME
HT (M)

15.
20.
25.
30.
35.
40.
45.
50.

4 1.0
4 1.0
5 1.0
5 1.0

6.652
5.758
5.416
5.290
4.786
4.203
3.654
3.174

1 1.0 1.0 320.0 2.94
3 1.0 1.0 320.0 2.94

2.94
2.94
2.94
2.94

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

320.0
320.0

10000.0
10000.0

SIGMA
Y (M)

1.60
2.20
2.39
3.19
2.74
3.28
3.82
4.37
4.91

SIGMA
Z (M)

1.20
2.00
2.10
2.79
1.96
2.35
2.73
3.11
3.48

5 1.0 1.0 10000.0
5 1.0 1.0 10000.0
5 1.0 1.0 10000.0
5 1.0 1.0 10000.0

DWASH

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

2.94
2.94
2.94
2.94 5.45 3.86 NO
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NAOH3R. RPT
DWASH=SS MEANS SCHULMAN-SCIRE DOWNWASH USED
DWASH=NA MEANS DOWNWASH NOT APPLICABLE, X<3*LB

** * *** ***** * * ** ********** * ***** ** * *

USER SPECIFIED AVERAGING TIMES
* **** ************** * * **** ***** **

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION FOR 30 MIN AVERAGING TIME:
6.901 UG/M**3 0.004227 PPM

****** *** * * * * * ** ***************** *

END OF SCREEN MODEL OUTPUT
****** ** * * * * * * ************* ****** *
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NAOH2R. RPT

08/14/17
16:49:32

SCREEN3 MODEL RUN
‘““ VERSION DATED 95250

NaOH Release from Tank Vent - Urban Conditions - 1-inch - yap r

SIMPLE TERRAIN INPUTS:
SOURCE TYPE = POINT
EMISSION RATE (G/S) = .280000E-03
STACK HEIGHT (M) = 4.5700
STK INSIDE DIAM (M) = .0254
STK EXIT VELOCITY (M/S)= .1100
STK GAS EXIT TEMP (K) = 293.0000
AMBIENT AIR TEMP (K) = 293.0000
RECEPTOR HEIGHT (M) = .0000
URBAN/RURAL OPTION = URBAN
BUILDING HEIGHT (M) = .0000
MIN HORIZ BLDG DIM (M) = .0000
MAX HORIZ BLDG DIM (M) .0000

* ** * * * * ******* * ** ************* * *** *****

SUMMARY OF SCREEN MODEL RESULTS
* ** *********** * ** *********** * **********

CALCULATION MAX CONC MAX CONC DIST TO TERRAIN
PROCEDURE (UG/M**3) (PPM) MAX (M) HT (M)

SIMPLE TERRAIN 2.943 0.001803 16. 0.

***************************************************

** REMEMBER TO INCLUDE BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS **

**** *** * ****** * * ************ * * ** ********* **** *** ***

BUOY. FLUX = .000 M**4/S**3; MOM. FLUX = .000 M**4/S**2.

FULL METEOROLOGY

******** **** **** *** * **** * * ** ** ** * *

SCREEN AUTOMATED DISTANCES
**** *** * ******** **** **** ** ** * * ** **

TERRAIN HEIGHT OF 0. M ABOVE STACK BASE USED FOR FOLLOWING DISTANCES

DIST CONC U10M USTK MIX HT PLUME SIGMA SIGMA
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NAOH2R. RPT
(M) (UG/M**3) STAB (M/S) (M/S) (M) HT (M) Y (M) Z (M) DWASH

5. .4141E-el i i.e i.e 4.51 i.6 i.2 NO
iee. .9228 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 ie.79 7.46 NO
2O. .2849 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 21.17 14.e3 NO
3ee. .i398 5 i.e i.e reeee.e 4.51 3i.i8 19.93 NO
4ee. .8488E-øi 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 4e.85 25.3e NO
5e0. .58e6E-ei 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.5i 5e.21 3e.24 NO
6ee. .4282E-Gi s i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 59.27 34.82 NO
7e0. .3326E-ei 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 68.e6 39.11 NO
8ee. .2682E-el 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 76.59 43.iS NO
9e0. .2225E-el 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 84.89 46.97 NO

ieee. .1887E-ei 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51. 92.97 5e.6e NO
iiee. .i629E-ei 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.5i iee.83 54.e6 NO
i2ee. .1427E-ei s i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 ie.5e 57.37 NO
l3ee. .1266E-ei 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 115.99 60.55 NO
i4ee. .1i34E-e; s i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 i23.3e 63.61 NO
l5ee. .1e24E-ei 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 13e.44 66.56 NO
16e8. .9322E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 137.43 69.42 NO
l7ee. .8542E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 144.27 72.18 NO
iBee. .7872E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 lse.97 74.86 NO
i9ee. .729;E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.5i 157.54 77.47 NO
2eee. .6783E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 163.98 8e.ee NO
2iee. .6337E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 i7e.30 82.47 NO
22e0. .594iE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 176.5e 84.87 NO
23e0. .5589E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 182.59 87.22 NO
24e0. .5273E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 188.57 89.52 NO
25ee. .4989E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 194.45 91.77 NO
26e0. .4731E-02 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 2ee.24 93.96 NO
27ee. .4498E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 2e5.93 96.12 NO
28e0. .4285E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 211.54 98.23 NO
29ee. .4e9eE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 2i7.e5 iee.3e NO
3e00. .39iiE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 222.49 ie2.34 NO
35e0. .32eeE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 248.52 ii2.ee NO
4e00. .2699E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 272.88 i2e.95 NO
45ee. .2328E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeoe.e 4.51 295.82 129.32 NO
seee. .2e45E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 317.54 137.20 NO
5500. .1821E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 338.21 i44.67 NO
6e00. .164eE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 357.94 i5i.79 NO
6500. .149iE-@2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 376.84 i58.6e NO
7eee. .i366E-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.5i 395.ee i65.i3 NO
7500. .126eE-e2 s i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 412.5e 171.43 NO
8eee. .ii69E-e2 s i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.5i 429.4e i77.5e NO
8500. .ie9eE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51 445.74 183.38 NO
9eee. .ie2iE-e2 5 i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.5i 461.59 i89.e8 NO
9500. .9599E-e3 5 i.e i.e ie000.e 4.51 476.98 194.62 NO

ieeeo. .9e56E-e3 s i.e i.e ieeee.e 4.51. 491.93 2ee.ee NO
15000. .5772E-e3 5 i.e i.e ie000.e 4.51 623.64 247.54 NO
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NAOH2R.RPT

40000. . 2249E-e3
50000. . 2000E-03

= DISTANCE FROM THE SOURCE
= MAXIMUM GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATION
= ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY CLASS (1=A, 2=B,
= WIND SPEED AT THE 10-M LEVEL

WIND SPEED AT STACK HEIGHT
MIXING HEIGHT
PLUME CENTERLINE HEIGHT
LATERAL DISPERSION PARAMETER
VERTICAL DISPERSION PARAMETER
BUILDING DOWNWASH:
DWASH= MEANS NO CALC MADE (CONC = 0.0)
DWASH=NO MEANS NO BUILDING DOWNWASH USED
DWASH=HS MEANS HUBER-SNYDER DOWNWASH USED
DWASH=SS MEANS SCHULMAN-SCIRE DOWNWASH USED
DWASH=NA MEANS DOWNWASH NOT APPLICABLE, X<3*LB

SCREEN DISCRETE DISTANCES

TERRAIN HEIGHT OF 0. M ABOVE STACK BASE USED FOR FOLLOWING DISTANCES

DWASH= MEANS NO CALC MADE (CONC = 0.0)
DWASH=NO MEANS NO BUILDING DOWNWASH USED
DWASH=HS MEANS HUBER-SNYDER DOWNWASH USED

Page 3

20000.
25000.
30000.

.4229E-03
3334E-03
2752E-03

5 1.0 1.0 10000.0
5 1.0 1.0 10000.0
5 1.0 1.0 10000.0

4.51
4.51
4.51

733.33
829.16
915.26

287.37
322.33
353.86

4 1.0 1.0 320.0 4.51 1552.23 1553.16
4 1.0 1.0 320.0 4.51 1745.74 1750.00

MAXIMUM 1-HR CONCENTRATION AT OR BEYOND 5. M:
16. 2.943 3 1.0 1.0 320.0

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

DIST
CONC
STAB
U1OM
USIK =

MIX HT =

PLUME HT=
SIGMA Y =

SIGMA Z =

DWASH =

4.51 3.73 3.40 NO

3=C, 4=D, 5=E, 6=F)

DIST CONC U10M USTK MIX HT PLUME SIGMA SIGMA
(M) (UG/M**3) STAB (MIS) (M/S) (M) HI (M) V (M) Z (M) DWASH

5. .4i41E-el i i.e i.e 320.0 4.51 1.60 1.20 NO
10. 2.018 1 1.0 1.0 320.0 4.51 3.19 2.41 NO
15. 2.920 3 1.0 1.0 320.0 4.51 3.29 3.00 NO
20. 2.720 4 i.e i.e 320.0 4.51 3.19 2.79 NO
25. 2.785 4 1.0 1.0 320.0 4.51 3.98 3.49 NO
30. 2.498 4 1.0 1.0 320.0 4.51 4.77 4.18 NO
35. 2.i84 5 1.0 1.0 10000.0 4.51 3.82 2.73 NO
40. 2.295 5 i.e i.e ieeeo.e 4.51 4.37 3.11 NO
45. 2.258 5 1.0 1.0 10000.0 4.51 4.91 3.48 NO
50. 2.144 5 i.e i.e ieeeo.e 4.51 5.45 3.86 NO
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NAOH2R. RPT
DWASH=SS MEANS SCHULMAN-SCIRE DOWNWASH USED
DWASH=NA MEANS DOWNWASH NOT APPLICABLE, X<3*LB

USER SPECIFIED AVERAGING TIMES “°

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION FOR 30 MIN AVERAGING TIME:
2.943 UG/M**3 0.001803 PPM

END OF SCREEN MODEL OUTPUT
** * * * * * * * * *
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APPENDIX C           
PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REIR AND RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 



Comments and Responses on the RDEIR for Proposed Rule 11-18 
Page C1 

Comments and Responses on the Recirculated Draft EIR 
 
 

1. CALTRANS 
 
EIR Comment:  Page 3.2-1, section 3.2.1.1, Ambient Air Quality Standards:  In the 
second to the last sentence, insert the words "reducing particles" after the word 
"visibility" to be consistent with the air pollutant naming convention in the California Air 
Resource Board's (CARB) table of the Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS) table. 

Caltrans 
Response:  The Final EIR has been revised as suggested. 
 
EIR Comment:  Page 3.2-2, section 3.2.1.1, Table 3.2-1:  Revise the following to be 
consistent with CARB's Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS) table: 

a) Rename the column headings “State Standard” and “Federal Primary Standard” 
to “California Standard” and National Primary Standard”, respectively. 

b) When comparing the AAQS table to the table provided, the carbon monoxide 
section is missing the eight-hour Lake Tahoe measurement. 

c) Footnote 14 for Visibility-Reducing Particle is not consistent with the Visibility-
Reducing Particle state standard section. 

Caltrans 
 
Response:  The Final EIR has been revised as suggested and the 8-hour Lake Tahoe 
measurement was added.  
 
EIR Comment:  Page 3.2-3, section 3.2.1.1, Table 3.2-2:  Please provide a map of the 
monitoring stations locations in the Bay Area. 

Caltrans 
 

Response:  The locations for the air quality monitoring stations used in Table 3.2-2 can 
be found in the BAAQMD 2015 Air Monitoring Network Plan, which can be accessed at 
http://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2015_network_plan-
pdf.pdf?la=en.  Maps of monitoring station locations are included within the 2015 Air 
Monitoring Network Plan, separated by air pollutant.  

 
EIR Comment:  Page 3.2-4, section 3.2.1.1:   

a) Delete the word, “unclassifiable” in two locations in the first paragraph.  Replace 
the word with the actual term used and that is “unclassified.” 

b) Non-attainment or maintenance status of air pollutants in the first paragraph 
should be mentioned. 

 Caltrans 
 
Response:  The Final EIR has been revised as suggested. 

 



Comments and Responses on the RDEIR for Proposed Rule 11-18 
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EIR Comment:  Page 3.2-4, section 3.2.1.1, Table 3.2-3:  Insert the unabbreviated 
meaning of “Nat” and “Cal” into a footnote. 

Caltrans 
 
Response:  The Final EIR has been revised as suggested. 

 
2. CHEVRON 

 
EIR Comment:  Chevron incorporates by reference WSPA's claim of improper 
"piecemealing" and all other comments submitted by WSPA in its correspondence 
dated October 16, 2017. 

Chevron 
 

Response:  See responses to WSPA comments. 
 
EIR Comment:  The RDEIR understates adverse air quality impacts that the Air District 
acknowledged as significant in its March 2017 draft EIR because it (1) "inexplicably" 
revises March 2017 Draft EIR emission assumptions and calculations for NOx 
emissions so that impacts are portrayed as less-than-significant, (2) omits emission 
increases from use of thermal oxidizers and carbon adsorption equipment caused by 
adoption of Rule 11-18, and (3) does not evaluate emissions that could result from 
requirements for the implementation of TBARCT.  

Chevron 
 
Response: 

NOx Calculation Revisions 

As described in the DEIR, carbon adsorption is a control technology designed to 
remove reactive organic gas (ROG) emissions from low concentration waste streams.  
The March 2017 DEIR assumes that carbon adsorption will be used primarily for 
emissions from wastewater treatment facilities, which typically have low concentrations 
of ROG emissions.  Air streams with high concentrations of ROG emissions, such as 
those found in some refinery streams, are typically captured in vapor recovery systems 
so they can be used as a fuel to run other types of refinery equipment, e.g., heaters and 
boilers.   

NOx is emitted during "regeneration," when “spent” carbon is heated to burn off ROG so 
that it can capture more ROG molecules.  How frequently this occurs, and therefore the 
quantity of NOx generated, depends on the amount of ROG emissions found in the 
waste stream being controlled.  

The carbon adsorption units in the March 2017 DEIR were described as being 
regenerated 4 times per day, which would allow one system to remove approximately 
220 pounds of ROGs per day or 40 tons per year.  This assumption overstated the 
quantity of ROGs available in the low concentration waste streams expected to be 
controlled under Rule 11-18. As a result, the carbon adsorption systems described in 
the March 2017 DEIR were oversized and inconsistent with DEIR's assumption that 
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carbon adsorption would be used to control wastewater streams.  Based on this 
reassessment, the number of regenerations required for carbon adsorption systems that 
may be required under Rule 11-18 has been revised, and NOx emissions are expected 
to be much less than those estimated in the March 2017 DEIR.  A more properly sized 
carbon adsorption system was used to estimate emissions in the current RDEIR, which 
estimates emissions from a system capable of capturing 55 pounds per day or 10 tons 
per year.  That system is capable of controlling emissions from low concentration waste 
streams, while reducing the incidence of regeneration as compared to the March 2017 
DEIR.  

The Air District has carefully reviewed its NOx calculations for the RDEIR and has 
discovered an error. A system capturing 55 lbs per day of ROG would require 
regeneration once per day, not once per month as assumed in the RDEIR. Revisions 
have been made to the calculations in the final EIR. The resulting calculation yields 
emissions of 1.4 lbs/day. When combined with other expected NOx emissions, total 
operational NOx emissions are below the Air District's significance threshold so that the 
revised calculation does not alter the RDEIR conclusion that operational NOx emissions 
are less than significant. 

In addition to the error in the RDEIR, there was a calculation error in the March 2017 
DEIR. NOx emissions from regeneration were shown as 40.3 lbs/day. The correct 
number was 5.7 lbs/day, but, since Rule 11-18 was dropped from the final EIR, 
regeneration emissions were not included, and no correction was made to the 
calculation. 

Emissions from Thermal Oxidizers and Carbon Adsorption at Refineries 
 
Chevron suggests that because it uses a thermal oxidizer and carbon adsorption to 
control a pump station within the South Coast AQMD and because a South Coast 
AQMD document lists these two technologies as suitable for use in refineries, Table 
2.5-3 of the RDEIR, which describes the most likely types of control technologies 
expected to be used to comply with the risk reduction requirements of proposed Rule 
11-18 is somehow inadequate. 
 
Chevron's argument seems to be that, because these two technologies were not 
included in Table 2.5-3 for refineries, the use of these technologies at refineries should 
be added to the RDEIR Table 2.5-4 estimates of the number of thermal oxidizers and 
carbon adsorption systems that will be installed under the rule. But the Air District 
evaluated the potential impacts associated with Rule 11-18 based on existing 
information and data regarding stationary sources within its jurisdiction.   
 
Staff reviewed preliminary screening data and, based on those efforts and extensive 
knowledge about the Bay Area facilities, estimated how many installations of each type 
of equipment are likely. These estimates were not constrained by the technologies listed 
in Table 2.5-3. This information and data may change when new HRAs are completed 
for affected facilities using the latest OEHHA assumptions for estimating human health 
risks. But Table 2.5-4 provides reasonable estimate of air pollution equipment that is 
likely to be implemented under Rule 11-18.  To clarify that carbon adsorption could be 
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used at refineries, that technology has been added to Table 2.5-3 as potential control 
equipment for refinery wastewater treatment. 
 
Emissions from Implementation of TBARCT 
 
Chevron notes that a Rule 11-18 draft from over a year ago would have permitted a 
facility to comply either by meeting the rule's risk action levels or by installing TBARCT, 
while the current rule proposal allows compliance by installing TBARCT only if meeting 
the risk action level is infeasible. It then argues that the Air District is required to analyze 
the impact of the difference between the two proposals. Its argument is based on an 
elaborate scenario that reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of health risk 
assessment and rule requirements. 
 
Under CEQA, the Air District is required to analyze the impact of the proposal before the 
Board, not previously-considered and discarded drafts. But even were an analysis of the 
difference in impacts required, it would be impossible to do with the scenario set forth in 
the comment. The scenario imagines a facility with 105 sources, with each of five 
sources having a risk of 5, which is above the significant risk threshold of 1 for cancer, 
and each of the remaining 100 sources having a risk of 0.20, well below the cancer 
threshold. Imagining that risk is purely additive, the comment assumes the facility risk 
would be 45 (25 plus 100 X 0.2). With the original proposal, the comment supposes that 
the facility would have two options: reducing emissions from all 105 sources by 80%, or 
installing TBARCT on the five sources. It then further assumes that under the current 
proposal, the TBARCT option would not be available, and controls would have to be 
installed on all sources. Its argument is then that the RDEIR fails to analyze the 
emissions from controls on all of these sources.  
 
The problems with Chevron's scenario is that it is an exercise in pure speculation. 
CEQA requires an analysis of impacts in the real world. Risk is not simply additive. It 
depends on the location of a source, the location of those who would be exposed, the 
prevailing winds, stack heights, and a host of other variables. In most cases, risk to 
neighbors is driven by only some of the sources at a facility. Under the current proposal, 
it is likely that controls would be required only for those sources. But there is no point in 
analyzing a scenario that cannot exist in the real world, and CEQA does not require 
such an analysis. 
 
EIR Comment:  The RDEIR does not contain an adequate project description that is 
sufficiently stable to allow accurate analysis of impacts, in particular, because staff 
descriptions of how risk from mobile sources would be treated have varied during the 
development of the rule.   

Chevron 
 
Response:  The project description has been stable since the final rule proposal was 
made available in September. While it is true that, prior to that time, some consideration 
was given to including mobile source risk in determining applicability of the rule, which 
could have had some impact on environmental analysis, that approach was rejected 
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with the current proposal. Only the health risk from stationary sources would be 
reflected in the facility risk that would be compared against the risk action levels of the 
proposed rule. This is consistent with the project description in the EIR. To ensure full 
transparency for the public, the health risk assessments, which will be conducted by the 
Air District, will present information on the risk from both mobile and stationary sources. 
But no action will be required for risks related to mobile sources, and this information 
has no consequences that would require environmental analysis. 
 
EIR Comment:  The RDEIR does not contain an adequate evaluation of alternatives. 
The analysis of Alternative 2 (higher risk thresholds) shows water demand impacts that 
differ only slightly from those for the proposed rule, despite an analysis of the same 
alternative in the March 2017 DEIR that showed a significant difference and despite a 
significant difference in the number of facilities affected.  In addition, the RDEIR does 
not evaluate a range of alternatives such as a hybrid alternative that would impose a 
lower risk threshold on smaller facilities and a higher threshold on larger facilities.  

Chevron 
 
Response:  Water demand impacts are driven by whether refinery wet gas scrubbers 
will be required to meet rule requirements. Until HRAs are completed for the refineries, 
how many wet gas scrubbers, if any, will be required for a particular risk action level is a 
matter of speculation. Risk assessment is complex, and whether a wet gas scrubber 
would be required for a given stack would depend on the location of the stack, the 
inputs to the stack, the proximity of neighbors, and, as noted before, a host of other 
variables. In order to present what may be a worst-case analysis for water demand 
impacts from the proposed rule, the RDEIR assumed water demand based on the use 
of three wet gas scrubbers to comply with the rule. In presenting alternatives, the intent 
was to also avoid understating potential impacts as might result from assuming a simple 
linear relationship between risk action level and number of wet gas scrubbers. There is 
no basis for such an assumption. CEQA requires that the RDEIR look at what the 
impacts may be, and given the uncertainty, it is more environmentally protective to 
assume that water demand impacts may be about the same for Alternative 2. 
 
Please note that the discussion on Alternative 1.2 in the March 2017 Draft EIR for Rule 
12-16 was eliminated from the Final EIR because Rule 11-18 was eliminated as an 
alternative and there were some incorrect conclusions in Chapter 4 of the March 2017 
Draft EIR.  The Final EIR for Rule 12-16 contains the correct language, and the 
language cited in this comment (water demand impacts “would be greatly diminished”) 
was eliminated.   
 
EIR Comment:  The RDEIR cumulative impacts analysis is inadequate because it does 
not refer to related projects and does not consider how operational NOx emissions and 
water demand impacts would contribute to air quality and water demand impacts from 
those projects.   

Chevron 
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Response:  As noted in the comment, a review of cumulative impacts can include either 
a list of related projects or a summary of projections contained in an adopted planning 
document, or, pursuant the CEQA Guidelines §15130(b)(1), in an adopted or certified 
prior environmental document for such a plan.  The current EIR uses the certified 2017 
Spare the Air – Cool the Climate: A Blueprint for Clean Air and Climate Protection (2017 
Clean Air Plan) in the Bay Area Final EIR (State Clearinghouse No. 2016062046) to 
address cumulative impacts, including air quality and water demand impacts.  The 2017 
Clean Air Plan Final EIR included the evaluation of the environmental impacts of a total 
of 85 control measures in nine categories, essentially the Air District's entire regulatory 
program.  The 2017 Clean Air Plan Final EIR evaluated the impacts of all of these 
control measures (including Rule 11-18), to the extent that information is available, on 
all applicable environmental resources.  The cumulative air quality impacts as evaluated 
in the 2017 Clean Air Plan EIR, which included Rule 11-18, concluded that “Emission 
reductions from the 2017 Plan are expected to far outweigh any potential secondary 
emission increases associated with implementation of the control measures in the 2017 
Plan (including Rule 11-18), providing a beneficial impact on air quality and public 
health.”  (see page 3.2-48 of the Rule 11-18 EIR).  Large emission reductions from the 
2017 Clean Air Plan include reductions in ROG emissions of 1,596 tons/year; NOx 
emissions of 2,929 tons/year; SOx emissions of 2,590 tons/year, and PM2.5 emission 
reductions of 503 tons/year.   
 
Regarding the NOx emissions in the March 2017 Draft EIR, please see the Air District's 
response to Chevron's comment on this issue. NOx emissions do not exceed the 
significance threshold and are not considered to be cumulatively considerable. 
 
Cumulative hydrology impacts were addressed in the Draft EIR (see page 3.5-26) and 
concluded to be cumulatively considerable.  In addition, the following paragraph will be 
added for further clarification.   
 

The 2017 Clean Air Plan contains a total of 85 control measures that the District 
intends to impose to improve overall air quality in the District.  Control measures 
in the 2017 Clean Air Plan included Rule 11-18 as well as a number of other 
control measures to control emissions from refineries as well as other stationary 
sources and transportation control measures.  The 2017 Clean Air Plan is 
expected to result in overall reductions in VOC, NOx, SOx, and PM emissions, 
providing an air quality benefit (BAAQMD, 2017).  The Final EIR for the 2017 Air 
Plan evaluated the potential hydrology and water quality impacts associated with 
implementation of the 85 control measures (including Control Measure SS20 Air 
Toxics Risk Cap and Reduction from Existing Facilities, which is proposed Rule 
11-18) and concluded that the 2017 Plan could result in the installation of control 
equipment that would utilize water in excess of the water demand significance 
thresholds.  Accordingly, stationary source control measures in the 2017 Plan 
may result in a cumulative considerable contribution to water demand.  The 
impacts on wastewater treatment and water quality associated with the 2017 
Plan do not include any specifically identified actions that would result in any 
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cumulatively considerable contributions to water treatment and water quality 
impacts.   

 
The conclusion in the Final EIR remains the same as the conclusion in the Draft EIR: 
Rule 11-18 is expected to result in water demand impacts that would be cumulatively 
considerable. 

 
3. WSPA 

 
EIR Comment:  By failing to review Rule 11-18 in conjunction with all rules that have 
been considered for implementing the Air District's Petroleum Refinery Emissions 
Reduction Strategy, the Air District has engaged in "piecemealing" of the project in 
violation of CEQA. 

WSPA 
 
Response:  As a preliminary matter, Rule 11-18 has not been considered to be part of 
the Refinery Strategy. (See the response below to WSPA's comment on the origins of 
Rule 11-18.) Even if it is considered part of that strategy, the Air District disagrees that a 
failure to review all rules that have been considered for implementation of the Refinery 
Strategy constitutes segmentation or “piecemealing” for CEQA purposes. 
 
The Air District believes the manner in which it has considered and adopted rules 
implementing the Board of Directors’ October 2014 Refinery Strategy Resolution does 
not constitute piecemealing for two primary reasons. First, because the Refinery 
Strategy Resolution was not itself a CEQA project, it follows that rules implementing it 
are not susceptible to being piecemealed as part of a larger CEQA project. Second, 
under established judicial precedent, because each rule implementing the Refinery 
Strategy Resolution has independent utility, analyzing these rules separately is 
appropriate, and does not constitute piecemealing. 
 
Comments advancing the piecemealing argument characterize the Refinery Strategy as 
qualitatively different from the Air District’s historic approach to regulating refinery 
emissions. The Air District’s approach to rulemaking and the methodologies used are no 
different than in the past, and the rules themselves have the same independent utility as 
rules pre‐dating the Refinery Strategy. The difference in rulemaking activity undertaken 
pursuant to the Refinery Strategy is at most quantitative over a given period of time, but 
there is no qualitative difference that would the larger policy effort referred to as the 
“Refinery Strategy” is itself a CEQA project. 
 
For almost 50 years, virtually since its inception as an agency, the Air District has been 
adopting rules applicable to Bay Area refineries. Prior to 2015, at least 22 rules 
developed, adopted, and from time to time amended by the Air District were applicable 
to refineries. Notwithstanding this extensive historical effort, regulation of refinery 
emissions was neither complete nor static prior to the Board of Director’s 2014 adoption 
of the Refinery Strategy. This is evident, for instance, in the 2010 Clean Air Plan. The 
Clean Air Plan is a scoping document for rulemaking efforts the Air District anticipates 
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over the next few years. The 2010 Clean Air Plan Stationary Source Measure 8 – 
addressing reduction of SO2 from petroleum coke calcining – was later identified as a 
component of the Refinery Strategy and was ultimately adopted as Rule 9-14.  
Stationary Source Measure 18 ‐‐ “Revisions to the Hot Spots Air Toxics Program” ‐‐ was 
described in the 2010 Clean Air Plan as an enhancement of the Air District’s hot spots 
program similar to Rule 11-18. Rule 12‐15 -- adopted in 2016 and requiring enhanced 
emissions information from refineries -- was not identified in the 2010 Plan, but was 
included as “Action Item 4” in the Air District’s 2012 Work Plan (a list, required pursuant 
to Health & Safety Code Section 40923 of regulations planned for adoption in the 
coming year). 
 
The overlap between the 2010 Clean Air Plan, the 2012 Work Plan, and the Air District’s 
efforts to implement the Refinery Strategy effort demonstrates the continuity of the Air 
District’s efforts to reduce refinery emissions before and after the Board of Director’s 
2014 adoption of the Refinery Strategy. It could not reasonably be argued that the 
cumulative historic effort to regulate refinery emissions is a unified CEQA project such 
that evaluating each rule separately constitutes piecemealing. Such an argument would 
advocate for the impossible, namely, that the Air District should have at some point in 
the past foreseen and analyzed under CEQA the future of refinery regulation. The 
piecemealing argument posits a qualitative break in this historical continuity marked by 
the October 2014 Board Resolution. This begs the question: what distinguishes activity 
implementing the Refinery Strategy from the decades of continual regulatory 
development that preceded it? 
 
The Air District’s legal analysis starts with the proposition that if the Board Resolution 
was not itself a CEQA project, then it has no implication for what constitutes the “whole 
of the action” under CEQA. Put another way, if the 2014 Board Resolution has no 
significance under CEQA, then it did not have potential to change the CEQA 
significance of anything else, including the rules identified as making progress towards 
the policy goal announced in the resolution. 
 
The 2014 Board Resolution was a statement by the Air District Board of Directors 
setting an aspirational goal to achieve a certain degree of emissions reductions from 
refineries within a certain period of time. A resolution is the expression by the members 
of the Air District governing board of a position or sense. It has no regulatory effect, and 
is neither a necessary nor sufficient basis for any subsequent action that might have 
regulatory effect. 
 
A “project,” for CEQA purposes, is “an activity which may cause either a direct physical 
change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the 
environment.” The Refinery Strategy Board Resolution fails to meet this definition 
because it is not an “activity” at all. Unlike a general plan for land development or an 
agreement to allocate funds, the Refinery Strategy Board resolution is not a legal or 
functional prerequisite to further rulemaking. 
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The commenters may be arguing that, although the 2014 Refinery Strategy Board 
Resolution is not itself a project, it was reasonably foreseeable that rules implementing 
it would be adopted, and that this foreseeability is enough to create a larger CEQA 
project corresponding to the Refinery Strategy effort. However, as explained above, it 
was foreseeable that additional rules regulating refinery emissions would be developed 
by the Air District even without the Board Resolution. Such rules were in development 
prior to the Board Resolution, and some of these rules later became identified as part of 
the Refinery Strategy.  Put another way, there is nothing in the record to suggest that, 
with State air quality goals still unattained, the refineries (as among the largest 
stationary sources of air pollution in the Air District) would not have been subject to 
future regulation but for the Refinery Strategy. 
 
Separate CEQA analysis of the rules implementing the Refinery Strategy is proper 
because each rule has independent utility. See, e.g., Del Mar Terrace Conservancy, 
Inc. v. City Council of the City of San Diego, 10 Cal.App. 4th 712 (1992). Air District 
rules generally have independent utility because each operates independently of the 
others to reduce emissions from a specific operation, and because the emissions 
reduction from each rule advances the goal of reducing emissions regardless of 
whether another rule is adopted.  This is generally true of the rules implementing the 
Refinery Strategy. 
 
The Air District has at times sought to combine various Refinery Strategy rules together 
into common CEQA documents. In each of these combined CEQA analyses it was 
noted that rules were being combined for administrative convenience only, and that no 
inference was created that the rules were functionally interdependent. If there is no 
larger CEQA project encompassing these various rules, then the significance of 
combining them in one CEQA document is a purely administrative. Nor is it otherwise 
legally improper to combine distinct CEQA projects into one CEQA document. See, 
Neighbors of Cavitt Ranch v. County of Placer, 106 Cal. App. 4th 1092 (2003). 
 
The practical difficulties in analyzing all Refinery Strategy rules in one CEQA analysis 
would be insurmountable. If, for instance, CEQA analysis should have been completed 
prior to the Board announcing the 20% reduction policy goal, such an analysis would 
have been pure speculation. Analysis of an emissions reduction figure is an empty 
exercise unless the details of how those reductions will be achieved are known. The 
Refinery Strategy Board Resolution was a directive to staff to attempt to develop such 
details. It is implausible that CEQA requires the governing board of a public agency to 
conduct a CEQA study prior to issuing such a directive to its staff.  
 
As a practical matter, analyzing all Refinery Strategy rules together under CEQA to the 
level of detail found in the Recirculated Draft EIR for Rule 11-18 could only occur if all 
the rules were proposed simultaneously.  Resource constraints alone make such a 
scenario highly unlikely.  Resources aside, technically complex rules such as those 
applicable at different refinery operations will develop at a different pace and on 
different schedules.  The development of rules comprising the Refinery Strategy 
illustrates this.  The Refinery Strategy effort has been in continual flux as new 
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information and analysis (much of it coming from the public and the refineries 
themselves) has emerged. The iterative process of proposing ideas, soliciting feedback, 
and revising proposals is appropriate and normal for development of a single rule. This 
iterative nature is multiplied as additional rules are developed during the same time 
frame. With several rules simultaneously under consideration, an attempt to conduct 
CEQA analysis on the totality of such an effort would result in an endless loop of 
revision and recirculation of CEQA documents, effectively foreclosing the adoption of 
any rules under consideration.  The Air District believes CEQA intends no such result. 
 
EIR Comment: The Air District has changed its rationale for proposing Rule 11-18, 
describing it as having origins in both the Work Plan for Action Items Related to 
Accidental Releases from Industrial Facilities and as Stationary Source Control 
Measure SS20 in 2017 Clean Air Plan. 

WSPA 
 
Response:  Rule 11-18 has its roots in "Stationary Source Measure 18 ‐‐ Revisions to 
the Hot Spots Air Toxics Program” from the 2010 Clean Air Plan. SSM 18 was 
described as an enhancement of the Air District’s hot spots program that would impose 
more stringent risk reduction requirements on existing facilities. The proposed rule was 
later incorporated into the Air District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan as Stationary Source 
Control Measure SS20. No rule similar to Rule 11-18 was proposed in the "Work Plan 
for Action Items Related to Accidental Releases from Industrial Facilities." 
 
EIR Comment: The Air District should define “overburdened” as it is used in Section 
1.3.1 of the DEIR, since the term is not used in Rule 11-18. 

WSPA 
 
Response:  The project description in the RDEIR adequately describes the project for 
CEQA purposes.  In the proposed rule, the regulatory term “priority community” is 
defined as “[a] geographic area where levels of toxic air contaminants are higher than 
other areas and where people may be particularly vulnerable and may bear 
disproportionately higher adverse health effects.”  The RDEIR uses the term 
“overburdened community” as synonymous with “priority community.”  
 
EIR Comment:  In the RDEIR, the District does not explain or justify what constitutes an 
“unacceptable health risk" nor has it addressed the cumulative impacts of the risk 
threshold of 10/M relative to background risk, i.e., whether risk will be significantly 
reduced below background risk. 

WSPA 
 
Response:  This comment is not relevant to the CEQA analysis but has been addressed 
in the response to comments on the proposed rule. The cumulative impact analysis is 
intended to address any negative environmental impacts of the rule, not cumulative 
environmental improvements due to the rule.  
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EIR Comment: The RDEIR fails to recognize all potential applications of thermal 
oxidizers and carbon adsorption because Table 2.5-3 fails to identify thermal oxidizers 
and carbon adsorption as potential control technologies for refinery fugitive emissions, 
and therefore fails to address the additional construction and operational impacts of 
applying these technologies to refineries. 

WSPA 
 
Response:  As noted above in the response above to same comment from Chevron, 
Table 2.5-3 did not constrain estimates of numbers and types control equipment expected 
to be installed under the rule. See the response to Chevron for a more complete response. 
 
EIR Comment: The DEIR fails to provide the basis for significantly decreasing the 
frequency of regenerations for applications of carbon adsorption. 

WSPA 
 
Response:  The basis for the decrease as well as corrections made to calculations are 
explained above in the response above to the same comment from Chevron. See the 
response to Chevron for a more complete response. 

WSPA 
 
EIR Comment:  The DEIR’s impact analysis of alternatives is inadequate and fails to 
provide the basis for the environmental impacts of Alternative 2, as it gives no 
explanation for why the number of refinery wet gas scrubbers remains unchanged under 
Alternative 2 despite a significantly higher risk action level. 

WSPA 
 
Response:  As noted above in the response to the same comment from Chevron, the 
uncertainty associated with health risk assessment means that there is no basis for 
assuming a simple linear relationship between risk action level and number of wet gas 
scrubbers. See the response to Chevron for a more complete response.  

 
4. BACWA 

 
EIR Comment:  BACWA suggests editorial changes to the text regarding sewage 
treatment facilities to accurately depict and reference facilities and operations. 

BACWA 
 
Response:  This text has been edited based on the BACWA's comments.  Revisions 
have been made to the description of equalization basins and regarding anaerobic 
digesters.   
 
EIR Comment:  The second sentence and its footnote in Section 3.2.4.1.3 need to be 
deleted, as it is outdated information and no longer represents the full scope of 
wastewater treatment facilities in the Bay Area:  
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A survey of wastewater treatment facilities in the Bay Area indicated that there 
are at least 20 facilities ranging in size from a discharge rate of 0.1 to greater 30 
million gallons per day (Pacific Institute, 2009). 

 
BACWA 

 
Response:  The information on the number and size of wastewater treatment facilities 
was updated using more recent information.   
 
EIR Comment:  BACWA proposes the following addition to Section 3.2.4.1.3, page 3.2-
30:  

If it is determined that affected facilities, primarily sewage treatment facilities, 
exceed the health risk requirements in Rule 11-18 and a decision is made to 
install a carbon adsorption unit or thermal oxidizer, then it would likely take 
months, possibly years, to provide engineering specifications, acquire financing, 
purchase and deliver the necessary equipment, complete Air District permit 
evaluations, and undergo any necessary environmental analyses, as well as 
obtain local Board and rate payer approvals. 
 
It is critical to acknowledge that the planning process for implementation of 
reduction measures to include communication with a wastewater treatment 
facility's Board and rate payers. 

BACWA 
 
Response:  The air quality impact section is not the appropriate location for information 
regarding engineering and timing for new equipment.  Similar language was added to 
the Project Description portion of the Final EIR (see page 2-21). 
 
EIR Comment: Under Section 3.5.2.2.5 (Wastewater Treatment Regulations), delete the 
following text, as the Regional Water Quality Control Board is the entity that issues 
discharge permits to municipal wastewater treatment facilities: 

 
In addition to federal and state restrictions on wastewater discharges, most 
incorporated cities in California have adopted local ordinances for wastewater 
treatment facilities.  Local ordinances generally require treatment system designs 
to be reviewed and approved by the local agency prior to construction." 

BACWA 
 
Response:  The language in this section was not changed as it is not specific to 
municipal wastewater treatment facilities but also includes wastewater treatment 
equipment at individual stationary sources, e.g., refineries, manufacturing facilities, etc.  
 
EIR Comment: Biosolids are regulated under the Clean Water Act via Title 40 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations [CFR], Part 503. A description of Rule 503 should be 
added to Section 3.5.2.1.1. 

BACWA 
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Response:  A description of 40 CFR Part 503 was added to the Final EIR as requested.   
 
EIR Comment:  Wastewater treatment facilities are regulated by multiple governmental 
agencies whose goals can result in contradictory impacts to the municipal wastewater 
sector, and regulations should be viewed holistically to address cross-media impacts 
and operational and financial effects. 

BACWA 
 
Response:  The Air District will continue to work with BACWA and its members to 
address this concern.  
 
EIR Comment: BACWA appreciates the reference in Section 3.5.4.3 (Conclusion, page 
3.5-22) considering the impacts to water quality from the installation of air pollution 
control equipment: 
 

"Based upon the above considerations, water quality impacts from installing most 
types of air pollution control equipment that use water as part of the control 
process would not exceed applicable water quality significance thresholds and, 
therefore, are concluded to be less than significant." 

BACWA 
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October 16, 2017 

SUBMITTAL VIA EMAIL TO: vdouglas@baaqmd.gov

Mr. Victor Douglas, BAAQMD 
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

SUBJECT: COMMENT LETTER ON THE PROPOSED BAAQMD REGULATION 11, 
RULE  18: REDUCTION OF RISK FROM AIR TOXIC EMISSIONS AT 
EXISTING FACILITIES 

Dear Mr. Douglas: 

The Bay Area Clean Water Agencies (BACWA) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s (BAAQMD) proposed Regulation 11, Rule 18 
(Rule 11-18). BACWA is a joint powers agency whose members own and operate publicly-
owned wastewater treatment works (POTWs) that collectively provide sanitary services to over 
7.1 million people in the nine-county San Francisco Bay (SF Bay) Area. BACWA members are 
public agencies, governed by elected officials and managed by professionals who protect the 
environment and public health. We have an active committee structure with our Air Issues and 
Regulations (BACWA AIR) Committee charged with working cooperatively to address air 
quality and climate change issues. 

As you would expect from dedicated environmental stewards, BACWA members provide 
reliable wastewater treatment to protect public health and the environment, and strive to exceed 
air and solids management requirements. We are providing specific comments below describing 
our support for, as well as our concerns and recommendations related to, the proposed Rule 11-
18 and the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for your consideration. 

First, we very much appreciate the willingness of the BAAQMD staff to work collaboratively 
with BACWA to understand the impact of Rule 11-18 on wastewater treatment facilities and 
their rate payers, as well as update the data serving as the basis for the emissions inventory and 
draft preliminary prioritization scores. We support the efforts of BAAQMD in protecting public 
health and the environment, and will continue to work collaboratively with staff through the 
implementation of Rule 11-18. 

The concerns and recommendations that follow are specific to the draft Rule and EIR.  

1. Sewage Treatment Facilities Are Inaccurately Described and Referenced in the EIR 
BACWA proposes the following editorial changes to the text to accurately depict and reference 
sewage treatment facilities and operations: 
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a) In Table 2.5-1, the primary risk drivers listed for Sewage Treatment Facilities in general 
(including cadmium and mercury) are incorrect. After a preliminary look at BAAQMD's 
data, the primary drivers appear to be hydrogen sulfide, formaldehyde, diesel particulate 
matter, and perchloroethylene. This short list of drivers may change when updates to the 
BAAQMD data are complete. 

b) The description of "Sewage Treatment Facilities" (Section 2.5.1.8, beginning on page 2-
16) is inaccurate and needs to be corrected. For your reference in updating the text in this 
proposed Rule and for future documents, we have attached the abridged edition of the 
"Layperson's Guide to California Wastewater" prepared by the Water Education 
Foundation for use as a public information tool. We will deliver hard copies of the full 
document to your staff to be used as a resource going forward.  

We recommend the following edits in this section:  
• The text under Tertiary Treatment references disinfection. Disinfection is a separate 

treatment process. That text should be split, starting a new bullet dedicated to 
disinfection. 

• Under "Fugitive Emissions," equalization basins are referenced and assumed to be 
used as part of the typical treatment train, which is not accurate. These basins are 
used during wet weather when the influent flow is too large for the plant to process, 
so the plant can "equalize" the flow going into headworks using these basins. They 
are used as-needed primarily during the wet weather season, and in some locations 
only several days each year. "Lift stations" are also referenced in this section and are 
typically used to convey flows in the collection system versus from one unit process 
to the next. In general, lift stations are not used as most wastewater treatment 
facilities make use of gravity flow. Additionally, both lift stations and pumps within a 
treatment facility are not typically open to the air and therefore do not contribute to 
fugitive emissions. 

• Under "Stack Emissions," reference is made to aerobic digesters. No wastewater 
treatment facility in the Bay Area uses an aerobic digester, only anaerobic digesters 
are in use. Also, anaerobic digesters are described as "open aerated processes" which 
is the opposite of what anaerobic digestion is. Anaerobic digesters are fully enclosed 
vessels and digester gas is collected from the vessel. Finally, dryers are not used to 
dewater digested sludge - typically, belt filter presses, screw presses, or centrifuges 
are used for dewatering. 

c) The second sentence and its footnote in Section 3.2.4.1.3 need to be deleted, as it is 
outdated information and no longer represents the full scope of wastewater treatment 
facilities in the Bay Area: 

A survey of wastewater treatment facilities in the Bay Area indicated that there are at 
least 20 facilities ranging in size from a discharge rate of 0.1 to greater 30 million 
gallons per day (Pacific Institute, 2009)2 . 

d) BACWA proposes the following addition to Section 3.2.4.1.3, page 3.2-30:  

If it is determined that affected facilities, primarily sewage treatment facilities, exceed the 
health risk requirements in Rule 11-18 and a decision is made to install a carbon 
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adsorption unit or thermal oxidizer, then it would likely take months, possibly years, to 
provide engineering specifications, acquire financing, purchase and deliver the 
necessary equipment, complete Air District permit evaluations, and undergo any 
necessary environmental analyses, as well as obtain local Board and rate payer 
approvals. 

It is critical to acknowledge that the planning process for implementation of reduction 
measures to include communication with a wastewater treatment facility's Board and rate 
payers. 

e) Under Section 3.5.2.2.5 (Wastewater Treatment Regulations), delete the following text, 
as the Regional Water Quality Control Board is the entity that issues discharge permits to 
municipal wastewater treatment facilities: 

In addition to federal and state restrictions on wastewater discharges, most incorporated 
cities in California have adopted local ordinances for wastewater treatment facilities. 
Local ordinances generally require treatment system designs to be reviewed and 
approved by the local agency prior to construction."  

f) Biosolids are regulated under the Clean Water Act via Title 40 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations [CFR], Part 503.  A description of Rule 503 should be added to Section 
3.5.2.1.1. 

2. Proposed Rule Discourages Biogas Production (Rule) 
While the purpose of the proposed Rule 11-18 is to reduce toxic air contaminants and protect 
public health, it may discourage the production and beneficial use of biogas for the generation of 
renewable energy or fuel, resulting in a wasted (flared) resource. Most BACWA members 
already beneficially use biogas generated from anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge or from 
nearby landfills to generate renewable electricity. Not only does this practice offset the treatment 
plant’s dependence on fossil fuel based energy, it reduces the resulting anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas emissions.  

The production of biogas, production of renewable energy, and the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions support statewide greenhouse gas reduction goals set under Assembly Bill 32 and 
Senate Bill 32, as well as BAAQMD's Clean Air Plan. Furthermore, the State Air Resources 
Board would like to see wastewater treatment facilities accept additional organic waste streams 
(specifically, diverted food waste and fats, oils, and grease from landfills) for co-digestion with 
sewage sludge to increase generation of biogas, in turn increasing renewable energy/fuel 
production in support of newly adopted mandates under Senate Bill 1383 (reducing methane 
emissions across the state). However, the proposed Rule 11-18 restricts the beneficial use of 
biogas since its combustion contributes to a slight increase in toxic air contaminants, potentially 
forcing wastewater treatment facilities to flare the biogas (wasting a resource and still 
combusting it) and purchase fossil fuel based electricity or natural gas. This would result in an 
increase in fossil fuel based greenhouse gas emissions statewide and is in direct contradiction 
with the Governor's goals for 2020, 2030, and beyond. 

BACWA recommends BAAQMD consider providing exceptions in Rule 11-18 for projects 
that contribute toward achieving state goals for reductions in greenhouse gas emissions 
through the diversion of organic waste from landfills, and increased production of biogas 
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for the generation of renewable energy or transportation fuel. 

3. Cross-Media Impacts Must Be Considered (EIR) 
Wastewater treatment facilities are regulated by multiple governmental agencies whose goals can 
result in contradictory impacts to the municipal wastewater sector. While regulatory actions may 
be seen as effective when each media (air, water, land) is addressed separately, the deficiencies 
become evident when the regulations are viewed holistically for protecting the environment and 
public health. BACWA submitted a letter to BAAQMD in June of 2014 detailing the impact 
cross-media issues can have on wastewater treatment facilities.1 There are increasing concerns 
about cross-media impacts and the potential operational and financial effects they will have on 
facilities that are trying to provide an essential public service while maintaining compliance with 
regulations supporting contradictory goals.  

BACWA appreciates the reference in Section 3.5.4.3 (Conclusion, page 3.5-22) considering the 
impacts to water quality from the installation of air pollution control equipment: 

"Based upon the above considerations, water quality impacts from installing most types of air 
pollution control equipment that use water as part of the control process would not exceed 
applicable water quality significance thresholds and, therefore, are concluded to be less than 
significant."

BACWA recommends BAAQMD further address cross-media impacts (considering 
impacts of this rule on the use of biogas from the anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge and 
food waste, as well as impacts to the use of digested sludge or biosolids) in the proposed 
Rule 11-18, as well as in future proposed regulations. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Rule 11-18. BACWA supports 
BAAQMD’s intent to protect the Bay Area’s air quality, and asks BAAQMD to carefully 
address BACWA’s concerns. We would be happy to discuss any questions regarding these 
comments. Nohemy Revilla and Randy Schmidt, BACWA AIR Committee Co-Chairs, can be 
reached at NRevilla@sfwater.org and RSchmidt@centralsan.org, respectively. 

Sincerely, 

David R. Williams 
BACWA Executive Director 

Cc: BACWA Executive Board 
Nohemy Revilla, BACWA AIR Committee Co-Chair 
Randy Schmidt, BACWA AIR Committee Co-Chair 
Courtney Mizutani, BACWA AIR Committee Project Manager 
Sarah Deslauriers, BACWA AIR Committee Project Manager 

1 See http://bacwa.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/BACWA_Cross-Media-Letter.pdf
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2

Several years ago when the British Medical Journal polled 
its readers, including Americans, on the most important 
medical milestone since 1840 (the year the journal was 
first published), they chose the introduction of clean 
water and sewage disposal – “the sanitary revolution.” 
Imagine that sanitation got more votes than the discov-
ery of antibiotics and the development of anesthesia. 

In the developing world, inadequate sanitation remains a 
major problem. According to a report, “Progress on Drink-
ing Water and Sanitation 2012,” issued by UNICEF and the 
World Health Organization, “Only 63 percent of the world 
now have improved sanitation access, a figure projected 
to increase only to 67 percent by 2015, well below the 
75 percent aim in the Millennium Development Goals. 
Currently 2.5 billion people still lack improved sanitation.” 
Water For People cites similar statistics. 

But what is the situation on the home front? 

According to 2012 statistics from the U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA), in the 40 years since its 
passage [in 1972], the Clean Water Act has kept tens of 
billions of pounds of sewage, chemicals and trash out of 
the nation’s waterways; 92 percent of Americans have 

round-the-clock access to safe, clean drinking water 
that meets national health standards; and more than 
two-thirds of America’s assessed waterways meet water 
quality standards. 

In California, 100,000 miles of sanitary sewers and more 
than 900 wastewater treatment plants manage the 
 approximately 4 billion gallons of wastewater generated 
every day by the state’s citizens, businesses and visitors, 
according to the 2012 California Infrastructure Report 
Card prepared by the American Society of Civil Engineers 
(ASCE). “This engineered wastewater infrastructure serves 
their ratepayers and customers and visitors very well in 
their mission to protect public health and the environ-
ment,” the report card noted in an excerpt. 

The state’s wastewater collection, conveyance, treatment, 
reuse and disposal services are provided primarily by a 
variety of public agencies, including cities, counties, joint 
powers authorities and special districts such as sanitary, 
sanitation and community services districts. In addition, 
there are some privatized systems, and where treatment 
plants are not available or feasible, such as in sparsely 
populated rural areas, individualized on-site sanitation 
systems like septic tanks and leach lines are used. 
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Very complicated and technical state and federal govern-
ment laws and regulations protect the water quality of 
California’s more than 1.6 million acres of lakes, more than 
1.3 million acres of bays and estuaries, 211,000 miles of 
rivers and streams and 1,100 miles of coastline. 

Depending on geography, a mixture of pipes, hydraulic 
structures and pumping facilities collect and convey the 
wastewater from residences, schools and businesses to 
treatment facilities that use physical, biological, chemical 
and advanced processes to reduce or remove organic 
matter, solids, nutrients, disease-causing organisms and 
other pollutants before discharging the treated waste-
water into rivers, oceans, lakes, and other water bodies 
or onto land. 

Used water (wastewater) from activities such as flushing 
toilets, bathing and washing clothes contains harmful 
bacteria and viruses that can cause diseases. Before being 
returned to the environment, it must be cleaned (treated) 
to meet standards set by state and federal government 
agencies. 

Mother Nature has natural cleansing processes of 
 sunlight, plants, bacteria and filtration by soils. However 
in a heavily populated world, Mother Nature’s capabili-
ties are not enough. As a result, wastewater treatment 
systems are essential. They typically work by enhancing, 
speeding up and simulating the filtration, decomposi-

tion and  disinfection processes that occur naturally in 
the environment. 

With sanitation as vital today as in the past, the California 
wastewater community is at a crossroads. 

Infrastructure designed and built a generation ago with 
funding from the federal government must be expanded, 
upgraded or rebuilt to provide the most reliable and 
efficient services possible. The large federal and state 
grants of past decades are generally not available today, 
so new sources of financing mechanisms must be found 
to pay for these large capital improvement projects with 
as little impact to ratepayers as possible. 

Increasing population demands on current system 
capacities and maintaining and upgrading facilities to 
comply with current and future regulatory requirements, 
including emerging contaminants, are among the other 
issues facing the wastewater community. Climate change 
and extreme weather events are also concerns that may 
lead to the need for future projects. 

This guide, part of an ongoing series by the Water 
 Education Foundation, provides an overview of  basic 
background information on California laws and 
 regulations, wastewater collection and treatment 
 processes, history, current challenges, and case studies. 
Related issues are discussed in the Layperson’s Guide to 
Water Recycling. 

In this diagram for the 
layperson, the general process 
of wastewater collection, 
conveyance, treatment and 
disposal are illustrated.



Glossary 
Biosolids – The solid organic material that is separated during the wastewater treatment process, treated 

according to regulations to the point that it is a usable product, and then recycled.

Clarify – To make clear or pure by separating and eliminating suspended solid material.

Coagulation – The clumping together of solids so they can more easily be settled out or filtered out of water. 

Collection System – The sewer system of pipes that carries wastewater from homes and businesses to a 
treatment plant or reclamation plant. 

Combined Sewer – A wastewater collection system that carries both raw sewage and stormwater to a 
 treatment plant. 

Disinfection – Final step in the treatment process. Commonly, chlorine is added to the treated wastewater  
to kill disease-causing organisms. There are other alternatives for achieving disinfection, including  
ultraviolet light. 

Effluent – Treated wastewater flowing out of a treatment plant.

Filtration – The process of water passing through porous material such as sand or synthetic membranes to 
trap and remove particles. 

Influent – Untreated wastewater that enters a wastewater treatment plant. 

Primary Treatment – First major treatment in a wastewater treatment facility that removes solids and floating 
matter using screening, skimming and sedimentation. 

Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) – Public wastewater systems built, operated and maintained by 
government agencies. They include sewer pipes, maintenance holes (formerly called manholes), pumps, 
treatment plants and other related infrastructure. 

Reverse Osmosis – A method of removing very small particles, including salts or other ions, from water by 
forcing water through a semi-permeable membrane.

Secondary Treatment – The biological portion of wastewater treatment that relies on the growth of micro-
organisms to clean the wastewater after primary treatment. Several different types of secondary processes 
can be used, including activated sludge, trickling filters, pond systems and wetland systems. 

Sedimentation – The settling of solids in a body of water using gravity.

Sludge – The organic solid waste material that settles out in the wastewater treatment process. If sludge is 
converted into a usable end product, it is no longer called sludge.

Tertiary Treatment – Additional treatment processes used to clean wastewater even further following primary 
and secondary treatment. Normally implies the removal of nutrients, such as phosphorous and nitrogen, 
and a high percentage of suspended solids. Also known as advanced treatment.

Wastewater – The mixture of used water and human waste carried away by drains and sewers. 

Water Recycling – The treatment of wastewater to make it suitable for a beneficial reuse, such as landscape 
irrigation or groundwater recharge. A separate Layperson’s Guide to Water Recycling has been published 
by the Water Education Foundation and is available at www.watereducation.org 
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Resources   
Bay Area Clean Water Agencies – A local government agency created by a joint powers agreement in 1984. 

Its membership includes wastewater agencies that provide sanitary sewer services to more than 7  million 
people living in the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area. Principal members include the Central Costa 
County Sanitation District, the city of San Jose, East Bay Dischargers Association, East Bay Municipal Utility 
District and San Francisco Public Utilities District. http://bacwa.org 

California Association of Sanitation Agencies – A statewide trade association of municipalities, special 
districts and joint powers agencies that provide wastewater collection, treatment and water recycling 
services. CASA was founded in 1955 and CASA members represent more than 90 percent of the sewered 
population of California. www.casaweb.org 

Central Rural Water Association – Provides on-site technical assistance and specialized training for rural 
water and wastewater systems. http://www.calruralwater.org 

Central Valley Clean Water Association – A regional association representing wastewater treatment and 
collection system agencies in the Central Valley. http://www.cvcwa.org 

California Water Environment Association – A statewide nonprofit public benefit association whose mission 
is to protect the water environment by educating, training and certifying the competency of individuals 
who work in the water quality field. Approximately 80 percent of CWEA’s more than 9,000 members work 
for municipal wastewater agencies and collection systems, both large and small, throughout California. 
www.cwea.org 

Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works – A nonprofit corporation of more 
than 90 wastewater treatment and collection system agencies and one large regional water treatment 
agency. Together, its membership collects and/or treats the wastewater for more than 16 million Southern 
 Californians in seven counties. www.scap1.org 

My Water Quality Website – Sponsored by the California Water Quality Monitoring Council, a joint partner-
ship between the California Environmental Protection Agency, the California Natural Resources Agency, 
and several stakeholder organizations from both inside and outside state government. State legislation 
in 2006 mandated water quality monitoring and assessment activities be coordinated and information 
be made available to decision makers and the public via the Internet. http://www.CaWaterQuality.net
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Mr. Greg Nudd 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
375 Beale St., Suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

SUBJECT: Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District, Regulation 11-18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at 
Existing Facilities, State Clearinghouse Number 2016102043 
BCDC Inquiry File No. MC.MC.7415.025 

-; .... < 

Dear Mr. Nudd: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on your latest Recirculated Draft 
Environmental Impact Report, Regulation 11-18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at 
Existing Facilities, received in our office on September 1, 2017. 

Although BCDC laws do not specifically regulate air pollution we recognize that high levels 
of air pollution and toxic contaminants can be detrimental to our communities and 
neighborhoods, particularly those located next to stationary sources of pollutants. The San 
Francisco Bay Plan states, in Developing the Bay and Shoreline to Their Highest Potential, 
Regional Developmental Policies: 

"Many regional matters, such as air pollution control, regulation of water 
quality, planning and construction of waste disposal facilities, airport 
development, and regional transportation, are directly related to the 
future of the Bay." 

BCDC acknowledges that there can be unavoidable negative implications associated with 
the use of the Priority Use Areas, such as petroleum refineries located along the bay shoreline. 
BCDC agrees with the findings in your report that state: 

"When assessing whether a project's effects on climate change are 
"cumulatively 
considerable" even though the greenhouse gas contribution of the 
project may be individually limited, the lead agency must consider the 
impact of the project when viewed in connection with the effects of past, 
current, and probable future projects ... if the lead agency determines 
that the greenhouse gas emissions from the project as proposed are 
potentially significant, it must investigate and implement ways to avoid, 
reduce, or otherwise mitigate the impacts of those emissions." 

info@bcdc.ca.gov I www.bcdc.ca.gov ~. • 

State of California I Edmund G. Brown - Governor ~ 



Mr. Greg Nudd 
October 16, 2017 
Page 2 

We commend your efforts to protect our citizens and ecosystems by focusing on recycled 
water and other such mitigation measures, saving current and future community resources and 
protecting our increasingly pressured ecosystems. BCDC recognizes the BAAQMD's successes at 
improving air quality in the region since its creation in 1955. We hope you find success with 
this new regulation and that the BAAQMD continues to protect and improve the lives of Bay 
Area residents. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 415-352-3641 or 
cody.aichele@bcdc.ca .gov. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
CODY AICHELE-ROTHMAN 
Coastal Planning Analyst 

CAR/gg 
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Making Conservation 
a California Way of Life 

 

“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation 
system to enhance California’s economy and livability” 

October 16, 2017 

Victor Douglas 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District  
375 Beale St., Suite 600  
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

 
# 04-ALL-2017-00040 
SCH # 2016102043 
GTS ID 7814 

Regulation 11-18: Reduction of Risk from Air Toxic Emissions at Existing Facilities – Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) 

Dear Mr. Douglas: 

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the review process for 
the above referenced project. In tandem with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s (MTC) 
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), the Caltrans Strategic Management Plan 2015-2020 includes 
targets to reduce Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT), in part, by tripling bicycle and doubling both pedestrian 
and transit travel by 2020. Our comments on the DEIR are based on these initiatives and goals. 

Project Understanding 
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District is proposing a set of technical and administrative 
amendments to two District permitting programs, the New Source Review (NSR) pre-construction permit 
program and the Title V Major Facility Review operating permit program. The proposed changes will not 
fundamentally alter the way these programs work, but they are important and necessary to address a 
number of legal developments that have occurred since the Air District last updated the programs in 2012. 
The proposed amendments will make revisions to three rules in the Air District's permitting regulation: 
Regulation 2: Rule 1 (Gen Req.), Rule 2 (New Source Review and Rule 6 (Major Facility Review). 

Page 3.2-1, section 3.2.1.1, Ambient Air Quality Standards: 
In the second to the last sentence, insert the words "reducing particles" after the word "visibility" to be 
consistent with the air pollutant naming convention in the California Air Resource Board's (CARB) table 
of the Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS) table. 
 
Page 3.2-2, section 3.2.1.1, Table 3.2-1  
Revise the following to be consistent with CARB's Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS) table: 
a) Rename the column headings “State Standard” and “Federal Primary Standard” to “California 
Standard” and National Primary Standard”, respectively. 
b) When comparing the AAQS table to the table provided, the carbon monoxide section is missing the 
eight hour Lake Tahoe measurement. 
c) Footnote 14 for Visibility-Reducing Particle is not consistent with the Visibility-Reducing Particle state 
standard section. 
 
 



Me. Victor Douglas 
October 16, 20 I 7 
Page 2 

Page 3.2-3, section 3.2.1.1, Table 3.2-2 
a) Please provide a map ofthe monitoring station locations in the Bay Area. 

Page 3.2-4, section 3.2.1.1 
a) Delete the word, "unclassifiable" in two locations in the first paragraph. Replace the word with the 
actual term used and that is "unclassified." 
b) Non-attairunent or maintenance status of air pollutants in the first paragraph should be mentioned. 

Page 3.2-4, section 3.2.1.1, Table 3.2-3 
a) Insert the unabbreviated meaning of "Nat" and "Cal" into a footnote 

Thank you again for including Caltrans in the envirorunental review process. Should you have any 
questions regarding this letter, please contact Jerry Cheung at 510-286-5562 or jerry.cheung@dot.ca.gov. 

Sincerely 

.~ 
PATRICIA MAURICE 
District Branch Chief 
Local Development - Intergovernmental Review 

"Goltrous improves mobility ac/'Oss California." 
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Western States Petroleum Association 

Credible Solutions  Responsive Service  Since 1907 
 
Bob Brown 
Director, Bay Area Region      
 
October 16, 2017 

 
 
Mr. Victor Douglas     VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: vdouglas@baaqmd.gov 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District,  
375 Beale Street, Suite 600  
San Francisco, CA 94105 
vdouglas@baaqmd.gov 
 
 
 
Re:  Comments of the Western States Petroleum Association on Draft Proposed Regulation 11,       

Rule 18  
 
Dear Mr. Douglas: 
 
The Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) is a non-profit trade association representing twenty-
six companies that explore for, produce, refine, transport and market petroleum, petroleum products, natural 
gas and other energy supplies in California, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.  Our members in 
the Bay Area have operations and facilities regulated by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
(District). 
 
This letter constitutes WSPA’s comments on Regulation 11, Rule 18 (Rule 11-18), as proposed by the 
District in revised form on September 15, 2017, and the accompanying Recirculated Draft Environmental 
Impact Report (DEIR or RDEIR).  WPSA also hereby incorporates by reference its prior comments on the 
proposed Rule 11-18 and prior versions of the DEIR, which were submitted to the District on September 9, 
2016, December 2, 2016, and May 8, 2017.   
 
As explained in WSPA’s prior comment letters and in greater detail below, WSPA has significant concerns 
regarding the District’s continued segmentation of environmental analysis conducted for a suite of refinery-
focused regulations.  The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) forbids “segmenting” projects 
into smaller components for purposes of environmental review, which artificially minimizes significant 
impacts and deprives the public and impacted parties of a full and fair assessment of those impacts.  
According to the District, Rule 11-18 will have “significant” impacts related to (i) air quality during 
construction, (ii) greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and (iii) ongoing water demand.  The District must 
evaluate these significant impacts alongside those impacts accruing from other rules that compose the 
District’s broader Refinery Project, and its failure to do so constitutes a violation of CEQA.   
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WSPA also has significant concerns with the substance of the proposed Rule 11-18.  The District continues 
to propose drafts of Rule 11-18 that establish “Risk Action Levels” that appear arbitrary, are not justified 
or backed by evidence, may not be technologically achievable, and will have little impact on air quality, 
the environment, or human health.  As explained below and in WSPA’s prior comments, a calculated risk 
level of 10 per million (10/M) represents a reduction that is an order of magnitude lower than the current 
risk level of 100/M.   Moreover, the District’s own analysis demonstrates that 82% of the risk in the bay 
area related to toxic air contaminants (TACs) is attributable to diesel particulate emissions, while all 
industrial stationary sources of the type regulated by proposed Rule 11-18 account for just 16% of all TAC 
emissions in the Bay Area.  Current background risk from TACs is 690/M.  In other words, Rule 11-18 
addresses only a very small subset of TAC emissions in the Bay Area, and will do nothing to address the 
most significant source of risk: diesel emissions from mobile sources.  The District has failed to justify its 
drastic reduction in Risk Action Levels for stationary sources (from 100/M to 10M), or demonstrate that 
Rule 11-18 is necessary or will be effective to measurably lower the actual risk attributable to TAC 
emissions in the Bay Area.   
 
At the same time, WSPA supports additional flexibility mechanisms incorporated into the latest draft of 
proposed Rule 11-18 and encourages the District to retain and potentially expand those provisions.  
Specifically, WSPA supports extending the time to implement a Risk Reduction Plan from three to five 
years, with a further five year extension in certain instances.  WSPA suggests that the District consider a 
two-phase approach, allowing sufficient time (at least five years, with an extension in certain instances) for 
all facilities to achieve the initial threshold (as proposed, 25/M) and only then implementing a second Risk 
Reduction Plan to achieve any second threshold that the District subsequently determines is necessary; that 
second threshold, in turn, should again provide at least five years for implementation, with extensions as 
appropriate. WSPA also believes that refineries and other complex facilities will need substantially more 
time to prepare Risk Reduction Plans; the six months proposed is wholly inadequate given the number of 
components at issue.  WSPA proposes a longer period, of up to three years, to allow facilities to prepare 
plans that are realistic and actionable.    
 
In addition to these specific issues, WSPA is concerned that Rule 11-18 may interfere with the 
implementation of AB 617 and regulations being developed by the California Air Resources Board (ARB) 
to develop a uniform statewide emissions inventory and targeted approach to reducing TACs in identified 
communities, using cost-effective measures.  In light of this ongoing statewide effort, the independent 
adoption of Rule 11-18 by the District may exceed the District’s authority and interferes with ARB’s efforts 
to implement AB 617.   
 
These and other issues are discussed more fully below. 
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I. COMMENTS ON THE RECIRCULATED DEIR AND CEQA 
 

1. The District Is Obligated By CEQA to Evaluate Impacts Arising from Rule 11-18 Jointly And 
Cumulatively With All Impacts Arising From Other Refinery Project Actions. 

 
Rule 11-18 was conceived, designed, and proposed by the District as one component of the District’s 
broader Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy (Refinery Project).  The District’s Refinery 
Project, as implemented through its suite of regulations, is a cohesive project designed by the District with 
the goal of reducing refinery emissions in the Bay Area by at least 20% within just a few years. CEQA 
requires the District to consider the whole of the action and evaluate both direct and indirect environmental 
impacts from the entire project.  Public Resources Code, § 21000 et seq.1  CEQA further prohibits 
“segmenting” projects to create the appearance of a lesser degree of impact.  Notwithstanding that 
obligation, the District has repeatedly segmented the Refinery Project by limiting its analyses to individual 
rules, while excluding consideration of impacts related to other rules and actions that collectively comprise 
the Refinery Project. 
   
Rule 11-18 is a component of the Refinery Project, notwithstanding that the rule applies to other stationary 
sources.  Rule 11-18’s origin is rooted in the District Board’s 2014 resolution to reduce emissions from 
refineries by 20%, and is repeatedly included by the District in presentations and other public materials 
describing the District’s Refinery Project.  See, e.g., Rule Development Workshop presentation, at 8 (March 
27-30) (describing Rule 11-18 as a component of the District’s broader Refinery Project).2 
 
The DEIR recirculated by the District in August, 2017 addresses only Rule 11-18.  That DEIR finds that 
Rule 11-18 will have significant environmental impacts in at least three areas: (i) air quality during 
construction, (ii) greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and (iii) ongoing water demand related to operation of 
pollution control technology.  The District’s Public Hearing notice reiterates these impacts, noting that 
GHG and water impacts are significant while air quality may experience a significant impact during 
construction.  The District must properly weigh these impacts alongside other localized cumulative impacts 
arising from the Refinery Project— including recently-adopted Rules 6-5, 8-18, 11-10, 12-15 and 9-14, and 
additional rules under development—in order to fully inform the public and fulfill CEQA’s mandate to 
evaluate environmental impacts resulting from the “whole of the action.”  Without a true analysis of the 
whole project, it is impossible to quantify and understand the magnitude of the environmental impact the 
District’s Refinery Project will have on the public and regulated entities subject to the rules. 
 
For example, many of these rules will require installation of equipment at the refineries, often concurrently.  
And yet construction related impacts are consistently segmented and viewed in isolation by the District on 
a one-rule basis.  Similarly, operation of that equipment will result in air emissions and may have GHG 
impacts.  But again, the District views those impacts in isolation, rather than as cumulative with other, 
related measures that collectively comprise the Refinery Project.  That kind of artificial minimization 
undermines CEQA by allowing the District to avoid finding “significant” impacts and designing appropriate 
mitigation measures for those impacts. 

                                                           
1 CEQA is further implemented by the CEQA Guidelines, Title 14, California Code of Regulations, § 
15000 et seq.   
2 Available at: http://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/dotgov/files/rules/regulation-11-rule-
18/documents/20170302_wspres_1118_1216_1301-pdf.pdf?la=en.  
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The District’s segmentation of the Refinery Project also results in a failure to identify adequate mitigation 
measures.  Mitigation measures must be designed to address the cumulative impacts of all components of 
a given project—i.e., the “whole of the action.”  Yet, the DEIR discusses mitigation only in the context of 
Rule 11-18, while omitting any mention of impacts arising from other Refinery Project Rules.   
 
The District cannot piecemeal the analysis of environmental impacts deriving from the Refinery Project to 
artificially minimize those impacts. Doing so subverts the intent of CEQA and deprives the public and 
regulated entities a full and fair accounting of impacts arising from the project.  It also deprives the public 
and regulated entities an opportunity to comment upon proposed mitigation measures.  To comply with 
CEQA, the District should undertake a comprehensive EIR that encompasses the entire Refinery Project, 
not an arbitrary subset of it. 
 

2. The District Should Clarify or Correct Various Aspects of the DEIR. 
 
In addition to the segmentation issue discussed above, the recirculated DEIR contains various statements 
that are confusing, erroneous, or misleading.  WSPA encourages the District to address the following issues: 
 

a. The District Has Changed Its Rationale for Proposing Rule 11-18. 
 
In prior iterations, the District has asserted that Rule 11-18 originates in “Action Item 4” in the District’s 
“Work Plan for Action Items Related to Accidental Releases from Industrial Facilities.”  However, the 
recirculated DEIR now states that “development of Rule 11-18 was included as Stationary Source Control 
Measure SS20 in the Air District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan.”  The District should clarify the origins and 
rationale for proposing Rule 11-18.  Notably, “Action Item 4” is, according to the District, the genesis for 
the District’s Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy (Refinery Project), which is a project to 
reduce refinery emissions by 20% through multiple related measures.3  WSPA and its members have filed 
lawsuits challenging the District’s adoption of various aspects of the Refinery Project, and have alleged that 
the District is violating CEQA by segmenting the Refinery Project, as discussed above.  The District should 
address the relationship of “SS20” and “Action Item 4” and include a complete discussion of the origins of 
Rule 11-18 in the DEIR. 
 

b. The District should Define “Overburdened” and Clarify Section 1.3.1 of the DEIR. 
 
Section 1.3.1 of the DEIR identifies a project objective to “[e]nsure the facilities that impact the most 
sensitive and overburdened communities reduce their associated health risk in an efficient and expeditious 
manner.”  The term “overburdened” is not defined in the DEIR and is not used in Rule 11-18.  The District 

                                                           
3 It is clear that Rule 11-18 remains heavily focused on refineries.  When discussing GHG impacts, the 
DEIR states that “GHGs emitted from petroleum refineries include CO2, CH4 and N2O.”  No other 
industries are mentioned. And when discussing particulate matter, the DEIR states that “many of the 
stationary source combustion emissions in this table are from petroleum refining operations.”  DEIR at 
3.1-3.  Again, no other industries are mentioned.  It is plain that the District continues to focus Rule 11-18 
on refineries in the Bay Area – which makes sense given the rule’s genesis as part of the District’s 
broader Refinery Project.   
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needs to inform the public and the decision makers how it defines, identifies and quantifies “overburdened 
communities.”  There is no discussion of this issue in the DEIR.  In addition, regarding the Health Risk 
Assessment objectives (to “provide transparency and clarity to the process” and “provide the public 
opportunity to comment”), the District must articulate what Rule 11-18 would provide regarding 
transparency and clarity to the process that is not already required by the public rulemaking process and 
CEQA. 
 

c. The District Does Not Explain or Justify What Constitutes an “Unacceptable Health Risk.” 
 
The District asserts that Rule 11-18 is designed to “ensure that emissions of TACs from existing facilities 
do not pose an unacceptable health risk to people living and working nearby.”  DEIR at 2-1.  Indeed, the 
proposed version of Rule 11-18, in Section 101, provides that “[t]he purpose of this rule is to ensure that 
facilities that emit toxic air contaminants do not pose an unacceptable health risk to nearby residents, 
workers, or students.”  Rule 11-18-101 (emphasis added).  Despite the repeated use of the term 
“unacceptable health risk,” the District fails to identify that term in the DEIR or the rule itself.  Without 
well-defined criteria for what constitutes an “unacceptable health risk,” the public and the decision makers 
are left guessing at what this means.  What is an “unacceptable” health risk?  What, by corollary, is an 
acceptable health risk?  The rule, the DEIR, and the Staff Report are all silent on these important questions. 

The DEIR indicates (Fig. 3.2-1) that current (2014) background risk from TACs is 690/M. The District has 
failed in the DEIR to address the cumulative impacts of the proposed risk reductions relative to the 
background risk.  Nor has the District justified the risk threshold of 10/M for a single facility relative to the 
background risk. An analysis of background risk at various locations pre- and post-rule should be 
conducted.  For instance, in a certain location if all facilities affected by the proposed rule reduce risks 
below 10/M, will the background risk be significantly below 690/M or still near that value?  The DEIR 
does not provide this analysis. 

While the District has set “risk action levels” in the proposed rule, nowhere does the District relate those 
action levels to an “unacceptable health risk.”  The District’s use of the term “unacceptable health risk” as 
the stated basis for proposed Rule 11-18 is so vague as to render the entire rule arbitrary and capricious.  
Moreover, the District’s “risk action levels” also appear entirely arbitrary and not based on any scientific 
or technical findings establishing an acceptable or unacceptable health risk.  Before proceeding further with 
a rule will cause significant environmental impacts, the District must provide a reasoned basis for its actions.  
At a minimum, the District must explain how it defines the term “unacceptable health risk,” the scientific 
basis for that definition, how it selected the risk action thresholds, and how those thresholds correlate to an 
“acceptable” health risk.    

3. The DEIR’s Analysis of Regulation 11-18’s Impact on Air Quality Is Inadequate. 
 

a. The DEIR fails to recognize all potential applications of thermal oxidizers and carbon adsorption.  

In Section 2.5.1.1 and Table 2.5-1, the DEIR explicitly identifies benzene from fugitive emissions as 
primary risk drivers. However, Table 2.5-3 fails to identify thermal oxidizers and carbon adsorption as 
potential control technologies for refinery fugitive emissions, but includes them for other facility types (e.g. 
landfill and sewage treatment plants).  Consequently, the DEIR fails to address the additional construction 
and operational impacts of applying these technologies to refineries.  
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Although refinery fugitive emissions are mostly dispersed, health risk is a function of both magnitude of 
emissions and proximity to receptors.  Pump stations at refineries near and upwind of receptors may be risk 
drivers, but the DEIR fails to identify the potential installation and operation of thermal oxidizers at 
refineries in response to requirements imposed by Rule 11-18. For example, Chevron currently has permits 
for thermal oxidizers and carbon adsorption on one of its pump stations.  This omission calls into question 
whether the DEIR has adequately reviewed the applicability of other control technologies to other facilities 
and whether the DEIR understates the environmental impacts for at least air quality and hydrology. 

b. The DEIR fails to provide the basis for significantly decreasing the frequency of regenerations for 
applications of carbon adsorption. 

In the District’s Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 
Regulation 11-18: Toxic Risk Reduction Rule, Regulation 12-16: Petroleum Refining Emissions Limits 
and Risk Thresholds, March 2017 (March 2017 DEIR), the frequency of regenerations for carbon 
adsorption vessels was 4 per day (1,460 per year), which was the assumption used in a South Coast Air 
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Final Environmental Assessment.  However, the District’s 
RDEIR drastically decreases the frequency of regenerations for applications of carbon adsorption from 
1,460 per year to 12 per year, a 99% decrease.  This lower frequency has no reference and is not used in 
SCAQMD EIR, but if the frequency was not changed, the potential overlapping emission for NOx under 
the worse-case annual operational emission or multiple facilities would be at the significant threshold of 10 
tons per year. The DEIR needs to provide a basis for the lower frequency. 

4. The DEIR’s Impact Analysis of Alternatives is Inadequate and Fails To Provide the Basis For the 
Environmental Impacts of Alternative 2. 
 

While the DEIR discusses the environmental impacts of Alternative 2 in Section 4.3, it fails to disclose the 
basis of how those impacts were determined.  In Table 4-1, the DEIR identifies that the quantity of every 
control technology decreases under Alternative 2, except for refinery wet gas scrubbers. Refinery wet gas 
scrubbers are significant contributors to construction air emission and water demand.  The DEIR gives no 
explanation for why the number of refinery wet gas scrubbers remains unchanged under Alternative 2 
despite a significantly higher risk action level.  This is in stark contrast to March 2017 DEIR, where the 
same project alternative determined that “the additional water use and wastewater discharged associated 
with implementation of Rule 11-18 would be greatly diminished.”  The District should explain how it 
determined, in the RDEIR, that three refinery wet gas scrubbers would still need to be installed to control 
health risk to the higher risk action levels of Alternative 2.  

II. SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL & TECHNICAL COMMENTS 
 
The California Health & Safety Code requires the District to make six statutory findings before amending 
a rule: necessity; authority; clarity; consistency; nonduplication; and reference. Cal. Health & Safety Code 
§ 40727.  As Rule 11-18 is currently drafted, the District will not be able to meet these statutory 
requirements, particularly with respect to the elements of necessity, consistency, and clarity as explained 
below.  In addition to these statutory requirements, the District is barred from adopting rules that are 
arbitrary, capricious, or in excess of the District’s authority.  As currently proposed, Rule 11-18 runs afoul 
of many of these requirements and suffers a number of technical issues that the District must correct. 
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1. The District Has Not Demonstrated That Rule 11-18 Is Necessary, and Its Decision to Deviate from 
a 100/M Risk Threshold is Arbitrary and Capricious. 

 
The District has not demonstrated that Rule 11-18 is a necessary, justified, or an effective measure to reduce 
risks related to TAC emissions in the Bay Area.  Nor has the District explained its sudden departure from 
a residual risk threshold previously employed by the District, endorsed by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and upheld by the courts for over 30 years.  These shortcomings violate H&S 
Code § 40727, render Rule 11-18 arbitrary and capricious, and would result in a rule that has little practical 
benefit while imposing significant costs on a range of businesses in the Bay Area. 
 
The stated purpose of draft Rule 11-18 is to “ensure that facilities that emit toxic air contaminants do not 
pose an unacceptable health risk to nearby residents, workers, or students.”  Rule 11-18 § 11-18-101.  As 
proposed, Rule 11-18 would require all covered facilities, including non-refinery entities, with a calculated 
risk level of 10 per million (10/M) or greater to develop a Risk Reduction Plan to implement controls that 
will reduce the facility’s risk level to below that level.  Facilities with a calculated risk level of 25 per 
million (25/M) will need to take action even sooner.  But the District has failed to explain why those 
numbers are the appropriate risk thresholds, especially since they represent a severe departure from the 
District’s prior 100 per million (100/M) threshold—a threshold that has been routinely employed both by 
other air districts and EPA.  While an agency may change its mind, when it departs from long-standing 
policy “a reasoned explanation is needed for disregarding facts and circumstances that underlay or were 
engendered by the prior policy” and an “unexplained inconsistency” with prior policy “is a reason for 
holding [a regulation] to be an arbitrary and capricious.”  Encino Motorcars, LLC v. Navarro, 136 S.Ct. 
2117, 2126 (2016) (internal notations and citations omitted).  Here, the District, like many other agencies, 
has for years consistently considered 100/M to pose an “acceptable” risk level.  Nowhere has the District 
provided any explanation, such as newly-discovered data, demonstrating why it is now necessary to reduce 
this longstanding risk threshold by an order of magnitude.  On its face, the District’s decision to lower 
residual risk thresholds, without providing a “reasoned explanation” for that decision, appears arbitrary and 
capricious.   
 
California’s “Hot Spots” program clearly requires the District to reduce “significant” risks “below the 
significant risk level,” and it leaves it to the District to define that threshold.  See H&S Code § 44391. This 
grant of authority is not unbounded, however: by law, the District still must demonstrate that its actions are 
necessary; it cannot arbitrarily establish standards that are not justified by any measurable outcome.  To 
accomplish this, the District must provide a reasoned explanation for its proposal to adopt such a dramatic 
reduction in the degree of risk that is deemed “significant.”  
 
The District’s Staff Report states that the risk action levels in Rule 11-18 are based on the OEHHA’s 2015 
Health Risk Guidelines and “reflect the most health protective levels achievable and correspond to the 
health risk levels that the Air District uses for the existing ‘Hot Spots’ program.”  Yet the District provides 
no citation for this assertion and OEHHA itself has not, to WSPA’s knowledge, specifically endorsed the 
25/M or 10/M thresholds as “acceptable” residual risk thresholds.  The District’s proposal also appears to 
contradict the conclusion reached by the San Joaquin Valley Air District, which retained the 100/M 
threshold in its own response to the same OEHHA 2015 Health Risk Guidelines.  Moreover, OEHHA notes 
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that the methodologies contained in the 2015 Health Risk Assessments Guidelines may result in 
conservatively high estimates of risk (because they take the most sensitive populations into consideration).4  
 
A data-driven analysis, solidly grounded in both fact and scientific theory, is especially critical here, where 
the available information suggests that Rule 11-18 will in fact result in only minimal “real” risk reduction.  
According to the District’s own analysis: 
 

 Diesel particulate emissions are the cause of 82% of risk related to TAC emissions in Bay Area. 
 All industrial facilities account for only 16% of TAC emissions, with refineries representing a 

smaller subset of that. 
 

In sum, Rule 11-18 specifically targets only a small subset of industrial facilities; and all industrial facilities 
combined are responsible for only 1/6th of TAC emissions in the Bay Area.  The District should carefully 
consider the necessity and appropriateness of imposing such stringent and costly new obligations solely on 
one particular target that contributes significantly less than 1/6th of area-wide TAC emissions, while failing 
to address the real public health risk from the source of the other 5/6th of TAC emissions: diesel particulate 
matter largely emitted from mobile sources. 
 
Given the protective nature of the existing standards, and the lack of any information suggesting that these 
standards are not sufficiently protective, the District has not demonstrated that reducing in the residual risk 
threshold by an entire order of magnitude is necessary to fulfill the District’s statutory mandate or protect 
the public health.  And even if such a drastic reduction were necessary to protect public health, Rule 11-18 
will not accomplish that goal given the very minor contribution from refineries to overall TAC risk in the 
Bay Area.   
 
Other agencies that have addressed similar issues have concluded that 100/M is sufficiently protective, and 
courts have consistently upheld those determinations.  For example, the Clean Air Act requires the EPA to 
establish National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to “protect human health 
with an ample margin of safety”.  CAA § 112(d)(4).  EPA accomplishes this through a two-step framework: 
first, EPA determines an appropriate level of risk taking into account only public health factors; and second, 
the Agency sets an emission standard that provides an ample margin of safety below this risk level. Since 
the mid-1970s, EPA has defined “ample margin of safety” as 100/M cancer risk, and that approach has 
been consistently upheld as reasonable.  See, e.g., Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. U.S.E.P.A., 
824 F.2d 1146 (D.C. Cir. 1987).  Indeed, Congress expressly retained this standard when it substantially 
revised Section 112 in 1990, and the D.C. Circuit has consistently rejected arguments that the standard 
should be lowered:   
 

EPA set forth its interpretation of “ample margin of safety,” as that term was used in the 
1970 version of the Clean Air Act. It said that the “ample margin” was met if as many 

                                                           
4 OEHHA’s Guidance Manual for Preparation of HRAs states that “...there is a great deal of uncertainty 
associated with the process of risk assessment....The assumptions used in these guidelines are designed to 
err on the side of health protection in order to avoid underestimation of risk to the public....Risk estimates 
generated by an HRA should not be interpreted as the expected rates of disease in the exposed population 
but rather as estimate of potential for disease, based on current knowledge and a number of 
assumptions....” 
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people as possible faced excess lifetime cancer risks no greater than one-in-one million, 
and that no person faced a risk greater than 100-in-one million (one-in-ten thousand). 54 
Fed. Reg. at 38,044-45. In other words, the Benzene standard established a maximum 
excess risk of 100-in-one million, while adopting the one-in-one million standard as an 
aspirational goal.  This standard, incorporated into the amended version of the Clean Air 
Act, undermines petitioners’ assertion that EPA must reduce residual risks to one-in-one 
million for all sources that emit carcinogenic hazardous air pollutants. 

 
Natural Resources Defense Council v. E.P.A., 529 F.3d 1077, 1080 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (emphases added); see 
also National Association for Surface Finishing v. E.P.A., 795 F.3d 1, 5 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (upholding 
NESHAP for hexavalent chromium, observing that the standards were based on “whether the residual health 
risk is ‘acceptable,’ a threshold EPA generally interprets as carrying cancer incidence no greater than 

100 in one million”) (emphasis added). 
 
Petroleum refineries are already subject to MACT standards under 40 CFR part 63, subparts 
CC and UUU.  As explained above, those standards must—under the Clean Air Act—protect human health 
with an “ample margin of safety.”  In revising the MACT standards applicable to refineries, EPA recently 
explained that: 
 

The results of our residual risk review for the Petroleum Refinery source categories . . . 
included assessment of chronic and acute inhalation risk, as well as multipathway and 
environmental risk, to inform our decisions regarding acceptability and ample margin of 
safety. The results indicated that both the actual and allowable inhalation cancer risks 

to the individual most exposed are no greater than approximately 100-in-1 million, which 
is the presumptive limit of acceptability. In addition, the maximum chronic non-cancer 
target organ-specific hazard index (TOSHI) due to inhalation exposures was less than 1. 
The evaluation of acute non-cancer risks, which was conservative, showed acute risks 
below a level of concern. 

 
80 Fed. Reg. 75178, at 75186-7 (emphasis added).  Following comment and review of its risk analysis, 
EPA conducted further analysis and solicited comments on its residual risk review for refineries.  That 
process “provided evidence that the quantity of HAP emitted at these specific facilities is lower than 
considered in the risk modeling for the proposed rule.”  Id. at 75187. Based on this, EPA specifically 
concluded that “the risk remaining after promulgation of the [refinery] NESHAP is acceptable.”  Id. at 
75188. 
 
The District is of course not bound to reach the same conclusion as EPA.  Nonetheless, given EPA’s 
significant expertise in assessing risk, and the many court decisions that have consistently held that EPA's 
100/M standard is reasonable, it would be prudent for the District to consider EPA’s analyses when 
evaluating the appropriateness of its own risk thresholds.  The District should employ a risk threshold of 
100/m as a presumptive standard and guide, departing from that standard only when demonstrably required 
to address a well assessed and documented health risk.  Here, there is no evidence that such a risk exists, or 
that further regulating refineries could mitigate any such risk.   
 
In short, MACT standards imposed by EPA—and currently implemented by the District through Regulation 
2, Rule 2 (Rule 2-2)—are already adequate to protect human health, with an “ample” margin of safety.  For 
this and other reasons, the 100/M standard has long been employed by EPA and air districts in California.   
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Indeed, other air districts with worse air quality (e.g., more criteria pollutants in non-attainment), including 
the South Coast and San Joaquin Valley Air Districts, have determined that a 100/M residual risk threshold 
is protective.  Notably, under AB 2588, the San Joaquin Valley Air District established and recently 
affirmed a 100/M residual threshold for cancer risk and a threshold of 5 for non-cancer acute or chronic 
risk.5   
 
There is substantial overlap between HAPs regulated by the federal NESHAP program and the District’s 
Regulation 2, Rule 5 (Rule 2-5), which addresses TACs and provides the list of substances that would be 
regulated under Rule 11-18.6  According to the District, its ongoing regulation of TACs under Rule 2-5, 
along with its implementation of MACT standards under Rule 2-2, have resulted in a decline in lifetime 
risk of 87% since 1990.  District Staff Report, at 26 (October 2016).  Refineries and other stationary sources 
in the Bay Area are already heavily regulated and subject to Rule 2-2 and Rule 2-5, as well as EPA’s MACT 
standards.  Those rules, in turn, incorporate a residual risk that is already protective of human health by an 
“ample” margin of safety.   
 
The District’s decision to include in proposed Rule 11-18 risk thresholds of 10/M and 25/M, as well as its 
decision to set chronic and acute hazard indices at 1.0 and 2.5, is an unjustified, unexplained, and arbitrary 
departure from long-standing risk thresholds employed by the District, EPA, and other air districts in 
California.  There is no evidence that the 10/M or 25/M thresholds proposed by the District are achievable, 
and no evidence that—even if achieved—they would materially alter the actual risk profile in the Bay Area 
given that the vast majority of TAC emissions arise from mobile sources and diesel pollution.  Moreover, 
there is no evidence that a lower threshold of 10/M is necessary to protect public health: EPA has repeatedly 
established MACT standards for refineries with an “ample margin of safety” that are based on a residual 
risk threshold of 100/M.  If standards based on a 100/M threshold are already adequate to protect the public 
with an “ample margin of safety,” then standards based on a lower threshold, such as those contained in 
Rule 11-18 are, by definition, unnecessary to protect against “significant” risks.7   This is especially true 
given the relatively minor contribution of refineries to any remaining residual risk in the Bay Area.  
 
The District should establish a risk reduction threshold in Rule 11-18 of 100/M.  If the District does proceed 
with a lower threshold, WSPA suggests that the District should consider a risk reduction threshold of 25/M 
or higher, assess the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of a 25/M threshold as compared to a 100/M 

                                                           
5 San Joaquin Valley Air District, Final Staff Report, Update to District’s Risk Management Policy to 
Address OEHHA’s Revised Risk Assessment Guidance Document, at 5, 19 (May 28, 2015), available at: 
https://www.valleyair.org/busind/pto/staff-report-5-28-15.pdf. 
6 While the lists are not identical, the listed substances relevant to refinery emissions are similar.  And 
while the federal program does not include diesel PM, refineries are not a significant source of diesel PM 
emissions. 
7 The achievability of reducing an existing facility’s TAC emissions to below the 25/M or 10/M cancer risk 
level depends on several factors, such as the District’s definition of “source,” its emission calculation 
methods, its dispersion models, and its risk calculation models.  Before the District adopts risk thresholds, 
it should consider the actual risk drivers in the Bay Area (such as diesel pollution) and provide a thorough 
assessment of what reductions at stationary sources are scientifically, technologically, and economically 
achievable, justified, and necessary.  
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threshold, and further assess the incremental costs and benefits of lowering the threshold from 25/M to 
10/M. 
 

2. The District’s Proposed HRA Calculation Methodology Lacks Clarity and Will Result in 
Artificially Inflated Results. 

 
The applicability of draft Rule 11-18 depends entirely on the District’s calculation of a facility’s health risk. 
Yet apart from the requirement in §11-18-401 for facilities to submit “any information necessary to 
complete an HRA of the facility” at the District’s request, the draft rule does not describe the procedures, 
or limits, to the District’s determination of applicability.  Instead, the District proposes to conduct Health 
Risk Assessments (HRAs) pursuant to Rule 2-5-603, which in turn references the District’s Air Toxics NSR 
Program Health Risk Assessment Guidelines.  Those Guidelines in turn cross-reference OEHHA’s 2015 
Health Risk Assessment Guidelines.  And OEHHA’s Guidelines contain numerous appendices and cross-
reference yet more documents.  On its face, Rule 11-18 does not describe how the District will conduct 
HRAs with sufficient clarity to allow regulated entities to replicate those calculations.   
 
The Staff Report explains that the District will use emissions inventory data to screen for facilities with a 
cancer priority score of ten or greater or a non-cancer priority score of one or greater, and then conduct 
HRAs for those facilities in accordance with the most recent versions of OEHHA’s HRA Guidelines, AB 
2588, and the ARB/CAPCOA Risk Management Guidelines.  In addition, the Staff Report suggests that 
facilities will be consulted to validate the HRA model and site-specific factors.  None of this is apparent 
from the language of the draft rule.   
 
The District must clarify that (i) the HRAs to be prepared by the District will be done consistently with the 
OEHHA 2015 Health Risk Assessment Guidelines, and (ii) facilities will be provided with an opportunity 
to review and comment on both the inputs to and results of HRAs prior to being required to submit Risk 
Reduction Plans. WSPA also requests that data in Table 2-5-1 of Rule 2-5 be expressly referenced in Rule 
11-18.  In addition, WSPA requests that the draft rule incorporate an HRA review process that provides 
sufficient time for source testing and ambient air testing, and that a Hearing Board appeal process be added 
to the rule’s provisions, much like with permit determinations.  Absent input from facilities, the District 
may incorrectly characterize facility emissions and/or health risk, which could lead to the District requiring 
facilities to install control equipment on sources that testing may show do not pose a health risk.   
 
Equally important, it appears the District intends to conduct HRAs using outdated emissions factors that 
are decades old and based on emissions from refineries outside the Bay Area.  The District has not justified 
its continued reliance on these inflated emissions factors, which appear arbitrarily selected and do not track 
real-world refinery emissions.  Substantive current data exists, and the District should use this data to craft 
its HRAs.  Specifically, the District and Bay Area refineries are currently engaged in a study that will better 
describe emissions from certain refinery operations.  Initial results indicate that real-world emissions are 
similar to those described in emissions factors created by the California Air Pollution Control Officers 
Association (CAPCOA).  The Hot Spots program requires ARB and the District “to ensure that, in 
collecting data to be used for emissions inventories, actual measurement is utilized whenever necessary to 
verify the accuracy of emission estimates, to the extent technologically feasible.”  H&S Code § 44342(i).  
That is the case here: “actual measurement” at Bay Area refineries has verified the CAPCOA emissions 
factors.  The District has endorsed CAPCOA’s Risk Management Guidance for Stationary Sources of Air 
Toxics, and should clarify that HRAs conducted pursuant to Rule 11-18 will employ CAPCOA emissions 
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factors, at least until results from the Bay Area refinery study are available, at which time real-world data 
may be available to create more accurate and realistic HRAs for Bay Area refineries.   
 

3. The District Should Retain Exemptions to Rule 11-18 and Further Exempt Facilities Already 
Covered by Similar Regulations. 

 
The version of Rule 11-18 proposed in September, 2017, exempts “Retail Gasoline Dispensing Facilities.”  
WSPA encourages the District to retain this exemption, both for practical reasons and to maintain 
consistency with Rule 2-5.  In prior comments, WSPA suggested that the District should exempt sources 
from Rule 11-18 that were already subject to or listed as exempt from Rule 2-5, including certain new and 
modified internal combustion engines smaller than 50 hp and retail gasoline facilities.  The District acted 
correctly when it exempted emergency diesel generators and retail gasoline facilities from the version of 
Rule 11-18 proposed in September, 2017 and WSPA encourages the District to retain those exemptions to 
maintain consistency and non-duplication with other rules.  Retail gasoline dispensing facilities are already 
subject to BAAQMD Rule 8-7, which requires installation of the same type of pollution control measures 
contemplated by Rule 11-18.  Regulating these facilities under Rule 11-18 would simply duplicate the effect 
of Rule 8-7, an outcome that would have no practical health or air quality benefit while imposing substantial 
burdens on small facilities in the Bay Area. 
 
In addition, draft Rule 11-18 is unlikely to provide any emissions reductions for certain existing source 
types that are already implementing analogous Best Available Retrofit Control Technology (TBARCT) 
controls for toxics.  WSPA reiterates its prior request that the District should exempt any facilities from 
Rule 11-18 that are already subject to requirements that reflect TBARCT.  Otherwise, Rule 11-18 will 
simply duplicate existing regulations, adding cost while creating little to no additional environmental or 
health benefits.  
 

4. Various Provisions of Proposed Rule 11-18 Exceed the District’s Authority and/or Lack the Clarity 
Required by the H&S Code. 

 
Several of the provisions of proposed Rule 11-18 either exceed the District’s authority, are not sufficiently 
clear to be understood, or both.   
 

a. Cargo Carrier Emissions Requirements Lack Clarity and Exceed District Authority.   
 
The District has no authority to regulate cargo carriers.  The District should clarify that the emissions from 
cargo carriers (e.g., ships and trains) are excluded from draft Rule 11-18.8  As discussed in prior WSPA 
comments on the District’s Refinery Strategy project rules, cargo carriers are owned and operated by other 
companies.  WSPA’s members cannot control their operations, do not have access to cargo carrier emissions 
data, and cannot compel cargo carriers to provide that information.  Furthermore, as currently drafted, 
Section 11-18-204 of Rule 11-18 specifically exempts cargo carriers from TBARCT requirements.  As a 
result, including cargo carrier emissions in the emissions inventories of adjacent facilities may potentially 
trigger HRA and TBARCT requirements for the adjacent facility, even though the facility does not own or 
                                                           
8 Similarly, the District should clarify that emissions from all mobile sources are excluded from draft Rule 
11-18. WSPA members have received conflicting information from meetings with District staff on whether 
health risk from mobile sources are subject to regulation under Regulation 11-18.   
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control the source of those emissions, and even though those sources themselves are exempt from the 
control requirements. If the District seeks to regulate emissions from cargo carriers, it should work with 
ARB, to the extent that ARB has authority to act.  If the District is concerned about diesel particulate 
emissions from cargo carriers, note that ARB is in the process of writing Airborne Toxic Control Measures 
(ATCM) that will reduce diesel particulate matter from cargo carriers.  Any direct regulation of cargo 
carriers by the District—including imposition of reporting or other cargo carrier requirements on 
refineries—exceeds the District’s authority, is preempted by federal law, and should not be included in 
Rule 11-18.     
 

b. Toxic Emissions Inventories Exceed District Authority and Lack Clarity.   
 
The Staff Report explains that the District will use the annual toxic emissions inventories reported to the 
District to conduct site-specific HRAs for sources that emit toxic compounds.  Section 11-18-404.3.3, in 
turn, requires the Risk Reduction Plan to include a source characterization that includes “summary data 
from the applicable APCO-approved air toxic emission inventory.” Recently, the Legislature provided for 
state-wide emissions inventories when it enacted AB 617.  The law requires ARB “in consultation with 
districts” to “establish a uniform statewide system of annual reporting of emissions of criteria pollutants 
and toxic air contaminants for a stationary source.”   The law further requires annual reporting to ARB 
“using the uniform statewide system of annual reporting.”  The District’s reliance on an independent, 
parallel emissions inventory in Rule 11-18 is not authorized by AB 617 and may interfere with the orderly 
implementation of the uniform statewide system” required by AB 617.  Rule 11-18 also will create 
burdensome, duplicative requirements and the potential for inconsistent results.  In enacting AB 617, the 
Legislature clearly indicated that it desired to create a uniform statewide system, not a patchwork of 
emissions inventories managed at the district level.  The emissions inventory requirements that the proposed 
Rule 11-18 would impose ignores the purpose and objectives of AB 617 and are beyond the District’s 
authority to adopt.   
 
Even if the emissions inventory components of Rule 11-18 were lawful, as currently proposed Rule 11-18 
lacks clarity with respect to the emissions inventory component.  At a minimum, to help ensure consistency 
in emission inventory and health risk assessment methodology across facilities, the District should align 
Rule 11-18 with AB 617 standards developed by ARB.  The District should delay its rulemaking until ARB 
adopts such standards to allow for consistency with the “uniform statewide system.”9   
 

c. Summary Data.   
 

WSPA suggests removing from Rule 11-18 the requirement in Section 11-18-403.3.2 to include summary 
data from the HRA in the Risk Reduction Plan.  As the HRA is to be prepared by the District, a facility 
would need to request the information from the District (the source of the HRA), and then submit the 
information back to the District in the Plan. Since the District already has the summary HRA information, 
this process adds unnecessary complexity and cost to the process of creating Risk Reduction Plans. 
 
 
                                                           
9 In addition, the District should only calculate emissions for TACs that detectable and/or measurable. The 
District should not estimate emissions for TACs using emission factors or other estimation methodologies 
that are based on non-detects during source testing. 
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d. Definition cross-references.   
 
The definitions in Rule 11-18 reference sources in other rules.  If a definition changes in a source rule, it is 
unclear whether the definition in Rule 11-18 would change automatically. A source rule could potentially 
change without thorough consideration of effects on Rule 11-18.  To satisfy the clarity requirement of the 
H&S Code, and to assure the integrity of Rule 11-18, the definitions in Rule 11-18 should stand alone and 
not depend on citations to other rules.   
 

e. The District should clarify and revise the definition of TBARCT.   
 
WSPA requests that the District revise the definition of TBARCT to ensure that costs, non-air-quality 
impacts, and energy requirements are considered.  As currently written, the definition of TBARCT outlines 
four methods by which TBARCT may be determined.  One option, identified in Section 11-18-204.3, 
expressly requires the consideration of costs, non-air-quality health and environmental impacts, and energy 
requirements.  The other three methods do not.  For example, the method identified by Section 11-18-204.1 
would require use of the most effective technology that has ever been used successfully on that type of 
equipment, even if site-specific considerations make that technology economically infeasible, and even if 
the technology would have potentially damaging non-air impacts in an ecologically sensitive area.  The 
District should revise the definition of TBARCT to ensure that all appropriate factors are considered in 
making the determination, including costs. 
 
Section 11-18-204.4 also should be revised to clarify that the District is referring to the controls identified 
in a MACT standard or an ATCM are those for existing sources, not new sources.  EPA’s MACT standards 
for new and existing sources are based on entirely different data sets and impose different levels of control; 
the fact that EPA has concluded that a specific emissions limit is achievable for a new source that is 
designed to use a specific technology does not prove that an existing source can be retrofitted to achieve 
that same level of control (indeed, the persistence of less-stringent MACT limits for existing sources 
demonstrates that such retrofits are typically not possible).    
 
At a broader level, the breadth and vagueness of the definition of TBARCT, and the lack of clarity regarding 
the District’s ability to consider costs in this determination, makes it nearly impossible for the District to 
properly evaluate the costs associated with Rule 11-18, as currently drafted.  Further, there is no indication 
of what the District may consider to be “technically infeasible.”10 Without a much more clear explanation 
of the parameters of the proposed requirements, WSPA and its members will not be provided a reasonable 
opportunity to submit data and analysis supporting or opposing the economic and technical feasibility of 
the draft rule.  The District should improve and clarify these TBARCT provisions to avoid adopting a rule 
that is vague, unworkable, and potentially inconsistent with other District, state, and federal regulations. 
 

f. The Term “Significant Impact” is undefined.   
 
Section 11-18-406 requires updates to Risk Reduction Plans if “health risk posed by a facility . . . would 
significantly impact health risks to exposed persons” (emphasis added).  It is unclear whether “significantly 
impact” is a subjective term, or whether the District is referring to the “significant risk thresholds” 
                                                           
10 The definition of an “unreasonable economic burden” also lacks clarity and fails to consider real-world 
variations in refinery profits.  It should be revised to incorporate an averaging period to account for those 
fluctuations. 
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elsewhere in Rule 11-18.  The District should revise this language to clarify that the obligation to update 
the Risk Reduction plan is triggered only if new information (i) causes a facility to exceed the threshold for 
preparing such a plan in the first instance, or (ii) increases the risk associated with the source by more than 
the significant risk threshold.  The District also should consider, in its cost-effectiveness calculations, the 
significant costs associated with updating Risk Reduction Plans and to implement new emission reduction 
technologies as a result of those updates.  Failure to do so violates the H&S Code requirements to assess 
and document socioeconomic impacts associated with District rulemakings.  See H&S Code  § 40728.5. 
 

5. The District Should Retain or Enlarge the Extended Timelines Contained in the September, 2017 
Version of Proposed Rule 11-18 And Consider Additional Flexibility Mechanisms. 

 
a. HRA Information 

 
Section 11-18-401 requires facilities to submit to the District “any information necessary to complete an 
HRA of the facility” within 60 days of a request.  Although previously-proposed versions of the rule 
contained a 30-day deadline, even 60 days is an overly ambitious schedule, given the level of effort needed 
to obtain the latest emissions information, building dimensions, and other similar information.  In order to 
assure adequate time to collect and submit substantive, validated information, WSPA encourages the 
District to retain the 60-day timeframe for HRA data submissions and consider further extending that 
timeframe to at least 90 days.  At a minimum, this provision should be amended to allow for extensions of 
time in appropriate circumstances. 
 

b. Risk Reduction Plans 
 
In Section 11-18-403, the District has proposed a 180-day timeframe for submission of a Risk Reduction 
Plan following receipt by a regulated entity of the District’s HRA.  This timeframe does not provide 
facilities with sufficient time to review the accuracy of the District’s HRA, or sufficient time to prepare a 
Risk Reduction Plan.  Such a plan, for a refinery, may be quite complex and implicate numerous refinery 
operations.  It may also require capital planning, engineering, and preliminary design work to determine 
the most appropriate set of measures that are feasible to achieve the targeted risk reductions.  This is 
especially true given the District’s very low proposed final residual risk threshold of 10/M.  The time needed 
to evaluate all potential risk reduction measures for a large, complex facility, including the need to re-run 
HRAs, analyze impacts, and conduct feasibility analyses for engineering requirements, will require 
considerably more time than 180 days.  WSPA encourages the District to extend this timeframe to three 
years year for refineries regulated by Rule 11-18 and suggests that it may be appropriate to have a similar 
deadline for all complex facilities regulated by the rule (such as refineries) and a shorter timeframe for less-
complex facilities. 
 

c. Risk Reduction Plan Implementation 
 
WSPA supports the District’s decision, in Section 11-18-404.6, to extend to five years the time to 
implement a Risk Reduction Plan and allow an additional five-year period to implement a Risk Reduction 
plan to “address a technical feasibility issue” or to “avoid placing unreasonable economic burden on the 
facility operator.”  The District’s actions are consistent with H&S Code  § 44391, which establishes 
parameters for risk reduction plans.  As explained in prior comments, the design and installation of 
TBARCT is a time-consuming process, and WSPA appreciates that the District appears to recognize that 
important feasibility issue.  However, in some cases, even five years may not be adequate to design and 
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install TBARCT, and WSPA asks the District to consider an additional “extension” option that allows a 
refinery to either extend the timeframe past the initial deadline by five years or to install TBARCT (or other 
equipment) during the next scheduled shut-down.  This will help avoid the unnecessary emissions caused 
by “extra” startup/shutdown operations while allowing refineries to better manage and plan for actions 
required by a Risk Reduction Plan.   
 
In addition to the question of timing, WSPA believes that achieving the very-low (and unprecedented) 
residual risk threshold of 10/M may, in some instances, prove impossible or not cost-effective by any 
rational measure.  As the District is aware, Regulation 2-5 already imposes Best Available Control 
Technology for Toxics requirements on refineries that, among other things, are based on the “most 
stringent” MACT imposed by EPA on the source.  As discussed above, MACT standards are already 
designed to be fully protective of human health and the environment with an “ample margin of safety.”  In 
some cases, even a complete application of TBARCT at a source will not reduce residual risk to the 25/M 
and 10/M thresholds proposed by the District.  But the District nonetheless proposes requirements in Rule 
11-18 that may require the installation of TBARCT even if such installation will not achieve the risk 
thresholds established by Rule 11-18.  Moreover, the proposed Section 11-18-404.6.3 provides that even if 
a facility is unable to reduce emissions below the risk threshold, it must demonstrate that reducing risk 
below the 10/M threshold is “not feasible” and must also install TBARCT on all significant sources.  This 
provision adds no clarity on how the District will interpret “feasible,” and fails to account for scenarios 
where the installation of TBARCT will have little or no material impact on risk.  Moreover, a facility may 
need to consider all sources, not just significant ones, when determining what is “feasible.”  This framework 
may result in burdensome requirements to impose TBARCT when doing so has little or no environmental 
benefit—an issue not squarely addressed by the District in the proposed rule, DEIR, or Staff Report.       
 
Setting an unachievable—and unnecessarily low—goal is unreasonable, arbitrary, not cost-effective, and 
not necessary to protect health.  WSPA encourages the District to conduct a comprehensive cost-benefit 
analysis that adequately evaluates incremental costs and benefits of emissions reductions achieved at 
100/M, 25/M, and 10/M residual risk thresholds and to place those emissions reductions in the broader 
context of air quality in the Bay Area.  WSPA also encourages the District to create a pathway in Rule 11-
18 that allows the submission of a Risk Reduction Plan that does not require the installation of TBARCT 
when such an installation would not result in a significant, measurable improvement in residual risk.  
Requiring further TBARCT installations to achieve incrementally minor benefits, yet at great cost, makes 
no sense in an air basin where stationary sources account for a small percentage of TAC emissions. 
 

6. Rule 11-18 is Premature and Interferes with the Orderly Implementation of AB 617. 
 
In mid-2017, the California Legislature passed AB 617, which was signed into law on July 26, 2017.  AB 
617 addresses the subject of Rule 11-18: reduction of TAC emissions.  In particular, the law requires ARB 
to establish a state-wide community air monitoring system to identify “air pollutant concentrations in the 
ambient air at or near sensitive receptor locations and in disadvantaged communities.”  The law also 
requires ARB, by October 1, 2018, to develop a “statewide strategy to reduce emissions of toxic air 
contaminants and criteria air pollutants in communities affected by a high cumulative exposure burden.”  
Following development of that plan, ARB is then obligated to work with Districts to develop “community 
emissions reduction programs,” which must be “consistent with the state strategy and include emissions 
reduction targets, specific reduction measures, a schedule for the implementation of measures, and an 
enforcement plan.”  But those “community emissions reduction programs” can only be developed after 
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ARB’s initial assessment, and must be approved by ARB before going into effect.  In addition, AB 617 
requires that these plans employ “cost-effective” emissions reduction measures. 
 
The District acknowledges the significant overlap of Rule 11-18 and AB 617, noting that “[m]any of the 
facilities likely to be affected [by Rule 11-18] are located in Bay Area communities that face a variety of 
public health challenges” and that  Rule 11-18 would help to “address some of the Air District’s potential 
obligations under Assembly Bill 617.”  The District attempts to sidestep this issue in its Staff Report, first 
admitting that AB 617 requires “the Air Resources Board to select communities with high exposure 
burdens, with the air districts where the communities are located then obligated to prepare community 
emissions reduction programs for toxics and criteria pollutants.”  But then the District asserts that Rule 11-
18 will “help” this process because “[t]he Air District would identify significant sources of TAC emissions 
through the use of prioritization scores, which are rough approximations of risk based on preliminary data. 
The Air District would then conduct an HRA for any facility with a prioritization score that the Air District 
considers significant.”  But the District has it backwards: under AB 617, it is ARB—and not the District—
that is charged with identifying communities with high exposure burdens and approving risk reduction 
plans.  Rule 11-18 would sidestep ARB and the process adopted by the Legislature in AB 617. 
 
By proposing Rule 11-18 at this early stage, the District has jumped the gun.  As the District notes, its 
obligations under AB 617 are at this stage merely “potential” and inchoate.  With ARB developing a 
uniform emissions inventory for TACs, identifying communities where emissions reductions are required, 
then working with districts to achieve those reductions, the District’s independent effort to further regulate 
TACs (which are already regulated by Rule 2 and other regulations) is premature and exceeds the District’s 
authority.  Rather than proceed with a rulemaking that is inconsistent with many of the provisions of AB 
617—and that may ultimately need to be scrapped or substantially revised to comply with ARB’s statewide 
plan—the District should postpone or reconsider Rule 11-18 in order to better align the District’s efforts 
with those of ARB as it works to implement AB 617 in the near future. 
 
 
III. CONCLUSION 
 
The District should prepare an EIR for proposed Rule 11-18 that evaluates its impacts, and related 
mitigation measures, cumulatively with other actions taken by the District as part of its Refinery Project.  
The District has not demonstrated the necessity of Rule 11-18, and as currently proposed the rule contains 
many provisions that lack clarity, exceed District authority, and interfere with state law.  Because Rule 11-
18 is premature, based on unjustified residual risk thresholds, and will address the underlying driver of TAC 
risk in the Bay Area, the District should postpone the adoption of Rule 11-18 unless and until it is revised 
to address the concerns raised herein.  
 
We appreciate your consideration of WSPA’s comments, and look forward to your responses.   
 
 
Sincerely,  
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Bob Brown 
Director, Bay Area Region 
 
May 8, 2017 
 

Mr. Victor Douglas      via email at: vdouglas@baaqmd.gov  
Principal Air Quality Specialist 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District  
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, CA  94105 
 
Re:   Comments of the Western States Petroleum Association on Proposed Rule 12-16, and Draft 

Environmental Impact Report for Proposed Rules 11-18 and 12-16  
 
Dear Mr. Douglas: 
 
The Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) is a non-profit trade association representing twenty-
six companies that explore for, produce, refine, transport and market petroleum, petroleum products, 
natural gas and other energy supplies in California, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.  Our 
members in the Bay Area have operations and facilities regulated by the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District (District). 
 
WSPA has significant concerns with regard to the District’s proposed Regulation 12, Rule 16 (Rule 12-
16), and the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for Rule 11-18 and Rule 12-16, as described 
more fully in Attachments A, B, and C.  WSPA understands that the District intends to vote only the 
adoption of Rule 12-16 at the end of May, and so our legal comments are focused on Rule 12-16 only.  
However, we are addressing the CEQA aspects of both Rule 12-16 and Rule 11-18, because the District’s 
DEIR covers both rules.  
 
WSPA appreciates the BAAQMD’s consideration of our comments and we look forward to your 
responses.  If you have any questions, please contact me at this office or Kevin Buchan at (925) 266-4083 
or email kevin@wspa.org.   
 
Sincerely, 

  
  
cc: Kevin Buchan, WSPA 
 
Enclosure: WSPA Comments on Proposed Rule 12-16 (Attachment A), and DEIR for Proposed Rules 12-
16 and 11-18 (Attachments B and C)    
 

mailto:kevin@wspa.org
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Attachment A:  WSPA Legal Comments on Proposed Rule 12-16 
 
As the District is aware, WSPA submitted comments on the District’s Project Description for Rule 12-16 
on September 9, 2016, and on the District’s Proposed Draft Rule 12-16 on December 2, 2016.   WSPA 
continues to have significant concerns with the conceptual goal of Rule 12-16 and with the practical 
implementation of the rule’s provisions. In general, WSPA agrees with District Staff’s assessment that 
Rule 12-16 would not withstand judicial scrutiny.  Proposed Rule 12-16 is inconsistent with existing 
federal and state air programs, would not be in harmony with the state cap and trade program for 
greenhouse gas emissions, arbitrarily limits specific refinery emissions to levels that are not necessary to 
protect local communities, and is beyond the District’s statutory authority.  
 
WSPA has submitted multiple letters and sets of comments to the District discussing its concerns over the 
legality of imposing numeric caps on emissions of GHGs, PM10, PM2.5, NOx, and SO2 from petroleum 
refineries.  WSPA summarizes its concerns here, and incorporates by reference its past comment letters 
on Rule 12-16.1   
 
The Board Cannot Adopt Rule 12-16 Without Making the Six Statutory Findings Required under the 
California Health and Safety Code  
 
Prior to adopting a new or amended rule, the District must make six statutory findings: necessity; 
authority; clarity; consistency; non-duplication; and reference. Cal. Health & Safety Code § 40727.  The 
Staff Report to Rule 12-16 was prepared “[a]t the direction of the Board … to provide an assessment of 
the rule’s consistency with the Air District’s statutory authority.”  Staff Report, at 5.  The Staff Report 
fails to make these required findings; in fact, it cannot, because District Staff have concluded that 
adoption of Rule 12-16 would likely be beyond the Air District’s authority and/or arbitrary and 
capricious.  See Staff Report, at 39. Assuming that the Board is considering Rule 12-16 for adoption, the 
Board cannot adopt proposed Rule 12-16 without first demonstrating that the rule is within the District’s 
authority, and providing an opportunity for public review and comment on that analysis.  See id. § 
40727.2(a) & (i).   
 
Numeric Emissions Caps are Not Necessary 
 
The numeric emissions caps under proposed Rule 12-16 are not necessary to protect public health or to 
address an existing air quality concern in the Bay Area.  Emissions of GHGs, PM10, PM2.5, NOx, and SO2 
are already extensively regulated at the federal, state, and local level.  As the Staff Report explains, these 
rules apply standards “that ensure emissions are effectively controlled.” Staff Report, at 13.  Further, the 
broad range of air quality regulations that have been adopted by the District, California Air Resources 
Board (CARB), and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) were designed to ensure that 
emissions decrease over time and air quality improves.  And indeed, existing ambient monitoring data and 
emissions inventories demonstrate just that: there have been consistent decreases in emissions and 

                                                      
1 WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 6-5, 8-18, 9-14, 11-10, 12-15, and 12-16 (Nov. 23, 2015); Marne S. 
Sussman (Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP), letter to Honorable Chair Mar, and Members of the Board of 
Directors, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, “Re:  Legal Issues Pertaining to Refinery Emission Cap 
Option for Proposed Regulation 12-16” (July 19, 2016); WSPA Comment Letter on Draft Project Description for 
Regulation 12, Rule 16 and Regulation 11, Rule 18 (September 9, 2016); WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 
12-16 and 11-18 (Nov. 29, 2016).  
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improvement in air quality in the Bay Area.  See, e.g., Staff Report, at 14 (“mass emissions generally have 
been substantially reduced over the past several decades”). 
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 does not address any current emissions problem.  Rather, it is rooted in the 
possibility that refinery emissions will increase in the future based on an assumption that changes in crude 
oil sources (from traditional sources to heavier sources requiring more intensive processing) will affect 
refinery emissions.  See Staff Report, at 9-10 (“The intent of Rule 12-16 is to discourage or prevent 
refineries in the Bay Area from making changes that would lead to increases in emissions of certain 
pollutants”).  WSPA and its members have repeatedly pointed out in prior comment letters that the 
possibility that new sources of crude oil will result in increased emissions is not supported by the facts, 
because, as the Staff Report briefly mentions, each refinery is designed to process a certain range of crude 
oil feedstocks, and its emissions from these operations are limited by the terms of its permit.  See Staff 
Report, at 8-9.  Any physical changes made to refinery operations to accommodate a different crude 
feedstock would already trigger permitting requirements and new emissions limits under the District’s 
existing New Source Review (NSR) rules.2  Thus, increased emissions stemming from operational 
changes at a facility would already be within the District’s permitting authority. The hypothesis that 
refinery emissions may increase in the future based on changes in crude slate therefore does not constitute 
a “need” for numeric emissions caps today, given the District’s existing regulatory authority in this area. 
 
Furthermore, the Board cannot legally adopt Rule 12-16 without supporting the need for selectively 
targeting petroleum refineries.  WSPA agrees with the assessment in the Staff Report that the imposition 
of numeric emissions caps on petroleum refineries would effectively create “a different set of permitting 
rules” for refineries than other sources in the Bay Area “by limiting pollutants from one Bay Area 
industrial sector through a mechanism unique to that industry and [that is] unlike the mechanism for all 
other industrial sectors.”  Staff Report, at 37.  Imposing a different regulatory scheme on refineries is not 
currently justified in either law or air quality science.   
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 Would Conflict with Existing Local, State, and Federal Air Programs and Policies 
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 is likely to restrict refinery emissions to levels that are lower than those authorized 
under the refineries’ current operating permits.  These permits were obtained in accordance with the 
District’s existing regulatory program (the NSR program), following detailed technical analyses by the 
District of refinery operations and emissions data; by law, these permits incorporate emissions limits and 
control requirements that represent the most stringent of all existing regulatory requirements, within 
thresholds determined by District Staff to be protective of public health.   
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 would establish a new emissions cap, not based on available technology or public 
health thresholds, but rather solely on historical emissions.  This approach has no basis in science.  
Refineries have vested rights in operating consistent with the emissions levels in their legally obtained 
permits, and generally rely on being able to operate up to their permitted potential to emit if needed.  Rule 
12-16 would arbitrarily re-set those authorized limits, in direct conflict with the District’s current 
permitting rules and policies, without any showing of necessity (as described above). 
 
In addition, the Staff Report explains that, if adopted, the emissions limits shown for each pollutant in 
Rule § 12-16-300 would need to be adjusted over time for various reasons, including, for example, as 

                                                      
2 See WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 6-5, 8-18, 9-14, 11-10, 12-15, and 12-16, at pages 7-9 (Nov. 23, 
2015); WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 9-14 and 12-15, pages 9-11 (Feb. 22, 2016).   
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emissions measurement methods are improved, new information on criteria pollutants becomes available, 
or new regulations are adopted.  Staff Report, at 23.  However, no adjustments to the emissions limits 
would be made to accommodate new projects permitted through the NSR process, or recent projects 
permitted through the NSR process but still under construction.  While this was an “intended 
consequence” of CBE’s concept, it is an arbitrary and unjustified limitation on the permitting of new 
refinery projects.  Staff Report, at 23.  The Staff Report fails to describe how this limitation is necessary 
or within the District’s authority.  More importantly, this would directly conflict with existing policies 
and programs for permitting new projects in the Bay Area.  The Clean Air Act (CAA) requires that the 
District’s permitting program allow emissions increases at a facility as long as emissions are offset by an 
equal or greater amount of reductions of the same pollutant(s) from a location within the region.  Staff 
Report, at 37.  As the Staff Report explains, “Rule 12-16 would, in effect, eliminate that option for 
refineries and would require all emission increases to be offset within the individual facility.”  Staff 
Report, at 23.  Thus, Rule 12-16 would directly conflict with the intent of the federal CAA and the 
District’s NSR program to provide facilities with the maximum operational flexibility possible, within the 
constraints of the overall emissions limits that EPA, the State, and the District have determined are 
necessary to protect health and the environment.  It would also disincentive refineries from investing in 
improvements to refinery facilities and technology, which technology could be intended to ultimately 
reduce a refinery’s emissions.  
 
GHG Caps are Ineffective, Counterproductive, and Inconsistent with Current State Efforts 
 
Rule 12-16 would impose an enforceable limit on a refinery’s direct emissions of GHGs.  WSPA remains 
opposed to the localized regulation of GHG emissions from existing Bay Area refinery operations by the 
District.  GHG emissions contribute to a global, not local, challenge; the local GHG regulation of 
refineries in the Bay Area Air Quality District are likely to simply shift GHG emissions elsewhere in the 
State or nation.3  This has been recognized by District staff, the District’s Advisory Council, CARB, and 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.4  Furthermore, the potential for rulemaking at multiple 
levels of government can lead to duplication of effort; or, of even more concern, regulations that work at 
cross purposes and undermine the effectiveness and efficiency of regulatory programs.  WSPA supports 
pragmatic, market-based approaches to meeting California’s climate goals, and is therefore concerned that 
the District’s proposed GHG caps would undermine and interfere with the comprehensive refinery GHG 
regulations that CARB is developing as part of its state-wide GHG reduction scheme.    
 
Given the significant existing efforts at the State level to regulate GHGs, Rule 12-16 raises significant 
concerns with the “authority,” “consistency,” and “nonduplication” requirements under the Health & 
Safety Code.  As the Staff Report acknowledges, GHGs are regulated under the federal CAA and the 
California Global Warming Solutions Act (AB 32).  AB 32 requires CARB to develop a comprehensive 
approach that California will take to reduce GHG emissions to levels mandated by the Legislature.  In 
2016, the California Legislature approved SB 32, which extends California’s GHG emissions targets 
through 2030, with an objective of achieving a 40% reduction in emissions as compared to 1990 levels.  
                                                      
3 Although local regulations may reduce Bay Area GHG emissions, there remains a real potential for these regulations to increase 
global GHG emissions, which would work at cross-purposes to California’s climate goals.  The five Bay Area refineries that are 
the target of these rules represent some of the most efficient, highly-regulated refineries in the world.  Ordering these refineries to 
reduce GHG emissions may require them to pursue a variety of different options, including curtailing production operations 
(which would necessarily increase production elsewhere to meet the demand for the products these refineries create) to meet the 
proposed requirements.  To the extent that these options simply result in more processing by refineries that are not local, they 
result in no reduction in global GHGs; indeed, they would likely increase overall GHG emissions, as non-California refineries 
increase production to offset the decreases in production from the Bay Area.     
4 See WSPA Comment Letter on Project Description for Reg. 12-16 and 11-18 (Sept. 9, 2016). 
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On January 20, 2017, CARB released its proposed “2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan Update” (the 
“Proposed Scoping Plan”) – its fifth update to the Scoping Plan, which specifically implements the new 
targets imposed by SB 32.5  CARB has announced numerous public hearings on the Proposed Scoping 
Plan to take place in 2017, and is currently engaged in extensive efforts to improve and finalize the 
Proposed Scoping Plan and amendments to CARB’s current GHG regulations. The cornerstone of the 
Proposed Scoping Plan is California’s Cap-and-Trade Program, which is a comprehensive, economy-wide 
program to reduce GHG emissions in California.   

In addition to AB 32 and SB 32, AB 197 compels CARB to prioritize “[e]mission reduction rules and 
regulations that result in direct emission reductions at large stationary sources of greenhouse gas 
emissions.” Cal. H&S Code § 38562.5.  Again, the Proposed Scoping Plan addresses these obligations, 
imposing “prescriptive regulations for refineries that would reduce greenhouse gases” and other air 
emissions, and in particular targeting a “20 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from the 
refinery sector.”  Proposed Scoping Plan at ES3, ES5.  The Legislature’s decision to authorize CARB – 
and not the District – to seek these direct GHG emissions reductions continues its longstanding strategy 
of harmonizing GHG reductions at the state level, not within individual air districts.6   

Even assuming the District had the authority to implement Rule 12-16, at best, that rule would merely 
duplicate the program developed by CARB, in violation of the “nonduplication” requirement.  At worst, 
Rule 12-16 has the potential to interfere with CARB’s efforts to implement its own regulations in a 
reasoned and effective manner, in violation of the “consistency” requirement.  CARB is not planning to 
adopt refinery-focused GHG measures until at least late June, 2017.   WSPA is concerned that the 
District’s decision to proceed with GHG emissions caps at this time – before CARB itself has evaluated 
the available options and determined the most appropriate course of action – will instead create a 
duplicative, potentially inconsistent, and unnecessary regulatory scheme, and interfere with an orderly 
implementation of the Proposed Scoping Plan. 
 
Further, refineries already are extensively regulated for GHG emissions.  They are subject to California’s 
Cap-and-Trade program; they must comply with CARB’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard (which already 
regulates the carbon intensity of transportation fuels); and they will soon be subject to another statewide 
program aimed at further direct reductions in refinery GHG emissions once CARB determines the 
appropriate course of action.  Given CARB’s prior success in reducing GHG emissions across California, 
and the Legislature’s express grant of authority to CARB to regulate in this area, the District’s efforts are 
unnecessary, disruptive, and will impose a layer of burdensome bureaucracy that has little or no 
environmental benefit.   

Rule 12-16 is Not Within the District’s Authority to Adopt 
 
In proposing a new rule or regulation, H&SC § 40001 requires that the District “determine that there is a 
problem that the proposed rule or regulation will alleviate and that the rule or regulation will promote the 
attainment or maintenance of state or federal ambient air quality standards[.]”  Id. § 40001(c).  As 
discussed above, the District has not identified an air quality problem that would justify the numeric 
emissions caps in Rule 12-16, nor has the District demonstrated that Rule 12-16 would promote the 
attainment or maintenance of the NAAQS.  This is because Rule 12-16 addresses a problem that may 

                                                      
5 See CARB, 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan Update (Jan. 20, 2017), available at 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/2030sp_pp_final.pdf  
6 While CARB may elect “to partner with California’s local air districts,”  it has yet to determine whether to do so and is 
currently considering a range of possibilities. 

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/2030sp_pp_final.pdf
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occur; the District does not have the authority under the federal Clean Air Act to adopt regulations that do 
not address existing air quality issues.  
 
Emissions Caps Based on Historical Emissions are Technically Problematic 
 
WPSA incorporates by reference its discussion of this issue in WSPA’s comment letter dated November 
29, 2016.  
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Attachment B: WSPA Legal Comments on the DEIR for Rules 11-18 and 12-16 

The California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) requires the District to consider the whole of a 
Project, including both direct and indirect environmental impacts from the entire project. Public 
Resources Code, § 21000 et seq.  CEQA is further implemented by the CEQA Guidelines, Title 14, 
California Code of Regulations, § 15000 et seq.   Proposed Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are part of a suite of 
regulations identified by the District as the Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy (Refinery 
Strategy).  The combined suite of regulations is part of a larger plan to reduce purported refinery 
emissions in the Bay Area by at least 20% within just a few years.   

WSPA has previously provided CEQA comments for proposed Rules 12-16 and 11-18, which comments 
are incorporated by reference here.7  The following comments pertain to the District’s March 2017 Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for proposed Rules 12-16 and 11-18.  The various substantive 
issues WSPA raises below clearly show that the District has not complied with CEQA in preparing and 
analyzing Rules 12-16 and 11-18.   

CEQA prohibits “segmenting” projects to create the appearance of a lesser degree of impact.  Agencies 
must consider and evaluate “the whole of an action” when they adopt new rules and cannot chop up 
actions into smaller components to minimize impacts or evade review. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 
15378(a).  To date, the District has consistently segmented and limited its analyses to individual rules, 
excluding consideration of the rules it has recently adopted as part of the “Refinery Strategy” (Rules 6-5, 
8-18, 11-10, 12-15 and 9-14) and the rules currently under development (Rule 13-1) pursuant to this same 
strategy.  WSPA has previously commented upon the segmenting issue, and WSPA incorporates those 
comments by reference here.8  However, the March 2017 DEIR for Rules 12-16 and 11-18 attempts to 
review two regulations within the same DEIR, with confusing results.  The District attempts to review, in 
its words, two Projects (asserting that each Rule is a separate project) in one EIR.  The project description 
is therefore confusing and does not properly inform the public what project is being considered.  The 
District needs to provide the citation in CEQA that allows for two separate projects to be reviewed in an 
EIR that is not, for example, a programmatic EIR.   

The District cannot piecemeal the analysis of environmental impacts from the Petroleum Refinery 
Emissions Reduction Strategy project that are clearly derived to work toward the common goal of a 20% 
emissions reduction target.  Furthermore, the District must ensure that its analysis and findings are based 
upon credible substantive evidence, that a reasonable range of alternatives are considered, that the project 
decisions meet the purpose and need, significant impacts are avoided or mitigated and that the whole of 
the action is identified and analyzed.  The District has failed to meet the requirements for preparing an 
EIR that properly informs the decision-maker and the public. 

The District should have prepared an EIR for the Refinery Strategy project.  “The purpose of an 
environmental impact report is to provide public agencies and the public in general with detailed 
information about the effect which a proposed project is likely to have on the environment; to list ways in 
which the significant effects of such a project might be minimized; and to indicate alternatives to such a 
project.”  Pub. Res. Code § 21061.  The EIR is the informational document that must be considered by the 
public agency prior to its approval or disapproval of the project.  Without a true analysis of the whole 

                                                      
7 See references in footnote 1. 
8 See references in footnote 1; see also WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 9-14 and 12-15 (Feb. 22, 2016); 
WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 12-15 (Apr. 8, 2016);  WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg 13-1 
(Apr. 21, 2017). 
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project, it is impossible to quantify and understand the magnitude of the impact the adopted and proposed 
changes will have on the environment.  

 

The following comments highlight WSPA’s substantive issues with the District’s analysis in the DEIR. 
Please also see Attachment C for WSPA’s technical comments with the District’s DEIR: 

Page 1-1, Executive Summary, first paragraph.   

The DEIR states: “Though refinery emissions have declined over time, it is possible that, as refinery 
operations change in the future, emissions of these pollutants could increase.” 

Comment:  It is more likely that emissions will continue to decline.  Existing permit conditions, 
regulations and plans are in place that limit emissions and allow for offsets.  Furthermore, any new 
projects that might increase emissions would be regulated under the District’s existing NSR program and 
would require the installation of controls and compliance with strict emissions limits.   

Pages 1-1 and 1-2.   

(a) Comment:  The District states that the development of these rules was included as Action Item 4 in 
the Air District’s Work Plan for Action Items Related to Accidental Releases from Industrial Facilities.  
This same Action Item is, according to the District, the genesis for the District’s Petroleum Refinery 
Emissions Reduction Strategy (Refinery Project), which is a project to reduce refinery emissions by 20%.  
The Staff Report also makes clear that the District believes that the suite of rules (the Refinery Project) 
are bundled to achieve the common goal of a 20% reduction.  WSPA and its members have filed multiple 
lawsuits challenging the District’s adoption of various aspects of the Refinery Project as violating CEQA 
in light of the District’s failure to develop a comprehensive EIR for the entire Refinery Project.9 Because 
Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are part of the same Project, the impacts must be considered together with the 
impacts from the other Refinery Project rules. 

As the cited pages describe, the District is proposing Rule 11-18 as an alternative to Rule 12-16.  
However, the District’s Staff Report concludes that Rule 12-16 is likely contrary to law, arbitrary and 
capricious, and will not improve air quality.  See Staff Report, at 36 – 37.  The District states that there is 
no factual support for selectively targeting the petroleum refinery industry for emissions caps,  that the 
rule would conflict with existing permits and regulations in place that address the issue and that Rule 12-
16 is unlikely to improve air quality in refinery communities.  See Staff Report, at 36-37.  As described in 
Attachment A, WSPA agrees with the District’s assessment of Rule 12-16. However, to the extent that the 
Board relies on the DEIR for purposes of adopting or rejecting Rule 12-16, the DEIR needs to articulate 
the purpose and need/objectives for Rule 12-16 and then provide a more thorough explanation as to why 
the Rule should not be adopted given its failure to meet the purpose and need. 

(b) Comment:  The Staff Report explains that the District does not believe that Rule 12-16 will be 
effective and will not improve air quality in refinery communities.  See Staff Report, at 1, 14. The DEIR 
explains that for the No Project alternative for Rule 12-16, the control of the identified emissions would 

                                                      
9 Western States Petroleum Association , et al. v Bay Area Air Quality Management District (filed in Contra Costa 
County Superior Court, case number N16-0963); Valero Refining Company—California, Tesoro Refining & 
Marketing Company, LLC, and Phillips 66 Company v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District (filed in Contra 
Costa Superior Court, case number N16-0095). 
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continue to be addressed by the District’s current programs, including “the rules and rule amendments of 
the Refinery Strategy”.  See DEIR, at 1-15 (Section 1.5.2).  The District states that the primary differences 
between Rule 12-16 and the No Project alternative is that the collection of identified measures that the 
District would continue to use if Rule 12-16 is not adopted “would not only prevent the increase of 
climate and combustion criteria pollutants, but would result in substantial decreases of these pollutants 
over time” whereas Rule 12-16 does not require emissions reductions. 

In order for the Board to adopt Rule 12-16, the District would need to articulate why Rule 12-16 is 
necessary, what the actual purpose and need for the project is and why this proposed regulation (that 
conflicts with other regulatory procedures and will not improve air quality in refinery communities) is 
warranted.  

Page 1-5, Section 1.3.3, Project Objectives. 

Comments:  Regarding the objectives of Rule 11-18 (Toxic Risk Reduction Rule), how does the District 
intend to define, identify and quantify “overburdened communities” as stated in the second bullet point?  
There is no discussion of this issue in the DEIR.  In addition, regarding the Health Risk Assessment 
objectives (to “provide transparency and clarity to the process” and “provide the public opportunity to 
comment”), the District must articulate what Rule 11-18 would provide that is not already required by the 
public rulemaking process and CEQA. 

The objectives of Rule 12-16 also are captured in existing permits and regulations such as the New 
Source Review requirements.  The objectives conflict with existing regulations and programs such as Cap 
and Trade and offsets.  The District needs to explain how Rule 12-16 will not conflict with or violate 
existing permits, regulations, and statewide programs. 

Page 1-10, Section 1.4.2.2, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Impacts. 

Comment:  The analysis in the DEIR states that the proposed refinery limitations in Rule 12-16 would 
not be expected to conflict with CARB’s Cap and Trade Program because covered entities could continue 
to use GHG credits for compliance purposes and that GHG increases could continue to be offset.  
However, under Rule 12-16, a refinery “shall not emit greenhouse gas emissions that exceed the 
emissions limits shown in Table 12-16-301.” See also Staff Report at 37-38 (“…there is a significant 
argument that a fixed numeric cap for criteria pollutants conflicts with these federal and state provisions 
that allow facilities to increase emissions if certain conditions are met. It may be difficult to legally justify 
the necessity for such a measure…”)   

The District needs to clarify how the emissions cap listed in Rule § 12-16-301 allows refineries to use 
GHG credits for compliance purposes, as asserted on page 1-10 of the DEIR.   

Page 1-14, Section 1.5.1, Project Alternatives for Proposed Rule 11-18.   

The DEIR states that portions of 11-18 could be implemented under the Air District’s AB 2588 – Air 
Toxics “Hot Spots” Program.  The District states that with Alternative 1.2, the District would establish 
risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk and 2.5 for hazard indices. 

Comment:  The District needs to ensure that Alternative 1.2 does not conflict with other District 
regulations and is feasible.   

Page 2-7, Section 2.4.2, Project Description.   
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Comment:  The project description is confusing.  The DEIR states that District staff does not recommend 
adoption of Rule 12-16 and instead recommends adoption of Rule 11-18.  See DEIR, at 2-1.   

Furthermore, Section 4.0 of the DEIR contains a discussion of project alternatives.  Tables 4-2a on page 
4-18 and 4-2b on page 4-19 have a column identified as the “proposed project” but no clear “proposed 
project” has been identified.  The District appears to be putting forth two proposed projects in the same 
DEIR.  The District is actually proposing alternatives for the decision maker:  Alternative 1 is to adopt 
Rule 12-16 (or variations of Rule 12-16); Alternative 2 is to adopt Rule 11-18 (or variations of Rule 11-
18); Alternative 3 is to adopt both; and Alternative 4 is to adopt Rule 11-18 together with Rule 13-1, 
which rule is still under development.  Note that neither the alternatives discussion or Tables 4-2a or 4-2b 
include the alternative to adopt Rules 12-16 and 11-18 together, yet there is discussion of this alternative 
in the document.   

The situation is even more confusing since the decision maker and the public are to review the 
information to assess what alternative best fits the purpose and need of the project; but here there are, as 
the District asserts, two projects in the DEIR.  The DEIR is flawed because it confuses “alternatives” with 
“project” and does not provide for a clear purpose and need for the actual proposed project; as noted 
above, the project is actually the Refinery Project.   

Page 2-8, Table 2.4-1, Implementation Phases. 

Comment:  Appears to be an error for diesel IC Engines under the HRA column. What is the correct 
range of years so the correct information can be reviewed? 

Page 3.1-4, Section 3.1.5, Cumulative Impacts. 

Comment:  The District needs to articulate how this DEIR evaluates the cumulative environmental 
impacts associated with the planning and implementation of other air quality rules recently adopted and 
reasonably foreseeable similar regulations (Refinery Project Rules 6-5, 11-10, 8-18, 12-15, and 9-14), 
proposed regulations (Rule 13-1), and any planned regulations or amendments to regulation (Rules 2-1 
and 2-2, for example).   Furthermore, the DEIR is flawed because it identifies Rule 13-1 as an alternative 
but does not perform a cumulative impact analysis with any of the Refinery Project rules, or even Rule 
11-18, which is included as an Alternative in this DEIR. 

Page 3.2-9:  TABLE 3.2-4, “2011 Air Emission Inventory – Annual Average”.   

The footnote to Table 3.2-4 states that the source of the information is from “Bay Area Emission 
Inventory Summary Report: Criteria Air Pollutants (BAAQMD, 2014)”.  The following paragraph then 
cites a BAAQMD 2017 statement:  “Approximately 84 percent of NOx emissions in the Bay Area are 
produced by the combustion of fuels. Mobile sources of NOx include motor vehicles, aircraft, trains, 
ships, recreation boats, industrial and construction equipment, farm equipment, off-road recreational 
vehicles, and other equipment. NOx and VOC emissions have been reduced for both stationary and 
mobile sources. Stationary sources of VOC and NOx have been substantially reduced due to stringent 
District regulations (BAAQMD, 2017).” 

Comment:  The District should use more recent data for this EIR than the 2011 emission inventory.  The 
District needs to state why it is using 2011 annual emissions data for a 2014 Inventory Summary Report 
in a 2017 DEIR.  Furthermore, the District follows Table 3.2-4 with a discussion of how the air has 
improved and cites percentages.  However, the source of that information is not provided and needs to be 
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provided. The public and the decision-maker should be provided with the most current data to properly 
assess the impacts and mitigation.   

Page 3.2-17 (top of the page) and Page 3.2-22, Section 3.2.3.2, Operational Emissions.   

Comment:  Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are part of  the Refinery Project, which project is designed to reduce 
emissions at refineries by 20%.  The example on the pages given above, that one control measure may 
result in increasing criteria pollutant emissions and the opportunity to offset, applies to the Refinery 
Project.  The Refinery Project’s suite of regulations must be reviewed in a cumulative and comprehensive 
manner in order to determine whether there is a significant impact upon the environment and to properly 
inform the decision maker and public.   See CEQA Guidelines § 15130.  The Refinery Project shares a 
common goal and identifies regulations that will be amended and/or created in order to achieve that goal.  
Rules 12-16 and 11-18 must be analyzed for cumulative impacts, not just between the two, but together 
with the recently adopted Refinery Project rules (6-5, 11-10, 8-18, 12-15, and 9-14), proposed regulations 
(Rule 13-1) and any planned regulations or amendments to regulation (Rules 2-1 and 2-2, for example).   

An example of how the Refinery Project’s suite of regulations could cumulatively negatively impact the 
environment, and therefore must be cumulatively analyzed, is exhibited on DEIR page 3.2-37.  The 
language states that “As summarized in Tables 3.2-19 and 3.2-20, Rule 11-18 and Rule 12-16, 
respectively, could produce substantial construction air quality impacts if larger types of air pollution 
control equipment are installed. This impact would be compounded if more than one piece of air pollution 
control equipment is installed on the same day or both rules are adopted. Again, because Rule 11-18 
would potentially regulate a substantially greater number of industrial sources, it would create greater 
air quality impacts than Rule 12-16.”   

Another example is shown on 3.2-39:  “Conclusion: Based on the construction emissions shown for each 
rule in Tables 3.2-19 and 3.2-20, it is concluded that NOx construction air quality impacts may be 
significant under either rule scenario and potentially more significant if both rules are adopted.”  
(emphasis added).  The District also needs to address the significance compared with the other Refinery 
Project rules.   

Finally, the analysis on page 3.2-53 in section 3.2.6.1.1 only refers to construction impacts and only to the 
two rules in the document (Rules 12-16 and 11-18).  There are construction and operational impacts that 
should be analyzed with the suite of Refinery Project rules which may be considerable when analyzed 
cumulatively. 

The District needs to properly analyze the cumulative impacts of these rules along with the other Refinery 
Project rules and inform the decision maker and the public regarding impacts and proposed mitigation 
measures. This comment also applies throughout the DEIR, for example to sections 3.3 (Greenhouse Gas 
emissions), section 3.4 (hazardous materials), and section 3.5 (hydrology and water quality). 

Section 3.2.3, Significance Criteria. 

Comment:  With respect to Rule 11-18, the DEIR does not address any significance criteria for toxic air 
contaminants (i.e., cancer risk, acute and chronic health indices).  It is not possible to properly determine 
impacts if there are no significance criteria.  Section 3.2.6.2 further states that “In addition, reductions in 
TAC emissions would be expected due to implementation of Rule 11-18, but those emission reductions 
and the related health risk benefits cannot be estimated at this time.” Rule 11-18 is not properly analyzed 
in this DEIR. 
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Page 3.2-31, Section 3.2.4.1.2.  

The DEIR states:  “It is assumed that the proposed project has the potential to result in the construction 
of up to three to five WGS units under Rule 11-18 or three to five units under Rule 12-16.” 

Comment:  What is the basis for this assumption?  Additionally, since Rule 11-18 would apply to many 
industries and facilities, why is the assumption the same for Rule 11-18 as for Rule 12-16, which only 
applies to five refineries and three ancillary facilities? 

Page 3.3-15, Section 3.3.4.  

The DIER states: “Due to the complexity of conditions and interactions affecting global climate change, it 
is not possible to predict the specific impact, if any, attributable to GHG emissions associated with a 
single project. Although the geographic scope of this GHG emissions impact analysis in this EIR is the 
State of California, it is the cumulative effects of all global GHG emissions sources that have the 
potential result in global climate change. For this reason, GHG emission impacts contributing to global 
climate change are considered a cumulative impact analysis rather than a project-specific analysis.” 

Comment:  The District is not analyzing how the Refinery Project’s suite of regulations impacts the 
environment regarding GHG emission impacts contributing to global climate change, which “are 
considered a cumulative impact analysis rather than a project-specific analysis.”  The DEIR fails to 
comply with CEQA by only attempting to cumulatively consider these two regulations.  CEQA 
Guidelines § 15355 defines cumulative impacts as: “two or more individual effects which, when 
considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts. 

(a) The individual effects may be changes resulting from a single project or a number of separate 
projects. 

(b) The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment which results 
from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related past, present, 
and reasonable foreseeable probable future  projects.  Cumulative impacts can result from 
individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over time.” 
 

Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are both part of the Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy, they are closely 
related to the “suite of regulations” identified by the District, and they have the same common goal to 
reduce refinery emissions.  Therefore, a cumulative analysis is necessary that includes the recently 
adopted Refinery Project rules (6-5, 11-10, 8-18, 12-15, and 9-14), proposed regulations (13-1), and any 
planned regulations or amendments to regulation (2-1 and 2-2, for example). See CEQA Guidelines § 
15130. 

Comment:  The GHG impact analysis is inadequate because it does not evaluate the impact Rule 12-16 
will have on global GHG emissions.  The DEIR maintains that “GHG emission impacts contributing to 
global climate change are considered a cumulative impact analysis rather than a project-specific analysis.”  
DEIR, at 3.3-15.  The DEIR must properly analyze impacts from GHG emissions in compliance with 
CEQA Guidelines § 15064.4. 

In this regard, the DEIR has failed to address at least one way the Project may increase global GHGs: 
leakage. As recognized by the IPCC and CARB, and defined by the IPCC, leakage is the “phenomena 
whereby the reduction in emissions (relative to a baseline) in a jurisdiction/sector associated with the 
implementation of mitigation policy is offset to some degree by an increase outside the jurisdiction/sector 
through induced changes in consumption, production, prices, land use and/or trade across the 
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jurisdictions/sectors. Leakage can occur at a number of levels, be it a project, state, province, nation, or 
world region.”10  

As discussed in the legal comments on Draft Rule 12-16 in Attachment A of this comment letter, 
California refineries are already extensively regulated.  To the extent that Rule 12-16 imposes a cap and 
thereby restricts the ability of California refiners to meet demand, that demand will be made up by other 
refiners, therefore there would be no benefit on global GHG emissions.  This impact is supported by 
substantial evidence. For example, at the October 19, 2016 BAAQMD Board of Directors meeting, the 
California Energy Commission gave a presentation entitled “California Refinery Overview and SF Bay 
Area Crude Oil Slate”, which explained that following the February 2015 explosion at the ExxonMobil 
Torrance refinery’s FCC, the decrease in southern California refinery production of gasoline was offset 
by Bay Area refinery gasoline production and a 10-fold increase in foreign imports.11  

A mass GHG limit on Bay Area refineries, as proposed in Regulation 12-16, would also limit the ability 
for Bay Area refinery gasoline production to offset a supply shortage.  Under Rule 12-16, supply 
shortages would result in more gasoline being produced outside of California and transported into 
California, which would in turn increase the GHG intensity of gasoline supply in California due to 
increased transportation needs.  A similar and reasonably foreseeable situation can occur if unexpected 
and/or planned maintenance events at California refineries occur simultaneously among different 
refineries, which would also decrease gasoline production from California refineries.  Should such an 
occurrence happen, the refineries that increase production to meet the shortfall may not be as efficient. 

Page 3.3-26, Section 3.3.4.3, Potential Conflicts With State GHG Compliance Plans. 

Comment:  This is a carefully articulated and artificial finding.  The District is basing its conclusion on 
historic data that the refineries have not exceeded the proposed Rules 12-16 emissions caps and, 
therefore, proposed 12-16 will not conflict with the existing State Cap and Trade program.  At the outset, 
this assumption is faulty; the current emissions caps are based on historic levels of production, which may 
or may not reflect future demand; furthermore, as discussed above in WSPA’s legal comments, the 
emissions caps are designed to be adjusted downwards in the future in response to a number of factors, 
and may not be increased even in response to new projects or production at a refinery.  Thus, it is entirely 
possible, if not probable, that the Rule 12-16 caps will at some point become more stringent than the Cap 
and Trade program would otherwise authorize.  The District is not informing the public about how such a 
conflict would be handled. The District needs to specifically answer the following question:  Can the 
refinery use Cap and Trade and other offset programs as they are legally authorized to obtain credits that 
place them legally under the cap even though they actually exceed the Rule 12-16 cap?   California’s 
ability to meet its GHG reduction limits under AB 32 and related regulatory mandates call for the use of 
such programs as Cap and Trade.  Rule 12-16 separates the Bay Area refineries from the rest of the 
industries in California by prohibiting these few entities from participating in a legally approved statewide 
program to meet statewide goals. This is a conflict with existing plans and violates CEQA.  

Page 3.5-16:  Rule 12-16.    

The DEIR states: “If any refineries are shown to exceed the refinery-wide emissions limits for PM2.5, 
PM10, NOx or SO2, it is expected that refinery operators would install new, or modify their existing air 
pollution control equipment in order to reduce emissions as required by Regulation 12-16. Additional 

                                                      
10 https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_annex-i.pdf  
11 https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=23312  

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_annex-i.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=23312
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water demand and wastewater generation impacts are expected to result from the operation of several of 
the possible control technologies that would most likely be used including wet electrostatic precipitators 
(ESPs) and wet gas scrubbers (see Table 3.5-1).” 

Comment:  It is possible that the thresholds identified in Table 3.5-1 would be exceeded due to the 
required retrofits, and the analysis in the DEIR states there are many unknowns.  What appears to be 
known is that Rules 11-18 and 12-16 together would exceed the threshold for water usage which is a 
significant impact for a regulation that the District does not support.  Furthermore, the recommended 
mitigation measures are not expected to reduce the level of significance.  

Page 3.5-23, Section 3.5.5.2.    

The DEIR states:  “Therefore, the proposed project will remain significant after mitigation for water 
demand.” 

Comment:  What does “proposed project” refer to in this sentence?  Is the proposed project Rule 12-16, 
11-18 or both?  The District needs to identify the actual project.  Furthermore, note that for both Rules 12-
16 and 11-18, the recommended mitigation will not reduce the significant impact for water demand.  The 
District must weigh and analyze the expected improvement by adopting the Rules against the significant 
impact on water demand even after mitigation.   

Page 4-3, Section 4.1.  

Comment:  This section states that the alternatives are limited by the nature of the project.  CEQA 
requires an analysis of a reasonable range of feasible alternatives to accomplish the purpose and need of 
the project.  Here for example, the discussion in this section states that a portion of the proposed rules 
could be implemented under other existing or planned requirements/measures.  The analysis does not 
identify what elements of the proposed rules could be handled by these other requirements or measures 
and when identified, may result in other feasible alternatives, significant impacts or appropriate 
mitigation.  Such analysis may also question whether the remaining rule elements actually satisfy the 
objectives. 

Page 4-5, Alternative 2.1, Regulation 12-16.   

Comment:  The District’s inclusion of the “Rules and rule amendments in the Refinery Strategy” in this 
section demonstrates the District’s understanding that the Refinery Strategy is a project under CEQA, in 
that the rules and amendments are designed for a common purpose. What the District fails to do, however, 
is to properly analyze the potential significant impacts from the cumulative actions of this suite of 
regulations. 

Page 4-6, Alternative 2.1, Regulation 12-16. 

The DEIR states: “The primary differences between Rule 12-16 and the No Project Alternative (12-16) is 
that the collection of measures listed referenced above would not only prevent the increase of climate and 
combustion criteria pollutants, but would result in substantial decreases of these pollutants over time (the 
proposal does not require emissions reductions).” 

Comment:  The District’s discussion makes it clear that Rule 12-16 is not needed.  There are already 
regulations in place or more comprehensive planned regulations.  If the District is to demonstrate the 
necessity of the proposed rule, it must articulate why the rule would improve air quality more than the 
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current and other proposed regulations (see examples provided in Section 4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.2, and 4.3.1.3) or 
existing federal and state permit requirements, and why this additional air quality reduction merits 
creating a significant impact with water usage.  The DEIR not only fails to make this demonstration, it 
affirms that such a demonstration cannot be made. 

Page 4-7 Section 4.3.2, Alternative 2.2.   

The DEIR states: “…This alternative would consist of a combination of the environmental benefits and 
impacts of adopting and implementing proposed Rule 12-16 and draft Rule 13-1.” 

Comment:  The District should clarify whether Rule 12-16 is part of this alternative as stated in the first 
sentence or if this is a typographical error. If 12-16 is part of this alternative, the District should explain 
the impacts and the analysis in the alternative. 

Page 4-13, Section 4.5.2.   

Comment:  The District discusses how the Rule 12-16 No Project alternative will not have a significant 
impact upon the environment if Rules 11-18 and 13-1 are adopted together, but does not discuss in the 
alternatives analysis the impact of Rules 11-18 and 13-1 being adopted together.  The District needs to 
assess the cumulative impacts of the Rules 11-18 and 13-1 alternative, along with the other Refinery 
Project rules, to comply with CEQA. 

Page 4-18, Section 4.8.2, Comparison of Alternatives.   

Comment:  The District concludes that combining Rule 11-18 and 13-1 is the preferred alternative.  
However, throughout this DEIR, the District reviews Rules 12-16, 11-18 and a combination of Rules 12-
16 and 11-18.  The District does not analyze the cumulative impacts of Rules 11-18 and 13-1 being 
implemented or any necessary mitigation measures.  In fact, Rule 13-1 does not appear in Table 1-1 on 
page 1-18.   The District fails to comply with CEQA by not properly analyzing the Alternative. 
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Attachment C: WPSA Technical Comments on the DEIR for Rules 11-18 & 12-16 

Executive Summary 
 
Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) 
 
The cumulative impact associated with GHG emissions is dependent on global GHG.  California 
refineries are more efficient than most other refineries, and Bay Area regulations which limit Bay Area 
refineries’ production and shift production to less efficient refineries outside the Bay Area will increase 
global GHG even though the reduce GHG in the Bay Area.   
 
Policies to address global fuel demand in the lowest GHG manner should instead favor production at the 
most efficient refineries.  Capping emissions at the Bay Area refineries could easily inhibit the ability of 
the refineries to make changes needed to produce lower-carbon fuels, and GHGs associated with 
consumers’ fuel use are far higher than the GHGs associated with the fuels’ production at the refineries.   
 
The DEIR includes no analysis of the extent to which the proposed regulations to reduce emissions from 
Bay Area refineries may result in increases in global GHG and the associated cumulative impacts, and 
needs to do so.  The DEIR is inadequate because it was not “prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis 
to provide decision makers with information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently 
takes account of environmental consequences” (as required by 14 CCR 15151). WSPA made these same 
comments on the draft PEIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan and the District did not respond to 
them, even though a response is required by 14 CCR 15088(a).  Without such a cumulative impacts 
analysis, the DEIR also does not provide a “good-faith effort at full disclosure” as required by 14 CCR 
15003(i).         
 
Air Toxics 
 
The stated goal behind Regulation 11-18 is to make it unacceptable for existing facilities to impact any 
location with an estimated potential for12 a total 10-in-a-million lifetime cancer risk, despite the fact that 
the EIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan identified that a new project increasing potential existing 
risk by less than 100-in-a-million is not “significant” under CEQA.13  Under CEQA, this means that the 
District determined—“based  to the extent possible on scientific and factual data”14—that increasing the 
potential for existing risk by less than 100-in-a-million is not a “substantial, or potentially substantial, 
adverse change”.15   
 

                                                      
12 As identified in OEHHA’s 2015 Risk Assessment Guidelines, “there is a great deal of uncertainty associated with 
the process of risk assessment....The assumptions used in these guidelines are designed to err on the side of health 
protection in order to avoid underestimation of risk to the public....Risk estimates generated by [a Health Risk 
Assessment] should not be interpreted as the expected rates in the exposed population but rather as estimate of 
potential f or disease, based on current knowledge and a number of assumptions.” (pp. 1-5 and 1-6 of the “Guidance 
Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments”)   
13 BAAQMD, Final Program Environmental Impact Report for “Spare the Air – Cool the Climate” State 
Clearinghouse No. 2016062046, April 2017, Section 3.2.4. 
14 Per 14 CCR 15604(b).  WSPA commented that the EIR for the Clean Air Plan did not include this basis and 
needed to, but the District did not respond to that comment (even though a response is required by 14 CCR 
15088(a)).  
15 This is from the definition of “significant effect on the environment” at 14 CCR 15382. 
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Section 3.2.6.2 of the DEIR for Regulations 11-18 and 12-16 concludes that potential TAC emissions are 
“less than significant”, but provides no evaluation of this.  In fact, the section does not even provide 
significance criteria for TACs or state where to find such analysis in the DEIR, if it does exist.  The lack 
of evaluation and the conclusions are inconsistent with the fact that the District currently requires projects 
with emissions of as little as 0.26 pounds per year of diesel exhaust PM to conduct a Health Risk 
Assessment to determine whether they are above or below 10-in-a-million risk thresholds 16.  In addition, 
the District’s emissions calculations in Appendix B of the DEIR include scenarios with emissions of off-
road diesel PM emissions exceeding ten times that amount (2.6 pounds) per day.17     
 
The District identifies Regulation 11-18 as “address[ing] concerns about health risks to the refinery 
communities”.  WSPA believes that a far more productive way to address concerns would be for the 
District to provide context and consistency in their communications regarding the significance of these 
potential risks.    
 
Detailed Comments 
 
There is a statement in Section 3.2.1.4.1 of the DEIR that “many scientists believe that there are not ‘safe’ 
levels of exposure to carcinogens without some risk to causing cancer”.  The District does not provide a 
citation for the statement as required by 14 CCR § 15148.  There is no practical means of measuring a 
zero-risk health impacts threshold, and this is not the same as saying that there are not ‘safe’ levels; such 
logic would lead one to believe that essentially nothing is safe.  WSPA commented similarly on the draft 
PEIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan and the District did not respond to it as required by 14 CCR 
15088(a). 
 
The second and third paragraphs in Section 3.2.1.2.4 of the “Environmental Setting” include two 
paragraphs of statements that are uncited and imply causality without any quantitative information on 
whether those correlations are causal.  This is especially the case for the range of PM concentrations in 
the Bay Area that has been raised by multiple authors in peer-reviewed literature.18   
 
WSPA raised this concern previously in our comments on the District’s Clean Air Plan19.  The District’s 
response to our comments was, “Our scientists review a wide range of documents....We are, of course, 
always happy to discuss data and uncertainties in analysis, taking in to account ways that particulate 
matter impacts may be overstated or underestimated”20 .  Language reflecting this response does not 
appear to have been added to the Plan or provided in the Program EIR for the Plan.     
 
The statement in Section 3.2.1.4.1 that “the proportion of cancer deaths attributable to air pollution has 
not been estimated using epidemiological methods” is misleading.  An upper bound (“potential for”) 
estimate of contracting cancer from air pollution has been estimated by the District, and the value is so 

                                                      
16 Per BAAQMD Regulation 2-5. 
17 The District’s “FCCU with SCR” evaluation shows 4.12 lb PM10/day from off-road diesel equipment.  The 
District’s other scenarios also show daily PM10 emissions from off-road diesel equipment far in excess of the 
District’s annual 0.26 lb threshold. 
18 See, for example, articles in Special Issue on Air Pollution Health Risks, Risk Analysis 36(9) (2016). 
19 B. Brown (Director, Bay Area Region, WSPA), letter to Ms. Christy Riviere (Senior Environmental Planner, 
BAAQMD) “Re: WSPA Comments on 2017 Draft Clean Air Plan/Regional Climate Protection Strategy”, March 9, 
2017.  
20 BAAQMD, “Response to Public Comments”, Appendix B to the 2017 Clean Air Plan, p. 97. 
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low that it is too small to be detectable by epidemiological methods.  District needs to reference the 
source for their assertions rather than just implying that the proportion is a complete unknown. 
 
The statement in Section 3.2.1.4.1 about “the estimated lifetime cancer risk for Bay Area 
residents....declined from 4,100 cases per million in 1990 to 690 cases per million people in 2014” is 
inaccurate.  OEHHA (which developed the guidance upon which Bay Area bases its assessments) has 
specifically stated that “Risk estimates generated by [a Health Risk Assessment] should not be interpreted 
as the expected rates in the exposed population but rather as estimate of potential f or disease, based on 
current knowledge and a number of assumptions” (pp. 1-5 and 1-6 of OEHHA’s “Guidance Manual for 
Preparation of Health Risk Assessments”).    
 
Figure 3.2-12 identifies diesel PM as the predominant TAC of concern from the perspective of risk, but 
Table 3.2-5 provides no information regarding what monitoring data that estimate was derived from.  We 
have not been able to locate the cited report “BAAQMD, 2016.  Toxic Air Contaminant Air Monitoring 
Data for 2014”, and request the BAAQMD make it publicly available. 
 
Table 3.2-5 of the DEIR identifies the air toxic with the highest concentration as ethyl alcohol.  It is not 
clear if the District is proposing to include ethyl alcohol in Rule 11-18.  Currently, ethyl alcohol is not one 
of the Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) identified by US EPA.  It is not currently listed as a Toxic Air 
Contaminant (TAC) as defined in H&SC 39655(a) nor is listed in ARB regulations at 17 CCR 93000), 
and is not identified as a reportable substance in Appendix A of OEHHA’s Guidance Manual for 
Preparation of Health Risk Assessments, and is not listed in BAAQMD’s Regulation 2-5 for Toxic Air 
Contaminants.  
 
The cumulative impacts analysis in Section 3.3.1 of the DEIR does not “reflect the severity of impacts 
and their likelihood of occurrence” as required by 14 CCR §15130(b), and needs to include available 
information.  WSPA made this comment on the draft PEIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan and the 
District did not respond to it as required by 14 CCR 15088(a). 
 
Section 3.3.3 of the DEIR includes a paragraph that identifies a project level GHG threshold for stationary 
source projects of 10,000 metric tonnes of CO2e, citing the District’s 2010 CEQA Air Quality Guidelines.  
Those Guidelines identified a threshold of 10,000 metric tonnes of CO2e per year of operational 
emissions.  As identified on the District’s CEQA webpage, the District was ordered to “set aside the 
Thresholds and is no longer recommending that these Thresholds be used as a general measure of 
project’s significant air quality impacts”. 
 
Section 4.1 of the DEIR identifies the objectives for proposed rule 11-18 inaccurately.  The objective is 
not to reduce exposure “to the lowest levels achievable”; if that were true, there wouldn’t be any risk 
thresholds identified in the rule.  The rule is written to reduce exposure from stationary sources to less 
than the risk thresholds identified in the rule, which are not based on any scientific or technical analysis of 
what level of “potential for risk” is safe or achievable.   
 
The District’s stated objective to “ensure the facilities that impact the most sensitive and overburdened 
communities reduce their associated health risk in an efficient and expedited manner” is misleading, 
given that all facilities in the air basin have some impact on regional air quality.  Rule 11-18 identifies a 
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level of impact that a facility may cause to a single receptor, which is approximately 1.4% of the risk 
associated with the background air quality21, and then is required to expeditiously reduce its impact. 
 
Section 4.1 of the DEIR identifies the objectives for proposed rule 12-16 inaccurately.  To state that the 
objective is to protect “air quality” and “public health” is to imply that the existing myriad of Federal, 
State, and District air rules and permitting requirements that have accumulated over the last several 
decades and are statutorily required to do exactly that have been inadequate, and that the District has been 
failing to do its job for the last 62 years.  And as noted in our cover letter for these comments, the 
restriction of GHG emissions from the refineries’ sites does not necessarily protect the climate; it could 
instead cause increases in global GHG.  This was the case with the Low Carbon Fuel Standard Brazilian 
ethanol mandate that WSPA identified in its comment letter on the 2017 Draft Clean Air Plan Program 
EIR.  Transportation fuels are a global market that involve global steps (from exploration and production 
to refining and distribution), and anything that involves perturbing one of those steps may have 
unforeseen consequences elsewhere.    
 
Section 4.2.1 is not an accurate depiction of the no-project alternative for Regulation 11-18 and therefore 
it and the corresponding analysis in Section 4.4.1.1 do not comply with the CEQA regulations at 14 CCR 
15126.6(e), which require that “...The ‘no project’ analysis shall discuss the existing conditions at the 
time the notice of preparation is published...as well as what would be reasonably expected to occur in the 
foreseeable future if the project were not approved, based on current plans and consistent with available 
infrastructure and community services....”  It is reasonably expected that US EPA will fulfill its statutory 
requirement under Section 112(d)(6) of the Clean Air Act to periodically review and revise its Maximum 
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP).  Additionally, 
the California ARB will continue to fulfill its statutory requirement under H&SC §39665 et seq. to 
periodically review/revise/update its Air Toxics Control Measures (ATCMs).  Lastly, there will also be 
TAC emissions reductions associated with all of other existing regulatory programs at the Federal, State, 
and District level that reduce criteria pollutants since almost all TACs are also either criteria pollutants or 
precursors to criteria pollutants.   
 
These programs are the primary reason that TAC emissions have decreased so substantially since the time 
the AB2588 requirements were promulgated nearly three decades ago (as shown in the District’s Figure 
3-1), and Sections 4.2.1 and 4.4.1.1 assume that none of them exist and/or are not reasonably expected to 
occur in the foreseeable future.  WSPA made similar comments on the draft PEIR for the District’s 2017 
Clean Air Plan and the District did not respond to it as required by 14 CCR 15088(a). 
 
Section 4.3.1 states that there are no facility-wide emissions limits on refineries; that is incorrect.  There 
are facility-wide emissions limits, either spelled out explicitly in permits or as a result of equipment-
specific emissions limits and/or equipment capacities (“potential to emit”).  The District has already 
issued permits to the refineries and the entire point of these permits was to ensure the protection of public 
health if the refineries were to operate up to those maximum limits.     
 
 

                                                      
21 This percentage was calculated by dividing the 10-in-a-million threshold by the 690-in-a-million background level 
shown in Figure 3.2-1. 
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Western States Petroleum Association 

Credible Solutions • Responsive Service • Since 1907 
 

Bob Brown 
Director, Bay Area Region 
 
May 8, 2017 
 

Mr. Victor Douglas      via email at: vdouglas@baaqmd.gov  
Principal Air Quality Specialist 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District  
375 Beale Street, Suite 600 
San Francisco, CA  94105 
 
Re:   Comments of the Western States Petroleum Association on Proposed Rule 12-16, and Draft 

Environmental Impact Report for Proposed Rules 11-18 and 12-16  
 
Dear Mr. Douglas: 
 
The Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA) is a non-profit trade association representing twenty-
six companies that explore for, produce, refine, transport and market petroleum, petroleum products, 
natural gas and other energy supplies in California, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.  Our 
members in the Bay Area have operations and facilities regulated by the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District (District). 
 
WSPA has significant concerns with regard to the District’s proposed Regulation 12, Rule 16 (Rule 12-
16), and the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for Rule 11-18 and Rule 12-16, as described 
more fully in Attachments A, B, and C.  WSPA understands that the District intends to vote only the 
adoption of Rule 12-16 at the end of May, and so our legal comments are focused on Rule 12-16 only.  
However, we are addressing the CEQA aspects of both Rule 12-16 and Rule 11-18, because the District’s 
DEIR covers both rules.  
 
WSPA appreciates the BAAQMD’s consideration of our comments and we look forward to your 
responses.  If you have any questions, please contact me at this office or Kevin Buchan at (925) 266-4083 
or email kevin@wspa.org.   
 
Sincerely, 

  
  
cc: Kevin Buchan, WSPA 
 
Enclosure: WSPA Comments on Proposed Rule 12-16 (Attachment A), and DEIR for Proposed Rules 12-
16 and 11-18 (Attachments B and C)    
 

mailto:kevin@wspa.org
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Attachment A:  WSPA Legal Comments on Proposed Rule 12-16 
 
As the District is aware, WSPA submitted comments on the District’s Project Description for Rule 12-16 
on September 9, 2016, and on the District’s Proposed Draft Rule 12-16 on December 2, 2016.   WSPA 
continues to have significant concerns with the conceptual goal of Rule 12-16 and with the practical 
implementation of the rule’s provisions. In general, WSPA agrees with District Staff’s assessment that 
Rule 12-16 would not withstand judicial scrutiny.  Proposed Rule 12-16 is inconsistent with existing 
federal and state air programs, would not be in harmony with the state cap and trade program for 
greenhouse gas emissions, arbitrarily limits specific refinery emissions to levels that are not necessary to 
protect local communities, and is beyond the District’s statutory authority.  
 
WSPA has submitted multiple letters and sets of comments to the District discussing its concerns over the 
legality of imposing numeric caps on emissions of GHGs, PM10, PM2.5, NOx, and SO2 from petroleum 
refineries.  WSPA summarizes its concerns here, and incorporates by reference its past comment letters 
on Rule 12-16.1   
 
The Board Cannot Adopt Rule 12-16 Without Making the Six Statutory Findings Required under the 
California Health and Safety Code  
 
Prior to adopting a new or amended rule, the District must make six statutory findings: necessity; 
authority; clarity; consistency; non-duplication; and reference. Cal. Health & Safety Code § 40727.  The 
Staff Report to Rule 12-16 was prepared “[a]t the direction of the Board … to provide an assessment of 
the rule’s consistency with the Air District’s statutory authority.”  Staff Report, at 5.  The Staff Report 
fails to make these required findings; in fact, it cannot, because District Staff have concluded that 
adoption of Rule 12-16 would likely be beyond the Air District’s authority and/or arbitrary and 
capricious.  See Staff Report, at 39. Assuming that the Board is considering Rule 12-16 for adoption, the 
Board cannot adopt proposed Rule 12-16 without first demonstrating that the rule is within the District’s 
authority, and providing an opportunity for public review and comment on that analysis.  See id. § 
40727.2(a) & (i).   
 
Numeric Emissions Caps are Not Necessary 
 
The numeric emissions caps under proposed Rule 12-16 are not necessary to protect public health or to 
address an existing air quality concern in the Bay Area.  Emissions of GHGs, PM10, PM2.5, NOx, and SO2 
are already extensively regulated at the federal, state, and local level.  As the Staff Report explains, these 
rules apply standards “that ensure emissions are effectively controlled.” Staff Report, at 13.  Further, the 
broad range of air quality regulations that have been adopted by the District, California Air Resources 
Board (CARB), and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) were designed to ensure that 
emissions decrease over time and air quality improves.  And indeed, existing ambient monitoring data and 
emissions inventories demonstrate just that: there have been consistent decreases in emissions and 

                                                      
1 WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 6-5, 8-18, 9-14, 11-10, 12-15, and 12-16 (Nov. 23, 2015); Marne S. 
Sussman (Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP), letter to Honorable Chair Mar, and Members of the Board of 
Directors, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, “Re:  Legal Issues Pertaining to Refinery Emission Cap 
Option for Proposed Regulation 12-16” (July 19, 2016); WSPA Comment Letter on Draft Project Description for 
Regulation 12, Rule 16 and Regulation 11, Rule 18 (September 9, 2016); WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 
12-16 and 11-18 (Nov. 29, 2016).  
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improvement in air quality in the Bay Area.  See, e.g., Staff Report, at 14 (“mass emissions generally have 
been substantially reduced over the past several decades”). 
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 does not address any current emissions problem.  Rather, it is rooted in the 
possibility that refinery emissions will increase in the future based on an assumption that changes in crude 
oil sources (from traditional sources to heavier sources requiring more intensive processing) will affect 
refinery emissions.  See Staff Report, at 9-10 (“The intent of Rule 12-16 is to discourage or prevent 
refineries in the Bay Area from making changes that would lead to increases in emissions of certain 
pollutants”).  WSPA and its members have repeatedly pointed out in prior comment letters that the 
possibility that new sources of crude oil will result in increased emissions is not supported by the facts, 
because, as the Staff Report briefly mentions, each refinery is designed to process a certain range of crude 
oil feedstocks, and its emissions from these operations are limited by the terms of its permit.  See Staff 
Report, at 8-9.  Any physical changes made to refinery operations to accommodate a different crude 
feedstock would already trigger permitting requirements and new emissions limits under the District’s 
existing New Source Review (NSR) rules.2  Thus, increased emissions stemming from operational 
changes at a facility would already be within the District’s permitting authority. The hypothesis that 
refinery emissions may increase in the future based on changes in crude slate therefore does not constitute 
a “need” for numeric emissions caps today, given the District’s existing regulatory authority in this area. 
 
Furthermore, the Board cannot legally adopt Rule 12-16 without supporting the need for selectively 
targeting petroleum refineries.  WSPA agrees with the assessment in the Staff Report that the imposition 
of numeric emissions caps on petroleum refineries would effectively create “a different set of permitting 
rules” for refineries than other sources in the Bay Area “by limiting pollutants from one Bay Area 
industrial sector through a mechanism unique to that industry and [that is] unlike the mechanism for all 
other industrial sectors.”  Staff Report, at 37.  Imposing a different regulatory scheme on refineries is not 
currently justified in either law or air quality science.   
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 Would Conflict with Existing Local, State, and Federal Air Programs and Policies 
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 is likely to restrict refinery emissions to levels that are lower than those authorized 
under the refineries’ current operating permits.  These permits were obtained in accordance with the 
District’s existing regulatory program (the NSR program), following detailed technical analyses by the 
District of refinery operations and emissions data; by law, these permits incorporate emissions limits and 
control requirements that represent the most stringent of all existing regulatory requirements, within 
thresholds determined by District Staff to be protective of public health.   
 
Proposed Rule 12-16 would establish a new emissions cap, not based on available technology or public 
health thresholds, but rather solely on historical emissions.  This approach has no basis in science.  
Refineries have vested rights in operating consistent with the emissions levels in their legally obtained 
permits, and generally rely on being able to operate up to their permitted potential to emit if needed.  Rule 
12-16 would arbitrarily re-set those authorized limits, in direct conflict with the District’s current 
permitting rules and policies, without any showing of necessity (as described above). 
 
In addition, the Staff Report explains that, if adopted, the emissions limits shown for each pollutant in 
Rule § 12-16-300 would need to be adjusted over time for various reasons, including, for example, as 

                                                      
2 See WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 6-5, 8-18, 9-14, 11-10, 12-15, and 12-16, at pages 7-9 (Nov. 23, 
2015); WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 9-14 and 12-15, pages 9-11 (Feb. 22, 2016).   
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emissions measurement methods are improved, new information on criteria pollutants becomes available, 
or new regulations are adopted.  Staff Report, at 23.  However, no adjustments to the emissions limits 
would be made to accommodate new projects permitted through the NSR process, or recent projects 
permitted through the NSR process but still under construction.  While this was an “intended 
consequence” of CBE’s concept, it is an arbitrary and unjustified limitation on the permitting of new 
refinery projects.  Staff Report, at 23.  The Staff Report fails to describe how this limitation is necessary 
or within the District’s authority.  More importantly, this would directly conflict with existing policies 
and programs for permitting new projects in the Bay Area.  The Clean Air Act (CAA) requires that the 
District’s permitting program allow emissions increases at a facility as long as emissions are offset by an 
equal or greater amount of reductions of the same pollutant(s) from a location within the region.  Staff 
Report, at 37.  As the Staff Report explains, “Rule 12-16 would, in effect, eliminate that option for 
refineries and would require all emission increases to be offset within the individual facility.”  Staff 
Report, at 23.  Thus, Rule 12-16 would directly conflict with the intent of the federal CAA and the 
District’s NSR program to provide facilities with the maximum operational flexibility possible, within the 
constraints of the overall emissions limits that EPA, the State, and the District have determined are 
necessary to protect health and the environment.  It would also disincentive refineries from investing in 
improvements to refinery facilities and technology, which technology could be intended to ultimately 
reduce a refinery’s emissions.  
 
GHG Caps are Ineffective, Counterproductive, and Inconsistent with Current State Efforts 
 
Rule 12-16 would impose an enforceable limit on a refinery’s direct emissions of GHGs.  WSPA remains 
opposed to the localized regulation of GHG emissions from existing Bay Area refinery operations by the 
District.  GHG emissions contribute to a global, not local, challenge; the local GHG regulation of 
refineries in the Bay Area Air Quality District are likely to simply shift GHG emissions elsewhere in the 
State or nation.3  This has been recognized by District staff, the District’s Advisory Council, CARB, and 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.4  Furthermore, the potential for rulemaking at multiple 
levels of government can lead to duplication of effort; or, of even more concern, regulations that work at 
cross purposes and undermine the effectiveness and efficiency of regulatory programs.  WSPA supports 
pragmatic, market-based approaches to meeting California’s climate goals, and is therefore concerned that 
the District’s proposed GHG caps would undermine and interfere with the comprehensive refinery GHG 
regulations that CARB is developing as part of its state-wide GHG reduction scheme.    
 
Given the significant existing efforts at the State level to regulate GHGs, Rule 12-16 raises significant 
concerns with the “authority,” “consistency,” and “nonduplication” requirements under the Health & 
Safety Code.  As the Staff Report acknowledges, GHGs are regulated under the federal CAA and the 
California Global Warming Solutions Act (AB 32).  AB 32 requires CARB to develop a comprehensive 
approach that California will take to reduce GHG emissions to levels mandated by the Legislature.  In 
2016, the California Legislature approved SB 32, which extends California’s GHG emissions targets 
through 2030, with an objective of achieving a 40% reduction in emissions as compared to 1990 levels.  
                                                      
3 Although local regulations may reduce Bay Area GHG emissions, there remains a real potential for these regulations to increase 
global GHG emissions, which would work at cross-purposes to California’s climate goals.  The five Bay Area refineries that are 
the target of these rules represent some of the most efficient, highly-regulated refineries in the world.  Ordering these refineries to 
reduce GHG emissions may require them to pursue a variety of different options, including curtailing production operations 
(which would necessarily increase production elsewhere to meet the demand for the products these refineries create) to meet the 
proposed requirements.  To the extent that these options simply result in more processing by refineries that are not local, they 
result in no reduction in global GHGs; indeed, they would likely increase overall GHG emissions, as non-California refineries 
increase production to offset the decreases in production from the Bay Area.     
4 See WSPA Comment Letter on Project Description for Reg. 12-16 and 11-18 (Sept. 9, 2016). 
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On January 20, 2017, CARB released its proposed “2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan Update” (the 
“Proposed Scoping Plan”) – its fifth update to the Scoping Plan, which specifically implements the new 
targets imposed by SB 32.5  CARB has announced numerous public hearings on the Proposed Scoping 
Plan to take place in 2017, and is currently engaged in extensive efforts to improve and finalize the 
Proposed Scoping Plan and amendments to CARB’s current GHG regulations. The cornerstone of the 
Proposed Scoping Plan is California’s Cap-and-Trade Program, which is a comprehensive, economy-wide 
program to reduce GHG emissions in California.   

In addition to AB 32 and SB 32, AB 197 compels CARB to prioritize “[e]mission reduction rules and 
regulations that result in direct emission reductions at large stationary sources of greenhouse gas 
emissions.” Cal. H&S Code § 38562.5.  Again, the Proposed Scoping Plan addresses these obligations, 
imposing “prescriptive regulations for refineries that would reduce greenhouse gases” and other air 
emissions, and in particular targeting a “20 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from the 
refinery sector.”  Proposed Scoping Plan at ES3, ES5.  The Legislature’s decision to authorize CARB – 
and not the District – to seek these direct GHG emissions reductions continues its longstanding strategy 
of harmonizing GHG reductions at the state level, not within individual air districts.6   

Even assuming the District had the authority to implement Rule 12-16, at best, that rule would merely 
duplicate the program developed by CARB, in violation of the “nonduplication” requirement.  At worst, 
Rule 12-16 has the potential to interfere with CARB’s efforts to implement its own regulations in a 
reasoned and effective manner, in violation of the “consistency” requirement.  CARB is not planning to 
adopt refinery-focused GHG measures until at least late June, 2017.   WSPA is concerned that the 
District’s decision to proceed with GHG emissions caps at this time – before CARB itself has evaluated 
the available options and determined the most appropriate course of action – will instead create a 
duplicative, potentially inconsistent, and unnecessary regulatory scheme, and interfere with an orderly 
implementation of the Proposed Scoping Plan. 
 
Further, refineries already are extensively regulated for GHG emissions.  They are subject to California’s 
Cap-and-Trade program; they must comply with CARB’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard (which already 
regulates the carbon intensity of transportation fuels); and they will soon be subject to another statewide 
program aimed at further direct reductions in refinery GHG emissions once CARB determines the 
appropriate course of action.  Given CARB’s prior success in reducing GHG emissions across California, 
and the Legislature’s express grant of authority to CARB to regulate in this area, the District’s efforts are 
unnecessary, disruptive, and will impose a layer of burdensome bureaucracy that has little or no 
environmental benefit.   

Rule 12-16 is Not Within the District’s Authority to Adopt 
 
In proposing a new rule or regulation, H&SC § 40001 requires that the District “determine that there is a 
problem that the proposed rule or regulation will alleviate and that the rule or regulation will promote the 
attainment or maintenance of state or federal ambient air quality standards[.]”  Id. § 40001(c).  As 
discussed above, the District has not identified an air quality problem that would justify the numeric 
emissions caps in Rule 12-16, nor has the District demonstrated that Rule 12-16 would promote the 
attainment or maintenance of the NAAQS.  This is because Rule 12-16 addresses a problem that may 

                                                      
5 See CARB, 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan Update (Jan. 20, 2017), available at 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/2030sp_pp_final.pdf  
6 While CARB may elect “to partner with California’s local air districts,”  it has yet to determine whether to do so and is 
currently considering a range of possibilities. 

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/2030sp_pp_final.pdf
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occur; the District does not have the authority under the federal Clean Air Act to adopt regulations that do 
not address existing air quality issues.  
 
Emissions Caps Based on Historical Emissions are Technically Problematic 
 
WPSA incorporates by reference its discussion of this issue in WSPA’s comment letter dated November 
29, 2016.  
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Attachment B: WSPA Legal Comments on the DEIR for Rules 11-18 and 12-16 

The California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) requires the District to consider the whole of a 
Project, including both direct and indirect environmental impacts from the entire project. Public 
Resources Code, § 21000 et seq.  CEQA is further implemented by the CEQA Guidelines, Title 14, 
California Code of Regulations, § 15000 et seq.   Proposed Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are part of a suite of 
regulations identified by the District as the Petroleum Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy (Refinery 
Strategy).  The combined suite of regulations is part of a larger plan to reduce purported refinery 
emissions in the Bay Area by at least 20% within just a few years.   

WSPA has previously provided CEQA comments for proposed Rules 12-16 and 11-18, which comments 
are incorporated by reference here.7  The following comments pertain to the District’s March 2017 Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for proposed Rules 12-16 and 11-18.  The various substantive 
issues WSPA raises below clearly show that the District has not complied with CEQA in preparing and 
analyzing Rules 12-16 and 11-18.   

CEQA prohibits “segmenting” projects to create the appearance of a lesser degree of impact.  Agencies 
must consider and evaluate “the whole of an action” when they adopt new rules and cannot chop up 
actions into smaller components to minimize impacts or evade review. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 
15378(a).  To date, the District has consistently segmented and limited its analyses to individual rules, 
excluding consideration of the rules it has recently adopted as part of the “Refinery Strategy” (Rules 6-5, 
8-18, 11-10, 12-15 and 9-14) and the rules currently under development (Rule 13-1) pursuant to this same 
strategy.  WSPA has previously commented upon the segmenting issue, and WSPA incorporates those 
comments by reference here.8  However, the March 2017 DEIR for Rules 12-16 and 11-18 attempts to 
review two regulations within the same DEIR, with confusing results.  The District attempts to review, in 
its words, two Projects (asserting that each Rule is a separate project) in one EIR.  The project description 
is therefore confusing and does not properly inform the public what project is being considered.  The 
District needs to provide the citation in CEQA that allows for two separate projects to be reviewed in an 
EIR that is not, for example, a programmatic EIR.   

The District cannot piecemeal the analysis of environmental impacts from the Petroleum Refinery 
Emissions Reduction Strategy project that are clearly derived to work toward the common goal of a 20% 
emissions reduction target.  Furthermore, the District must ensure that its analysis and findings are based 
upon credible substantive evidence, that a reasonable range of alternatives are considered, that the project 
decisions meet the purpose and need, significant impacts are avoided or mitigated and that the whole of 
the action is identified and analyzed.  The District has failed to meet the requirements for preparing an 
EIR that properly informs the decision-maker and the public. 

The District should have prepared an EIR for the Refinery Strategy project.  “The purpose of an 
environmental impact report is to provide public agencies and the public in general with detailed 
information about the effect which a proposed project is likely to have on the environment; to list ways in 
which the significant effects of such a project might be minimized; and to indicate alternatives to such a 
project.”  Pub. Res. Code § 21061.  The EIR is the informational document that must be considered by the 
public agency prior to its approval or disapproval of the project.  Without a true analysis of the whole 

                                                      
7 See references in footnote 1. 
8 See references in footnote 1; see also WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 9-14 and 12-15 (Feb. 22, 2016); 
WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg. 12-15 (Apr. 8, 2016);  WSPA Comment Letter on Proposed Reg 13-1 
(Apr. 21, 2017). 
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project, it is impossible to quantify and understand the magnitude of the impact the adopted and proposed 
changes will have on the environment.  

 

The following comments highlight WSPA’s substantive issues with the District’s analysis in the DEIR. 
Please also see Attachment C for WSPA’s technical comments with the District’s DEIR: 

Page 1-1, Executive Summary, first paragraph.   

The DEIR states: “Though refinery emissions have declined over time, it is possible that, as refinery 
operations change in the future, emissions of these pollutants could increase.” 

Comment:  It is more likely that emissions will continue to decline.  Existing permit conditions, 
regulations and plans are in place that limit emissions and allow for offsets.  Furthermore, any new 
projects that might increase emissions would be regulated under the District’s existing NSR program and 
would require the installation of controls and compliance with strict emissions limits.   

Pages 1-1 and 1-2.   

(a) Comment:  The District states that the development of these rules was included as Action Item 4 in 
the Air District’s Work Plan for Action Items Related to Accidental Releases from Industrial Facilities.  
This same Action Item is, according to the District, the genesis for the District’s Petroleum Refinery 
Emissions Reduction Strategy (Refinery Project), which is a project to reduce refinery emissions by 20%.  
The Staff Report also makes clear that the District believes that the suite of rules (the Refinery Project) 
are bundled to achieve the common goal of a 20% reduction.  WSPA and its members have filed multiple 
lawsuits challenging the District’s adoption of various aspects of the Refinery Project as violating CEQA 
in light of the District’s failure to develop a comprehensive EIR for the entire Refinery Project.9 Because 
Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are part of the same Project, the impacts must be considered together with the 
impacts from the other Refinery Project rules. 

As the cited pages describe, the District is proposing Rule 11-18 as an alternative to Rule 12-16.  
However, the District’s Staff Report concludes that Rule 12-16 is likely contrary to law, arbitrary and 
capricious, and will not improve air quality.  See Staff Report, at 36 – 37.  The District states that there is 
no factual support for selectively targeting the petroleum refinery industry for emissions caps,  that the 
rule would conflict with existing permits and regulations in place that address the issue and that Rule 12-
16 is unlikely to improve air quality in refinery communities.  See Staff Report, at 36-37.  As described in 
Attachment A, WSPA agrees with the District’s assessment of Rule 12-16. However, to the extent that the 
Board relies on the DEIR for purposes of adopting or rejecting Rule 12-16, the DEIR needs to articulate 
the purpose and need/objectives for Rule 12-16 and then provide a more thorough explanation as to why 
the Rule should not be adopted given its failure to meet the purpose and need. 

(b) Comment:  The Staff Report explains that the District does not believe that Rule 12-16 will be 
effective and will not improve air quality in refinery communities.  See Staff Report, at 1, 14. The DEIR 
explains that for the No Project alternative for Rule 12-16, the control of the identified emissions would 

                                                      
9 Western States Petroleum Association , et al. v Bay Area Air Quality Management District (filed in Contra Costa 
County Superior Court, case number N16-0963); Valero Refining Company—California, Tesoro Refining & 
Marketing Company, LLC, and Phillips 66 Company v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District (filed in Contra 
Costa Superior Court, case number N16-0095). 
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continue to be addressed by the District’s current programs, including “the rules and rule amendments of 
the Refinery Strategy”.  See DEIR, at 1-15 (Section 1.5.2).  The District states that the primary differences 
between Rule 12-16 and the No Project alternative is that the collection of identified measures that the 
District would continue to use if Rule 12-16 is not adopted “would not only prevent the increase of 
climate and combustion criteria pollutants, but would result in substantial decreases of these pollutants 
over time” whereas Rule 12-16 does not require emissions reductions. 

In order for the Board to adopt Rule 12-16, the District would need to articulate why Rule 12-16 is 
necessary, what the actual purpose and need for the project is and why this proposed regulation (that 
conflicts with other regulatory procedures and will not improve air quality in refinery communities) is 
warranted.  

Page 1-5, Section 1.3.3, Project Objectives. 

Comments:  Regarding the objectives of Rule 11-18 (Toxic Risk Reduction Rule), how does the District 
intend to define, identify and quantify “overburdened communities” as stated in the second bullet point?  
There is no discussion of this issue in the DEIR.  In addition, regarding the Health Risk Assessment 
objectives (to “provide transparency and clarity to the process” and “provide the public opportunity to 
comment”), the District must articulate what Rule 11-18 would provide that is not already required by the 
public rulemaking process and CEQA. 

The objectives of Rule 12-16 also are captured in existing permits and regulations such as the New 
Source Review requirements.  The objectives conflict with existing regulations and programs such as Cap 
and Trade and offsets.  The District needs to explain how Rule 12-16 will not conflict with or violate 
existing permits, regulations, and statewide programs. 

Page 1-10, Section 1.4.2.2, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Impacts. 

Comment:  The analysis in the DEIR states that the proposed refinery limitations in Rule 12-16 would 
not be expected to conflict with CARB’s Cap and Trade Program because covered entities could continue 
to use GHG credits for compliance purposes and that GHG increases could continue to be offset.  
However, under Rule 12-16, a refinery “shall not emit greenhouse gas emissions that exceed the 
emissions limits shown in Table 12-16-301.” See also Staff Report at 37-38 (“…there is a significant 
argument that a fixed numeric cap for criteria pollutants conflicts with these federal and state provisions 
that allow facilities to increase emissions if certain conditions are met. It may be difficult to legally justify 
the necessity for such a measure…”)   

The District needs to clarify how the emissions cap listed in Rule § 12-16-301 allows refineries to use 
GHG credits for compliance purposes, as asserted on page 1-10 of the DEIR.   

Page 1-14, Section 1.5.1, Project Alternatives for Proposed Rule 11-18.   

The DEIR states that portions of 11-18 could be implemented under the Air District’s AB 2588 – Air 
Toxics “Hot Spots” Program.  The District states that with Alternative 1.2, the District would establish 
risk action levels at 25/M for cancer risk and 2.5 for hazard indices. 

Comment:  The District needs to ensure that Alternative 1.2 does not conflict with other District 
regulations and is feasible.   

Page 2-7, Section 2.4.2, Project Description.   
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Comment:  The project description is confusing.  The DEIR states that District staff does not recommend 
adoption of Rule 12-16 and instead recommends adoption of Rule 11-18.  See DEIR, at 2-1.   

Furthermore, Section 4.0 of the DEIR contains a discussion of project alternatives.  Tables 4-2a on page 
4-18 and 4-2b on page 4-19 have a column identified as the “proposed project” but no clear “proposed 
project” has been identified.  The District appears to be putting forth two proposed projects in the same 
DEIR.  The District is actually proposing alternatives for the decision maker:  Alternative 1 is to adopt 
Rule 12-16 (or variations of Rule 12-16); Alternative 2 is to adopt Rule 11-18 (or variations of Rule 11-
18); Alternative 3 is to adopt both; and Alternative 4 is to adopt Rule 11-18 together with Rule 13-1, 
which rule is still under development.  Note that neither the alternatives discussion or Tables 4-2a or 4-2b 
include the alternative to adopt Rules 12-16 and 11-18 together, yet there is discussion of this alternative 
in the document.   

The situation is even more confusing since the decision maker and the public are to review the 
information to assess what alternative best fits the purpose and need of the project; but here there are, as 
the District asserts, two projects in the DEIR.  The DEIR is flawed because it confuses “alternatives” with 
“project” and does not provide for a clear purpose and need for the actual proposed project; as noted 
above, the project is actually the Refinery Project.   

Page 2-8, Table 2.4-1, Implementation Phases. 

Comment:  Appears to be an error for diesel IC Engines under the HRA column. What is the correct 
range of years so the correct information can be reviewed? 

Page 3.1-4, Section 3.1.5, Cumulative Impacts. 

Comment:  The District needs to articulate how this DEIR evaluates the cumulative environmental 
impacts associated with the planning and implementation of other air quality rules recently adopted and 
reasonably foreseeable similar regulations (Refinery Project Rules 6-5, 11-10, 8-18, 12-15, and 9-14), 
proposed regulations (Rule 13-1), and any planned regulations or amendments to regulation (Rules 2-1 
and 2-2, for example).   Furthermore, the DEIR is flawed because it identifies Rule 13-1 as an alternative 
but does not perform a cumulative impact analysis with any of the Refinery Project rules, or even Rule 
11-18, which is included as an Alternative in this DEIR. 

Page 3.2-9:  TABLE 3.2-4, “2011 Air Emission Inventory – Annual Average”.   

The footnote to Table 3.2-4 states that the source of the information is from “Bay Area Emission 
Inventory Summary Report: Criteria Air Pollutants (BAAQMD, 2014)”.  The following paragraph then 
cites a BAAQMD 2017 statement:  “Approximately 84 percent of NOx emissions in the Bay Area are 
produced by the combustion of fuels. Mobile sources of NOx include motor vehicles, aircraft, trains, 
ships, recreation boats, industrial and construction equipment, farm equipment, off-road recreational 
vehicles, and other equipment. NOx and VOC emissions have been reduced for both stationary and 
mobile sources. Stationary sources of VOC and NOx have been substantially reduced due to stringent 
District regulations (BAAQMD, 2017).” 

Comment:  The District should use more recent data for this EIR than the 2011 emission inventory.  The 
District needs to state why it is using 2011 annual emissions data for a 2014 Inventory Summary Report 
in a 2017 DEIR.  Furthermore, the District follows Table 3.2-4 with a discussion of how the air has 
improved and cites percentages.  However, the source of that information is not provided and needs to be 
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provided. The public and the decision-maker should be provided with the most current data to properly 
assess the impacts and mitigation.   

Page 3.2-17 (top of the page) and Page 3.2-22, Section 3.2.3.2, Operational Emissions.   

Comment:  Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are part of  the Refinery Project, which project is designed to reduce 
emissions at refineries by 20%.  The example on the pages given above, that one control measure may 
result in increasing criteria pollutant emissions and the opportunity to offset, applies to the Refinery 
Project.  The Refinery Project’s suite of regulations must be reviewed in a cumulative and comprehensive 
manner in order to determine whether there is a significant impact upon the environment and to properly 
inform the decision maker and public.   See CEQA Guidelines § 15130.  The Refinery Project shares a 
common goal and identifies regulations that will be amended and/or created in order to achieve that goal.  
Rules 12-16 and 11-18 must be analyzed for cumulative impacts, not just between the two, but together 
with the recently adopted Refinery Project rules (6-5, 11-10, 8-18, 12-15, and 9-14), proposed regulations 
(Rule 13-1) and any planned regulations or amendments to regulation (Rules 2-1 and 2-2, for example).   

An example of how the Refinery Project’s suite of regulations could cumulatively negatively impact the 
environment, and therefore must be cumulatively analyzed, is exhibited on DEIR page 3.2-37.  The 
language states that “As summarized in Tables 3.2-19 and 3.2-20, Rule 11-18 and Rule 12-16, 
respectively, could produce substantial construction air quality impacts if larger types of air pollution 
control equipment are installed. This impact would be compounded if more than one piece of air pollution 
control equipment is installed on the same day or both rules are adopted. Again, because Rule 11-18 
would potentially regulate a substantially greater number of industrial sources, it would create greater 
air quality impacts than Rule 12-16.”   

Another example is shown on 3.2-39:  “Conclusion: Based on the construction emissions shown for each 
rule in Tables 3.2-19 and 3.2-20, it is concluded that NOx construction air quality impacts may be 
significant under either rule scenario and potentially more significant if both rules are adopted.”  
(emphasis added).  The District also needs to address the significance compared with the other Refinery 
Project rules.   

Finally, the analysis on page 3.2-53 in section 3.2.6.1.1 only refers to construction impacts and only to the 
two rules in the document (Rules 12-16 and 11-18).  There are construction and operational impacts that 
should be analyzed with the suite of Refinery Project rules which may be considerable when analyzed 
cumulatively. 

The District needs to properly analyze the cumulative impacts of these rules along with the other Refinery 
Project rules and inform the decision maker and the public regarding impacts and proposed mitigation 
measures. This comment also applies throughout the DEIR, for example to sections 3.3 (Greenhouse Gas 
emissions), section 3.4 (hazardous materials), and section 3.5 (hydrology and water quality). 

Section 3.2.3, Significance Criteria. 

Comment:  With respect to Rule 11-18, the DEIR does not address any significance criteria for toxic air 
contaminants (i.e., cancer risk, acute and chronic health indices).  It is not possible to properly determine 
impacts if there are no significance criteria.  Section 3.2.6.2 further states that “In addition, reductions in 
TAC emissions would be expected due to implementation of Rule 11-18, but those emission reductions 
and the related health risk benefits cannot be estimated at this time.” Rule 11-18 is not properly analyzed 
in this DEIR. 
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Page 3.2-31, Section 3.2.4.1.2.  

The DEIR states:  “It is assumed that the proposed project has the potential to result in the construction 
of up to three to five WGS units under Rule 11-18 or three to five units under Rule 12-16.” 

Comment:  What is the basis for this assumption?  Additionally, since Rule 11-18 would apply to many 
industries and facilities, why is the assumption the same for Rule 11-18 as for Rule 12-16, which only 
applies to five refineries and three ancillary facilities? 

Page 3.3-15, Section 3.3.4.  

The DIER states: “Due to the complexity of conditions and interactions affecting global climate change, it 
is not possible to predict the specific impact, if any, attributable to GHG emissions associated with a 
single project. Although the geographic scope of this GHG emissions impact analysis in this EIR is the 
State of California, it is the cumulative effects of all global GHG emissions sources that have the 
potential result in global climate change. For this reason, GHG emission impacts contributing to global 
climate change are considered a cumulative impact analysis rather than a project-specific analysis.” 

Comment:  The District is not analyzing how the Refinery Project’s suite of regulations impacts the 
environment regarding GHG emission impacts contributing to global climate change, which “are 
considered a cumulative impact analysis rather than a project-specific analysis.”  The DEIR fails to 
comply with CEQA by only attempting to cumulatively consider these two regulations.  CEQA 
Guidelines § 15355 defines cumulative impacts as: “two or more individual effects which, when 
considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts. 

(a) The individual effects may be changes resulting from a single project or a number of separate 
projects. 

(b) The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment which results 
from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related past, present, 
and reasonable foreseeable probable future  projects.  Cumulative impacts can result from 
individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over time.” 
 

Rules 12-16 and 11-18 are both part of the Refinery Emissions Reduction Strategy, they are closely 
related to the “suite of regulations” identified by the District, and they have the same common goal to 
reduce refinery emissions.  Therefore, a cumulative analysis is necessary that includes the recently 
adopted Refinery Project rules (6-5, 11-10, 8-18, 12-15, and 9-14), proposed regulations (13-1), and any 
planned regulations or amendments to regulation (2-1 and 2-2, for example). See CEQA Guidelines § 
15130. 

Comment:  The GHG impact analysis is inadequate because it does not evaluate the impact Rule 12-16 
will have on global GHG emissions.  The DEIR maintains that “GHG emission impacts contributing to 
global climate change are considered a cumulative impact analysis rather than a project-specific analysis.”  
DEIR, at 3.3-15.  The DEIR must properly analyze impacts from GHG emissions in compliance with 
CEQA Guidelines § 15064.4. 

In this regard, the DEIR has failed to address at least one way the Project may increase global GHGs: 
leakage. As recognized by the IPCC and CARB, and defined by the IPCC, leakage is the “phenomena 
whereby the reduction in emissions (relative to a baseline) in a jurisdiction/sector associated with the 
implementation of mitigation policy is offset to some degree by an increase outside the jurisdiction/sector 
through induced changes in consumption, production, prices, land use and/or trade across the 
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jurisdictions/sectors. Leakage can occur at a number of levels, be it a project, state, province, nation, or 
world region.”10  

As discussed in the legal comments on Draft Rule 12-16 in Attachment A of this comment letter, 
California refineries are already extensively regulated.  To the extent that Rule 12-16 imposes a cap and 
thereby restricts the ability of California refiners to meet demand, that demand will be made up by other 
refiners, therefore there would be no benefit on global GHG emissions.  This impact is supported by 
substantial evidence. For example, at the October 19, 2016 BAAQMD Board of Directors meeting, the 
California Energy Commission gave a presentation entitled “California Refinery Overview and SF Bay 
Area Crude Oil Slate”, which explained that following the February 2015 explosion at the ExxonMobil 
Torrance refinery’s FCC, the decrease in southern California refinery production of gasoline was offset 
by Bay Area refinery gasoline production and a 10-fold increase in foreign imports.11  

A mass GHG limit on Bay Area refineries, as proposed in Regulation 12-16, would also limit the ability 
for Bay Area refinery gasoline production to offset a supply shortage.  Under Rule 12-16, supply 
shortages would result in more gasoline being produced outside of California and transported into 
California, which would in turn increase the GHG intensity of gasoline supply in California due to 
increased transportation needs.  A similar and reasonably foreseeable situation can occur if unexpected 
and/or planned maintenance events at California refineries occur simultaneously among different 
refineries, which would also decrease gasoline production from California refineries.  Should such an 
occurrence happen, the refineries that increase production to meet the shortfall may not be as efficient. 

Page 3.3-26, Section 3.3.4.3, Potential Conflicts With State GHG Compliance Plans. 

Comment:  This is a carefully articulated and artificial finding.  The District is basing its conclusion on 
historic data that the refineries have not exceeded the proposed Rules 12-16 emissions caps and, 
therefore, proposed 12-16 will not conflict with the existing State Cap and Trade program.  At the outset, 
this assumption is faulty; the current emissions caps are based on historic levels of production, which may 
or may not reflect future demand; furthermore, as discussed above in WSPA’s legal comments, the 
emissions caps are designed to be adjusted downwards in the future in response to a number of factors, 
and may not be increased even in response to new projects or production at a refinery.  Thus, it is entirely 
possible, if not probable, that the Rule 12-16 caps will at some point become more stringent than the Cap 
and Trade program would otherwise authorize.  The District is not informing the public about how such a 
conflict would be handled. The District needs to specifically answer the following question:  Can the 
refinery use Cap and Trade and other offset programs as they are legally authorized to obtain credits that 
place them legally under the cap even though they actually exceed the Rule 12-16 cap?   California’s 
ability to meet its GHG reduction limits under AB 32 and related regulatory mandates call for the use of 
such programs as Cap and Trade.  Rule 12-16 separates the Bay Area refineries from the rest of the 
industries in California by prohibiting these few entities from participating in a legally approved statewide 
program to meet statewide goals. This is a conflict with existing plans and violates CEQA.  

Page 3.5-16:  Rule 12-16.    

The DEIR states: “If any refineries are shown to exceed the refinery-wide emissions limits for PM2.5, 
PM10, NOx or SO2, it is expected that refinery operators would install new, or modify their existing air 
pollution control equipment in order to reduce emissions as required by Regulation 12-16. Additional 

                                                      
10 https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_annex-i.pdf  
11 https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=23312  

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_annex-i.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=23312
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water demand and wastewater generation impacts are expected to result from the operation of several of 
the possible control technologies that would most likely be used including wet electrostatic precipitators 
(ESPs) and wet gas scrubbers (see Table 3.5-1).” 

Comment:  It is possible that the thresholds identified in Table 3.5-1 would be exceeded due to the 
required retrofits, and the analysis in the DEIR states there are many unknowns.  What appears to be 
known is that Rules 11-18 and 12-16 together would exceed the threshold for water usage which is a 
significant impact for a regulation that the District does not support.  Furthermore, the recommended 
mitigation measures are not expected to reduce the level of significance.  

Page 3.5-23, Section 3.5.5.2.    

The DEIR states:  “Therefore, the proposed project will remain significant after mitigation for water 
demand.” 

Comment:  What does “proposed project” refer to in this sentence?  Is the proposed project Rule 12-16, 
11-18 or both?  The District needs to identify the actual project.  Furthermore, note that for both Rules 12-
16 and 11-18, the recommended mitigation will not reduce the significant impact for water demand.  The 
District must weigh and analyze the expected improvement by adopting the Rules against the significant 
impact on water demand even after mitigation.   

Page 4-3, Section 4.1.  

Comment:  This section states that the alternatives are limited by the nature of the project.  CEQA 
requires an analysis of a reasonable range of feasible alternatives to accomplish the purpose and need of 
the project.  Here for example, the discussion in this section states that a portion of the proposed rules 
could be implemented under other existing or planned requirements/measures.  The analysis does not 
identify what elements of the proposed rules could be handled by these other requirements or measures 
and when identified, may result in other feasible alternatives, significant impacts or appropriate 
mitigation.  Such analysis may also question whether the remaining rule elements actually satisfy the 
objectives. 

Page 4-5, Alternative 2.1, Regulation 12-16.   

Comment:  The District’s inclusion of the “Rules and rule amendments in the Refinery Strategy” in this 
section demonstrates the District’s understanding that the Refinery Strategy is a project under CEQA, in 
that the rules and amendments are designed for a common purpose. What the District fails to do, however, 
is to properly analyze the potential significant impacts from the cumulative actions of this suite of 
regulations. 

Page 4-6, Alternative 2.1, Regulation 12-16. 

The DEIR states: “The primary differences between Rule 12-16 and the No Project Alternative (12-16) is 
that the collection of measures listed referenced above would not only prevent the increase of climate and 
combustion criteria pollutants, but would result in substantial decreases of these pollutants over time (the 
proposal does not require emissions reductions).” 

Comment:  The District’s discussion makes it clear that Rule 12-16 is not needed.  There are already 
regulations in place or more comprehensive planned regulations.  If the District is to demonstrate the 
necessity of the proposed rule, it must articulate why the rule would improve air quality more than the 
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current and other proposed regulations (see examples provided in Section 4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.2, and 4.3.1.3) or 
existing federal and state permit requirements, and why this additional air quality reduction merits 
creating a significant impact with water usage.  The DEIR not only fails to make this demonstration, it 
affirms that such a demonstration cannot be made. 

Page 4-7 Section 4.3.2, Alternative 2.2.   

The DEIR states: “…This alternative would consist of a combination of the environmental benefits and 
impacts of adopting and implementing proposed Rule 12-16 and draft Rule 13-1.” 

Comment:  The District should clarify whether Rule 12-16 is part of this alternative as stated in the first 
sentence or if this is a typographical error. If 12-16 is part of this alternative, the District should explain 
the impacts and the analysis in the alternative. 

Page 4-13, Section 4.5.2.   

Comment:  The District discusses how the Rule 12-16 No Project alternative will not have a significant 
impact upon the environment if Rules 11-18 and 13-1 are adopted together, but does not discuss in the 
alternatives analysis the impact of Rules 11-18 and 13-1 being adopted together.  The District needs to 
assess the cumulative impacts of the Rules 11-18 and 13-1 alternative, along with the other Refinery 
Project rules, to comply with CEQA. 

Page 4-18, Section 4.8.2, Comparison of Alternatives.   

Comment:  The District concludes that combining Rule 11-18 and 13-1 is the preferred alternative.  
However, throughout this DEIR, the District reviews Rules 12-16, 11-18 and a combination of Rules 12-
16 and 11-18.  The District does not analyze the cumulative impacts of Rules 11-18 and 13-1 being 
implemented or any necessary mitigation measures.  In fact, Rule 13-1 does not appear in Table 1-1 on 
page 1-18.   The District fails to comply with CEQA by not properly analyzing the Alternative. 
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Attachment C: WPSA Technical Comments on the DEIR for Rules 11-18 & 12-16 

Executive Summary 
 
Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) 
 
The cumulative impact associated with GHG emissions is dependent on global GHG.  California 
refineries are more efficient than most other refineries, and Bay Area regulations which limit Bay Area 
refineries’ production and shift production to less efficient refineries outside the Bay Area will increase 
global GHG even though the reduce GHG in the Bay Area.   
 
Policies to address global fuel demand in the lowest GHG manner should instead favor production at the 
most efficient refineries.  Capping emissions at the Bay Area refineries could easily inhibit the ability of 
the refineries to make changes needed to produce lower-carbon fuels, and GHGs associated with 
consumers’ fuel use are far higher than the GHGs associated with the fuels’ production at the refineries.   
 
The DEIR includes no analysis of the extent to which the proposed regulations to reduce emissions from 
Bay Area refineries may result in increases in global GHG and the associated cumulative impacts, and 
needs to do so.  The DEIR is inadequate because it was not “prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis 
to provide decision makers with information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently 
takes account of environmental consequences” (as required by 14 CCR 15151). WSPA made these same 
comments on the draft PEIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan and the District did not respond to 
them, even though a response is required by 14 CCR 15088(a).  Without such a cumulative impacts 
analysis, the DEIR also does not provide a “good-faith effort at full disclosure” as required by 14 CCR 
15003(i).         
 
Air Toxics 
 
The stated goal behind Regulation 11-18 is to make it unacceptable for existing facilities to impact any 
location with an estimated potential for12 a total 10-in-a-million lifetime cancer risk, despite the fact that 
the EIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan identified that a new project increasing potential existing 
risk by less than 100-in-a-million is not “significant” under CEQA.13  Under CEQA, this means that the 
District determined—“based  to the extent possible on scientific and factual data”14—that increasing the 
potential for existing risk by less than 100-in-a-million is not a “substantial, or potentially substantial, 
adverse change”.15   
 

                                                      
12 As identified in OEHHA’s 2015 Risk Assessment Guidelines, “there is a great deal of uncertainty associated with 
the process of risk assessment....The assumptions used in these guidelines are designed to err on the side of health 
protection in order to avoid underestimation of risk to the public....Risk estimates generated by [a Health Risk 
Assessment] should not be interpreted as the expected rates in the exposed population but rather as estimate of 
potential f or disease, based on current knowledge and a number of assumptions.” (pp. 1-5 and 1-6 of the “Guidance 
Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments”)   
13 BAAQMD, Final Program Environmental Impact Report for “Spare the Air – Cool the Climate” State 
Clearinghouse No. 2016062046, April 2017, Section 3.2.4. 
14 Per 14 CCR 15604(b).  WSPA commented that the EIR for the Clean Air Plan did not include this basis and 
needed to, but the District did not respond to that comment (even though a response is required by 14 CCR 
15088(a)).  
15 This is from the definition of “significant effect on the environment” at 14 CCR 15382. 
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Section 3.2.6.2 of the DEIR for Regulations 11-18 and 12-16 concludes that potential TAC emissions are 
“less than significant”, but provides no evaluation of this.  In fact, the section does not even provide 
significance criteria for TACs or state where to find such analysis in the DEIR, if it does exist.  The lack 
of evaluation and the conclusions are inconsistent with the fact that the District currently requires projects 
with emissions of as little as 0.26 pounds per year of diesel exhaust PM to conduct a Health Risk 
Assessment to determine whether they are above or below 10-in-a-million risk thresholds 16.  In addition, 
the District’s emissions calculations in Appendix B of the DEIR include scenarios with emissions of off-
road diesel PM emissions exceeding ten times that amount (2.6 pounds) per day.17     
 
The District identifies Regulation 11-18 as “address[ing] concerns about health risks to the refinery 
communities”.  WSPA believes that a far more productive way to address concerns would be for the 
District to provide context and consistency in their communications regarding the significance of these 
potential risks.    
 
Detailed Comments 
 
There is a statement in Section 3.2.1.4.1 of the DEIR that “many scientists believe that there are not ‘safe’ 
levels of exposure to carcinogens without some risk to causing cancer”.  The District does not provide a 
citation for the statement as required by 14 CCR § 15148.  There is no practical means of measuring a 
zero-risk health impacts threshold, and this is not the same as saying that there are not ‘safe’ levels; such 
logic would lead one to believe that essentially nothing is safe.  WSPA commented similarly on the draft 
PEIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan and the District did not respond to it as required by 14 CCR 
15088(a). 
 
The second and third paragraphs in Section 3.2.1.2.4 of the “Environmental Setting” include two 
paragraphs of statements that are uncited and imply causality without any quantitative information on 
whether those correlations are causal.  This is especially the case for the range of PM concentrations in 
the Bay Area that has been raised by multiple authors in peer-reviewed literature.18   
 
WSPA raised this concern previously in our comments on the District’s Clean Air Plan19.  The District’s 
response to our comments was, “Our scientists review a wide range of documents....We are, of course, 
always happy to discuss data and uncertainties in analysis, taking in to account ways that particulate 
matter impacts may be overstated or underestimated”20 .  Language reflecting this response does not 
appear to have been added to the Plan or provided in the Program EIR for the Plan.     
 
The statement in Section 3.2.1.4.1 that “the proportion of cancer deaths attributable to air pollution has 
not been estimated using epidemiological methods” is misleading.  An upper bound (“potential for”) 
estimate of contracting cancer from air pollution has been estimated by the District, and the value is so 

                                                      
16 Per BAAQMD Regulation 2-5. 
17 The District’s “FCCU with SCR” evaluation shows 4.12 lb PM10/day from off-road diesel equipment.  The 
District’s other scenarios also show daily PM10 emissions from off-road diesel equipment far in excess of the 
District’s annual 0.26 lb threshold. 
18 See, for example, articles in Special Issue on Air Pollution Health Risks, Risk Analysis 36(9) (2016). 
19 B. Brown (Director, Bay Area Region, WSPA), letter to Ms. Christy Riviere (Senior Environmental Planner, 
BAAQMD) “Re: WSPA Comments on 2017 Draft Clean Air Plan/Regional Climate Protection Strategy”, March 9, 
2017.  
20 BAAQMD, “Response to Public Comments”, Appendix B to the 2017 Clean Air Plan, p. 97. 
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low that it is too small to be detectable by epidemiological methods.  District needs to reference the 
source for their assertions rather than just implying that the proportion is a complete unknown. 
 
The statement in Section 3.2.1.4.1 about “the estimated lifetime cancer risk for Bay Area 
residents....declined from 4,100 cases per million in 1990 to 690 cases per million people in 2014” is 
inaccurate.  OEHHA (which developed the guidance upon which Bay Area bases its assessments) has 
specifically stated that “Risk estimates generated by [a Health Risk Assessment] should not be interpreted 
as the expected rates in the exposed population but rather as estimate of potential f or disease, based on 
current knowledge and a number of assumptions” (pp. 1-5 and 1-6 of OEHHA’s “Guidance Manual for 
Preparation of Health Risk Assessments”).    
 
Figure 3.2-12 identifies diesel PM as the predominant TAC of concern from the perspective of risk, but 
Table 3.2-5 provides no information regarding what monitoring data that estimate was derived from.  We 
have not been able to locate the cited report “BAAQMD, 2016.  Toxic Air Contaminant Air Monitoring 
Data for 2014”, and request the BAAQMD make it publicly available. 
 
Table 3.2-5 of the DEIR identifies the air toxic with the highest concentration as ethyl alcohol.  It is not 
clear if the District is proposing to include ethyl alcohol in Rule 11-18.  Currently, ethyl alcohol is not one 
of the Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) identified by US EPA.  It is not currently listed as a Toxic Air 
Contaminant (TAC) as defined in H&SC 39655(a) nor is listed in ARB regulations at 17 CCR 93000), 
and is not identified as a reportable substance in Appendix A of OEHHA’s Guidance Manual for 
Preparation of Health Risk Assessments, and is not listed in BAAQMD’s Regulation 2-5 for Toxic Air 
Contaminants.  
 
The cumulative impacts analysis in Section 3.3.1 of the DEIR does not “reflect the severity of impacts 
and their likelihood of occurrence” as required by 14 CCR §15130(b), and needs to include available 
information.  WSPA made this comment on the draft PEIR for the District’s 2017 Clean Air Plan and the 
District did not respond to it as required by 14 CCR 15088(a). 
 
Section 3.3.3 of the DEIR includes a paragraph that identifies a project level GHG threshold for stationary 
source projects of 10,000 metric tonnes of CO2e, citing the District’s 2010 CEQA Air Quality Guidelines.  
Those Guidelines identified a threshold of 10,000 metric tonnes of CO2e per year of operational 
emissions.  As identified on the District’s CEQA webpage, the District was ordered to “set aside the 
Thresholds and is no longer recommending that these Thresholds be used as a general measure of 
project’s significant air quality impacts”. 
 
Section 4.1 of the DEIR identifies the objectives for proposed rule 11-18 inaccurately.  The objective is 
not to reduce exposure “to the lowest levels achievable”; if that were true, there wouldn’t be any risk 
thresholds identified in the rule.  The rule is written to reduce exposure from stationary sources to less 
than the risk thresholds identified in the rule, which are not based on any scientific or technical analysis of 
what level of “potential for risk” is safe or achievable.   
 
The District’s stated objective to “ensure the facilities that impact the most sensitive and overburdened 
communities reduce their associated health risk in an efficient and expedited manner” is misleading, 
given that all facilities in the air basin have some impact on regional air quality.  Rule 11-18 identifies a 
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level of impact that a facility may cause to a single receptor, which is approximately 1.4% of the risk 
associated with the background air quality21, and then is required to expeditiously reduce its impact. 
 
Section 4.1 of the DEIR identifies the objectives for proposed rule 12-16 inaccurately.  To state that the 
objective is to protect “air quality” and “public health” is to imply that the existing myriad of Federal, 
State, and District air rules and permitting requirements that have accumulated over the last several 
decades and are statutorily required to do exactly that have been inadequate, and that the District has been 
failing to do its job for the last 62 years.  And as noted in our cover letter for these comments, the 
restriction of GHG emissions from the refineries’ sites does not necessarily protect the climate; it could 
instead cause increases in global GHG.  This was the case with the Low Carbon Fuel Standard Brazilian 
ethanol mandate that WSPA identified in its comment letter on the 2017 Draft Clean Air Plan Program 
EIR.  Transportation fuels are a global market that involve global steps (from exploration and production 
to refining and distribution), and anything that involves perturbing one of those steps may have 
unforeseen consequences elsewhere.    
 
Section 4.2.1 is not an accurate depiction of the no-project alternative for Regulation 11-18 and therefore 
it and the corresponding analysis in Section 4.4.1.1 do not comply with the CEQA regulations at 14 CCR 
15126.6(e), which require that “...The ‘no project’ analysis shall discuss the existing conditions at the 
time the notice of preparation is published...as well as what would be reasonably expected to occur in the 
foreseeable future if the project were not approved, based on current plans and consistent with available 
infrastructure and community services....”  It is reasonably expected that US EPA will fulfill its statutory 
requirement under Section 112(d)(6) of the Clean Air Act to periodically review and revise its Maximum 
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP).  Additionally, 
the California ARB will continue to fulfill its statutory requirement under H&SC §39665 et seq. to 
periodically review/revise/update its Air Toxics Control Measures (ATCMs).  Lastly, there will also be 
TAC emissions reductions associated with all of other existing regulatory programs at the Federal, State, 
and District level that reduce criteria pollutants since almost all TACs are also either criteria pollutants or 
precursors to criteria pollutants.   
 
These programs are the primary reason that TAC emissions have decreased so substantially since the time 
the AB2588 requirements were promulgated nearly three decades ago (as shown in the District’s Figure 
3-1), and Sections 4.2.1 and 4.4.1.1 assume that none of them exist and/or are not reasonably expected to 
occur in the foreseeable future.  WSPA made similar comments on the draft PEIR for the District’s 2017 
Clean Air Plan and the District did not respond to it as required by 14 CCR 15088(a). 
 
Section 4.3.1 states that there are no facility-wide emissions limits on refineries; that is incorrect.  There 
are facility-wide emissions limits, either spelled out explicitly in permits or as a result of equipment-
specific emissions limits and/or equipment capacities (“potential to emit”).  The District has already 
issued permits to the refineries and the entire point of these permits was to ensure the protection of public 
health if the refineries were to operate up to those maximum limits.     
 
 

                                                      
21 This percentage was calculated by dividing the 10-in-a-million threshold by the 690-in-a-million background level 
shown in Figure 3.2-1. 
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